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PREFATOM KOTICE.

The Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Association

at its fifteenth annual meeting are herewith presented to the

members. Notwithstanding its increased size, the volume ap-

pears considerably in advance of the time when the former

ones were issued. After the close of the meeting the phono-

grapher's report must be written out, thus causing a delay of

several weeks before printing can be commenced. This report,

furnished by Mr. Jas. H. Slade, of Boston, has been very care-

fully prepared this year, and is eiSbodied almost entirely in the

present volume. We trust that this will add greatly to the inter-

est with M'hich our Proceedings will be read, especially those dis-

cussions which refer to preparations, processes, apparatus, adul-

terations, to the standing of the profession of Pharmacy, its

relations to kindred professions, and to the welfare and usefulness

of our Association.

The members will observe that the Constitution has been

altered, in several important points, at the fourteenth and fif-

teenth annual meetings. The changes to which we refer are ;

—

1. An admission fee of $3 is now charged to incoming mem-

bers.

2. The annual contribution has been increased to $3.

3. Life membership is abolished for the future ; that is, all

members will hereafter be contributing members, as long as they

retain their connection with the Association.

4. The fee for the certificate of membership will hereafter be

The present volume proves the wisdom of the Association

in adopting these financial measures. While a great deal of infor-

mation on this subject will be found in the discussions of the third
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and fourth sessions, it should be borne in mind that the expenses

of publishing and distributing this volume will be far beyond

those of previous ones
;
indeed, the distribution of the Proceed-

ings alone, it is calculated, will cost the Association as much as

the entire publicatio7i and distribution of the annual volume did

not many years ago.

This single statement, it is hoped, will be another reason, and

a very weighty one, why all members should respond heartily to

the appeal of the Association to give up their right to life mem-

bership. The great unanimity which characterized the action

on the above points, the readiness with which the members

present in New York threw up their rights just referred^to, the

handsome donations made by several members, all prove the

spirit of liberality among our members, and justify the hope that

the financial embarrassments of our Association will now be

ended.

In regard to the increase in the charge for the certificate of

membership, all the present members are entitled to receive it

now for $3. All those desiring one should at once apply to the

Treasurer, Mr. Chas. A. Tufts, of Dover, N. H. With the next

annual meeting the fee will be $5 to all members.

The rapid increase in membership, and the extension of our

relations to other scientific associations, are matters for congra-

tulation, and cannot fail to increase the usefulness of the Asso-

ciation in raising the status of American Pharmacy, and to con-

nect with it all those pharmacists whose aim is a higher one than

simply success in business.

A novel feature in the history of the Association is that it was •

represented at and participated, through its Delegates, in the

deliberations of the International Pharmaceutical Congress

which was held at Paris in August last. The report of the Dele-

gates will undoubtedly be of great interest to all membei-s.

The stock of the older volumes of Proceedings is gradually

diminishing, and several are almost out of print,—an incentive

to those who wish to complete their sets to do so without delay,

by applying to either of the undersigned. The prices of the

several issues are as follows, exclusive of postage or express

charges :—
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1851, '52, '53, '54, '55, '56, unbound, 25 cts. each.

1857, . . . . "40 bound, $ 70

1858, .... " 1.20 " 1.50

1859, .... " 1.20 " 1.50

1860, .... « 1.00

1862, . . . .
« 1.25

1863, .... " 1.25

1864, '65, '66, ..." 1.20 " 1.50

1867, .... " 2.00 " 2.30

The entire set of bound volumes, except the first six, which

are in paper covers, will be supplied at ^14.50. Complete sets

of the Proceedings, in paper covers, except 1860, '62 and '63,

which are bound, will be furnished at $12.00. No Proceedings

were published in 1861.

The next (sixteenth) annual meeting of the Association will

. be held on the second Tuesday of September, 1868, ;n the city of

Philadelphia. It is very desirable that applications for member-

ship should be handed to the Chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee as early as convenient, if possible hefore the commence-

ment of the meeting, where the growing interest in the Associa-

tion, it is to be hoped, will assemble most of the older and a

great many new members.

Thos. S. Wiegand,

Chairman of Executive Committee,

Nv E. cor. Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia.

John M. Maisch,

Permanent Secretary Ayner. PJiarm. Assoc.,

1607 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia.



MI]^^UTES
"

OF THE

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

First Session.— Tuesday, Sept. lOtli, 1867.

The Association met at the University Buildings, in the city

of New York, on Sept. 10th, 1867, at 3 o'clock, P. M. First

Vice-President, Edward Parrish, of Philadelphia, in the Chair

;

John M. Maisch, Secretary.

Prof. Parrish read a letter from President Frederick Stearns,

in which he stated that it would be impossible for him to be

present at this meeting, on account of ill health.

The acting President appointed the following Committee on

Credentials : Robt. J. Brown, Leavenworth, Kansas ; M. M.

Selfridge, Bethlehem, Pa. ; C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville, Ky.

The Committee retired to examine the credentials ; meanwhile

the members present were requested to register their names.

A communication was received from the Long Island Histori-

cal Society, inviting the members of this Association to visit

their rooms, and oifering the use of their library and reading

room to the Association.

Mr. Close.—That institution is more than its name indicates. There
is quite an extensive museum of natural history connected with it, par-

ticularly the natural history of Long Island, making a visit to it very

interesting.

On motion of the Business Committee, the Permanent Secre-

2
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tary was directed to return to the Long Island Historical Society

the thanks of the Association.

The Committee on Credentials then reported the follo-vving

gentlemen duly accredited as delegates to this meeting :

From the Maine Pharmaceutical Association.—Charles K. Partridge,

Henry T. Cummiugs, M. D., Edmund Dana, Jr., John G. Cook.

From the Massa(^hnsdts College of Pharmacy.—Charles A. Tufts, Gee.

F. H. Markoe, H. W. Lincoln, Samuel M. Colcord. A. P. Melzar.

From the College of Pharmacy of the City of Neiv York.—James S.

j\ spin wall, George C. Close, William Neergaard, William Wright, Jr.,

William Hegeman.
From the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.—Edward Parrish, James

T. Shinn, H. N. Ritteahouse, A. B. Taylor, E. T. Ellis.*

From the Maryland College of Pharmacy.—J. B. Baxley, Wm. S.

Thompson, J. F. Hancock, J. J. Thomsen, J. C. Leamy.

From the Pharmactulical Association of the District of Columbia.—
G. G. C. Simms, John A. Milburn, J. N. Callan, J. Stanley Jones, Chas.

C. Callan.

From the Cincinnati College of Pharmacy.—E. S.Wayne, W. E. Reif-

snider, A. M. Johnson, A. Foertmeyer, W. J. M. Gordon.

From the Chicago College of Pharmacy.—E. H. Sargent, Philip L.

Milleman, C. Lewis Diehl, John Burrell, Robert J. Brown.

From the Alumni Association of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

—Thomas S. Wiegand, C. L. Eberle, Wm. C. Bakes, Henry Bower, W.
W. Mullen.

Vice-Presidext Parrish.—The Pharmaceutical Association of Maine

has not before been represented in the Association. If a delegate is

in attendance, it would be satisfactory to the Association to know some-

thing about that organization.

Pr. Cummings.—The Maine Pharmaceutical Association has just been

organized, and, desiring to exhibit their good will and their approval of,

and co-operation with the objects of the American Pharmaceutical

Association, they have reported themselves here, and hope to be received

among the fraternity. We hope in another year to be able to speak

better for ourselves. The Association was organized during the month

of July.

The report of the Committee on Credentials was on motion

accepted.

A resolution was offered to invite the medical profession to

participate in our proceedings. This being objected to, it was,

on motion of Alfred B. Taylor, of Philadelphia, unanimously

Resolved, To invite the Professors of the College of Pharmacy, and of
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the medical colleges of this city, also the medical profession in general,

to seats in the present meeting.

Tlie Executive Committee presented tlie following gentlemen

as candidiites for membership in the American Pharmaceutical

Association, they having complied with the terms of the Consti-

tution :

Chas. K. Partridge, Augusta, Mo.

H. H. Hay, Portland, Me.

Luther L. Jenkins, Boston, Mass.

Wm. P. Nowell,

Frederick Hoffmann, Ph. D., New
York City.

John W Gilmore, "

John McKesson, jr.,
"

David Hays, "

Herschel Parker, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jas. n. OlHf,

C. N. Stirling, " "

Ambrose 0. Snyder, " "

William Wynn, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thos. Lewis, " "

Jos. P. Eemington, " "

F. 0. Mussgiller,

Bernard Goodman, Yonkers, N. Y.

John A. Vandegrift, Burlington,

N. J.

Jas. M. Harner, Jersey City, N. J-

Wm. R. Laird,

W. B. Abell, Philadelphia, Pa.

Louis J. Bauer, " "

Henry Cramer, " •
"

Augustus Everhart, " "

Decatur Milligan, " "

Wm. H. Webb, M.D., "

Thos. J. Casper, M.D., Phila., Pa.

John Heyl Raser, Reading, "

P. M. Ziegler, "

M. C. Morgan, Pittsburg, "

Danl. B. Street, Centreville, Md.

Danl. P. Hickling,Washington, D.G.

R. B. Ferguson, •* "

R. S. Drake, Piqua, 0.

Jas. C. Meseroll, Jackson, Mich.

Jas. W. Backus, Marine City, Mich.

Alf. A. Dunk, East Saginaw, "

John H. Ehlers, Auburn, Ind.

J. C. Borcherdt, Chicago, 111.

J. W. Ehrman,

W. Austin Joyce, " "

Chas. K. Jones, Louisville, Ky.

E. T. Porter, Junction City, Kansas.

Jacob K rum meek, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

F. C. Herbruger, Panama, Central

America.

Henry R. Gray, Montreal, Canada.

Nathan Mercer, " "

Thomas Lawrence, Hamilton, Ca-

nada.

Geo. W. Morgan, Jr., St. Thomas,

Canada.

Mr. Maisch.—There is a proposal of a gentleman who resides in

Panama. We have had one of our members living in Panama, who was

at that time the Consul of the United States. This is the first time that

a member has been proposed from that place. In presenting his name

to the Executive Committee I thought there could not be any objection

to it, since heretofore we have been electing members outside of the

United States,—not only from Canada, but from the West Indies ; and

I believe Panama, like the West Indies, belongs to America.

On motion,, the candidates were balloted for, Ferris Bring-
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hurst, of Wilmington, Del., and Thos. H. Barr, of Terre Haute,

Ind., acting as tellers, who reported their unanimous election by

fifty-two votes.

The roll of members being called, the following answered to

the call of their names :*

H. C. Archibald, Philadelphia, Pa.

W. C. Arons, Cincinnati, O.

Wm. C. Bakes, Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul Balluff, New York City.

Thos. H. Barr, Terra Haute, Ind.

J. B. Baxley, Baltimore, Md.

P. W. Bedford, New York City.

E. Bigelow, Springfield, Mass.

L. R. Blackman, Westerly, R. I.

Ed. McC. Boring, Philadelphia, Pa.

Wm. A. Brewer, New York City.

Ferris Bringhurst, Wilmington, Del.

R. J. Brown, Leavenworth, Kansas.

Jas. N. Callan, Washington, D. C.

Chas. C. Callan,

P. C. Candidus, Aberdeen, Miss.

Thos. J. Casper, M. D., Phila., Pa.

Geo. C. Close, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Isaac Coddington, New York City.

Ferj-is W. Colby,

Saml. M. Colcord, Boston, Mass.

Thos. J. Covell, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. T. Cummings, Portland, Me.

C. G. Curtiss, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Alfred Daggett, Jr., New Haven,

Conn.

C. H. Dah-ymple, Morristown, N.J.

C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville, Ky.

R. S. Drake, Piqua, 0.

A. G. Dunn, New York City.

John A. Dunn, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chas. L Eberle, Germantown, Pa.

George W. Eldridge, Philada., Pa.

Evan T. Ellis,
"

Michael Flynn, New York City.

Max. Frohwein, " "

Richard Frohwein, Elizabethport,

N.J.

Theobald Frohwein, New York City.

A. W. Gabaudan, New York City.

C. J. Geiger, Canton, 0.

W. J. M. Gordon, Cincinnati, 0.

Thos. T. Green, New York City.

Fleming G. Grieve, Milledgeville,

Ga.

J. F. Hancock, Baltimore, Md.
Jas. M. Harner, Jersey City, N.J.

Henry Haviland, New York City.

David Hays, "

Chas. A. Heinitsh, Lancaster, Pa.

Edw. H Heinitsh, Columbia, S. C.

F. V. Heydenreich, Brooklyn, N.Y,

Jas. S. Higgins, New York City.

C. F. L. Hohenthal. " "

N. H. Jennings, Baltimore, Md.
Edvif. C. Jones, Philadelphia, Pa.

H. T. Kiersied, New York City.

Henry Kiersted, " "

Henry Kimmel, " "

Jas. T. King, Middletown, N. Y.

C. W. Kitchen, New York City.

Gustavus Krehbiel, New York City.

Wm. R. Laird, Jersey City, N. J.

Thos. A. Lancaster, Philada., Pa.

Alson LandoD, Parma, Mich.

Robt. F. Lattimer, Westerley, R. I.

Thos. Lawrence, Hamilton, Canada.

J. C. Leamy, Baltimore, Md.

Henry W. Lincoln, Boston, Mass.

John C. Long, liancaster, Pa.

William H. MacRae, Staten Island,

N.Y.

* This roll contains the names of all members present at any of

sessions of this meeting.
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John M. Maisch, Philadelphia, Pa.

Geo. F. H. Markoe, Boston, Mass.

F. F. Mayer, New York City.

Geo. B. McPhersou, Cincinnati, 0.

A. P. Melzar, Charlestown, Mass.

Jas. C. Meseroll, Jackson, Mich.

T. W. Metcalf, Brooklyn, N. Y.

J. A. Meyers, Columbia, Pa.

Edw. T. Meyers, Bethlehem, Pa.

Jno. A. Milburn, Washington, D.C-

John Milhau, New York City.

P. L. Milleman, Chicago, 111.

Ernest Molwitz, New York City.

J. Faris Moore, Baltimore, Md.
F. C. Mussgiller, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wm. Neergaard, New York City.

Joel S. Orne, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Edward Parrish, Philadelphia, Pa.

Chas. K. Partridge, Augusta, xVle.

N. F. Peck, Rockville, Conn.

T. Morris Perot, Philadelphia, Pa.

Wilson H. Pile, " "

Cyrus Pyle, Brooklyn, N. Y.

G. Ramsperger, New York City.

B. H. Reinold, " "

Jos. P. Remington, Brooklyn, N.Y.
E. H. Sargent, Chicago, 111.

Wm. Saunders, London, Canada.

The Standing and Special Committees being called upon to

report, the following reports were read by their titles, and laid

upon the table for future action :

Report of the E.xecutive Committee, embracing also the re-

port of the Permanent Secretary
;

Report of the Committee on the Progress of Pharmacy
;

Report of the Committee on the Drug Market

;

Report of the Committee on Scientific Queries
;

Report of the Committee on the Internal Revenue Law
;

Report of the Delegates to the International Pharmaceutical

Congress, held at Paris August 21st.

The reading of the report of the Executive Committee was

postponed until the beginning of the second session.

Vice-President Parrish laid before the meeting the following

Jas. S. Scofield, New York City.

M. M. Selfridge, Bethlehem, Pa.

John W. Shedden, New York City.

Jas. T. Shinn, Philadelphia, Pa.

Giles G. C. Simms, Washington,

D. C.

Ambrose Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

Isaac W. Smith, I^hiladelphia, Pa.

E. R. Squibb, Brooklyn, N. Y.

B. F. Stacey, Qharlestown, Mass.

R. H. Stabler, Alexandria, Va.

Wm. G. Stephens, Yonkers, N. Y.

Alfred J. Tartise, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Alfred B. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. J. Taylor, Newport, R. I.

Wm. S. Thompson, Baltimore, Md.

John J. Thomsen, " "

Chas. A. Tufts, Dover, N. H.

Wm. R. Warner, Philadelphia, Pa.

Henry Warren, Boston, Mass.

F. P. Whiting, Great Barrington,

Mass.

Thos. S. Wiegand, Philada., Pa.

Joshua G. Wilbur, M. D., Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

Wm. Wright, Jr., New York City.

P. M. Ziegler, Reading, Pa.
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works, whicli had just been received : Proceedings of the British

Pharraaceutical Conference; Exhibition of objects relating to

pharmacy, held at Nottingham, 186G ; Pharmaceutical Ethics,

by Joseph Ince.

The Permanent Secretary presented, from the author, Dr. F.

A. Fluckigor, President of the Swiss Apothecaries' Association,

Lehrbuch der Pharmakognosie des Pflanzenreiches (Pharmacog-

nosy of the Vegetable Kingdom).

The appointment of a Nominating Committee being in order,

the following members were appointed to that duty :

From the College of Pharmacy of the City of New York, G.

C. Close.

From the Maine Pharmaceutical Association, Charles K.

Partridge.

From the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, H. W. Lin-

coln.

From the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, A. B. Taylor.

From the Maryland College of Pharmacy, J. C. Leamy.

From the Pharm. Association of the District of Columbia,

James N. Callan.

From the Cincinnati College of Pharmacy, W. J. M. Gordon.

From the Chicago College of Pharmacy, E. H. Sargent.

From the Alumni Association Phila. Coll. Pharm., Thos. S.

Wiegand.

From the Association at large, C. H. Dalrymple, Morristown,

N. J., W. H. Saunders, London, C. W., P. C. Candidus, Aber-

deen, Miss.

Dk. Squibb.—The Business Committee have a proposition for a change

in the Constitution, which must lay over at least one session. If it is the

pleasure of the Association, it can be read now. The Association are

probably aware that one of the most important subjects that will come up

before it at this meeting is some means of providing revenue to meet the

increased expenses of the Association. It is proposed that the Consti-

tution should be so altered as to effect that purpose. ' This proposition

simply requires to be read now, and then laid over and be talked upon by

the members, so they can be prepared to discuss it at one of the next

sessions.

Mr. Tufts.—After the Treasurer's report has been read I will give

some facts in regard to the finances of the Association.

Prof. Parrisii said that he understood that the address of President
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Stearns contained some recommendations in regard to increasing the

revenue of tlie Association, and inquired of Dr. Squibb whetlier it would

not be better to postpone the reading of the amendments proposed by

the Business Committee until after the reading of the address.

Dr. Squibb.—The President has informed the Business Committee of

his propositions, and also other members. Mr. Tufts has not informed

them what his propositions are. When we get all the propositions before

us, is the time to discuss the matter. No other propositions that I know
of are in form, to make a change in the Constitution. They are all merely

propositions. If a time be appointed to-morrow, when all the proposi-

tions are before the Association, it will take in this one to change the

Constitution as well as the others ; but this enables us to act upon that

subject at any time we please.

Dr. Squibb read the proposed amendments to the Constitu-

tion, which contemplate, 1st, to abolish life membership
;

2d, to

raise the annual dues bo three dollars
;
3d, to charge for the cer-

tificate of membership five dollars; -itli, to have these certificates

signed by one Vice-President, and 5th, to invite all members to

relinquish voluntarily their right to life membership. He then

continued

—

"We seem to be losing more by life memberships than we gain by new

members. This is now simply notified as a proposed change which the

Business Committee have to offer. This is all they have to offer at pre-

sent. They may have others when they come before the Association,

The proposition, under the rules, lies over until a future ses-

sion.

Dr. Squibb moved that when we adjourn, we adjourn to meet

to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock. The motion was carried

unanimously.

Vice-President Parrish read the annual address of the Presi-

dent.

To THE American Pharmaceutical Association :

Gentlemen,—It is my pleasant duty, at this our fifteenth annual re-

union, to offer you a word or two which custom and propriety shapes

into an address from your chief retiring officer.

I recall, with mingled sentiments of wonder and gratitude, the interval

which has elapsed since we last met in this city, and in this very hall.

"Wonder at the magnitude of the struggle which has engaged us as a

people during that interval
;
gratitude for the result of that struggle, in

uniting more firmly those elements of true national strength calculated to

make ours a strong and enduring republican nationality.
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In 1860, the year of our last meeting here, we were, as we now are, at

peace ; then fraternizing with us were valued members from the Garoli-

nas to Texas. Who of us have seen them since ? To day I hope to

grasp their hands once more, with double welcome, and a cordial sympa-

thy, at least, in all earnest desire to promote the good of our chosen art.

Death has been busy in our ranks since 1860,—so .much so, that the

gain in numbers of members from this State, since, is not equal to the

loss thereby. From the proper Committee you will learn of those who
have left us since last we met. It is only proper for me to here bear

respectful testimony to the untiring activity and courtesy of John
Meakim, in executing the arrangementSj social and otherwise, at that

session of 1860.

The enlarged sphere of action naturally assumed by this Association

since its inception,—as all questions relating to our art, in national polity,

and affecting our interests nationally, of necessity fall into our hands for

discussion and fostering care or development,— it is evident that the

objects and duties of this Association must bear, henceforth, the same
relation to the local Associations, and to' the individual pharmaceutist, as

does the general government to the local government and to the citizen.

Take the subject of internal revenue, wherein, aside from the tariff on

foreign goods, the necessity of the time calls for a levying of specific and

stamp taxes upon the various products of national industry; it becomes
the manifest duty of this Association,—the only national representative

of our art,—to use its influence and knowledge to place before the proper

authority with whom lies the tax-placing power, such facts, statistics,

and knowledge, as will tend to render our portion of the public burthen

just and equitable.

At the meeting in Detroit, 1866, a Committee on Internal Revenue

(the forerunner of a permanent one, it is to be hoped) was appointed to

consider and act upon the whole subject of the internal revenue law. The
appointment of such a committee was judicious, but unfortunately it was

directed that your President should act as chairman of the Committee.

Now as committee work is usually done by the chairman, and as the

chairman in this instance resided far from the commercial and govern-

ment centres, it was as good as an effectual ^helving of the Committee.

Your President, after appointing the members of the committee as

required, resigned the chairmanship to one of them,—Mr. Parrish,

—

from whom I presume you may expect a report.

My suggestion is, in regard to the working machinery on 'this revenue

business, the appointment of a committee, with the chairmanship at least

continued or permanent; the chairman a resident of either Washington,

Philadelphia, New York city or Boston ; and the raising of sufiBcient

special revenue to meet inevitable expenses attending the work of such a

committee.
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The above naturally leads me to the subject of our treasury aud income.

The report of the Treasurer of the Association will show you that the

Association is.-in debt, and for years it lias had to anticipate the resources

of the future to cancel the obligations of the past. This is not as it

should be ; aside from the obloquy it casts upon us as individual mem-
bers of the Association, it seriously embarasses its ofiScers and repre-

sentative committees; and I wish distinctly to impress upon you that 1

believe our financial condition, and the settling of the question of fees

and dues from members, to be the most important and vital subject for

consideration and settlement before you at this meeting. Our indepen-

dence, success, influence and dignity depend upon a treasury amply and

promptly supplied with means to cancel its obligations, and extend its

influence for good. You will remember the embarrassments arising from

an empty treasury rest personally only on your permanent officials, and it

is not just to them that, with hard work and no considerable pay, they

should be placed in any such anomalous position. Moreover, if the Asso-

ciation expects to extend and make available its influence in correcting

any abuses we as a craft may labor under, the result of unequal j:.axation,

it must consent to tax itself freely in money. The duties of the Treasurer

and Permanent Secretary, and of future possible permanent officers, are

and will be so arduous, that no members can afi'ord to accept them, re-

quiring as they do such sacrifices of time and labor, without an approach

to adequate pay.

Your Executive Committee, I believe, are prepared in their report with

several plans with a view of increasing the revenue. My own idea is that

we require a yearly income of not less than $3000, and as near $5000 as

may be, to be raised by increasing the yearly dues to $5.00, the entry fee

to *5.00, and the certificate $5.00 or ,$10.00 ; the pa\ment of the debt

now uncancelled to be raised by subscription among those most active

members who have the welfare of the Association at heart.

I favor the repeal of Section eight, Article second of the Constitution

relating to ten-year members.

While the Permanent Secretary has a very small remuneration, the

Treasurer has none, save traveling expenses. The labor of this office is

constantly growing, and is performed now only at the almost entire sacri-

fice of the leisure of the occupant. It is desirable that the office could

remain in the hands of the same member year after year, for obvious

reasons
;
yet you will soon find no competent member willing to under-

take the labor for nothing but the honor thereof.

From the report of the Permanent Secretary you will learn, among
other interesting mattert that your executive officers delegated repre-

sentatives of the Association to attend the session of the International

Congress of Pharmaceutists in Paris, in August, and it is hoped we shall

have them returned to us in time to report in person the results of that

Congress.
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You will find the report of the Committee on the Progress of Pharma-
cy fully as extended and elaborate as have characterized former ones.

The reporter of that Committee has taken much pains to avoid simple
reference to subjects, iu most cases having concisely given the most im-
portant information relating to those quoted. This, while there are less

subjects referred to, renders it more valuable, and extends its length to
about the length of that of last year.

The chairman of this Committee, and his predecessor, both suggest that
this committee be made permanent. This I am not prepared to favor>

on account of the fact that the investigation of scientific subjects, and
committee work, like that on the progress of pharmacy, brings with it to

the worker such a benefit of instruction, gratification and honor (when

I honorably done), as to fully compensate the member concerned, and that

such labor should annually be re-distributed to others.

You will find the report of the Committee on the Drug Market replete

with details of the foreign imports of our country, their values, articles

rejected and reasons for rejection, together with much other collateral

information, calculated to afford value to the report 1

I woukf further suggest that a committee of not less than five members
be appointed to arrange and present an exhaustive report on the articles

exhibited by members of the Association and others, which exhibition is

unusually full this year.

In closing this message, I have only to add that I have indicated those

points of interest most vital to our continuance as a society; to your
harmonious deliberations I now entrust them, and, in retiring from my
position, I tender you my thanks for the honors this position has con-

ferred, and the hearty assurance of my desire to cooperate with you in all

efforts to further our professional interests and welfare.

Frederick Stearns.

On motion, it was resolved that the President's address be

referred to the Business Committee, so that the suggestions con-

tained therein may be brought up for the action of the Associa-

tion at the subsequent sessions.

On motion, the Association adjourned until Sept. 11th, at 9

o'clock A. M.

Second Session.— Wednesday, Sept. 11th.

Vice-President Prof, Edward Parrish called the meeting to

order at 9| o'clock, A. M. The Secretary- read the minutes of

the first session, which, on motion, were adopted.

Thos. S. Wiegand, Chairman,. read the report of the E.xecu-

tive Committee, and J. M. Maisch the supplementary report of

the Permanent Secretary.
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REPORT OP THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The Executive Committee respectfully report that the fourteenth

volume of the Proceedings of your Association was issued early in the

month of January, which, although nearly six weeks sooner than last

year, is still far beyond the time thl*Association and both the officers

charged with its publication have a right to expect. There are no good

and sufficient reasons why other Associations of like character should be

able to get out their Proceedings more expeditiously.

Want of funds, it must be remembered, will embarrass any work of

expense; and the publishers would certainly have been enabled to hasten

the work forward, had it been in their power to have offered funds as fast

as work could have been executed. Some delay also was occasioned by

one or more papers having been unfinished at the time the printers re-

quired them ; this matter will be properly noticed by the Secretary,

under whose care such papers must always be.

The cost of publishing the fourteenth volume lias been about eleven

hundred and sixty dollars, as will appear by the Treasurer's Report, and

has been all paid in the usual manner.

The old plan of electing members ad interim having been abolished

some years since, it has not been thought advisable to urge any persons

to connect themselves with our Association, it being for obvious reasons

preferable that those who are not anxious to join should not be associated

with us. The means necessary to secure membership are so easily

learned by reference to our publications, that all wishing to do so can

consult them.

Death has been busy among our members during the past year. The
Committee have heard of nine, but could learn the particulars of but

few. Should any of our members know or hear of the demise of their

fellow-members in their respective places of residence or sections of

country, this Committee would feel under especial obligations for the

information.

Mr. Thomas Farrington, an honorary member of our Association, and

one of the oldest apothecaries in Boston, has died during the year.

Mr. James B. Lane, of Fitchburg, Mass., died on the 27th of July,

1867., aged forty-nine years, after a painful illness. Those best acquainted

with him represent him as a man of earnest impulses ; a graduate of

Dartmouth College, he always took a deep interest in promoting the

cause of general education. He commenced his business career in

Fitchburg in the year 1843, and connected himself with our Association

in 1853.

Mr. Thos. a. Sweetzer, of South Danvers, Mass., died October 24th,

18CG, after a severe and protracted illness. His business education was

conducted under S. W. Fowle, of Boston, and at one time he was connected

with AVm. B. Little. His friends speak of him as a man of fine feelings.
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and great earnestness of character. He always manifested great interes

in matters of public concern, but his greatest pleasure seemed to be in

literary pursuits, with which he was much occupied.

James H. Anderson, M. D., of New York city, died since our last

meeting. He was of Irish birth, an^'Jearned his business before coming
to this country. He was employed by the late Wm. J.Oliffe for twelve

years, and after that studied medicine. He was elected a member of our
Association in 18.59. His friends found him genial and frank in his in-

tercourse. His disease was haemoptysis.

Mr. Henry Kino, of New Yjrk, died in April, 18G7. He was a native

of Connecticut, and learned his business with E. W. Bull, of Hartford
;

commenced his business life in New York in partnership with Mr. Thos.
T. Green.. In 1847 he became a clerk with Rusbton Clark & Co., attain-

ing to a partnership with Hegeman & Co. in 18.54. He was connected

with this liouse and its predecessors for twenty years. His membership
with us dates from 1858. His uuiform politeness and kindness made him
a favorite with his friends and acquaintances, all of whom esteemed him
as a man of untiring energy, perfect integrity, and thorough acquaintance

with his profession.

Jesse M. Sands, of New York, after passing many years as student of

his business, and clerk for various parties, engaged about fourteen years

since in business for himself. He was an excellent pharmacist, and was

held in esteem by his acquaintances for his correct principles. His deth

took place at Saratoga Springs, where he had gone for a few days' re-

laxation, on the 19th of August, 18C7, in the 49th year of his age. He

had been a member of our Association since 18G0.

Mr. Harmar D. Scully, of Pittsburg, has died since our last meeting,

but no particulars have been supplied to this Committee.

Mr. Wm. B Little, of Panama, Central America, died there of yellow

fever while acting as Consul of the United States. His earlier life was

passed at Boston, whence he removed to San Francisco, Cal. His

acquaintances testify to his gentlemanly character, and correct business

habits. He has been associated with us since 1857.

Mr. Jas. L. Polhemus, of Sacramento, Cal., has died during the year,

having been elected at our last annual meeting.

The report of our Permanent Secretai^y must be referred to for much

of the matter which it has been customary to allude to in this report, to

repeat which would be useless.

In concluding, the Chairman would most sincerely tender his thanks

to the Permanent Secretary, Treasurer, and several of our members,

whose constant courtesy. and prompt attention to every call have ren-

dered his labors so light and pleasant.

On behalf of the Committee,

Thos. S. Wiegand, Chairman.
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To the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the American Pharma-

ceutical Association.

The Permanent Secretary respectfully reports that the proceedings of

the Association at the fourteenth Annual Meeting were published and

ready for distribution during the first part of January. Although this was

about two months ahead of the time of several preceding years, it is

believed that the period of publication could be materially shortened, if

the causes jiointed out Ijist year were removed ; the main causes of the

delay are unfinished papers and want of funds.

The distribution took place in the usual manner, by mail and through

the kindness of some members in the larger cities, each member not in

arrears with his annual contribution for two or more years, receiving one

bound copy.

In November last, the Secretary addressed a circular to all members of

the Association who were supposed to have been prevented from sharing in

its benefits by the late war, asking them to correspond at once with the

Secretary or Treasurer, in compliance with the resolution passed at De-

troit at the fourth session. Those who had not responded, were again

notified last July.

The list of Societies and Libraries to whom complimentary copies o.f

the proceedings are forwarded, has been considerably enlarged. Various

Institutions and Associations had their sets of proceedings completed,

and a few new Journals have been received in exchange.

The stock of Proceedings on hand is as follows :

18.51

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

18G2

1863

1864

1865

1866

Paper Covers.

380

189

184

10

195

1

275

80

204

199

111

Sound. Loose.

22

8

84

262

305

291

66

56

87

212

Besides the above, a number of volumes have been sent to the present

meeting, and others are still in the hands of private parties in some of the

large cities.

The insurance on the stock was allowed to remain the same as last

year, namely $2,500, for which a premium of .$17 50 has been paid to the

New Amsterdam Fire Insurance Company.
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The Permanent Secretary has received for Proceedings sold since last

meeting the sum of $75 51, which amount was paid over to the Trea-

surer. Besides his salary, the expenses of the Secretary during the last

year, were as follows

:

bor Wood Out lor Proceedings, I860, $ 6 00
" Postage Stamps, ..... 68 36

" Cartage and Freight, .... 48 61

" Packing Boxes, 8 58

'• Porterage of Proceedings in Philadelphia, . 3 00

" Expenses in Collecting, .... 2 00
" Telegrams, 7 05
'• Packing Paper, Twine, Nails, &c. 1. 96

" Engrossing Credentials, .... 5 00
" Circulars and Addresses 5 25

" Two U. S. Pharmacopoeias,.... 1 80
" Insurance, 17 50

Total, . S175 11

The number of resignations received up to the time of publication of

last year's Proceedings was three, and the names of thirty-one members

were dropped from the roll; of the latter number, two hold certificates of

membership, their present place of residence being unknown, namely,

Jacob P. Haehnlen, Jr., formerly of Pittsburg, Pa., and Robert Hall,

formerly of San Francisco, Cal.

Since last meeting, the resignation of Robert Thompson, of Chicago,

111., has been received.

The Permanent Secretary would call attention to the fact that the

Proceedings for 1854 and 1856 are nearly out of print, there being but

ten copies of the former and but one copy of 1856 in his possession; he

would request all members having copies in their possession to return

them to him. Reprinting the same does not appear to be advisable at

present.
Respectfully submitted,

John M. Maisch,

Permanent Secretary.

Mr. Maisch.—"We bought two copies of the American Pharmacopoeia to

send to two Societies. We received a copy of the Pharmacopoeia of

Switzerland, and thought proper to send ours in exchange; also to the

Pharmaceutical Association of St. Petersburg, of Russia, with whom we

have entered into correspondence.

Both reports were, on motion, accepted.

The Treasurer's annual report was read by Charles A. Tufts,

as follows t

To the Officers and Members of the American Pharra'aceiittcal Association.

Agreeable to the requirements of our Constitution, I herewith present
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the report of my office for the past year. The bills against the Associa-

tion are all paid, so far as I have any knowledge of them, and there is a

balance in my hands of $423.39. I have not received as large an amount

of income as in the previous year, which is accounted for by the fact that

at the meeting in Boston, in 1865, an assessment of one dollar was voted

to be paid by each member of the Association in 1866, and our expendi-

tures have not been as large this year as in the preceding one.

As has been the practice in previous years, I have been obliged to pay

the expenses of the year 1866-67 by using the funds of 1867-68, and this

course will have to be followed each year until the Association adopt

some plan whereby it can have at the beginning of each fiscal year an

amount of funds on hand to pay its expenses for the year. In my report

last year, I stated that we ought to have not less than $1200 on hand at

the beginning of each year. I now think I stated the amount too low,

and am satisfied, from another year's experience, that $1,500 is as small

an amount as would enable the executive officers of the Association to

meet its liabilities in an honorable and economical manner.

There are now on the books of the Association 828 names of members.

Of this number 165 members have paid ten annual contributions, and are

life or non-contributing members. Deducting the life members, we have

663 contributing members. Of this latter number 102 members owe dues

for three years or more, and are liable to suspension for the non-payment

thereof. If the dues of these delinquents are not paid before the publica-

tion of the proceedings, the executive ofiicers should proceed in regard

to them agreeable to the rules of the Association.

The Association was formed by nine «iembers in 1852. Those mem-
bers in 1862 ceased to be contributing members ; but that year 35 new
members joined the Association, and more have joined each year than

the number who have become life members. Last year 64 members joined

the Association, and 29 became life members. The Association will per-

ceive that the time will soon come, if it has not already arrived, when our

funds will become stationary, while our expenses are largely increasing.

Our Proceedings have cost this year about $1.42 each, and we give each

member the volume of Proceedings. The 165 volumes given to life mem-
bers cost the Association $234.30, and it realizes only 58 cents more than

the volume costs from those who are contributing members ; and whereas

in the earlier years of the Association the Proceedings cost 25 cents

each, and now cost $1.42 each, with very little comparative increase of

income, the Association can judge whether it can afford to make the

present distribution of the Proceedings at the largely increased price of

publication.

I present these facts for the consideration of the Association, deeming
it of vital importance at the present meeting that the subject of our

finances be carefully considered, and I would urge upon the Association

to adopt such measures as will relieve the executive officers of the Asso-
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ciation from the unpleasant position in which they find themselves each

year. The Treasurer does not propose any plan to meet the emergency,

but would suggest that a special Committee be appointed to take the

whole sulyect of finance into consideration, and to report such change in

the Constitution as will hereafter relieve us of our present financial diffi-

culties.

The labor to be performed by the Treasurer is much more than I sus-

pected when I accepted the office, and it will constantly increase. I

have found it more this year than it was the previous year. While there

are so many different accounts, and where there are members of similar

names, but residing in different localities, and names with the same pro-

nunciation but spelt differently, errors will creep in, notwithstaading all

the care one actively engaged in business can bestow. It has been my
aim to avoid all errors, if possible so to do, and I trust I have succeeded

as well as could be reasonably expected.

I would tender my thanks to the members of the Association who have

greatly assisted me during the past year, and to all the members of the

Association with whom I have had official intercourse, for the uniform

courtesy with which I have been treated.

Charles A. Tufts, Treasurer.

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements of the American Pharmaceuti-

cal Association for the Tear ending September 1th, 1867.

Receipts.

18C6.

Aug. 22. To balance on hand, as per last Report, . . . $617 58

1867.

Sept. 7. " amount received for Contributions, . . . 1012 00

" " " from sale of Proceedings, . . 109 41

" " " " " Certificates, . . 175 00

$2013 99

Disbursements.

1866.

Aug. 24. No. 1. John M. Maisch, Expenses, . .' . . $ 46 00

Sept. 3. " 2. James H. Slade, Phonographic Report, . 104 25

" 3. Chas. A. Tufts, Expenses, . . . . 55 60

Nov. 2. " 4. Thos. S. Wicgand, Chairman Exec. Com., . 400 00

Dec. 17*. " 5. " " . • 200 00

1807.

Feby. 2. " 6. John M. Maisch, Expenses, . . . . 123 06

28. " 7. Thos. S. Wiegand, Chairman Exec. Com.. . 100 00

April 13. " 8. John M. Maisch, Expenses 19 99

May 13. " 9. Thos. S. Wiegand, Chairman Exec. Com., . 150 00

July 29. " 10. John M. Maisch, Expenses, . . . . 17 90

Carried forward, $1216 80
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$1216 80

75 00

100 00

13 15

114 16

29 11

42 38

1590 60
, 423 39

$2013 99

Brought forward, ......
Aug. 3. No. 11. Thos. S. Wiegand, Chairman Exec. Com.

26. " 12.

28. " 13. '

"

Sept. 5. " 14. John M. Maisch, Expenses, .

7. " 15. Chas. A. Tufts, Miscellaneous, .

" 16. " Postage,

Sept. 7. By balance cash on hand to date

E. E. All which is respectfully submitted.

CiiAS. A. Tufts, Treasurer.

Mr. Tufts.—I have been requested to make some recommencJation in

regard to raising more money, but I preferred to leave that to the Associa-

tion. I would state, as an apology for the delay in answering letters,

that my business engagements have been such that the work for the

Association I have had to do at my own home ; and there has been such

a large amount of correspondence that it has been impossible for me even to

answer letters as I would wish to do, so far as promptness is concerned.

One day I recollect receiving twenty-nine letters, all requiring an answer.

You can judge, therefore, that I have had a good deal to do in my odd

hours, and my postage account of $42 will show that there has been con-

siderable labor connected with that department.

On motion, the report was accepted, and the Treasurer's ac-

counts referred to an Auditing Committee, on which duty the

President appointed the following members : Henry Haviland,

of New York ; J. Faris Moore, of Baltimore ; and A. P. Melzar,

of Boston.

The Nominating Committee presented a report, containing the

following nominations of officers for the ensuing year

:

For President,

Dr. E. R. Squibb, .... Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Vice-Presidents,

1st. Egbert J. Brown, . . . Leavenworth, K&nsas.

2d. N. Hynson Jennings, . . Baltimore, Md.

3d. Daniel Henchman, . . . Boston, Mass.

For Treasurer,

Charles A. Tufts, .... Dover, N. H.

For Permanent Secretary,

Prof. John M. Maisch, . . . Philadelphia, Pa.
8
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Executive Committee,

Thomas S. Wiegakd, Chairman, . Philadelphia, Pa,

James W. Mill, .... Chicago, 111.

TViLLiAM Wright, Jr., , . . New York.

"W. J. M. Gordon, . . , . Cincinnati, 0.

Prof. John M. Maisch, ex officio, , Philadelphia, Pa.

Committee on the Progress of Pharmacy,

C. Lewis Diehl, Chairman, . . Louisville, Ky.
N". Gray Bartlett, .... Keokuk, Iowa.

G. F. H. Markoe, .... Boston, Mass.

Prof. P. W. Bedford, . . . New York.

Local Secretary, ex of&cio.

Committee on the Drug Market,

Daniel C. Bobbins, Chairman, , New York.

James T. Shinn, .... Philadelphia, Pa.

Henry W. Fuller, .... Chicago, III.

J. Jacob Thomsen, .... Baltimore, Md.

Samuel M. Colcord, . . , Boston, Mass.

, Committee on Scientific Queries,

Prof. "W. Procter, Jr., Chairman, . Philadelphia, Pa.

Prof. Edward Parrish, . , . Philadelphia, Pa.

G. G. C. SiMMS, .... Washington, D. C.

Business Committee,

Alfred B. Tayl.or, Chairman, . . Philadelphia, Pa.

James T. King, .... Middletown, N. Y.

George C. Close, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pending the consideration of the motion on the acceptance of

the report, Dr. Squibb rose and said

:

I beg the favor of the Nominating Committee to substitute some name
for that of Prof. Procter, on the Committee on Queries. It is an especial

request of his to me, that he be relieved from dutj on committees thi»

year. As we know when he says a thing he is really desirous of it, I

think the Association owe it to him to grant that. We can depend upon

him just as well off as on that Committee. I think it would be just to

relieve him, as he asks, from any committee duty this year. He feels thafe

he has got a good deal of work ahead of him to work up for the Associa-

tion, as well as for himself, and he will come home with a large load

on his shoulders, and would think it an addition to that load to have any-
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thing placed upon him by the Association this year. I think, as far as I

can judge, it is the duty of the Association to relieve him.

Mr. Close.—The Committee were not aware of any such request ; if

they had been, his name would not have been put on.

Dr. Squibb.—I thought best to mention it to the Association.

Mr. Close.—I propose Mr. Maisch.

Mr. Maisch.—I have no objection to serving on that Committee, but I

think it will be better to substitute some other member.

Dr. Squibb.—I think the Association will be willing to see Prof. Parrish

at the head of that Committee, and place another name at the end of the

Committee. The Constitution says it shall consist of three members. The

name of Mr. Maisch might be added to the end of the list, to have him aid

in case of any queries occurring to him.

Mr. Maisch.—I have no objection to serving in that capacity.

Mr. Parrish.— I would not have a particle of objection to being Chair-

man of that Committee, if I thought I possessed the ability to get up the

queries.

Dr. Squibb.—Mr. Parrish is so near to Professor Procter that I havena

doubt he will aid him, although he desires to be relieved from the weight

of being Chairman of it.

Prof. Parrish.—From my knowledge of Prof. Procter and the Associa-

tion, I think he is the only man in it that can get up these queries. It

is always a source of amazement to me how he gets hold of them.

Dr. Squibb.—The Committee have done me the honor to nominate me
as President for the ensuing year. I must earnestly and honestly decline

to accept that place. I am a good deal over-run with occupations. I am.

willing to work for the Society, and can, as Chairman of the Business

Committee, but as President I should be out of place. I am not a practi-

cal pharmaceutist, in the first place. We desire, and should have no other ;

and we should desire to place the honor of such a position upon the older

members of the pharmaceutical profession, more especially. I must abso-

lutely decline this nomination, without any hesitancy whatever : and I

wish the Committee would either nominate some other member, or let me
appoint or nominate a substitute, which I would be very willing to do. I

am. very much obliged to the Nominating Committee, and, presuming the

Association would elect me if I were placed in nomination, I am very much
obliged to the Association, although it might be said, " you had better wait

until you were elected before you thank those who elected you;" but still

I think we may take it for granted that the nominee of the Committee

would be elected. I would suggest, as a substitute, a gentleman whom
we all would like to see at the head of this Association,—John Milhau, of

this city.

Mr. Milhau.—I thank Dr. Squibb for his nomination of myself, but I

should be out of place. I am too old. Besides, we believe that he is

bound in this instance to comply with our wishes. Every pharmaceutist
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in New York desires that Dr. Squibb sliould be the President of this So-

ciety, and I believe the well-being of the Society requires that he take

that place.

Mr. Taylor.—It was the unanimous desire of the Nominating Com-
mittee that Dr. Squibb should serve. So far as I have heard the sentiment

of the Association, it is the unanimous wish of the Association. I hope

he will consent to serve.

Dr. Squibb.—It is extremely gratifying to me to hear this expression of

kind feeling towards me, and to be paid the compliment of supposing that

I would be able to manage the affairs of this Association through the

coming year. It is extremely gratifying, and I admit I would do it to the

best of my ability, and probably well enougli. I don't wish to take any

credit for over-modesty. I am placed in a peculiar situation, that few

others than myself can well appreciate. I have declined within the past

few years the Presidency of several important medical associations. I

declined them for similar reasons, and I could not accept this Presidency

under present circumstances. If the Association will relieve me I shall

be very much obliged to it, and will try to work hard for it. I would

rather accept any office in the gift of the Association than that of Presi-

dent. I have now the Chairmanship of the Business Committee, and if

the Association will be willing to accept me in that capacity in place of

the nominee of the Committee, I am ready to crowd him out, and go on in

that position as long as I belong to the Association.

Mr. Taylor.—The only matter of regret to me in the Committee was

in regard to myself. All the members of the Committee thought I ought

to take the place of Dr. Squibb on that Committee.

Mr. Parrish.—This is the first time we have ever had in the Association

a public competition for any office.

Dr. Squibb.—I am averse to taking up more time with a matter which

will be fruitless. I cannot accept the position with justice to myself or the

Association. I don't wish this to be attributed to any wrong motive ; I

don't decline in any improper spirit, I hope the Nominating Committee

will now supply a name, and let us go on.

The Nominating Committee then presented the following

alterations of the original report

:

For President,

John Milhau, New York City.

Committee on Scientific Queries,

Prof. E. Parbish, Chairman, . . Philadelphia, Pa.

G. G. C. SIMMS, Washington, D. C.

Prof. J. M. Maisch, .... Philadelphia, Pa.
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Business Committee,

Dr. E. E. Squibb, Chairman, . . Brooklyn, IST. Y.

James T. King, .... Middletown, N. Y.

Geo. C. Close, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. Milhau.— I am an invalid and am too old. Dr. Squibb may de-

pend upon every member of the Association to assist Iiim in the ofiBce of

President, if he will accept the position. I think the Association requires

Iiis presidency. I have undertaken, as president of a college of phar-

macy, to get a law passed which will vastly benefit the profession, that

there should be a better regulation adopted in regard to apothecaries in

this State. Tliat will occupy me very much. Dr. Squibb must make a

sacrifice. I have consented to be President of the Cjllege of Pharmacy,

merely because I supposed I could do some little good.

Dr. SauiBB.—It is due to Mr. Milhau to say in this connection that

when asked by one of the members of the Nominating Committee if I

would serve in this office, I said it was not my province to answer whether

I would serve as President until I found whether I would be elected or

not ; but if he wanted to know whether I would allow myself to be nomi-

uated, I would say no; I would object to it, and could not serve, and

stated , my reasons. Then the Nominating Committee were obliged to

take into consideration who should be the nominee in case I should not

serve. They fixed upon Mr. Milhau. This nomination is not made as a

mere filling up of a gap, but it is a preconcerted thing. I hope he will

accept the Presidency, and I will promise to help him all I can. I will

take all the labor he will put upon me, if he will take the office. We are

both honest in what we say.

Mr. Milhau.—I feel that the Association would lose very much if I were

to accept the office of the Presidency.

Prof. Parrish.—We have a good many offices which require work. The

Presidency is an office of honor, and I judge that the Nominating Com-

mittee have had that view of the subject. If Dr. Squibb persists in de-

clining the office, I hope our friend Milhau will accept. His very efficient

Vice-Presidents can preside at these meetings, if he prefers. They are

present, I believe, and it is quite our custom to have the aid of the Vice-

Presidents in this capacity.. Still I would be very far from pressing any-

thing on our friend, if he feels compelled to decline.

Dr. Squibb.—If it be the pleasure of the Association to elect Mr. Milhau,

I will aid him in carrying on the business of tiiis session all I can. I

think we can relieve him of everything except presiding at the meetings.

I want him to be President, and I think we will all try to relieve him of

any arduousness. I accept as a sufficient apology, that he considers him-

self too old to be very active, although many of us know that he is pretty

active, and that his assiduity is somewhat against his health as an invalid

;
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yet the mere presiding at this convention is not a very laborious task, if

we take the labor of it. Id all other matters, there is abundant disposi-

tion to relieve him, and I hope he will accede and allow the Assc/ciation

to elect him. lie is ilie man of this locality, and I think the Nominating

Committee are exactly right in their nomination. He stands at our head

here, has been President of a College of Pharmacy, and been active since

the very inception of this Association, and it is unwise in us to pass him

by and elect another man as President, if he will consent to serve. I feel

in the same way in regard to him as he feels in regard to me, only I feel

the Association have claims upon him that they have not upon me, and I

would rather see this position conferred upon Mr. Milhau.

Mr. Parrish.—The remark I made in regard to Vice-Presidents had

reference to long session« of the Association only.

On motion, the report of the Nominating Committee, as

amended, was accepted.

Mr. Maisch.—I wish to ask for some information. The permanent

Secretary was elected in 1865. Last year the name of the old incumbent

of that office was again reported. I overlooked the matter at that time,

but in printing the proceedings I left that name off, thinking that, by the

terms of the Constitution, that ofiBcer was elected only once, until such

time as he should be retired by desire of the Association, or by resigna-

tion. I see my name is again reported as Permanent Secretary, and I

wish to ask, is it proper to elect the same man every yea.T permanent Secre-

tary?

Dr. Sqcibb.—That question came up last year, and it was decided by

the Nominating Committee that the name be reported each year, for the

purpose of bringing it before the Association, if they desired to change.

It is the only way in which he can be changed. It was argued when it

was proposed to make the Treasurer a permanent officer, that it was prac-

tically the same thing as a new election each year^ as his name came

before the meeting each year.

Pending a motion to proceed to ballot for President, an

amendment was made by Thos. A. Lancaster, of Philadelphia,

to ballot for all officers at once. The question being put on the

amendment, the Chair declared it lost, when the question recur-

ring on the original motion, it was adopted.

The Chair appointed the following Tellers : J. J. Thomsen,

of Baltimore, and W. J. M. Gordon, of Cincinnati, who reported

the unanimous election of Mr. John Milhau, of New York, Presi-

dent for the ensuing year.

During the counting of the votes, the Business Committee

gave notice of the proposed alteration of Art. II. Section 1 of
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the Constitution, contemplating the eligibility to membersliip in

the Association of Professors of Pharmacy, Materia Medica,

Botany and Chemistry. The proposition, under the rules, lies

over until a future session.

It was now moved, and carried unanimously, that the Chair

be directed to deposit an affirmative vote for the remaining offi-

cers, after which the Tellers reported the unanimous election of

all the remaining officers nominated to serve for the ensuing

year.

The Chair appointed Henry T. Kiersted, of New York, and

Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyn, a Comu^ttee to conduct the

President elect to the chair. The Committee attended to this

duty, the Association rising and listening attentively to the fol-

lowing remarks, and the words of welcoming the Association

to the City of New York, by the venerable President on taking

the Chair.

Mr. Milhau,—I thank you for this evidence of your kind feeling. I

am afraid you have made a bad bargain! However, I have my friend here,

who said he would give me help. I know ho is honest in all he says, and

therefore, whenever I am deficient, I will call upon him. I must welcome

you all to New York, as President of an Association that you must all con-

sider is friendly to this. I can say that every member of that Association

will be ready, whenever any of you find yourselves in difiBculty, to assist

you • all you have to ask is, whether a man belongs to the College of Phar-

macy of the City of New York, and in one who does you will find a friend

ever willing to aid you.

We have in our programme a great many things which will require the

assistance of all of us, far and near. We have the internal revenue ; the

duties imposed upon medicines for which we cannot substitute any of our

native plants. We have a great many things of that kind, which will

demand our attention. I hope we shall be able to do justice to the sub-

ject, and prevail upon those gentlemen in Washington to listen to us. We
have a duty upon alcohol, which enters into the composition of all our

medicines, which is ten times higher than it should be ; and, inasmuch as

the Government does not receive any pecuniary benefit from it, or very

little, and a number of persons, who cannot be called good Americans, are

now profiting by their want of honesty, in not transmitting to the Govern-

ment what is its dues, I think, if we get up a petition, we may get at least

that tax reduced. It is essential that it should be reduced. Why should

the poor be obliged to pay ten times more for their medicines than before?

To the rich it matters not. That is an argument we can use in a Govera-

ment like ours.
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I am quite at a loss how to allude to the many valuable hints that hare
been given by those gentlemen who individually deserve our thanks for

the diligence they have shown. It will be our duty first of all to get out

of debt. I don't want to belong to a Society that is in debt. We must be

able to pay aa we go along, and that can only be done by allowing; our-

selves to pay a small tax—very small indeed—for our membership is so

large as to enable us, with very little individual contribution, at least to

relieve our ofBcers, who kindly accept their duties, and who ought not to

be embarrassed by being unable to pay as they go along. I have nothing

more to say except that I will do my best in the position to which you
have elected me, although I fear that that will be very little indeed.

The Business Committee moved the thanks of the Association

to the retiring Pre^dent, Fred. Stearns, and all the retiring

officers, for the efficient performance of their respective duties.

Dr. Squibb.— I would like to say one word in regard to Mr. Stearns.

He has suffered from his services to the Association during the past year,

and is not now with us because of his self-sacrifice in laboring for some of

the interests of this .Association. I desire that this should be specially

mentioned to the Association, that in our thanks, I trust, we will not for-

get our absent President, Mr. Ste&rns.

The motion "was carried unanimously.

The report of the Committee on the Progress of Pharmacy

being called for, the Chairman, C. Lewis Diehl, read extracts

from it, and explained the general arrangement, which is similar

to that of preceding years. The report vras, on motion, ac-

cepted, and referred to the Executive Committee for publication.

The chairman Wm. A. Brewer, read the report of the Com-

mittee on the Drug Market, after which a supplementary report

was read by Samuel M. Colcord. Both reports were, on motion,

accepted and referred to the Executive Committee for publica-

tion.

Mr. Colcord. That article of Cod Liver Oil is sold in the market under

the name of medicine oil, and a medicine oil is composed of olive oil and

cod liver oil. They use that term on the bottles. I offer these prices for

the sake of the association, making a national understanding of the ways

in which these articles are used in the market. Attached to the table of

values incorporated into this report, J thought it would be interesting to

put opposite to each article the duties, so you will see the value of the year

and the duty it has paid. Every article is put down by the duty and

generally those articles that are rated carry a class with them ; for in-

stance, if sal soda, it will carry the class of all its compounds.
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Dr. Squibb. It is true, as is assumed by the chairman of the Committee

on the Drug Market, that there is no instruction to that committee in

regard to the character of their labors in carrying out that committee.

A committee CD adulterations was once proposed, and the preamble pro-

posed what its labors should be, but, so far as I know, there is no instruc-

tion, as stated by the chairman of this committee, as to what their labors

should be. It is competent for the Association to order what this report

shall be, but. on consideration, I feel satisfied to leave the matter as it is :

if we let them select their plan of operations, it will be much more likely

to produce the admirable results of this morning, than if we compel them

t3 follow any particular course of procedure. Let the committee use its

own judgment. I would favor leaving the thing just as it is, entirely

with the committee on the drug market. One other suggestion I would

like to make. The chairman of that committee, in the labors connected

with it, seems to have omitted one single point, in regard to the low class

of articles imported during the blockade-running times. If my attention

was not abstracted, he makes no allusion to the sales of seizures ; that

those drugs which were intended for the Southern markets and placed on

board those vessels at low prices in consequence of the risk of being

seized, were seized and sold by the government authorities in the markets

in which the vessels were adjudicated. There was a pretty large quantity

of that kind of drugs sold here at auction, and being sold in that way,

they got into the markets without passing through the form of inspection

which the foreign goods generally do.

Prof. Parrish. That is a very important suggestion, and I think it

would have been well to have embodied it in the report. The medicines

were distributed through the community, and who is taking them I don't

know. I hope I shall not take any. There was sulphate of quinine in

the market which had no quinine in it at all. It was nothing but man-
nite. Other things were nearly in the same ratio—misrepresented by

their labels.

Dr. Squibb. Would the chairman of the committee accept the sugges-

tion that these statements be embodied in his report before it goes to the

Executive Committee?

TuE President. You might ascertain the region of the sales • perhaps

if you can it would be so much the better.

Mr. Brewer. I would suggest that our committee on publication can

introduce an effective paragraph there, which will have "all the moral effect

on. the community, if not the physical effect, we desire.

Dr. Squibb. I should rather see that done by the chairman of the

committee. The chairman might make an asterisk paragraph. I am nbt

interfering with the publication of the proceedings, but would like to have

that suggestion, if it be agreeable to the chairman of the committee, made
in the report.
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Mr. Brei^er. With the consent of the other members, I will do so.

Dr. Squibb. Another point is the discrepancy between the Philadelphia
portion of the report, and the chairman's own report in regard to alcohol.

He makes the statement that it has been sold generally within a shade
of the government tax. In the Philadelphia report, embodied by him
afterward, the statement is made that it is sold in other markets than
Philadelpliia, at much lower than the tax. He simply says within a
shade of the tax. It has been my experience that it has been sold

greatly below that
; that the prices have varied from .$2.85 to $3.85, but

that it could be rarely bought at higher prices than $.'{.80-3.85. When we
consider that $4 nearly, is the government tax, that is hardly a " shade."

But the majority of the sales have been less than $3.80, and perhaps in a
large proportion of cases, $3.00, and in some instances as low as $3.40 and

$3.20.

Thk President. $3.10 I have known.

Dr. Squibb. There are all limits, and this is understood to be govern-

ment branded alcohol, with the certificates going with it in all cases. I

should like to see this discrepancy set right between the two portions of

the report, because Mr. Colcord's report has so much latitude in it, that

it takes in the whole scale.

Mr. Colcord. I quoted the whole market at which it sold, and it has

varied all that way.

Mr. Tufts. I want to make one suggestion regarding bismuth, that the

high price was from a failure of one of the mines. It has also been affected

by the large quantity of bismuth used in a fine quality of type to give

hardness to the surface, the letters wearing much longer when made with

bismuth than with ordinary letters. Most of the bismuth comes from the

old country. There are mines in which it is produced pure, and in this

country there have been mines discovered, particularly recently in Cali-

fornia, which are very valuable in bismuth, and it appeared to me very

singular that our countrymen should not, with the high price of this

article, work these mines to profit, and if these mines are properly

investigated and worked, the price of bismuth would be greatly reduced

from what it is no\v.

Dr. Squibb. I would suggest that it is desirable that this report should

be held over a little while for a discussion of these subjects. I see there

are many gentlemen who would like to make remarks.

Mr. Matsch. The chairman of the committee on the drug market

made a statement that.ant's eggs had been formerly officinal for the prepa-

tion of the spirit of ants. It is the ants themselves that have been

and are still used for preparing that spirit, and ant's eggs have only been

used as a food for certain kinds of birds. It may, however, be that some

two or three hundred years ago they may have been officinal. I don't

remember whether the report of the Philadelphia market noticed the
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adulterations of assafcEtida and myrrh. There was a large amount of

assafoetida, a specimen of which is now in the Pliiladelphia College of

Pharmacy, which consists solely of sulphate of lime agglutinated

together by a resinous preparation of assafoetida. How the substance is

prepared, I am unable to say. Apparently it is a very fine specimen of assa-

foetida, but when more closely examined, it is found to be a little resinous

matter on the outside, while the inside consists entirely of sulphate of

lime. I have been informed that there have been large quantities of that

article in the Philadelphia market. There is likewise an adulteration of

myrrh ; a considerable portion of myrrh in original cases, containing

some substance which to all outward appearances was myrrh ; it smelt

like it, from having been in contact with it for considerable time ; the

pieces were large, much larger than myrrh usually comes in and more

globular. To the best of my knowledge its ingredients have not been

examined, butit appears as if it was made up like the assafoetida, consist-

ing chiefly of gypsum. In this connection, I would likewise make a

remark in regard to Mr. Colcord's report, where he speaks of the article

of tartaric acid which is in the market and which claims to come from the

government laboratory, and which —
Dr. Squibb. From the government prize sales ; not from the labora-

tory.

Mr. Colcord. It came into the market from the government sales at

the close of the war.

Dr. Squibb. I know the lot, and know that it was from some of those

prize sales.

Mr. Maisch. He said it had been sold by the government, and I

supposed the laboratory was meant.

Mr. Brewer. I will say in explanation that the epithet "officinal"

was not used in respect to ant's eggs. I look upon it as the best of the

articles of a proprietary character, perhaps, and these ant's eggs contain

ants in embryo, some of them nearly matured, ready for emerging, and so

might be used for that purpose, although I am aware that a very large

use of them has been for many years as bird's food.

Mr. Markoe. In regard to the scarcity of bismuth, the principal

cause is the greatly increased consumption in making cosmetics. I saw

the statement in one of the foreign journals that it was largely used for

this purpose. I know very well that in Boston its use has very largely

increased. We sell more for that purpose than any other.

Mr. Maisch. Some of the manufacturers of cosmetics have lately

improved on the base of their cosmetics. A great many " blooms of

youth" consist of carbonate of lead.

Dr. Squibb. The uses of bismuth increase like the uses of every othfer

metal. The increased demand being greater than the increased supply,

the price remains high. In regard to the increased use, spoken of by
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Mr. Tufts, in the preparation of type metal—it has always been used in'

type metal ; it is used not more now than formerly, only type are more
used, and the Saxon mines have not been able to supply the demand.
I rose to make one statement in regard to a very interesting subject

alluded to in both reports, namely, the use of cryolite in the production

of soda salts. This substance is found in Greenland, and its mining has

been monopolized by the Pennsylvania Salt Co., who convert it into soda
salts. It consists of a double fluoride of aluminium and sodium ; the

sodium is easily separated by a simple process, and it has formed a staple

product with the comjjany; they have now succeeded in entirely monopo-
lizing all that can be imported into this country. They manufacture it

into the various salts of soda, and hope at some day to supply the de-

mands of this country with soda salts from it, the great drawback being

the cost of transportation of the cryolite out to their works in Western
Pennsylvania at West Tarcutum, where they have to rejectlhe fluoride

of aluminium; therefore they have to transport that and then find it

useless ; the small proportion that has been used in the production of

hydrofluoric acid and other purposes has been so small, that it has not re-

munerated them for its separation; the quantity they are enabled to sell

being so small. The sodium from this double fluoride has taken the place

of sodium from common salt. This company was first formed as an oil

company, but afterwards turned their attention to chloride of sodium as

a basis of all soda salts. They are now manufacturing very largely of

soda. Other manufacturers in this neighborhood and on the sea-board

have been able to compete with that company by using chloride of sodium,

and a large proportion of the soda salts now substituted for potassa salts

are from chloride of sodium used in competition with this cryolite, only

because they have to pay so much on the transportation of that article.

There is a large manufacture of soda salts in this neighborhood—and all

along the sea-board they are greatly increasing in number and size, which

produce soda salts rapidly, replacing the potassa salts ; the latter are

being replaced because the markets for potashes are more remunerative

abroad. In the time of our currency difficulties here, it had been found

valuable as an export to a far greater extent than ever before, because

it replaced so much money going out of the country to buy imports. This

has been one of the causes which has induced the manufacture and the

replacing of those salts .quietly by soda salts, without the community

knowing the difference, and it has been the same story in regard to soda

salts as it was in regard to replacing the common alum by ammonia alum
;

while the common alum is seldom found in the market, so baking

powders are being converted into soda without the community knowing

the change.

, Prof. Parrish. I was about to remark on this subject of cryolite,

that ou6 of the principal uses of cryolite at this time is for the manu-

facture of glass; instead of making a transparent glass it makes a white
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glass, resembling arsenic glass formerly sold, and as a substitute for that

article. In the meantime a patent has been taken out for what is called

hot cast porcelain, made from cryolite, identical with the glass from cryo-

lite, and this making of glass will probably be stopped under this patent,

or, rather, I understand the company operates the patent for hot cast

porcelain, and have a contract with the importers for all cryolite imported

to be used for that purpose, to compete with that patent.

Mr. Maisch. Is it cryolite or the fluoride of aluminium ? I don't think

that the cryolite itself would answer without using an additional quantity

of 'sand and alkali with it. Cryolite not being very cheap, I cannot see

how it would economize the manufacture of glass.

Mr. Ellis. I had a few notes on this subject which have been rather

anticipated, but to-morrow I shall have a specimen of the salt and also of

this hot cast porcelain. I merely have a few words thrown together

hastily before leaving home.

Prof. Parrish. So far as I am able to judge, it is a very poor kind

of a substance for anything like porcelain ; the name is a very happy

hit, but I don't think it is any more like porcelain than common glass.

Dr. Squibb. I intended to mention, but forgot it, in connection with

this production of soda salts, that none of us can estimate its import-

ance, so largely is it involved in the progress of the arts and the domestic

uses of civilized life. The profits of these companies who are tiow pro-

ducing these soda salts are so great that they conspire to keep the tariff

up upon soda salts from abroad, and in the testimony I had to give before

the committee on ways and means at the last session of Congress. I

found the interests of these manufacturers was -so great that it was im-

possible to offer any testimony that would be received as effective upon

the reduction of the tariff on soda salts. It was useless for any one to

go there and say carbonate of soda should not be taxed, to maintain our

own manufactures of it, so long as these manufacturers could only

supply one-sixth of the whole quantity used, and that a tax on every

consumer in the country to support the manufacture of one-sixth of the

product that was required to supply the demand was unjust. These

facts did not seem to have any effect upon the committee, so strong were

the influences of these manufacturers in support of the tariff. It has

become a better mine than any of the California mines to the manufac-

turers of these salts, whether from the chloride or cryolite. It seemed

to be impossible to get the Committee on Ways and Means to see that

they were doing an unjust thing to the country in retaining this immense

tariff for the protection of these companies. Although they represent a

large manufacturing interest, they have not supplied more than one-sixth

of the soda salts in use.

Mr. Markoe. I want to say a word about sweets spirits of nitre. I

have been requested to ask the Association to endorse some ' particular
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quality. I don't know of any quality except that of theU. S. Pharmaco-

poeia. I don't know what the manufacturers mean by puttinz up differ-

ent qualities. I have seen a price current having four difl'erent grades

with as many prices as qualities.

A member inquired " what is the correct amount of ether required by

the pharmacopoeia ?"

Mr. Maukoe. Five per cent. The tests of the pharmacopoeia are

very easy, and can be easily applied. If any pharmaceutist buys poor

spirits of nitre it is because he does not take pains to examine it.

Mr. Brewer. As the mat'ter in regard to the government sales seems

important, and as there should be some expression on the part of the

Association, either through its committees or otherwise, I have made

this little minute, which I propose to append in its proper place with an

asterisk.

The foot note attached to the report on the Drug Market was

read.

Mr Maisch. I think most assuredly that the authorities ought to

have been bound to destroy such goods. A very interesting case in

point is this, which is probably known to all of you. Wherever there

were large government hospitals, there was a considerable amount of

coffee consumed ; the coffee grounds were afterwards sold, of course to

be made into coffee again.

Mr. Close.—A chemist informed me, who had been employed to ex-

amine some cream of tartar, that he found a parcel containing ninety-

five per cent, of insoluble matter, the other five per cent, being tartaric

acid. He said this was not cream of tartar sold in bulk by grocers, but

was put up by parties as somebody's cream of tartar.

The President.—People offer cream of tartar by numbers and prices

according to numbers. I turned out a man who came to my store offering

such articles.

Mr. Maisch.—I have known one part stale bread and two of cream of

tartar to be used for the manufacture of cream of tartar.

Dr. Squibb.—I would suggest to .Mr. Colcord that he introduce

" powdered " before tartaric acid in his report. It would be ordinarily

understood, as it stands now, to embiace crystallized tartaric acid,

whereas this large lot to which he alludes was powdered only. In regard

to cream of tartar it is known that there are two. if not three importers of

what is called terra alba to this market, from whence it is distributed all

through the United States. The quantities imported here are very large,

and especially prepared for the adulteration of cream of tartar, and it is

spoken of in commerce, and the competition is that one importer's article

is more beautifully adapted to the admixture with cream of tartar—whiter

and all that sort of thing. The quantity used varies frgm fifteen per cent.
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down to one per cent. I have never met with any instance in which it

was offered to be mixed over fifteen per5;ent., although I have no doubt

that hirger adulteratinns are really made, yet it is better not to state

what one does not know. I know, in an application to grind cream of

tartar, it is often required to put in ten per cent, of terra alba to make
what is called cream of tartar. There is " pure cream of tartar," next

"cream of tartar," and then "cream of tartar number one," which hap-

pens to be the third grade. This latter is about eight to ten per cent,

adulterated. "No. 2" is more adulterated, and bo on up to fifteen per

cent. In my own experience there is "never a greater adulteration than

that, although, as I say, there may be much larger. The change from

rice flour to terra alba, which has occurred within the last three or four

years, has been caused by the use of that article for calico sizing. The
adulteration of rice flour brought sago flour into the market at a low

price. The calico printers got hold of this article as a useful sizing, and

they made such a demand upon it in the market, that the cream of tartar

adulterators were obliged to go to some other article, or pay a higher

price for those. Then came terra alba, which has been used to consider-

able extent as rice flour and flour of sago. I made this investigation in

regard to the tariff. I proposed to the commissioners of revenue to put

a heavy revenue on terra alba to drive the cream of tartar manufacturers

back to sago flour. Sago flour is the residue of a preparation of sago,

and is imported into this country by a different class of persons from

those who import drugs. It is harmless, and I regard it as a misfor-

tune that the cream of tartar manufacturers should be driven on to terra

alba. I was opposed in this proposition, and I acceded to some of the

arguments that were used—for instance, if a high duty was put upon it

that gypsum would be used ; that it would not affect the moral obliquity

of the thing to drive them from one thing to another, and the community
could not receive any benefit, because the other uses of sago flour and

rice flour were so great that they consumed almost all that was imported.

Mr. Tufts.—Where does terra alba come from ?

Dr. Squibb —It is almost all from Great Britain, and is formed from

sulphate of lime. We have plenty of sulphate of lime here, and an argu-

ment that was n§ed was, that our people would not be behind hand in

producing it of a very nice quality.

Mr. Close.— I have seen it asserted that it was prepared in Maine,

and consisted of powdered quartz.

Dr. Squibb.—The objection to our own sulphate of lime has been its

color; it is not white, and always is associated with a little iron, some-

times in the state of proto.xide, which is converted into sesqui-oxide,

which colors the sulphate of lime. But the process of bleaching sulphate

of baryta can be applied to the sulphate of lime, and there is a large

industrial interest engaged in whitening and bleaching sulphate of baryta

and sulphate of lime.
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Mr. Markoe.—The name teri^ alba seems to be applied to a number

of substances. I have seen a variety of articles bearing that name ; some

being white clay, some nicely prepared chalk, all sold under that name.

There seems to be a great confusion about it.

Dr. Squibb.—Sulphate of baryta could not be used to adulterate cream

of tartar. It is insoluble, and has too great a specific gravity. The manu-

facturers have never been able to use it to any extent.

Mr. Tufts.—Some years ago, in the College of Pharmacy, a discussion

came up in regard to cream of tartar, and iVIr. Carney said there was an

article about the weight and specific gravity, and of a poisonous charac^

ter, used in the adulteration of cream of tartar, and it was slated that the

only objection to it was that it absorbed water.

Mr. Markoe.—Dr. Carney had reference to alum and saltpetre.

Mr. Colcord.—Oil of wintergreen is frequently adulterated, and the

usual adulteration employed is oil of sassafras. One of the acids pro-

duces a blood-red color with the oil of sassafras, and it can be readily de-

tected.

The Presidext.—This discussion shows how imporiant it is to enlighten

the public, and I hope we shall publish these facts.

Mr. Maisch.—There has been an adulteration noticed lately in a paper

written by Mr. Diehl, in the American Journal of Pharmacy, on adulte-

rated oil of lemon. I have had a sample which I found to be adulterated

in the same way, by the lighter portions of petroleum, rectified coal oil.

When the coal oil is well rectified, it appears the odor of the oil of lemon

covers its odor entirely. It is recognized by the difference in specific

gravity, and the almost utter insolubility in alcohol. I suppose good coal

oil might be used as an adulteration for other essential oils, and we had

better be on the look out for it.

Mr. Markoe.—One adulteration of oil of cinnamon is mainly oil of

cloves.

Mr. Brewer.—In regard to the adulterations of oil of wintergreen, I

agree with Mr. Colcord, that the general article that is used for adulte-

rating wintergreen is sassafras. There has, however, been one or more

cases in which the oil of black birch has been detected. It is used as

approximating more in flavor to wintergreen than sassafras.

Dr. Pile.—Are these valuable methods of adulterating to be published

with the proceedings ?

Mr. Maisch.— I don't believe we can give these gentlemen any instruc-

tions.

The Chairman of the Business Committee read a communica-

tion from Messrs. Perkins, Stern & Co., importers of California

wines, inviting the Association to visit in a body their establish-

ment. No action was taken on the communication.
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The reading of the report of the Committee on Scientific Que-

ries was deferred for the present.

Professor Edward Parrish, acting Chairman in consequence of

the disability of President Fred. Stearns, read the report of the

Committee on the Internal Revenue Law, which was, on motion,

accepted and referred for publication.

The President.—There is one idea I would take the liberty of sug-

gesting. Of course I am not sanguine as to its successful issue ; but. if

it were possible for Government to have a depot where alcohol could be

bought by an honest man, who wishes to do his duty to the Government,

I think it would be a great advantage. They could appoint such men as

could be relied upon, and whenever we wanted a barrel of alcohol we

would know where to go. The price of alcohol varies so much, we don't

know at what price it is. It is throwing a great temptation in the way of

the apothecary. If we knew where to go and buy alcohol of honest men,

many of us would do it; the Government would receive their taxes, and

also dispose of the alcohol. I simply throw that hint out. It might be

put in practice; it would only necessitate good honest men, of course.

Dr. Squibb.—That is just the suggestion I was going to make. The
same difficulty would arise to get honest men there, as now arises in the

Government way of selecting inspectors. It has been proposed of late,

as the most effective way to get over the whole of this trouble, that the

tax on spirit should be entirely suspended for six months, and then a tax

of fifty cents be placed upon it, and collected rigidly ; and it is supposed

that this six months' interregnum would do away with the machinery for

making it in this way, and the assessment of a moderate tax at the end of

that time would be very sure to be collected. The more thought that is

given to a plan of this kind the more it will grow upon the sense of those

who propose it. That has now been proposed to the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue, who is abroad, and what he will do with it no one knows

as yet. The trouble is with Congress, and any proposition that is made
to Congress in regard to this subject is well illustrated by a statement of

the fact that, during the last session in the House of Representatives, the

committee of that body appointed to examine into this subject reported to

that house that, from their investigations, they believed that only about

one gallon in eight of the spirit produced paid the tax ; and in the neigh-

borhood of New York and Brooklyn not that much ; that after that report

had been made the proposition was made to reduce the tax from $2.00 to

$1.00, and it was voted down by 78 ayes lo 144 nays; and while there is

such a preponderance on the subject as that vote gives evidence of, it

will be practically impossible to interfere with the business. They know
the circumstances under which this trade is carried on, from their com-

mittees, as well as from abundant evidence, and yet they vote nearly two

4
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to one against any disturbance of the now existing condition of things.

We see a paragraph from Washington, which reports the fact that the
revenue from spirits is pouring in without any precedent. That seems to

appear periodically, and that is what the Congressmen constantly refer

back to and say, ''You see we are getting abundant revenue from it, and
therefore we will not interfere with it." From my personal knowledge
with the Committee on Ways and Means, I believe there is no way of

getting them to disturb the matter at present.

Mil. Close.—A person told me he had seen a list of subscriptions of

S5,000 to get a certain person appointed Inspector. He was appointed,
and a subscription was then got up to induce Congress not to reduce the

duty.

Dr. Squibb.—There is no knowing the intricacies of the subject. It

has been apparent within the last week that a seizure has been made for

the purpose of raising the price of alcohol on the hands of those who have
had large quantities. The price was going down to ^3A0, when, in order

to give it a little spurt, and make money for those who held it, a seizure

was made, and up it went to .^.3.70 ; and those seizures take place with

such systematic regularity on the part of the Government officials, that

it is clear that they go on in this way for the purpose of stiffening up the

market when certain parties get a large stock on hand that they want to

dispose of.

The Chairman of the Business Committee stated that at least

one member, who had been deprived from the benefits of this

Association during the war, had not received the circulars issued

by the Permanent Secretary; he therefore moved that to all

such members the provisions of the resolution, passed in regard

to them at the fourth session of the 14th annual meeting at De-

troit, be extended, so as to give them time until the close of the

present meeting to perfect their membership. The motion was

carried unanimously.

On motion, the Association adjourned until 3 o'clock P. M.

Third Session.— Wednesdat/ Afternoon, September llfh.

President John Milhau in the chair.

The reading of the minutes of the second session was dispensed

with.

Mr. Maisch.—I hold in my hand an ofBcial list of the delegates ap-

pointed to attend the International Congress of Pharmaceutists at Paris

last month. Among them are the following from the United States •..

—
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U.S. Colleges of Pharmari/.—Albert E. Ebert, Wm. Procter, Jr.. E.

Parrish, and John M. Maisch.

American Pharmaceutical Association.— Procter, J r., Joha Faber

and Thomas Jenkins.

In a letter which I received from Prof. Procter, he said that the three

delegates appointed to represent the Association were all present at the

meeting of the International Congress, but Dr. Jenkins was absent when

the report was made; so the report is signed by only Mr. Faber and

Prof. Procter.

The Secretary read the report of the delegates of this Associ-

ation to the International Pharmaceutical Congress, which had

been held at Paris, August 21st to 24th. The report was, on

motion, accepted and referred for publication. Regarding the

death of M. Guibourt, which is mentioned, in the report. Prof.

Parrish remarked that the members of this Association, on learn-

ing, through our delegates to the late Pharmaceutical Congress

at Paris, of the death, during the session of that body, of that

eminent savant, M. Guibourt, the veteran Pharmacologist, are

impressed with profound regret at the loss of one so closely con-

nected with the progress of our Profession, and to whom Phar-

macists throughout the world are so largely indebted.

The Secretary was directed to enter these remarks of Prof.

Parrish upon the minutes.

Mr. Parrish.—I suppose we might have a little talk over this. I

want to express my gratification that we should have been represented

in that Congress, although we did'nt carry anything, and could not expect

to. AVe were in a steady minority all through, but I doubt not the im-

pression made by our delegation has been favorable to our country. I

think it is a cause of congiatulation that we have been represented in a

Congress of Pharmaceutists. It was not a very democratic affair in its

organization, as we must have all observed, each delegation being enti-

tled to a limited number of votes, according to the Society they repre-

sent. • (

Mr. Maisch.—The votes were apportioned among the different States.

The President.—There is one thing I noticed in the report, for which

I am very thankful. It is that our delegates concurred in the necessity

of having a regulation of our business. That is the only one thing in which

they concurred with the other members. I think they deserve much
credit for that.

Dr. Squibb.—I suppose I must have got an erroneous impression from

one or two of the circumstances. I rather took it their action was to
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leave our business more widely open than was desirable by the other

members.

The Secretary.—There were three sub-questions on the subject of the

practice of Pharmacy. First, "Shall there be unlimited liberty, as in

ordinary mercantile business?" All the delegates voted against this

proposition; that is where they agreed. Second, " Shall there be free

practice in Pharmacy, with the guarantee of a diploma and personal

responsibility under the common law?" All Europe voted against and

all America in favor of free practice, and each one personally responsible.

Third, " Shall there be a wise regulation by law to protect the public in-

terest?" Our delegates voted against that. Then comes the second

question, "of the propriety of limiting the indefinite multiplication of

Pharmaceutical shops." All Europe voted for limitation and our dele-

gates voted against it.

The Executive Cftmmittee brought forward the following names

for membership :

—

Chas. H. Bassett, Boston, Mass.

Chas. I. Eaton, " "

Wm. B. Tower, "

Thos. J. Connor, " "

Chas. B. R. H azeltine, Boston, Mass.

Geo. P. Kettell, Charlestown, "

Geo. A. Stuart, M.D., " "

Wm. Warren, Brighton, "

Augustus Goecke, New York City.

John A. Dunn, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Emil Heydenreich, " "

Alfred I. Tartiss, " "

'S. T. Jones, Philadelphia, Pa.

H. C. Archibald, Philadelphia, Pa.

I. W. Smith,

Jas. T. Borhek, Jr., Bethlehem, "

Wm. S. Sieger, South Bethlehem, "

Eichard Frohwein, Elizabethport,

John M. Cunningham, Wilmington,

Del.

John Dixon, Wilmington, Del.

Chas. Shoemaker, Wilmington, Del.

Edw. Mclnall, Jr.,

Benj. Shoemaker, Jr., " "

John H. Simms, M.D., "

Charles E. Ferris, M.D., Newcastle,

Del.

M. H. Donavin, Baltimore, Md.

Geo. F. Danattel,

C. A. Lampanius, " "

Chas. S. Tilyard, "

Charles Cons. Callan, Washington,

D. C.

Wm. P. Geiger, Canton, 0.

W. P. H. Barr, Alliance, 0.

Geo. B. McPherson, Cincinnati, 0.
N. J.

On motion, a ballot was directed to be held. The President

appointed Messrs. Frohwein and Green, of New York, Tellers,

who reported the unanimous election of the candidates.

The amendment to the Constitution, notice of which was given

at the first session, and which contemplates the establishment of

the financial ufTairs of the Association upon a sound basis, was

called up.
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* Dr. Squibb.—If it be the pleasure of the Association, it would be com-

petent to take up the proposed amendments to the Con.«titution ; the one

proposed yesterday, the other proposed this morning. Those are matters

that require to be decided as early as may be in this present session, that

those gentlemen who are joining may know what they have to pay.

The amendment as proposed was again read.

Dr. Squibb.—Two blanks, one agreeing and one declining to relinquish

the right of life membership, are proposed to be sent to every member of

the Association who joined prior to this meeting, but not to those who

are now signing the Constitution, because this thing is fairly before the

Association when they present their names and when signing. If they

don't choose to complete their membership, they are at liberty to do so,

of course.

The proposition I would make is that the annual contribution be

increased to $3.00, and the certificate be charged $5. •

The President.—How many members have we upon whom we can

rely ?

Dr. Squibb.—The number of members we heard from the Treasurer

this morning was a little different from what I have here. The Associa-

tion really numbers 695 members, of whom about 90 will be dropped for

non-payment of dues. That leaves the effective roll at about 600 names.

Those elected up to 18.56 inclusive, 141, are life members, and including

those elected in 1857, make total life memberships at the present time,

213. Subtract 213 from 600 leaves about 400 effective members. From
this, in 1868, 92 more life members will be subtracted. In 1869, 69 more

will be subtracted. That is what we are providing for. Our expenditures

for 1862 were about $768 ; in 1863, $926 ; 1864, .$903 ; 1865, $1497
;
1866,

$1678 ; this year they will be $1500 : so that the ratio of increase since

1862 has been more than double. It seems evident that, unless we pro-

vide some means to avoid this drain by life membership, and increase our

revenue in proportion as the expenses have increased, we shall not be

successful in carrying on the Association.

The President.—The question is whether $3 will suffice. I have an

idea you might increase more ; whether it would be prudent to do it is

another question.

Dr. Squibb.—The greater number ought to be put first. It seems we
have had abundant evyleuce from the Treasurer, President and Permanent

Secretary that they have been very much obstructed by the failure of the

Association to provide them .with the necessary funds. The Association

seems to have been more willing to vote expenditures than provide means

of obtaining them. It seems to me we ought to take up this matter earn-

estly^ and dispose of it speedily, without taking up much time. The propo-

sition to increase the annual dues to $3.00 is not enough, unless we do

away with life memberships. If we succeed in getting life members to
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resign their life membership, the $3.00 appears to many to be sufBcient*

It is an increase of 50 per cent, upon the original contribution, and would

be sufficient, perhaps, for the present, although it might not be for the

future.

Mr. Maisch.—In the first place, I would correct the Chairman of the

Business Committee in one respect, namely, that members who were

elected in 1857 became life members by paying their dues for 18C6 ; con-

s^juontly we had at the end of the hist meeting 213 life members, or

ought to have had, provided they had all paid. The members elected in

1858 became life members by paying their dues for tiie present year.

That makes a sliglit difference, and* carries us one year forward of what

Dr. Squibb said. I have given a great deal of attention, during tlie last

two 'or three years, to the subject of our finances, and you will remember

I have, on various occasions, urged the necessity of raising funds in some

way. During thai last five or six months, I have corresponded and con-

versed with quite a number of our members, and I find even since I came

here, since the meeting has commenced, there is such a diversity of opinion

in regard to the proper means to be adopted, that I should hesitate to have

this discussion commence again in the open body of the Association with-

out liaving a plan perfected to which a number of members have given

consideration. I would therefore propose that a Committee be appointed

to take the subject into consideration, and to report at a future session.

In my opinion, the members who are best adapted for that Committee are

those who have had something to do with our financial affairs—the Trea-

surer and the ex- Treasurers, the Chairman of the Executive Committee

and the Chairman of the Business Committee, who has had a great deal

of trouble within the last few months in regard to our finances. I would

therefore offer the following resolution : Resolved, that the subject of the

financial affairs of this Association be referred to a Committee consisting

of the Treasurer, the ex-Treasurers present at this meeting, and the Chair-

men of the Business Committee and of the Executive Committee, to report

at a future session. I think that will obviate a great deal of discussion in

the body of the meeting, which we can devote to other subjects.

Dr. Squibb.—I am opposed to that resolution, because I think all our

minds are made up. I think we can dispose of the matter without the

necessity of a Committee. If it cannot be done without the necessity of

discussion, I should favor the appointing of the Committee ; if any of

us feel disposed to push this plan, or any other, against the wish of the

Association, let us have a Committee.

Mr. Parrish.—I approve the proposition of Jlr. Maisch, because I don't

think our minds are made up, as Dr. Squibb tliinks. I don't tliink his

mind is made up. He didn't know whether we had better fix the figures

at $5 or $3.

Dr. Squibb.—I left the blank in deference to the Association. The

blanks are filled up, with pencil, with .?3 and §5.
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Mr. Parrish.—I am in favor of relieving the of&cers of the Association,

but I am opposed to putting more on the members of the Association than

is absolutely necessary. If we need adJitionsfl revenue, raise it. The
objection to taxing is that those persons we most desire to associate with

us are discouraged from joining the Association on account of its fees. I

have heard two young men say they did not think it was worth while to

join this Association, and pay $10. I would not go and ask them to invest

$10 in that way. I want to keep down our subscriptions. I approve of

the plan in regard to the permanent members. It is an unfortunate thing

we ever adopted the rule to give up the fees when a member has been

paying ten years, but I think we must be cautious how we fix these figures

until we have it clearly in our own mind what we want. I mention the

case of the two young men merely to illustrate the point I make, that we
must keep our assessments as low as possible, I said .",10, because the

young men I referred to are in business together as partners.

Me. Maisch.—I am perfectly ready, so far as I am personally con-

cerned, to vote on the proposition before the Association. I offer this

resolution only because, from interviews I have had with some of our mem-
bers, I came to the conclusion there was such a diversity of opinion we
might be led to discuss it for a number of hours and finally not arrive at

any conclusion. I think that this motion would be the best manner of

perfecting a plan, and then we might go through with it.

Dr. Squibb.—The Business Committee has fixed upon this plan ; like-

wise the Treasurer and the Executive Committee. So far as these ofiScers

are concerned, the Committee of Mr. Maisch has already acted upon this

proposition and approved it. The ex-Treasurers have hot seen it, nor

asked to see it, that I know of.

Mk. Jennings.—I disapprove of the amendment just offered, from the

fact that the matter is now in a proper shape for this Association to act

upon, and the suggestion of Dr. Squibb seems to be a good one, that we
Srst vote upon the highest number in order to get at the idea of the

association.

Mr. Close.—I would offer an amendment, that the date of September

9th be changed to September I5tb.

Dr. Squibb.—Mr. Close is out of order; there is a motion for a com-

mittee before the Association.

Me. Colcord.—The motion is the raising of this committee. I would

like to see it taken out of the hands of the Association to save time,

because I think in that committee there would be a plan we should all

agree to. If this committee is not raised, I want to make some objection

to the plan of Dr. Squibb. If you are going to raise the committee I

will not attempt to discuss it.

Me. Colby.—Would it not be well to put in the name of some member
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who is apt to be a little more conservative than those named in the
resdlut on ?

Me. Parrish.—I thought of the same thing. I think the committee
is constituted of those men who favor one side of the question. I don't

think it is exactly constituted to bring out the representative feeling of

the Association.

Mr. Colby.—I suggest that Mr. Parrish be put on the committee.

The Secretary read the names of the Committee as contem-
plated in the resolution.

Mr. CoLroRD.—The objection to that committee is, that we are all in

favor of raising the largest amount of money. We want to hear from

the men who want to keep it down.

Mr. Wiegand.—We are not in favor of raising the largest amount of

money. There have been much larger figures named.

Mr. Maiscii.—President Stearns was in favor of raising, annually,

three to five thousand dollars, and with the views he had of what our

Association ought to be, I think he was not much out of the way.

The vote being taken, a division vras called for, when 18 votes

were cast in the affirmative, and 14 in the negative. The resolu-

tion was declared carried.

Dr. Squibb.—I now have another proposition to amend the Constitu-

tion which was read this morning.

Whereas, The Constitution now contains no provision for the member-

ship of those teachers of pharmacy and chemistry who, fis lecturers in

the various colleges of pharmacy, or as teachers in any other way, have a

close interest in the objects and designs of the Association, therefore.

Resolved, That Article II. Section 1 be amended by adding aftei' the

word " another " the words " and those teachers of pharmacy, chemistry

and botany who may be specially interested in pharmacy and materia

medica." The section will then read as follows :

Section 1. Every pharmaceutist and druggist of good^rnoral and pro-

fessional standing, whether in business on his own account, retired from

business, or employed by another, and those teachers of pharmacy, chem-

istry, and botany, who may be specially interested in pharmacy and ma-

teria medica, who, after duly considering the objects of the Association

and the obligations of the Constitution, are willing to subscribe to them,

are eligible to membership.

Mr. Parrish.—It puts it on a little different ground from what

occurred to me as best. The fact of one being a teacher of these

branches is not what we have to look at. Suppose a man is a writer

upon them. We have a gentleman in the room with us to-day. I don't

know whether he will pardon me for mentioning his nlime. He would do

Hs great honor as a member of the Association
;
although not a teache!^
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of pharmacy, he has contributed more largely than teachers of pharmacy

or materia medica or chemistry generally have to our knowledge of those

branches. I think it should be worded, while we are about it, to open

our doors to all the iuformation we can get. I regret it is now construed

as to keep any one out who is solely engaged in the cultivation of the

sciences pertaining to pharmacy.

Dr. Squibb.—It was deemed by those who discussed the matter, that

it had been desirable to limit the Association to those specially concerned

in its welfare, and in the welfare of those branches akin to pharmacy,

and it was supposed to be bad to open the door too wide ; therefore this

limitation. The Association can decide one way or the other ; if it is de-

sirous to open the door to the admission of all persons cultivating materia

medica, pharmacy or chemistry or any other collateral science, I am not

unwilling to see it done, but it was supposed by those who hit upon this

that it was the best thing not to open the door too wide.

The President.—There is one thing which will protect us. They will

be voted for I presume, and if there should be any objection we should

decline to receive them.

Dr. Squibb.—The voting is generally done en masse and, with little

care. It is very easy to say to those who are not eligible, that they are

not so, while it is difficult to reject any one by refusinj^ to elect him.

At this point the President left the room, and on motion of

Dr. Squibb, Mr. Tufts assumed the chair.

Dr. Squibb.—I think it would be well, while Mr. Milhau is absent, to

suggest to some of the Vice Presidents to be present.

The question on the adoption of the amendment as proposed

by the Business Committee, was decided in the affirmative by a

unanimous vote.

Professor Pa'rrish read the report of the Committee on Queries,

action on which was for the present deferred.

The Auditing Committee reported that they had examined the

Treasurer's accounts and found them correct. On motion the

report was adopted and the Committee discharged.

The reading of Special Reports being called for, the subjects

of the following queries of last year were continued at the re-

quest of the members having accepted them.

No. 1 to Geo. C. Close, of Brooklyn. No. 3 and 23 to Saml.

P. Duffield, of Detroit. No. 5 to Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brook-

lyn. No. 7 to Ferris Bringhurst, of Wilmington, Del. No.
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14, 19, 30 and 3G to Prof. Wm. Procter. No. 29 to Edward C'

Jones, of Philadelphia. No. 32 to Thos. E. Jenkins, of Louis-

ville, Ky.

The reading of'rcports in answer to queries No. 2, 6, 9, 13,

17, 20, 21, 22, 26, 83 and 35 was postponed for the present.

No reply was received in answer to queries 10, 11, 12, 18, 25,

27, 28, 31, 34, 38, 41 and 42.

In answer to query 4, on the adaptability for medicinal pur-

poses of dry wine, made from grapes grown in the U. S., Prof.

Parrish said :

Mr., Stearns requests me, in a letter, to answer for him verbally.

He says that the subject has before been fully and satisfactorily reported

upon byliim
;
that, while the bouquet of American Wines is good in many

instances, and very agreeable, he considers them deficient in alcoholic

strength for the purpose of pharmacy, unless alcohol be added, and that

is not at present considered quite a legitimate practice. He opens the

question whether it might not be done to advantage.

Mr. Maiscii.—In a letter that Mr. Stearns wrote to me a few days ago,

he requested me to.give some information to Prof. Parrish. I have not

been able to find the letter to-day. I will make the necessary statement

to-morrow. It has reference to the fact (so far as I remember) of the

distillation of alcohol—of a kind of brandy from native wines. The sub-

ject of growing wines in this country seems to have become very import-

ant and in some of our Southern States they are taking up that branch of

industry. One of our members, Mr. Gallagher, from North Carolina,

sent me some samples, an investigation of which I have commenced, but

unfortunately the time was so short that I have been unable to conclude

my examination, otherwise I should have had a great deal of pleasure in

laying the results before the Association. Of these North Carolina

wines, the old ones are very good ; others appear to be only of medium
quality or perhaps inferior. One circumstance seems to be very unfavor-

able to the development of the wine culture so far as our native grajies

are concerned, and that is the peculiar aroma of this grape. The grape

that is best adapted for this purpose is the Vitis labrusca. A number of

varieties have been obtained from that, and those varieties have to a certain

extent a better aroma. The gentleman who sent mc these wines, also sent

me some wine made last year, ard he states that there is a peculiar odor de-

veloped, which he calls the mouse odor. The odor is very peculiar ; but he

says that is entirely lost on keeping it for a number of years. American

wine, therefore, wine which is made from American grapes, must be a

number of years old to lose that " mousey odor," as he calls it, and they

obtain a fine flavor afterwards and become heavier wines thaa many of
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the wines grown in the southern part of Europe. One thing has particu-

larly struck me in regard to this North Carolina Wine, and that is its

very high specific gravity, showing the amount of ^tractive matter must

be very considerable. The amount of alcohol is likewise considerable.

Some contains nearly twenty per cent. I don't remember the exact amount

now. It seems to me, if attention was paid to this subject, we might

grow wine in this country, particularly in the Southern States, which

would answer in every respect for pharmaceutical purposes, just as well

as wines grown in the southern part of Europe, and the wines which are

officinal in our pharmacopoeia. The climate in our Southern States seems

to be well adapted for this purpose. One thing is certain, wines grown in

the Central and Northern States, in fermentation, generate a great deal

of acetic acid. They are too acid for pharmaceutical purposes, at the

outset, while the wines of North Carolina seem to be adapted to the

purpose. I think the question is not satisfactorily answered. If we

could induce somebody living in the Southern States to continue the

investigation for some years, I believe something good might come out of

it.

Db. Squibb.—It seems to me it is a fruitless task to attempt to investi-

gate this subject. Although at present the wine growing interests are

coming to be important, they are not so sufficiently to be assured that

any fi.xed wine is the same throughout. Every thing is in confusion

among the wine makers. Samples of very good wine can be obtained,

but after the samples are obtained and you go for the same wine you

don't find it. The wines of any particular maker are not known, so far

as the wine' is concerned, and an investigation of any given wine is like

an examination of any given petroleum. It is only an investigation as to

that particular sample. Hence, I think this may be trusted to the

Pharmacopoeia, and that that had better be adhered to until changed.

The substitution of any other wines at the present time would be I think

a misjudged step.

The President.—Should we not extend our investigations to the wine

in California ? The grape there is a better grape, and it may be that they

have specimens we might approve of, and by inquiry might know whom
to obtain them of with certainty. I have myself imported some wine from

there through a gentleman going out there. I begged him to send me the

best wine they had there. It was a light wine, had not the bouquet of

French wine and had an earthy taste, but I presume it might be used in

pharmaceutical operations very well. It was drinkable wine, and that is

about all I could say of it. We have an invitation from parties who, I

suppose, must be importers, and a Committee might be appointed now
perhaps to go down and examine at their leisure the various wines. Those

gentlemen who have tasted of their wines might perhaps throw some light

on the subject. It seems that you have confined your examination to the

grapes grown on this side.
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Dr. Squibb.—It is the general opinion among those who know most
about wines that the wines grown in California and that neighborhood

are all light wines ; and when a heavy wine comes to this market with

that reputation, it is not alway i the product of that section. It is pretty

well known among wine men that there is a wine grown along the coast

farther down—a Peruvian wine—which vies with the European wines im-

ported here ; that the IVladeira grape and Sherry grape transplanted into

that soil produce a very analogous wine, and a wine of full body. These

wines are found here occasionally,—not, however, with the Peruvian

name, because, as a dealer once told me, if it wa^ known that they were

Peruvian wines they would be unfashionable. They therefore give them

the names of " California wines," and we have California Madeiras and

Sherrys, whereas they are grown lower down, in a climate better adapted

to the cultivation of the grapes from which the officinal wines are made.

The grapes grown in California either produce wine which must be forti-

fied in strength in order to make it keep, or wine which is light, more

nearly resembling the Rhine wines, and the other northern wines.

Mr. Maisch.—I was not aware of that fact, and am glad I obtained

that information of the growth of wine in South America. The fact that

such a wine grows along the west coast of South America seems to prove

that the western coast of our continent is better adapted than the eastern

to grow particular species of grapes. If I understand it, the grape which

is grown in Peru is the same which is grown throughout Europe. The
object is to see whether we could not produce suitable wine. If I re-

member correctly, it was Prof. Wayne, of Cincinnati, who spoke in regard

to that subject several years ago. He told the Association that an at-

tempt had been made to introduce the Vitis vinifera into this country,

and had failed, and they had to fall back on the Vitis labrusca and its

varieties. In regard to unreliability of the composition of the wine, that

is true also of all European wines. If you take port wine, you have a

certain variation in the strength of the alcohol, as well as in the quantity

of extractive matter. There is a limit between the variations. For in-

stance, sherry wine will vary in alcoholic strength from 15 to 22 or 23

per cent.,—a difference of about 50 per cent.; and the same you will find

to be the case with French and Rhine wines, and what is usually sold here

under that name, but does not grow on the banks of the Rhine. These

latter wines have a strength varying from five to eight volumetric per

cent, of alcohol, while the true Rhine wines—those most highly prized

—

have an alcoholic strength from ten to twelveor fourteen percent. There

is a certain variation, and that variation is not only in the alcoholic

strength or the amount of extract, but the free acid in the different kinds

of wine derived from the same grape, but grown in different localities.

One of the titles of the papers I have received from Prof. Wayne has

a close relation to this subject. We have one result there from the cul-

ture of wine in this country, and that is the production of American tar-
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tar. There is a sample here of Araerican-rtartar presented by Mr. Wayne,
and he has a paper on that subject, which will be read hereafter.

In order to test the sense of the meeting for holding an even-

ing session, it was moved, that when we adjourn we adjourn to

meet this evening at 8 o'clock. The motion was negatived, by

thirteen nays against nine ayes.

Mr. Maisch.—I have just put my hands on Mr. Stearns' letter. [ will

read a portion: "Tell Mr. Parrish that a man in this city made eight

hundred gallons of alcohol, of seventy per cent, above proof"—(which

means eighty-five per cent, alcohol),—" out of new rhubarb wine. It was
seized by the internal revenue officers. He claimed he was only a recti-

fier, and not a distiller, and beat the government on the suit,—by what
legal quibble I know not. I only know that $200 was paid to a lawyer

who gained the suit."

Mr. Parrisii.—I have left the report of the Committee on Queries

the hands of Mr. Bedford. I wish every gentleman would interest him^
self to get the queries allotted. It is a source of real regret to me not

to be able to attend the other meetings of the Association ; but I was

obliged to make my arrangements to return home this evening.

No. 8. On honey, &c.

An answer was read by F. W. Colby, of New York, which,

on motion, was referred to the Executive Committee.

Dr. Squibb.—I would like to ask whether Mr. Colby has turned his at-

tention to searching for sorghum sugar in the honey, or the uncrystallized

sugar said to be used in the adulteration of honey.

Mr. Colby —I have tried different tests for different kinds of sugar,

and have heated honey to see if, after having been boiled, it would be-

come harder; and also compared it with other specimens of honey I had

every reason to believe were pure. I found no difference in them. In

the chemical tests I have tried, I found in some cases cane sugar and in

some not.

Dr. Squibb.—The copper test would determine the presence of the

sugars from cane.

Mr. Maisch.—There is one way of ascertaining the presence of cane

sugar, and that is by means of polarized light; the presence of different

sugars is shown by the difference in the polarization of light. I don't

know of any other test. I doubt, unless there was crystallizable cane

sugar, that it could be discovered in any other way, except by the polar-

izing apparatus. I don't believe maple sugar, or any other sugar, could

be discovered by any other means.

Dr. Squibb.—My point was that natural honey was free from glucose,

and that this sugar could be detected by the copper test.
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Mr. Maisch.—The solution of honey reduces Fehling's solution. •

Prof. Chandler—Sugar of starch is made by the action of sulphuric

acid ou starch, and the sulphuric acid is neutralized by carbonate of lime,

which causes the greater part of it to separate as sulphate of lime. We
might possibly get a quantitative test by knowing the amount of these

substances.

Mr. Maisch.—Does Professor Chandler know whether pure honey is

destitute of inorganic substances? whether it does not contain minute

quantities of sulphuric acid and lime ?

Prof. Chandler.—It probably does contain mineral matter, but the

quantity is so slight in the honey that unless it contains a far greater

portion than it usually does, it would not interfere with the test.

• Dr.- Squibb.—That is a significant suggestion. I think it is worthy of

Mr. Colby's attention if hfe proposes to continue the subject.

No. 15, in regard to Veratrum viride and its alkaloids.

^ Thos. S. Wiegand read a paper on this subject, by Charles

Bullock, of Pliiladelphia, which, on motion, was referred.

Mr. Maiscu.—That is in opposition to the views of Dr. Percy.

Mr. WiEfJAND.—Dr. Percy, in an interview with Mr. Bullock, expressed

himself gratified to know that the subject had been taken up by Mr. Bul-

lock; although the experiments were diametrically opposite to his own,

he wa^ pleased to see that he had taken up the subject.

Dr. Squibb.—Dr. Percy is a very easily pleased man. I state that for

the information of those who don't kaoW it.

Query 24, accepted by S. S. Garrigues, of East Saginaw,

Mich.

Mr. Maisch.— Mr. Garrigues has done something in regard to that

subject, I know ; but I have not received any paper from him.

On motion of Dr. Squibb, the query was dropped.

Query 25, accepted by Robert C. Kennedy, of Cleveland, 0.

Mr. Colby.—I sent Mr. Kennedy some senna a few weeks ago, and I

expected he would be here. I have not heard from him within a few

weeks.

The query was dropped.

Query 28, accepted by Alfred Mellor, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Maisch.—Mr. Mellor is in Europe. That question is answered by

Mr. Bullock's experiments, that when freed from alkaloids the sediment

is not sedative.

Dr. Squibb.—This question includes the alkaloids.
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The Secretary read a paper, by Ferd: Sennewald, in answer

to query 37, regarding the presence of chrypsophanic acid in

senna.

Mr. Maisch.—I would state that, so far as I know, Dr. Marti us was

the first one who stated that senna contained chrysophanic acid, although

he didn't obtain it in a pure state. He stated senna to have one of the

reactions of chrysophanic acid, which to be sure, might pertain to another

principle. When senna is taken internally, the urine will acquire a dark

color, like from rhubarb, and in a very short time be colored red on the addi-

tion of an alkali. That is what first led Dr. Martius to suppose it contained

chrysophanic acid. Lately, within the last year or two, Prof DragendorflF

has examined the subject again, and corroborated Dr. Martius' statement ;

but he prepared the chrysophanic acid in a pure state. He states, however,

that its composition diS'ers slightly from chrysophanic acid from rhubarb,

the difference being one or two equivalents of water—otherwise the reactions

appear to be the same. One reason why Mr. Sennewald has failed may

have been that he operated on too small a quantity. Dr. Martius states

that to obtain chrysophanic acid, not less than ten pounds of senna ought

to be worked up at once. This does not, however, settle the question

whether senna owes its purgative power partly or wholly to chrysophanic

acid.

A paper by Jas.W. Mill, in answer to No. IG, on preparations

of Ergot, was read by the Secretary.

Dr. Squibb.—It seems to me that that paper is a very important one in

its bearing, from its importance and from the fact that upon the quality

of the preparation of ergot frequently depends life. It ought to be received

with caution, for it will take a long time to demonstrate the accuracy of

the statements and the inferences to which these statements lead. We
have an officinal preparation, the fluid extract of ergot^ which leaves little to

desire when properly made. I have known of its being used after an inter-

val of eight years with the same effect that it had when first used—as

near as the physician using it could decide. In the same dose it produced

the same effect. This renders the fluid extract what the ergot itself is

not, namely, permanent. I should be sorry to see the efficacy or use of

ergot risked, inasmuch as it is rarely used except in cases of great neces-

sity. I would like to have that paper go on record, but with this reflec-

tion in connection with it, that it is too important a subject to be drawn

into confusion by new ideas, which can be confirmed only by long and

careful trial and experience.

Mr. Maisch.—The idea upon which this paper rests altogether, is that

the infusion of ergot has the same efficacy as ergot or the alcoholic tincture,

and safar as my knowledge of ergot goes, I cannot believe it, and would

not subscribe to it until after thorough trial. While it may have a cer-
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tain efficacy, I doubt whether it possesses the whole of the strength of

the ergot itself. I believe Dr. Squibb is perfectly correct in cautioning

against any alteration in the officinal forraula which furnishes such an

efficient preparation.

Dr. Squibb.—The safest possible practice with ergot for the pharmaceu-

tist or physician, is to keep well selected, whole ergot on hand, and when,

ever human life depends upon it to trust to nothing but the immediate

bruising up of the dose of ergot in the mortar, to be swallowed with an

admixture of water. There is nothing that can be more certain than that,

and wherever life is at stake, it has always seemed to me that that is the

proper practice, and I have always urged it upon all to whom I have

spoken on the subject. To depart from that is to go in the direction of

uncertainty, and the habit of buying powdered ergot is thorouglily bad.

There can be nothing worse than the buying and selling of powdered

ergot by the pharmaceutist. It so rapidly deteriorates that it cannot be

depended upon.

Mr. '\Vieg.\nd.—Some years ago I found I was getting a large number

of prescriptions for that article, simply because I adopted the course which

Dr. Squibb has indicated as being the only proper one. Many physicians

were extremely anxious to have it given as the doctor says, bruised or pow-

dered sufficiently fine to be what you would call a coarse powder. Given in

that way it was almost always satisfactory. I never heard before such

satisftictory testimony to the efficiency of ergot as the doctor has just given

us. It is most gratifying to know that a preparation eight years old can

be so reliable as in the instance he has given us. At the same time I

believe that freshly powdered, for each prescription, is the only way in

which we can fairly give ergot as ergot.

Dr. Pile.—How long can ergot be kept powdered without losing its

efficiency ?

Mr. Wiegand.—I don't accept that it ought to be kept powdered at any

time. A different hygrometric condition of atmosphere may determine its

utter worthlessness in a very short time. I think a lot powdered with

such weather as we had two or three weeks ago would in a yery short

time be perfectly disgusting.

Mr. File.—Then the fluid extract must all be nearly worthless, as we

must keep it exposed for hours while making.

Mr.- Wiegand.—I don't think that decomposition has had an opportu-

nity to take place in a few hours. Many persons would call it fresh

powdered when it was four weeks old ; at the same time I would not like

to dispense such ergot on a prescription. I should prefer to put it

through a sieve of forty-five to sixty ; that will make fair powdered ergot.

It will require a finer bruising than a great many other things of a dry

nature which go through readily.
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Mr, Maisch.—Would a sieve of forty-five yield a sufSciently fine

powder ?

Mr. WiEGAND.—I think that would make a pretty respectable powder.

I would not say positively.

Dr. Squibb.—My position needs explanation. The reason I condemn

powdered ergot is not only that it deteriorates by being kept, but is very

much injured in the powdering as the drug miller does it. In order to

render it acceptable to the market it must go through a net of sixty

meshes. In order to get it to that degree of fineness, it has to be thoroughly

dried, put through a coarse mill and then dried. That drying process

is what I believe deteriorates it more than age. There is a practical im-

possibility in powdering it without drying. It fills the meshes of the

burr-stone of the drug mill, and every thing that can be used to make a

fine powder of it will clog and become closed. It is subject to a good deal

of objection, and for a year past I have declined to powder it because any

body would be satisfied with the powder I can give them through a

sieve of thirty-five. From my judgment, and it is a judgment based

upon the history of the drug in its deterioration, I have no doubt that it

deteriorates. There is hardly any doubt that it deteriorates in the grain
;

that it deteriorates much faster in the powder there can be little doubt.

Mr. Maisch.—I will cheerfully add my testimony to the fact of the

efiScacy of ergot when freshly powdered. I disagree with Mr. Wiegand of

the necessity of powdering it for immediate use. As I powder it, it

would take me about an hour to powder two drachms. I have a practice

of never keeping on hand more than two or three drachms. Powdered

ergot is never kept more than two or three weeks—when that time has

elapsed, it is thrown away and another portion is powdered and kept on

band ; two drachms being about enough to use for one or two prescrip-

tions. The physicians who have used it have been very well satisfied

with it. I pass my powder through a sieve of sixty, and that is why it

takes a good deal of trouble. It may be accomplished by a little bard

work in less time perhaps, but it takes my young men about an hour to

powder two drachms. It does not pay me : I could buy it a great deal

cheaper. A short lime ago, an apothecary sent to my store and wanted

half an ounce of powdered ergot. I said " I don't have that much in my
store ; I only keep two drachms on band. If you want that you are

welcome to it." He said " I have a prescription for half an ounce." I

told him he ought to prepare it himself ; but he said it was too much •

trouble, he could buy it powdered.

Dr. Squibb.—Dr. Meigs used to direct his students always, without fail,

to see that the apothecary beat up the ergot at the time it was prescribed.

His direction was, two powders of twenty grains each—that the apothe-

cary should put the forty grains into a mortar and simply bruise it and

divide it into two powders. Then the patient was directed to pour that

5
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powder into a half glass of warm water, or if the stomach could not take warm
water, to add the same to the same quantity of ice water, and swallow the

ergot and ice water together. Many physicians have adhered to this

practice ever since, and I believe the best and safest practice is obtained

from that source.

Mr. Maisch.—I don't think I have a right, when a prescription pre-

scribes powdered ergot, to give bruised. If the physician orders bruised

I would give it. If a physician sends a prescription for one drachm of

powdered ergot, the way I make my powder I don't consider myself justi-

fied to take the time to obtain that much. I don't throw into my mortar

half a pound of ergot for the purpose of getting a drachm or two of

powder, because, if I did, the remainder of the ergot would be bruised and

worthless in the course of a few weeks. For that reason I use three

drachms to obtain one half of powder, and after some time throw the

rest away. If I was to make such a powder after receiving a prescrip-

tion from a physician for powdered ergot, it would take half an hour to

an hour to put it up.

Dr. Squibb.—I think it would be justifiable to send for powdered ergot,

powder that could be made in a shorter time. The physician who orders

powdered ergot does not always mean finely powdered ergot. A powder

could be made into powder fine enough for dispensing as powdered ergot^

in ten minutes.

Mr. Maisch.—I can't do it.

Dr. Squibb.—Not sifted but just rubbed fine.

Query No. 40, in regard to the presence of Santonin in the

seeds of Chenopodium anthelminticum, accepted by Thomas S.

Wiegand, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Wiegand.—Year before last was the year in which that query

should have been reported upon. My engagements were of such a nature

that I was unable to make an examination as I should like to. I obtained

the service of a young man who had been for a number of years in our

business. He investigated it as carefully as he was able^ not only chemi-

cally but therapeutically with the aid of a physician. All his results were

of a negative character. Since he gave me his report, I met another

person, in my judgment more competent to make the examination, who

^as arrived at precisely the same results.

It was moved and carried that the Association now adjourn to

meet again to-morrow at 9 o'clock, A. M.

The Association then adjourned.
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G. A. Zausingcr, Louisville, Ky.

Ferd. J. Pfiiigst,

F. Sacksteder,

J. F. Llewellyn,

Norman Fletcher, " "

Fr. Weiss, JefFersonville, Ind.

Eichard Vogel, Saginaw City, Mich.

Fourth Session.— Thursday Morning, September 12th.

The meotinjr was called to order at 10 o'clock, President J.

Milliau in the chair.

The Secretary read the minutes of the second and third

sessions, which were corrected and then adopted. The Secretary

suggested the Appointment of a Committee on Specimens.

Alfred B. Taylor, on behalf of the Philadeli)hia College of

Pharmacy, invited the American Pharmaceutical Association

to hold its next Annual Meeting in the City of Philadelphia.

The Chairman of the Executive Committee presented the

names of the following gentlemen for membership, they having

complied with the requirements of the Constitution.

Jas. L. Scofield, New York City.

Henry Kitnmel, " "

Edward T. Dobbins, Philada., Pa.

.Tohn 11. Angney, " "

C. Raderaaker, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. Krim,

John Colgan, " "

The President appointed Wm. Neergaard and Henry Ilaviland

of New York, tellers, who reported the unanimous election of

tlie candidates.

The chair announced the following Committee on Specimens :

E. H. Sargent, of Chicago ; J. B. Baxley, of Baltimore, and

r. V. Heydenreich, of Brooklyn.

The Committee appointed at the third session to report a plan

for regulating the financial aifairs of the Association, reported

through the Chairman of the Business Committee, ]st, the plan

proposed by the Business Committee at the 1st session,, upon the

main features of which the Committee had agreed unanimously

;

and, 2d, the retaining in the Constitution of the clause regarding

life-membership, but altering the conditions for attaining the

same.

After some discussion, it was moved by Robt. J. Brown, and

seconded by Alfred B. Taylor, to abolish life-membership for the

future.

Dr. Squibb.—This motion is to test tho sense of the Association as to

whether they will drop life-memberships, and is in proper order the first
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one the Association should decide. Members should decide this thought-

fully—tliey should not go and wipe out life-memberships without due con-

eideration. In the estimation of some members it is a judicious clause,

while other members think it was a mistake when put into the constitu-

tion, and should be abolished. Let us take the question fairly and

squarely, knowing what we are about. We have been notified sufficiently,

and the matter has been sufficiently discussed.

Mr. Tufts—You can't act upon the proposition to make it for twenty

years now ?

Dr. Squibb.—Not now.

Mr. Tufts.—It is unfortunate the two propositions can't come up

together:

Dr. Squibb.—If this be lost when put, we have to get up another

proposition, and that has to lay over.

The President.—Every member has a right to resign ; and if you

make other arrangements than those he has depended upon, he can send

in his resignation.

Mr. Tufts.—I suggest the propriety of having this lay over until this

afternoon, and have both propositions come up together.
^

Mr. Tatlor.—This subject of abolishing life-memberships may look

selfish upon the part of those who are life-members. It may look as if

they wanted to make a close corporation of it, and shut off others from

becoming so. Those who are life-members would be willing to relinquish

their rights and become subscription members again. The whole

subject of life-memberships is a very bad thing in this Association. We
are not able to carry the life-members and confer upon them the privilege

of being a tax on us every year, as they have been since this plan was

first started. When this plan was first proposed, I objected to it strongly

;

now I think we have got into trouble, and the sooner we get out of it the

better, and we can only get out of it by abolishing this thing in toto.

Every life-member is entitled to a copy of the proceedings which cost us

about $1.50, and every year we are adding to that list, so we are increas-

ing our expenses by giving a-way more volumes and by getting up a more

expensive volume every year. I think, if we abolish the life-membership

from this time, with simply increasing the dues, we shall be able to meet

all our expenses, and then I think the old members will almost unani-

mously become contributing members again.

Mr. CoLCORD.—A motion has been made and seconded to drop life,

membership. I have been and am opposed to this motion. I think it is

a good thing and I want to see it made remunerative to the Association.

We are all for one object—to raise 'the greatest amount of money we can

without its being burdensome to the members. The original intention of

life-membership was to apply to a class of people who would leave us. A
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man joins the Association and three years after he joins he may die ; he

may retire from business and his interest ceases in the Association, and

he has either got to resign or become a life-member. The only intention of

life-membership was to cover that class of cases. We want to make it remu-

nerative ; either to charge life-members for their proceedings,(and if they

don't want them they need not take them,) or else we want to put life-member,

ship at such a price that the interest shall average the amount of money

the Association would receive if they continued and there was no life-

membership. If a man pays $50 and dies two years after he pays, we

make so much money; if he relinquishes his business but pays his $50

we make so much money. The advocates of life-memliership desire that

it shall be made remunerative to the Association, more so than if we
abolish it. For that reason, I am an advocate of life-membership, not

that the Association shall suffer by it, but that they shall be remunerated

by it and make more money than by repealing the act. I think the life-

membership can be retained so as to produce this and even have a better

result, and satisfy the life-members better than by any other plan. In

relation to life-members, I think there would be enough willing to make up

their contribution to $50, so that the Association would not lose from them.

I believe it would be a good plan to retain life-membership on those

conditions. Those are the reasons why I am opposed to its abolition.

Dr. Squibb.—The refuting argument to Mr. Colcord's remarks would

be that the life-membership having been made for a small class of cases,

has come now to be a burden on a very large class of cases to accommo-

date theifew: those who retire from business. Desiring to retain their

influence, we have come to lose by it,—all the application that it has to

the 206 members who don't retire, but retain their membership. I don't

think this question needs any more discussion. I have sufficient confidence,

with Jlr. Colcord, in the life-members to think that a portion of them at

least will sign the affirmative note to the treasurer. All they will have to

do will be to sign their name and enclose it in the envelope which the

treasurer sends to them, and all each member will have to do will be to

look at those two blank slips and say, on the one hand, "Well, the Asso-

ciation deals fairly with me—it is going to keep its faith with me, if I

don't choose to relinquish my rights, and I think on the whole I will not

relinquish but retain my life-membership. I may want some day to go

out of tiie business. I shall continue in the Association and be able to

participate in its business. On the other hand, another man may say,

"The Association deals fairly; it presents me with two notes; they have

been a little liberal in not changing their Constitution arbitrarily, and I

think I had better act a little generously towards them, so I will sign the

affirmative note and send it back." That seems to be the natural course

that will be taken by the members. They are older members, that have

passed through the time when $3 or $5 is of so much value
;
they have

been successful in business to a greater or less extent, and they would not
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feel the contribution to he so great a weight upon them. I think they

will be willing to keep themselves on as contributing members. That is

the view in which this pMper was prepared ; it was submitted to the Busi-

ness Committee and to several others in the neighboriiood at the time and

it appeared to us to be judicious, and certainly it is an honest way of

dealing with the members of the Association, and of getting all we can

out of a thing that has proved to be a mistake in the past.

Mr. CoixoRD.—The real difference between Dr, Squibb and myself ia

that the doctor thinks the life members are a burden on the Association.

I want to make them remunerative. I think there are enough men who

will be willing to be life-members, and be as remunerative as the contribu-

tin<' members. I believe the proposition of S,50 will do it. We can

make it so that they shall pay for tiieir Proceedings.

Dr. Squibb.—To make them pay for their Proceedings will be as much

repudiation, because we promised them the Proceedings gratuitously.

]\Ir. Brewer.—It seems to me that we have had quite enough dis-

cussion on this matter. I have confidence, with Mr. Colcord, that some of

the life-members will agree to what he sajs, hut I also believe that every

man who is a life-member will relinquisli his rights under the present

provisions, and walk up to Brother Tufts and become a contributing

member. I don't believe that any member of this Association will stand

out a"-ainst such advantages as this change will be to the institution. We

all love our institution and want to have it flourish, and we don't want to

be reaping its advantages without paj-ing for them. I believe every life-

member will walk up and settle his bill as a life-member, and pay for his

Proceedings ; that being done, I think we shall have funds sufficient with-

out providhig for life-members paying any amount whatever. I think we

had better try it.

Dr. Squibb.—There is one thing that might be said ;
this proposition

—

when'a life-member signs this, saving he relinquishes his life-membership,

it is not intended to mean that he shall pay up. Many of them have been

five years life-members. It was not intended to call upon them to pay up

from that time,.but to commence to pay from this time.

Mr. Barr. As one of the life-members, I want to vote for Dr.

S.iuibb's resolution. I have seen the necessity of this for the last three

or four years. I Hope it will pass. I don't think there is one of the life-

members who will vote against Dr. Squibb's resolution. We have either

got to do this or lay a tax to pay expenses.

Mr. Lincoln. Gentlemen will excuse me for rising at this time, but I

desire to say that I am decidedly opposed to giving up life-membership.' I

would have it increased pro rata with the increase of certificates and the

annual contribution. I think an association of this kind needs life-mem-

bers
'

It gives stability to it ; at the same time I would wisli to have it

iiicreased,''and I think it would be better to increase it pro rata, perhaps
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twenty years on tlie same conditions as expressed in Dr. Sijuibb's resolu.

tion
;
simply on the question of giving up life-membership I should be

opposed to it, unless there is some other proposition going with it. On
many accounts I should prefer to iiave a resolution offered to bring it up this

afternoon in connection with this, by which life-membership be increased

to twenty years, instead often. That may bo adopted ia case this fails. I

should prefer to see it come up together, because I should feel obliged to

vote for the proposition as it now stands.

Mr. CoLCORD.—This, I understand, is only to tost thi sense of the

meeting.

Mr. Hayiland.—I was about offering an amendment in the way of a

compromise to make a member a life member after payment for fifteen

yearSj instead of twenty years. That makes it about pro rala with the

increase of dues and the certificate. If this proposition be lost, I shall

offer that as an amendment.

Dr. Squibb.—That proposition will not help us at all at this time. It

does not help us in our present finances, which is the object of the Associa-

tion.

Mr. IIayiland.—The object is to raise sufficient money to meet all our

expenses each year. It must be done in one of two ways; to offer

indncements for new members to come in, or shut down on new members

coming in and, raise on the members who are in. It ia for this meeting to

decide which is the best plan. I have thought myself that the life-mem-

bership was a good thing; that it has brought us in money instead of being

a loss of money. That was my view whtn I was treasurer
;
many paid

their life- membership in advance at that time, and the present treasurer

informs me that they have done so since.

The President.—^^^Vhat percentage paid in advance ?

Mr. IIayiland—I don't recollect, but quite a number I think
;
many

that perhaps would have resigned at the end of five years. The matter

was placed before them, that, if they paid for five years more, they would

have no future payments to make. I do think, if we abolish life-member-

ships, we shall receive a large number of resignations—men that have

been with us for several years, but that have lost their interest in the

Association.

Dr. Squibb.—The question is to drop the present Section 8, for the

future only, and make it bear upon the past just as it has always ^one
;

simply to alter the Constitution for those members who may in the future

join the Association. Tliat is the proposition, and if it is not distinct to

all the members before they vote, we had better hear from them.

Mr. Eberle.— I think I represent those of the Association who are not

life-members, particularly the younger branch of the Association. I have

been speaking of this matter to several of them, and they express their

complete willingness, if this proposition is submitted and carried, whereby
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life.members relinquish their right to life-membership, to vote for the new

proposition of making the length of time for which a man shall contribute

greater, or the payment of a sum such as Mr. Colcord proposes.

Mr. Taylor.—The proposition to extend the time don't help us ; all

our life-members receive the Proceedings gratuitously, and vcill continue to

do so, and the extension of the time is merely pushing the thing ofiF a

little longer. Our life-memberships is still an incubus. After fifteen

years vie are still in the same position. We are not getting out of the

trouble.

Mr. IIaviland—I would ask the chairman of the Business Committee

what is the position of the proposition to increase the dues.

Dr. Squibb.—That will come up afterwards ; it depends upon the propo-

sition now before the meeting.

The President—It is the proposition of the chairman of the Business

Committee that we are to vote upon now.

The reading of the proposition was called for.

The Secretary.—The proposition is simply to abolish life-membership.

Dr. Squibb.—It carries with it the addressing of each member.

Mr. BiGELow.—That proposition, stated in a plain way, is to abolish

life-membership for the future. That vote goes on to our record in con-

tradiction to the provisions of the Constitution and By-laws. Is it an

amendment to the Constitution ?

Dr. Squibb.—To drop a portion of it is an amendment to the constitu-

tion. It is making it better, which is the meaning of the term amend-

ment.

The vote was then taken, when forty-five members voted in

the afiirmative, and seven in the negative. The resolution was

declared carried, more than three-fourths of the members voting

for it.

Mr. Barr.—I take this opportunity to withdraw my life membership,

and will pay dues in the future.

Dr. Squibb.—Now the amendment to the Constitution comes up for

Tote : that Article II., Section 4, be so amended as to read as follows :

—

"Evfry member shall pay in advance into the hands of the Treasurer the

sum of three dollars," etc. This three dollars was originally two dollars.

That is the change in that paragraph. " Members shall be entitled, on

payment of five dollars, to receive a certificate of membership, signed by

the President, one Vice-President, Permanent Secretary and Treasurer,"

etc. It has hitherto been "Vice-Presidents." The fact is that it is

very difficult to get the signatures of all the Vice-Presidents to the cer-

tificate. It has to be sent all over the country for that purpose, at a good
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deal of inconvenience. This has been discussed before, but was indefi-

nitely postponed,—this point of making one Vice-President sufficient.

The Treasurer's name is left out of the Constitution, although there is a

place for his name on the certificate, and although he has charge of them.

His name has been left out of the constitutional provision on this subject,

and it is now proposed to introduce his name here, and to limit the num-

ber of Vice-Presidents to one. Our Vice-Presidents are scattered all

over the country, and these certificates have to be sent by mail to all

three of these gentlemen. Occasionally one is absent, and the certificate

has to follow him up wherever he goes to get his signature before it can

be conformable with the Constitution, which says " Vice-Presidents."

Our Constitution says that the Association shall have one or more Vice-

Presidents. Custom has made it three. It is now proposed to say the

certificate shall be signed by one Vice-President.

Mr. Haviland.—I don't know but what it would be an improvement

to say one or more Vice-Presidents.

Dr. Squibb.—When this matter was discussed before, a similar propo-

sition was made. The difficulty is that one man will want the signatures

of all the Vice-Presidents, which makes it just as necessary to send the

certificates about the country as now. I recollect that Mr. Parrish said,

in that discussion, " If I was going to have a certificate, I should want

all the Vice-Presidents on it." Some members might be satisfied with

one, but if they were not they could urge the constitutional provision

that they were entitled to " one or more ;" whereas, if it is a constitu-

tional provision that one Vice-President shall be sufficient, they would

be satisfied with one. Four names to the certificate at that time were

considered to be enough, but it was late, and the motion was not acted

upon. I am opposed to this tinkering of the Constitution, but as these

other changes were in progress, and must be made now, it seems better

to change It. now as read.

It was now moved and seconded to increase the annual dues

to S3. 00, ?he vote standing fifty-four ayes, the resolution was

declared adopted, no votes being cast against it.

It was moved to increase the fee for a certificate of member-

ship hereafter to §5.00.

Mr. Casper.—"Will that apply to those who have not yet received their

certificates ?

Dr. Squibb.—It applies from the 15th day of September. Those mem-
bers who have now signed the Constitution get them at the present price.

Mr. Shinn.—Those members who have been entitled *to their certifi-

cates, and have not received them

—

Dr. Squibb.—Get them at the old price.
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Mr. Bringiiurst.—Those members who have been elected, but Lave
not perfected their membership,—will they get them at the old price?

Dr. Squibb.—Yes, sir.

The motion was carried bj a vote of fifty-one in favor, with-

out any dissenting votes.

The motion to make it requisite for only ono Vice-President

to sign the certificates of membership elicited some discussion.

Mr. Tufts.—That don't prevent them all from signing, if it is conveni-

ent to get them.

Dr. Squibb.—It makes it constitutional for only one. If we increase

to five, as we may, one will still be suflicient.

Mr. Tufts.—Sometimes it is perfectly convenient to get them all on.

Dr. Squibb.—The object is just to avoid that, and have the thing fixed

without any elasticity about it. If the man himself chooses to go and get

the United States to sign the certificate, that is all right.

. Mr. Brewer.—I suppose that will give latitude to the'Treasurer to

apply to such Vice-President as may be most convenient.

Dr. Squibb.—The most obvious custom would be to take the first

Vice-President.

Mr. Brewer.—We regard them all as very good men.

Dr. Squibb.—Another difficulty has been that the man who gets the

certificate first, if he be not the first Vice-President, signs his name first

;

and for that reason it is desirable to limit it to one.

The motion was adopted by a vote of fifty ayes, without any

dissenting vote.

The motion to require the signature of the Treasurer to the

certificate of membership was cai ried unanimously, by a vote of

fifty-five ayes.

The report, with the amendments to the Cons^tution, as a
'

whole, was then declared adopted, as follows

:

Whereas, It is recognized as a necessity that the Association should

adopt some means of increasing its revenue in proportion toils increasing

expenditures, be it therefore

Resolved, That Article II., Section 4, of the Constitution be so amended

as to read as follows

:

Sectiox 4.—Every member shall pay, in advance, into the hands of the

Treasurer, the sum of three dollars as his annual contribution ; and is

liable to lose his right of membership by neglecting to pay said contribu-

tion for three successive years. Members shall, on payment of five

dollars, be entitled to receive from the Treasurer a certificate of member-

ship, signed by the President, one Vice-President, the Permanent Secre-
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tary and Treasurer,—covenanting to return the same to tlie proper

officer on relinquishing their connection willi the Association.

Resolved, That Section 8 of Article II. of the Constitution be dropped

and its provisions be abandoned ; to take effect from Sept. IGth, 18G7.

Resolved, That it be considered not entirely equitable to those who

have joined the Association under the constitutional provision for life-

membership, to deprive them of this privilege and advantage without

their consent, although all who have joined must have seen the provision

in the Constitution which provides that it may at all times be altered or

amended; and, therefore, be it further

Resolved, That the Treasurer shall forward to each member of the

Association who joined it previous to September lOth, 1867, the following

printed communications, enclosing a printed and stamped envelope for

return, and having these resolutions printed upon the same sheet:

A.MER. Pharii. Association,

186

Dear Sir,—Enclosed I beg to submit certain resolutions of the Asso-

ciation, whereby life membership as a constitutional provision has been

abandoned for the future.

This change is made because it is found to be practically impossible to

keep the Association in a respectable financial condition under the pres-

ent plan of furnishing so large and so rapidly increasing a class of mem-
bers with an expensive volume of Proceedings gratuitously, and pay the

other necessary expenses of the Association, which must continue to in-

crease annually if the organization continues to increase in numbers and

usefulness.

Under these circumstances the Association asks all its members, indi-

vidually, who joined it previous to this change, to relinquish their right

to life membership, and to allow their names to be continued upon the

active contributing roll.

In case you should not think proper to accede to this proposition, the

Association will of course keep faith with its members, and retain its list

of life-members, without claiming its right to change the Constitution in

its application to them in this respect, as far as the past is concerned.

Enclosed you will find two blank forms : the one agreeing to relinquish

the right of life-mem"bership, the other declining to relinquish it. Be
pleased to sign which ever of these may be most acceptable to you, and

return it to me in the enclosed stamped envelope, as soon as possible.

Very respectfully yours,

Treas. Amer. Pharm. Assoc.

(Date.)

To the Treasurer of the Amer. Pharm. Association :

Dear Sir,—In compliance with the request of the Association, I here-

by waive my right to a life membership, and its promised advantages.

Very respectfully yours,
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(Date.)
To the Treasurer of the Amer. Pharm. Association :

Dear Sir,—Upon consideration of the subject, I cannot consent to re-

linquish my right to life-membership, as provided for in the Constitution

at the time I signed it.

Very respectfully yours,

Wm. A. Brewer, of New York, offered the following resolution,

which, in compliance with his request, was for the present laid

upon the table.

Resolved. Th^t while we hold to a high appreciation of the beneficial

influence of the accustomed social entertainments tendered to the mem-
bers of this Association and their friends by the members of the drug

trade in the various cities where the Association meets from time to

time, and while we cherish with gratitude and thankfulness the good feel-

ing which prompts these tnuniticent exhibitions of generosity, we cannot

but hope that hereafter the solicitors of the contributions for such pur-

poses may get permission from the donors to devote a moiety of said con-

tributions to the endowment of a central library and a cabinet of materia

medica and collateral matters, for the purposes and use of the Associa-

tion.

Mr. Brewer.— I would merely slate, in offering the resolution, that it

has been a matter of serious grief, I may say, on the part of those who
are interested in the objects of this Association, that we have not, as a

national institution, any cabinet of Materia Medica. My attention has

been more particularly brought to the consideration of this want by a

conference, some years ago, with Prof. Agassiz, who said he had travelled

the country over to see if there was any such collection that was worthy

of the nation, and although he bad found some that were very respectable

for the Colleges of Pharmacy that held them, he didn't think there "was

such a cabinet of materia medica in this country as should exist under

the auspices of this Association, and he urged me vehemently to use my
efforts for the establishment" of such a thing, although personally he had

no particular interest in it, except as a man of science. It strikes me, sir,

that we need a library of choice books— rare books—and we need a cabi-

net that shall embrace the very best specimens of articles used in Phar-

macy and the collateral branches, that we may be not only willing to show,

but proud to show to visitors from abroad. It strikes me this must

commend itself to the approbation of every member of this Association

and the community at large ; and I will state, as one reason why I bring

it up at this time is, that there is one person I heard of that contributed

generously to the entertainment which I understand is proposed to be

given to this Association at the close of this meeting, who said, " Yes,

I will give willingly to such an entertainment, but I would give double for

something of a permanent value that we can look at hereafter—1 don't
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know but I will give four times the amount." That gentleman contributed

$25. He would have given $50 in a monaent, might have given $100, and

I doubt not $500 to such an object as is contemplated in the resolution.

Dr. Squibb.—The principal and only objection to the passage of such

a resolution is that we are a migratory body.

Dr. E R. Squibb read a paper by Thos. II. Doliber, on the

use of Benzoin in Ointments, which is supplementary to his paper

on bcnzoinated lard, published in the Proceedings of the Am.
Pharm. Ass. for 186(5, page 224.

Mr. Lincolx.—I rise merely to confirm the conclusions arrived at by

Mr. Doliber. I have not made as many experiments as he has. but what

I have made have been entirely satisfactory in using tincture of benzoin

instead of the gum. In a paper which was olfered by me at Cincinnati, on

lard, the use of the tincture was then advised. Instead of the simple

tincture of benzoin, I have been in the habit of using the compound tinc-

ture, without the aloes, which seems to me to be an improvement, re-

ceiving the benefit of the styrax and tolu. I wish, while up, to correct

some errors in regard to the different names of the process, it sometimes

being called benzinated, benzoinated and beuzoated. The first is cer-

tainly wrong, but was used in my paper on lard without authority, and

was afterwards corrected by Secretary Maisch, at the meeting at Detroit.

The term benzoated might be used to indicate that benzoic acid was used

in the process, which I do not believe answers the purpose intended.

Dr. Squibb.—It seems to be desirable in beuzoinating ointments, to be

entirely devoid of stimulating properties, that as little benzoin should be

added in the process as possible; the least possible amount which will

accomplish the object of preserving the ointment is that which should be

got at, because simple cerate and those other cerates intended as emolli-

ent dressings should be entirely free from stimulants. That is the objec-

tion to their rancidity, that rancid ointments are stimulating. The point

to be attained is between rancid ointments on the one hand and stimulat-

ing ointments on the other.

Mr. Bringiiurst.—I have made hair grease with purified lard and tal-

low, washing the lard and tallow, on the French plan, with salt and alum,

and washing that afterwards with distilled water, and the grease has kept

perfect for several months. That purifies the lard, and the salt and alum

throw down the particles that are likely to decompose.

Mr. Markoe.—There is no necessity of macerating the benzoin. The

tincture may be quickly made by rubbing the benzoin into powder, and

then triturating it with the alcohol. All the benzoin will go into solu-

tion, and the filter will remove impurities.

Mr. P]berle.—I would like to follow up these remarks by saying that

when this subject was first brought up before the Association, two years
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ago. I interested myself in it, and when Mr. Doliber's paper came up at

the last session, I set myself to' ^vork to determine the therapeutic value

of these ointments. I followed it up ver}' closely, and can add my testi-

mony to the efficacy of this process. Having submitted this ointment to

severe tests in my neighborhood, I am convinced that its therapeutic

value is not altered iu the least; but where ointments are intended to be

extremely bland, there seems to be some objection to adding benzoin,

from the amount of stimulant, the alcohol sometimes playing a bad part,

particularly if they are recently made. In regard to the change of iodide

of potassium, 1 don't think that Mr. Doliber will find the difliculty he

speaks of if he avoids using iron. I overcame this objection of un-

due stimulation, by balsam of Pern, in a small quantity, which seemed
to answer the same purpose. The tincture of benzoin cau be incorpo-

rated nicely with the fluid fat. While the fat is quite liquid, it wil bear

the balsam of Peru on the surface. It should be added on the surface,

and stirred gradually until it becomes cold, to prevent the separation of

the balsam. I furnished a quantity of this tincture of benzoin to a hog-

butcher, with the directions how to prepare it. It was well stirred for a

long time, to dispel all the spirit, so it is bland, so far as spirit is con-

cerned.

Dr. Squibb.—It acts as a stimulant as far as benzoin is concerned.

Mk. Brixghcrst.—I have made ceratum plumbi subacetatis, substi-

tuting for white wax yellow wax, and had the ointment keep several

weeks—as long as we wanted to use it. If exposed to the light and the

atmosphere, the change from the subacetate to the carbonate makes it

white. It cakes, but it does not decompose. I have not examined this

yellow wax for the substance which constitutes the preserving principle

iu it, but it is something analogous to benzoin. I prepared some speci-

mens of simple cerate for exhibition and trial, which I leave for the mem-
bers to examine at their leisure. Dr. Squibb gave me some specimens of

wax which came fromMr. Phillips, I presume as good wax as can be found

in the market. I made up ointments with this, and also with some

selected yellow wax. I think, judging from the odor, you will find that

made from white wax has a rancid siiiell, although they have not been

exposed to the air. The two specimens made with strained and selected

yellow wax have kept perfectly. There is no rancidity about them.

They are made of the same lard, and have been made now nine or tea

months. I don't Tinow what the preserving piinciple is, but it has a bal-

samic odor, and it must be that which makes it preservative. I have

satisfied myself that yellow wax is preferable to white wax.

Mr. Markoe showed some samples of ointment made at the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital.

Mr. Bringhurst.—I think there is a slight rancidity to them. I think

it is with the lard. The lard in my samples was not prepared at all. It
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is pure loaf lard. We get it very good ; it lias never been treated with

benzoin or anything else.

Mr. Markoe.—In the Boston market we can't get good lard.

Dr. Squibb.—I desire to offer one word of caution. The astronomers

have what they call a personal equation, that is an allowance to be made
for every person. When we undertake to write a paper of this kind, our

experimer.ts are made carefully, and we scrutinize the character of these

preparations, and if we find they keep, it is very competent for us to say

the process is an improved one ; but when that process comes to be ap-

plied to ordinary commercial materials it is not always successful,

because the same skill is not applied in making them, or the same mate-

rial is not used. This comes up fti connection with another subject—the

tincture of chloride of iron—in investigating the objections to the formula

in the Pharmacopoeia. I find it almost always depends upon the absence

of strength in some of the preparations—the hydrochloric or the nitric

acid. If that is not strong enough it will not oxidize the whole of the iron,

and the solution deposits. So, while we accept these results as very use-

ful, it leads us to scrutinize the matter more closely. A man who has

been through the experiments has an education which few of us have, and

when we undertake to make a certain preparation, we should not be sur-

prised if we failed the first time. I don't want to throw odium upon these

papers, because when first put into practice they are not always practi-

cable.

Mr. Brewer.—I want in this informal talk in which we are accustomed

to indulge, to raise a question which may appear like that of a tyro, and

it is in some respects ; that is, whether there is any element in benzoin

beyond benzoic acid that is useful to preserve these ointments. I simply

throw that out as a question.

Mr. Taylor.—I have tried benzoic acid and it does not answer the

purpose. It must be the aromatic principle.

Mr. ^yIEGAND.—3Iy experience is that benzoic acid will not do it

—

benzoin will do it.

Mr. Lincoln.—There is considerable misapprehension in regard to

benzoin. I have found apothecaries who have rubbed up the acid for

convenience.

Mr. Markoe.—In regard to the samples from the Massachusetts Gene-

ral Hospital, I would state that they are made from the commercial

article of lard.

Mr. BiGELow.—I would like to ask if it is incumbent upon the apothe-

cary to use lard. Is an apothecary expected to use lard ? For myself I

discarded lard from my prescription case ten years ago, from the difficulty

of getting good lard in the summer time. I use wax, castor oil and

spermaceti. In the summer I keep it about the consistency of lard. In

dressing blisters, by adding a few drops of nice glycerine it makes a
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much nicer ointment than lard ointment, and is always sweeter and giTes

better satisfaction, as far as my experience is concerned, than I can get

from ointment made according to the United States dispensatory.

Dr. Squibb.— If the gentleman will refer to the last proceedings, he

will find a discussion on the same subject. I was sorry that it was not

inserted more fully than it is. Make a man stand up for what he says

and he will be more careful the next time, if he talks loose.

Mr. BiGEi.ow.—The change to spermaceti has never to my mind made
any variation between me and the officinal preparations. I could hardly

be charged with substituting anything else, although I knew it made a

much cleaner preparation. For that reason I take the liberty to use my
own judgment in these preparations, butnL have often thought whether, in

a strict pharmaceutical sense, I had a right to depart from the use of lard

in these preparations.

Dr. Squibb.—That is a difficult question to decide, and there is no way
to decide it but for each man to decide for himself. Substitutions are

inexcusable for pharmaceutists. Then comes the question whether this

be a substitution or not, and each member must decide that by his own
conscience. AVe all know that it would be a very great evil if substitu-

tions of any kind were sanctioned by any practice, but every man who is

an educated pharmaceutist, as our membeis generally are, will have a

sensibility sufficiently alive and sufficiently potent to direct him aright

under such circumstances.

Mr. SuiNN.—I think it would be well for the committee of this Associa-

tion on the Revision of the Pharmacopoeia to take note of the benelit of

using yellow wax instead of white wax. I think the experience of two

years or more has been very decided as to the advantage of yellow wax.

It ought to be a national change. If the next pharmacopoeia could be

altered in this respect, I think it would be an advantage.

Mr. Bringhurst.—I have tried it with suppositories for stifiFening cacao

butter. The white wax will in time give it a coffee odor, stale ; but

those made with one half yellow wax will preserve the original odor of

the cacao butter for any length of time.

The Secretary read the following papers by E. S. "Wayne, of

Cincinnati : Bitartrate Potassa from Catawba Wine ; on Ameri-

can Opium; on solutionofBimeconate of Morphia; on Quicksilver

in North Carolina ; on Mata, and on the Gizzard of the South

American Ostrich.

The subject of native wines and of the collection and purifica-

tion of tartar deposited from the same, was then discussed.

Evan T. Ellis read a paper on Cryolite and the uses of this

mineral for preparing soda. The paper was accompanied by
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specimens of the mineral and various products of manufacture

obtained from the same.

Mr. Ellis.—The specimen of bi-cavbonate of soda appears to be very

fine. Tliis specimen is ground too coarsely, otherwise it is a very good

article. The hot-cast china is scarcely in the market yet, although we

have seen it in Philadelphia. The first market was, of coupse, the West.

The cost is twenty per cent, higher than flint glass at present.

Mr. Shinn.—They told me at the factory they could furnish it at

twenty-five per cent, less than Hint glass.

Mr. Tofts.—This mineral was very rare and was only found in cabinets

until it attracted attention from the purposes for which it is now being

used. It attracted attention from the experiments of Rose, who found a

larger amount of readily obtainable aluminium in this than in any other

mineral. It comes from West Greenland, and is associated with some very

beautiful minerals—galena, sulphate of lead and copper. In this speci-

men I sec some specimens of carbonate of iron, and some galena, also

magnetite and copper and iron pyritis. I have seen specimens combining

all the minerals in a beautiful form. At this same locality, Kangerdluavuk,

West Greenland, there are other very fine minerals.

A volunteer paper on the relative value of the rhizome and

rootlets of Podophyllum peltatum was read by Wm. Saunders.

According to the author's experiments, the rootlets yield more

resin than the rhizome.

Dr. Squibb.—This is an important subject, and I think it would be

well for the Association to exchange views upon it. The pharmacopoeia

directs the rhizoma as the part that should be used. That is intended to

exclude the radicles.

Mr. Maisch.—The language of the pharmacopoeia is very frequently

not sufficiently expressive in descril)ing the part to be used. In the case of

valerian it says the root. We use the root and rhizoma ; so in the case of

spigelia and serpentaria ; veratrum viride always comes with the radicles

attached. Are they always removed by pharmaceutists? A question

would properly come up hero in regard to the value of the radicles in

comparison with the rhizomes. Another point would have to be deter-

mined, and that is the time of collecting ; it might be possible that at one

season of the year the radicles of podophyllum contain a larger amount

of resin than at another,

Mr. Saunders.—Those were collected late in the fall.

Mr. Maisch.—That would be the proper time then to collect it.

Dr. Squibb'.—The distinction between the rhizoma and root was discus-

sed in the committee revising the pharmacopoeia. There was a little dispo.

sitioQ on the part of the committee to refer to the etymology of the words,

6
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but fis a distinct line of demarcation could not be drawn it was decided,

60 far as niy memory serves me, to say "rhizome" when the rhizome

exceeded in volume the radicles, and to say "root" when the rhixome
was small and the radicles were the principal parts, as in valerian, spigelia,

etc. It was proposed by Mr. Taylor to say rhizome and root of valerian.

That wasopposed, because it was thought it might make people think there

was something else meant when it came to such a thing as bulljous roots

where the rhizome is very large and the radicles very small. There
might bo a proper distinction drawn to separate the radicles and use the

rhizome alone. There is a margin. These distinctions go from a very

small radicle and very large rhizome, to a very large radicle and very

small rhizome, and it was difiBcult to draw any line of distinction which
was practical

; therefore the pharmacopceia chose to say root, where it

meant rhizome and root, and say rhizome where the rhizome alone was
intended to be used.

Mr. Markoe.—This discussion shows the importance of the study of

botany. It is almost entirely neglected, and but a small portion of the

apothecaries can judge correctly between the terms root and rhizome, but

make the term root answer for all. A great majority don't know which is

root and which is rhizome.

U .Eberle.—Pharmaceutical Colleges always teach that matter.

Mr. Markoe.—I made the remark, that pharmaceutists might encourage

the study of botany. To the pharmaceutist I consider it second in import-

ance only to pharmacy.

G. G. C. Simms, of Washington, D. C, read a paper adyancing

the claims of Dr. Sch^EfTer, of Washington, D. C, to the priority

of the use of protoxalate of iron as a remedial agent.

Dr. Squibb.—I would like to ask the question whether this be a new
application of the oxalate of iron, as Dr. SchaefFer supposes it to be? My
impression is that not only the protoxalate of iron, but its uses in these

respects, dates a good deal farther back than that. That is the fact, if my
memory is to be relied upon. I simply ask the question.

Mr. SiMMS.— I am incl nsd to think so myself, by its being used for

optical purposes.

Dr. Squibb.—It was used for mechanical purposes at a much earlier

date. Its use in medicine is the only point at issue, and I believe that waa

stated by some of the old pliarmaeologists a long time ago.

Mr. EiiERLE.—Cannot a belter composition be made by double decom-

position betvreen oxalate of ammonia and sulphate of iron than by decom-

position between sulphate of iron and oxalic acid directly? Is the process

by direct action between oxalic acid and sulphate of iron really the best

process? It is evidently the cheapest, but is it the best ? Where it is
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not wanted in the form of crystal it is not important that this double de-

composition should be used.

Dr. Squibb.—This way of making it, by tlie decomposition of sulphate

of iron and oxalic acid, does not need that this salt be crystallined. It is

very easy to make a proto-salt of iron in solution by dissolving the iron

in sulphuric acid, then taking it while in solution, and precipitating it by

a solution of oxalic acid in ammonia; and I should think that would be

a better way than the old one, because uf the less amount of per-salt which

would be formed. The simple decomposition of sulphate of iron and ox-

alic acid is equally good as a matter of judgment; of course it is much

cheaper.

P. W. Bedford read the following papers, contributed by A.

T. Moith, of Fislikill Landing : On Lac Sulphur, on Poison bot-

tles, and on sweet Spirit of Nitre.

Mr. 3I.\RK0E.—In regard to the specific gravity of sulfMiuric acid, it

is almost impossible to find in commerce sulphuric acid of the specific

gravity of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, and especially to find any free from

lead.

Dr. Pile.— I should like to know if there is some way of testing sweet

spirit of nitre, to know whether it answers the pharmacopoeia.

Mr. Maisch.—The only proper test would be to estimate the amount of

nitrous ether which it contains, an accurate' and easy method for that I

don't believe we know.

Dr. ^QUiBB.—The best practical method is to ascertain the amount of

nitrous ether separated by wasliing with water. The whole of it cannot be

separated, but that which contains five per cent, will separate three per

cent, nitrous ether. The ratio separated is in proportion to tlie amount

contained.

Mr. M.\isch.—That depends upon the strength of the alcohol.

Dr. Squibb.—That is determined by the specific gravity. The specific

gravity is no test for the ether in spirit of nitre, but it is for the alcohol.

Mr. Markoe.—The British Pharmacopoeia directs, as a volumetric test

for estimating the amount of nitrous ether in sweet spirit of nitre, that it

be agitated with twice its volume of saturated solution of chloride of

calcium, [^chloride of calcium 4 oz. avoir., distilled water 5 fl. ounces,] in a

closed tube • two per cent, of its original volume will separate as nitrous

ether and rise to the surface of the mixture. This indicates ten percent,

of nitrous ether, as eight per cent, remains unseparated. The process of

the British Pharmacopoeia, 18G7, is the one described by Prof. Redwood,

and puljlished in the London Pharmaceutical Journal, March, 18G7, p.

508. This process gives a stronger preparation than the U. S. Pharmaco-
poeia, which only contains five per cent, of nitious ether.
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The several volunteer papers read at this session were accept-

ed, and referred for publication.

Prof. Bedford, on behalf of the Committee of Arrangements,

gave notice that an excursion on board the steamer " Thomas
Collyer," was intended for Friday Afternoon.

On motion, the Association adjourned until 8 o'clock, P. M.

Fifth Session.—Thursday afternoon, Sept. 12th.

The meeting was called to order at 3| o'clock. President J.

Milhau in the Chair. The reading of the minutes of the fourth

session was dispensed with.

Mr. Maisch.—I wish to call particular attention to a subject contained

in one of the papers by Prof. Wayne, read tliis morning, namely, the improve-

ment, or the new mode of purifying cream of tartar. You will remember the

old way of purifying cream of tartar is to boil it with clay and with animal

charcoal until the cream of tartar is white. Prof Wayne proposes to take

advantage of the easy purification of Kochelle salt. lie converts impure

tartar into Rochelle salt, purifies this by animal charcoal, and then pre-

cipitates cream of tartar by the addition of muriatic acid. In a private

note he has sent to me he makes the following allusion to the process :

" As a working process I think well of it, as it saves an immense amount

of solution, recrystallization, etc. There is no trouble in it compared with

any other process I know of. Convert the tartar into a double salt with

soda. Bleach with animal charcoal, etc. I can do more with an appa-

ratus holding five or ten gallons, than by the other process in tanks of one

hundred gallons' capacity, and work quicker." I think that deserves

attention, in case the crude tartar should be separated from our American

Vi'ines. One objection to it heretofore has been the high price of labor, as

compared with Europe, and for that reason the European tartar was puri-

fied and bleached in Europe. If this process really effects it, it is such a

considerable reduction in the cost and in the labor, that it is well worth

while to call particular attention to it.

Tee President.—He says nothing about the expense of doing it.

Mr. Maisch.—Simply because there has not enough been collected ; but

in his private note he says that he has made arrangements with some of

the wine growers, and hopes to have a large quantity of American crude

tartar in the market this season.

Dr. Squibb.—In a question submitted to some one in regard to this

subject, the answer was that for some years yet the amount of tartar would

not be sufficient to test the ^ield, or become of very much importance as

an industrial product. I suppose these conclusions are not sufficient as
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yet to produce it. It was then remarked that, in proportion to the wine

made, the tartar yielded was not so great in this country as abroad,—not

anything like so great: and it was accounted for by some one—perhaps

myself—who had perhaps seen the suggestion somewhere, that the soil here

was freer from potassa salts, in conseijuence of the forests having been cut

away.

Mr. Wiegand.—The late Mr. Reyfuss tried the experiment, apprehend,

ing some such thing,—whether he heard it or whether it was presented to

his mind I do not know, —by adding to the soils manure with salts of po.

tassa, and found a greatly increased result.

Mr. Maisch.—I should not suppose that the want of potassa salts in the

soil would decrease the amount of tartaric acid, or the reverse, that the

increase of the potassa salts would increase the amount of tartaric acid.

The true question then would be whether the tartar could not be obtained

notwithstanding the apparent or supposed deficiency of potassa in our

soils.

Mr. Pile.—That method of converting the cream of tartar into Ro-
ehelle salt could be applied to determining the purity of our commercial

cream of tartar. Take cream of tartar of all grades of purity ; it is difficult

to ascertain how pure it is. The adding of soda to it would be an easy

way of determining the purity. Would that leave the impurity, which is

generally bone earth ?

Dr. Squibb.—The addition of a volumetric solution of potassa has been
used, which is the same thing in effect. In proportion to the quantity of

potassa dropped in to render the cream of tartar soluble, the insoluble

residue would show itself.

Mr. SIaisch.—^Nearly all the substances which are used for adulterating

cream of tartar are very sparingly soluble in water, and some of them en-

tirely insoluble. The natural impurity in cream of tartar is tartrate of

lime, and that is soluble to a considerable (^tent in tartrates. Purified

cream of tartar, when purified as far as possible by repeated re-crystalliza-

tion, still retains about three to five per cent, of tartrate of lime, which
cannot be removed by re-crystallization merely because it dissolves in the

cream of tartar, and because it dissolves in the more soluble tartrates into

which we may convert the cream of tartar. The amount of lime must be

estimated in the usual way.

Dr. Squibb.—I should have said one or two per cent.

Mr. Maisch.—It is more: not less than three ; I believe it is five per
cent.

Mr. Pile.—Does that limit extend to this new cream of tartar spoken
of by Mr. Wayne ?

Mr. M.usch.—I don't know whether Mr. Wayne has examined that. I

should suppose not, from the fact that the German pharmacopccias have a
process of purifying cream of tartar— they don't allow the use of commercia
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cream of tartar—which consists in washing it with dilute muriatic acid.

That takes up the tartrate of lime, and dissolves a small portion of cream
of tartar. In this way the entire amount of tartrate of lime is removed,

and the remnining salt is pure cream of tartar. Such a cream of tartar is

found in Europe in commerce under the name of cream of tartar freed

from lime. It is made on a huge scale.

Mr. IvREiiniEL.—I have seen cream of tartar adulterated with lime and
sulphate of lime, containing five per cent, of the latter.

The Bu.sincss Committee brought forward the su'r""cstion of

the last President, Frederick Stearns, regarding the permanency

of the Committee on the Internal Revenue Law.

Dr. Squibb.—President Stearns suggests the appointment of a committee

on Internal Revenue, the chairmanship of which shall be permanent, and

continued as long as it may be needed. Merely for the sake of bringing

the subject before tlie Association, I move that the subject suggested by
the President of a permanent, or a partially permanent committee on the

Internal Rijvenue law, be adopted. I would like to say that, as an indi-

vidual member, I would be opposed to such a committee. We have bad

already two commitlces on that subject. We have done all that the

Association can in good taste do. Any other pushing we may give to the

subject will be in bad taste, and possibly have as little effect as \vh;it we
have already done. If we undertake to do the work in the way alone in

which many think it can be done,—namely, by raising money to effect it,

—I should ojipose that very much. If it cannot be done directly, through

proper' and legitimate channels, I would oppose its being done at all. At
our last meeting, in Detroit, it was suggested, and upon that suggestion

the committee of last year was raised, that the committee of the preceding

year had not attempted the matter in the line most likely to be successful

;

that in order to succeed in effecting any object which the Association had

in view, the proper way was to go to Congress direct,—not to approach

the executive department of the Government in Washington at all, but go

to Congress direct, and use the influences which political acquaintance,

which political knowledge of the members of Congress would enable us to

bring to bear. The Committee of the previous year went to the Com-

missioner of Revenue, and it was through him that all the efforts of that

Committee were made. The ground taken at the last meeting was that

this was an erroneous and misjudged action : that we should have had

nothing to do with the Commissioner, but gone to Congress ; that each

member should have made his personal influence to bear upon the Congress-

man who was his representative in Congress ; and that ti)e matter should

have been done in that way, and, by the aid of some little expenditure of

money, much might be accomplished in that direction. With that view

another committee was appointed. That Committee has reported, without
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alluding to that mode of action. I am glad of it, for I slxmld be sorry to

see any indirect way of obtaining our purpose. There has been abumlant

evidence that Congress know all we can tell them on the subject—their

own committees, the newspapers of the day, every source of evidence is

before them—and as one of them said very roughly, " We are here with

the whole government from whence to derive our information, and yet you

come here to teach us what our duties are!" It is well known that nut

one phase of this alcohol question has not been thoroughly and entirely

ventilated before the public and Congres?, and everything that has been

stated here and elsewhere can be gleaned from congressional speeches.

Upon this ground, and upon this ground alone, I should oppose the raising

of another committee at this time upon this subject.

Mr. Coi,coRD.—When the first committee was raised, it was raised with

a view of having a standing committee, which the government and its

executive department could approach find ascertain the views of the

American Pharmaceutical Association. The Commissioner was notified

that such a committee was raised and was at the service of the executive

department of the government, and the Comniissioner called upon them for

what information they had to give, and it was oifered to the government

in that capacity ; that is about as much as we ought to do to be of any

use. The Commissioner availed himself of that committee and we per-

formed a good deal of labor. As Dr. Squibb says, in applying to mem-

bers of Congress, we should accomplish nothing, and all the use of a

committee would be to offer its services in case the government wanted

information.

The President.—Is it not possible to suppose that the increased frauds

that have been committed on the government will render them more

willing to receive advice upon the subject ? Circumstances may arise

upon which it may be just the moment to have a committee from this

Associiition ready to go there and throw their weight in favor of the change,

which is so desirable in regard to the tax. I have iio doubt that a great

many of them must be disgusted at the manner in which this tax is

collected, and although they may have had better hopes, I. think that, at a

later day, these people will become so bold and act in such a way as to

induce them to put a stop to it. This committee may not be called upon

at all to act, but if, as I said, the opportunity offers, they would be ready

to do their duty. I simply throw that out as a hint.

Mr. CoLCoRD.— I will state in this connection, that the same" Commis-

sioner that treated us so fairly is on the same work now in Europe, and

has been collecting information there and might want to use a committee

of this Association. I refer to Mr. Wells. He has both the internal

revenue and foreign importations in his charge now and has to report to

4he government again, and might want siHch a committee.

Dr. Squibb.—He is well aware that the Association is at his disposition.
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and he can call upon the president for any aid he wants in that respect.

He was made aware of that last year or year before last, and he feels a

good deal of confidence in the Association to render him any service, and

if he needed any such thing he would be very sure to go the riglit way to

get it, namely, to the President of the Association. I think in that way the

matter might be safely left. He is in earnest, and so far as I know,

honest in everything he undertakes. He has had me before him this year.

I gave testimony upon certain points which he desired to have in

regard to the revenue law, and much more in regard to the tariff, and I

have one of his copies in my hands with a promise that I will go over it

and attempt to carry out a suggestion I made before the Committee on

Ways and Means in his presence last winter, namely, that a large propor.

tion of the crude drugs ought to be on the free list, as well as articles

manufactured that cannot be manufactured here ; he asks me to go over

the tariff and designate the articles to which I referred. I stated in my
testimony that nearly three-fifths of the whole enumeration of the tariff

of this country is occupied by the drug list—in numerical force, I mean,

of items—and it is perplexing to Congress ; the amount of duty raised on

it is not commensurate with its volume by any means ; it is the general

belief that the amount of duty raised on drugs does not cover the expense

of collecting that duty, while it opens the door to frauds and chicanery of

all sorts. In that view, I gave my testimony that the list of foreign

drugs dutiable should be reduced very materially. With that, he placed

the list in ,my hands, and I promised to go over it and mark every article

that ought not to be taxed. You find such articles as belladonna, hyoscy.

amus and hundreds upon the list, are imported in a few hundred pounds of

a very low value. When they come to pay ad valorem or specific duty,

the amount raised is trifling in the extreme ; there is no good reason why

they should not be on the free list, the numeration and the complications

in the custom houses thus reduced and the revenue not materially abated.

I merelv allude to that in passing. I don't consider the committee is

necessary in the view that is urged. The Commissioner is thoroughly

acquainted with the Association through its committees, and knows he can

depend upon it.

The President.—You spoke of the influence to be exorcised with

members of Congress. Our friends can individually do a great deal by

speaking to their respective representatives in Congress. I think that

between this and the time of meeting they may have effected a good deal.

It seems to me the opportunity should not be missed to speak to any mem-

ber of Congress, who happens to be known to one of our members, on

that subject. You spoke of the cheaper articles. I think your objection

to high duty would apply to those of high prices with equal force. For

instance, Turkey rhubarb. Why should not the poor man be able to give

a dose of good rhubarb to his cfiild, that is dying, may be, as well as the

rich man. Why should its. price be so much increased by the duty, which
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is, of course, in proportion to its Cost, very high. It m!\kes the article

very costly. I think we ought to take the part of the poor man in this

matter ; for the poor men are in the majority. There are a great many

emigrants that arrive here without a penny, and they ought to be able to

get good medicines at a price within their means, and if the government

can do without this paltry sum, let them do without it.

Mr. Brown.—I differ with Dr. Squibb on this subject. There is no

reasonable objection I can learn of why a committee should not be appointed;

but if committees are of any use at all, I tliink it is important for us to

have a committee ready to receive communications from the government.

A committee cannot injure us, and I therefore think we had better have a

committee appointed.

Mr. jMoore.—I don't see any harm in a committee, nor any good. I

think it is useless. As Dr. Squibb has said, everything was done by this

committee that could be done in regard to the executive department of the

government, and I don't think the pharmaceutical profession in the country

is rich enough to have any influence on Congress. There are two ways in

which you can influence them—one is by money, the other by wine. I

have had a good deal of esperience.

The President.—They have some regard for popularity, and if the poor

man is allowed to vote, he is of some importance. When we obtained the

law, many years ago, to prevent the importation of bad drugs, we didn't

spend a cent to influence Congress, but we did work day and night. I

had every member of Congress prepared before he went, through his

clergyman or his doctor or his friends, so that when it was presented to

Congress it passed.

Mr. Moore.—In this matter the members of Congress have all the light

we can give them.

The President.—They are not perhaps aware of how much they will

lose of their popularity. It is not for ourselves we are working, it is for

the good of the public, and the public are those who vote for them. They

are very sensitive to' any loss of popularity.

Mr. Maisch.—I don't know what Dr. Squibb knows about the inteniion

of the remarks that were made at our last meeting at Detroit, in regard to

the appointment of such a committee, but there was nothing said about

raising funds. It was said, however, that each Member of Congress ought

to be approached, but the way I understood it was that he ought to be

reasoned with—that he ought to obtain information as much as possible

directly from this Associatiim, so that he might be enlightened on the

subject before he went to Washington. That is the way I understood it,

and that is the way it was taken down in the verbatim report.

Dr. Squibb.—I don't mean to say it was advised to use money for the

bribery of members of Congress. I mean to say the influences were to be

political influences, brought by the members having political influence.
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Mr, Spence, who maile those remarks, is a politician of great influence, and

he was the person who alluded to this political influence to be brought to

bear, such as would be influential on members of Congress ; whether he

meant any pecuniary influence or not, I am not to judge. He may have

meant that the influences were to be money influences. We are none of

us very apt to believe that money influences are not brought to bear on

Congress. It would be difficult to resist the conclusion in my mind that

money is used in that way, and that we as well as others might use money
in that way. I believe it would be more eifectively done if we chose to

aim at it in that direction.

To tost the sense of the meeting in regard to the rccommencla-

tion, the question was put bj the Chair: Shall the Coininittee

on the Internal Revenue Law be made a permanent committee ?

The vote was taken, and, a division being called for, the Secre-

tary announced that 12 members had voted in the affirmative,

and 13 in the negative. The proposition was declared lost.

Dr. Squibb.—Another suggestion of the late President is that the

Treasurer is without a salary. He does not absolutely make a suggestion

that the Treasurer have a salary, but the Business Committee will do it,

and propose that the Association ofler the same salary to the Treasurer

for his labor that the Secretary gets, and that both Secretary and Trea-

surer have the same salary that was given to the Secretary last year.

The duties of the Treasurer are becoming more and more laborious every

year. That his labors are necessary to the Association no one need tell

you ; that they will be more laborious next year is apparent from our

action in sending out these documents. It is offered to give him the

compliment that we recognize his services. The salaries are compli-

mentary—both of ihem—for the pay is not adequate to the duty.

Mr. Maisch.—That will be only for this year?

Dr. Squibb.—We cannot change the Constitution now. The Consti-

tution makes the Permanent Secretary a permanent officer, but does not

say how much he shall receive.

Mr. Maisch.—I only wish to understand whether it is a constitutional

amendment.

Dr. Sqdibb.—It is not a notice for a constitutional amendment ; that

may be done hereafter.

* The motion that the Treasurer for the ensuing year be paid

the same salary as the Permanent Secretary was carried unani-

mously.

It was suggested to the members present to sign, during

the present meeting, one of the blanks, as required by the
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resolution passed at tlie morning session, namely, in favor of, or

declining to relinquish their rigid to life membership.

Mr. Tufts.—I would like to ask for a matter of instruction in regard to

this subject. I understand, as Dr. Squibb does, that every member up to

the 15th of September, is to sign relinquishing his right as a life-member, or

securing it
;
and, as I understand it, each life member so relinquishing it

pays the dues for 'G7 and 'G8, $2.00—not before that; and, acting on that

idea, I have taken the $2.00 from several members.

Dr. Squibb.—That is the way I understand it.

The PnEsiDEiVT.—I hope the members from different States will think

to form the nucleus for a College of Pharmacy. They are the best insti-

tutions for our profession, and will do more to create an interest in the

profession than any other; and if they attend early to this, they may iu

many new places secure donations—lots of land in new villages—a thing

we have not availed ourselves of, because the State here would not give

us any New States are more liberal, and every Stale in this Union will

require a College of Pharmacy, some day or other, no doubt of it. It

seems to me our nuimbers cannot too early attend to so useful an iiistitu-

tion. Here we have had an up-hill affair altogether. We have been

working for 38 years. We have sustained personally an institution

which has done much good, and we have never received a cent from our

great State
;
they would never give us anything to buy apparatus. A

gentleman was sent up to Albany, and failed after remaining there

sometime— failed'in obtainii^g any assistance at all; but if we had ap-

plied at an earlier day, when land was comparatively valueless, we should

have had perhaps a block in the city of New York, and we would have

been as rich as Columbia College and other colleges and institutions. It

seems to me it would be well to attend to such a matter.

Ph. L. Milleman, of Chicago, read a volunteer paper on. hy-

drated sesquioxide of iron, in which the preservation of the same,

as an antidote to arsenic, by glycerine is advocated.

Mr. IMii.LE.MAN.—I have here two specimens, one made by the Pharma-

copeia, the other by my process. That by my process is free of ammonia
;

that by the Pharmacopoeia has more or less ammonia in it. I think ray

preparation will keep. It has not changed its color. They are both six

months old.

Mr. Maisch.—In the case of hydrated sesquioxide of iron, it is not the

color, it is the peculiar state of hydration which affects its value as an

antidote to arsenic. When it has become crystalline it is not acted upon

by the arsenious acid, and for that reason it is inert. Will the addition of

glycerine prevent this change? In regard to the presence of a small

amount of ammonia, I think that can be easily avoided if there is any ob-

jection to it.
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Mr. Milleman—What I want to get at is to prepare it quicker. Per-

sons that have been poisoned can't wait ; the person going for the anti-

dote may have to wallv four squares, and if the apothecary is five or ten

minutes working at it, according to the Pharmacopoeia, the patient may

die before he gets it. By this process all that is necessary to do is to

add the water and send it out immediately. You can keep this prepara-.

tion on hand, prepared.

Mr. Maisch.—With the addition of glycerine, does it really not change

its character?

Mr. Milleman.— It does not. I have had it tried in two cases. I have

had as many as foui cases come under my notice, after having it kept

fourteen months.

Dr. Squibb.— It should be more widely known than it is, that in cases

of arsenical poisoning it is by no means necessary to wash the hydrosesqui-

oxide of iron. Any salt of the sesqnioxide of iron, whether persulphate

or perchloride, may be precipitated in a few minutes by adding ammonia

cautiously until it smells of ammonia; the additions of ammonia to be

made cautiously and not in great excess, although a slight excess is of no

account. Dispensed in that form, the sulphate of ammonia, or chloride

of ammonium, are no objection to its administration for the momentary

use of an antidote to arsenic. It has been shown that a small amount of

sulphate of ammonia is innocuous, and as the arsenical antidote is made

for immediate .use it saves time, because every pharmaceutist has some

salt of the peroxide of iron on his shelves, in some form, and also ammo-

nia; and in a very few seconds this may be done, and the preparation

dispensed immediately. Both the chloride and the sulphate in the stom-

ach have the desirable quality of producing emesis. It is common to give

them in a wine-glass to create emesis ; when the antidote is thrown up,

another portion is given. These salts of sulphate of ammonia, or chlo-

ride of ammonium, act exactly in the same direction as the sulphate of

copper, which is given to produce emesis. There is nothing objection-

able in the solution, provided that the antidote should be had immedi-

ately. I think I may say that any pharmaceutist can make this prepara-

tion within thirty seconds after the prescription enters his store, in this

way ; not if he undertakes to wash it or clean it, but to make it with these

salts, even if the double decomposition take place in the glass in which it

is to be taken. Let it be made up to any measure, without any hesitation

about measures. It is innocuous and does no harm. You may put any

quantity into a person's stomach who has taken arsenic, without any

harm whatever.

After some discussion, Mr. Milleman presented specimens

of the rhizome and root of Hydrastis Canadensis, which had

been prepared so as to resemble the same organs of Aristolochia

serpcntaria, and was sold by a New York house to a Chicago

firm.
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The Treasurer read a letter from II. T. Cummings, M. D., of

Portland, Me., donating to the Treasury of the Association the

sum of ten dollars ; he also announced having received for the

same purpose the sum of twenty dollars from Sam. M. Colcord

;

also the offer of several members to send to him voluntary con-

tributions for the same purpose on their return home.

Dr. E. R. Squibb read a volunteer paper on Commercial Jalap,

showing the inferiority of many lots of this drug, as it is met

with in commerce.

The same member read also a paper entitled, " on Repercola-

tion as applied to the Cinchonas."

It was moved and carried that all volunteer papers read at

this session be accepted, and referred to the Executive Commit-

tee for publication.

r. W. Colby moved to take up the resolution upon the table,

offered by Wm. A. Brewer at the fourth session, in regard to the

establishment of a library and cabinet. Several members spoke

against the propriety of taking up the resolution during the ab-

sence of Mr, Brewer, while Mr. Colby stated that Mr, Brewer

had expressed the desire for the Association to act upon the

same this afternoon. On taking the question, 8 votes were cast

in favor and 13 votes in opposition to Mr. Colby's resolution ; so

the motion to take the resolution from the table was lost.

The Secretary, having just received a letter from Sam. S,

Garrigues, read a portion of it relating to query 24, in which

the writer stated his inability of procuring sufficient and reli-

able data regarding the supply and source of supply of tar dur-

ing the late war. On motion, the query was dropped.

V. Heydenreich read an essay in answer to Query No. 2,

regarding the principle to which the diuretic efi"ect of cubebs is

due, &c.

Dr. Sqdibb.—I should like to ask whether these experiments were

pathological or not? whether the persons had any disease of the mucous
membrane or not? that modifies the inference. (Jubebs are not supposed

to be very diuretic upon persons in health, but their peculiar action is

upon diseased mucous membranes. The result of the administration of

cubebs on a healthy person is no index of their action, because their

action is supposed to be on diseased specimens. It is supposed to be

diuretic, but it does not even act as a diuretic directly.
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Mr. Pile —Some time ago I began writing a paper on the resins of

various substance?, and upon looking back I found that Prof. Procter

had forestalled me. I ceased writing the paper, but shall make a few ob-

servations on the oleo- resins prepared by gasolene. I find, with cubebs,

the oleo-resin is readily obtained by percolating one pound of fine cubebs

with about two pounds of light benzin, of a specific gravity of 86 Beaume.

The resin came through dark colored, afterwards nearly colorless; so

itTcquired two pounds of this light benzin to exhaust a pound of cubebs.

I got a trifle over five per cent, of oleo-resin by subjecting this percolate

to evaporation without any heat. In three or four hours the whole was

evaporated down. Here is a sample of the oleo-resin, which resembles

the commercial article except the color. That has apparently exhausted

some of the brown color of the cubebs, leaving the residue of a pale ash

color, not the bright green we usually see in this article. To make the

pound, it cost .$2 .")0, whereas to buy it it would cost and is quoted at

$6.50 ;
apparently the same article, except it is brown instead of green.

A Member inquired whether the experiment 'was ever tried by perco-

lating cubebs with alcohol in the usual way.

Mr. Pile.—I didn't try that in regard to cubebs; with ginger to get

oleo-resin, I found a considerable quantity was not taken out by this ben-

zin, but alcohol would take it out. The oleo-resin, I believe, is the same

prepared by ether. Ether will not nearly exhaust it. There is a large

quantity of resin not soluble in ether, which remains in ; the same is true

when you exhaust it with benzin, but it seems the same whether with

benzin or ether. In making it with ether the cost is enormous ; the

evaporation is so rapid with ether, that it would bring it up to $16 or

$20 a pound. With the gasolene you can do it for S2.50 a pound.

Dr. Squibb.—In the present state of our knowledge of the solvent pro-

perty of our hydro carbons, I regard it unsafe to substitute solvents for

oleo-resins. The temptation in the way of cheapness is very strong; in

cases of this kind, where the action can be so cheaply done, the tempta-

tion is very great. When I read that article in the Journal of Pharmacy,

1 felt the necessity of some caution in these substitutions. It has been

the practice of centuries to establish the medicinal value of cubebs and

its preparations ; if we take up a new solvent, we shall have to go over

the whole of the ground again, and see whether the portion extracted is

identical from one solvent with the other. It by no means follows. We
may take this specimen extracted by gasolene, and there is no means of

proving its identity with that extracted by alcohol. No chemical exami-

nation, nothing that we know of, would prove its identity
;
nothing short

of its application in practice, and that to be extended to numerous cases

and numerous users of the product. At the same time it is a useful

question, and it is useful lo find out that the cheaper hydro-carbons will

dissolve drugs, but it is unsafe to adopt it in any form short of the investi-

gation which has been necessary to establish the character of the article
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so extracted. I feci it necessary to throw out this word of caution, that

we be not milled, in searching for substitutes for alcohol, by the cheapness

of the process. The physical appearance and the odor to me is different.

Perhaps that is because there is always a little odor present, and that,

again, may be continually present. Although its color is not the same, and

its fluidity is greater than the officinal oleo-resin I have been in the habit

of seeing, it may be exactly the same thing as the alcoholic extract, be-

cause the fact that that extracts the green oil does not establish that it

is not the same. That is merely a physical appearance.

The Preside.xt.—What would be the difference in price, allowing for

the alcohol recovered?

Dr. Squibb.—The mixture of alcohol and ether, which I have always

advocated for this purpose, would be very much more easily recovered,

and would readily extract the whole resin.

Mr. Pile.—^This oleo-resin might be applied to recover the oil of cu-

bebs. [n that case it would be legitimate to use this oleo-resin after pre-

paring it. It was not to prepare it for medicinal use, and get something

out of it, that I was led to make it, but to recover the oil by distillation,

which I think could be applied much better than to use the cubebs in the

mass.

Dr. Squibb.—The oils are equally sensitive with the mass, and, with a

change in the menstruum, the oil would not be identical.

Mr. Maisco.—Volatile oil of cubebs is a permanent carbohydrogen,

C^pIIjg, which is not affected by being distilled from an aqueous solution

of permanganate of potassa.

Dr. Squibb.—Mr. Maisch's guarantee certainly goes a great way.

Mr. Maisch.—I have repeatedly made the experiment.

The same author likewise read a paper on the ofBcinal formula

for tincture of Chloride of Iron, in answer to query 17.

Dr. Squibb.—In regard to the details of this process Mr. Heydenreich

is exactly right. That trouble in regard to the reaction, and the details

of the process, are not sufficiently attended to in the pharmacopoeia, and

it arises from the fact that the pharmacopoeia committee aim at too great

brevity, leaving the details to commentators. If the pharmacopceia

would give its processes in a little more detail, even at tlie risk of prolix-

ity, they would gain much when it comes into the hands of the ordinary

pharmaceutist to apply, and it would be rendered much more acceptable to

them. ,In my practice in regard to the tincture of chloride of iron, I have

adopted a little different modification from Mr. Heydenreich. I add
nearly the whole of the nitric acid at once, say within two or three

drachms for the proportions of the pharmacopoeia, to the solution while

warm, but not hot enough to cause reaction to take place at once. The
vessel in which oxidation is to take place has about one-fourth of this
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mixture put into it, and is heated. The nitrous acid escapes as soon as

it becomes hot enough to cause decomposition
;

tlien, by dipping in the

other, one-fourth or so at a time, the heated portion will cause i!ie other

to oxidize rapidly, and, by the time you get the whole into the capsule,

all the nitrous acid will have been evolved. It is likely to explode if you

do as the pharmacopoeia directs ; the nitrous acid will go off almost with

an explosion, and you will lose your preparation entirely.

Mr. Heydenreich,—By adding the nitric acid into the dish,—not into

the middle, but along the sides,—the fumes all go off gradually, so there

is no danger of boiling over.

Dk. Squibb.—'J'hat point is new to me, and, if sanctioned by repeated

application, I should regard it as a valuable hint. The danger of loss by

this explosion seems to be fery accidental ; sometimes it occurs, and

sometimes it don't. There is no accounting for it. 'I'he oxidation is gene-

rally done in an immensely large vessel in the water-bath, to avoid this ac-

tion. This pouring down tlie edge is a suggestion I am glad to receive.

Mr. Makkob.— I can corroborate Mr. Heydenreich's remarks. I suc-

ceeded much better by his method than when following the officinal

process.

Mr. Heydenreich.— 1 have tried this method frequently during the

last five years, and always'with success.

Mr. Pile.—I wish to make an observation here, which has proved of

value to me. If an operation of this character boils over, and is lost,

what are we to do with the remainder?

Dr. Squibb.—Throw it away.

Mr. Pile.—There is nothing said about that in the pharmacopoeia, and

it is too good to be lost. The pharmacopoeia says make up the measure

to a pint. If you lose half of the solution, you have the other half left. I

have found, in almost every one of my trials, if I make it up to the pint,

it is not strong enough ; I cannot avoid the loss by the vapors, which

takes place on subjecting to heat. I think it is useful to remember that

the specific gravity of this solution should be I'ii.

Dr. Squibb.—Dr. Pile omits to remember that the specific gravity of

the finished solution is not a good criterion of the specific gravity after a

portion is lost, because that lost is not of the specific gravity of the whole.

It is least before the oxidation is completed. The main portion cannot

represent the portion lost, because the portion lost is not uniform.

Mr. Pile.—The remaining can be oxidized. You can go on adding

nitric acid to finish the remaining preparation, and then see that the spe-

cific gravity is proper by adding water to it.

Dr. Squibb.—It can be easily done by a chemical examination. It was

a remark of Fresenius, that a man who is not capable of throwing away a

spoiled process, and commencing again, had better not commence at all.
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Mr. Maisch Once in a while it is safe to differ even from Preseniug.

If I could utilize that by converting it into some salt of iron, I should do

80.

Dr. Squibb.—That is practically throwing it away, so far as chloride of

iron is concerned.

Mr. Eberi.e,— I constantly make it, probably every two or three weeks,

and have never had any trouble in arranging my apparatus so that this

boiling over would not be occasioned. If, at the moment effervescence

commences the heat is suddenly checked, the effervescence goes on, and

can be assisted by nitric acid and more heat if necessary. No boiling

over is necessary if the vessel be of a size in excess of the preparation in

its quiet state.

Mr. Pile.—Perhaps the gentleman knows, when he makes up a pint,

howat is of the proper strength.

Mr. Bberle.—I did not know it was necessary to ascertain that, unless

we lost some of the preparation.

Mr. Pile.— It is, on account of the unequal loss sustained,—the acid

not being of sufficient strength.

Dr. Squibb.—Our muriatic acids of commerce are always contaminated,

in my experience, at least those used for such purposes, with sulphuric

acid, which increases their density. A muriatic acid of 1'16, placed in

contact with iron, will give a sulphurous smell for some time, which is a

very good test. Dropping iron into it decomposes the sulphur, and gives

a sulphur odor. It is absolute proof that it contains sulphuric acid, and

it is almost exceptional in ray experience to find muriatic acid not so

contaminated ; and whenever you meet this smell, it is sure evidence

that the hydrochloric acid contains sulphuric acid, and is deficient in

strength.

Mr. Maisch.—Does Dr. Squibb mean to say that a mixture of sulphuric

and hydrocljloric acids with a metal, iron or zinc, for instance, produces

sulphuretted hydrogen ?

Dr. Squibb.—Yes, sir.

Mr. Maisch.—That is new to me.

Mr. Taylor.—The process of the pharmacopoeia is often attacked as

not making the right strength, when the fault is in the strength of the

acids. It cannot be said that the pharmacopceia will produce the right

result, if the right materials are not used. When it directs a certain

portion of muriatic acid and nitric acid, it means just what it says,—acids

of certain strength and certain proportions. If acids of inferior strength

are used, you cannot get the right results. That formula will produce

the result, if the right acids are used.

The Executive Committee presented the names of the follow-

7
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ing gentlemen for membership, they having complied with the

requirements of the Constitution :

John Hooker, Springfield, Mass.

Geo. W. Bird, Brookline, "

Geo. A. Copeland, Providence, R. I.

Gottfried Hebberling, N. Y. City.

E. Fougera, " "

G. F. Chandler, Ph.D., "

W. H. Whitney, "

Wm. R. Schauck, Jersey City, N. J.

Thomas L. Johnson, Cooperstown,

N. Y.

Edwin McC. Boring, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Jos. L. Shoemaker, Philadelphia,Pa.

J. A. Meyers, Columbia, Pa.

Alex. Bain Petrie, Guelph, Canada

West.

On motion, a ballot was ordered, Avhen the Chair appointed

Geo. C. Close, of Brooklyn, and Theobald Frohwein, of New-

York, tellers, who reported the unanimous election of the candi-

dates.

G. F. H. Markoe read an essay by Wm. Saunders, of London,

C. W., in answer to query No. 6, regarding the officinal formula

for compound decoction of Sarsaparilla. The paper was accom-

panied by various specimens of the decoction, prepared according

to the critical experiments.

Query 35, on Ferri et Potassse Tartras, was, on motion, con-

tinued to J. F. Babcock, of Boston ; after which G. F. H.

Markoe read a paper by the same member, in answer to query

No. 44, on Bees-wax, the bleaching of and the .substitutes for the

same.

Dr. Pile.— Charles Shivers filters all his wax through paper. It has

a very handsome appearance, and was done at the temperature of the

water-bath.

Mr. Mayer. —In regard to the bleaching of wax, the use of chloride of

lime is abolished now-a-days, if it was ever used. In bleaching wax, the

addition of acids must be prevented as much as possible; although it ia

stated that acids are used in the bleaching of wax, it is very doubtful.

The sun has sufficient influence ; the presence of acids always injures the

preparation.

C. Lewis Diehl read a paper in answer to query 9, on Syrupus

Senegae, and showed numerous specimens of this preparation,

made according to the methods treated of.

Mr. Diehl.—I will say that I am in favor of making syrups from fluid

extracts in the case of compound syrup of squills, because the syrup, a.»

at present made, does not keep well.
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The same author likewise read an essay in answer to query

No. 20, on Colchicin, its isolation and properties, in which the

alkalinity of this principle is denied. The paper was accompa-

nied by a handsome speeimen of the principle, of a light yellow

color, obtained from the seeds.

On motion, the Association adjourned until to-morrow morn-

ing, at 9 o'clock.

Sixth Session.—Friday Morning, September IZth.

The meeting was called to order by President J. Milliau.

The minutes of the 4th and 5th Sessions were read and approved.

The Executive Committee reported the names of the following

candidates for membership :

—

Ernest Molwitz, New York City. W. H. C. Onderdonk, N. Y. City.

Geo- G. Sands, " " Adolph Kirsten, Jersey City, N. J.

E. T. Meyers, Bethlehem, Pa.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Neergaard and Shcdden, Tellers,

who reported the unanimous election of the candidates.

The Business Committee laid before the meeting several letters

from Mr. J. L. Hunnewell, of Boston, in reference to his expul-

sion from this Association, in 18G2 (see Proceedings for 1862,

page 40), and asking to be re-instated
;
whereupon the Business

Committee moved that the case of Mr. J. L. Hunnewell be re-

opened, which motion was seconded by the Secretary. During

the discussion following several extracts were read from circulars

recently issued by Mr. Hunnewell, wherein, in very peculiar

language, he advertises and recommends several nostrums.

Dr. Squibb.—The Business Committee beg to invite the attention of

the Association for one moment to a very disagreeable subject, which has

been placed in the hands of the Business Committee, and which that

Committee, in justice to itself, but not at all to the person making the

claims, feels necessary to bring before the Association. It may be

remembered that some few years ago a person by the name of J. L. Hun-
newell, of Boston, was expelled from the Association for using the

diploma of the Association as an advertising trade mark. The action

was brought up in the Association, was well considered, well discussed,

and finally acted upon, and the member was expelled. Previous to th»

present session, the Chairman of the Business Committee received the

following letter :

—
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" Boston, June 12ih, 1867.

"E. R. Squibb, Esq., 5G Doughty Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"My dear Sir,—I am about to write you on a matter wliere personal

interest is at stake, asking your most free answer, and as circumstances

will permit. In 1860 I was elected a member of the American Pliarma-

ceutical Association, was then, as now, engaged in a branch of our drug
laboratory in what are termed Proprietary Medicines. From such which

were then in proprietary form has radiated what are given on the

enclosed list, and now most generally used in medical practice, and all in

said list are sold only in bulk and regular dispensary form. While I was
selling in the proprietary form, I was getting up a nice form of circular,

and my eye caught the pedestal of vignette of diploma, and without

thinking or knowing I was committing the least indiscretion, used it

merely as illustration. I was elected in September, 1860, and this plate

was used in the winter of '60 and '61. The circulars were struck off and

distributed that winter. In the spring of 1861 I was in New Yoik, and

called at Milhau's store, and there, for ike very first and only time, was

my attention called to it. I said to him at once if I had committed an

error, I was sorry, and would at once cause every plate to be destroyed.

I came to Boston and destroyed what cost me over $90, and from that

day to this have never sent one of the kind. Of course some were still

out, and I could not well get at them, but that was the sole and only

cause why I was expelled, and was so in 1862. More than a year after

everything so far as possible for me to do was done. Had I thought for

a moment that what I had done would not be overlooked, I should have

attended that meeting, and shown that I had corrected the error, or

employed some friend to plead my cause. This point can be clearly

proved, and even under the feelings of disappointment at the expulsion,

have always been in the most free fellowship with all Bo?ton pharmaceu-

tists ; have never allowed anything done derogatory to the name and title

of pharmaceutist, or in any way cause anything to be done only what

was in taste with medical practice. Now, then, my wishes are two-fold,

namely, I would like to be re-instated as a member, and, although am at

present engaged in what would be termed a one-idea form of medicine,

and a part still in proprietary form, but doing only and what shall allow

all to rank among such as are standard, and not in the least to detract

from mj fame as a pharmaceutist, or my interest in progressive medicine.

If by such there is no impediment, I can give names of all or such in

Boston as will show my true character and my task in Pharmacy, and

produce an undeniable testimonial from leading Boston members. If by

such am not what is constituted a member, would ask that at the next

meeting the matter be called up, and the matter of expulsion be given in

a form that would simply give the reasons, and not detract from my char-

acter as a pharmaceutist. By advice of Mr. Colcord, Mr. Boyden "and

others, I write this, who would gladly second any step you might advise
;
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and I trust that, if re-elected, you will fiud in me not only a consistent and

working member, but one who would do or allow nothing done derogatory

to the real character and objects of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation. To Mr. Maisch I am not personally known ; with Mr. Stearns

have had some dealings, and should be glad to have you lay or place this

where they can see it, if you think proper, and should be glad of your

own advice, as the Chairman of the Business Committee, of my position,

and whatever may be needed to answer either of my points.

"Yours respectfully,

"John L. Hunnwell.
" P. S.—Since writing the foregoing, I have looked up a circular I used

in a very limited form some five or six years ago, to show you the pedes-

tal alluded to, and my object was to insert the names of the articles in

the bands around the pedestal, which you will notice. The member or

members who advocated my expulsion must have taken pains to have

kept them more than a year, and more than a year after I destroyed the

plates and the paper at my store. They are not used now, and I find this

among some old papers. The list of formulas arc the ones now used."

To this letter the following answer was sent :

—

"BrooMyn, July 19, 1867.

" Mr. John L. Hunnewell, Boston, Mass.
" Dear Sir,—Your letter, dated June 12, 1867, came to hand only day

before yesterday.

" I have neither the time nor inclination to answer your letter frankly,

as you request, for it would take much time, and I should have to say

much that would be disagreeable to me.
" If you desire it, I will place your letter and circulars before the Asso-

ciation, and ask for a special Committee t6 consider your case ; but must
say at the same time that, from the character of your circulars and other

advertisements which I have seen from time to time, particularly those in

which your Tolu Anodyne is recommended to popular use as a substitute

for alcoholic drinks, that I shall oppose your being re-instated, and evea

oppose the Association's taking up your case. Some one in the Associa-

tion—I don't now remember who—has a set of your advertisements, and
in my judgment it would be unwise for you to call them out for public

discussion, with a phonographic reporter to publish the discussion which
would possibly occur.

" Very respectfully,

" E. E. Squibb."

To this the reply is :

—

" Boston, July 22, 1867.
" E. R. Squibb, M. D., 56 Doughty Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"My dear Sir,—In answer to your friendly note of the 19th, I would'

simply say it is just what I would like, to have the whole subject again

opened, fairly looked at, my position and my actions most thoroughly
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scanned, and with what I feel perfectly able to do, think I can show that

expulsion can be expunged, or at least modified to the expression that my
present position prevents the right to membership. For my standing

and character, for my full respect in defence of the regular practice, for

the fact that I have not only not interfered with it in any way, but been
ready to do only what a perfect respect for any honorable profession

would suggest, can show the most undoubted evidence. I must acknow-
ledge I cannot fathom your remarks about advertisements in which the

Tolu Anodyne is declared a substitute for alcoholic drinks. It is what I

have never allowed. In advertisements, I have simply referred to facts,

have avoided all such, as far as testimonials are concerned, well knowing
how many are purely fabulous, excepting in a single case or two, but for

the past year have dropped everything in (he newspapers, have not made
a contract for six months, and do not intend to for the future, but closing

and stopping all, and relying upon a very simple calendar form. For a

dignified notoriety, I claim a perfect right, and as such shall sustain my
position and my enterprise. In what you say about alcoholic drinks, I have

said, and now repeat it, from the evidence of more than one unfortunate

case, that the Tolu Anodyne has been effectual in painful menstruation,

is very freely used by those with whom I enjoy the name of father, and a

comfort to the mother, whose dread of a taste for liquors was perfectly

natural and Christian-like, and if such declarations are to be my condem-

nation, which humanity forbids, then surely am I unfit for a membership

in the American Pharmaceutical Association. This must not be, and I

am sure I can show you it should not be. I have always defended the

Association and physicians in declaring against the thousand and one

worthless nostrums thrown to the public, and I beg that the point of true

character should not be whittled to so small a point. If so, we should

have to say to nine-tenths of regular M. D.'s and pharmaceutists, 'Stand

from under.' I do trust that true eclecticism, when it is the real ground

of progress, may not be buried in creeds, to completely disrobe progress

of its true motive power.
" Yours, very truly,

'•J. L. HuNNEWELL."

I don't know that I can say more, as a member of this Association, for

these letters than to contrast the well-written—sensibly written letters

—

with a single paragraph of the circulars which are given to the public

—

the one giving evidence of a man of good sense and good ordinary educa-

tion, the other giving evidence of the greatest amount of foolishness and

nonsense. He says :

—

" By the application of reason to mathematical laws of the Materia

Medica, the claim of expecting a perfect uniformity is based on sound

reasoning only.

" As it must be acknowledged that a certain portion of patients must

be supplied by the agency of medicine in proprietary form, it is but justice
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t-o tbe physician to make him acquainted with all the facts, that when he

is brought in contact with them, or his patients desirous to use thera, his

recognition will strengthen their confidence, and allow him to say from

knowledge what his advice is.

" I claim, by the freedom with which I court investigation, by my readi-

ness to answer all inquiries, and to send every evidence in the shape of

trial bottles and formulaa, that the physician may, with propriety, include

these preparations among those he is willing to recognize, against the

mass of nostrums thrown upon the world, wrapt in secrecy, the best evi-

dence of vvorthlessness, and by those who have no acquaintance with the

laws or adaptation of medicine to disease.

" Under the study of Anatomy of Medicine, by which many new and

important developments have bren made, equally important to both the

phystcian and his results in the treatment of disease, simple forms sug-

gest themselves, by which the stiidy is clearly proved.

" The following important preparations claim attention, that their theo-

ries and results may go hand in hand, and the law of simples stand among

the potent laws of cure."

He then goes on to say :—
"The Universal Cough Eenaedy, which rests entirely on the Sanguina-

ria globularis by absorption, leaving the Canadensis as an astringent

entirely out of the question.

" In order to introduce Squills, to get clear of their expectorant prop-

erty, and allow the greatest freedom of use, I have added one<jrai7i only of

Opium to each large-sized bottle of eight ounces. By this process I make
an alterative of ihe Squills, retaining its real sedative principle for coughs

and acting as mordant for the Sanguinaria. Liquorice, Rhubarb and Cu-

bebs are used as vehicles to assist the Sanguinaria. Therefore the per-

fect impunity with which the Cough Remedy may be used, without com-

ing in contact with the usual components of opiate or expectorant char-

acter, not only ask your confidence to accept, but to test the theory of

how perfectly this development of the Sanguinaria adapts itself to throat

irritations or diseased lungs."

I maintain that it is an insult, not only to the medical and pharmaceu-

tical professions, but to the public at large, to address such language to

an intelligent community or man, and my main ground in now opposing

the opening of this question at all is, that a man who commits such a mis-

take as he committed when first expelled, is not safe to be trusted, lest

he commit other mistakes just as bad hereafter.

The President.—Does he continue to make that valuable preparation ?

Dr. Squibb.—^That is slill continued. The other circular is perhaps

still worse :

—

"Special Notice to Physicians.

So important has the cathartic development of the pill aloine cum
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/erro, known as the (so-called) Eclectic Pills, proved, and the size of tbe

pill by our machines (U grains each) so perfecily adapted to the wants of

every physician and patient."

And so on. It is a perfect jumble of words. I maintain, here, that the
• internal evidence of these papers is such that it is intended to mislead the

pharmaceutist and the public at large. I oppose the opening of this sub-

ject, although I make a motion to that effect. I am bound to move that

this subject be re-opened, and discussion invited ; at the same time I op-

pose the re-opening of the subject or any discussion. I have done all

that my duty and the Business Committee call upon me to do, and if the

Association choose not to second the motion, I cannot help it. There is

a certain fairness due to the Association, not to the man, and that is

what has influenced me in bringing this matter here at all.

Mr. Maisch.—The Business Committee has made a motion to open

the question again. I second that motion simply for the purpose of

bringing it before the Association, but I declare, the same as the Chair-

man of the Business Committee, that I shall vote against it, and would

like to have as little discussion about the matter as possible. I believe

that it is better that another vote be taken by the Association on this

subject, so as to declare the sense of the Association still more strongly

than was done heretofore. If the Chairman of the Business Committee will

e.xamine that plate, he will find that even that was intended to mislead,

since the title of the Association was not used. Everything was used

except a slight change in the title. It was evidently intended to mislead,

With these few remarks, I am ready for the question.

Mr. Taylor.—I think it would be well to bring the subject up, and

have it, on motion, laid on the table.

Dr. Squibb.—Lay it on the table, and it may be called up in future,

unless you go through every form of asking a reconsideration. I think to

put it to a vote, and let the Association open the subject, if they please,

by a unanimous or partial vote, or let them take the opposite course, if

they please, would be the fairest way.

The question being called for, the motion to re-open the case

received not a single affirmative vote, all the members present

voting in the negative. The motion was therefore declared lost

by an unanimous vote.

The subject of selecting a place for holding the next annual

meeting was laid before the Association, when a letter was read

from Mr. Rob. J. Brown, inviting the Association to hold its

next annual meeting in the city of Leavenworth, Kansas, in

consideration of the easy access to that central portion of the

United States, its close proximity to the plains, and in view of

the opportunity of enjoying the exciting sport of a buffalo hunt.
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Dr. Squibb.—There has been some mention made in late years of a

session in St. Louis. It was deferred in consequence—lasl year—of the

unsettled condition of the State, and the city of St. Louis, and as we

have no invita.tion from there, I take it for granted the same condition

exists there still, which militates against our going there. I would not

wait for an invitation to go to a city. If we consider St. Louis would be

the most valuable place, I should think we were sufficiently independent

now of invitations to go, even though not invited. I merely throw this

hint out. It is competent for any member to move for any particular

place of meeting.

Mr. Tufts.—Mr. Sargent intimated that next year they were very de-

sirous to have the Association meet in Chicago. I mean year after next

—two years from now.

IVIr. Taylor.— I hope the Association will go to Philadelphia. We
shall give them a cordial welcome.

It was moved, by Dr. Squibb, that when we adjourn we ad-

journ to meet in Philadelphia, on the second Tuesday in Septem-

ber, 1868, which motion was unanimously carried.

Mr. A. B. Taylor was nominated for Local Secretary; the

Chair appointed Messrs. Theo. Frohwein and G. Krehbiel

Tellers, who reported his unanimous election.

The Business Committee presented the following

:

"Wiereas, It is recognized as a prominent means by which this Asso-

ciation hopes to increase its public usefulness as a national Association,

to urge upon our legislators the importance of a judicious, but certain,

determined, and, as far as practicable, uniform control of the practice of

pharmacy in the various States; therefore,

" Resolved, That the President and Executive Com.mittee of the Asso-

ciation be authorized and instructed to offer any service which the Asso-

ciation can render to the various, conventions for reforming State Con-

stitutions, and to State Legislatures as opportunity may arise, wherein

such bodies may consider the cooperation of the Association either de-

sirable or useful."

Dr. Squibb.—This preamble and resolution are called for by a letter

received by our President from the present Convention, reforming the

State Constitution of this State, asking for his co-operation in attempt-

ing to control the practice of Pharmacy in this State by Constitutional

provision, and he has deemed it well worth while to have some expres-

sion by this Association of its willingness to co-operate through its per-

manent officers with this organization. It seems so plain, I don't think

it is worth while to expend any time in discussing it.

Mr. Maisch.— I second the resolution, and would suggest to the Chair-

man of the Business Committee to alter the wording in one respect, and
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substitute for "the President," "the officers of the Association,"—the

oCBcers and the Executive Committee.

Dr. SciUiBB.—That may be put as an amendment. My object, first, was
to have the President alone; but the Executive Comurittee with the

President, being the parties who convey us from one year to the other,

and the Executive Committee being the Executive of the Association

with the President, I have included them also ; it seems desirable to

contract it as much as possible, rather than open it as wide as possible.

I think the "officers" might embrace the Chairmen of all these Com-
mittees.

Mr. Maisch read from the Constitution the clause which pro-

vides who shall constitute the officers of the Association, and said

:

These other officers—Vice-Presidents—reside in vaiious portions of the

country, and by having them on this Committee they would be proper rep-

resentatives of the Association in conferring with the Legislatures of their

own States. That was my object. Our. President, residing in New York,

would have comparatively little or no influence to address, for instance,

the State of Kansas on this subject ; while if our First Vice-President is

put on the same Committee, he will be the representative of the Associa-

tion in that section, and for that State.

Dr. Squibb.—It is not intended to be a Committee, in the first place.

In the next place, the Secretary forgets that the Vice-Presidents are not

legalized officers until the President is absent. They are to take his

place in case of any incompetency on his part. I have no particular ob-

jection to include the officers, but I think it renders the thing less defined

and less practical. I have no objection to introduce it, if it is desirable.

Mr. Maisch —I make a motion to that effect.

The President.—1 think it will give more scope to the gentlemen.

Dr. Squibb.—We want to confine the scope : if possible, that the

President alone should be the man ; but as the Executive Committee of

the Association is the executive organization of the Society, I thought it

better to add them. •

The President.—It might carry with it more force to outsiders. I

want all the members of this Association to take an interest in it ; if all

the officers will take a practical interest, so much the better. I would

not object to that myself.

Dr. Squibb.—I have no strenuous objection, but I believe, on further

consideration, I would not like to see a Committee appointed. We want

to individualize the thing, so that these people may have some one indi-

vidual. The main objection to that Committee would be that any mem-
ber of a Convention desiring to have the cooperation of this Association

would at once address the President. He would not think of addressing

the Executive Committee, but the President would call the Executive
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Committee as his counsel in the affair,—and that is the reason for the in-

sertion of the Executive Committee. He might, to be sure, call the

Vice-Presidents, but they would be very much scattered, and it would be

difficult to get the organization to work as well.

Mr. Brown.— It is not a question confined merely to the City or State

of New York. I think it would be better to have one man in every state

on this Committee, and then, when there are any constitutional changes

to be made, or any legislative enactments, they would be there to repre-

sent the Association, and to use their influence to extend it throughout

the country. I don't think the thing ought to be confined ; I think it

ought to be done in every state by members in that state.

Dr. Squibb.—I will accept Mr. Maisch's amendment. I am opposed

to Mr. Brown's amendment, because we could not find in every state a

man I should be willing to trust with that duty. I don't mean to say we
should not have some one in every state to call on, but everybody should

call on the President, and at our next meeting nobody would hesitate to

endorse anything he might do. So with our Vice-Presidents ; and the

only object I had in leaving them out was to confine the thing as far as

possible, when the original resolution was drawn. It will now read :

Resolved, That the President and other officers of the Association be

authorized and instructed to offer any services which the Association

can render to the various con^ntious for reforming State Constitutions,

and to State Legislatures as •pportunity may arise, wherein such bodies

may consider the cooperation of the Association either desirable or use-

ful.

Mr. Colcord.—Why not have a special Committee ?

Dr. Squibb.—A special Committee is not the recognized head of the

Association. I would give the President authority to appoint any Com-
mittee he chooses for the purpose. I think he can do that, independent

of a resolution of that kind.

The resolution, as amended, was carried.

The President.— I am sorry to be obliged to trouble the members with

a question relating to myself. I believe a sick man should not sit at a

festive board,—not on account of himself, but on account of those whom
he wishes to entertain. It might mar the pleasure of the occasion. I am
afraid I shall be obliged to call upon my friend Dr. Squibb on occasions

that will afford him not only no pleasure, but will cause him a great deal

of work. I think I am bound to oSer him some compensation in taking

my place, fie there will have nothing but play. I know the members
will be perfectly safe in his hands. I regret very much that I shall be

unable to be with yon, for otherwise I should have enjoyed your society,

and I hope you will be able to enjoy it. I will be with you in thought,

and hope that next year, by taking better care of myself, I will be able to

meet you in Philadelphia with renewed health.
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Dr. Squibb.—I am sure, if the Association is as willing as I am to re-

lieve the President, we need not take up any time in discussing this

matter. He deserves our best consideration, and shall have my assist-

ance in anything I can do.

Tlie reports on scientific, queries being called for, it was found

that no reports had been received in answer to the following

queries, propounded last year : Nos. 10 (turpentine trade), 11

(deterioration of volatile oils), 12 (preservation of lemon juice),

27 (precipitate in tincture and vinegar of sanguinaria), 31 (loss of

astringency of liquid preparations of kino, &c.), 33 (complete

removal of cinchotannic acid from liquid preparations of cinchona),

34 (physical exercise of the pharmacist), 38 (difference of proper-

ties of leaves of hyoscyamus and belladonna raised in the United

States and Europe), 39 (impurities in commercial valerianate of

ammonia, and process for pure valerianic acid), 42 (home prepa-

ration of lactucarium), 43 (Scutellaria lateriflora), and 46 (coat-

ing of pills with sugar, &c.)

No. 13. Oleum theobromge, &c. H. W. Lincoln, of Boston,

read a lengthy essay on this subject, and exhibited a large num-

ber of specimens, consisting of the famit, pure and adulterated

cacao butter, chocolate of various kinds and qualities, &c.

In the place of an answer to query 21, " on the seeds .of Ri-

cinus communis/' Prof. Wadgymar, of St. Louis, offered a paper

"on hyoscyamia," in answer to query 27 of 1865, which had not

been reported on last year, owing tolhe bad health of the author.

Prof. Bedford read this paper, which was accepted, and referred

for publication.

Query 22, on the physiological properties of the leaves of Ri-

cinus communis, was, at his request, continued to F. V. Heyden-

reich, of Brooklyn, the experiments not having been pushed

suflBciently far to make a satisfactory report.

Query 26, on the deposit in wine of ipecac, was, for a similar

reason, continued to G. F. H. Markoe, of Boston.

Query 45, on the best form of apparatus for preparing pills

of uniform size, &c. An essay was read in answer thereto by

Ferris' Bringhurst, of Wilmington, Del. In connection with this

subject, the author called the attention of the Association to a

pill machine placed on exhibition by Mr. A. H. Wirz, of Phila-
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delpliia. The machine is fastened in a solid iron frame-work, to

prevent it from warping.

Mr. Bkinghurst.—My attention bas been called to a pill machine

patented August, 1867, by Mr. Wirz, of Philadelphia. I suppose tlie

patent consists in the solid casing of chilled iron, and that prevents the

machine from warping. This case is one solid piece of chilled iron. The
advantage of having steel or iron, making less fiiction, is well established;

in fact, it has been so long in use that the old-fashioned machine, with the

rollers on the sides, I don't regard as of any account.

Dr. Pile.—To prevent that slipping, I have made cuts in the whole

length of the slide, so as to make the edges like saw teeth. That prevents

the slipping.

Mr. Bringhdrst.—^Liquorice root does not slip so much. On this

account I have had a great deal of satisfaction in using a little pill-roller,

a cut of which is in Parrish's Pharmacy, and which he makes for sale.

Wood holds on better than metal. These little pill-rollers come in play,

notwithstanding we can use the back of the cutter.

The same member spoke about the use of a ready counterpoise

on the shop scales ; a simple tin box with a sufficient quantity of

shot has been found best for this purpose.

The same member exhibited a bottle for keeping volatile oils
;

the bottle is encased in tin, projecting just above the shoulder,

" and is wrapped in some filtering paper to absorb spent drops of

oil and to secure the bottle in the case.

A tinned copper funnel with a moveable wire frame-work for

receiving the filter was also exhibited by.the member ; the contriv-

ance is designed to replace to a certain extent the glass funnels,

which are so liable .to be broken by careless operators.

Mr. Bringhurst.—I have always found a difficulty in getting good

shaped glass funnels, and when you do get them, the boys are apt to

break them. For filtering tinctures, cologne, elixirs, and for many other

purposes, I have used a tinne^copper funnel, which does not rust, and
answers every purpose where the liquid does not contain acid. I have a

wire framework to set inside, and the funnels large enough for No. 40 to

45 of the French filters. By having the wires close together, the filter

is kept off the funnel, and filtration is carried on much more rapidly. We
use a brush, and it is easily cleaned and kept in order. There are no

patents on these things
;
anybody that wants to use them can get a tin-

man to make them. In filtering elixirs, you will find it will not run very

fast without the wire, which keeps the filter oIF. It is better, in my ex-

perience, tkan the fluted funnel.
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Mr. Cor.ooRD.—It is easy to fold these filters too fine, so that they ob-

struct more than they help.

Mr. Ebkrlr.—One of the advantages is in keeping the filter out of the

neck of the funnel. It prevents what might be called back water.

Mr. Colcord.—I was thinking of a wire arrangement made like that,

that the boys in the store would not keep them sufficieully clean. If you

are filtering gummy substances, and then use them for filtering other

things, there will be a difficulty in keeping them clean.

J)r. Pile.—Some experiments have been made to show that the closer

the paper laid the better, and where the paper was three thicknesses on

one si'.le, it filtered more rapidly than when one thickness. A writer says

it is better to have four thicknesses all around. In that case it filters

much faster than in the other case. The.se experiments are recorded by

some English writer, I believe, in a late journal, I suppose it may be so

in some cases, that the filter works better.

Dr. Squibb—That is a suggestion made by me, in a paper lately pub-

lished. It is intended for percolation,—to obstruct too rapid percolation.

That has its advantages for percolation where it is intended t© be very

slow, but not for filtration where it is intended to be very fast. Little

attention need be paid to the folding of the filter when using this wire,

which takes the place of the fluting.

Mr. Bringhurst.—I use a fluted filter. It affords a large surface. If

you have three thicknesses on one side, and one on the other, you only

have half the surface. I don't see the philosophy of filtering through

three thicknesses faster than through one.

Dr. Squibb.—The explanation of it is that liquid that has passed through

one thickness will have no obstruction in passing through others. If

it is well calculated to filter through piper, having passed through

one sheet of that paper will have deprived it of all its obstructions to

passing through the others, and it will pass through as many others as

you put bofure it with great facility ; but the wlude thing depends upon

the character of the liquid filtered, and if that be of a syrupy nature, every

single thickness of paper will obstruct it more and more, and whether you

have these thicknesses spread all on one side, makes a great difference.

Mr. CoLCoRD.—Where the filter is flute^ and when the paper lays close,

how much slower does that filter than when folded fine and folded in that

wise ?

Dr. Squibb.—The filtering is extremely slow under those circumstances.

When it is flat against the surface of the funnel, the more pressure you

put on it the tighter it packs against the sides and the less opportunity for

it to get down through the thickness of the paper.

Mr. BRiNcnuRST.—The Dutch filter— three on one side and one on the

other—is adapted to the collection of precipitates, but for rapidity the
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French is bcsfc. There is another thing in the mechanical operation that

is overlooked ; and that is the importance of wetting the filter. If you

use the filter dry, the pores of the filter will become closed by reason

of the expansion by wetting, and the penetration of the sediment into the

pores will obstruct the filtration. If you wet them first, to allow that

closing up, then the muddy particles collect on the end of the fibres of

the paper and stand out and let the filtratjion go on just as well.

Dr. Squibb.—There is another idea—that when a magma or a solution

containing insoluble particles are filtered, the first effect of the filter is to

absorb a portion of the liquid, and that attracts a portion of it into the

interstices of the paper and renders it impenetrable.

Mr. CoLcoRD.—I would like to see somebody accept the question of

filtration and let us have a paper on it.

Mr. Markoe.—Here is a modification I call the Yankee filter. In

the ordinary method of folding a plated filter the creases are made to con-

verge at one point, and it tends to weaken tlie filter. This works more

accurately—it does not fill up the point of the funnel so much. By
putting on a little cap filter with a small piece of muslin, you can load it as

much as you please without breaking. I very rarely or never break a

filter when I take this precaution.

Mr. Bringhurst.—When there is any acid in the liquid liable to tender

the paper, I always use a cap.

Dr. Squidb.—If you use a number 80 filter without a cap, you are sure

to lose your filter and the substance too.

Mr. Maisch.—There is one point in filtration that deserves attention,

that I think is very frequently overlooked. I have been often provoked

by my boys using filters in such a way, and by seeing them used thus in

other places, namely, to allow it to project above the funnel. If that is

done, the liquid will be absorbed by capillary attraction, and continued

evaporation will go on from the ends of the filter. If the liquid is vola-

tile, the evaporation takes place very rapidly. If the point is to obtain

the whole of the liquid, as for instance in the filtration of a tincture, a

great portion of the medicinal substance is lost by that very fact, the tinc-

ture being drawn up and the alcohol evaporating, and you will find a con-

siderable portion of the extract at the upper end of the •filter. If the

filter is cut down a little below the top of the funnel, this is avoided.

Mr. Eberle.—In filtration, the filters should be covered. I was at a

place where they had a great deal of trouble in the filtration of tincture

of colonfibo. It became quite muddy, and there was quite a sediment

occasioned by the loss of alcohol.

Dr. Squibb.—The suggestion made by Grey, of using oil silk or gum
cloth which fits in the funnel, is a very good one and saves much alcohol.

Mr. CoLCORD.—We always use this rubber cloth.
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Dr. Squibb.—An ordinary breakfast plate makes a very good cover ia

its ordinary position, with the India-rubber cloth under it, it is very much

better.

Mr. CoLcoRD.—In a large sheet of rubber the weight of the rubber

keeps it down.

Dr. Squibb.—This thin India-rubber is the best. It is better to have

it touch the li(iuid. It often hnppens the funnel will get nearly empty as

it goes down, and then it will go slower and slower. As this cover of

India-rubber goes down you dan pour water on it and hasten the filtration

of the portion at the bottom by filling water on top of the India-rubber

cloth. The cloth prevents the water from touching the filtering liquid.

Mr. Eberle.—How does the air get above the surface of the filtrating

liquid?

Dr. Squibb—It don't hug close enough for that. If the India rubber

follows the menstruum down it does not need air—the pressure is on the

top of the cloth.

The Executive Committee proposed Edward H. Heinitsh,

Columbia, South Carolina, as a suitable candidate for member-

ship, the applicant having complied with all the requirements of

the constitution. The chair appointed Henry Haviland and

Theo. Frohwein as tellers, who reported the unanimous election

of the candidate.

The Business Committee presented the following communica-

tion from the East River Medical Association.

" East River Medical Association of the City of New York,

New York, September 10th, 1867.

" Dear Sir :

—

In compliance with a resolution adopted by the Association,

at their last regular stated meeting, (Sept. 3d), I hereby enclose, for the

consideration of your honorable body, the following resolutions, which

were adopted some months before :

'< ^Whereas, The attention of this Society has been called to consider the

propriety of taking action relative to the practice of druggists renewing

the prescriptions of physicians without their written order,^thereby injur-

ing very materially the interests of the profession ; and

" ' Whereas, In view of the graver and more important consideration that

the interests and lives of patients are, in consequence, endangered, we

consider it a duty to guard to the utmost of our ability against the liability

to mistakes which should-be prevented rather than deplored ; be it there-

fore

"
' Resolved, That we cordially invite the earnest cooperation of every
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druggist in this city, especially in our immediate districts, to further this

laudable purpose ; and be it further

" ' Resolved, That we respectfully request that no druggist will renew

the prescriptions of any physician without due authority for each and

every such renewal. Further, we will regard as unworthy of our patron-

age any druggist who fails to comply with the requirements of these reso-

lutions.

" In this connection, I may add that these resolutions are submitted in

no dictatorial or captious spirit, but for the purpose of interchanging

views with a body representing a kindred profession, equally anxious with

ourselves to maintain uninterruptedly the existing harmonious relations.

I remain, yours respectfully,

John Shrady, M. D.,

Secretary, etc.

P. W. Bedford, Esq.,

Local Secretary Am. Pharm. Asso.

Mr. CoLCORD.—I suppose if we should discuss these resolutions there

would be no end to it. I move that this communication be received, and

the Secretary be instructed to reply that it has been received, and it is the

sense of the Association that a physicians' prescription belongs either to

the apothecary or to the patient, and not to the physician.

Dr. Squibb.—I should be sorry to see any expression of opinion at all

on this subject. I do not agree at all with Mr. Colcord in his suggestion
;

as he says it would raise discussion, on his part and mine. I think, there-

fore, that for that communication to go on record, and for us to draw up

a reply to it, acknowledging its receipt and replying to it in the same

courteous spirit in which it is tendered to us, will be all that is necessary

and all that I think is judicious.

Mr. Colcord withdrew his motion, when Dr. Squibb read the

following preamble and resolution

:

" Wliereas, An acceptable communication has been received from the

E. R. Med. Association, as follows : (see above), therefore

" Resolved, That the Secretary of the Association be directed to

acknowledge the receipt of this communication, and assure the E. R.

Med. Association that the spirit and tone are acceptable and gratifying,

and that this organization will always be glad to increase its chances for

usefulness by any judicious co operation with the medical profession,

whose true interest are identical with its own.

Mr. Colcord.—That endorses these resolutions.

Dr. Sqdibb.—I think if Mr. Colcord calls that an endorsement, I am
unable to draw a nfsolution. I studiously avoided any endorsement.

Mr. Maisch.—Dr. Squibb terms them " acceptable resolutions."

8
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Dr. Squibb.—If it is not acceptable to Mr. Colcord, it is to me, and

now the qnestion is whether it is acceptable to the Association. I say"

" an acceptable communication." I will withdraw the whole matter aa

chairman of the Business Committee.

Mr. Maiscd Is not that letter addressed to the Association ?

Dr. Squibb.—It is directed to Mr. Bedford, but it has been brought up

by the Business Committee, and the Business Committee will withdraw it,

because it seems to create discussion. It is offered in a good tone.

Mr. Colcord.—Read the resolutions again. (Read by Dr. Squibb.)

Dr. Squibb.—You must offer them the indignity of not receiving their

communication.

Mr. Maisch.— Ordinary courtesy demands that we should take notice of

it. I am willing to receive the communication. I am only sorry it was

not laid btfure the Association at a former session, so that the points

involved might have been discussed. Personally I am opposed to the

resolutions of the East River Med. Association.

Mr. Tufts.—Why not receive it and postpone action upon it until the

next session ?

Dr. Squibb.—I move that it be postponed as unfinished business, if it

is going to make discussion. I would not have any discussion at all.

Mr. Tufts.—I move that this communication be received, and that on

account of the lateness of the hour, it be postponed as unfinished busi-

ness, to be taken up at the next meeting of this Association.

The resolution of Mr. Tufts, to postpone, was carried.

G. F. H. Markoe, exhibited a model of a powdering mill, of

modern construction, and made the following remarks :

Mr. Markoe.—That is a model of a large mill used by Storer & Whelpley,

of Boston^ fiT pulverizing copper-ore. The principle of it is entirely

different from ordinary mills. The material properly cracked is allowed to

go into a hopper, and a nipid motion is given to the arms usually by

power ; the comminution of the material is effected by a series of light

blows. They claim that the principal power is the attrition of the substance

among its own particles. I^arge mills are used for pulverising quartz, and

they claim that they can pulverize ten to twenty tons of the hardest

quartz ore per hour. These large ones are driven by engines
;
they pro-

pose to build small ones that can be worked by one or two men. I am

not able to say what the cost is, but they intend to make them as low as

possible. It remains to be proved whether they are adapted to powdering

drugs. They powder bones and minerals, and I should think they would

be applicable to the powdering of a good many drugs. Tliey have two

mills, one in which they break and prepare the minA-al in the form of

co^irso gnvvel, and in that condition, it is transferred to these pulverizers
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and reduced to the condition of flour. The very rapid motion given to it

creates a very strong current of air, and the fine powder, as fast as it is

produced, is blown out in the shape of flour. It works finely for reducing

ores to powder, and they also powder many thousand tons of coal. They

are now using coal in the form of powder, and in tliat condition they use

it in their water furnaces.

Mr. Bringiiurst.—I should think it would be better for quartz than

tough roots.

Mr. JIarkoe They powder bone.

Mr. Bringhurst.—Have you seen them in operation ?

Mr. Markoe.—I know they are in operation, but I have not seen the

large size. They powder all the fuel used at the East Boston Water Fur-

naces, and all the copper ore that they reduce.

Mr. CoLCORD.—I saw those mills in operation. That small mill, as I

understand it, will powder so fine, that a lump of coal of the size of a

goose egg, vehen powdered. Is hould say would fill a quart. It will powder

finer than any powdered gypsum I ever saw. I think Mr. Markoe has

made a mistake in confounding the operation of this small mill with the

large mill, that powders this large quantity.

Mr. Markoe.—I beg to correct Mr. Colcord. They cannot use these

pulverizers until after the material has been crushed by another mill that

reduces the ore to the condition of gravel. I only spoke of those that

produce such an immense amount of work, as very large, and working

upon the same principle.

Mr. Colcord.—That is where I think you made the mistake.

Mr. Markoe exhibted and e.xplained a diagram, and said :

There is one in New York that has the capacity of reducing twenty tons

of ore to the condition of flour per hour. The principle is to give a very

rapid motion to the paddles, amounting to several thousand revolutions

per minute.

Mr. JIaisch.—Is the theory to disintegrate by the rapidity of the

motion ?

Mr. Markoe.—Yes, sir. The substance to be powdered is subjected to

a great amount of attrition by the rapid motion of the paddles and the

contact with its own particles ; as fast as very fine powder is made, it is

blown out into the air, or proper chambers. In the large size, the powder

is delivered at a distance of a hundred feet. This little one will powder

soft substances.

Dr. Squibb.—The fact seems to be that this mill has not been tried in

any successful way to powder drugs, but it comes before us as adapted to

powdering coals. That has been tried and pretty thoroughly.

Dr. Squibb read the report of the Committee on queries,

which, on motion, "nas adopted.
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Query 1st.—What is the quality, proportion of oxide of mercury, &c.,

in Hydrargyrum cuyi creta of commerce, selecting specimens recently

prepared by manufacturers, and others from the dispensing bottles of

pharmacists ? Accepted hy Joseph P. Remington, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

QuERy 2d.—Is the officinal process for Acidum Hydriodicum the best

that can be practically suggested ?

Accepted hy John A. Dunn, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Query 3d.—What additions to Epsom salt will diminish its bitter

and nauseous taste, without materially altering its properties ? The an-

swer to be accompanied by samples of solutions made by processes

suggested. Accepted by Isaac W. Smith, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Query 4th.—What are the sources and commercial history of Mexican

Sarsaparilla, and how does it compare with other commercial varieties?

Accepted by Ferris N. Colby, of New York City.

Query 5th.—What are the facts in regard to the production of Oil of

Camphor of Formosa? Is it a residuum from the manufacture of crude

Camphor, and what are (he causes of its comparatively high price ?

Acceptedhy H. C. Archibald, of Philadelpjhia, Pa.

Query 6th.—To what extent is Chicory

—

Cichorium intybus et alias—
introduced into commerce as a substitute for Taraxacum ?

Accepted by G- F. H. Markoe, of Boston, Mass.

Query 7th.—What is the best mode .of preserving and dispensing

Chlorinated Lime to prevent its loss of Chlorine by exposure ? with an

examination of the composition of some old and damp specimens in the

shops. Accepted by C. F. Chandler, of New York.

Query 8th.—What is the nature of the crystalline deposit iu Fluid

Extract of Cloves, on long standing, made by the process of Professor

Procter, reported to this Association ? Is it present in the drug, or the

result of the oxidation of the oil ?

Accepted hy F. Llewellyn, of Louisville, Ky.

Query 9th.—Ts Coffee a useful antidote to organic poisons, as so

generally stated ? What is the rationale of its action, to what extent

may it be relied upon, and in what form is it best kept for use ?

Accepted by Theobald Frohwein, of New York.

Query 10th.— Are the principles in Buchu, which are soluble in water

and insoluble in alcohol, important medicinal constituents of the drug?

and should they be retained in its pharmaceutical preparations ?

Accepted by Thos. A. Lancaster, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Query 11th.—Is the so-called "Gelsemiuia" a neutral or alkaloid

principle ? Does it exist in the leaves and iu the wood of the root, or

only iu the bark? and does it represent the activity of the plant ?

Acce2)ted by Charles L. Eberle, of Philadelphia, Pa,

Query 12th.—Is there any practicable method of separating Tannic

Acid from tonic tinctures and infusions of which it is an incidental, and
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not an important constituent, so that they may be prescribed with the

soluble salts of iron without becoming black?

Accepted hy Theobald Frohwein, of New York.

Query 13th.—To what extent is competition a useful means in pro-

moting pharmaceutical progress ? what are the most common forms of

abuse to which it is liable, and what are its proper ethical limitatio.ns ?

Accepted by Samuel M. Colcord, of Boston, 3Iass.

QoKRY 14th.—Would the adoption of a universal Pharmacopoeia be an

improvement upon the present system of national standards ? and if so,

how can it best be brought about ?

Referred to Thomas Doliber, of Boston, Mass,

Query 15th.—What are the best reasons for and against the introduc-

tion of the metrical system of weights and measures into the United

States for medical purposes, and for commercial use generally ?

Accepted by J. F. Babcock, of Boston, Mass.

Query 16th.—How far is Pharmacy entitled to rank as a profession,

and what is its true position among the industrial pursuits?

For general acceptance.

Query 17th.—What is the best scheme of practical instruction for

young men preparing for the business of pharmacists, aside from neces-

sary service in the shop, with especial view to those who are unable to

attend a College of Pharmacy?
Accepted hy E. Parrish, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Query 18th.—What is the Morphia strength of commercial Powdered
Opium, (a number of samples,) and what is the most ready means of de-

termining it? Accepted hy P. W. Bedford, of New York.

Query 19th.—What is the Morphia strength of Sulphate, Muriate and
Acetate of Morphia, respectively, as usually met with in commerce ? and

what is the most ready means of determining it ?

Accepted by P. W. Bedford, of Neiv York.

Query 20th.—What are the best practical tests for the purity of Bro-

mide of Potassium ? Accepted hy G. Krehhiel, of New York.

Query 21st,—What are the best tests for the purity of Carbolic Acid,

and what are its most useful combinations and applications? also, what

common name should be adopted for this article, as mixed with the other

coal-tar alcohols associated with it ?

Accepded hy C. F. Chandler, of Neio York.

Query 22d.— What are the practical reactions between the Permanga-

nates and Alcohol of various strengths and degrees of cleanness, and how
far can such reactions be made available for producing Deodorized Alco-

hol, Cologne Spirit, or clean Alcohol, upon the small scale, with special

reference to the Alcohol recovered from Fluid Extracts and other

Galenical preparations?
Accepted by O. F. II. Markoe, of Boston, Mass.
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Query 23(1.—What are the objections, if any, to the officinal process

for Ferri et Potassaj Tartras ? and is the salt of commerce practically

identical with that of the Pharmacopa-ia ?

Accepted by P. W. Bedford, of New York.

Query 24th.—The U. S. Pharmacopoeia defines Valerianic Acid as

having a sp. gr. 0.933. Is this sufficiently accurate for practical purposes?

and if not, what standard should be adopted?

Accepted by F. G. MuHSfjiller, of BrooMyn, N. Y.

Query 25th.—From what sources in this country can metallic Bismuth

be obtained, and to what amount are they rendered available?

Accepted by C. A. Tufts, of Dover, N.H.

Query 2Gth.—It is found that the process of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia

for Pyrophosphate of Iron yields a preparation which it is sometimes

impossible to scale. Can a better process be devised ?

Acccjjfed by S. P. Dujfield, of Detroit, Mich.

Query 27th.—What are the best and most economical means for

ventilating the laboratory and shop of the pharmacist, so as to promote

the health of the occupants, without too much expense of fuel in winter?

Accepted by H. T. Cummings, of Portland, Me.

Query 28th.—What are the causes of the variations in appearance of

Blue Mass in commerce, very little of which is identical with that of the

U. S. Pharmacopoeia? Which of the ingredients is generally deficient?

Accepted by P. W. Bedford, of New York.

Query 29th.—Can any improvement be suggested in Syrupus Lactu-

carii, U. S. P. 18C0 ? Accepted by P. W. Bedford, of New York.

Query 30th.— Is there a rapid method by which suppositories can be

prepared, whereby the use of a hardening ingredient in connection with

cocoa butter will not be required?

Accepted by Chas. L. Eberle, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Query 31st.—Does the addition of metallic Iron or Zinc to ordinary

Hydrochloric Acid which contains Sulphuric Acid as an impurity, de-

compose the Sulphuric Acid, and liberate Sulphide of Hydrogen?
Accepted by E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Query 32d.—Does the lactescent juice of the indigenous Lactuca

elougata possess properties similar to those of^^rn'opean lactucarium ?

Accepted by John M. Maisch, of Philadelphia, Pa.

To the above list the follovring queries were added, which

were, by vote of the Association, continued to the respective

members for another year :

Query 33d.—Conia has been recommended as a therapeutic agent, but

it is liable to alteration from atmospheric oxygen. As the salts of conia

appear to be permanent, and are odorless, why may not some of these be

substituted for the alkaloid ?

Continued to George C. Close, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Query 34th.—Do the leaves of Digitalis purpurea, grown in the United

States, yield less digitalin than the European plant; and is the alleged

inferiority of the former, if this be true, due to a deficiency of this prin-

ciple ? Continued to Samuel P. Duffield, Ph. D., Detroit, Mich.

Query 35th.—It has been asserted that Yellow Wax is better than

bleached wax, for the preparation of Ceratum and Ungueutum Adipis. If

this be true, what principle in the crude wax possesses this property, and

for what extent of time may its conservative power be relied upon ?

Continued to Ferris Britighurst, of Wiimiiigton, Del.

Query 36th.—Diluted Hydrocyanic Acid, U. S. P., sometimes spontane-

ously decomposes into paracyanogen and other products, acquiring a black

color, which M. Millon attributes to the action of ammonia. Will the

presence of a minute portion of SO^, HO obviate this, as has been as-

serted,, and when the change has commenced will this addition suspend

it ? Continued to Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyji, N. Y.

Query 37th.—Extract of Hemlock Bark (Abies Canadensis); what is

its composition, what variety of tannic acid does it contain, how made,

and what are its merits as a medicinal astringent compared with Kino,

Catechu and Krameria?

Continued to Prof. William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia.

Query 38th.—A process for isolating Aloiu in a crystalline state, which

shall be practical and economical, by which the whole of the Aloiu in

aloes may be rendered available.

Continued to Prof. William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia.

Query 39th.—What are the physiological properties of the leaves of

Rieinus communis, and what constituent renders them active ?

Continued to F. V: Heydenreich, Brooldyn, N. Y.

Query 40th.—The leaves of Podophyllum peltatum are said to be poi-

sonous (U. S. Disp.) Is this true ? Are they cathartic, and to what

principle is their activity due ?

Continued to Samuel P. Duffield, Ph. D., Detroit, Mich.

Query 41st.—It is alleged by Mr. George Johnson [Pharm. Journ.,

Oct., 1805, p. 179) that the deposit in wine of Ipecac contains an appre-

ciable quantity of Emetia in an insoluble state, contrary to the experi-

ments of .Mr. Roberts. (See Proc. Amer. Pharm. Assoc., 1859, p. 281.)

Is this true, and how can it be demonstrated ?

Continued to G. F. H. Marlcoe, Boston, Mass.

Query 42-d.—May not Extractum Couii and Extraetum Conii Alcoholi-

cum, U. S. P., be rendered more permanent and stronger by the addition

of an acid before evaporation,—as the acetic or sulphuric ?

Continued to Edw. C. Jones, of Philadelphia.

Query 43d.—What is the best formula for medicinal Digitalin, suited

for adoption in the U. S. Pharmacopccia ?

Continued to William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia.
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Query 44th.—Does Sulphite of Quinia exist ? Is it a permanent salt ?

and, if so, has it any merit as a therapeutic agent independent of its

basic ingredient ?

Continued to Dr. Thos. E. Jenkins, Louisville, Ky.

Query 45th.—Can the officinal salt Ferri et Potassae Tartras be uni-

formly produced by the Pharmacopoeia process ? What is its composition ?

What are the residues of the process, and can the process be improved ?

Continued to James F. Babcock, Boston.

Query 46th.—What is the best form of apparatus by which pressure

steam, generated by gas or pretroleum heat, may be applied for evapora-

tion, distillation, etc., on a moderate scale, at the working counter of the

shop, so that the condensed steam shall return to the boiler, combining
eEBciency and compactness with economy?

Continued to Prof. William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia.

Mr. Colcord, of Boston, rose and made the following remarks :

I want to say one word in regard to the publication of our proceedings.

This year we are expecting to get a large remuneration from the means
we have taken to add to our finances, although we shall lose the benefit

of life-membership. Now my eyes are getting old, and I want to read

these proceedings. I think it would be better to publish them in a little

better and bigger type. I think the economy has been to make the pro-

ceedings small. We have a reporter : the report will be written out in

full, and I would like to see the discussions put in; then it will make a

more respectable volume.

Dr. Squibb.—I agree with Mr. Colcord. I should like to see the phon-

ographic report published almost entirely, if not entirely, cutting out

only the colloquial parts that can be easily cut out without injury. The

dentists have adopted the plan of publishing every word. If a man talks

about angel's wings, when a subject is up for discussion, that is reported

and the whole thing published in full ; and this course has redounded to

their credit. We might very well include, if not the whole, a large pro-

portion of our phonographic report. One thing has been omitted. The

Committee on Specimens have had an arduous duty—much more so than

they expected to find it. The number of articles exhibited is very great,

and the duty of going over them and simply cataloguing them has been

quite as much as that Committee has been able to do. They have been

occupied with that duty ever since they were appointed, and, besides mak-

ing a catalogue, have made their own notes with regard to the various

articles they have seen. It is quite impossible, as any member can see,

for them to present a report at this time at all adequate to the occasion :

to merely slur the matter over by saying that such and such things were

present, as has been done, seems to be doing injustice to these objects ;

and the Business Committee, therefore, beg to ask the Association to in-

dulge these gentlemen to make their report and submit it to the Perma-
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nent Secretary this or next month. I move that this Committee be al-

lowed to make its report, whenever it pleases within the next month, to the

Executive Committee.
,

The motion was carried.

Dr. Squibb.—The Business Committee oifer the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the thanks of the Association are due, and are hereby

ofiFered to its local members and many others who, though not members,

are understood to have been instrumental in the success and entertain-

ment of the present annual Convention
;

also,

Resolved, That we thank our highly competent and careful reporter,

Mr. James H. Slade, of Boston, for his successful efforts in our behalf,

and the public reporters who have honored us by their notices.

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Tufts.—I would state that our worthy President has this morning

handed me a donation of twenty dollars to the funds of this Association
;

also that, in addition to Mr. Colcord, who signed the negative paper yes-

terday, our friends J. F. Moore and E. T. Ellis have notified me that they

should send me twenty dollars. Our friends Lincoln, Dr. Cummings and

Haviland have also sent contributions.

On motion the reading of the minutes of the last session was

dispensed with.

Dr. Squibb moved that the Association now adjourn to meet

in the city of Philadelphia, on the second Tuesday of September,

1868, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

The resolution was adopted unanimously, and the Association

then adjourned.

JOHN M. Maisch, Permanent Secretary.

On Friday afternoon, at three o'clock, the members and many
friends of the Association, accompanied by ladies, left in the

steamer Thomas CoUyer for a harbor excursion, passing the

Narrows, as far as Sandy Hook, then turning toward Keyport

and up the Hudson River to Yonkers, from Avhence they returned,

arriving at the pier about 9 o'clock. The charming weather ; the

splendid commodious steamer, giving ample room for promenad-

ing ; the beautiful scenery along the banks of the Hudson River
;

the grand view of the Atlantic ocean when nearing Sandy Hook,

and, on the upward trip, the imposing panorama of the Metropo-

lis of this Continent and her sister cities, Brooklyn, Jersey

City, &c. : all this added to the enjoyment and made a lasting
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impression on tliose present. During the entire trip an excel-

lent band heightened the pleasure by music, which, for a time,

invited some of the company to dancing. After the sumptuous
collation, the partial lunar eclipse and the aurora borealis were
visible, thus increasing the interest and enjoyment of the delight-

ful evening. During the latter portion of the excursion, the

members of the Association, who had come from a distance to

participate in the proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Meeting,

assembled in the cabin and organized a meeting by calling Chas.

A. Tufts, of Dover, N. II., to the Chair.

Thos. S. Wiegand, of Philadelphia, after some remarks intro-

duced the followinfr

:

o
Resolved, That the members of this Association, visiting this city, here-

by express their thanks to their New York friends for the great kindness

and attendance they have received, and tiiey especially acknowledge the

untiring industry of their Local Secretary, Mr. P. W. Bedford, by which

be successfully obtained so fine a collection of specimens, interesting to

our trade.

The resolution being seconded, the question was put, and it

was carried by an unanimous vote.

The Permanent Secretary was requested to publish the pro-

ceedings of this meeting in the forthcoming volume, which he

promised.

It was then moved by John M. Maisch, of Pliiladelphia, and

seconded by Fleming G. Grieve, of Milledgeville, Ga., that a

committee of three be appointed by the Chair to convey to Prof.

Bedford the appreciation of his services as expressed in the

resolution.

The motion was carried, and the Chair appointed to that duty

John M. Maisch, of Philadelphia, Pa.
;

Fleming G. Grieve, of

Milledgeville, Ga., and C. H. Dalrymple, of Morristown, N. J.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned sine die.

The Committee appointed, waited upon Mr. Bedford, and,

after some appropriate remarks, the chairman of the Committee

read the resolution passed by the visiting members, to which

Prof. Bedford answered in an eloquent speech, expressing his

thanks and his hope of meeting all members next year in the

city of Philadelphia.

John M. Maisch, Recording Secretary.
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EEPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

REPORT ON THE PROGRESS OF PHARMACY.

Submitting this report in behalf of the Comnaittee on the Pro-

gress of Pharmacy^ the Chairman desires to state that a slight

change has been effected in its arrangement, consisting in the

consolidation of Analytical Chemistry and Chemistry proper. The

principal reason for so doing is, that it will simplify the arrange-

ment and bring to notice all that is new in regard to a chemical

in the most condensed form. Moreover, the analytical results

and reactions of chemicals bear such intimate relation to their

general characters, that their separate consideration is scarcely

justified in a report intended chiefly for the instruction of phar-

macists.

The past twelve months have been characterized by remark-

able activity, and consequent progress in the science of Phar-

macy. Toward this end the Universal Exposition at Paris has

undoubtedly in a great measure given the incentive. The United

States, although not as well represented at the Exposition as

might be expected, yet may compare favorably, in the number of

its representatives in the class of Chemistry and Pharmacy, with

other countries, when the distance, inconvenience of transporta-

tion, and the comparative infancy of our institutions is taken into

consideration.

Since our last meeting Part II. of the new Russian Pharma-

copoeia has been issued, and is spoken of in high terms as a

pharmaceutic standard. The Codex Medicamentarius {^Phcmna-

copee Frangaise) has also made its appearance. In contents it

far excels any of its contemporaries, containing no less than 784"
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pages, in royal octavo form. Competent critics do not speak in

the most favorable terms of its value as a pharmaceutic standard,

as it contains a large number of old and obsolete formulae; it

contains, however, much that is valuable and may be studied

with interest and profit. The new edition of the British Phar-

macopoeia appeared during the early part of summer, in a thor-

oughly revised condition. It is said to be greatly improved in

its general arrangement and nomenclature, and contains several

new additions, among which an index giving the common names

of substances, a condensed list of all the preparations in which

the drug under consideration is contained, and a list of doses of

the different drusjs.

The British Pharmaceutical Conference, which was held about

the same time as our last meeting, was very largely attended, and

it is pleasing to note the interest manifested by its members in

the progress of Pharmacy. The President, Prof. Bentley, in his

opening address, spoke highly of the importance of Botany in its

bearings on Pharmacy, a more general knowledge of that science

among pharmacists being calculated to introduce and utilize

many medicinal plants now almost unknown. The paper of Mr.

Joseph Ince on Pharmaceutical Ethics deserves mention in this

connection ; it is an admirable production, and completely ex-

hausts the subject. The business of the Conference was con-

cluded in four sittings, and undoubtedly has been the source of

much benefit to the science of Pharmacy, as well as toward the

promotion of good fellowship among its members. Prof. Bentley

has been re-elected President. The next Conference is to be

held at Dundee, Scotland.

From all sources of information it is noted that Pharmacy is

most firmly securing its position as a science, and to this end

renewed activity is noted in the establishment of colleges and

publication of journals, not only in the United States, but also

on the South American continent.

In Australia, Pharmacy appears to make but slow progress,

as there appears to be a lack of properly educated pharmacists.

Pharmacy is regarded to a certain extent as a trade, in which

any one may engage that has capital enough to furnish a store.

Attention has been awakened in this direction, however, and it
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may not be long ere Australian Pharmacy will assume a more

respectable status.

The subject of Chinese Pharmacy has elicited a number of

papers during the past year, from which it would appear that

although the Chinese are far behind their European and Ameri-

can contemporaries in resources and knowledge of Pharmacy,

they prepare many remedies which are used with specific success

in the treatment of diseases.

The suggestion of Mr. E. Sander, in the report on the" Pro-

gress of Pharmacy for 1866, that a permanent reporter on the

Progress of Pharmacy be appointed, is heartily seconded by the

Chairman of your Committee. It is impracticable that every

member of the Committee should share in the labors, for which

reason the duties have heretofore always been assumed by the

Chairman. Considerable routine is necessary, however, to the

proper extraction and framing of the report, and it would there-

fore result most beneficially if it was placed permanently in the

hands of a competent member.

The report has been compiled from the following Journals,

which, although not completely extracted, it is believed contain

nothing besides of remarkable interest to Pharmacy :

—

American Journal of Medical Sciences, A. J. Med. Sc.

American Journal of Pharmacy, A. J. Ph.

American Druggists' Circular, A. D. Cir.

Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions, Ph. J. Trans.

Dental Cosmos, Dent. Cos.

Chemical News, Ch. iV.

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, Ann. Ch. Pharm.

Journal fUr praktische Chemie, J. prakt. Ch.

Chemisches Centralblatt, Ch. C. B.

Archiv der Pharmacie, Arch. Ph.

Neues Repertorium f. die Pharmacie, N. Rep.

Neues Jahrbuch f. die Pharmacie, N. Jahrb. Ph.

Vierteljahresschrift flir Pharmacie, Viertelj. Ph.

Pharmaceutische Zeitschrift f. Russland, Ph. Zeits. Puss.

Sitzungsberichte d. Akademie d. Wissen-

schaften, Wien, Wiener. Ah. Per.

Sitzungsberichte d. Akademie d. Wissen-

schaften, Miinchen, Munch. Ak. Per.
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OBITUARY.

Prof. John Addison Porter., formerlj Professor of Organic

Chemistry at Yale College, died at New Haven, Conn., on the

2oth of August, 1866, aged 4-3 years.

Dr. Mcttcnim, Professor of Botany at the University of Leip-

zig, died on the 20th of August, 1866, aged 43 years.

Dr. Gottfried Wilhelm Osann, Professor of Physics and

Chemistry at the University of Wurzburg (Bav.),- died on the

10th of September, 1866, aged 69 years.

Dr. Grcorge Friedricli von Jaeger, Professor of Chemistry and

Natural History at the Gymnasium of Stuttgard, died on the 10th

of September, 1866, aged .81 years.

Dr. von ScJdccJitendal, Professor of Botany at. the University

of Halle, died on the 12th of October, 1866, aged 72 years.

^d. Franpois Fremy, a venerable French pharmacien, died at

Versailles on the 10th day of November, 1806, aged 93 years.

M. Fremy has left two sons, both of whom are well known in the

scientific world.

Dr. Carl Otto Berg, the eminent botanist, Professor of Botany

and Pharmacognosy at the University of Berlin, died on the 20th

of November, 1866.

Dr. Greorge Fresenius, Professor of Botany at Frankfort-on-

the-Main, died on the 1st of December, 1866, aged 60 years.

Dr. Dicsing, the eminent botanist and mineralogist, died at

Vienna, Austria, on the 10th of January, 1867.

M. Houton de Labillardiere, formerly Professor of Chemistry

at Rouen," died at Alencon, France, in February, 1867, aged

73 years.

AlbreeJit HeinricTi Gummi, an eminent Bavarian pharmacist,

died at Culmbach, Bavaria, on the 6th of March, aged 82 years.

Prof. Alexander Dallas Bache, for many years Superintend-

ent of our Coast Survey, died in April of this year, from cerebral

disease, induced by excessive mental engagement.

M. Beynlens, one of the founders of the Pharmaceutical So-

ciety of Bruxelles, died on the 3d of April, 1867, aged 80 years.
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31. Leroy, a distinguished Belgian pharmacist, and one of the .

founders of the Pharmaceutical Society of Bruxelles, died on the

11th of April, 1867, aged 64 years.

M. Pelouze, one of the best and most celebrated of French

chemists, died on the heights of Bellevue, near Mendon, on the

31st of May, aged 60 years. He .was, at the time of his decease,

master of the mint.
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and Francis.

Practical Mineralogy, assayiny and mining. Frederick Over-
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A 3Ionograph of Glycerin and its uses. Henry Hartshorn,
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Fermented Liquids. Dr. Lewis Feuchtwanger. New York,

5th edition.

The 3Iineral Waters of the United States. J. J. Moorman,

M. D. Baltimore, Kelly & Piet.

Chemistry of the Farm and Sea. J. R. Nichols, M. D. Boston,

Williams & Co.

Notes on the Origin, Prevention and Treatment of Asiatic

Cholera. J. C. Peters, M. D. New York, Van Nostrand.

Elements of 3Iedical Chemistry. B. Howard Rand. Phila-

delphia, Zcll & Co.

Practical Therapeutics. Ed. J. Warring. From 2d London
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3Ianual of 3Iatvria 3Icdica and Therajycutics. Abridged from

Pareira's Materia Medica. Horatio C. Wood, Jr., M. D. Phila-

delphia, H. C. Lea.

Synopsis of the various courses of practical instruction in the

School of Analytical and Applied Chemistry in the University

of Michigan. Silas H. Douglas, M. D. Ann Arbor.
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The Art of Perfumery. B. G. Septimus Piesse. 2d Amer.,

from 3d London edition. Philadelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston.

Tlie Art of manufacturi7ig l^oap and Candles. Adolph Ott.

Philadelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston.

A new Chemical Nomenclature. B. S. D. Tillman. Albany,
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An inquiry into the Origin of Modern Anaesthesia, Truman

Smith. Hartford, Brown & Gross.

Tlie llicroscojye in its ajyplication to Practical 3Iedicine. 3d

edition. L. S. Beale. Philadelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston.
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Wills Tables of Qualitative Analysis. Translated. C. F.
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Pigitaline, its chemical, physiological and therapeutic action.
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American Medical Association. Code of medical ethics. New
York, W. H. Wood & Co.

Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

Philadelphia.

Proceedings' of the Alumni Association of the Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy. Philadelphia.

An elementary maniial of Qualitative Chemical Analysis.

Maurice Perkins. New York, Wiley & Son.

Notes on Epidemics. F. E. Anstie, M. D. Philadelphia,

Lippincott & Co.

Cholera : facts and conclusions as to its nature, prevention

and treatment. H. Hartshorn, M. D. Philadelphia, Lippincott

& Co.

ENGLISH PUBLICATIONS.

Life of Benjamin Silliman. George Fisher. London, Samp-

son Low, Son, & Marston.

Lessons in Elementary Chemistry. H. E. Roscoe. London,

Macmillan & Co.

The Year Book ofPharmacy. Charles H. Wood and Charles

Sharp. London, Churchill.
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Chemistry of Common Thinas. Steplienson Macadam. Lon-

don, Nelson,

Little Experivients for Little Chemists. W. 11. Walenn. Loc-

don, Allman.

Lecture JSfotes for Chemical Students, embracing mineral and

organic chemistry. E. Frankland. London, Van Voorst.

Cyclopcedia of Useful Arts, mechanical and chemical manufac-

tures, mining and engineering. Vol. iii. Cliarles Tomlinson.

London, Virtue.

Outline Facts of Chemistry, vvitli exercises. T. Ward. Man-

chester, Heywood.

Elements of Chemistry, theoretical and practical. W. Allen

Miller. London. Longmans, Green & Co.

Lnorganic Chemistry. George Wilson. Revised and enlarged

by Stephenson Macadam. London, Chambers.

A Companion to the British Pharmacopceia ; comparing the

strength of the various preparations with those of the London

and Dublin editions, and the United States and other foreign

Pharmacopoeias. Peter Squire. London, Churchill & Sons.

On thefuture Water Supply of Loiidon. G. W. Hemaus and

R. E. Hassard. London, Stanford.

The Inductorium, or Induction Coil. H. M. Noad. London,

Churchill & Sons. ,

Hand-book of Natural Philosophy. G. E. Fortes. London,

Walton & Maberly.

On Crystal Cod-liver Oleine. J. and A. Bedford. London,

155 Leadenhall St.

Watts Dictionary of Chemistry. Parts 36 and 37.

The Elements of Chemistry, inorganic and organic. J. C.

Buckmaster. London, Longman k Co.

Elementary Treatise on Physics, experimental and applied.

Translated and edited from Ganot's Elements de Pliysique. E.

Atkinson. 2d ed. London, Bailliere,

Descriptions of the neiv Telescopes with silvered glass Specula,

and instructions for adjusting and using them. .John Browning.
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u. C. Merz. Tubingen, Laupp.
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Mareck. Wien, Sallmayer & Co.
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acker.
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Oressler. Halle, Fricke.
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cliimica. Enrico Buonamici. Fierenze, Tofani.
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Cainpani. Siena, Porri Onorato.
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2. Serafino Capezzuoli. Fierenze, Martini.

La Cliimica Teclinologica. Attilio Cenedella. Brescia, Ap-
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Bartelli.

Elementi di Cliimica Agricola. ' Luigi. Milano, Wilmant.

Delle Acqua 3Iinerale d'ltalia. Garelli Torino. Union

lipografico-editrice.
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Kapoli, Luonso.

Della Ricerca Chimico-legale dclla Digitalina. Antonio de

Negri. Geneva.

Considerazioni Fisieo-Chimiclie mlV Assorbimento dci Mcdica-

menti 3Iinerali. Bini. Napoli, Servio TuUio.

Sal Rapporte Prenentato a nome della Commissione di Statis-

tica per le Spese di Farmacia el Congresso Medico degli Ospedali

Civili. G. B. Massone. Geneva.
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Acqua Minerali dl Celentbio' nella valli di Pejo ; Aaalisi

Chimica. Luiofi Minetti. Cremona, MontaUli.

Analisi Chimica dei Viiii della Proviiisia Senese. Egidio

Pollat'ci. Siena, Mucci.

Delle Acque llinerali di S. Galgano di Perujia. Rossi-

Scotti. Perugia, Bartelli.

Aiialisis Chimica, con Illustratione 3Iedica de Decio- Valen-

tine dell Acque Minerali di Loreto (Romagnd). Fausto Sestini.

Forli, Casali.

La Grotta Jlonsummano, Osservazioni Chimiche. Adolfo

Targioni-Tozetti. Pescia, Vannini.

Santo delle Lezioni di Chimica. P. Tassinari. Pisa, Pier-

razzi.

3ranuale dei Medicamsnd Gralenici e Chimici con la Descri-

zione dei loro Caratteri, la loro Preparazione, la Virtu Ter-

apeutica, etc. G. Orosi. Fierenzo, Camelli.

La Dignostica delle dialattie Dedotta in Modo delle Chimica

et Esposta per uso dei Medicio Practicis. L. Monti. Venezia.

SPANISH AND PORTUGESE PUBLICATIONS.

Estudio Botanico, Medico, Farmaceutico y Economico de las

Solandceas, sequido de una 3IoHografia de la Belladonna. Tellez.

Madrid, Bailly-Bailliere.

De los Diversos Dcsinfectantes y su Eficacia Considorada hajo

el 2^u)ito de vista Quimico. J. Olmedilla y Puig. Madrid, Moya

y Plaza.

Album de la Flora 3Iedico-Farmaceutica e Industrial Indi-

gena y Exotica, etc. V. M. de Argenti. Madrid, Bailly-Bail-

liere.

iJisertacion y Andlisis Quimico de la Aquas sulfuro-salinas de

la Anteiglesia de Zaldua. Bilboa, impr. de la Vinda de Del-

mas.

Tratado Teorica y Practico de Vinificacion, 6 Arte de Hacer

el Vino. Cortes y Morales. Cuesla.

Nociones de Quimioa con Nwnerosos Qrabados on el Texto.

Boutet de Monvel. Paris, L. Hachette & Co.

Importancia Practica de Proccsso Urinologico de Barreswil
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na Analyse Chymica das Urinas Biabeticas, etc., etc. Pareira

Caldes. Braga, Lusitana.

Considerapdes Geroes S'ohre Pharmacia TlLeoretico-Practica.

M. M. de Moraes c Valle. Rio de Janeiro.

PHARMACY-

APPARATUS, ETC.

Platina Vessels. Scheurer Ktestner lias made some careful re-

searches on the amount ofwaste of platinum by the concentration of

sulphuric acid in platinum stills. Under favorable circumstiinces

this amounts to about two grammes for every thousand kilo-

grammes acid made, but under ordinary circumstances it will

amount to four or five grammes. He recommends the introduc-

tion of a little sulphate of ammonia with each charge, which di*

minishes the waste greatly. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 32.

A correspondent from the Paris Exposition states that the

platinum vessels of Johnson and Mathey are not soldered with

gold, as is usual, but that the joints are utiited by the oxyhydro-

gen blowpipe, so as to'form a solid vessel without joints. This

renders them more durable, stronger, and cheaper than those

made by the old plan. Ch. N. April. 18G7, 182.

Platina-jylatecl copper Vessels are now manufactured by Sy and

Wagner, of Berlin, which, according to Dr. Stahlschmidt, are of

excellent quality, and may be used with impunity for the con-

centration of sulphuric acid. J. Prakt. Ch. v. 98, 320.

Professor Redwood recommends platinized copper scale pans.

Platinized copper and silver dishes had proved a failure for

chemical operations, as it is difficult to ensure and maintain per-

fect continuity in the thin coating of platinum, which is applied

by rolling over the surface of the copper. Ph. J. Trans, viii.

375.

Iron Vessels. Kohlmann recommends that iron vessels, when

not in use, be coated with a thin film of paraffine, which will

protect them entirely from the influence of laboratory vapors.

Ph. C. H. Sept., 1866, 358.
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Crlass Vessels. S. Gibbons recommends that glass vessels con-

taining substances sensitive to light, such as chlorine water, &c.,

be covered with some woven fabric of liglit texture (gauze, tarle-

tan), and then painted with a solution of bichromate of potassa

and gelatine, which, when exposed to light, becomes insoluble,

and perfectly protects the contents fi'om the action of light. Ch.

C. B. 18GG, 1120.

Lime Crucibles, which are so desirable for preventing the in-

troduction of carbon and silicon into metals and alloys, have

hitherto been obtained with difficulty of sufficient size. Mr.

David Forbes recommends that a clay crucible be filled with

common lamp-black by pressing and stamping it well down, then

scraping out the centre until a thin coating is left, and polishing

the sides with a glass rod. The same process is then repeated

with finely powdered caustic lime, when the crucible is ready for

use. Ch. N. Jan. 1867, 2.

A cheap Furnace for chemical experiments is proposed and

•described by a writer in the Scientific American. It is made

from an ordinary piece of stove-pipe, lined with clay, and so

arranged that a blast can be produced by an ordinary blower.

Cast iron and manganese are readily melted in it. Dent. Cos.

viii. 55.

Suppository Jloulds. ' Messrs. Bullock & Crenshaw, of Phila-

delphia,* have constructed a new suppository mould, which is de-

scribed and illustrated in A. J. Ph. xxxix. 121.

Mr. Mackay proposes pipe-clay as a useful and economical

substance for forming the moulds.

Weiylds. Mr. William Crookes gives some information and

suggestions in regard to the adjustment of chemical weights,

which, as ordinarily found, are exceedingly inaccurate. Ch. N.

April, 1867, i;n.

Retorts. W. P. Dexter proposes, as a cheap retort for pre-

paring hydrofluosilicic acid, a leaden vessel, provided at the top

\vith a small lead tube inclining upwards, so as to prevent impu-

rities, accidentally thrown up, from contaminating the distillate.

To the lead tube a smaller one of platinum is soldered, bent in

the form of a quarter-circle, to the end of which an old platinum
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crucible is soldered with gold, so as to give it the sliape of a

pendant bell. The latter is intended to be immersed in water

contained in a vessel, the diameter of which docs not much exceed

that of the crucible. A. J. Ph. xxxviii.

Ah- Pimip. M. Regnault exhibited to the Academy of Sci-

ences of France a new and improved air pump, the invention of

M. Dcleuil, by which a vacuum of one millimetre, or a pressure

of five atmospheres, is readily pi'oduced. By increasing the

strength of the apparatus, a pressure of 8—10 atmospheres may
be attained. Ch. N. April, 1867.

Electric Maclune. A new electric machine, invented by Hild,

is coming into use for the wholesale production of ozone. A
sugar refilling firm in White Chappel is setting up one on their

premises for the bleaching of sugar. The light and heat produced

by this machine is wonderful ; it is used in Manchester for pho-

tographic purposes. A. D. Cir. xi. 146.

Tlicrmoterion, or heat-retainer, is the name given to quite an

ingenious apparatus, which is constructed of a series of concentric

metallic vessels, the inner one containing a glass beaker, readily

removable, in which the substance to be kept warm is placed.

Outside of this is a hot water space ; this is again surrounded by

an air jacket, which insulates the hot water and obstructs the

radiation of heat. Boiling water poured into the beaker was

found, at the expiration of ten hours, to have a temperature of

108° F., that of the surrounding air being near 60° F. The

apparatus will undoubtedly be found convenient for digestion or

slow crystallization. A. D. Circ. xi. 146.

A new A2:>2)aratus for Displacement Avas exhibited by Mr. R.

W. Giles at the meeting of the British Conference in 1866, which

consists of eight conical percolators, so arranged that the men-

struum, as it passes through the first cone, will drop into the

second, and so on until it has passed through all the cones, the

material being divided among them. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 219.

A ne IV form of Stirring Apparatus for evaporating liquids has

been invented by Mr. Reynolds. It is ingenious in its construc-

tion, and appears to be well adapted. For description see Ph.

J. Trans, viii. 221.
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A neiv Spring Clamp for burettes, &c., invented by Giiul'l, is

illustrated and described in J. Prakt. Ch. v. 100, p. 441. It

possesses the advantage of presenting a smooth, flat surface to the

rubber, and equalizes the pressure,—two points very desirable.

An- improved apparatus for generating sulphhydric acid is

figured and described by B. W. Gibson in Ch. N., May, 18G7. It

consists essentially of a generator and wash bottle, uiiiijd (in addi-

tion to the ordinary connections) by a siphon, which, by raising

or lowering the wash bottle, graduates the flow of acid (contained

in the wash bottle), or stops it entirely, thus enabling the operator

to generate the gas at will.

An apparatus for the estimation of HS in crude gas has been

constructed by Dr. Shilling, and is described and illustrated in

Ch. N., Match, 1867, 112.

Tlie apparatus used by Prof. Wohler for demonstrating the

inflammability of silicated hydrogen is described in Ch. News,

April 12, 1867.

In the same number will be found a description of the appa-

ratus used by the Professor for rendering sensible the great re-

duction of temperature produced by the evaporation of liquid

sulphurous acid, without incommoding the operator.

Apparatusfor Specific Grravity. Persoz proposes a new arrange-

ment for taking the specific gravity of solids, which consists of a

vessel, the capacity of which is accurately known, and into which

the substance to be examined is placed. It is connected by means

of a tube and stop-cock with a graduated vessel, containing the

liquid in which the specific gravity is to be taken. On opening

the stop-cock, the air from the lower vessel passes into the vessel

above ; and the diff"erence between the capacity of the lower

vessel and the amount of air in the upper one, will give the bulk

of the substance under examination, from which the specific

gravity is readily calculated. Ch. C. B. 1866, 542.

A simp)le JDialyser is constructed by Mohr, in the shape of an

ordinary plaited filter, from strong parchment paper. It is

placed in an appropriate vessel [i. e'., beaker glass), and the only

precaution necessary is to pour the liquid outside and inside the
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dialyser at about the same height. Described and illustrated in

N. Rep. xvi. 439.

Marshs' Ajjparatus is improved by F. Mohr, by appending a

small gasometer. The advantage claimed is, that the gas becomes

cooled and all impurities mechanically carried over can subside,

thus insuring a steady flame and a brilliant film when As is

present, ^lie apparatus is illustrated and described in N. Rep.

xvi. 436.

Ail Ajiparatus for generating chlorine has been constructed by

H. Sanger which is regarded as highly convenient for generating

the gas. It consists of a bottle with three necks, two of which

project from the sides, and are provided with perforated stoppers,

so that the gas can be turned on or off after the connections are

made. A Woulf's bottle can be made to answer the same

purpose. For illustration and description see Arch. Ph. clxxix.

45.

PROCESSES, AC.

CrjjstalJization. Acting upon the idea that many insoluble

compounds, usually found amorphous, can be crystallized if their

formation is gradual instead of instantaneous, 31. Frlmy has

succeeded in crystallizing a number of compounds, among which

are sulphate of baryta and strontia, magnesia, &c. He formed

some by introducing the materials into liquids of different densi-

ties containing sugar, gum, gelatine, &c. ; others by using

wooden or unglazed vessels. Ch. N. Nov. 1866.

Mr. Wm. Skey gives preliminary notice of the formation and

crystallization of a long list of ammonio-salts of the metals in

Ch. N. Dec. 1866, p. 265. The general principle of his method

consists in the removal of the water from their solution, without

decomposing the salt, and he attains his object by the aid of

alcohol, which, having a stronger affinity for the water than the

salt, permits it to crystallize. He has thus prepared ammonio-

salts of Cu, Co, Ni, Ag and Zn, in combination with Ta, (jx,

. PO5, BO3, PO, and Cy.

Poivdering. Mr. T. J. Covell of Brooklyn, contributes some

interesting statistics on drug powdering in A. J. Pli. xxxix. 114.
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Distillation. A process has been patented in England by

which spirits of turpentine, resin, pyroligneous acid, gas, wood-

naphtha and charcoal, are obtained by one operation from fire-

wood. The wood is subjected to the action of super-heated steam

and subsequently to direct heat, in a partial vacuum, in a

manner described in detail in the letters-patent. Ch. N. Aug.

]866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 530.

Extraction of Sugar from Beets. Roberts has patented a

process for the manufacture of beet sugar (in Austria), which is

calculated to revolutionize the process of its manufacture. The

beets, after proper comminution, are subjected to a series of

washings in a system of 6—8 vats, so placed that the liquid

from one can be drawn off into the other. 200 tons of beets

are thus treated and thoroughly exhausted in 24 hours, forming

solutions in the most concentrated form at an enormous saving

of time, fuel and sugar. A. D. Cir. xi. 67.

Dialysis. Mr. Thos. Graham finds that a film of caoutchouc,

while it is imperviolis to^ar as a gas, has the power of liquifying,

in its pores, the individual gases of which air is composed,

which will then readily penetrate the membrane, and may be

collected in a vacuum as gases. They are, however, not equally

condensed and absorbed by the rubber, oxygen penetrating 2|-

times more rapidly than nitrogen ; hence air collected by this

process will act intermediate between pure oxygen and ordinary

atmospheric air, when brought in contact with a glowing com-

bustible object. Ch. N. Aug. 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 510.

Fermentation. According to Naunyn, the addition of benzole

to substances undergoing- fermentation retards the process

remarkably, and in some cases prevents it entirely. Yeast

globules, which had been exposed to its influence for some time,

were found separated, very small and in most cases had con-

tracted to small granular lumps. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. July

1866, 181.

Becliamp finds that the action of chalk during the lactic and

butyric fermentation is not confined to retaining the neutrality

of the mixture, but that it contains minute microscopic organisms

which must be regarded as most powerful ferments, and act as
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such. By the action of native chalk on solutions of cane-sugar

in the presence of a fraction of crcasote, he has obtained alcoliol,

and butyric and acetic acids. He found the chalk to contain

I'll per cent, of organic substances. Artificial chalk has no

such action. Ch. C. B. 1866, 988.

Bleacldng. Hypochlorite of magnesia is strongly recommen-

ded by Bolley and Jokisch for bleaching delicate tissues, and is

decidedly preferable to hypochlorite of lime, as it is more readily

decomposed, and the liberated magnesia has no action on the

fabric. Ch. N., Mar., 1867, 150.

M. Picciotto states that gum may be bleached by treating a

solution of 6 parts gum in 15 parts water -with recently pre-

cipitated alumina, which fixes the coloring matter completely.

The solution of gum may be strained off, is colorless and yields

the pure gum on careful evaporation. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 219.

Permanganate of soda is, according to Tessie du Mothay and

Rousseaja, an excellent agent for bleaching fabrics of all kinds

by the cold process. The fabric is t1^)ed into the solution of

permanganate and then subjected to the action of sulphurous

acid. By repeating the process several times, it is bleached

perfectly white, without injury to its texture or fibres. A. D.

Cir. X. 233.

Dyeing. Mr. Leuchs avails himself of the property that pec-

tine has in converting insoluble blue into soluble white indigo, and

uses turnips as its source. The sliced turnips are suspended in

the indigo vat by merns of an iron cage, and soon render the

solution colorless. The residue of the turnips, amounting to

about 5 per cent., answer well for paper making. Ch. C. B.

Fuel, cj'C. Capt. Shpakooski has invented a lamp by means

of which oil of turpentine can be burned with great economy.

By a peculiar arrangement, the oil is burned in the form of

spray. The flame has a temperature of 1040° R.=1300° C. He
applies it to the melting of steel and coppei', to crucible opera-

tions, &c., and by application of a number of pulverizers (spray

producers) uses it for the generation of steam for motive power.

A. D. Cir.

Mr. Schoening has contrived a new arrangement by means of
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which intense heat, sufficient to melt iron, can be obtained from

ordinary gas. A copper tube, carefully pierced, is the chief

instrument in securing these results. A piece of iron weighing

400 gram, was melted in 20 minutes. Sc. Am.

The use of petroleum as fuel is likely to become very exten-

sive, but has a great drawback in the production of a large

amount of black smoke and consequent offensiveness and waste.

The admixture of superheated steam has been applied with bene-

ficial results, causing the smoke instantly to disappear. Dent.

Cos. viii. 167.

If a platinum crucible be heated to redness over gas, the

flame turned off and the redness of the crucible allowed to

disappear, the gas, when turned on again, will cause the crucible

to become red hot without producing flame, and this operation

may be kept up without interruption for any length of time. This

phenomenon will doubtless find useful application in many ope-

rations. Ph. C. H. vii. 395.

Disinfectants. An excellent paper on the action of oxygen,

sulphurous acid, carbolic acid, heat and cold, will be found in A.

D. Cir. X. 185, from N. B. Review. The author advocatesseve-

ral original theories relative to the process by which so-called

disinfectants prove disinfect-ants.

According to Nager, chlorinated lime is the most reliable

disinfectant, equalled only by the permanganates. Next to these

the various sulphites are considered of value. Carbolic acid acts

simply as an antiseptic, and cannot properly be classed among
disinfectants. The metallic sulphates, chlorides, &c., are only

deodorizers of matter undergoing putrefaction, and therefore

least advantageous in destroying miasmatic emanations. Ph. C.

H. July, 1866.

Dr. Clemens, of Frankfort-a-M., recommends for disinfection

and for the prevention of cholera, an alcoholic solution of chloride

of copper, and claims that the cWoride is the most prompt and

effectual disinfective medium known. It is used by burning the

solution in an ordinary spirit lamp. To two pounds spirit, J oz.

chloroform and I oz. chloride is added. A. D. Cir. x. £34.

10
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For some valuable information on the use of sulphurous acid as

a disinfectant, as suggested by Dr. Dewar, who has extensively

experimented on the subject, see Ph. J. Trans, Aug. 1866. A.

J. Ph. xxxviii. 468.

Dr. Lethly recommends, for the disinfection of church vaults

and other infected places, such as sick chambers, &c., chlorine;

as of a secondary value, chlormated or carbolate of lime; for dis-

infecting privies, drains, sinks and sewers, carbolic acid ; for the

disinfection of faeces, chloride of zinc or iron; for drinking

water, permanganate of potassa ; for bedding, wearing apparel,

&c., exposure to a temperature of 260 to 300° F. Ch. N. Dec.

7, 1866.

Mr. Wm. Crookes makes some valuable remarks on th-e subject

of disinfection in connection with the cattle plague, which are

republished in A. J. Ph.

Purification of Water. Mr. Thos. Spencer proposes the mag-

netic oxide of iron for the purification of river and other waters

containing organic impurities. He proposes to prepare the oxide

cheaply by heating haematite, or red oxide of iron ore, with saw-

dust. The magnetic oxide is obtained in a granular state, and

forms a very suitable filtering medium. Water filtered through a

layer of 3 to 4 inches thick will not destroy the pink tint given it

by permanganate of potassa. A. D. Cir. x. 122.

A jyroccss for rendering sea-water drinkable by chemical means

has been devised by F. Braun. The water is filtered and shaken

with sulphate of protoxide of mercury (Hg=200) which separates

Br and CI ; it is then again filtered, and shaken with an excess of

BaO CO2, which separates SO3 and CaO and MgO as carbonates.

The careful addition of raetantimoniate of potassa converts the soda

remaining into insoluble metantimoniate of soda, and carbonate

of potassa alone remains, which is separated by Ta, or better by

hydrofluosilicic acid. Ch. C. B. 1867, 241.

Organic Elementary Analysis. Stein describes his process for

perfectly removing water from hygroscopic organic substances

before subjecting them to elementary analysis. J. prakt. Ch,

V. 100, 55.

The substance to be analysed is preferably dried in a stream
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of HO or COj. Prof. Roclileder describes his method and appa-

ratus used for this purpose, by which he obtained admirable

results. Ch. C. B. 1867, 32a.

Frankland has shown, some years ago, that in the analysis of

nitrogeiiized organic bodies a portion of the nitrogen will be

eliminated in the form of nitric oxide, thus giving rise to errors.

E. Thorpe has instituted a number of experiments in order to

determine how far this affects the accuracy of the analysis, and

finds that the per centage of NO3 is so small as not materially

to affect the result, when the ordinary (Dumas') method is pur-

sued. The gases should be passed rapidly and the temperature

high. J. Ch. Soc. Ch. C. B. 1867, 205.

The determination of chlorine in organic substances is, accord-

ing to C. M. Warren, readily executed by a process similar to

that which he gave for sulphur (Zeitschr. Anal. Ch, iii. 272.) The

chlorine is taken up by oxide of copper, from which it is deter-

mined by dissolving in dilute NO5 and titration with AgO NOj.

Zeitsch. Anal. Ch. 1866, 480.

Analysis of Ashes. E. Reichard makes some practical re-

marks on the analysis of ashes, which embrace the production

and subsequent determination of constituents. A careful peru-

sal will amply repay the student, and materially aid in the deter-

mination of the inorganic constituents of plants. Ch. C. B.

1867, 278.

The application of the blow-pipe to the quantitative determina-

tion or assay of cei tain metals, is the subject of an interesting

paper by Mr. D. Forbes. It runs through several numbers of

Ch. News, 1867, and will repay attentive study.

Quantitative determination of volatile oils in alcoholic solution.

Hager adds 6 volumes of a 16 per cent, solution of sulphate of

soda to 1 volume of the alcoholic solution, which separates the

oil. An accurately weighed piece of paraffine (at least 3 to 4

times the weight of the estimated quantity of oil) is then intro-

duced, allowed to stand half a day, and then carefully heated

;

the paraffine mixes with the oil and on cooling will retain it. Ph.

C. II. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 284.

A new method for the determination of the sp. gr. of gases and
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vapors has been devised by R. Bunsen, -which, with convenient and
simple arrangement, insures the utmost accuracy. It is illus-

trated and described in Ann. Ch. 'Pharm. cxli. 27-3.

Rusty Iron is said to be readily cleansed by rubbing it briskly

with beeswax and a woollen cloth. Polytech. Jour.

Fusing Iron with Brass. If a large proportion of copper is

used in brass castings, iron may be cast to it and perfectly united.

J. App. Chemistry.

A metal that expands readily on cooling is obtained by melting

together 9 p. lead, 2 p. antimony and 1 p. bismuth. This metal

is useful in filling small defects in castings. Am. Artisan.

Tarnished Silver, according to liossler, is best cleansed with a

solution of cyanide of potassium. As soon as the tarnish is re-

moved, which occurs rapidly, the silver should be washed in pure

water. Arch. Ph. cxxvii. 253.

Coloring Zinc by chemical means is done, according to Prof.

Bottger, by introducing perfectly clean zinc into a mixture of

3 p. tartrate of copper, 4 p. caustic soda and 48 p. distilled

water. By allowing it to remain in the solution (at a tempera-

ture of 4-10° C.) two minutes it becomes violet; three minutes,

dark blue : four and a half minutes, green ; six and a half min-

utes, golden yellow; eight arul a half minutes, purple. The zinc

is removed rapidly, as soon as the desired color is obtained, and

washed at once in pure water. Ch. C. B.

Sodium-amalgam Process. Mr. Wm. Crookes, in a paper on

the discovery of this process, states his claims as to originality

in the discovery. He only asks that the credit be accorded him

that he has made the discovery independent of Prof Wurtz. Ch.

N. 1866.

The extraction of gold from vein stone by this process has in-

creased the yield of the Narragansett Mills, Colorado, about 30

per cent. A. D. Cir. x. 227.

A series of experiments is in progress, under the superintend-

ence of Prof. Silliman, with regard to the value of sodium amal-

gam in the extraction of auriferous ores. So far the experiments

have been very successful, but the details are not yet published.

A. D. Cir. X. 258.
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Polishing Powder, of excellent quality for fine metals and op-

tical glasses, is obtained, according to Dr. Vogel, by calcining

oxalate of iron.

Glass Engraving. A new process has been patented by G.

C. Stremrae, of Austin, Texas, which consists in forming the

design on ground glass with glue or other strongly adhesive and

contractile substance, which, in contracting, detaches laminae of

irregular shape and thickness from the surface, leaving the de-

sign in a style resembling frost-work. A. D. Cir. xi. 147.

Glass Drilling. Dr. G. Lunge uses dil. sulph. acid instead

of oil of turpentine to moisten the drilling instruments for glass,

which not only increases the efficacy of drilling, but the tools

and files are less rapidly destroyed. A. D. Cir. xi. 147.

AjypUcation of Insoluble Silicates. Guerin proposes to cover

surfaces with insoluble silicate of lime by covering them with

creamy slacked lime or white-wash, allowing it to dry and after-

wards applying a solution of silicate of potassa. The process is

similar to that known as Ransom's. Sci. Am.

Test Papers. Processes are given in A. D. Cir. xi 87, for

preparing test paper from Brazil wood, red cabbage, dahlia,

elderberries, indigo, litmus, iodide of potassium, starch, sugar of

lead, rose leaves, manganese, rhubarb and turmeric.

Putty for Metals. Starch and chloride of zinc form a good

putty for metals ; it soon hardens and will last for months. A.

D. Cir. xi.

Cement for fixing brass on lamps, etc., may be formed with

alum, plaster of Paris and water. It forms a very hard compo-

sition.

A Lute which hardens rapidly and remains unaffected by fire

or water is made, according to JUngmann, by kneading together

2 parts finely sifted iron filings and 1 part finely powdered clay

with strong vinegar, until a homogeneous, plastic mass is ob-

tained. It must be used as soon as made, as it cannot be used

again when once dry. Ch. C. B., 1866, 560.

A White Paste, which will adhere to any substance, is pre-

pared by dissolving 2J oz. gum arable in 2 qts. water and stirring

in 1 ib. wheat flour until of a pasty consistence. It is then
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heated, solutions of 720 grs. of alum and 720 grs. sugar of lead

added, and well stirred until it shows signs of ebullition, when

it must be removed from fire. A. D. Cir.

A Sizing for woven fabrics has been patented by Treppl, in

England. It consists of 100 p. glycerine, 20° B., 1 p. sal soda,

1 p. gelatine and O'lOO p; alum and borax.

Paper and Alcohol are now manufactured on a large scale from

wood by a company in Geneva, Switzerland, by a method which

is said to be an improvement on the older processes for the same

purpose. A. D. Cir. xi. 67.

A new Source of Alcohol and Illuminating Gas has been made

available by a company of scientific men in Austria, from the

waste products of coal oil. The alcohol is obtained from the oil

waste, and th-e gas, which is said to have four times the illumina-

ting power of ordinary gas, is prepared from the distillery waste.

Both can be obtained more economically than by any other pro-

cess. A. D. Cir. xi. 161.

Artificial Tannin. Mr. Wm. Skey has observed that when

bituminous coal or lignite is heated with nitric acid, a dark brown

substance is left on evaporation, of which a large proportion is

soluble in water. The portion thus dissolved has a bitter and

somewhat astringent taste, and is readily precipitated by gela-

tine and albumen from its aqueous solution. It is soluble in

alcohol, ether and caustic lyes, and in sulphuric acid with a red

color. Ch. Kews, Nov., 1866.

Artificial Ivory is prepared by Dupre from a paste of papier

maclie and gelatine, which, according to "ies 3Iondes," is du-

rable, liard and elastic, and may be struck with a hammer with-

out injury. It is likely to come into extensive use in the arts,

as the finest and most complicated mouldings for ceilings and .

capitals for columns can be produced in any color. Dent. Cir.

yiii. 166.

UtilizMion of Brine from PicJcled Meat. A. Whitelaw, of

Glasgow, proposes to separate the nutritive portion of brine from

pickled meat, from the salt which is held in solution, by dialysis.

The brine thus treated can in most cases be converted into a

DUtritive soup.
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CAUTERIES.

3Ioxa. Brefonneau prepares tliis cautery' by mixing 40 parts

charcoal, 3 p. nitrate of potassa and 10 p. g. tragacantli with 48

p. water to form a mass, which is rolled out and divided into

little sticks 10 c. m. in length. When dry, they will burn readily

without scintillation, produce very little ashes and do not break

readily. Ph. C. H., 18G6. Ph. Zeit. Rus. v. 500.

Chloride of Zinc Cauterizing Paste, used in the London hos-

pitals with success in the treatment of cancer, is prepared with

the following ingredients: chlor. zinc 12 p., chlor. antimony 8

p., palv. starch 4 p., glycerine q. s. J. Ph. et Chim., 1867. N.

K<8p. xvi. 251.

CERATES, OINTMENTS, ETC.

Benzoinated Lard. Mr. Thos. Dolibcr reported on benzoinated

lard, and recommends that it be made with tinct. benzoin (contain-

ing 6 oz. benzoin in the pint), in the proportion of half a fluid-

ounce to 16 oz. lard. Proc. Am. Ph. A., 1866, 224.

Benzoinated Ointments. Mr. Chas. Eberle recommends the

addition of six drops of balsam of Peru to dark ointments, or

three drops to those of a light hue, and states that in his ex-

perience it will preserve the ointment indefinitely. The balsam,

should be added at the point at which the cooling fluid will sus-

pend it on its surface, as otherwise it will not mix in well.

Proc. Alumni Assoc., 1867, 18,

Judkin's Oint7nent, a preparation used extensively throughout

the South and West, is prepared by boiling 1 lb, linseed oil in

an earthen vessel, adding gi adually ^ ft), red lead, and finally

stirring in half a drachm spts. of turpentine and one drachm

sugar of lead- A. D. Cir. xi. 87.

CampJior lee. Mr. W. C. Bakes recommends the following

formula : powd. camphor 2 oz., white wax 4 oz., oil Eng. lavender

2 drachms, benzoinated suet 1 To. ; melt the suet and wax to-

gether and, when nearly cool, add the other ingredients and

pour into moulds of convenient shape and size.

In this connection Mr. B. describes a camphor ice trny suita-

ble for this purpose. A. J. Ph. xxxix- 65.
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Medicated Cocoa Butter. Mr. Ferris Bringhurst recommends

the following preparation of cocoa butter for chapped hands and

lips : Take of yellow wax 4 oz., cocoa butter 28 oz., bals. Peru

1 drachm, benzoic acid 1 drachm; melt together, strain and per-

fume with oils of rose, bergaraot and bitter almonds. When
nearly cool add 1 oz. glycerine. To bo moulded in a camphor

ice tray. Proc. Alumni Assoc., 1867, 17.

Mercurial Ointment. Mr. J. H. Hart prepares mercurial

ointment by exposing the mercury to a freezing mixture in the

mortar in which it is to be triturated until the temperature has

fallen to 32° F. or below, and then immediately triturates it in

the cold mortar with its weight of stearine, adding, when nearly

complete, 4 drachms of saturated tinct. benzoin. Under favor-

able circumstances 2 ibs. ointment are readily prepared in fifteen

minutes. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 332.

Plasma. Mr. G. ¥. Schacht recommends the following as an

improvement on his original formula, published in 1858 : Take

of starch 70 grs., glycerine 1 fluidoance ; mix the ingredients

and heat to 240° F., constantly stirring. When large quantities

are prepared he recommends that the starch be triturated with

l-12th the glycerine, the balance heated to about 260° F. and

then stirred into the mixture previously made. His experience

contradicts the statement that plasma is apt to mould by keep-

ing. Ch. N., Oct., 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 554.

DISTILLED WATER.

Distilled Water. Dr. A. Vogel has noticed that water, dis-

tilled from iron kettles, into which chloride of barium has been

introduced to prevent incrustation, contained chlorhydric acid.

The source of the acid is chloride of magnesium, which is formed

by the decomposition of a magnesia salt contained in the water

and the chloride of barium. Che. C. B., 1866, 557.

ELIXIRS.

Elixir of BimnutJi has lately come in demand. Mr. W. C.

Bakes prop.oses that it be prepared by the addition of 4 fluid-

ounces of Curacoa cordial to 12 fiuidounces solution of ammonio-

citrate of bismuth. A. J. Ph. xxxix.
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Elixir of Calisaya, Iron and Bismuth. The following formula

is given in A. D. Cir. xi. 85 : Chinoidin gr. ij, quinioe sulph. aa

40 grs., ferri pyrophosph. (U. S. P.), bismuthi et amnion, citratis

aa 16 grs., aquae f^ ij, elixir. Curagoa f5 vj.

Fevrated Elixir of Gentian is recommended by Mr. William B.

Thompson as a substitute for the various ferrated bitters now in

use. Dissolve 256 grs. pyrophosph. iron in 2 fluidounccs of

boiling water, add 2 fluidounces fld. ext. gentian, 6 fluidounces

Curagoa cordial and sufficient sherry wine to make the measure

up to a pint. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 306.

Elixir of Iodide of Iron and Quinine is prepared with the

following ingredients: iodide of iron and quinia (Merk's) 30

grs., sugar 12 oz., water 3 fid. oz., elixir Curagoa 5 fluidounces.

A. D. Cir. xi. 85.

lodoferrophosphorated Elixir of Horse-Badish is prepared,

according to E. Fougera, by macerating 10 kilo, each of fresh

scurvy grass and water cress, 0-5 kilo, orange peel, 0'2 kilo,

angelica root, 0*1 kilo, cinnam. buds, 0-1 kilo, cardamom, and

0-1 kilo, mace in 40 litres white wine for 24 hours and distilling

10 litres.

10 kilo, fresh horse-radish is pounded intimately with 20 kilo,

sugar, sufficient water added to dissolve, and, after adding the

above distillate, brought to 32 litres.

' 420 gram, iodine is now dissolved in 10 litres simple syrup by

gentle heat, and occasional agitation until the syrup becomes

colorless, and added to above syrup, to which is also added a

solution of 840 gram, pyroph. iron in 17 litres water, and 6

litres of 95 per cent, alcohol. The dose is a tablespoonful, con-

taining 2 grains iodine and 4 grs. pyroph. iron. It should be

kept excluded from light. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 312.

EXTRACTS, <tC.

Extracts. Dr. A. Vogel, Jr., has observed that the yield of

extracts is increased remarkably if the substance to be extracted

is thoroughly moistened with the menstruum and then permitted

to stand for several days previous to displacement. N. Rept.

xvi. 70.

/
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Powdered Narcotic Extr'acts. Dallwig recommends dextrine

as a substitute for sugar for bringing the dried extracts to their

original weighty which, rendering them equally soluble, will not

cause them to attract moisture. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ., 18G7.

Olco-resins. Mr. II. N. Rittenliouse recommends the use of

IJ oz. of ether for each ounce of drug treated, followed by suf-

ficient benzine to make the amount of percolate equal to the

amount of ether employed, as both economical and satisfactory,

in the preparation of oleo-resins. Proc. A. Ph. A., 1866, p. 208.

Extract. Colocynth. Alcoliol. Prof. Procter has written a paper

on this subject, with special reference to ext. colocynth. comp.

The largest yield of alcoholic extract obtained by him was 9*6

per cent., results which differ materially from those obtained by

Dr. E. R. Squibb, who, in the course of five years, operated on

9,951 lb. colocynth and obtained an average yield of 13-56 per

cent. The highest yie'd was 16.03 per cent, and the lowest

11-3 per cent. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 17.

Liehigs Extract of Meat, Liebig, in a communication to

Pharm. J. and Trans., gives some information in regard to the

extracts of meat, manufactured according to his process at Fray

Bentos. The variance in color, observed in different samples

of the extract, is owing to the source : that from the meat of

oxen being much darker than that from cows' meat. The meat

of animals under 4 years old is not fit for preparing the extract.

Tannic' acid will produce a precipitate with it, which is however

not due to gelatine, but to a portion of the juice which can only

be distinguished from gelatine by not possessing the property of

gelatinizing. The extract contains no chloride of sodium. Ch.

News, 1866, ii. 290.

Essence of Beef. Mr. Ebert made some statement before the

Association in reference to the essence of beef manufactured by

Tourtelot Bros., of Chicago. See Proc. A. Ph. A., 1866, p. 65.

Guffroy's Cod Liver Oil Extract. An account of the thera-

peutic value and composition of this extract is given in A. D.

Cir. xi. 138. The dragees prepared with this extract are claimed

to represent all the active properties of the best cod liver oil,

over which they possess the advantage of not producing its

nauseating effects.
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FLUID EXTRACTS.

Fluid Extracts. S. W. Gillespie publishes a paper in A. D-

Cir. (x. 249) in which he recommends the use of a mixture of

14 ounces of alcohol, 95 per cent., and IG ounces of water for the

extraction of the drug intended for fluid extract: 12 oz. is to

be drawn off, and the drug is then to be exhausted with water.

The aqueous percolate is to be evaporat<cd to 2 ounces, 2 ounces

of alcohol added and the mixture then added to reserved portion.

(As the author regards it absurd that he should be compelled

to follow the directions of tlip U. S. Pharm., it is suggested that

he has not substantiated that by his formula, which, perhaps ap-

plicable in isolated cases, it would be very absurd to adopt as a

formula for all fluid extracts, as is implied by him.)

Fluid Extract of Buchu. Dr. E. R. Squibb, as chairman of

the Committee on the Pharmacopoeia, reported an improved

process for the preparation of this fluid extract. See Proc. A.

Ph. A., 1866.

Fluid Extract of Cinchona. Mr. J. T. Walker recommends

the following process as excellent for obtaining a clear and per-

manent fluid extract, representing the full activity of cinchona.

Exhaust 8 oz. of bark with dil. alcohol, reserving the first 12

ounces. Mix the balance of the percolate with 6 fluidounces of

simple syrup and 4 fluidounces of glycerine, evaporate to 12

fluidounces, add reserved portion and cautiously evaporate to 16

fluidounces. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 411.

Fluid Extract of Ergot. Mumbray recommends to prepare

this fluid extract by displacement with water, and to preserve it

with sufficient alcohol to make its alcoholic strength 20 per cent.

Ph. Journ. and Trans, viii. 463.

Grlycerole of Sumach. Bakes prepares a permanent prepara-

tion from sumach berries by macerating 16 oz. of the fruit with

3 pints of boiling water for an hour, expressing, and treating the

drug in the same manner with 2 additional pints of water. The

mixed infusion is evaporated to 8 fluidounces and 'q. s. glycerine

added to make the lic^uid measure a pint. Il possesses the re-

frigerant and astringent properties of the berries in a pleasant

and concentrated form. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 120.
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HONEYS.

Purification of Crude Honey. Hengel recommends that 25

ibs. honey be diluted with 12 Sbs. water, boiled, skimmed and

10 dram, of finely pulverized carb. magnesia added. After boil-

ing a few minutes, it is strained through close fiannel and may
then be evaporated to the proper consistence. The magnesia

has for its object the neutralization of the acid and precipitation

of the albuminous principles of honey, and answers the purpose

admirably. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ., 18G6.

Irederhiiig recommends thart crude honey be boiled with water

in proportions of 5 honey to 4 water, filtered and subsequently

evaporated to proper consistence. Honey is thus purified most

completely. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. 1866, 381.

LINIMENTS, &C.

Linimentum Aconiti and Linimentum Belladonnoe of the

British Pharmacopoeia are criticised by Mr. A. F. Haselden,

who states that the amount of alcohol directed is not sufficient

for the complete exhaustion of the materials, and that, even if

the liniments are strong enough for practical results, a uniform

preparation is not likely to be obtained as made by difi'erent

operators. Pharm. J. and Trans, viii. 17.

Iodized Opodeldoc is prepared by Mr. W. C. Bakes by mixing a

solution of 8 oz. iodide of potass, in 2 pints alcohol, 30° B., with

a hot solution of 14 oz. animal soap in 2 pints alcohol, 30° B.,

and adding two drams oil of garden lavender to flavor. A. J.

Ph. xxxix. 120.

Liquid Soai) is recommended by Dr. A. Vogcl, Jr., as a

vehicle for many medicinal substances, to be applied locally, and

it possesses as such many advantages. He prepares it by

boiling together 100 p. glycerine, 32 p. oleine and 1*7 p. concen-

trated solution of potassa, to which is subsequently added 3.5 p.

carb. potass, dissolved in a small quantity of water ; it may be

perfumed with nitro-benzole. Thus prepared it furnishes a soap

of the consistencS of honey, which on standing a few days will

settle perfectly clear, forming a slight deposit, from which it is

readily separated by decantation. N. Rep. xvi. 65.
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Glyconine. Mr. Edmond Sichel proposes to form this sub-

stance by triturating togetlier 4 p. of the yolk of eggs, and 5 p.

glycerine. It forms an unctuous liquid of the consistence of

honey, which is recommended for local application and especially

in the treatment of erysipelas and other cutaneous diseases, as

it covers the surface with a soothing, non-irritant varnish. Jour,

de Ph. A. D. Cir. xi. 57.

Liquor Carhonis detergens, a new form of antiseptic for local

application, is said to be an alcoholic solution ot coal tar, con-

taining probably carbolic acid and other acids, with dark tarry

matter. It forms a permanent emulsion with water. A. D.

Cir. xi. 135.

MIXTURES, EMULSIONS, &C.

Emulsion of Tar. M. Jeannel proposes an emulsion of tar

prepared by rubbing together 1 p. crystallized carb. soda and 1

p. wood tar. After thorough trituration, the mixture is intro-

duced into a flask containing 100 p. of water, shaken vigorously

for several minutes and filtered. An emulsion is formed which

mixes with water in all proportions.

Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil. Dr. Rowland disguises the taste

of cod liver oil by the following formula: 100 p. cod liver oil,

60 p. alcohol, sp. gr. 0-9396, and 3 p. ess. peppermint. It may
be given in tablespoon doses.

3Iusk Mixture. Lailler recommends that the musk be rubbed

with a few drops of boiling water, and that subsequently the

proper amount of hot water be added, as the best method of

obtaining the full strength of the musk. Oh cooling, a portion

of the musk is again deposited, but in a very minutely divided

form, so that it is readily mixed again by agitation. This pro-

cedure obviates the necessity of suspending the musk with gums.

Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. vi. 56.

Grime de Bismuth. The following formula is recommended

by Dr. Boisliniere : 2J drams subnitrate of bismuth and 2 grains

of carmine are rubbed with 2 ounces of syr. strawberries and 2

ounces mucilage of gum. It is flavored with 30 drops ess. of

vanilla and taken in teaspoonful doses.

Eau da Pagliari, Mr. Meyer proposes the following formula
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as a substitute for the original receipt, -which he regards as em-

pirical : Dissolve 90 grs. benzoin in 225 grs. alcohol of 90 p, c.

;

add 10 tliiiilounces water and 450 grs. alum; naix and boil until

the li(|uid becomes clear ; filter after cooling. A. J. Ph. xxxix.

220.

Drops for the 'prevention of Cholera. Dr. Leviseur recom-

mends a mixture of tinct. arom. acid. 9i; aether, acet. Bij
;

spts.

vini rcctif 3i
;
camphor, quant, solv. potest. In time of cholera 2

to 4 di-ops to be taken on sugar at the least sign of illness. Ph.

C. H. Aug. 1866.

Dr. Ilonigsberger, of Calcutta, has employed, with success, a

mixture consisting of 1 ounce tinct. quassia, J dram. pulv. cloves

and 15 grs. crystallized protosulph. iron, for vaccinating as a pre-

ventive of cholera. Dr. Hager, who has tried it on over 600

persons, concludes that it may be valuable and is worthy of trial.

It is applied in the same manner as vaccine virus. Ibid.

Ferrated Cod Liver Oil. A Ricker proposes to prepare fer-

rated cod liver oil, by converting 100 p. cod liver oil with 70 p.

caustic soda lye, sp. gr 1-33, into a soap and precipitating thia

soap with 100 p. solution of chlor. sodium of 25 p. c; 60 p. of this

soap .is dissolved in 500 p. dist. water and precipitated with a

solution of 15 p. protosulphate of iron in 100 p. water ; 30 p.

of the ferruginous soap thus produced is dissolved in 500 p. cod

liver oil in a water bath, which produces a preparation of which

1 ounce represents about 1 grain of metallic iron. The procesa

is rapidly and readily executed. N. Jahrb. Ph. xxvi. 158.

lodo-ferrated Cod Liver Oil is prepared by Sinimberghi

according to the following process : 30 gram, pure light colored

cod liver oil is mixed with 12 gram, ether; one third of this is

added to 6-5 gram, pure protosulph. iron, 5-15 iodide of potas-

sium, and a small quantity of reduced iron. It is then rubbed

well together, one third of 970 gram, pure cod liver oil added,

and the mixture introduced into a bottle, which it accurately

fills, and well shaken. The precipitate is allowed to subside, the

clear oil decanted, and then treated in the same manner with the

2d and 3d portions of oil and ether, and of pure oil. The de-

canted oils are mixed, allowed to stand 10 days and filtered.
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The ranterial must be perfectly pure to insure success, and a

preparation is then produced which contains 4 grs. Fe I in the

fluidounce. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 277.

PILLS, LOZENGES, AC.

Coating Pills. Mr. Sjmes, of Liverpool, coats pills by shak-

ing them on the lid of a gallipot witli a solution of 1 p. bals.

tolu in 4 p. ether, ami subsequently with a little French chalk,

after which they are allowed to dry. A. D. Cir. xi. 87.

Sugar-Coating Pills. Henry C. Archibald describes the

method pursued by manufacturers in sugar-coating pills and'

granules. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 170.

Prof. Parrish publishes a process for preparing sugar-coated

pills, which is entirely novel, but only applicable on a large scale.

Ibid—p. 12.

Lozenge cutting. Mr. W. Turner gives some practical hints

on lozenge cutting in A. J. Ph. xxxix. 206.

Pil. Copaibce. It is a familiar fact that some samples of

balsam of undoubted purity, will not combine with magnesia to

form a pill mass. Heretofore this phenomenon has been attributed

to the presence of an excess of vol. oil; but Roussin's investiga-

tions prove this to be erroneous. He gives as the true cause the

absence of water of hydration in the balsam or magnesia or in

both. The copaiba resin will only combine in the presence of a

certain amount of water; he therefore recommends that the bal-

sam be hydrated by shaking it with one-twentieth water, and

allowing it to stand in a moderately warm place, so that the

excess of water may separate. It will then invariably combine

with one-sixteenth magnesia and form a pill mass. Viertelj.

Ph. 186G. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. v. 497.

Copaine Mege de Jozeau. These are oval sugar-coated pills,

generally colored, constituting a new specialty in Parisian phar-

macy. They are prepared from balsam copaiva, treated with

eonc. NO- as long as effervescence takes place, and then tho-

roughly washed with Avater to remove acid. One part of balsam

thus treated is mixed with one-sixteenth calc. magnesia, one-

tenth pulv. cubebs and one-tenth bicarbonate soda, and by th«
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aid of mucilage is formed into oval pills, which are subsequently

coated' with sugar. Ph. C. H. vii. 274.

Pills of Protocarbonate of Iron. Frederking proposes to pre-

pare these pills by forming a mass with 2J drams pure protosul-

phate iron, 4 scruples carb. potass, and sufficient succ. liquirit.

to form 120 pills. This forms an excellent mass, but the pills

become hard very soon.

The following formula furnishes a pill which is not so liable to

turn hard : G. acacise J dram, succ. liquirit. J dram, glycerine

I dram, carb. potass. 4 scruples, protosulph. iron 2| drams, pulv.

rad. althgeae q. s. for 120 pills. Each pill contains J gr. proto-

carb. iron. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. v. 176.

Pills of Iodide of Iron. Gross proposes the following formula

for a permanent pill of iodide of iron : Triturate 40 grs. of iodine

with 10 grs. of iron (reduced) until reduced to fine powder ; then

add 15 drops of glycerine, and triturate until iodine fumes cease

to be given off and the mixture assumes a green color ; add 20

grs. sugar, 10 grs. pulv. g. acacia, and sufficient pulv. althrea to

form a proper mass, which divide into 50 pills. Roll them in

pulv. iron, and then coat with tolu. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 183.

Frederking proposes the following formula, which furnishes

pills that do not decompose or become hard very soon : Iodide

potass. 2 drams, g. acacia J dram ; triturate together and add

pure protosulph. iron 5 scruples, glycerine J dram, pulv. althaea,

succ. liquirit., aa q. s. to form 160 pills, each of which contains

J gr. iodide iron.

Capsules of Saccharate of Iron. A preparation of this name

is described in Ph. C. H. Nov. 1866, 417, and is noted in order

to draw attention to a new soluble compound of oxide of iron.

The capsules weigh about 32 grs. and contain 16—17 grains of

liquid saccharate of iron, which is entirely soluble in water, and

on analysis was found to contain 0-66 per cent, of oxide of iron,

besides sugar, alcohol, water and a trace of HCl.

Piluloe Mctallorum et Amararum. Dr. Humphrey Peake has

used pills of the following composition, with great advantage, in

the treatment of intermittent fever, and all maladies arising from

a deficiency in blood, "and recommends them highly : Quinree
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sulph. 3i, ferri redacti giss, strychnijE, acidi arseniosi, aa grs. iij,

Gonf. rosar.vel mucilag. acaciie q. s. ut fiat pil. No. Ix. A. D.

Gir. xi. 61. A. J. Ph.

Pills of Nitrate of Silver. A. Vee proposes that nitrate of

silver pills be prepared by mixing 20 centigram, nit. silver with

2 gram, precipitated silica, and forming with tragacanth into a

mass, which is to be divided into 20 pills. Combined in this

way, the silver salt is not liable to decomposition. Nitrate of

potassa, substituted for silica, may be preferable. Ph. Zeitschr.

Rus. v. 258.

Anti-Oholera Pills, recommended by Dr. Hager, are prepared

of the following ingredients : Quini?e sulph., pulv. arom., aa gj,

acid, hydrochlor. gtt. xv., ferri sesquichlor. sol. gtt. xx., rad. gen-

tian, pulv., ext. trifolii, aa 9ij, ol. cinnam. gtt. x., pulv. althseiB

q. s. ut ft. pil. no. 120. Dose 2 to o pills. He advances the the-

ory that persons are only affected by cholera if their blood is in

an abnormal condition, and therefore recommends the adminis-

tration of quinia and iron. Ph. C. H. July, 1866.

Castor Oil Bolus. Artus proposes the following recipe : Cas-

tor oil half ounce, g. arable 1J dram, aq. cinnam. 2 drams ; form

an emulsion, add 2 drams pulv. althjeaj, evaporate to pilular con-

sistence, and form 24 boli. Ph. Zeitschr. R. v. 198.

Santonine Tablets. Beck recommends their preparation by

dropping a solution of santonine in chloroform, of given strength,

on prepared sugar tablets. This insures a positive quantity of

santonine in each tablet. 10 drops of a solution of 2 drams san-

tonine in 1 oz. (troy) chloroform will make the tablet of half

grain strength. Ph. C. H. Aug. 1866, 314.

PLASTERS.

Adhesive Plaster. T. G. (Gobley ?) recommends the following

mixture as a coating for linen or silk, to form a plaster similar

to that proposed by Dr. Fort: 5 p. gum, 5 p. water, 2 p. gly-

cerine. The plaster prepared from this mixture is odorless,

very flexible, never becomes brittle, very adhesive, and never

becomes hard on the skin. Beside these advantages it is cheap.

Viertlj. Ph. 1866. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. v. 501.

11
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Dallwig prepares an adhesive plaster mass by melting together

emp. litharg. simp. 5x, cerse citrina;, sevi bovini, aa sapon.

domest. pulv. ^j, resin, damar., resin, pini, aa .siiss, which is then

strained. A portion of this is melted on a water-bath, and suf-

ficient benzole added to keep it of a syrupy consistence when cold.

It may then be spread on sized muslin with an ordinary brush,

and forms an excellent adhesive plaster. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. vi.

46.

Cantharides Plaster. The addition of a small quantity of bal-

sam of Peru to this plaster, say J oz. to the pound, is recom-

mended by a writer in Ph. C. H. Dec. 1866, to prevent mould.

It not only prevents this, but gives it a pleasant odor. (?)

Plasters with cantharides or vegetable powders have been

stated to be preserved from moulding by the addition of a small

quantity of glycerine. A writer in Ph. C. H. Sept. 1866, states

that thus prepared they will not keep any better than without

it, unless the ingredients are perfectly dry.

Planter of Pitch and Cantharides. Mr. G. C. Close reports

on this plaster to A. Ph. Assoc. He recommends the addition

of more wax than the officinal process requires. Proc. A. Ph.

A. 1866, 206.

Lead Plaster. A. Gray recommends that the litharge be first

triturated intimately with a portion of the oil, and then mixed

with the balance, previously heated. When litharge is added

to the oil in the dry state, it is apt to form small lumps, which

will be acted upon with great difficulty, and in many cases form

an imperfect plaster. N. Rep. xv. 368.

Oxide of Zinc Plaster is prepared by Capassoni by beating a

mixture of 10 p. Castile soap and 5 p. sulph. zinc on a Avater-

bath, until a portion, when kneaded under water, will no longer

adhere to the finger. It is recommended as a substitute for lead

plaster, which is regarded by some physicians as injurious. In

cpmbination with turpentine, resin and wax, in proper propor-

tion, it forms an excellent adhesive plaster. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus.

vi. 55.

POWDERS AND GRANULES.

Alcoholized Iron. According to Procter, the powdered irois
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imported under this name is probably produced by mechanical

means. The term alcoholized does not signify, in the language

of European authors, that alcohol is used in its reduction, the

term being used to denote the fineness of the powder, in the

same sense in which sethereal is applied to volatile oils, signify-

ing that they are highly rectified. The finest samples of alcohol-

ized iron are perhaps equal to good iron per hydrogen, and are

remarkably free from sulphur. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 11.

Effervescing Granules. Mr. Albert E. Ebert oifered some

verbal suggestions as to the proper method of preparing effer-

vescing granules. He observed that the imported article con-

sists of alkaline and acid granules, mixed in the proper propor-

tion. Free. A. Ph. A. 1866, 45.

Mr. Wm. H. Laster jjrepares these from many substances, by

mixing the substance desirable to administer in the granular

form with dried bicarb, soda, and stirring this into carefully

fused citric acid (dried previous to fusion) equivalent to the

amount of soda employed. On removing from the fire and stir-

ring until cool, the mixture is granulated in the form usually

found in the market. A. D. Cir. xi. 82.

Granular effervescing Citrate of 3Iagnesia. Mr. J. W. Mill

reported on this substance at the last meeting. See Proc. 1866,

222. •

Wheat Phosphate, a dietetic originally proposed by Dr. Til-

burn Fox, is prepared by Ebert by evaporating a decoction of

bran, on a water-bath, to dryness, and mixing the dry mass with

three times its weight of sugar. It should be passed through a

very fine sieve. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 107.

Mr. Thomas D. Williams draws attention to his process for

preparing this dietetic, which he claims to produce a more con-

centrated and permanent preparation than can be obtained by

Ebert's process. A. D. Cir. xi. 173.

SOLUTIONS.

Solution of Chromate of Copper is prepared by dissolving 2 p.

blue stone in a solution of 1 p. bichromate of potassa, and adding

to this a concentrated solution of carbonate of soda, in small

quantities, as long as a precipitate is produced. The solution
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must be kept boiling hot during the entire operation. The pre-

cipitated chromatc is of a brown color, and will readily dissolve

by the aid of a little ammonia. Ph. C. H. July, 1866.

Collodion. Dr. J. P. Maynard prepares gun cotton by soak-

ing cotton for about two hours in a mixture of 2 p. sulphuric

acid, sp. gr. 1-850, and 1 p. nitric acid, sp. gr. 1-450, the tempe-

rature of which has been permitted to fall to 100° F. before the

immersion of the cotton. It is to be washed and dried, and is

then found to be a gummy substance, perfectly soluble in ether,

sp. gr. -750. Careful manipulation insures success. A. D. Cir.

X. 227.

Solution of Citrate of Magnesia. Professor J. M. Maisch

recommends the following proportions for preparing this solution,

which he states will form a uniformly good preparation : 450

grs. citric acid, 100 grs. light calcined magnesia, 1 fluidounce

syrup of citric acid, 40 grs. bicarbonate of potassa, and q. s.

water to make 12 fluidounces. He finds the amount of syrup

directed in the olBcinal formula to be too large. The addition

of all the magnesia at once is objectionable ; it should be added

in small quantities, and preferably suspended in a portion of the

water. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 1.

A correspondent of the A. D. Cir. recommends the process of

M« Generia, of Paris, whkh differs in general from other formu-

las only in .the addition of carbonate of magnesia to the filtered

solution of citric acid and syrup, the relative proportions being

the same. It is stated that when the syrup is added to the fil-

tered solution of citrate of magnesia, this is speedily precipitated.

A. D. Cir. xi. 31.

The following formula of Mr. J. T. Buck is in absolute con-

tradiction to the above statement, yet Mr. B. has followed it

with invariable success : Dissolve 3 oz. carbonate of magnesia

in a solution of 6 oz. citric acid in 5 pints pure water, filter, and

add 1 pint simple syrup and q. s. essence of lemon. Agitate,

and introduce into twelve bottles in equal proportions ; add to

each bottle 40 grs. bicarbonate of potassa. A. J. Ph. xxxix.

112.

Chas. B. Allaire prepares the solution by accurately saturating
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two-thirds of the citric acid, required by the officinal formula,

with calcined magnesia, and then adds the remaining one-third.

By this procedure he obtains a permanent solution, which may

be evaporated to a pasty consistence without becoming insoluble,

and contains a definite amount of magnesia. A. J. Ph. xxxix.

96.

Liquor Bismuthi. Mr. W. L. Horyie, in a paper on this sub-

ject, reviews the processes of Tichborne, Blunt, Bartlett and

Ebert, and concludes that the failure in the preparation of this

solution is owing to the crystalline condition in which the oxide

of bismuth is precipitated from its solution in nitric acid. He
has observed that the presence of a small per centage of citrate

of ammonia in the acid solution during precipitation, causes the

precipitate to assume the amorphous form, and, based on this

observation, offers a new formula, which he recommends as in-

variably successful. See Ph. J. and Trans, viii. 403.

Mr. G. F. H. Markoe read a paper on the subject of liquor

bismuthi at tlie last meeting of the Association, for which see

Proceedings, 1866, 252.

Solution of Acetate of Ammonia. Dr. W. H. Pile reports on

this solution in answer to query 30 for 1866. Proc. A. Ph. A.

1866, 226.

In this connection Dr. E. R. Squibb gave some practical

suggestions. Ibid. 47.

Solution of Pcr-acctate of Iron. Prof. Maisch, having found

some of this solution to fall short of the requirements of the Ph.

Borus., publishes the officinal process, and gives some practical

hints to insure successful results. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 7.

Solution of Per-nitrate of Iron. Messrs. T. and H. Smith

propose that this solution be prepared from per-oxide of iron,

instead of acting directly on metallic iron, on account of the

difficulty of preparing it by the latter method. Ph. J. Trans,

viii. 283.

Donovan s Solution. Pedrclli proposes the following modified

formula : Dissolve 20 centigram, iodide of arsenic in 120 gram,

distilled water contained in a glass vessel, by the aid of gentle

heat, and add to this 40 centigram, biniodide of mercury and 3
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to 4 gram, iodide of potassium. Filter, and preserve in •well-

stopped vials. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 182.

/Solution of Meconate of Morphia. Prof. Procter proposes a

formula by which it represents tinct. opium in strength. • The
opium is exhausted with water, the infusion filtered, and treated

with acetate of lead, which precipitates the meconic acid. The
precipitate, after thorougli washing, is suspended in water, and

treated with sulphhydric acid, after which it is filtered from in-

soluble sulphide of lead, and evaporated to expel excess of HS-
The liquor from which the meconic acid is precipitated is treated

with sulphuric acid to precipitate excess of acetate of lead, fil-

tered, evaporated, and mixed with its bulk of alcohol. It is then

precipitated with ammonia, and the precipitated morphia, after

washing, dissolved in the solution of meconic acid. The solution

is now brought to three-fourths the desired measure, and strong

alcohol added to make the desired quantity. It is more or less

colored, according to the quality of opium. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 104.

SPIRITS, ESSENCES, ETC.

Spts. Amman. Aram, of the British Pharmacopoeia is at pres-

ent made by distillation. Mr. J. T. Miller proposes a similar

formula to that of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, regarding the distil-

lation as unnecessary. Prof. Redwood, in commenting on this

paper, does not agree with him on that point, regarding prepara-

tions of this character greatly improved by distillation, more

especially when they contain volatile oils that are prone to oxi-

dation. Ph. J. and Trans, viii.

Spts. Nitrous Ether. Prof. Redwood proposes to make spirits

of nitrous ether by the direct action of nitrous acid on alcohol.

The general outline of the process is to heat a mixture of nitric

acid, sulphuric acid, copper wire and alcohol together. It- is

claimed for this process that a uniform spirit can always be pre-

pared by it. Ph. J. and Trans, viii. 508.

Mr. J. F. Miller suggests a colorometric test for the strength

of sweet spirits of nitre, which is dependent on the green color

produced by nitrite of ethyl on solution of alkaline nitrate of

copper. By comparison with spirits of known strength, suSicieut-

ly accurate results are obtained. Ibid. 57.
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Artificial Fruit Essences. Kletzinski publishes the composi-

tion of the most important fruit essences. All of them contain

glycerin, which appears to blend and harmonize the various

odors which enter their composition. Drug. Polyt. Jour. A. J.

Ph. xxxix. A, D. Cir. xl. 82.

Natural Fruif, Essences. Seugnot prepares fruit essences di-

rectly from the fruit, by distillation, which are said to excel in

delicacy of flavor. About one-twentieth the weight of the fruit

is obtained as distillate, which is found to contain but a small

amount of volatile oil, but is exceedingly concentrated, and will

perfume a large quantity of material. The flavors of raspberries,

apricots, peaches and pine-apples are thus obtained, but may be

prepared from other fruits. J. de Ph. Chim. N. Rep. xvi. 251.

SUPPOSITORIES.

Messrs. Bullock & Crenshaw recommend butter of cocoa as a

basis in winter, and the addition of about one-twentieth to one-

sixteenth of parafEne in summer. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 121.

SYRUPS.

Syrups from Extracts. M. Gairaud recommends that to ob-

tain clear syrups from extracts which form a turbid solution with

water, as, for instance, krameria, alcohol should be added to the

aqueous solution until it becomes clear, and this, after filtering,

added to boiling syrup, which is ihen boiled until all the alcohol

is expelled. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. vi. 55.

Fruit Syrups. Tersler recommends that all fruit juice be

allowed to ferment two or three days, but not longer, before

making syrup. The object being principally to convert pectine

into pectic acid, that time will sufiice ; but if allowed to ferment

longer, a portion of the sugar will bo converted into alcohol, and

various fruit ethers formed which injure the natural aroma of the

fruit. Ph. C. H. vii. 363.

Syrup of Ipecac. J. J. Brown recommends that it be pre-

pared by extracting the root with dilute acetic acid, adding 1 lb.

av. sugar to 10 fluidounces of infusion, and finishing the syrup

with addition of 1 fluidounce of alcohol. A sample made accord-
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ing to this process had kept for eighteen months without any

change, although freely exposed. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 606.

Sirop de Pepsin. W. H. Crawford gives the following formula

for this syrup, as first prescribed by Dr. C. L. Boisliniere :

—

Take of pepsine (Boudault's) 2| drachms, distilled water, sherry

wine, of each 4 fluidounces
;
digest for four hours at a tempera-

ture not exceeding 85° F., then add tinct. card, co., syrup of

strawberries, of each 4 fluidounces, carmine 2 grs.
;
digest and

filter. Dose, a tablespoonful. A. D. Cir. x. 227.

Syrup of Pepsine and Bitter Orange Peel. M. Besson prepares

this syrup, and asserts its advantages over the powdered (amyla-

ceous) pepsine of Boudault. An infusion of 50 rennets is evapo-

rated in vacuo to 74 troyounces ; to this is added 170 grains

lactic acid, 3 oz. spirit of orange, and 3^ oz. ext. curacoa (bitter

orange peel). The liquid is filtered, and 144 troyounces of pure

sugar dissolved in it. An ounce of this syrup is equal to 2jgrs.

acidified pepsine. J. Chin. Med. et de Rep. Ph. A. D. Cir. x.

176.

Si/rup of Phosphate of Iron, as made according to Ph. B., is

liable to decompose when exposed to the air, as determined by

Umney, who proposes that it be kept in small bottles, so filled

as to exclude the air as much as possible.

Syr. Phosph. Iron, Quinia and Strychnia. Aitkens' formula

is as follows : Precipitate a solution of 5 drams protosulph. iron

in 1 oz. boiling water, with 1 oz. phosph. soda in 2 oz. boiling

water, and wash the resulting precipitate. Then precipitate 192

grs. sulph. quinia from its acid solution with aqua ammonite, and

wash the precipitate. Dissolve the washed precipitates, together

with 6 grains of strychnia, in 14 oz. dilute phosphoric acid, filter,

and dissolve in the filtrate 14 oz. of sugar, without heat ; strain.

Mr. Charles Bullock recommends a modification in the ma-

nipulation, which consists principally in the separate solution of

the phosphate of iron and the alkaloids in the dilute phosphoric

acid. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 177.

Dr. Lyons recommends this syrup as a most powerful tonic

combination. A. J. Med. Sc. cv. 131.

Syrup of Lime. Dr. E. R. Squibb, in a communication to
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Dr. Buckingham, gives a formula for the preparation of sucrate

of lime, as follows : Take of clean well-burned lime 400 grains,

granulated white sugar 3200 grs. ; triturate together, add 8

fluidounces of boiling water, and boil five minutes. Dilute to 2

pints with boiling water, and filter. If this be evaporated to 1

pint, a syrup containing 24 grs. of caustic lime in the fluidounce

is obtained, which is recommended as most convenient for dis-

pensing. If it is carefully evaporated until it becomes thick and

ropy, and is then allowed to cool, it may be powdered, and a

perfectly soluble sucrate is obtained, containing from 8 to 10 per

cent, caustic lime. A. D. Cir. xi. 108.

Syrup of lime, as prepared by Trousseau's formula (see

Parrish's Pharmacy), is recommended by Dr. Buckingham in the

treatment of acute rheumatism. Ibid. 83.

lodinized Syrup of Horse radish. E. Fougera publishes his

formula for preparing this syrup, which was first prepared by N.

Lancelot, of Paris. 10. kilo, each fresh scurvy grass and water

cress, 2 kilo, orange peel, and 0-5 kilo, cinnam. buds aremacera-

rated 48 hours with 40 litres white wine, and then distilled until

10 litres distillate are obtained. In the lueantime 10 kilo, fresh

horse-radish is sliced, and contused with 20 kilo, sugar, dissolved

without heat in water, the above distillate added, expressed, and

brought to 32 litres, 420 gram, iodine is now dissolved in 33

litres simple syrup by dividing the materials in several stoppered

bottles, exposing to gentle heat, and agitating occasionally until

a colorless syrup is formed. This syrup is then mixed with the

one previously obtained. A table-spoonful, containing 2 grs.

iodine, is a dose. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 311.

TINCTURES.

Tinctures. M. Filhol favors their preparation by maceration

in preference to displacement, for he finds that tinctures pre-

pared by the latter method are more apt to form deposits than

those prepared by the old method. Tinctures should be used as

soon as possible after their preparation, for alcohol is not as good

a preservative for them as is usually supposed. Ch. News, Feb.

1867, 65.

Mr. John Attfield has examined quite a number of tinctures,
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as made by different manufacturers, with a view to determining

their alcoholic strength, and finds them all deficient. Ph. J.

Trans, viii. 205.

[An examination of tinctures in this country would most

probably lead to similar results.]

Tinct. Benzoin is prepared most conveniently and rapidly, ac-

cording to Markoe, by shaking finely powdered benzoin with the

requisite amount of alcohol, and filtering immediately. Proc. A.

Ph. A. 1866, 46.

Tmct. Conii Fruct. (Ph. Br.) is, according to the observa-

tions of Mr. Hemingway and Dr. Harley, useless as a remedial

agent. As much as two ounces, taken by Dr. Harley, was en-

tirely without effect. Dr. Harley, in a paper to the Pharma-

ceutical Society states his experiments. Ph. J. Trans, viii.

381.

Tinct. Chlor. Iron. C. L. Diehl offers some suggestions as

to the proper manipulation in the preparation of this tincture.

Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866, 250.

N. Baylliet uses this tincture with success in the treatment of

erysipelas, by painting the parts affected with it, and repeating

this 5 or 6 times, as fast as it dries. The stained cuticle will

peel off a few days after recovery, without injury to the parts.

Med. & Surg. Rep. A. D. Cir. xi. 83.

Tincture of Lycoperdon. The dusty powder of lycoperdon bo-

vista appears to possess aniesthetic properties, and has lately

come into use in the form of tincture. Cramer prepares it by

macerating 4 troyounces in 4 fluidounces of water for 24 hours,

then adding 12 fluidounces of alcohol and macerating for one

week. It is a dark reddish-brown liquid, which may be given in

teaspoonful doses. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 113.

Tinct. Odontalyica, of Dr. Ileichel, is prepared as follows :

Bals. tolu 1 ounce, bals. de Mecca, bals. Peru, aa J ounce, crea-

sote 1 dram, oil of cloves 2 drams, tinct. opii crocat. J ounce,

spts. vini rectffs. 28 ounces, ether 2 oz.; mix, macerate and filter.

Ph. C. H. vii. 474.

Tinct Opii Deodorata. Ebert states that the ether used to

deodorize the infusion of opium may be refitted for the same use
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by shaking it with caustic potassa dissolved in its weight of water,

in the proportion of 1 pint to 2 ounces ; the odorous, resinous

and coloring matters are dissolved by the caustic solution, and

the ether, thus rendered suflBciently pure to answer for the same

use, may be decanted.

The same author regards benzine as a convenient and suffi-

cient substitute for ether in deodorizing tliis preparation, and

advocates its employment for that purpose ; or that a tincture be

prepared from opium previously exhausted by benzine.

Tinct. of Humh-ed-Ieaved Moses. Enz has subjected a tinc-

ture of roses to examination, which he prepared from the fresh

petals of Rosa centifolia, by pounding them in a mortar, cover-

ing them with alcohol sp. gr. 0-83, and macerating for 8 days.

He found it to contain malic, tartaric, tannic and phosphoric

acids, lime, magnesia, fatty and resinous matter, bitter extractive,,

volatile oil, and a very unstable red coloring matter. The addi-

tion of borax to the tincture produced a bright green color ; of

alum, a greenish color
;

acids, a bright red color ; and sesqui-

chloride of iron, a dark green color, becoming red on addition of

acetate of soda. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 53.

Arom. SulpTi. Acid. Thos. N. Jamison recommends the fol-

lowing formula as a substitute for the officinal preparation, which

he states it represents in every essential property, diflFering only

in color, 01. cinnam. 12 jtl, tinct. ginger 2 fiuidounces, alcohol

24 fiuidounces, sulphuric acid 6 troyounces. The preparation is

of a light straw color. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 201.

WINES.

Viyium Diureticum of the Hotel-Dieu, according to Trousseau,

is prepared by macerating, for 2 weeks, 6 p. fol. digitalis, 3 p.

rad. scillas, and 30 p. bacc. juniperi, in 400 p. vin. alb. and 50 p.

spirit, vini rectif., expressing, adding 20 p. dry acetate of pot-

assa, and filtering. Ph. C. H. Aug. 1866.

Vin. Chinee Ferratum. (Foresterii.) This popular tonic

wine, which has gained considerable reputation on the European

continent, is prepared as follows : Digest, at a gentle heat, 5 p.

pyroph. iron, 5 p. citric acid, lOJ p. pyroph. soda, and 50 p.

glycerine, with 200 p. Malaga wine, until the salts are dissolved,
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and filter. Mix this with a filtered tincture prepared by mace-

rating 50 p. red bark and 15 p. orange peel (deprived of pulp)

in 750 p. Malaga wine. Filter the mixture if necessary. Ph. C.

H. Sept. 1866.

MATERIA MEDICA.
VEGETABLE DRUGS.

RANUXCULACEiE.

Aconitum napellus. The question whether aconite contains a

volatile acrid body, to which it owes a portion of its activity, has

been answered in the negative by Mr. Thos. B. Groves. Its

active properties are due to aconitia only. Ph. J. Trans. Sept.

1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 513.

Aconitum licteropliijllwn (Wall). According to Schroff, this

Himalayan variety of monkshood, bears in its physical charac-

ters and therapeutic action a similar relation to A. ferox (Wall)

that the European variety, A. anthora, bears to A. napellus.

The root is much smaller, weighing from a few grains to a scru-

ple, while that of A. ferox weighs fi'om half a dram to one and

a half ounces. It has frequently been mistaken for A. ferox,

for which reason these differences are here stated. N. Jahrb.

Ph. xxvii. 80.

Helleborus. The active principles of hellebore are helleborine

and helleboreine. Helleborine acts, according to Marm6, in

small doses, like digitaline, diminishing the pulse. In lai'ge

doses it accelerates it, and produces a brief paralysis of the

heart. It increases the secretion of saliva, and acts as an irritant

to the digestive tube, producing violent vomiting and dysenteric

diarrhoea, accompanied with severe pains. Helleboreine acts on

the intestines like helleborine, but differs in being slightly nar-

cotic also. A. J. Med. Sc. cvi. 529.

SARRACENIACE^.

Sarracenia purpurea, Stan. Martin finds the root to contain

an alkaloid, sarracenina ; a pulverizable, tannin-like resin, rea-

dily soluble in alcohol and ether ; an aromatic bitter extractive?

soluble in water and alcohol ; and a coloring matter. Ph.

Zetschr. Russ. v. 565.
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PAPAVERACEiE.

Papaver somniferum. A fatal case of poisoning by poppy

heads is noticed by Dr. F. L. Winkler, in N. Rep. xvi. 35.

Opium. Peterman has determined the percentage of morphia

in a number of commercial samples of opium, with the following

results :

French opium, (cultiv. in Dep. Puy de Dome,) 11'9 per cent.

" a, ... 5-1 "

" b,

Patna

Smyrna

Egypt

a,

b,

c.

4-9

8-3

5-6

7-5

3-9

The opium was extracted by diluted acids in preference to

alcohol or water alone. The morphia, precipitated by ammonia,

was estimated by titration with sulphuric acid, and the excess of

acid measured with normal solution of soda. By titration the

percentage was always found a little larger than by simply

weighing the precipitates. Arch. Ph. cxxvii. 209.

Prof. Graham presented an essay on American opium at the

last meeting of the Association. He found, in tlie specimens

examined by him, 4 per cent, morphia and 3'5 per cent, narco-

tine. Proc. A. Ph. A., 1866, p. 236.

Mr. Emanuel Weiss states that the poppy is readily cultivated

in Arizona, 10 acres yielding as much as 1200 ft. of good opium,

containing 10 per cent, of morphia. Two able field hands can

put this under cultivation, and it can be harvested inside of 100

days after planting. A. J. Ph. xxxviii, 473.

(At those rates it would certainly pay well to cultivate opium,

but due allowance must be made, for the statement appears to

be dependent on calculation and not substantiated facts.)

Landerer states that Turkey opium is frequently adulterated

with crushed raisins and salep, which may be detected by the

tests for starch and glucose. A. D. Cir. x. 234.

Sanguinaria canadensis. Thomas M. Newbold has examined

the root, with a view to the isolation of the acid principle here-

tofore supposed to be chelidonic acid. He finds the acid to
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agree in some of its reactions with chelidonic acid, but it differs

in others, and he therefore proposes to name it sanguinarianic

acid. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 496.

CRUCIFER^.

Brassica olcracea. Reinsch has discovered a new principle

in the cauliflower, which he proposes to name Caroiolin. It ex-

ists in large quantity, is crjstallizable, tasteless, odorless and

freely soluble in water. In aqueous solution it is rapidly de-

composed, giving off the peculiar odor of boiling cabbage and

other vegetables. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvi. 196.

MALVACEiE.

Gossypium herbaceum. Dr. W. C. Bellamy recommends the

root highly as a uterine stimulant, and has used it with decided

success in amenorrhoea and dysmenorrhoea. He suggests that

the root is best gathered in November and December. A. D.

Cir. xi. 35, from Atlanta Med. and Surg. Journ.

TILIACE^.

HeJiscarpus copalifera, which abounds in some portions of

Mexico, yields a white copal resin, which is employed by the

aborigines for fumigation. It is nearly colorless and possesses

an aromatic but unpleasant odor. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 503.

ANACARDIACE^.

Schinus molle (L.). The bark of this tree, known as Moll^ or

false pimento tree, is used, according to Guibourt, among Mexi-

can practitioners as an astringent. It grows in all parts of

Mexico. The fruit is an aromatic berry, resembling pimento.

N. Rep. xvi. 240.

Rhus acuminata (DeC). This tree, abounding in the for-

ests of the Himalayas, furnishes, according to Stewart, the so-

called Zebra ivood. It is also said to yield the horn-like "Ka-

krasinghi galls." Heretofore the Omphalobium Lavibertii (Dr.

C.) was supposed to yield the zebra wood. N. Rep. xvi. 50.

BALSAMINACE.E.

Liquidambar orientale. Stoi'ax is recommended by Dallwig
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as a local application in the treatment of itch. 9 p. storax are

combined with 2 p. olive oil and 1 alcohol. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. vi.

RUTACE^-

Pte.Ua trifoliata. According to Justin Steer, the tonic elTect

of tlie bark of the root is due to berberina, as determined by

him by analysis. Besides berberina, it contains oleo-resin,

yellow crystalline coloring matter, starch and albumen, but it

contains no tannic acid. The drug has of late acquired consid-

erfible reputation among Western physicians in the treatment of

dyspepsia, and as a general tonic. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 337, from

St. L. Med. Rep., 1867.

VITACEiE.

JJvaria odorata. The volatile oil, obtained from the flowers

of the East India grape tree, is a component of the later per-

fume. Esprit d'Ylangylang, introduced by Rigaud of Paris. It

possesses an exceedingly delicate odor, resembling that of hy-

acynth. In the East Indies this oil and the bark of the root

enjoy some reputation as remedial agents ; the latter as an

astringent. Ph. C. H., 1860, 478.

AURANTIACEiE.

Citrus limonum. Mr. Geo. Mee preserves lemons by varnish-

ing them with an alcoholic solution of shellac, and has kept them

perfectly fresh, by this means, for many months. Ph. Journ.

Ti-ans. viii. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 474.

C. limetta. The question of the antiscorbutic properties of

lime juice has of late been considerably discussed in England.

According to Dr. Stone, the remedial action is not so much due

to the citric acid as to the potash always present in lime juice,

and it therefore becomes a question of importance, whether citrate

of potassa can economically be substituted for it. Ch. H., Jan.

1867, p. 37.

Citrus bigaradia. The flowers yield the orange flower water of

commerce, but for a number of years the leaves have also been

used, either in conjunction with the flowers or alone, and a very

superior orange flower water is the result. N. Rep. xvi. 47.
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Aegh marmeles (Corr). This tree abounds in tte Bignour

forests of the Himalayas. The wood is used for pestles, etc.

;

the bark furnishes a yellow dje ; the ripe fruit is used to pre-

pare a sherbet, and the unripe fruit is used in medicine. The

latter has recently reached English markets in the form of dried

slices, under the name of Bael. N. Rep. xvi. 47.

RIIAMNACE^.

lihamnus catharticus. Lefort has added another proximate

principle to the already large number said to exist in buckthorn

berries, viz : rhamnegine, to which he gives the formula CijHg

O5+2HO. It has the same properties as rhamnine, with the

exception that it is soluble in water, and of a lighter yellow

color. Ch. N., Nov., 1866, 250.

H. frangula. Kulby has examined the bark with a view to

the determination of its active principle, which he finds to con-

sist in an acid closely allied to cathartic acid, previously dis-

covered by him in senna, and it is prepared by a similar process.

By the action of mineral acids it is split into glucose and a sub-

stance apparently identical with cathartogenic acid. The author

also found a peculiar coloring matter, which he names Avornine^

and which, by the action of mineral acids, is split into glucose,

avornic acid and an amorphous resin. N. Rep., 1866.

TERNSTROMIACEiE.

Thea Chinensis. Hlasiwetz and Malin state that tea contains,

besides the substances already known, gallic acid, oxalic acid

and quercitrin. Wien Akad. Ber., 1867.

LEGUMINOSiE.

Gastrolohium hilohum. This shrub, growing on meadows in

Western Australia, is held to be poisonous to cattle feeding on

it, from the fact that where it grows, cattle cannot browse without

taking sick and dying, if not removed in time. Fraas has

examined the leaves of this plant, but has been unable to

find a poisonous principle. He found albumen, tannic

acid, bitter matter, chlorophyl, fixed oil, resin, wax, sugar and

oxalic acid ; the ashes contained NaCl, KO, NaO, CaO,

MgO, AI2O3, Fe^Oj, SO3, rOj, SiOs, and CO^. He concludes
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that the poisonous effects observed are more likely due to some

of the lower order of fungi, which frequently infect plants. He
also inclines to the belief that these are the cause of poisoning

on the so-called poison meadow in McAlmose Valley, between

Lookout and Pigeon Mountain, Georgia. Viertdj. Ph. July,

1866.

Myrospcrmum peruiferum. Mr. W. J. Jenks recommends as

a test to distinguish the true fi'om the sophisticated balsam Peru,

to place a drop on the tongue, which if true will produce a liquid

impression, while the sophisticated, being a solution of rosins, will

deposit the latter on the teeth and gums. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 7.

BTifrospermum tolidferum. Balsam of tolu is sometimes adul-

terated with the resin of various species of Abies, which may
be detected by treatment with benzole ; the latter dissolve out

the resins, leaving the balsam intact. Viertelj. Ph. 1866.

Butea frondosa (Roxb). According to J. L. Stewart, the wood

of this tree is used by the inhabitants of the Himalaya region

for preparing a charcoal, admirably suited for gun-powder. The

bark yields a variety of Kino, which is however seldom export-

ed. N. Rep. xvi. 47.

Senna. According to Vurlby, the active principle of senna

is cathartic acid, and the chrysoretin of Blei and Diesel is, when

pure, chrysoplianic acid. Besides the glucosides senna-pikrin and

seiinacrol, already determined by Ludwig, he has found a saccha-

rine substance which, on account of its close resemblance to

mannite in properties and composition, he proposes to call

catJiartomannite. Its comp. in C^H^^Ogg. N. Rep. xv. 275.

J. B. Batka, has written a monograph on the cassia group
*' senna," which contains much valuable information on the

sources and plants from which We obtain our commercial supplies.

N. Jahr. Ph. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. Aug. 1860, 247.

Elaud^s Boontyes is the local name of a plant growing in the

Orange free state, South Africa. The beans of this plant yield

about 22-5 per cent, of a light colored inodorous oil, which the

natives extract by boiling and use in food. The root contains

13 per cent, of tannic acid, and is employed by the natives for

tanning purposes. It was analysed by Mr. John Attficld, who
12
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obtained tlic above percentages and found the seeds to contain,

besides the oil, 17 per cent, of albuminous matter (legumin) and
58-8 per cent, woody fibi e and moisture. Ch. N. Dec. 18G6, 266.

Cytisus laburnum. Ilusemann and Marme have obtained two

new alkaloids from the seeds of this plant

—

cytiun and laburnin.

The first is obtained from the mature seeds, the last named from

the unripe seeds. They are both crystallizable, and cyti.sin is

capable of neutralizing the strongest acids, while laburnin has

only been combined with the chlorides of gold and platinum. N.

Jahr. Ph. xxvi. 172.

Acacia Arab. (Willd). According to J. L. Stewart, this tree

abounds in the Bignour forests of the Himalayas, where the

wood is employed by the inhabitants for building purposes, and

for forming various utensils, such as sugar-cane rollers, &c.

N. Rep. xvi. 46,

dioringia pterigostigma (Gaertn.), which is also indigenous to

the Himalaya region, yields a gum which closely resembles gum
arable, and is largely exported. Ibid. 50.

A Vegetable Soap used in China has recently reached Europe,

which consists of the pods of a leguminous plant, from which

the pericarp has been detached. It is used in the same manner

as artificial soap and answers the purpose well. A. D. Cir. vi.

68.

ROSACEA?.

Rosa Damascena. According to Dr. K. Baur, a variety of

R. Damascena, denominated the Kisanlick rose, is cultivated on

the southern slope of the Balcan Mountains, and yields our chief

supplies of oil of rose. The season for collecting and distilling

the oil lasts but three weeks, yet the average production amounts

to 3—4000 pounds, and in 1866 reached 6000 pounds. The

average yield is O'Oi per cent. The stills, consisting of copper

alembics, the body of which is in tlie shape of a blunt cone, are

set in brick-work, and although of crude construction, answer the

purpose admirably. The roses are distilled with a definite

amount of water, and a definite quantity drawn ofi", which is

then distilled with a fresh lot of leaves until sufficiently charged

with oil. When sufficient concentrr.ted distillate is obtained, it is
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distilled by itself, one-sixteenth being dravrn off, and the balance

used for fresh rose leaves. The portion drawn off is allowed to

stand in a moderately cool place for a few days, when the oil will

have separated and is drawn oif, the watery portion being brought

into the markets also as rose water.

The author contradicts the statements that salt water is used

in the distillation, or that the roses are ever salted. Some valua-

ble information is given on the adulteration of the oil, and the

methods of detecting them. As a general rule the oil may be

considered adulterated if it does not solidify in the course of five

minutes, when exposed to a temperature of 12.5° C, in a thin

glass tube. N. Jahr, Ph. xxvii. p. 1.

UMBELLIFERiE.

Narthex assafcetida. Polack in his work "Persien, das Land

und seine Bewohner," states that assafcetida, which was in former

times abundant in the range lying between Ispahan and Mahiar,

is now collected chiefly between Abadeh and Murgab, in the

southern province of Laar. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 667.

ARALTACE^.

Panax colensi, a neat tree abounding in New Zealand, yields,

according to Prof. Henkel, a gum closely assimilated to gum

jyabic. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvii. 26.

GRAXATACE.E.

JPunica granatum. The bark of pomegranate root has lately

been found adulterated with the bark of the stem, in European

markets. While the bark of the root has a rusty color, that of

the stem is yellow, which will readily distinguish the two.

Viertelj. Pharm. xv. 606.

MYRTACEiE.

Eucahjptus resinifera. Liquid Kino is not found to any

considerable extent in British commerce, but varies considerably

in density and quality. According to the experiments of Mar-

tin, the largest percentage of extract obtained was 40 per cent.

It is sometimes adulterated Avith catechu, which communicates

to it its characteristic sweet taste. J. Ph. et. d. Chim. Ph. C.

H. Aug. 1866, 317.
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CAPRIFOLIACE^.

Viburnum prunifolium. The bark of the black haw has been

employed with success by Dr. D. L. Pharos in the treatment of

threatened abortion. It will prevent abortion, whether from

accidental causes or criminal drugging, and appears specially to

neutralize the effects of cotton-root bark, too frequently em-

ployed by the negroes of the south for criminal purposes. A. J.

Ph. xxxix. 258.

RUBIACEiE.

Cinchonas. Mr. J. E. Howard gives some valuable informa-

tion on the effects of locality and climate, &c., on the various

Cinchonas. The author suggests that there are many varieties

which would be more properly classed with the sub-order Laden-

bergite (Cascarillfe). A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 417.

Dr. F. L. Winkler has analyzed some Calisaya bark cultivated

in Java, and found 3 per cent, alkaloids, consisting chiefly of

quinia, with a small proportion of cinchouia. The bark contains

a considerable amount of kinate of lime, and a little kinovic acid.

K. Rep. XV. 437.

Mr. Cross, who was commissioned by the India Government

to procure seeds of the various species of cinchona growing in

New Grenada, for the purpose of propagating them in India,

has made a tour of the Andes, and passed through districts

which have not been explored before. His explorations and re-

marks on the vegetable productions of this vast region cannot

fail to attract the attention of scientific men, and especially of

geographers, botanists and chemists. Lond. Ch. Dr. Dec. 1866.

A. J. Ph. xxxix. 160.

The leaves of Cinchona succirubra and C. condaminea have

been subjected to trial by Dr. Chipperfield, of Madras, in order

to determine their value as a febrifuge. While in some ca?es

(generally mild forms) they effected cures, they were in others

entirely without effect. He employed them in the form of in-

fusion and acid decoction. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 356.

Phoebus describes the physical characters of a large variety of
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cinchona barks, part of the cabinet collection of the University

of Giessen, in Viertelj. Pharm. xvi. 10.

Dr. E. R. Squibb, in A. J. Ph. xxxix. 289, draws attention to

the wasteful use of cinchona barks. The use of quinia as a

tonic is discountenanced, for it is not only less effective than its

equivalent of bark, bat, by its employment, the other constitu-

ents of bark, which in their natural combination are most effectual

tonics, are lost to medicine, involving a tremendous waste, and

contributing largely to the destruction of the cinchona forests.

To insure a more general employment of the bark in its natural

form, the author gives a process, modified from that of Dr. F.

L. Winkler, which, if carefully and patiently conducted, will

enable any person of ordinary intelligence to satisfy himself of

the quality of the bark, Quinia or its salts should only be em-

ployed as antiperiodics, and to produce quinism.

Prof. Procter has instituted some experiments with a view to

the removal of cincho-tannic acid from the liquid preparations of

cinchona. With gelatine he was enabled to separate most of the

cincho-tannic acid, but sesqui-chloride of iron still indicated its

presence. Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866, 223.

.

Caffea arahiea. Dr. Barbier affirms that ground roasted coffee

possesses remarkable disinfectant (deodorizing ?) properties. A
small portion strewn over a body and about a room during a post

mortem examination entirely overcame the bad odor which was

emitted. Chicago Med. Ex. Dent. Cos. viii. 166.

Palicourea margravii (St. Hil.) This plant, growing abun-

dantly in Brazil, enjoys considerable reputation as a rat poison^

whence its vulgar name, " hervade sato." It is employed in the

fresh state orily, and the rats are said to be attracted by itj as

cats are by valerian. The variety P. margravii is, however, not

employed as much as the variety P. noxia, but on account of the

difficulty of obtaining the latter. Dr. Theo. Peckolt found it con-

venient to examine the former, in which he ionnd palicourea-

tannic acid, palicaurie acid, which is crystalline and volatile,

myroctonic acid, which is oily and volatile, and palicourine, a

neutral substance. He regards myroctonic acid as the poisonous

principle». Arch. Ph. July and Aug. 1866, 93.
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VALERIANACE.E.

Valeriana officinalis. In answer to query 35, for 18G6, Mr-

Thomas Doliber reports on the relative value .of New England

valerian and that imported from England and Germany, and is

convinced of the superiority of the native article over the foreign.

Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866, 231.

COMPOSITE.

Uupatorium {nervosum F), commonly called bitter bush, is in-

digenous to Jamaica, where it has acquired considerable notoriety

of late as a powerful stimulant to the action of the heart. It is

employed extensively in typhus and typhoid fevers, in the form

of tincture and decoction. Brit. Ph. Conf. 1866. Ph. J. Trans,

viii. 222.

Antlicmis nohilis. The Roman chamomile is cultivated chiefly

in the neighborhood of Leipzig and Altenberg, in Saxony, the

most important plantations belonging to the village of Kieritzsch.

The young shoots from plants of the previous year are planted

in April or May, and they bloom from the middle of July until

late in autumn, during which entire period they are collected.

They do not require much cultivation, and thrive best during a

uniform summer temperature. Ph. C. H. Aug. 1866, 318.

Tsa-tsin, a Chinese remedy which has found its way into

European markets, is a bitter, aromatic herb, which, according

to Dr. Schulz Bip, is obtained from a variety of anthemis closely

allied to A. nohilis. Its medical properties are similar to chamo-

mile, over which it possesses no advantages. N. Jahr. Ph.

xxvii. 27.

Selenium autumnale (L.), which, according -to Guibourt,

abounds in the neighborhood of Puebla, bears close resemblance

to Arnica montana, and an extract is used by Mexican physi-

cians with similar effects. N. Rep. xvi. 233.

LOBELIACE^,

Lobelia injiata. A writer in Cinn. Lane, states that the nausea-

ting and depressing effects of lobelia may be counteracted by ad-

ministering a few drops of dilute hydrocyanic acid. 13^ recom-
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mends it highly in the treatment of bronchitis and asthma. A.

D. Cir. xi. 165.

PEDALIACE.E.

Scsamum indieum. Fluckigor, in an essay on the seeds of

this plant, describes their physical characters, and states that at

a temperature of 100° C. they Avill lose 4-25 per cent, of their

weight. They contain about 50 pet cent, of fixed oil (the spe-

cimen examined 56-33 per cent.), and when burned yield 8 per

cent, ashes. The oil is of a light yellow color, mild to the taste,

and has a sp. gr. of -9191. Viertelj. Pharm. xvi. 42.

SCROPHULARlACEvE.

Difjitalis jyurj)urea. Pulvis digitalis has been used with ad-

vantage in the treatment of hydrocele. It is employed in the

form of ointment, in the proportion of 1 p. to 5 p. lard. Memph.

Med. Rep. A. J). Cir. x. 251.

Dr. Gallard recommends the remedy in large doses in the

treatment of typhoid pneumonia. A. J. Med. Sc. cv. 249.

Dr. S. W. D. Williams confirms the experience of Dr. Rob-

ertson as to the value of digitalis in the treatment of mania,

based on his observations in about 30 cases. Ibid. 247.

LABIATE.

Cunila Mariana. The herb contains, according to Ph. Mille-

man, volatile oil, tannic acid, glucose, gum, extractive and resin.

The volatile oil, when first distilled, has a reddish amber color,

but becomes light yellow on exposure to light ; in odor it resem-

bles oil of monarda and has a sp. g. of 0'920. A. J. Ph.

xxxviii. 495.

Salvia hispanica. This plant known, vulgarly as Chia in

Mexico, yields a seed which possesses emollient properties similar

to quince seed, and yields a fixed oil,' possessing properties simi-

lar to linseed oil, which, on account of the scarcity of the chia

oil, is frequently sold for it. N. Rep. xvi. 234.

CONVOLVULACE^.

Ipomoea turpethum. The root has of late gained considerable

favor in France by its use in the preparation of a popular nos-
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trum (Le Roys purgative draught). According to Spirgatis

it contains two resins, a soft resin soluble in ether, and a brittle

resin insoluble in ether. The latter he names turpethine. Ann.

Ch. Pharm. July, 1866.

Cuscuta monogyna. According to Lundcrer, this plant is used

with great success by the Orientals as a household remedy for the

skin disease of children, " arusta lacta." Landerer prepares a

syrup from a very strong infusion, which he has used with suc-

cess. It is a little climbing plant which twines itself around the

stems Pistacia Terehinthus. Arch. Pharm. cxxviii. 224.

SOLANACE^.

Hyoscyamus niyer. Mr. W. A. Tilden has made some further

investigations on the active principle of hyoscyamus, and has

determined its basic characters, and that it is soluble in water,

alcohol, ether and chloroform, and that it is crystallizable. Its

aqueous solution has a strong acrid and bitter taste, and is deci-

dedly alkaline to test paper. It is rapidly destroyed by alkalies.

Ph. J. Trans, viii. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 527.

Solanum paniexdatum. The jurubeba is acquiring considera-

ble reputation in Pornambuco for a number of complaints, among

which are intermittent fever, liver complaint, dropsy, &c. It will

be represented in commerce in the form of leaves, fruits and

roots. At Pernambuco, plaster, powder, tincture, wine, syrup,

an alcoholic and a watery extract, electuary and an oil are

prepared from these substances. A. J. Med. Sc. cv. 244.

Capsicum. The use of capsicum in the treatment of delirium

tremens is recommended as efficient and reliable by Dr. Lyons.

It produces a powerful stimulant and sedative action, and the

latter action, together with the fact that it belongs to the Solana-

cese, incline the author to the suggestion that it may contain a

volatile alkaloid, hitherto undiscovered. A. J. Med. Sc. cv.

248.

APOCYNACE^.

WrigJdia anticlisenterioa- Husemann has examined the seeds

relative to their toxicological properties and therapeutic value.

They exercise an intoxicating influence on small animals,
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followed frequently by vomiting. In large doses they are nar-

cotic and capable of producing death. The author doubts their

remedial value, as all the effects produced by them are far more

readily attained by other remedies.

Boiuvlau. This plant, growing in Africa, contains a poison-

ous principle, soluble in water and alcohol, which produces an

action on the nervous system analogous to nux vomica. It is

used by the natfves as an ordeal poison, as some patients recover

after its use, and are then held innocent of the charges which

may have been brought against them. A. D. Cir. xi. 43.

ASCLEPIADACE.E.

Asolopias eontra-jerva. Guibourt states that the mechoacan

root of European commerce is obtained from this plant. The

plant that yields the true mechoacan has not yet been determined,

but judging from samples sent to the author by M. Merck, the

root does not much differ from the fusiform or male jalap of

Ladonois. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 501.

OLEACEiB.

Olea Europcea. According to de Luca all parts of the olive

tree contain mannite. The leaves, flowers and unripe fruit con-

tain the largest proportion. As the fruit ripens it looses mannite,

and when quite ripe contains no mannite at ail. These facts

would indicate that the oil is produced at the expense of the

mannite. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 120.

Olive Oil is recommended for dyspepsia, in doses of a tea-

spooaful after meals. A. D. Cir. x. 223.

"Lailler uses as a test liquid for olive oil a mixture of 2 p.

solution of chromic acid, (cont. \ oz. CrOg) and 1 part nitric acid,

sp. g. 1 38. All fixed oils generate heat and are blackened

when mixed with this liquid, with the exception of olive oil.

When 1 part test liquid is mixed with 4 parts genuine olive oil,

•without regird to quality or source, no heating occurs ; at the

end of 48 hours it will begin to solidify, and in a few days will

have become quite solid and of a blue color. Ph. C. H. Aug.

1866.

Syringa vulgaris. Wittstein has analysed the ashes of the
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leaves and flowers of this plant. The leaves of the variety with

white blossoms yield 1-495 per cent, ashes, and contain 68-28

per cent, of moisture; the blossoms, 1-181 per cent, ashes and
81-24 per cent, water ; the leaves of the violet variety, 1*427 per

cent, ashes, 70-01 per cent, water; the blossoms, 1-141 per cent,

ashes and 73-15 per cent, water. The composition of the

respective ashes varied considerably. Viertelj. Ph. xvi.

POLYGOXACEiE.

Rheum. A. Fero, formerly agent of the Russian Govern-
ment at Kiachta, has published a paper on the vai-ious rhubarbs

now used in Ptussia, their sources, physical and chemical char-

acters, and medicinal value, which is republished in Viertelj. Ph.

XV. 485.

An article of rhubarb has lately been offered in European

markets by some Jewish peddlers, as genuine Chinese rhubarb at

a very low price. On examination it proves to be English

rhubarb, so prepared as to be scarcely distinguishable from the

genuine article. Upon the fracture it is of a beautiful red color,

but destitute of the marbled appearance of genuine Chinese

rhubarb. Its taste is not so astringent, and its odor not so

marked. Ph. C. H. Aug. 1866.

LAURACE.E.

C. F. Meissner, in a monograph on this Order, fixes the whole

number of species at 972. Of these 447 belong to America,

445 to Asia, 56 to Australia, 25 to Africa, 1 to Europe. The

Tropic Zone possesses 907 species, of which the Equatorial Zone

has 538. The majority of this order grow in the forests of hot

low-lands and preferably in humid soil. In its geographical

distribution, it resembles most closely the order Myrtacece.

Sassafras officinalis. Prof. Procter, in answer to query 18 for

1866, reports an essay on Sassaf. off., which thoroughly ex-

hausts the subject, and is a valuable addition to its history.

Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866, 211.

Persea gratissima (Spr). The fruit of this tree has been sub-

jected to analysis by Wittstein, who finds that ether will extract

7 per cent, of its weight, consisting chiefly of fatty matter,

bitter principle and tannic acid. Alcohol subsequently extracted
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5"4 per cent, of matter containing bitter principle, tannic aciil,

a brittle, reddish resin and sugar. To cold water the residue

yielded bitter principle, tannic acid, gum and albumen, and sub-

sequently to boiling water 10-1: per cent, starch, leaving 11 per

cent, of residue. When subjected to distillation the fruit,

(kernels) yields a white camphoraceous volatile oil, resembling

stearoptene. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 50.

EUPHORBIACE.E.

Petalostigma quadriloculare. The bark of this Australian

plant, discovered by Dr. Ferd. Miiller, of Melbourne, has been

analyzed by Falco. It comes in pieces five to twelve inches

long, two to three inches wide, and two to three lines thick, has

an uneven torn surface of a brown color, and a weak carapliora-

ceous odor. It consists of the inner and outer bark, of which

the former has a very permanent bitter taste. By analysis, the

author determined 1, a camphoraceous volatile oil
; 2, an indiffer-

ent bitter principle (glucoside)
; 3, tannic acid; 4, citric acid;

5, oxalic acid
; 6, wax

; 7, resin
; 8, starch

; 9, sugar
; 10, gum.

Viertelj. Ph. xv. 509.

Rieinus communis. Mr. II. Grove describes the method pur-

sued in Italy in the culture of the castor oil plant, and the prepa-

ration of the oil. He ascribes the peculiar blanduess and
brilliancy of the oil not only to careful preparation, but also to

climatic influence and mode of cultivation. Ph. J. Trans, viii.

A. J. Ph. xxxix. 57.

Qroton humidis. The stem of this plant possesses much acrid

pungency, and is used in Jamaica frequently as a stimulant- in

relaxed sore throat. Brit. Ph. Conf. ISGti. Ph. J. Trans, viii.

222.

URTICACE.E.

Urtica dioica. Mr. B. Shoemaker, Jr., believes the diuretic

properties of the stinging nettle to be dependent on a volatile

oil. It does not appear that he has isolated the volatile oil, but

he bases his observations on the distillate obtained. Besides the

diuretic principle, the herb contains two resins, starch, gum, al-

bumen and sugar. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 492.
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Humulus lupulus. A narrative of a visit to the Sussex hop
districts, by A. W. Smith, will be found in A. J, Ph. xxxix. 77.

The mode of gathering, drying, and otherwise preparing hops for

the market is described, and will be read with interest.

Antiaris toxicaria. This tree, known as the Siren broni, yields,

according to Van Leent, the Siren poison with which the natives

of Borneo prepare their poison arrows. It abounds in the

mountainous regions, and attains gigantic proportions. The
poison is obtained by making incisions in the tree, from which it

flows in the form of a white milky juice, which, on exposure to

the atmosphere, becomes brown. It is prepared for use by mix-

ing it with various other vegetable substances, some of which are

highly poisonous, and intensify its poisonous qualities. N. Rep.
XV. 263.

Castilloa elastica (Cero). The ule, a handsome tree growing
abundantly in the neighborhood of Vera Cruz, yields a milky

caoutchouc-like juice, from which candles may be made which

furnish an excellent light. N. Rep. xvi. 241.

CONIFERiE.

Bacrydiuvi cupressinum (Sol.), an indigenous tree of New
Zealand, yields a resin which is used for preparing a copal-like

varnish. It is distributed quite extensively throughout the

island, forming large forests. Although the resin has not yet

found its way into our markets, it may sooner or later become

an article of great importance. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvii. 26.

JDamara australis. According to Professor Henkel, this tree,

which yields the Gr. kauri, is distributed quite extensively through-

out the greater portion of New Zealand. The fresh resin, which

is obtained partly by natural exudation, partly by incision, has

no commercial value. All gum kauri that is brought into com-

merce is dug up by the natives from deposits produced by former

conflagrations in the kauri forests. It is used for preparing a

copal-like varnish, and, in combination with fats, it is used and

valued highly for making candles. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvii. 24.

ORCHIDACE^.

Angrceeum fragrans (Thouars). The prepared leaves of this
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plant are beginning to be used in France considerably, in place

of tea, under the name of Faliani, and are said to possess many

advantages over it. In taste it differs greatly from tea, but it is

preferred by many who have tasted it, and its aroma is said to

be most delicate. It combines the tonic and digestive qualities

of tea, without its narcotic effect. It is prepared on the Isles de

Bourbon and Reunion. A. D. Cir. x. 199.

Cypripedium pubescens, according to PI. C. Blair, contains

volatile oil, volatile acid, tannic acid, gallic acid, gum, glucose

and starch. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 494.

AMARYLLIDACB^.

Agave americana yields the gum of magney of commerce,

which is very closely allied in properties to gum arable. The

plant is noted for yielding a saccharine fluid, from which the

liquor pulque of the Mexicans is prepared. A. J. Ph. xxxviii.

503.

/ IRIDACEiE.

Crocus sativus. Mr. Charles Heinitsch read an interesting

paper on tha culture of saffron in Pennsylvania. Proc. Am. Ph.

A. 1866, 254.

M. Lade has met with a sample of saffron which contained

over 50 per cent, of santalum and dragon's blood. Viertelj. Ph.

xvi. 108.

Mr. Henry Biroth has examined three different samples of

saffron, sold as genuine, and found them to contain respectively

55, 42, and 37 per cent, genuine saffron, the rest being made up

mostly with the floral rays of Calendula officinalis. He questions

the propriety that the revisers of the Pharmacopoeia should retain

this drug in preparations, thus compelling the pharmacists to use

a drug which, on account of its high price, is almost always

adulterated, and, moreover, is generally conceded to possess but

little value as a remedial agent. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 307.

LILIACE^.

Phormium tcnax. A peculiar gummy product is formed at

the base of the leaves of this plant, which is gradually becoming

important, as it can be used as a substitute for gum arable. The
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plant furnishes the New Zealand flax, and the gum might be ob-

tained cheaply as a by-product. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvii. 26.

MELANTIIACEiE.

Asagrcea officinale. Guibourt throws some further light on the

source of the sabadilla of commerce. He inclines to the belief

that it is obtained only from Asagraea oiScinale, notwithstanding

Schaffner's assertion that the capsules of two plants of the order

Scrophulariaccte {Chelone (jentianoidcs and C. campanulata) are

used iis sophistications. M. Lucien Biart asserts that the activity

of sabadilla resides in the capsules only, the seeds being inert.

A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 498.

GRAMINACE.E.

Saceharum officinarum. The diseases of sugar cane caused by
insects engrossed the attention of the Royal Society of Mauritius

at a recent meeting. It is stated that the principal cause of the

disease is a larva belonging to the genus lamia, and a caterpillar

{Borer saccharatum). The chairman recommended, as a remedial

measure, the fostering of various insectiverous birds. A. D.

Cir. X. 258.

Sorghum saccliaratum. Beautiful dyes for cotton, woolen and

silk fabrics may be prepared from the seed of the Chinese sugar

cane, according to Dr. Erni. The dye is prepared by simply

boiling the seed with a dilute acid, and is fixed on the stulfs, ac-

cording to the color desired, by mur. tin, bichrom. potass., sulph..

copper, ammonia, lime water, &c. All the various shades of red,

purple, gray, orange, &c., may be obtained. The stalks will also

yield the dye by fermentation. A. D. Cir. x. 211.

Triticum hybernum. Church has made some interesting expe-

riments on the composition of wheat grain, and finds well dressed

wheat to be composed of 3 forms in the same sample, viz., trans-

lucent, medium translucent and opaque. By his experiments in

these different forms he arrived at the following conclusions :

—

1. The translucent grains contain much more nitroiren than

the opaque, but contain the same percentage of water.

2. The translucent grains are denser than the opaque.

3. Alirger proportion of the opaque than the translucent
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grains germinates and fruits. Ph. J. Trans. A. J. Ph. xxxix.

168.

Dr. McCormac higlily recommends the use of whole meal

bread (bread including the bran), as essential to the nurture of

the flesh and bones, on account of the bran gluten and bran phos-

pliate it contains.

RHIZANTHER.

Lophopliytum mirahile (Schott & Eudt.), This Brazilian para-

site is described by Dr. Theo. Peckolt, who has analysed the

root. It forms a connecting link between the vasculares and

cellulares, as it closely resembles the cellulares in its general

characters, growth, &c.; but, possessing regular stamens and

pistils, must be classed with the vasculares. The author has

determined a large number of substances in the root, among
which lyphophitin, lyphophitin bitter, fixed oil, starch, tannic

acid, extractive and glucose. It is employed empirically to some

extent in Brazil. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. v. 571.

ruNGI.

Agaricus bulbosus. A fatal case of poisoning by mushrooms

is reported by Dr. de Loyve, which occurred in Dep. Charente

Inferieur. This fungus is of an olive green color, with nearly

white edges, possesses no odor or taste when young, but becomes

subsequently greenish-brown, and emanates an insufferable car-

rion odor. It is fatal in doses of 4 to 12 grammes. Viertelj. Ph.

xvi. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. vi. 113.

Amanites. The poisonous mushrooms of the order Araanites

owe these poisonous properties to Amanitin, an uncrystaliizable

alkaloid substance, which is precipitable only by iodine and tan-

nic acid. Dr. Letellier advises the administration of oily vomico-

purgatives, followed by cone, solution of tannic acid, as the

proper antid,.te. Ch. Cent. B. 1866, 1103.

Pvhjporm anthelminticus. This fungus, known under the

name of than-rao and coah-mo, is used by the Burmese as a ver-

mifuge with success, but on account of its scarcity commands a

very high price. It is suggested that the Polyporus rufescens,

a British species, may possess similar properties. Ph. J. Trans

.

viii. 354.
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ANIMAL DRUGS.

Cantharis vesieatoria. Dragendorif has found in cantharidea

a volatile body which acts on the organisms like cantharidine.

It exists in the distillate obtained below and at 100° C, when
cantharides mixed with a small quantity of water is ^ujectcd to

distillation. It possesses no acid reaction. Ph. Zeit.schr. Rus.

vi.l.

The same author finds that contliarides containing, 8-178 per

cent, of hygroscopic water, yielded 5*79 per cent, of ashes, con-

taining CaO, MnO, KO, NaO, PO^, CO^, SiOg and CI.

Coccus cacti. Dietrich obtained from cochineal 3-211 per

cent, of ashes, which had the following composition ; NaCl 0-506,

NaO 13-404, KO 18-G30, CaO 2-404, MgO 0-437, Al^ 1-390,

Fe^Oj 1-152, PO5 47-951, SiO, 7-923. Loss 0-127.

Hirudo medicinalis. J. Frank recommends that leeches be

kept in an aquarium containing only sand, pebbles and spring

water. The water must be changed once a week. He finds that

they will keep better in this Avay tlian any other, his losses hav-

ing been but about J per cent, during an experience of 8 years.

N. Jahr. Ph. xxvi.

According to a Melbourne journal, an immense number of

leeches is collected by the Murray River Fishing Company

annually, most of which are shipped to the United States. Fi-om

150,000 to 250,000 are collected sometimes on one trip of the

Company's steamer. Ph. Trans, viii. 735.

Vitellus ovi. Daresk finds that in the yolk of eggs there

exist, in considerable quantity, microscopic granules, v/hich

become colored blue by the influence of iodine, and whose form

and structure exactly recalls that of starch. Ch. N. Jan. 1867,

31.

3IoscJnis. Dr. F. A. Fluckiger contributes an essay on the

history of musk, which is followed up with accuracy from the

earliest times to the present. N. Rep. xvi. 171.

MINERALS.

Diamonds of considerable value have been found in Hall Co.,

Georgia, where they were discovered by Dr. F. M. Stephenson.

A. D. Cir, X. 227.
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Sulphur and Borax are found in considerable quantities in

Napa Valley, California. Mr. D. J. Magowan describes the

localities, and the processes by which they are purified in J. of

App. Ch, See also A. J. Ph. xxxix. 155.

Yttria and Phosphoric Acid are present in large amount in

the new mineral called wiserine, which in composition is almost

identical with the xenotine of Berzelius. Wartha, who analyzed

it, finds it to contain 48-33 yttria, 35*08 phosphoric acid, and

6"59 cryst. sesquioxide of iron, numbers which correspond with

the formula 3 YO, PO5.

Bismuth Ore, containing 5 per cent, of tellurium, is found,

according to Forbes, in the Illemani, one of the highest points

of the Andes, at a height of 15,000 feet above the sea. It is

found in considerable quantities. Arch. Ph. cxxviii. 243.

A very rich bed of bismuth has lately been discovered in

Australia ; it is, however, situated too far in the interior to be of

practical value at present. Ch. N. Ap. 18G7.

Galena. The experiments of Dr. Percy would indicate that

all galena contains not only silver but also gold. He made a

large number of analyses of ores from various sources, and in all

cases found these metals. The gold is, however, present in such

minute quantities as not to pay extraction.

Arseniate of Zinc is the chief component of a new mineral

found in Chili, which has been named adamin. It is found in

yellow glistening grains, and has the following composition

:

AsOj 39-95, ZnO 54-32, MnO, a trace, IIO 4-55. J. prakt. Ch.

xcviii. 508.

Native Antimonious Acid. A whitish-yellow mineral has for

some time been known in Borneo, where it is found in connec-

tion with sulphide of antimony. Heretofore it has been thrown

away as worthless, but has lately been discovered to consist)%of

antimonious acid, containing 65 per cenf. antimony. Ann. Ch.

Pharm. cxxviii. 244.

Ruthenium and Osmium. Wohler has analyzed a new mineral

whic|i is found attached to platinum from Borneo, and found it

to contain 65-18 Ru. 3-03 Os in combination with 31-79 S. He
13
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proposes to name it Laurit ; it occurs in crystalline masses re-

sembling crystallized oxide of iron, has a sp. gr. of a little over

6.000, is hard and brittle, and forms a powder of a dark gray

color. Ann. Ch. Pharm. July, 1866.

MEDICINAL CHEMICALS.

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS.

Sulphur is used by Dr. Guibourt, of Paris, in the treatment of

lead-colic "with considerable success.

SuIj)hurous acid is highly recommended by Dr. Dewar in the

treatment of various diseases, as a general purifier and disinfect-

ant, and as a promoter to good health. His attention w^as first

attracted to it during the cattle plague, by the increased condi-

tion of health of men and animals, subjected to its influence.

Ph. J. Trans. Aug. 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 468.

Hyposulphites. Dr. Constantine Paul has employed hyposul-

phite of soda with success, as a disinfectant for the evacuations

of cholera patients, and to correct the disagreeable odor of

accouchment chambers. A. J. Med. Sc. cv. 528.

Dr. W. H. Baxter, by his observations, confirms the value of

hyposulphite of soda in the treatment of malarial fevers, as first

observed by Dr. Leavitt. A. D. Cir. xi. 7.

Sulphhydric acid. Several cases of poisoning by this gas are

reported in Ch. N. June, 1867, two of which proved fatal. The

disasters occurred to laborers in chemical works, and could

perhaps have been easily avoided, if the parties having charge

of the men had given them proper instructions.

Iodine. Dr. Murray recommends iodine in the treatment of

leucorrhoea, and applies it by injecting a solution through a

catheter with several apertures. A. D. Cir. x. 223.

^he statement of Rilliet, that the air and food of the inhabi-

tants of Paris contained minute quantities of iodine, and that to

this fact maybe attributed the absence, in that city, of a peculiar

disease which he has named iodismus, but which prevails in all

localities where the goitre is of frequent occurrence, and where

there is an absense of iodine in the air and food of its inhabifcnts,

has induced Hadler, of Zurich (where the goitre prevails, but
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the peculiar disease described by Rilliet is not known), to

examine the air and food in that city. Iodine could not be de-

tected by the most delicate tests, either in the food or atmosphere.

J. prakt. Ch. 99, p. 183.

Iodide of potassium is recommended in the treatment of

erysipelas by Dr. N. B. Withers, who administers it in doses of

10 grains every two hours. A. D. Cir. x. 7.

Melsens recommends it as an antidote to chronic poisoning

by lead, mercury and other metals. Soluble biniodides are

formed (?) which pass from the organisms through the urine.

Viertelj. Ph. xv. 559.

Bromine. Dr. S. S. Garrigues read an interesting paper on

the production of bromine from the Saginaw brines. Proc.

1866.

Dr. S. P. DuiSeld notes a case of poisoning by bromine, in

which the patient had become completely aspliyxiated by the

inhalation of its vapor, but recovered on throwing steam from a

distance into his mouth and subsequently causing him to inhale

steam from a kettle. A. J. Fh. xxxix. 333.

Bromide of Potassium is used with favorable results by Dr.

Hutchinson in inflammatory stricture of the urethra and other

forms of irritation of that organ. A. D. Cir. x. 251.

Dr. James Begbie, in an interesting paper on the therapeutic

effects of this chemical, bears testimony to its value in a large

class of diseases. A. J. Med. Sc. cvi.

Phosphorus. Bamberger recommends the administration of

sulphate or carbonate of copper, as an antidote to poisoning by

phosphorus. The stomach is first to be evacuated by a dose of

sulphate of copper, and subsequently a weak solution of the salt

is administered if the stomach will not reject it. If emesis con-

tinues, carbonate of copper is to be administered in 4-8 gr.

doses, followed by about a tablespoonful of vinegar. The anti-

dotal properties of the salts of copper depend on their oxidizing

influence on phosphorus. P. Ph. C. H. Aug. 1866.

Nitrate of Potassa is highly recommended by Dr. Sawyer, of

Ilillsboro', Ills., as a remedy in the treatment of intermittent

fevers, and he claims a specific action for it. The patient is not
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SO apt to suffer a relapse as when cured by quinine. A. D. Cir.

xi. 34.

Permanganate of Potassa. Dr. Leavitt applies it locally to car-

buncles, and has used it with beneficial effects in a large number

of cases.

Chloride of sodium. Dr. Dervandre advocates its application

to suppurating wounds, and states that it causes an immediate

disappearance of bad odor, and that the suppuration diminishes

rapidly, becomes healthy in a few days, while at the same time

it has the most happy effect in the system, the patient regaining

appetite and strength. A. D. Cir. x. 235.

ITydrated silicate of Magnesia (Meerschaum) in fine powder is

recommended by Garraud as a substitute for subnitrate of bis-

muth in epidemic or obstinate forms of diarrhoea. It acts

probably by its absorbent properties, and is administered in

doses of 4-10 gram, daily suspended in water. Ph. C. H. July,

1866.

Chromic Acid. Dr. Haison bears testimony to the advantages

derivable from the use of chromic acid in various forms of

syphilitic vegetation. A. D. Cir. x. 250.

Nitrate of Lead is employed locally with success by M. Moer-

loon, in the treatment of onyxis, which frequently assumes a

very rebellious form in scrophulous infants. No case, however

rebellious, has hitherto resisted its application. A. D. Cir. xi.

165.

Corrosive sublimate is recommended by M. Lecleres as a local

application for the removal of the patches of discoloration which

appear on the skin of syphilitic patients. He proposes a lotion

of 50 centigram, corrosive sublimate in 15 gram, collodion. A.

D. Cir. X. 223.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.

Organic Acids.

Citric Acid. Citrate of soda is proposed in the treatment of

diabetes to supply the alkaline carbonate necessary to the

chemical change of glucose. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 176.

Creasote is recommended by Dr. B. W. Richardson in certain

forms of diarrhoea. A. D. Cir. x. 251.
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Carbolic Acid is frequently adulterated with coal oil. To test

its purity it is recommended to shake a fluidounce with half a

litre of warm Avater occasionally for half an hour, when if pure

it will all be dissolved ; 5 parts of the acid, 10 parts water and

1 part caustic soda are shaken together, and a clear solution

formed if the acid is pure. If coal oil is present, it will remain

undissolved and is readily estimated. Ph. C. II.

Oxalic Acid. Oxalate of iron is recommended by Reynolds

as a tonic, preferable in many respects to the tartrates and citrates

of iron. Ph. J. Trans, viii. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 125.

Castile Soap. Vock notices a sample of castile soap, not dis-

tinguishable by physical appearance from the best article, which

contained 29 per cent, of carbonate of lime. Viertelj. Ph. xvi.

110.

Organic Alkalies.

Narceina, according to M. Linne, possesses the strongest nar-

cotic power of all the alkaloids of opium. It diminishes pain,

suppresses the flow of urine, and causes relaxation, instead of

constipation of the bowels. A. D. Cir. x. 23-4.

Strychnia. Cannabis indica has been used with success as an

antidote to poisoning by strychnia, by Dr. S. A. McWilliams, of

Chicago. When the symptoms abated, the treatment was alter-

nated with tincture of camphor. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 5-54.

Sulphate of Beeberina. Dr. A. P. Merrill, in Med. Record,

highly recommends the use of this salt in various forms of uterine

diseases, among which dysmenorrhoea, excessive menstruation,

leucorrhoea, &c. A. D. Cir. xi. 105.

Starch, Sugar and allied Compounds.

Arroiv root. M. Albers suggests, as a test for the adultera-

tion of arrow-root with potato starch, a mixture of 2 p. H CI, sp.

gr. 1-120, and 1 p. water. If a small portion of the suspected

arrow-root be mixed with this test liquid, it will undergo no im-

mediate change if pure, but if potato starch is present, it will in

a short time become converted into a gelatinous mass.

Chloroform. Dr. E. McClellan has used chloroform with success

in the treatment of intermittent fever. The cold stages yielded
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to its use, and the hot stages were modified by its action. A. J.

Med. Sc. cvi. 370.

Brand;] and Whislceij. Professor J. M. Maisch furnishes

some interesting statistics on the examination of brandies and

whiskies instituted by him at the U. S. Laboratory in Philadel-

phia, and also some valuable information relating to assays of

Sherry Wines, at the same institution. Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866,

267, 269.

Red Wines. A. Phillip proposes sesquichloride of iron as a

test for red wines, which will cause a brown coloration if the wine

is genuine, but if colored with cherry or whortleberry juice, or

infusion of malva, a violet color will be produced. Ch. C. B.

1866, 528.

Oils, Resins, ^c.

Volatile Oils. Oil of Erigeron canadensis is recommended by

Dr. J. S. Prettyman, of Milford, Del., as a remedy for gonorrhoea.

A. D. Cir. X. 178.

Fixed Oils. Dr. A. C. Oudemans, Jr., has examined the

fixed oils and fats of various East India palms, and gives their

properties and composition in J. Prakt. Ch. 100, 425. Among
these the oils of Ceretera theoetica, C. odollam, Samadera indica,

Grossampinus albus [Bombax pentandra), Brucea sumatrana, and

CalojjJiyllum inophyllum are considered.

Oil ofAlmonds is frequently adulterated with oil of apricots in

the south of France. The latter may be separated, according to

J. Nickles, by treating the suspected oil with powdered hydrate

of lime, with which the oil of apricots forms an emulsion of the

consistence of ointment, leaving the oil of almonds unaffected.

Hemp-seed, poppy, nut and linseed oils are affected like oil of

apricots ; cotton-seed oil but slightly ; olive oil not at all. Ch.

C. B. 1866, 557.

Acroleine was discovered by Buchner in 1825, who named it

pimeline. According to Wittstein, Brandes and Redtenbacher,

who are often mentioned as the discoverers, did not prepare

it until ten or twelve years later. Viertelj. Ph. xv. 443.

Resins. For an interesting account of the geographical dis-
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tribution and collection of gum copal in Africa, see a paper by

Dr. Wellwitsch A. J. Ph. xxx^iii. 439. The author regards the

drug as a fossil resin, produced by trees in long past periods,

but which are now either extinct or exist only as shrubs. The

principal source of the African gum is along the coast of Angola,

western tropical Africa, from whence 1,600,000 pounds have

been exported between 1850 and 1860.

Schapringer proposes a test for sJtellac, which is dependent on

the fact that the red coloring matter peculiar to it is soluble in

mineral or organic acids with a red color, which, by supersatura-

tion with an alkali, becomes a violet. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 109.

White Wax is adulterated frequently with paraffine. When
thus adulterated, its melting point is lower than 60° C, and if

treated with solution of caustic alkali, evaporated to dryness,

and shaken with ether, the latter will yield the paraffine, which

is not affected by alkalies.

Paraffine. The discovery of this substance has been gener-

ally credited to Reichenbach. According to Wittstein, the late

Dr. J. A. Buchner discovered it in 1820,—ten years before

Reichenbach mentions it. Buchner named it -Ber^/e^^ (mountain

fat), and describes its properties very accurately. Viertelj. Ph.

July, 1866, 443.

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

OXYGEN.

Preparation. Dr. Winkler proposes the use of milk of lime,

chloride of cobalt, and chlorine, as economical and practical

agents for the production of oxygen. When chloride of cobalt

is brought in contact with milk of lime, chloride of calcium is

formed, and oxide of cobalt precipitated ; if chlorine gas is now
introduced, the oxide is converted into cobaltic acid, which, com-

bining with a portion of the lime, is decomposed again into oxide

of cobalt, with elimination of oxygen, by the further introduction

of chlorine. The same amount of oxide of cobalt will decompose

an indefinite amount of lime. The process has the advantage
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over that of Fleitmann (in which chlorinated lime is used), that

a much f^maller vessel may be used, and there is no danger of

frothing over. J. Prakt. Ch. xcviii. 342.

A process has been patented in England, by which the oxygen

is obtained from atmospheric air by the agency of permanganates,

ferrates or chromates. The'salt is heated in an iron retort, and

steam passed through, which Avill liberate the oxygen ; as soon as

oxygen ceases to be given off, atmospheric air is passed through,

when it will return to its normal condition. • Tlie process is said

to be carried on in France successfully, and recommends itself

for its economy, the expense amounting only to the first outlay

for the salt, and to the fuel consumed. A. D. Cir. x. 247.

Carlevaris prepares oxygen economically by heating a mixture

of peroxide of manganese and silica to redness ; the residue con-

sists of silicate of manganese. 100 gram, peroxide of manganese

and 400 gram, sand yield 7 litres oxygen. Viertelj. Ph. xvi.

125. Ch. C. B. 18G7, 383.

Ozone. G. Plante finds that the production of ozone by elec-

trolysis is doubled when poles of lead are used instead of poles

of platinum. Heretofore the production of ozone by electrolysis

had only succeeded with the use of the unoxidizable metals,

—

gold, platinum, &c. A. D. Cir. x. 251. Ch. C. B. 1866, 1072.

HYDROGEN.

Action of Hydrogen on 3Ietallic Salts. When hydrogen is

passed through solutions of a salt of platinum or palladium, the

metals are precipitated. Solutions of silver salts are affected but

slightly ; nitrate and bichloride of mercury are not afi"ected under

the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere, but when the pressure

is increased to 100 the mercury is precipitated in the metallic

state in the course of 24 hours. Iridium and gold solutions are

not affected at all ; solution of sesquichloride of iron will show

traces of protochloride of iron at the end of a few days. Viertelj.

Ph. July, 1866.

Action of Hydrogen on Metallic Oxides. The property of hy-

drogen in the presence of steam to reduce protoxide of iron to

the metallic state, or oxidize metallic iron to the state of protox-
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ide, according to the preponderance of one or the other of the

gases, has induced Miiller to ascertain if there exists a point of

indifference in the action of the gases, He finds that such a point

does exist, the requirements being that the gases are in certain

proportion and at a certain temperature. Ch. C. B. 1867, 45.

Water. Absolutely pure water is obtained, according to Stas,

if water is treated with solution of raanganate of potassa, de-

canted from the precipitate, and then distilled with a mixture of

manganate and caustic potassa, rejecting the first one-twentieth

that passes over. Ch. N. April, 1867, 204.

Binoxide of Hydrogen. Schoenbein proves that binoxide of

hydrogen is not so readily decomposed as has been generally

supposed, and that portions of it will distill undecomposed. J.

prakt. Ch. xcviii. 65.

NITROGEN.

Nitrous Acid. Stahlschmidt remarks the improvement in the

use of zinc in the form of powder instead of ' wire, in the reduc-

tion of alkaline nitrates to nitrites. (See also Zinc in this report).

Ch. N. April, 1867, 194.

Nitric Acid. Kolb has determined the sp. gr. of nitric acid of

different degrees of hydration, and has prepared a new and very

complete table, for which see Ch. C. B. 1866, 1023.

Braun recommends sulphate of aniline as the most delicate re-

agent for nitric acid. With traces of nitric acid, it gives a beau-

tiful red color ; when the acid is present in larger quantity, it

gives a brown-red or brown-yellow color, according to proportion.

The test is subject to the same objection, hq,wever, as the indigo

test, that nitrous acid produces the same reaction. Ch. C. B.

1867, 395.

SULPHUR.

Sulphur and its Compounds. An extract fr»m an interesting

lecture, by Dr. Percy, on this subject, will be found in Dent. Cos.

viii. 285, from Ch. N.

SuJphhydric Acid. An economical source is suggested by

Reinsch, who prepares for this purpose sulphide of calcium, by

mixing intimately 1 p. common gypsum, \ p. burned gypsum,
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J p. coal (all in powder), and forming with water into small

masses, which after drying are heated, for two hours, in a wind

furnace, with coke. The product is kept carefully excluded from

dampness, and will readily yield perfectly pure sulphhydric acid,

by the aid of chlorhydric acid. Ph. C. H. July, 1866.

M. Lapage, of Gisors, states that when a mixture of equal

parts of glycerine and water is saturated with sulphhydric acid,

the solution will keep for a long time without change, and none

of its reactions are interfered with in the least. The dilute gly-

cerine dissolves less HS than water, the relation being as 6 to

10. Ch. N. May, 1867. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 368.

Sulphuric Acid. According to R. Weber's experience and

researches, it would appear that the nitric acid, after its reduc-

tion to NO2 in the mlpliuric acid chambers, is not converted into

but chiefly into NO3. The conversion of NO^ into NO. dur-

ing the process of deoxidation of HO, according to the theory of

Peligot, he regards as impossible. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 127.

In some further remarks on the same subject the author

states that a source of loss of nitric acid in the chambers

must be attributed to the formation of nitrous oxide ; for he found

that nitrous acid, in presence of minutely divided condensed

water and excess of sulphurous acid, was reduced to NO, in which

form it is lost to further utilization. These conditions are fre-

quently observed in badly working chambers. Ch. C. B. 1867,

325.

Mr. Wm. Skey recommends for the removal of nitric acid

from sulphuric acid, that it be diluted, shaken with a little freshly

burned charcoal, an^ filtered. Under these conditions the NO5
will be removed most completely ; from cone, sulph. acid the

NO5 cannot be removed by this means. Ph. J. Tr. A. J. Ph.

xxxix. 67.

Sulphuric acid, in combination with alkalies, is best estimated

by titration, according to Grliger, as follows : Convert the sul-

phate into chloride by means of chloride of barium, and digest

the solution with carbonate of silver, which will leave the alka-

lies only in solution as carbonates. By titration their quantity

is readily obtained, and from the results the amount of acid easily
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calculated. The presence of free alkalies or chlorides necessi-

tates that they be determined first, but does not otherwise inter-

fere with the accuracy of the results. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvii. 65.

Cldoride of Sidpliw, according to Baudrimont, attacks all

metals whose chlorides are volatile, with vehemence, while those

that do not form volatile chlorides are not attacked even at a

boiling temperature. The sulphur is precipitated, and chloride

of the metal formed, except in the case of aluminium, with which

it forms a double chloride of aluminium and sulphur. Comp.

Rend. J. prakt. Ch. ci. 46.

SELENIUM.

Selenic Acid. Hauer has obtained a new double salt by satu-

rating selenic acid, containing selenate of potassa, with selenate

of cadmium. The composition of this compound is KO, Se03,+

CdO, SeOj, + HO. It forms colorless crystals, which are per-

manent in the air and may be recrystallized without decomposi-

tion. The amount of Avater of crystallization remains constant

whether it be crystallized at a high or low temperature. Ch. C.

B. 1867, 63.

Iodide of Selenium. R. Schneider has prepared the com-

pounds I and Se2 I^. They are very unstable compounds,

very readily decomposed, especially in solution. When treated

with sulphide of carbon, chloroform, alcohol, hydriodic acid,

kc, the iodine is dissolved out, leaving the selenium intact. Ch.

C. B., 1868, 331.

CHLORINE.

Chloric Acid. Toussaint recommends that chloric acid be de-

termined quantitatively by adding an excess of nitrite of lead

to its solution, acidulated with nitric acid. The chloric is con-

verted into chlorhydric acid, which is readily estimated by nitrate

of silver. Ph. Zeitschr. Rus. July, 1866, 179.

IODINE.

Morinde proposes a new process for its extraction from sea

weeds, as also for the extraction of bromine, for which see Comp.

Rend. t. 62. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvi. 218.
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Kohler states that one gramme of ioiline is soluble in 450

gram, water, containing 3-29 gram, tannic acid. At a temp,

higher than ordinary, less tannic acid will answer. A. J. Ph.

xxxix. 181.

A very delicate test for the presence of iodine is proposed by

M. Carey Lea. It consists in adding to the suspected liquid

after the addition of solution of starch and nitric or chlorliydric

acid, a little bichromate of potassa. The bichromate will bring

out the blue color at once, long after starch alone will have ceased

to produce the effect. A distinct blue color is produced when

1500(50 ^ grain of iodine is present ; above that a tawny

precipitate or coloration is produced up to a dilution of sooooo
The tawny color is distinctive of iodine. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 445.

Periodic Acid. The basity of this acid still occupies the

attention of chemists, but no satisfactory results have as yet been

obtained. The results of Lautsch would indicate that it is

tribasic, but peutatomic. J. prakt. Ch. c. p. 65.

F. W. Fernlund's experiments indicate its tribasic character.

J. prakt. Ch. c, p. 90.

Terchloride of Iodine. By the reaction between this com-

pound and sulphide of carbon, R. Weber has obtained a new crys-

talline compound of the composition ICI3+2SCI2. It is obtained

in the form of orange red, flat prisms, very deliquescent, de-

composed by water, but soluble in nitric acid. Ch. C. B. 1866,

988.

PHOSPHORUS.

Crystallization. Hitterf has obtained phosphorus in crystals,

by heating together phosphorus and lead in a sealed glass tube.

It forms plates of a black color with metallic lustre, and they

retain their form when melted. Viertelj. Ph. xv. 576.

Dr. A. Vogel, Jr., recommends a modification of Blondlots

process for crystallizing phosphorus. A small stick of perfectly

dry phosphorus is introduced into a combustion tube, Avhich is

then sealed. As soon as white vapors cease to be given oft"(from

the action of air in the tube), the tube is dipped into warm water

until the phosphorus has melted. In the course of a few hours

crystals begin to form immediately above the surface of the
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phosphorus and continue to be formed for some time After the

phosphorus has again solidified. This would indicate that

phosphorus is volatile far below its melting point when 0 is

absent. N. Rep. xvi. 68.

PhospJiorescence. Dr. Werner Schmid states that the phe-

nomenon of light produced by phosphorus vapor is owing to a

process of oxidation only. No phosphorescence is produced in

perfectly pure hydrogen, but if a trace of 0 is present, the vapor

becomes luminous. Phosphorus vaporizes in all gases at ordi-

nary temperatures ; it is oxidized by 0 without the agency of

water. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii. p. 414.

Hydride of Phosphorus. Rudorff has determined that the

yellow powder deposited in aqueous solutions of biniodide of

phosphorus on standing, is not more or less modified phosphorus as

has been heretofore supposed, but hydride of phosphorus, as it

possesses all the characteristics of that compound. He considers

it the most simple and expeditious source of hydride, and states

that it is deposited most readily when the solution of biniodide

is heated. Ch. N. March, 1867, 136.

Pliosphoretted Hydrogen. Gerding gives a simplified process

for preparing phosphide of calcium in admixture with phosphate

of lime, with reference to the elimination of HP for experimen-

tal purposes. N. Jahrb. Ph. xxvi. 159.

Phosphoric Acid. J. Watts has prepared a very complete

table of the sp. gr. of aqueous solutions of phosphoric acid of

different strength. He found by experiment that oxide of lead

is the most accui'ate reagent for the quantitative determination of

the acid, in every respect superior to oxide of zinc or magnesia,

or to titration Avith oxide of uranium. J. prakt. Ch. ci. p. 58.

C. L. Diehl gives some suggestions on the manipulation in

the manufacture of dilute phosphoric acid. Proc. A. Ph.

A. 1866, 248.

R. Bender recommends molybdate of ammonia as a very accu-

rate reagent for this acid in quantitative analysis. Ph. C. H.

July, 1866.

Phosphates, when mixed with oxide of iron, alumina and lime,

as in soil, manure, &c., are determined by Brazier by applying
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the solvent power of citric acid as proposed by Warrington. A
solution in chlorhydric acid is precipitated by ammonia, and the

precipitate treated with citric acid, which dissolves out the phos-

phates; the addition of chloride of magnesium will precipitate all

the PO5, which may thus be quantitatively determined. An. de

Chem. Pliys. Ch. C. B. 1860, 703.

Phosphorous Acid. C. Rammelsberg has continued his experi-

ments on phosphorous acid and its salts, and finds that the salts of

Zn, Co, Mn, Pb, Cu, Fe203, and of the alkalies, contain one atom

of water of combination, while tliose of Ba, Sr, Ca, Mg and Ni,

contain two atoms. Ch. C. B. 1867, 426.

Chlorosulphide of Phosphorus. M. Chevrier has prepared this

compound by adding to boiling chloride of sulphur (SCI) small

fragments of P in the proportion of oi>e equivalent. The re-

action is exemplified by the following equation : 3 (SCl)-[-P=

(PCl3,S)+2 S. Ch. N. Jan. 1867, p. 5,

BORON.

Boric Acid, according to Merz, forms a definite compound

with sulphuric acid, of the composition SBoO^, 2SO3+2HO. As

obtained by him, it is in the form of a glassy mass, decomposed

only by a red heat.

Borax is now prepared in England on a large scale, by heat-

ing boric acid with soda ash in a reverberatory furnace, the

process being similar to the preparation of sal soda from salt

cake. A. D. Cir. xi. 34.

SILICIUM.

Silicic Acid. The solubility of anhydrous silica in solution

of ammonia, sp. gr. "960, has been accidentally discovered by

Wittstein, during a mineral analysis. Calcined silica or quartz

sand are equally affected by ammoniacal liquor. Heretofore the

solubility of ^the hydrate only had been determined. Viertelj.

Ph. XV. 534.

Hydrates of Silicic Acid. These are numerous and vary con-

siderably in their constitution according to different authorities.

Merz has examined the subject carefully and obtained results

which correspond with those of Fuchs. According to this
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authority the following hydrates exist : HO, SiOj,
;
HO, Si03+

Si03; HO, Si03+2 SiO^; HO, Si03+3 SiO^; HO, Si03+7 S\0,.

J. prakt. Ch. xcix. 177.

Silicates. Haushofer has obtained a number of new silicates

of the earths and metals, by the addition of silicate of potassa to

solutions of their salts. J. Prakt. Ch. xcix. 241.

CARBON.

Charcoal. It is stated (in A. D. Cir. xi. 147) that charcoal

prepared from cocoanut shells has been found to exert the power

of absorbing gases to a greater extent than when made from any

known wood. It is very dense and brittle, and the pores are

quite invisible.

Dr. F. C. Calvert, in a paper to the Chem. Society, on oxida-

tion by means of charcoal, states that he found that quite a

number of gaseous substances are readily oxidized by its influence

in the presence of oxygen. He advances the theory that, like

spongy platinum, it has the poAver of liquefying gases within its

pores. Ch. News, April, 1867, 183.

Grraphite. Winkler proposes its purification by heating to

moderate redness with 100 to 200 per cent, of a mixture of equal

parts of sulphur and soda, until the blue flame appearing on top

of the crucible has changed to yellow. On cooling, it is to be

boiled in water and washed by decantation ; it is then treated

with dilute chlorhydric acid to separate iron, and after again tho-

roughly washing it with caustic soda to separate a small portion

of silica remaining. Graphite purified in this way left no ashes

when burned. J. Prakt. Ch. xcviii. 344.

Diamond. A correspondent of the Mech. Mag. claims to have

succeeded in making artificial diamonds (as yet but minute), by

the action of a continuous electric current on carbonic acid. A.

D. Cir. X. 247.

Sulphides of Carbon. Loew describes a body, CgSj, which he

obtains by acting on acetic acid with persulphide of phosphorus
;

it is insoluble in bisulphide of carbon, but dissolves with a red

color in concentrated sulphuric acid. Ch. N. March, 1867, 134.

Bisulphide of Carbon. Its solvent powers have been the sub-
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ject of investigation by Gore, who finds it to dissolve readily the

chlorides, bromides and iodides of phosphorus, arsenic, antimony,

sulphur and selenium. Metals are not dissolved by it, but have

a tendency to abstract a portion of its sulphur. J. Prakt. Ch.

xcviii. 238.

Bichloride of Carbon is recommended to be prepared for an-

aesthetic purposes by passing a stream of chlorine through chloro-

form heated to from 40° to 50° C. The distillate produced is

refrigerated properly, and returned to the still until the reaction

is complete. Ph. C. H. Sept. 18GG, 309.

ALKALIES.

According to Hunter, the sulphates of soda and potassa are

decomposed by the action of caustic lime under pressure. On
the basis of this fact the manufacture of alkalies is said to be

already carried on in England, on a large scale. The amount of

pressure required depends on the condition of the sulphates and

lime used, the temperature and strength of the solution, and the

time in which it is to be finished. The potash salt requires a

greater pressure than soda salt. Good results are obtained with

sulphate of soda when a solution of sp. gr. 1-100 is boiled with

lime under a pressure of 40 to 45 pounds, and with a solution of

potash salt of the same sp. gr., under a pressure of 80 to 90 lbs.

Ch. C. B. 1866, 975.

R. Finkner proposes a method for separating potassa from

soda salts, for which refer to Ch. N. Aug. 5, 1867.

Debray prefers phosphomolybdic acid to its soda salt for the

detection of alkalies, all of which form precipitates with it. It

will readily detect per cent, of potassa. J. Prakt. Ch. c.

64.

A simplified process for preparing the alkalies with a view to

their determination by spectral analysis, is given by Belohoubeck

in J. Prakt. Ch. xcix. 235. It consists substantially in their

precipitation as fluosilicates by hydrofluosilicic acid and alcohol.

In this combination the colored flame will permit of more decided

observation.

M. Tessie du Mothay has succeeded in manufacturing economi-
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callj the alkalies from their chlorine and sulphuric acid com-

pounds, by the aid of fiuosilicic acid, and has applied the process

on a large scale. It is spoken of in the highest terms, and is

perhaps calculated to revolutionize the processes of their manu-

facture. Ch. N. May 10, 1867.

Mr. James Ilargrcaves, in Ch. N. May 3d and 10th, 18G7,

draws attention to the sources of waste in the manufacture of

alkalies, and to the methods by which, to some extent, this can

be avoided. The waste often amounts to 20 per cent, of the

theoretical quantity of alkali contained, and generally ranges

from 10 per cent, upwards.

For some interesting remarks on the sources and manufacture

of alkalies, by F. C. Reynolds, see A. D. Cir. xi. 160.

POTASSIUM.

Iodide of Potassium. Payen finds that, as found in the mar-

kets, it is seldom pure, containing generally an excess of carbon-

ate of potassa and free iodine. He recommends its purification by

treatment with hydriodic acid, and removal of excess of acid by

sulphliydric acid, which precipitates the iodine.* The author

discusses its relation to starch at some length. J. prakt, Ch.

Potassa. Meunier has studied its relation in the melted state

to metallic oxides, and finds it to be capable of taking up small

quantities of oxide of mercury, forming, when the temperature

has not been too high or too long continued, a violet compound.

This, when freed from excess of alkali, was found to have a com-

position corresponding vei-y closely to KO, 2HgO, the alkali be-

ing slightly in preponderance. It is also capable of taking up

oxide of bismuth, form.ing a colorless compound while melted,

which becomes brown when solidification takes place. When
freed from alkali by washing, an amorphous powder, resembling

superoxide of lead, remains, which the author supposes to be the

Big 0^ of Arppe. Experiments were made with other metals,

and with caustic soda on the same, for an account of which see

J. Prakt. Ch. xcviii. 218.

J^itrate of Potassa. Griiger recommends the manufacture of

* Evidently an error, for nS produces HI by the action on iociue.

U
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this salt from soda saltpetre, by heating it with solution of caustic

potassa. About 75 per cent, of potassa saltpetre can be crystal-

lized out. The mother liquors, containing caustic soda and the

balance of the potassa salt, are used for the manufacture of soap,

by which process the potassa nitre remains in the brine, from

-which it is readily purified by crystallization. Arch. Ph. July

and August, 1866, 135.

Nitrite of Potasm is prepared conveniently, according toErd-

mann, by heating nitre with several times its weight of iron

filings to a moderate red heat, at which it is kept until a small

portion of it, when dissolved in water and filtered, will give off

copious fumes of nitrous acid on the addition of sulphuric acid.

It is .then dissolved in water, filtered, concentrated to separate

any remaining nitrate, and treated with nitrous acid gas in ex-

cess, after which it is evaporated to dryness. Ch. C. B. 1866,

624.

Wolilcr states that this salt is formed when ammonia is de-

composed by permanganate of potassa. A, J. Ph. xxxviii. 474.

SODIUM.

I^itrafe of Soda. Maumenfe has prepared a table of the

solubility of this salt at different temperatures, for which see

Arc'i. Pli. July and August, 1866, p. 136.

Nitrite of Soda is prepared by Warrington by mixing 7 parts

dry soda saltpetre in fine powder with 1 part starch, and sub-

jecting it to a heat in a flat iron dish, adding small portions at a

time. The mass begins to froth, gives off vapor, melts and at

last becomes white, when it is done. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 126.

Sulphate Soda. Dr. Lindig found that, when this salt crys-

tallized from its solution, the volume, instead of decreasing, was

increased, showing that the sp. gr. of the salt is less than that

of the solution from which it crystallized. If a saturated solu-

tion be cooled to 0°C. and then caused to crystallize suddenly,

a great increase in bulk will recur and continue to 10°C,

showing an anomaly like the solidification of water.

AMMONIUM.

Ammonia. The quantitative determination of ammonia in
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organic substances by means of potassa, soda, baryta or lime is,

according to Vogel, liable to incorrect results, owing to the readi-

ness witli which these alkalies and alkaline earths decompose

azotized substances and form ammonia. Magnesia is, according

to the author's experiments, the most suitable. N. Rep. xv. 489,

Ch. C. B. Jan. 1867, 60.

If a piece of copper is dissolved in liquid ammonia, a solvent

is formed which will readily dissolve silk or wool. A. D. Cir.

X. 246.

Sulphide of Aimnonium. Spence proposes its manufacture

on a large scale, by passing steam through a mixture of an

ammonia salt and soda waste or gas lime. The vapor condensed

in a suitable apparatus is the sulphide of good quality and

strength. Ch. N. Dec. 1866, 272.

Chloride of Ammonium. Stas gives a process which insures

perfectly pure chloride from commercial chloride or sulphate.

Ch. News, April, 1867, 194.

Iodide of Ammonium. Mr. J. F. Babcock presented a paper

on the preparation of this salt to the Association at the last

meeting. Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866, p. 245.

BARIUM.

Reutling states that most of the commercial salts of baryta

contains a considerable proportion of magnesia, and thinks that

none of them are entirely free from it. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvi.

170.

CALCIUM.

Sulphide of Calcium. Reinsch gives a process for preparing

impure sulphide of calcium, for preparing HS. See sulphliydric

acid in this report.

Phosphide of Calcium. Gerding prepares this compound

sufBciently pure for eliminating phosphide of hydrogen for ex-

perimental purposes, by heating lime in a Hessian crucible, and

adding from time to time small portions of phosphorus, stirring

well and covering after each addition, until, on taking off the

cover, a blue flame appears on the surface and remains for fifteen
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minutes, when occasionally stirred. It must be kept in an

accurately stopped bottle. N. Jalir. Ph. xxvi. 159.

Fhwride of Qalcium in solution with chlorhydric acid, may be

used for engraving on glass in place of hydrofluosilicic acid,

avoiding thereby the danger attending the usoof the latter. A.

D. Cir. X. 257.

Lime. According to Daubrawa, freshly burned lime, when
treated with water added fractionally, will be converted into

3CaO-f 2110, if the water is only added as long as the lime will

absorb it with avidity. When freshly burned lime is exposed to

the atmosphere, the compound 2CaO+C02+HO is formed '; but

by long continued exposure, the HO is very slowly substituted

by CO2. Neutral carbonate of lime, when calcined in an open

crucible, will give off COg until the compound 2CaO,+C02 is

formed. When the latter is heated in a covered crucible it will

continue to give CO2 until the compound 5CaO,+C02 remains.

Silica or steam facilitates the expulsion of CO2. Viertelj. Ph.

XV. 562.

Soestadt proposes tungstate of soda as a reagent for lime, to

separate it from magnesia, and finds the reaction exceedingly

delicate, the smallest amount of lime being precipitated. Ph.

Zeitschr. Russ., Aug. 1866, 245.

Carbonate of Lime. Pelouze finds that, when carbonic acid is

passed for some time into lime water at a temperature of 0° to

2° C, the flocculent precipitate at first produced is converted

into a heavy crystalline precipitate, containing 6 equiv. HO ; at

ordinary temperature this is changed with gradual loss of water.

N. Rep. XV. 464.

MAGNESIUM.

Magnesium. M. Z. Roussin draws attention to the fact that

magnesium will precipitate most metals from their solutions, and

proposes to use it in toxicological researches for metallic poisons.

Copper, zinc, lead and mercury are readily separated by precipi-

tation, while arsenic and antimony will pass off with the

hydrogen eliminated by the reaction, and are readily determined

by Marsh's test. Magnesium can now be obtained perfectly

pure, and having a low eC[uivalent, and being devoid of poisonous
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properties, recommends itself especially for the uses advocated

by the author. Ch. N. July, 18G6. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 455.

The experiment of Mr. \Y. N. Hartley on the relations of

magnesium to water, acids, solutions of the metals, &c., agree,

with a single exception, with those of M. Roussin. Ch. M. 1867,

27. A. D. Cir. xi. 161.

Sulphite of 3Iagncsia. J. C. Sticht prepares this salt by

mixing hot saturated solutions of sulphite of soda and sulphate

of magnesia, and collecting the crystalline magma produced on

cooling. This, in drying, is a perfectly white preparation. From

123ft) sulphite of soda he obtained 69ft) sulphite of magnesia,

Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 49.

Sulphate of Magnesia. Dr. R. Mirus makes some practical

remarks on the manufacture of this salt from magnesite, in Arch.

Ph. cxxxvii. 198.

J. H. Swindells makes some remarks on the same subject, in

Ch. N. April, 1867, 178.

ALUMINIUM.

Hydrated Alumina is obtained in a fine powdery form (not

gelatinous) by adding to a solution of 1 kilo, alum in 5 litres of

water, 5 gram, sulphate of copper, and 250 gram, zinc scraps,

and allowing it to stand for several days in a moderately warm
room. The copper is precipitated upon the zinc, forming small

voltaic elements
;
hydrogen is eliminated, sulphate of zinc

formed and alumina deposited in a form in which it is readily

washed. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvii. 96.

Sulphate of Alumina. Stein recommends ultramarine paper

for the detection of free acid in sulphate of alumina; 0'8 per

cent, of monohydrated sulphuric acid is readily detected. J.

prakt. Ch. c. p. 64.

MANGANESE.

Binoxide of Manganese, according to Dr. Werner Schmid,

is capable of precipitating copper from its combination with

sulphuric acid, as binoxide, by simple digestion in the cold. The
author is inclined to regard Mn02 as an ozonide. J. prakt.

Ch. xcviii p. 136.
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Kuhlman recovers hinoxitle of manganese, -whicli is used by

him to an enormous extent in the manufacture of bleacliing pow-

der, by precipitating the manganese liquors with the mother

liquors of soda crystals, which contain a large percentage of

sulphur compounds. Sulphide of manganese and free sulphur is

precipitated, and is burned to furnish sulphurous acid. It is

then heated with nitrate of soda, which results in the production

of nitrous acid fumes, sulphate of soda, and oxide of manganese,

containing 55 per cent, pure binoxide. A. D. Cir. xi. 34.

Permanganate of Fotassa. J. C. Sticht, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

prepares this salt successfully in Wohler's proportions. 500 p.

recently prepared solution of caustic soda, 45° B., is evaporated

with 105 p. pure chlorate of potassa, and towards the end of the

process 182 p. binoxide of manganese, in fine powder, is stirred in,

and heated until the mass becomes pasty. It is then heated in

a 3 gall, iron kettle until the mass becomes dark red, and assumes

a semi-fluid condition, Mdien it is treated with a large quantity of

water, allowed to rest for 12 hours, the clear liquor decanted

and evaporated in copper vessels, taking care not to allow it to

boil. The permanganate will crystallize in long needles. The

author has obtained 98 to 100 p. from the above proportions.

Viertelj. Ph. July, 18G6.

The powerful oxidizing action which solutions of this salt exert

on mercury in the cold, induced W. B. Giles to try its effects on

other metals. Zinc, which is so readily oxidized under ordinary

circumstances, was not attacked even when allowed to remain in

contact for months. It has likewise no action on copper, but

appears to exercise a slight action on silver. Ch. N. Ap. 1867,

204.

The editor of Ch. N. adds that neither aluminium or magne-

sium are affected by' it ; thallium is affected to some extent.

Grager proposes oxalate of protoxide of iron for the titration

of permanganate of potassa, on account of its stability, and the

convenience with which it may be prepared pure. The decompo-

sition by its influence takes place as rapidly as when proto-sul-

phate or proto-chloride of iron is employed. N. Jahr. Ph. xxvi.

193.
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Sulphate of JIanganese. C. L. DIclil recommends a p ocess

for preparing tliis salt, by whieli he hiis obtained good results.

Proc. A. Ph. A. 1SG6, 249.

IRON,

Iro7i. H. Weisky, by authority of an extensive series of ex-

periments, concludes that all iron contains a small amount ot

cobalt and nickel. The samples examined by him contained, on

an average, 7 gram, of these metals. He found them in various

cast irons, wire nails, and wrought iron. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii.

479.

Hydrated Sesqui-oxide of Iron, according to Davis, loses nearly •

all its water of crystallization (hydration ?) when heated in

water, retaining but four to six per cent. A temperature of

from 50° to 60° C. is sufficient to produce these results. J.

prakt. Ch. xcviii. 250.

J. Natanson states that the reaction of sulpho-cyanide of po-

tassium on the salts of sesqui-oxide of iron can be made most

delicate by shaking the solution, after the addition of sulpho-

cyanide, with a little ether. The latter dissolves the sulpho-

cyanide of iron, becomes of a handsome rose-red color, and thus

enables the operator to detect quantities of iron that cannot be

detected by sulpho-cyanide alone. Arch. Ph. cxxvii. 267.

Proto-suJphate of Iron. The following method is proposed by

Sig. Pavisi for preventing the oxidation of this salt : mix equal

parts of pure protosulphate of iron and gum arabic with a little

water, and evaporate at a low temperature until it attains the

proper condition to pour on glass plates. Allow to dry at a

temperature not exceeding 30° C.,and keep in dark glass bottles.

It is asserted that the salt in this form will keep for any length

of time. A. D. Cir. X. 179.

Ammoiiioferric Alum. C. L. Diehl states some difficulties

he met with in the manufacture of this salt, and offers some

suggestions as to their obviation." Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866, 250.

Dr. E. R. Squibb, commenting on the above, stated that if the

sulphuric acid employed in the preparation of the liquor ferri

tersulph. had been of sufficient strength, the difficulties would

not have occurred. Ibid. 78.
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Anhydrous Proto-chhride of Iron may be prepared in the

crystalline form by heating sublimed sesqui-chloride of iron in a

long, wide glass tube, and passing a current of hydrogen through

so as to mix intimately with the vapor. Brilliant, colorless,

crystalline plates are thus produced. Ann. Ch. Pharm. 1866,

255. Ph. Zeitschr. R. Oct. 1866, 397.

Arseniate of Iron, which is now used considerably in European

practice, is prepared by Wittstein by double decomposition be-

tween urseniate of soda and protosulphate of iron. As prepared

by this process, it is in the form of an olive-green powder, in-

soluble in water, soluble in chlorhydric acid with a yellow color,

• and of composition 2 (Fe 0, AsOJ + Fe.Oa, SAsO^. Arch. Ph.

Nov. 1866, 54.

COBALT.

The equivalent of cobalt, which has been fixed by Schneider

at 30 (and of nickel, 29), has been verified by Sommaruga. J.

prakt. Ch. xcviii. 381.

According to Skey, ferricyanide of potassium, when added to

a solution of a salt of cobalt in tartaric or citric acid, to which

has been added ammonia in excess, will produce an intense dark

red coloration. One part of Co in 60,000 is readily detected by

this test, and a distinct coloration is produced on a solution in

bulk of a few ounces, when it contains but 40000c* J^^^r.

1867, 111.

Sulphate of Cobalt. Frohde has obtained a sulphate with 4
eq. of water, instead of 7 eq., the usual proportion. It is pre-

cipitated as a pink powder, when a solution of the ordinary sul-

phate is added to concentrated sulphuric acid. Arch. Ph. July

and Aug. 1866, 92.

I'RAJiTIUM.

Sulphur Compounds of Uranium. Dr. Adolph Remele has

investigated these compounds thoroughly. An oxysulphide is

precipitated from a solution of nitrate of uranium, by excess of

sulphide of ammonium ;* this is decomposed, however, on attempt-

* It is necessary that the sulphide of ammonium should contain the

higher sulphur compounds, else the precipitate will be re dissolved.
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ing to wash it with water. If the oxysulphide is precipitated

from an alcoholic solution and washed with alcohol, it may be

obtained dry under the air pump. The composition of tiiis

compound is UjO^S ; it is soluble in water, slightly soluble in

dilute alcohol, insoluble in strong alcohol. In contact with an

excess of sulphide of ammonium, it changes in the course of

twenty-four hours into a magnificent red substance, the compo-

sition of which the author has not yet determined, and conse-

quently names uranium red for the present. He discusses at

some kngth the action of other sulphides on the salts of uranium,

and on the preparation of uranium red. Ch. C. B. 1860, G09,

626.

Bijliioride of Uraniam, according to Carrington Bolton, sepa-

rates in the form of a gr. en powder by the action of aqueous

hydrofluoric acid and proto-sesquioxide of uranium. Its compo-

sition is U Flj.

Uranium Salts. Belohoubeck recommends permanganate of

potassa for the quantitative determination of the salts of this

metal. The salts of the sesquioxide have to be reduced to the

state of protoxide,—a condition readily attained by the action

of metallic zinc and sulphuric acid for fifteen to thirty minutes.

The method is specially applicable to the sulphates and chlorides,

but not to the nitrates. J. prakt. Ch. cxix. 231.

ZINC.

Zinc, The property which zinc possesses, in the form of wire,

to reduce alkaline nitrates to nitrites is greatly enhanced, ac-

cording to Stahlschmidt, when the zinc is used in the form of

powder. The residue of manufacture, known as gris de zino,

will answer this purpose admirably if it is previously treated with

a little dilute acid to separate oxides and carbonates. Ch. N.

April, 1867, 194.

CADMIUM.

Cadmium is separated from zinc, according to Wohler^ by
boiling, for several hours, a solution containing the two metals,

with tartaric acid and an excess of caustic soda. The cadmium

alone is precipitated. When it has been precipitated as sulphide
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along with copper, it may be separated from the latter metal by
dissolving in chlorhydric acid, adding chlorate of potassa and

precipitating by cau.stic potassa ; the precipitate is dissolved in

hydrocyanic acid, and the solution treated with sulphhydric acid,

when the cadmium alone will be precipitated. Ch. N. April 5,

18G7.

IXDIUM.

Indium. Dr. CI. Winkler, in attempting to procure indium

from Freiberg zinc, according to Boettger's process, was ynable

to obtain more than one-fourth the amount actually contained in

the zinc. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii. 345.

COPPER.

Copper. Prof. Boettger prepares powdered copper by the so-

called dry process, by passing ordinary illuminating gas over

oxide of copper, heated in an ordinary Florence flask by a Bun-

sen burner. N. Rep. xv. 555.

Basic Salts of Copper. Reindel has experimented on these

compounds of copper. He obtained a sulphate of the composi-

tion, 2 (CuO, SO3) + 5 (CuO, HO), and an oxychloride of the

composition, 2 CuCl, + GCuO + 9H0. The nitrate corres-

ponds with the formula of Vogel and Reischauer : 4CuO, iSTOj +
3H0. J. prakt. Ch. c. 1.

Ammoniatcd Copper. Mr. "\Ym. Skey states that solution of

ammoniated copper cannot be filtered, as it dissolves the filter,

forming a substance of the coasistence of treacle, which is com-

pletely dissolved by cold water, but becomes insoluble by boiling,

exposure to air, or aJJitioa of acids. In its character this sub-

stance bears close resemblance to inulin. Ch. N. Jan. 1867, 1.

LEAD.

Iodide of Lead. Dr. Werner Schmid states that this iodide

is not affected by light when dry, but is decomposed by its influ-

ence when in a moist condition, iodine being given off, and super-

oxide or carbonate of lead formed. All substances that possess

an absorbent influence on iodine, sensitize the iodide to light.

Ch. C. B. 1866, 606.
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Perchloridi of Lial. M. J. Nickle? demonstratos the exist-

eace of perchloridj of lo id (Pb CU), which hp obtains by pissing

chlorine through a mixture of protochloride of lead and chloride

of sodium, the lead salt being in excess. Ch. N. Jan. 1867,

19. . • .

Nitrite of Lead for analytical purposes, is prepared by Tous-

saint, by passing CO^ into a solution of basic nitrite of lead. Ph.

Zeitschr. Russ. July, 1866, 179.

Sulphate of Lsad, when heated in a current of dry ammonia-

cal gas, is conv^erted into subsulphite and sulphide of lead, as

demonstrated experimontally by G. F. Rodwell, water and sul-

phides being formed and nitrogen liberated. Ch. N. Mar. 1867,

137.

THALLIUM.

Thallic Acid is formed, according to Dr. Carstangin, Avhen ox-

ide of thallium (obtained by precipitating sesquichloriHe of thal-

lium with ammonia), is suspended in strong potash lye, and a

rapid stream of CI passed through in the presence of heat. The

solution is colored intensely violet red, and contains thalliate of

potassa. This solution is readily concentrated or diluted without

decomposition, but readily decomposed by acids,, with formation of

protosalts of thallium.

Carbonate of Protoxide of Thallium. Gustav Streit recom-

mends its preparation by dissolving the metal in sulphuric acid

(carefully avoiding a%excess), and decomposing by boiling for an

hour with carbonate of baryta. The carbonate crystallizes from

the solution, on cooling, in handsome, shining needles. The

residue must be carefully Avashed with boiling water, to avoid

loss of carb. thallium, a portion of which, on account of its spar-

ing solubility, remains undissolved. J. prakt. Ch. c. 191.

Perchloride of Thallium. Roscoe finds that this compound is

isomorphous with the alkaline perchlorides, which it .equals in

stability. It has a sp. gr. of 4-844:, is soluble in 10 p. water, at

15° C, and in three-fifths of its weight at 100° C. It is slightly

soluble in alcohol, and may be heated to near the boiling point

of mercury without decomposition. Ch. N. Nov. 1866, 217.
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TIN.

SeUnides of Tin. R. Schneider gives some further informa-

tion, and corrects the investigations of Little and Ulsemann on

the selenides of tin. The protoselenide is obtained in the form

of steel gray prisms, and has a metallic lustre. Its composition

is Sn Se, sp. gr. 5-24 ; it is decomposed partially and slowly by

chlorliydric, more rapidly and completely by nitric acid and aq.

regia.

The biselcnide (Sn Scj) is a dark reddish-brown indistinctly

crystalline powder, of sp. gr. 4-85. It is not acted upon by

•water or dilute and concentrated chlorliydric acid, but readily

by nitric acid and aqua regia. Hot sulphuric acid dissolves

it partly, with an olive green coloration. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii.

236.

TITANIUM.

Titanic jA^cid. Merz has carefully examined the properties

of this acid, and more especially the compounds it produces with

the mineral acids, which have heretofore received but limited

attention. He states that the precipitate produced in its solu-

tion by ferrocyanide of potassium is of a reddish-brown color,

and not of a dirty green, as usually defined in works on the sub-

ject. Tannic acid affords a very delicate reaction, producing a

beaiftiful orange color, in the most dilute solutions. An excess

of bichromate of potassa produces a handsome yellow flakey pre-

cipitate, which becomes orange colored and powdery on standing.

J. prakt. Ch. xcix. 157.

TANTALUM.

Tantalum. R. Hermann gives the atomic weight of tantalum

at 68"8. He also gives the composition of a number of its com-

pounds, and has obtained results which dilfer considerably from

those heretofore published. J. prakt. Ch. c. 385.

ILMENIUM,

llmenium. Hermann, who l^as instituted extensive researches

and experiments on the nature of this metal and its compounds,

has combined its acids—ilmcnious and ilmenic—with soda and
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potassa, and describes the properties and composition of these

salts. He has also investigated the compounds that are formed

by the strong mineral acids with the acids of this metal. J.

prakt. Ch. xcix. 279—290.

MOLYBDENUM.

3Iolybdatcs. B. Rammelsberg comments on the researches of

Delafontaine on the compounds of molybdic acid with the alka-

lies. Delafontaine obtained a; monomolybdate of potassa, con-

taining 5H0, instead of the compound of Svanberg and Struve,

2 (KO M0O3) + aq. The crystals are colorless, freely soluble

in water, and loose their water of crystallization at a tempera-

ture of 100° C.

A seven-third compound of the acid with potassa is described

3K0, 7M0O3 + 4 aq., Avhich corresponds in properties with

the compounds of Svanberg and Struve, to which they gave the

composition 4K0, 9M0O3. ^
The termolybdate of potassa and monomolybdate of soda cor-

respond with the compounds described by Svanberg and Struve.

A seven-third compound of soda also exists and is considered,

as are also the compounds of ammonia and the double compounds

of ammonia and soda. Arch. Ph. cxxviii. 193.

TUNGSTEN.

Oxides of Tungsten. Mr. Wm. Skey has discovered some new

reactions of the oxides of tungsten. If tungstic acid be heated

to redness, and then suddenly be brought in contact with a cold

surface, it assumes a permanent black color, which appears to be

due to the presence of oxide. The same effect is produced when

the acid is dropped into kerosene oil ; no effect is produced when

it is dropped into water.

The precipitation of the blue oxide of tungsten from a solu-

tion of a salt of tungsten, by the electric current, is entirely

prevented by the addition of acetic or tartaric acids, which have

the power of dissolving the oxide, producing intense blue colora-

tion.

Binoxide of tungsten appears to be soluble in chlorhydric acid.

Ch. N. Nov. 1866, 256.
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BISMUTH.

Suhnitrates of Bismuth. Woeber states that the subnitrates

of bismuth, as generally prepared, are indefinite compounds, and

therefore proj)Oscs the following process, which affords a Avhite

compound, with a pearly, almost silvery lustre, and of definite

composition : Dissolve 1 p. bismuth in 4 p. nit. ac., sp. gr. 1*20;

dilute with water until it begins to cause a precipitate, and filter.

Pour the filtered solution, in a continuous stream and with con-

stant stirring, into 16 p. Avater, and allow to stand for 1

—

hours. The liquor must now be decanted, the precipitate thrown

on a filter, placed between folds of blotting paper, carefully pressed

between muslin, and dried. The composition of this compound

is 2 (4Bi03, NOj) + BiO NO^ + 3110. The precipitate must

not be washed, else the constitution of the compound will be al-

tered. From the decanted liquor the bismuth may be precipi-

tated as carbonate. Ph. Zcitschr. Russ. 1866.

Acetate of Bismuth is pr^^ared by the same author by digest-

ing the subnitrato with aq. ammonise, washing the oxide, and

adding cone. acet. acid as long as the mass swells. It is then

washed with a small quantity of alcohol, and dried, forming a

very unstable salt. Ibid.

ARSENICUM.

Frank has experimented on the various tests for arsenic, as

proposed by Fresenius and Babo, Marsh, Reinsch and Rieckher,

and has found that the method of Fresenius and Babo afforded

the least, that of Marsh the most delicate reaction. Viertelj. Ph.

XV. '602.

When arsenic and antimony occur together in solution, it is

proposed by H. Pellet, and J. Clark that the arseniuretted and an-

timoniuretted hydrogen generated from it in a Marsh's apparatus,

be passed through a sulution of nitrate of silver, which precipi-

tates the antimony, in the form of a black powder, along with

silver, leaving the arsenic in solution as AsOj, in which form it

is easily determined. This process is applied with the greatest

advantage when minute quantities of the metals are present; in

considerable quantities, a portion of the As is also precipitated.

Ch. N. Dec. 18GG, 289.
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Dragendorff found that -when caustic potassa -was used in a

drying tube connected with a Marsh's apparatus, antimoniurotted

hydrogen, if present, was reduced upon its surface, while the arse-

niuretted hydrogen passed witli the utmost facility. This is re-

garded as of importance in distinguishing between the two met-

als. N. Rep. XV. 533.

Arsenioiis Acid, crystallized in the prismatic form, is obtained

by Debray when a large quantity of acid is heated in a small

quantity of water, in a sealed tube, to 250° C. At this tempe-

rature water dissolves at least its own weight of AsOj, and on

cooling deposits it in the prismatic form. Towards the end the

ordinary form (octohcdrons) will separate. N. E.ep. xv. 535.

ANTIMONY.

Determination of Antimony. E. J. Chapman proposes to heat

the suspected substance in a tube open at both ends, the part in

which the white sublimate is produced is cut oiF with a file, and

heated in a solution of tartaric acid. A drop of this solution in

tartaric acid will give the characteristic orange colored precipi-

tate when placed on a small piece of pure sulphide of potassium.

The latter is best prepared for the purpose by heating bisulphate

of potassa with a little borax, on charcoal, in the reduction

flame. Ch. C. B. Aug. 1866.

MERCURY.

Mercury. M. J. Nickles gives some new facts in relation to

the amalgamation of mercury with various metals, and points out

the facility and rapidity with which sodium-amalgam attacks

some of them. Ch. N. Jan. 1807, 3.

Sulphide of Mercury. Fleck has succeeded in preparing cin-

nabar by the humid process, by adding a solution of 1 eq. of

corrosive sublimate to one of 4 eq. of h3'posulphite of soda and

4 eq. of sulphate of zinc, and heating to 50° C. The hyposul-

phite reduces the chloride to the black variety of sulphide of

mercury, but the presence of sulphate of zinc determines it to

assume the red form. One-fourth of the mercury remains in

solution, and is deposited as black sulphide on application of a

higher heat. J. prakt. Ch. xcix. 247.
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A. Glaus has found that recently precipitated sulphide of

mercury is soluble in excess of sulphide of ammonium, a fact to

be noted in medico-legal analyses. Arch. Ph. cxxviii. 250.

A new double compound of sulphide of mercury and sulphide

of potassium is described by R. Schneider, who obtained it from

the mother liquors in the preparation of cinnabar by the process

of KirclihofF. It is a very unstable compound, forming crystal-

line plates, of an olive green color, with pearly lustre. Water

decomposes it at once ; its composition is KHgS2. See Ch.

C. B. Aug. 18G6, G72,

Corrosive Sublimate. Fleck recommends the employment of

an excess of sulphuric acid in the preparation of the sulphate

for this salt, and of an amount of chloride of sodium equivalent

to the acid used, thereby insuring the elimination of II CI, the

presence of which prevents the production of calomel entirely, a

result which has hitherto been one of the most difficult to attain.

J. prakt. Ch. xcix. 246.

Wagner proposes to prepare this salt, by the humid process,

by acting on sulphate of mercury with chlorhydric acid, that

salt being decomposed by its action with formation of corrosive

sublimate. The mother liquors, containing the sulphuric acid,

are to be used for preparing a new lot of sulphate. Arch. d. Ph.

cxxviii. 248.

Bibromide of 3Iercury. Ebert prepares.it by double decom-

position between solution of bromide of potass, and solution of

nitrate of mercury, U. S. P. It is soluble in 250 p. cold water

and 25 boiling water, quite soluble in alcohol, ether, glycerine

and oil of turpentine. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 107.

Protiodide of Mercury. Frederking advises that this chemi-

cal be washed, with one-twelfth its weight of iodide of potassium,

in solution with 3 p. water, and subsequently with pure water,

as most efficient in separating the red iodide formed during its

preparation. Ph. Zeitschr. R. Oct. 1866, 382.

Rieckher proposes that it be prepared by triturating together

100 p. biniodide of mercury and 60 p. pure mercury, and states

that it is the simplest method of obtaining the green iodide in

its purest form. His objection to the process of triturating to-
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gether mercury and iodine is, that by tlie heat produced during

the operation a double compound of proto- and biniodide is

formed, to which is due the yellow color of the preparation. N.

Ja-hr. Ph. xxvii. 20.

SILVER.

Silver. Mathay considers that the hardness of silver observed

frequently and usually attributed to the presence of foreign

metals, is in reality due to the high temperature at which it is

cast. By allowing the melted metal to cool partially before

casting, a soft silver is uniformly obtained. A. D. Cir. x. 247.

Cordure, taking advantage of the aflSnity of zinc for silver,

applies it to its separation from argentiferous lead, by adding a

small quantity to the melted metals. The zinc forms an alloy

with the silver, which is specifically lighter than lead, rises to

the surface, solidifies sooner, and is thus readily, separated. Ch.

N. March, 1867, 114.

Stas gives a very complete process for preparing pure silver

from coin, for which see Ch. N. Jan. 1867, and A. J. Ph. xxxix.

166.

Iodide of Silver, according to H. Fizeau, either in the fused

or crystalline form, contracts as its temperature rises. The

contraction is very regular as it rises from 10° C. to + 170°

C, and it expands as regularly on cooling. Comp. Rend. Ch.

N. April, 1867, 215.

GOLD.

G-old. According to Nickles, gold leaf is soluble in iodine

under pressure or by the influence of light. The sesquibromide

and periodide of iron also act as solvents. Ch. N. Dent. Cos.

viii. 112.

Hyposulphite of Cfold and Soda. This compound is known in

photography as sel d'or, and is prepared, according to Fordos,

Gelis and Ilimly, as follows : 1 p. chloride of gold is dissolved in 50

p. water, and to this is gradually added a solution of 3 p. hypo-

sulphite of soda. The solution is colored red at first, but soon

becomes colorless ; it is then treated with alcohol as long as a

precipitate is produced, and the precipitate purified by resolu-

15
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tion in ivatei* and precipitation by alcohol. It should contain

37-5 per cent, of gold. Arch. Ph. xxviii. 257.

PLATINUM.

Plattmim, as also ruthenium, osmium and iridium, in the

spongy state, have been the subjects of experiments by Schoen-

bein, with reference to their action upon chlorine water. The
author found that the CI was in a short time converted into chlor-

hydric acid, but that the metals were not in the least affected.

Ruthenium appears to do so most rapidly ; iridium most imperfectly.

All these metals have the power of condensing oxygen in their

pores, and of converting ozone into ordinary oxygen. J. prakt.

Ch. xcviii. 85.

According to Saint-Claire Deville and Troost, platinum, in

the form of wire or plate, may take up and hold, at a low red

heat, 3-8 volume of hydrogen. Palladium has this power in a

still greater degree. Ch. News, Aug. 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxvii.

610.

SuJ[}ldte of Platinum. Birnbaum states that when sulphurous

acid is passed into suspended hydrated oxide of platinum a red

brown solution is formed, which contains sulphite of platinum.

The addition of a sulphite of one of the alkalies occasions a red-

dish-brown crystalline precipitate of the double salt of platinum

and the alkali. J. prakt. Ch. c. 123.

Ilyposul'pMte of Platinum and Soda is obtained by double de-

composition between aqueous solutions of chloride of platinum

and ammonium, and hyposulphite of soda, and subsequent preci-

pitation by alcohol. An oily liquid separates, which solidifies to

a crystalline yellow mass. It is purified by resolution in water,

and precipitation by alcohol. It is not altered by cold chlorhy-

dric acid or boiling caustic soda solution, but decomposed by

boiling chlorhydric acid with formation of sulphide of platinum

and sulphuric acid. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl. 200. Ch. C. B. 1867,

223.

PALLADIUM.

Palladium. To separate copper from palladium it is recom-

mended, by Wiihler, to saturate a solution of the chloride with
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sulphurous acid, and to precipitate the copper from this with

sulphocyauide of potassium. This is preferable to precipitating

the palladium with cyanide of mercury. Ann. Ch. Pharm. Oct.

1866, 144.

OSMIUM.

Osmic Acid. The assumption that by melting osmium with

caustic potassa, osmic acid (OsOJ is formed, is disproved by
Wohler, who finds that the solution of the mass, when treated

with acids, precipitates osmic acid and black oxide of osmium,

showing that a lower oxide is formed, which by the action of

acids is split into the above compounds. As the solution is of a

yellow color, this oxide cannot be osmious acid (OsOj) as the

potash salt of this acid is of a violet color. Ch. N. Feb. 1867.

86.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

CYANOGEN COMPOUNDS.

Hijdrocyanic Acid (dil). C. L. Diehl recommends the process

of Wittstein, for preparing this acid. Proc. A. Ph. A. 1866,

251.

Cyanide of Potassium. Knaffl proposes to prepare the pure

salt by passing hydrocyanic acid into an alcoholic solution of

potassa, from which the cyanide is deposited as fast as formed.

The magma is dried and subsequently fused in a bright iron

vessel. The process yields a salt containing 99 per cent, of pure

cyanide. N. Jahrb. Ph. xxvi. 220. Ch. C. B. 1806, p. 960.

Ferro- arid Ferricyanides of Iron. Mr. Wm. Skey states that

the blue color of these compounds is increased in brilliancy by

the action of alkalies. This statement is in contradiction to

that usually found in works on the subject, which state that their

color is destroyed by alkalies. He attributes the increase in

color to the abstraction of a portion of the ferro- or ferri-cyanic

acid. Ch. N. Dec. 1866, 280.

Soluble Prussian Blue. Brucke states that it is necessary, in

order to obtain a perfectly soluble compound, to use a great

excess of prussiate of potash ; about one-tenth to one-eighth of
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sesquichloride of iron should be used, and the precipitate washed

until the washings begin to be blued, when it is to be dried in

the air at ordinary temperatures. J. de Ph. April, 18G6. A.

J. Ph. xxxviii. 505.

Nitroprmides. The question, what oxide of nitrogen replaces

the cyanide in the conversion of a ferricyanide into a nitropruside,

has been determined satisfactorily by Iladon, who finds it to be

NO3, as shown by the following equation : Fe2Cy6M3—MCy
+NO3, = Fe,Cy,N03M,:

Nitropruside of Sodium is prepared, by the same author, by
mixing a cold solution of 164 grs. of corrosive sublimate and 80

grs. nitrite of soda in half a pint of water, with a hot solution

of 332 grs. ferricyanide of potassium, and 800 grs. acetic acid

in half a pint of water. The solution is kept at 140°F. and from

time to time a little nitrite of soda and acetic acid, is added,

until all the ferricyanide disappears. The solution is evaporated

to a pasty consistence, freed from acetate of potassa by pressure

and re-dissolved in a small amount of water ; on cooling, cyanide

of mercury is deposited. The red mother liquors contain the

nitroprusside, which is, however, purified with some difficulty.

Ph. J. Trans, viii. 468.

Sulphocyanide of Ammonium. J. C. Sticht prepares this salt

from sulphocyanide of potassium by double decomposition with

sulphate of ammonia at a boiling temperature. Sulphate of

potassa is allowed to crystallize out and the liquor mixed with

2 volumes of alcohol 90 per cent., the solution filtered, decolor-

ized with animal charcoal, evaporated and crystallized.

SuJpliocyanide of Potassium in solution is prepared for the

above purpose by fusing dried prussiate of potash with half its

weight of sulphur, dissolving in water, filtering, saturating with

carbonate of potassa, and again filtering. Viertelj. Ch. xvi. 48.

Sidpliocyanide of Mercury should, according to Hermes, be

made by double decomposition between sulphocyanide of potassium

and solution of nitrate of mercury. The solution of sub-nitrate

of mercury, recommended by Wohler, is not applicable, as one

equivalent of mercury would be precipitated in the metallic

state. A sub-sulphocyanide does not exist. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ.

1866, 253.
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Cliromo- cyanogen Compound. A. Kaiser has obtained several

compounds containing Cr, Cy, and base. Of these the chvomo-

cyanide of potassium is the most definite. It is prepared by the

action of pure cyanide of potassium on chrome alum, has a com-

position of 3KCy, Cr Cy,, is crystallizable, soluble in Avater and

dilute alcohol, and insoluble in strong alcohol. Alkalies or their

carbonates do not affect its aqueous solution, but acids decompose

it with production of a red coloration.

The author also obtained compounds of lead and silver, which

are amorphous. A chromo-hydrocyanic acid appears to exist,

but has not been isolated in a pure condition. J. prakt. Ch.

xcviii. p. 340.

Chromo-sidphoci/anide of Potassium is formed, according to

Rosier, when moderately concentrated solutions of 6 parts

sulphocyanide of potassium and 5 parts chrome-alum are mixed.

On addition of alcohol the sulphates crystallize out, and the clear

solution remaining will yield ehromo-sulphocyanide on concen-

tration. When purified by recrystallization from alcoholic solu-

tions, it forms dark, nearly black crystals, which appear red by

transmitted light ; it is permanent in the air, but looses its water

of crystallization at 110° C, becoming opaque, and at a higher

temperature is decomposed.

The author gives processes and describes the compounds of

ammonium, sodium, barium, zinc, silver and lead. Ch. C. B.

1867, 417.

Seleno-cyanogen is produced, according to R. Schneider, when

dry cyanide of silver is added to a solution of bromide of sele-

nium in sulphide of carbon. It is sparingly soluble in sulphide

of carbon and crystallizes from its solution in colorless or light

yellow shining plates, Avhich are tolerably permanent, but in

moist air soon become reddened. Its formula is Se^Cy. Ch. C.

B. 18G7, 431.

(Jhloro-cyanogen. Armand Gautier, recommend^ the following

method for preparing solid chloro-cyanogen. Pass a slow cur-

rent of CI through a solution of one part hydrocyanic acid in

four parts anhydrous ether. Viscid drops form on the sides of

the vessel, and after 24 hours become crystalline groups. It
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melts at 145° C and solidifies at 130° C. The bromide may be

prepared in a similar manner. Ch. News. March, 1867. J.

prakt. Ch. c. p. 45, Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. v. 563.

ORGANIC ACIDS.

Organic Acids. Persoz advances a new theory on tlic for-

mation of organic acids, which is in contradiction to the theory

of their formation by the oxidation of a radical. He remarks :

"Organic acids are of a complex nature; they belong, accor-

ding to their origin, to the acetic, benzoic, sulphovinic, or sulpho-

benzoic acid groups, and are generated by the action of carbonic

or sulphuric acids on hydrocarbons. Thus, by the action of

2CO3 on Co 11^, (Marsh gas) C^ II3 O3 IIO, (acetic acid) is pro-

duced
;
by the action of 2 CO2 on CigHg, (benzole) Hg O3 HO

(benzoic acid) is formed," &c., &c. Ch. C. B. 1866, 417.

Acetic Acid is obtained by C. F. Richter from pyroligneons

acid, pure and free from empyreuraatic odor, by saturating it

with withcrite, crystallizing out the acetate of baryta and

roasting, which drives off all the empyreumatic matter. A
powdery mass remains, which, when dissolved in water and filtered,

will yield perfectly pure acetate of baryta, from which acetic

acid is readily obtained pure. N. Jahrb. Ph. xxvi. 170.

Vinegar is now prepared on a large scale from beets by the

quick vinegar process, and is said to be a source of much profit.

Ch. C. B. 1867, 79.

Acetate of Soda, according to Jeannel, begins to melt at 58°

C, is perfectly fluid at 75°C and boils at 123°C., increasing

0-079 in volume. When heated to 59°C and allowed to cool

again, it becomes deliquescent, while the salt which is allowed to

crystallize in the ordinary manner is efflorescent. J. prakt. Ch.

xcviii. p. 248.

Acetate of Alumina can not be evaporated to dryness without

loss of a portion of its acid. Fredei'king recommends that it

be kept in the form of solution only, which he prepares by

double decomposition with sulphate of alumina and acetate of

baryta. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. 1866.

Acetate of Lead—Basic. Dr. Julius Lowe, who has thor-
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ouglily investigated the characters and composition of these salts,

contradicts the existence of the sex-basic acetate of lead, which

is said to be formed when neutral acetate of lead is heated with

an excess of litharge in water. The only compounds formed

under these circumstances are the dibasic and tribasic acetates.

The precipitates heretofore assumed to be the sex-basic com-

pound are, according to his experiments, simply mixtures of ox-

ide with tribasic acetate. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii. 385.

Acetylene has been obtained by de Wilde, by decomposing

chloride of elayl (C2 Clj) at a red heat. Numerous other

products of decomposition are formed. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii.

385.

Bertholet has experimented on the sensitiveness of the reac-

tion of ammoniacal chloride of copper on acetylene, and finds

that if a drop of the reagent is introduced into a test tube con-

taining 50 cc. hydrogen mixed with one-thousandth acetylene, it

is instantly covered with the characteristic red pellicle. Hydro-

gen containing one ten-thousandth acetylene stil! gave the char-

acteristic action. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl. 3-14.

Oxalic Acid. M. M. Laurent, Castheler and Bassel have suc-

ceeded in making this acid from the refuse of saddlers' and shoe-

makers' shops, &c., by treating the refuse leather with diluted

sulphuric acid, and digesting the mass thus obtained with a mix-

ture of 1 p. nitric acid to 3 p. water, at a temperature of 30° C.

The acid is readily extracted from the product obtained. A. D.

Cir. X. 175.

Oxalate of Protoxide of Iron is prepared by Reynolds by dou-

ble decomposition between protosulphate of iron and an excess of

oxalate of ammonia, containing a little free oxalic acid. The
excess of Ox prevents the deposition of any persalt formed. The
composition of the salt was found by analysis to be FeO, COj
-f 4H0. Ph. J. Trans, viii. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 125.

Griiger recommends its preparation for volumetric analysis by
decomposing a filtered solution of protosulphate of iron with an

equivalent of oxalic acid. The precipitation of the oxalate takes

place slowly, but most efi"ectually. N. Jalirb. Ph. xxvi. 193.

Tartaric Acid. Dr. K. Frisch has investigated the nature of
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this acid with reference to its basitj, and finds it capable of unit-
ing with 2, 3 and 4 eq. of metallic bases. He obtained lead
salts with 3 and 4 eq. of base, and a zinc salt with 3 eq. of base.
Ch, C. B. 1866, 598.

Malonic Acid. Ilcintzel fixes the melting point of malonic
acid at 132° C. Dessaignes had previously stated it at 140° C.
The acid experimented on was made according to Baeyer's
method, from barbituric acid (malonyle-urea),and the author suc-
ceeded in determining its identity with that of Dessaignes, and
of Kolbe and Mliller, Ann. Ch. Ph. August, 1866, 129.

Isomalie Acid. This acid was discovered by Kiimmerer, in

combination with silver in the silvering baths of a large pho-
tographic establishment, and he has made a number of experi-
ments with a view to the discovery of its origin, without success,
however. His experiments lead him to the supposition that it

exists ready formed in the citric acid of commerce. It is crys-
talline, readily soluble in water and alcohol, melts at 149° C,
and when heated to 160° C. behaves similar to citric acid. It
gives.off water Avhich distills over with a yellow oil, which on
cooling crystallizes in large plates. It has acid properties, and
the author proposes to name it pyro-iso-malic acid. The compo-
sition of isomalie acid is C, Hg 0^. Ann. Ch. Ph. Sept. 1866
257.

Citric Acid. Perret recommends the saturation of lemon juice

with magnesia instead of lime, as a form in which it will permit
transportation, without decomposition, from its place of produc-
tion to the place where the acid is to be prepared. He recom-
mends it specially for Sicily, where magnesia is found in abun-
dance. Ch. C. B. 1866, 431.

Row makes the following observations on the manufacture of
citric acid : The concentrated juice, as imported, should be di-

luted to about the condition of normal juice (so as to contain

about 12 oz. of acid in a gallon) and boiled. This facilitates its

filtration and consequent separation of viscid matter and other
impurities that are usually very difficult to remove. The accu-

mulation of sulphuric acid in the mother liquors, owing to the

addition of excess during the decomposition of citrate of lime, is
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but prevented by running them through new portions of lime

salt. Ch. N.' 1866. Viertelj. Ph. xvi. 60.

Citrate of Magnesia. Frederking prepares this salt by pre-

cipitating 16 p. sulphate of magnesia with q. s. sodsecarb., wash-

ing the precipitate and adding to the magma 12 p. citric acid, and

evaporating to dryness. A preparation is obtained wliich is in

the form of a soft Avhite powder, not always soluble in pure water,

but freely dissolved by Avater containing ammonia ; hence the

author suggests the preparation of an ammonio-citrate of mag-

nesia. Pharm. Zeitsclir. Russ.

Formic Acid. J. C. Sticht, who has tried Lorin's process for

the production of this acid from oxalic acid by the aid of glyce-

rine, recommends it as reliable. From 75 lb. oxalic acid he ob-

tained 62 lb. formiate of soda. Ch. C. B. 1867, 31.

Dr. F. Grace Calvert states that the formation of acid^ according

to Lorin's process, is tardy at first, but becomes rapid' and regu-

lar when the glycerine has once been used. Ch. News, March,-

1867, 126.

E. T. Chapman has observed that formic acid is produced,by
the action of permanganate of potassa and sulphuric acid on pu-

rified lamp black and other forms of carbon. From results ob-

tained by him and Mr. Thorp, he ventures on the hypothesis that

the action of bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid or per-

manganate of potassa does not merely consist in the removal of

hydrogen or addition of oxygen, but that in many cases hydroxyl

is either substituted for hydrogen or superadded to the substance

oxidized. Ch. N. Dec. 1866, 282.

Propionic and Butyric Acids have been found in the mother

liquors of acetate of soda from crude pyroligneous acid, by Prof.

Anderson, of Glasgow. Ch. N. Nov. 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 82.

Angelicic A-cid. Dr. B. Jaife finds that angelicic acid, like fu-

maric, itaconic, citraconic and mesaconic acids, has a decided affin-

ity for bromine, and like them combines with 2 eq. of the haloid,

forming C^ Ilg O2 + 2Br. Bromo-angelicic acid is tolerably per-

manent, not decomposed by boiling water or acids, but its salts are

readily decomposed, some of them at ordinary temperature. J.

prakt. Ch. xcviii. 113.
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GatJiartic Add is, according to Kulby, tlie active principle of

senna. It is obtained by treating a concentrated cold infusion

of senna with its volume of alcohol, decanting the clear liquid

from inert precipitate, and then adding an excess of strong alco-

hol, which precipitates the cathartic acid in combination with

lime and magnesia. The precipitate is rcdissolved in water, and
reprecipitatcd by a little chlorliydric acid, washed thoroughly and

dried over sulphuric acid, under an air-pump. It may be obtained

perfectly pure by dii^solving it in alcohol of 60° (Tralles), pre-

cipitating with ether, and again drying under an air-pump. The
acid being readily decomposed by htat, it is necessary that the

process throughout should bo conducted at ordinary tempera-

tures.

Cathartic acid is a black, shining substance, at first tasteless,

subsequently sour and bitter ; insoluble in water, strong alcohol,

ether and chloroform ; soluble in alcohol of 60° (Tralles), from

which it is precipitated bymineral acids and more or less also by

organic acids. When heated with mineral acids it takes up 8II0

and is split into cathartogenic acid and sugar. Its composition is

Cigo Hgg Og2 S ; that of cathartogcnic acid C^jg H.g 0^^ K, S.

N. Kep. XV. 275.

Kiiiic Acid.—Karl Grjebe converts it into chlorobenzoic,

benzoic and carbohydrokinovic acids, and concludes a resem-

blence in constitution to hydrate of amylene. He regards it

as oxybenzoic acid, which is united similarly with 3IIH0, as the

hydrate of amylene is united with HHO. Ch. C. B. 18G6, 460.

Bromocuminic Acid, according to A. Naquet and W. Lon-

guinine, forms white crystals which have a melting point of 140°

C. It is insoluble in cold or boiling water and cold alcohol,

but is slightly dissolved by warm alcohol and readily by ether.

Its silver salt is insoluble in water, but readily soluble in warm

alcohol ; the potassa salt is soluble in both menstrua. Ch. C.

B. 1866, 799.

Valerianate of Iron. Mr. Francis Sutton, in a paper on

valerianate of iron, remarks that, Avhen prepared according to

the usual formula, it is a basic salt containing sesquioxide of

iron. He recommends the formula of Mr. Hanbury, by which
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he obtains a semifluid precipitate, which, when freed from sul-

phate of soda by kneading under water, may be obtained in

scales by drying on glass plates. This salt is perfectly soluble

in alcohol, and is a neutral compound of composition, FojOj^-

3Va. Ph. J. Trans. Sept. 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 532.

Valerianate of Zinc. The same author recommends as a test

for oxide of zinc in valerianate of zinc, a dilute solution of

tartaric or citric acids, which dissolves the valerianate, leaving

the oxide intact. Ibid.

Benzoic, Toluylic an Xi/hjUc Acids have been obtained by

Kekule, by the action of sodium on the bromine compounds of

benzole, toluole and xylole in a stream of carbonic acid. The

carbonic acid is to be passed through for a long time, and the

yield is larger if the gas is slightly moist, than when perfectly

dry. Cinnamic acid has been obtained in a similar manner by

Dr. Swartz from styrole. The reaction is explained by the

addition of CO2 to the hydrocarbons. J. prakt. Ch. xcix. p.

375.

BenzoUo Acid. Zinin finds that this acid, hydrobenzole, and

the needle-shaped crystals described by Claus, are produced by

the action of an alcoholic solution of potassa on benzole when

heated in the absence of air. J. prakt. Cli. xcviii. p. 495.

Salpho-hcnzolic Acid,vi\\\G\\, according to Mitsclierlich, can be

prepared by the action of fuming sulphuric acid on benzole, can

readily be prepared, according to Stenhouse, on a large scale with

ordinary sulphuric acid, by adding 4 volumes to 5 volumes of

benzole and heating on the sand bath for 8 to 10 hours. Ann.

Ch. Ph. cxii. 284.

Sidphobenzolates. These are best prepared, according to the

same author, by decomposing the barium compound with the

sulphate of the required salt. By the destructive distillation

of sulphobenzolate of soda the author obtained an oily liquid,

which, when purified, was found isomeric with sulphide of phenyl.

Water, cai-bonic and sulphurous acids are produced at the same

time. Similar results were obtained with the lime and ammonia

salts, but their products have not yet been sufficiently examined.

Ibid.
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Miricmc Acid is, by the action of melted caustic potassa, con-
verted into protocatechuic acid, according to the experiments of
Hlasiwetz and Grabowski. The eugenic acid may be obtained
sufficiently pure by mixing a strong alcoholic solution of potassa
with oil of cloves and expressing the precipitate stronHv. Ch
C. B. 18G6, 443. ^ ^

•

Carbolic Acid. Crystallized phcnylic acid does not differ in
chemical composition from the coal oil creasote of commerce.
The latter may be readily crystallized by the addition of a
minute quantity of naphthaline. Ph. C. II. 186G. N. Jahrb
Ph. xxvi. 170.

Creasote. By the action of iodine and phosphorus on creasote
from beach tar, Gorup-Besanez has obtained a body identical
in i^ropcrties with pyrocatechuic acid. Miinch. Ak. Ber 18G7
Ch. C. B. 1867, 321.

Chrijsamic Acid. J. Stenhouse and H. Mailer give their pro-
cess for preparing chrysamic acid from aloes by the action of
nitric acid, and describe the chrysamates of lime, magnesia,
copper and manganese. Ch. C. B. 1867, 251.

Chrysamate of Soda is best prepared, according to Stenhouse,

by boiling chrysamic acid in 12 parts water and adding gradually
concentrated solution of caustic soda, until the acid is all

dissolved and the solution reacts slightly alkaline. The chrysa-
mate will all crystallize out in the course of 16 hours, and may
be purified by re-crystallization. Ibid.

ClirymmaU of Silver is obtained, according to the same
authority, by adding to a solution of chrysam. soda in 50 parts

warm water, a slight excess of nitrate of silver. The resulting

precipitate is washed with pure water and dried, first by a mode-
rate temperature and finally at a temperature of 100° C. Ibid.

Picric Acid. Castheloz recommends benzole and ether for

the estimation of the purity of picric acid, which is soluble in

these inenstrua, while the impurities it usually contains are but
sparingly soluble. These consists chiefly of foreign nitro-com-

pounds, oxalic acid, sulphate and nitrate of soda, chloride of
sodium, alum, &c. Ch. N. March, 1867, 140.

Tannic Acid. The various published processes for the esti-
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m.ation of tannic acid have been made the subject of critical

examination by Mr. John Watts. Ph. J. Trans, viii. 515.

Dr. Hallwachs has likewise reviewed the various processes, and

prefers those of Hammer and Lowenthal as most accurate.

LowenthaVs method consists in the addition of solution of indigo

to the liquid to bo examined, and determination of excess of

indigo by permanganate of potassa or chlorinated lime. Hammer

finds the sp. gr. of the solution to be analyzed, precipitates the

tannic acid carefully,' and finds the amount precipitated by again

taking the sp. gr. The latter the author finds the most accurate.

Ch. C. B. 1866, (Aug).

Pribram recommends the use of neutral acetate of lead as

answering the most accurate results, and claims, as advantages

over all other methods, that it is applicable to all varieties of

tannic acid, and forms precipitates which settle rapidly and are

readily washed and dried.

Dr. A, Vogel, Jr., prepares a test solution of glue for volu-

metric determination of tannic acid, by dissolving 16 gram, puri-

fied glue in 16 cc. water, adding 1 gram, chlorhydric acid and 1*5

gram, sulphate of zinc and diluting to 200 cc. It is allowed to

stand in a narrow cylinder for several days, to permit the forma-

tion of a slight deposit, may then be poured off clear, and forms

a solution which will not exhibit the slightest tendency to gela-

tinize. N. Rep. xvi. 66.

Hlasiwetz states that the tannic acids from cinchona, krame-

ria, filix mas and granati radix are all glucosides. The first three

yield respectively cinchonic, rhatanic and filix red and sugar.

The granati-tannic acid yields elagic acid and sugar. Wiener.

Ak. Ber. 1867, No. xi.

Ooffeotannic Acid. The investigations of Prof. Hlasiwetz,

prove the acid to be a glucoside, convertible by boiling with alka-

lies into caff"eic acid and sugar. Caffeic Acid is a handsome,

crystalline substance forming with cinnamic and coumaric acid a

regular series, viz

:

Cinnamic Acid Cjg Hj Oj HOj.

Coumaric " C,8 1% 0^ {I'^O^X-

Caffeic " Cis H5 O2 {B.O.^y
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These acids, by oxidation, are converted into benzoic, salicylic

and protocatecliuic acids respectively, with formation of acetic

acid. Wiener. Ak. Ber. 1867, No. 1.

Gallic Acid is not a mono- or tribasic acid, as has been usually

accepted, but quatribasic, as determined by Hlasiwetz. Ibid.

FijrogaUic Acid. Y. de Luyes and G. Esparandieu prepare

pyrogallic acid by heating gallic acid in a close vessel, with

about 2 to 3 times its weight of water, to 200° C to 210° C, for

about half an hour. By boiling the solution with a little animal

charcoal and evaporating gently, the pyrogallic acid is deposi-

ted in the form of a hard amber-colored mass, from which it

may be obtained perfectly white by sublimation in vacuo. By
this process 75 per cent, (the theoretical quantity) is obtained,

while by the process heretofore in use (Liebig's) but 37 per cent,

is obtained. The authors use a bronze vessel and put the lid on

with paste board, which allows the carbonic acid generated to

escape, but retains the steam. N. Rep. xv. 468. Viertelj. Ph.

XV. 540.

Protocatecliuic Acid, according to N. Barth, is a tribasic acid,

and he substantiates his statement by a lead and a baryta salt.

By the action of caustic potassa on a bromo-derivative of the

acid he obtained gallic acid. Wiener. Ak. Ber. 1867, No. 1.

Fatty Acids. Dr. Jakobson proposes rosaniline for the detec-

tion of free fatty acids in fixed oils, which is dissolved by the

acids, but remains unaifected by the neutral oils. Ch. C. B. 1867,

159.

Oleic Acid. M. M. Bolley and Bergmann state that oleic

acid may be distilled by superheated steam at a temperature of

482°E.without decomposition ; above that temperature it becomes

contaminated with capric and caprylic acids, as products of de-

composition. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 507.

Overbeck has investigated the chemical relations of oleic acid,

and has obtained an interesting number of compounds. Ann.

Ch. Ph. Oct. 1866, 39.

Crotonic Acid, artificially prepared from cyanide of allyl by

the action of caustic potassa, has been examined by Carl Bulk,

who finds it soluble in 12-07 parts water and crystallizable in
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needles. It melts at 70° C, congeals at 70" C, and is volatile

at ordinary temperatures, giving off" a peculiar odor, reminding of

butyric acid, into which it is converted by the combined actions

zinc and sulphuric acid. Its composition is C^HgO^, and it

forms salts, which assimilate to those of butyric acid. It com-

bines with Br, forming dibr'omo-crotonic acid, which forms crys-

talline salts with potassa and soda, and an amorphous salt with

silver. The author has obtained an acid by-product which he

supposes to be monobromo-crotonic acid. Ann. Ch. Ph. July, 1866.

Uric Acid is prepared by Low from guano by heating it with

its weight of sulphuric acid as long as chlorhydic acid is given

off, washing the undissolved portion with distilled water until

free from sulphuric acid, and dissolving the residue in caustic

soda. From the filtered solution the uric acid may be precipi-

tated by chlorhydric acid and, if not sufficiently pure, may be

heated with sulphuric acid a short time, diluted cautiously with

water, and washed on a filter. A. D. Cir. xi. 33.

Kynurenio Acid. In contradiction to the statements of

Liebig, Messrs. Meissner and Sheppard found that kynurenic

acid will decompose carbonate of baryta, and that carbonic acid

will not decompose a neutral solution of kynurenate of baryta.

This statement has been found correct by Liebig, who publishes

a communication to that eiFect. Ann. Ch. Ph. Oct. 1866, 143.

CrJijcolic [Oxy-acetic) Acid. By the distillation of glycolate of

copper, a portion of the glycolic acid distills over undecomposed,

while the balance is resolved into dioxijviethylene, CO, and COj,

according to the experiments of Heintz. The dioxymethylene

is produced, however, in very'small proportions, the greater of the

acid being converted into the oxides of carbon. Glycolate of

alumina will also yield dioxymethylene by destructive distilla-

tion
;
glycolate of lime yields an oily liquid. Ann. Ch. Ph.

cxi. 257! .

Carminic Acid, according to Illasiwetz and Grabowsky, is a

glucoside, resolved by the action of dilute sulphuric acid into

carminic red and glucose. When it is melted with caustic

potassa, a new crystalline compound is produced, which they

propose to name cocinine. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 504.
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ORGANIC BASES.

General remarks. Mr. W. A. Tilden has obtained, by the

action of monochloride of iodine on the clilorides of the various

organic bases, compounds which contained 2C1 and I. These

compounds are analogous to the teriodides, 2 eq. of I being sub-

stituted by 2C1. Among the bases thus changed are quinia,

coffeina, triethyhunino and tetrethyhimine. Ch. C. B. 1866, 653.

Rudolph Wagner recommends the following method for sepa-

rating alkaloids from solutions containing much extractive matter,

and claims that it will furnish the alkaloid entirely free from

other organic stibstances ;
0-5 to 1-0 litre of the suspected liquid

is diluted with twice its weight of water and 5 cc. of a solution

of iodine in iodide of potassium (12-7 gram. I to the litre) is

added. The precipitate, the formation of whicli is facilitated

by the addition of a little sulphuric acid, is dissolved in a solution

of hyposulphite of soda, filtered, and again precipitated with an

excess of iodine solution. This second precipitate is dissolved

in an excess of solution of sulphurous acid and concentrated, to

remove hydriodic and sulphurous acids. The residue will contain

the alkaloid pure, in the form of sulphate. N. Jahrb. Ph. xxvii.

82.

Dragendorff recommends the double salt of iodide of bismuth

and potassium as a reagent for alkaloids, finding it a very delicate

precipitant for them. He experiments also with the double

iodide of antimony and potassium, the chlorides of iridium and

ammonium, and of rhodium and potassium, with more or less

satisfactory results, for an account of which see Ph. Zeitschr.

Russ. 1866. N. Rep. xv. 409. Ch. C. B. 1867, 86.

The following general process for the separation of alkaloids,

with special reference to strychnia, in forensic chemical investi-

gations, is recommended by the same author. The suspected

substance is digested twice with water, acidulated Avith sulphuric

acid, to the strained and mixed liquors alcohol is added, until a

strength of 60° Tr is attained, and filtered warm. The filtrate

is nearly saturated with magnesia and the alcohol distilled oflF

:

the liquid, which should have an acid reaction, is shaken twice

with benzole, and the latter rejected, after which it is neutralized
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with ammonia and again shaken twice with benzole, which now

contains the alkaloid. To purify this the benzolic solution is

shaken with acidulated water, the alkaloid again precipitated by

ammonia and taken up by benzole as before, which on evapora-

tion will yield the alkaloid pure. N. Rep. xv. 503, Ch. C. B.

1867.

For the separation of atropia, hyoscyamia and aconitia, the au-

thor recommends the substitution of amylic alcohol for benzole

in the first part of the process, and the final one of ether to dis-

solve the alkaloids. They must be taken up by ether 3 or 4

times to insure purity. N. Rep. xv. 511. Ch. C. B. 1867.

Aconitia. Mr. Groves describes the process of M. M. Liegoris

and Walton for preparing this alkaloid, and recommends it as a

good one. He also describes a process for obtaining it partially

crystallized, and its si).lts in a crystalline state. From 1 lb. root

he obtains on an average a little more than 10 grs. aconitia.

He recommends that, for convenience of dispensing, it be reduced

to fractional strength by sugar of milk. Proc. Br. Ph. Conf.

Ph. J. Trans. Sept. 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 515.

Blorplda. An improvement on M. Guillermond's process for

estimating the percentage of morphia in opium is proposed by M.

Rourselle, which has the advantage of occupying less time, with

the same accuracy of results. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 512. Ch. News,

Oct. 1866.

Haseldcn has made a number of experiments on the nitric acid

test for morphia, in order to distinguish the red coloration from

that produced on cloves. He finds that the color produced on

morphia—which is of a bright pinkish red—is changed in a few

hours to yellow, while that produced on cloves is garnet red, and

does not change to yellow. Chlorinated lime to the morphia red

will change it in a few hours to a pale straw color, while in the

case of cloves the color disappears entirely during the same in-

terval. Ph. Jour. Trans, viii. 252.

Frohde states that when a solution of molybdic acid in sulphu-

ric acid is brought in contact with morphia or its salts, a magnifi-

cent violet color is produced, which subsequently changes to blue

16
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and dirty green. The smallest trace of morphia will exhibit this

reaction.

Narcdna. Prof. Procter gives some information on this alka-

loid with reference to its preparation from tlie mother liquors of

morphia, made according to Gregory's process, and as to its solu-

bility, &c. The acetate is very insoluble, and is instantly pre-

cipitated on mixing solutions of acetate of ammonia and muriate

of narccina. In preparing the mm-iate, tlie narceina should be

triturated with water previous to the addition of chlorhydric

acid, else it will be partly decomposed. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 111.

Cryptopia. Messrs. T. & H. Smith contribute, by their re-

searches, another new alkaloid to those already discovered in

opium, for which they propose the above name. It is contained

in the weak spirituous washings of crude precipitated morphia,

the liquid designated by the French " eaux mferes alcooliques."

Its alkaline character is decided, perfectly neutralizing the

strongest acids, and forming salts. The sulphate, acetate, muri-

ate, nitrate and thebolactate have been obtained in beautiful

and distinct crystals; they all have a tendency to form a jelly,

however. Cryptopia is colorless and odorless ; its taste is at

first bitter, followed by a peculiar coolness like that of pepper-

mint. Ph. J. Trans, viii, 595.

Rhceadina is a new alkaloid, discovered by Hesse in the red

poppy ; it is also stated to exist in some samples of good opium.

It crystallizes in white prisms, and is remarkably insoluble in

nearly all menstrua. Ether, alcohol, benzole, chloroform, water,

solution of ammonia, carbonate of soda or caustic lime, are

almost without action ; but it is soluble in diluted acids. Its

composition is C^^ Ojg N. Its solution in chlorhydric or

sulphuric acid, of moderate strength, is of a deep purple color,

which disappears on the addition of an alkali, but reappears on

addition of acid. This coloration is due to the formation of an

intense coloring matter, and the simultaneous formation of

another new alkaloid, rlmagyna {G-^ N.) By the color

test 1 p. of rhceadina may readily be detected in 800,000 p. of

water. Rhceadina does not neutralize acids, but forms double

salts with salts of mercury, gold and platina. Ch. C. B. 1867y

33. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 563, and xxxix. 122,
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Sarraceyima. Stan. Martin describes this alkaloid from Sarra-

cenia purpurea, as a white substance, bitter, soluble in alcohol

and ether, capable of forming salts with acids, of which the sul-

phate is crystallizable. He describes a process for the prepara-

tion of the alkaloid. Ph. Zcitschr. Russ. v. 365.

Corijdnlina, according to Wicke, is a colorless and tasteless

alkaloid, forming with acids crystallizable salts. Its alcoholic

solution is precipitated by tannic acid and iodide of potassium.

He prepares it by extracting the roots of Cvrydulis tuhcrosa with

water, acidulated with sulphuric acid, precipitates the percolate

with subacetate of lead, the excess of lead with sulphuric acid.

The corydalina is then precipitated from the filtered solution by

metatungstate of soda, and the precipitate mixed and evaporated

to dryness with elutriated chalk, from which it is extracted by

alcohol. The cryst^s may be purified from tenaciously adher-

ing resin by solution in bisulphide of cai-boii, and treatment of

the solution with water containing chlorhydric acid. Ann. Ch.

Ph. cxl. 274.

Fumarina. Gustav Preuss states his process for preparing

this alkaloid from Fumaria officinalis. As obtained by him it

forms irregular six-sided prisms, soluble in alcohol, chloroform,

benzole, sulphide of carbon and amylic alcohol
;

slightly soluble

in Avater ; insoluble in ether. Its most characteristic reaction is

with sulphuric acid, which dissolves it with a dark violet color,

which is changed to brown by nitric acid, bichromate of potassa

or prussiate of potassa. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. vi. 176.

Phy.sostigmina. 0. Hesse gives a process for preparing this

alkaloid from Calabar bean. It is readily soluble in alcohol,

ether, benzole, sulphide of carbon and chloroform ; less soluble

in cold water. It may be heated to 100° C. for a short time

without decomposition, reacts strongly basic, neutralizing acids

completely and forming salts, which, like the base, are tasteless.

The solutions of the sulphate, chloride and acetate become red

on short exposure to air. If the change has not been allowed

to go on too far, the color may be removed again by sulphhydric

acid. Ch. C. B. 1867, 362.

Vdo has also experimented on this alkaloid, and named it

Eserin. Ch. C. B. 1867, 364.
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Chlorate of Quinia is best made, according to C. R. C. Ticli-

borne, by means of cblorate of baryta and sulpbate of quinia.

.It is obtained in small, mushroom-shaped masses of crystals,

sparingly soluble in cold, but freely soluble in boiling water.

It crystallizes with difficulty when perfectly pure, but readily

when it contains traces of other salts of quinia. Ph. J. Trans,

viii. 07. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 474.

Qninia, Cinchonia and Caffeina. Prof. Rochleder makes a

preliminary statement to the effect that these alkaloids, which

resist all ordinary oxidizing agents, are readily attacked by

nascent hydrogen. Wiener Ak. Ber. 1867, No. 1.

Quinoidinc. De Vry has devised a process for the purifica-

tion of this alkaloid founded on the observations of Pasteur, ac-

cording to which he treats 9 p. commercial quinoidinc with 2 p.

oxalate of ammonia, at a boiling temperature, until ammonia

ceases to be given off ; the chief impurity, lime, is then precipi-

tated. On precipitating the quinoidinc from the filtered solution

•with caustic soda, washing, precipitating and exposing to a tem-

perature of 100° C. to 110° C, it is obtained pure, in the form

of a hard, friable mass. A. D. Cir. xi. 34.

Stryclinia. Rodgers observes that morphia prevents the proper

reaction of bichromate of potassa on strychnia, and recommends

its solution in chloroform, which leaves the morphia undissolved.

Ph. C. H. 1866, 461.

M. Bert finds that carbolic acid has the property of suspend-

ing the salts of strychnia, forming with their solutions a liquid

which has the appearance of an emulsion. Strychnia loses its

energy in hypodermic injection when thus treated, but is not

destroyed, as it can be restored again to activity by removing

the carbolic acid with ether. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 180.

Dragendorff proposes a new process for the quantitative de-

termination of strychnia and brucia in nux vomica. Viertelj.

Pharm. xvi. 113.

Atropia. The statement of Kraut, that atropia is, by the

action of fuming chlorhydric acid, split into tropia and atropic

acid, is corrected by W. Lessen, who finds that it is split into

tropia and three acids, which differ in their elementary constitu-
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tioa by H^O^. He names these acids tropic acid (CjJIi,)0^), atro-

pic acid (the acid of Kraut, Ci^HgOJ, and isatropic acid (isomeric

with tropic acid). See J. prakt. Ch. c. 427.

Hyoseyamia. Ludwip; has been unable to obtain crjstallizable

hyoscyamia from the leaves of Htjoscyam. niger, but obtained it

readily crystallized from the seeds, from which lie also obtained

fixed oil, and a peculiar yellow nitrogenized resin possessing acid

characters. Arch. Ph. July and Aug. 1866, .102. .

Lycma. Iluseman and Marme continue their researches on

this alkaloid, discovered by them in the herbaceous portion of

Lyciiim harharum. It is nearly insoluble in ether, melts at

150° C, and is charred at a higher temperature. They have

formed crystalline compounds Avith a number of acids, among

which are nitric, chromic, acetic and oxalic. It is not poisonous.

Ann. Ch. Ph.

Colchicia. Prof. Maisch has examined the colchicia of Mr. J.

E. Carter, and fiads that it has an alkaline reaction, and is capa-

ble of covering the acid reaction of sulphuric acid on litmus. By
heating its solution in dilute sulphuric acid, it is converted into

the colchiceinc of Oberlin, which is neutral, or, if acid, a very

weak one. Colchicia is a very weak, unstable base ; its most

delicate precipitant is Mayer's iodohydrargyrate-of potassium.

A. J. Ph. xxxix. 97.

Nlcotina. Liecke recommends the following process for the

quantitative determination of nicotiaa in tobacco: The dried

leaves are extracted with water, acidulated with sulphuric acid,

the solution evaporated to the consistence of an extract, the ex-

tract treated with alcohol, the alcoholic tincture concentrated,

and the extract thus obtained distilled in a glass retort with sol.

caustic potassa. The distillate contains all the nicotina, the

amount of which is readily determined by addition of volumetric

sol. of sulphuric acid in excess, and measurement of excess of

sulphuric acid with volumetric solution of soda. N. Jahrb. Ph.

xxvii. 94.

According to Dr. Huber, nicotina yields, by oxidation with

bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid, an acid of composition

CgH-NO^, which is capable of forming crystallizable salts. Be-
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Sides this acid, a small portion of another acid, richer in carbon,
and at least one base is formed. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxli. 271.

_

Cyamn. The experiments of Stadeler prove cyanin to be an
lodme compound, of compos. ajL,N,L By the action of acids
or their salts he has obtained a number of products in >vhich the
I IS replaced by the respective acids. Compounds .vere ob-
tained containing CI, NO, SO3, B0O3, and Ac, all of Avhich are
blue coloring matters, but exceedingly sensitive to sunlight. J
Prakt. Ch. c. 129.

^

According to Schonbein, cyanin affords a most delicate color
reagent for acids and alkalies. It Mill detect the presence of
one-millionth of sulphuric acid or caustic potassa, and affords a
distinct reaction in water filtered through magnesia. A. D. Cir.
X. 179.

Anilhia. The sp. gr. of this important base is, ^vhen pure,
1-028. If the sp. gr. is above 1-030, it may be assumed to con-
tain undecomposcd nitro-benzole ; if below 1-000, it contains
acetone, or undecomposed benzole. The most common impurity
is toluidine (which appears to be very essential, however, in the
manufacture of some of the aniline colors), which cannot be en-
tirely separated from it ; but the percentage in which it is ad-
mixed may be ascertained by fractional distillation. Ph C H
July, 1866.

Dr. Bimeycr has improved .and cheapened the manufacture of
anilina from nitro-benzole, by the application of powdered iron.
By the reaction for two days of 15 parts powd. iron on 20 parts
nitro-benzole, in the presence of water containing chlorhydric
acid to the amount of 2-5 per cent, of the nitro-benzole, 11-96
parts anilina was obtained. 40 parts nitro-benzole, and 60
parts powd. iron, treated as above, yielded 24 parts anilina Ch
Ch. B. 1866, 660.

Anilina possesses the power of dissolving caoutchouc, shellac,
and several other resins. A. D. Cir.

Soluble AniUne-hlue. Dr. M. Vogel finds that the conversion
Bleu dcLyon into soluble aniline-blue by the aid of sulphuric

acid, does not commence before a temperature of 130° C, and
ceases at 150° C, being then decomposed. Five parts of acid to
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one of blue is necessary, an excess of acid favoring the reaction.

Acid of 66° B. is rot strong enough
;
fuming acid should be

employed. Ch. C. B. 1866, 662.

Fuclmne. Bimeyer asserts that the commercial article always

contains more or less arsenic acid, and proposes its removal by

the addition of carbonate of lime (marble dust) to the solution of

the crude product obtained by fusion. Regarding the most

profitable proportion of arsenic acid and anilina in its manufac-

ture, the author recommends 100 p. solution, containing 60 per

cent, of acid, to 58-6 p. base. Ch. C. B. 1866, 659.

Leukaniline, according to Durand, is prepared from fuclisine

by adding to its aqueous solution pulverized zinc. The precipi-

tate formed, when treated with alcohol, will yield the leukaniline

in the form of a resinous yellow mass. It was discovered by

Kochlin, and is used as a black or brown dye, producing several

fhades of the latter. Ch. C. B. 1866, 655.

Formamide may be prepared, according to Lorin, from the

formiates of ammonia, soda or lime, or from oxalate of ammonia

by dry distillation. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii. 123.

Dlplicnylamine is prepared by MM. De Laire, Girard ard

Cbapoteaut by heating IJ eq. pure aniline with 1 eq. chloride of

anilina for 30 to 35 hours. The product is a mixture of chlor.

of diphenylamine, chloride of anilina, and uncorabined anilina,

and a larger or small amount of coloring matter, according to

the operation. By treating the mixture with chlorhydric acid

and 20 to 30 times as much water, the diphenylamine separates

m the form of oily globules, which solidify on cooling, and may
be purified b}- repeated crystallization from ether or benzole.

Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl. 344.

JJitoIyJamine is prepared by the same authors, by the same

process as above, substituting chloride and pure toluidine for the

anilines, and

Phenijl-tolijlamine, by employing both toluidine and aniline,

without regard to which is combined Avitli chlorine. Ibid.

ThioHiiinamide. R. S. Maiey has experimented on the bro-

mine derivatives of tliis base, and finds, contrary to the state-

ment of Aschoff, that the addition of Br docs not occasion a
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precipitate, when the substances employed are perfectly pure.
If to a solution in alcohol bromine is dropped fractionally,

- crystals will form at the end of 24 hours, consisting of dilromo-
thiosinnamide, which is soluble in alcohol and water, and has a
composition of CJIgN^SBr^. One eq. of Br can be readily
substituted by CI, forming hromo-cldoro-tliiosinnamide. Both
compounds form definite crystalline compounds with bichloride
of platinum.

TrlfjhjcolamideackUriamide. According to Ileintz, this com-
pound is moderately soluble in cold, but very soluble in hot
water, from which it crystallizes on cooling. In aqueous solution
it is decomposed when heated for some time, and also on addi-
tion of solution of soda. With acids it forms salts, whose solu-

tions are readily decomposed by heat, but when allowed to
evaporate spontaneously, will separate in the crystalline form.
The chloride forms double salts with the chlorides of platinuaf,
gold and mercury. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl. 2G7.

ALCOHOLS AND ALLIED SUBSTAJfCES.

Alcoliol. Fritzsche proposes to free alcohol from fusel oil

by passing its vapor through refined fixed oil, which, having a
greater afl5nity for fusel oil than alcohol, retains it. Ph.
Zeitschr. Russ. Aug., 1866, 262.

Bugowski states that one volume of charcoal will deprive one
volume of alcohol, in the form of vapor, of its fusel oil. The
charcoal is readily restored by heating to redness. The action
is most complete when the alcohol vapor is passed slowly through
the charcoal cylinders, which should be 5 metres high and 2J
metres diameter. Ibid. 2G4.

Acetic Ether, according to Geuther, has a boiling point of
72°C. when perfectly

.
pure, instead of 74°C., as heretofore

given. Ch. C. B. 1866, 787.

Grosschopff uses the following proportions for preparing the
ether : 40tt) fused and powdered acetate of soda is introduced
into a copper still arranged with a stirrer, and to this a cold

mixture of 4Ga sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1 840, and 37ib alcohol
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95 per cent, is slowly adiled with constant stirring ; it is then

distilled with steam. Arch. Ph. cxxviii. 212.

Clirysamic Ether is prepared by J. Stenhouse by digesting

chrysamate of silver with 5 parts iodide of ethyl on a water

bath for 10 to 15 hours, and subse({ucntly distilling off the

excess of iodide of ethyl. From the residue, consisting of

chi-ysauiic ether and iodide of silver, the ether is extracted by

bcnzide and is purified by repeated crystallizations from benzole

and finally from alcohol. Ch. C. B. 186G, 254.

Tuiijjstic Ether. Maly has obtained this ether by the action

of oxychloride of tungsten (Wo CI2O) on strong alcohol. By
simply shaking them together, the oxychloride is dissolved, and

the solution, which is at first clear, becomes turbid in a short

time, and in 24 hours a white flocculent precipitate has formed,

which is the ether in question. It is, when dry, a hard, brittle,

glistening mass, insoluble in water, alcohol or ether. On
account of its insolubility, the author has not yet been able to

determine its molecular arrangement. It contains W0O3 85'80,

C 5-30, N 1-77. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii. 196.

31etallio Ethyl Compounds. Wanklyn gives a new process

for forming the ethyl compounds of Hg, Zn, Na, Mg, Cu, &c.,

in J. Ch. Soc. iv. 128. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl. 353.

EtJiylamine is, according to the experiments of Wanklyn and

Chapman, by the action of bichromate of potassa and sulphuric

acid at a boiling temperature, converted into aldehyde, acetic

acid and water, and a large amount of gas is liberated which the

author inclines to believe is nitrogen. J. Ch. Soc. Ch. C. B.

1867, 255.

Chloroform. Prof. Maisch read a paper on the sp. gr. of

medicinal chloroform, in which he recommends the addition of

sufficient alcohol to reduce it to sp. gr. 1-475. Proceedings

1866.

The spontaneous decomposition of chloroform has been noted

in Ph. C. H. 1866, 426, in a sample having a sp. gr. 1'496, and

is attributed to various causes,- but chiefly to impurities. The

probable cause, as pointed out at the last meeting of the Asso-
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ciatiou hj Prof. Maisch, does not appear to have occurred to the

author.

Mcsitylene. According to Bseyer, oxide of raesityl is produced
when acetone is saturated with gaseous chlorhjdric acid and is

then allowed to stand for 8 to 14 days. It separates in the

form of a brownish oil, and is purified from phoron—produced

at the same time—by fractional distillation. It is a colorless

liquid, possessing an odor assimilating to that of oil of pepper-

mint, boils at 130°C. and is composed of CiJIioO.,. Ann. Ch.

Ph. cxl. 297. Ch. C. B. 1867, 145.

Nitrite of Amijlic Oxide, by the action of hydriodic acid, is

converted into iodide of amyl with elimination of nitric oxide,

according to the experiments of Chapman.

The same author states that, by the action of anhydrous phos-

phoric acid on this ether and subsequent action of caustic alka-

lies, the oxide of amyl is converted into propionic and acetic

acids. J. Ch. Soc. Ch. C. B. 18G7, 269.

Sulphides of Amyl, Butyl and Butyl-amyl. Alex. Saylzeff,

finds that, by the action of fuming NO, on these compounds, but

one equivalent of oxygen is taken into combination instead of

two equivalents, as in the case of sulpldde of cetliyl. Ch. C. B.

1866, 954.

Triglycolamidic Ether, Heintz, who prepares this ether by

heating triglycolamidate of silver with iodide of ethyl in a

sealed tube, gives the following additional information in regard

to this interesting compound. It is an oily liquid, volatile at

from 280° to 290°C. with partial decomposition, has a faint fruity

odor and burns with a bright flame. It is readily soluble in

alcohol and ether, slightly soluble in water, and more readily

when cold than at a boiling temperature. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl.

261.

Grlycerine. Guigard points out certain catalytic phenomena

produced by glycerine. With many of the metallic salts, in

conjunction with a salt of one of the alkalies, it forms solutions,

from which their oxide can no longer be precipitated. Ch. N.

Nov. 1866, 255.

Mr. Wm. Crookes draws attention to a lot of glycerine which
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was imported in bulk from Germany, and arrived in London in

hard, solid, crystalline masses. The melting point of these

crystals was found to be 45°F., and, when fused, the isolated

Crystals formed pure glycerine, somewhat more viscid than the

ordinary concentrated article. The author's views on the sub-

ject are that the low temperature to which it was exposed (it was

shipped during very cold weather) and the vibration of the rail-

way carriages, caused it to assume the solid form. Ch. K. A.

D. Cir. xi. 56.

A crystallization of glycerine has been noticed by a manu-

facturer of Vienna, but under circumstances somewhat different

from those stated above. It is rendered probable that the

presence of iron in solution caused the crystallization, as it has

been kept in iron tanks for upwards of a yeai", and was impure

at the outset. Ch. N. April 5th, 1867.

A. C. Pope,, in a communication to A. D. Cir., states that

various samples of glycerine examined by him, among which one

labelled " made in Vienna," and one of Bower, formed precip-

itates, or otherwise indicated the presence of grape sugar, by

Trommer's test. A. D. Cir. xi. 9.

Prof. Wm. Procter has examined commercial glycerine of

American and German manufacture, and finds it free from

glucose, contrary to the assertion of Pope. lie has also found

them free from chlorine and lime, and states that commercial

glycerine is insoluble in chloroform, as evidenced by numerous

tests on samples from different manufacturers. A. J. Ph. xxxix.

109.

Prof. Maisch also examined American and Vienna glycerines,

with results agreeing in the main with those obtained by Prof.

Procter. He prefers Bower's glycerine to that of Price's Pat.

Candle Co., as it is equal to the latter in every respect, and su-

perior in its more bland taste. Price's being slightly acrimonious.

A. J. Ph. xxxix. 117.

Dr. Adolphus, in a paper communicated to Med. and Surg.

Rep. Jan. 1867, makes some interesting remarks on its solvent

power, and states the relative amounts in whicli a large number
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of substances, both organic and inorganic, are taken up by it.

A. J. Ph. xxxix. 149.

Glycerine appears to have the power of preserving tlie sulpliides

of ammonium, sodium and potassium from decomposition, accord-

ing to the experiments of Lapage. Ch. X. May, 18G7. A. J.

Ph. xxxix. 309.

Kitro-glycerine. Dr. K. List asserts that, although nitro-

glycerine is subject to spontaneous decomposition, this is not

attended by danger if the gases generated are allowed to escape.

It should bo kept in loosely stoppered vessels, and, during

transportation, a safety valve should be attached to the vessel

containing it. Ch. C. B. 1866, 528.

Kopp recommends that nitro-glycerine for blasting is best made
on the spot where it is to be used. An impure article, which

answers the purpose well, may be prepared by acting on syrupy

glycerine with nitrate of potassa and sulphuric acid in the cold

for five to ten minutes. Elevation of temperature would result

in the production of oxalic acid, instead of nitro-glycerine. It is

then washed in water by decantation, and readv for use. Thus

prepared, it is a yellow or brownish oil, has a sliglit acid reac-

tion, and contains a little water. It should be kept in open

vessels, and used as soon as possible after it is made. Ch. X.

Aug. 1866. A. D. Circ. x. 257. A. J. Ph. xxxviii.

Oxide of Propylene. By the action of sodium amalgam on

oxide of propylene, E. Linnemann has obtained a volatile pro-

duct, which, after being deprived of water by carb. potass, and

rectification, possesses all the properties of isopropylic alcoliol.

By the action of sulphate or chromate of potassa on this product,

acetone is produced. Ann. Ch. Ph. cxl. 173. Ch. C. B. 1867,

173.

HYDROCARBONS AND ALLIED SUBSTANCES.

Bertholet finds that some hydrocarbons are attacked by po-

tassium, and form compounds with it. Acetylene, cumol,

naphthaline, phenyl, anthracene, rutene, &c., are all attacked

energetically. Styrol gives rise to special phenomena. The

compounds formed • appear to be explosive. Ch. X. Xov. 1866.

249.
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Schorlemner has obtained several new hydrocarbons from an

oil obtained from coal-tar (which had previously been treated

with sulphuric acid), at a temperature between 200° and 300° C.

The composition of these is as follows :

C,„H.,o, . . . boiling point 210° 0.

C,j4, . . .
" " 240° C.

C,«H^, . . .
_

" " 280° C.

They are colorless, refractive liquids, lighter than water, and

have an odor resembling that of parsnip. Tliey are decomposed

by nitric or sulphuric acids ; bromine reacts violently, forming

unstable compounds, of wliich the compound Ci^H^^Br^ is the

most permanent.

K. Bigot and R. Fittig have continued their experiments on

the synthesis of several hydrocarbons, and describe the proper-

ties and reactions of amyl-benzole, amyl-toluole and xylole. Ch.

C. B. 1867, 420.

Benzole. Bertholet observes that when benzole is passed

through a red hot tube, it decomposes witli condensation into

several hydrocarbons, of which the principal one is phenyl.

Chrysene (Cj^Hj^) is also produced in small quantities. ToJuole

is decomposed in a similar manner when subjected to the same

process, forming, among quite a number of hydrocarbons, ben-

zole and naphthaline. Ch. N. Nov. 18(56, 287.

Ethylated Benzole. Fittig has obtained this body from mono-

bromated benzole. Its composition is II- +
;
boiling

point 185° C. Gh. N. Nov. 1866, 242.

Nitro-Benznle. Depoully Brothers, in an article on the sub-

ject, give some valuable hints relative to the manufacture of this

important chemical. A. D. Gir. x. 233.

Di-azobenzole, a new explosive compound, discovered by M.
Gries, is prepared, according to the French patent, by acting

upon hydrochlorate of aniline with 2 eq. of chlorhydric acid and

1 eq. of nitrate of soda, the latter being added gradually. The

mixture is left to itself as long as nitrogen is disengaged. The

di-azobenzoie is precipitated from this ir^the form of chromate

or chloro-chromate, by the addition of 1 eq. bichrom. potassa

and 1 eq. chlorhydric acid, and, after separation, is dried with
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the utmost care. It is said to surpass fulminate of mercury in

explosive force. A. D. Cir. xi. 161.

Trichloro-Benzole is obtained by Lesimple by the direct action

of chlorine on benzole vapor. The action is rapid, the yield

abundant, and the process, therefore, preferable to that of

Mitscherlich, which consists in the exposure of chlorine and ben-

zole to the sun's rays. J. prakt. Ch. xcix. 281.

Ancthole. Ladenburg and Loverkus, by their investigations,

classify this hydrocarbon among the derivatives of benzole. Ch.

C. B. 1866, 959.

Bromoeumol is obtained by E,. Fittig by the action of bromine

on methyl-xylole. Ch. C. B. 1866, 479.

Aniylene. Bauer has experimented on the compounds of chlo-

rine and amylene, and obtained a compound which approximates

to the composition CJlyCl, and which he names chlorated amy-

lene. He also obtained chloride of amylene, CjHjgClj, chlorated

chloride of amyle, CjHt^Clg, and bichloride of amylene, CjIIgCljClj.

J. prakt. Ch. c. 41.

Xylole. By the action of nitric acid on this hydrocarbon,

Beilstein obtains toluylic acid
;

this, when purified, yields by

the action of bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid, terphta-

lic acid. The author had previously obtained the latter acid

from xylole, by direct oxidation. The toluylic acid obtained

by this process differs remarkably from the ordinary acid, which,

by oxidation, is converted into benzoic acid. J. prakt. Ch.

xcix. 378.

Chimogene. Prof. Vander Weyde, in experimenting on the

volatile and gaseous products of petroleum, discovered a very

volatile liquid, for which he proposes the above name. It can

be made to boil at as low a temperature as 30° F., and he ob-

tained products which will boil at 40°, 50°, and 60° F. It is

proposed as a substitute for rhigolene. Dent. Cos. A. D. Cir.

x. 179.

(It is scarcely probable that a liquid which boils at 30° F.

should have the same composition as that which boils at 60° F.,

and it is therefore questionable whether the same name can

properly be applied to both liquids.)
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Petroleum. Mr. John Attfield has devised a method by

which he determines the igniting point of petroleum, which is

simple in principle and easy of execution. Ph. J. Trans, viii.

A. D. Cir. xi. 30.

It has been determined that crude petroleum contains a con-

siderable amount of sulphide of carbon, and that, consequently,

the more volatile products are always more or less contaminated

with it. Those obtained between 30° and 80° C. (Benzine)

contain the largest amount, and should be freed from it by

agitation with mercury, if to be used for analytical purposes.

Ph. C. H. vii. 393.

Paraffine. Its solubility in benzole, chloroform and bisulphide

of carbon, at different temperatures, is as follows, according to

Dr. A. Vogel :

—

In 1 part benzole at 46° C. 7-7, at 43° C. 5-0, at 39° C. 4-0, at

23° C. 0-7, at 20° C. 0-016 parts.

In chloroform (1 part) at 23° C. 0-22, 20° C. 0-16 parts.

In one part bisulphide carbon at 23° C. I'O part.

Aloisol. Robiquet, who obtained this substance by the distil-

lation of aloes with caustic lim*^, describes it as an oily liquid,

coloidess when recent, but becoming browned rapidly on exposure

to air, and of an odor resembling that of fusel oil and bitter al-

monds combined. Rembold has examined this compound care-

fully, and has determined, by fractional distillation, that it can-

not be considered a regular compound. He obtained distillates

which differ greatly in their composition, and therefore considers

it a hydrocarbon, mixed with oxygen compounds in various pro-

portions. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii, 210.

Cuminol and Cymol. The contradictory assertions with re-

gard to the oxidation products of oil of cumin, have induced

Buliginsky and Erlemeyer to make this the subject of investiga-

tion. They have not yet arrived at any decided results, but

contend that cymol will not yield an acid of the formula Cg Hg

0^ by the action of either chromic or nitric acid, but are inclined

to believe that such an acid can be obtained from cnviinol. An.

Ch. Ph. Oct. 1866.

Sulfliide of Allyl. Ludwig, in an interesting paper on this
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subject, contradicts the statement of Wertlieim in regard to the

compound with nitrate of silver, in which the sulphide was held

to be changed into oxide of allyl. Such is not the case, the sul-

phide combining and forming 2 (AgO, N0j)+C6 ^lo Ann.
Ch. Ph.

Volatile Oils. Puschcr proposes fuschine as a test for alcohol

in volatile oils, as that substance is insoluble in them, but readily

dissolved by alcohol, and will detect 1 per cent. Ph. Zeitschr.

Russ. Aug. 1866, 265.

Oil of Bitter Almonds. Hlasiwetz and Barth, by acting upon

this oil with anhydrous phosphoric acid in the cold, have obtained

a resin identical with benzoin resin. Ch. C. B. 1866, 449.

Mr. ^Ym. A. Tilden states, in Ph. J. Trans, viii. 325, that oil

of bitter almonds treated with a small portion of chloride of cal-

cium, to separate moisture, has kept perfectly well since 1864,

while a sample of the same oil, not treated in this manner, was

found full of crystals of benzoic acid. The addition of alcohol

to this oil, according to his experiments, facilitates rather than

prevents decomposition.

Oil of Sassafras. Prof. Procter considers the difference in

color of various samples of this oil to be due to the employment

of roots of variable age and condition ; the roots of old stumps,

to which the outer bark is still attached, will yield a colored oil,

while the colorless oil is produced from young roots only. Proc.

1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 481.

Camphor. By the action of sodium on a solution of camphor

in benzole or toluole, Bauligny has obtained a crystalline com-

pound, for which he assumes the formula Hj^ Na02. By the

action of iodide of ethyl and chloracetyl on this compound, the

author has obtained products which he names respectively ethyl-

camphor and acetyl-camphor. Ch. C. B. 1866, 968.

Turperitine Camphor. Mr. Voy, of San Francisco, Cal., has

discovered in cavities near the core of a semidecomposed pine-

tree stump, in Shasta Co., Cal., a small quantity of crystals,

which S. AV. Johnson determined to be identical with turpen-

tine camphor. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 224.

Resins. II. Hlasiwetz and L. Barth have conducted some
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very interesting experiments on resins obtained from assafcetida,

gamboge, acaroid resin, sagapenum, opoponax, &c., with a view

to determining their products of decomposition when lieated with

caustic potassa.

Asmfoetida Resin yielded protocatcchuic acid and resorcin.

The principle, existing naturally in the resin, and which yields

the protocatcchuic acid, is ferulic acid, a crystalline compound

possessing weak acid properties. It appears to be a bibasic acid,

and has been combined with ammonia, potassa and silver, form-

ing well-defined compounds. Its composition ie CioH,gO^.

Gamboge Resin yields phloroglucin, pyrotartaric acid and a

peculiar acid resembling uvitinic acid, which the autliors have

named isuvitinic acid.

Acaroid Resin will yield paraoxybenzoic acid in large quan-

tity, and is therefore recommended as its source.

Sagapenum Resin gives an abundant yield of resorcin.

Opoponax Resin will yield protocatcchuic and pyrocatechuic

acids, besides another resin, the characters of which have not

been well defined. Ch. C. B. 1866, 422, 449.

India Rubber. Mr. Bourne devised a method for deodorizing

india rubber, the general outline of which is to imbed it in char-

coal, on shallow trays, and expose it to a temperature of 120° to

180° for 3 to 6 hours, when it will be found completely deodor-

ized, and under proper management will not impair the finest

texture, in substance or appearance.

LIGNIN, STARCH, SUGARS.

Lignin. R. Warrington draws attention to some sources of

error in the estimation of woody fibre, as practiced by the pres-

ent processes. Ch. N. Jan. 1867, 41.

Gun Cotton. Mr. Abel has patented (in England) a process

for preparing explosive gun cotton in such a manner as to render

it both safe and convenient. By processes similar to those em-

ployed in the manufacture of paper, he prepares it in sheets,

discs, granules, cylinders, &c., with and without the aid of bind-

ing material. For the latter he uses collodion, or appropriate

gums and resins. Ch. News. A. D. Cir. xi. 31.

17
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In a paper on the stability of gun cotton the same author

makes some most interesting statements based upon experiments

conducted at Woolwich. Ch. N. Sep. 1866, 203.

Dextrine. Musculus, who made dextrine the subject of inves-

tigation five years ago, advanced the theory that starch, under the

influence of diastase or weak acids, is converted into sugar and

dextrine directly, and not, as heretofore stated, into dextrine

alone ;
.that the change takes place in the proportion of one part

of sugar to two parts of dextrine, and that diastase exerts no ac-

tion on dextrine.* Payen subsequently disputed this theory.

Musculus now reiterates his statements, and substantiates them

by various experiments. Dextrine is convertible into sugar only

by continued boiling with dilute mineral acids.. The author also

asserts that the sweet principle of malt, known as

Maltose, cannot be considered a distinct principle, and that it

is a mixture of grape sugar and dextrine. The rotating power

of maltose to the right bears a relation to that of glucose as 3 to

2 ; that of dextrine being still greater explains, under the au-

thor's view of the constitution of maltose, its greater rotating

power over that of glucose. Viertelj. Ph. xv. 59-1.

Malt. Lermer found, by analysis, that the germs of malt

contain malic, formic, asparaginic, succinic, citric, acetic, tannic^

lactic, oxalic, proprionic and fatty acids, asparagin, cholesterine,

bitter principle, green coloring matter, fixed oil, gum, resin,

wax and sugar.

Cane Sugar. Dr. C. Scheibler recommends the addition, of a

small quantity of tannic acid, followed by s'ubacetate of lead, to

clarify saccharine solutions preparatory to their examination by

the polarizing instrument. This is specially applicable in the

examination of beet juice, which cannot always be clarified suf-

ficiently by subacetate of lead alone.

Dr. Nickles proposes bichloride of carbon as a test to dis-

tinguish cane sugar from glucose. When glucose is heated in a

sealed tube with that substance it is not changed, or merely com-

municates a yellow color to the liquid, which is not browned on

standing. Cane sugar, under the same circumstances, com-

municates a brown color. N. Rep. xv. 359.
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0. Loew states, that wlien sugar is lieated with Avatcr in a

sealed tube to 160°C., formic and carbonic acids are formed, and

carbon separates ; it is well known that dry sugar is not decom-

posed with separation of carbon when heated to the same tem-

perature, l«vuJosan and glucose being formed. The water seems

to exert a specific action, as sugar remains perfectly unchanged

wheTi heated with alcohol under the same circumstances. A. J.

Ph. xxxix. 334.

Similar products are formed when starch, gum or milk sugar

are heated with water in sealed tubes to 170°G. A. J. Ph.

xxxix. 334.

Caramel. Mr. Thos. Sherlock gives explicit directions for

preparing caramel on a large scale. Ch. N., June, 1867, 282.

A writer, in Ch. N., gives, among other processes, the follow-

ing for preparing caramel : The sugar is heated in a capacious

coppor vessel, in an oil bath, to 410—428°F., stirring constant-

ly as long as aqueous vapor is given off. The crude product

thus obtained is placed in a parchment dialyser, which. is placed

on water. The undecomposed sugar and intermediate products

are thus gotten rid of, and what remains on the dialyser is

weight for weight five times as strong as the crude caramel. A.

D. Cir. xi. 160.

Glucose. M. G. Bergeser has devised a method for deter-

mining the amount of glucose in urine, which consists in deter-

mining the volume of gas generated from a given volume of

urine by fermentation with yeast, and comparing it with the

volume of gas obtained from an equal volume of solution of pure

glucose of known strength. A. D. Cir. x. 225.

Prof. Bottger proposes an alkaline solution of oxide of bis-

muth for the detection of diabetic glucose. On addition of a

few drops of the solution to diabetic urine and heating to ebuli-

tion, a dai'k coloration takes place, and after a time metallic

bisjuuth is precipitated. If albumen is present it must first be

removed by boiling and filtration. The test liquid is prepared

with potassa and tartaric acid in a similar manner to the am-

monio-citrate of bismuth. Ph. C. H. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ.,

Aug., 1866, 244.
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Mannite. Wittstein finds tliat perfectly pure mannite will

not reduce an alkaline solution of copper, as stated by son>e

authorities. In all cases where reduction takes place it must be

attributed to grape sugar, which may be present from various

causes. Ph. C. II., Aug., 1866, 317.

Lactine. Fudakowski finds that sugar of milk may, by the

action of dilute sulphuric acid, be split into two kinds of silgar

;

one variety of which ferments less rapidly than the other ; is

less soluble in alcohol and less sweet to 'the taste. Ch. N.,

Mar., 1867, 131.

Hesperidine Sugar. Deha, in investigating hesperidine, found

that it was readily split into a crystallizable body and sugar.

The sugar is readily separated and found to be isomeric with

mannite, dulcite, &c. It rotates the rays of polarized light to

the right; is readily soluble in water, but slightly soluble in

cold alcohol, and readily soluble at the boiling temperature. It

reddens alkaline solution of copper, but not as readily as glucose,

and is not converted into oxalic acid by nitric acid. Its compo-

sition is 'C^H^^Og. N. Rep. xv. 365.

GLUCOSIDES AND OTHER ORGANIC PROXIMATE PRINCIPLES.

Helhhorine and helleborcine. A. Huseman and W. Marme
have examined these principles and found that helleborine is

contained abundantly in Helleborus viridis (not to be confounded

with Verat. virid.), while the principal source for hellboreine is

H. 7iiger. Helleborine is insoluble in water, sparingly soluble

in fixed oils and ether, and freely soluble in chloroform and

boiling alcohol. By the action of dilute mineral acids it is split

into helleboresin {Gm^lsgO^) and glucose (Ci2Hj20i2)=C-2H^30i2+

8H0. JTelleboreine is readily soluble in water, more difficult in

alcohol and insoluble in ether. Dilute acids split it into helle-

horetin (C2gH2uOg) and glucose '^{GiJiyfiio)=C52^ifi^- Pharm.

C. H., Aug., 1866.

Asparagin has been discovered by M. Scheibler in beet root

molasses. During the preparation of sugar it is converted into

asp;irtic acid and ammonia by the action of lime, which accounts

for the evolution of ammonia, always observed during the manu-

facture of beet sugar. J. de Ph., 1866. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 506.
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Carotin and liydi'ocarotin in carrots is stated to be simplj

cholesterinc. colored with a red pigment,accordiiig to the researches

3f MM. Frorde and Soeauer. A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 505

Santonine. F. Sestini has experimented on the chlorine com-

pounds of santonine and has prepared mono- and tri-chloro-san-

toniiie in addition to the di-chloro-santonine previously discovered

by Heldt. J. prakt. Ch. xcix. 253.

Grosscbopff recommends that the precipitate of impure san-

tonine, produced by acids in the liquor obtained from wormseed

by boiling with lime, be washed with weak ammonia before re-

crystallizing. This treatment will remove the resin whicii nearly

always accompanies the precipitate. If the precipitation is con-

ducted at a temperature below 30°C., the santonine is least con-

taminated with resin. He states his yields at 1'5 to 2*3 per

pent. Arch. Ph. cxxviii. 210.

Eryth'occntaurin. Impure crystals of this substance are ob-

tained by C. Mehu from the herbaceous portion of Erytliroea cen-

taurium, by evaporating an ethereal solution of an alcoholic ex-

tract from an aqueous extract. It is odorless, tasteless, neutral

and not hygroscopic ; melts at 136°C., is not volatile, is soluble

in 30 p. boiling and 1630 p. cold water. It is yellow, but on

exposure to sunlight becomes red, and is restored to yellow on

heating to near its melting point. In composition it corresponds

with the formula G.^^ll^^O^. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ., Oct., 186(5; 407.

Turpethine, according to Spirgatis, who obtained it from the

root of Ipomoea turpethum, is an amorphous, brownish-yellow,

inodorous substance, at first tasteless, but subsequently becomes

sharp, bitter and irritating. It is soluble in alcohol, slightly

soluble in oil of turpentine and petroleum ; insoluble in ether,

chloroform, benzole and bisulphide of carbon. Dilute acids re-

solve it into turpetliolic acid and glucose. Cone, sulph. acid

dissolves it with a red color, which subsequently becomes brown

and finally black. By the action of caustic alkalies it is con-

verted into tarpethinic acid by combining with 2H2O2. Both acids

have been combined with bases, the latter forming amorphous,

the former crystallizable salts. The following is the composition

of these principles : Turpetldne O^^Jd^^ ;
turpetholic acid
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€3211320^,; turpethinie acid G^Ji^gO.^^. Jalapin (Mayer) and

scammonin (Spirgatis) have the same composition as turpcthin;

jalapic and scammonic acids are CesH^gO^,. 3H0
;

jalapinolic

and scammonolic acids =C3.,Il3,jOe. Ann. Ch. Ph., July, 1866,

41—62.

Memjanthin, according to Kromcyer, has the composition of

Coo^l4«^28- When licated with dilute sulphuric acid it is split

into glucose and menyanthol, an ethereal oil of composition Cje

HjjOj, which possesses the odor of oil of bitter almonds, and, like

it, is rapidly converted into an acid by the action of caustic

alkalies, which the author proposes to name menyanthic acid, but

has not examined further. Viertelj. Ph. xv. 454.

Coriamyrtin, according to Ribau, is decomposed when treated

with fuming hydriodic acid. A soft black body is deposited,

which, when well washed with water, dissolved in alcohol and.

treated with a few drops of concentrated solution of soda,

assumes a beautiful purple color. This affords a very delicate

test, and may be applied with advantage in toxicological

researches. Ch. C. B. 18GG,.973.

By the action of bromine on coriamyrtin the same author

obtained dihromo-coryamyrtin {G^li^O^^v,^, which is crystalli-

zable, anhydrous, sparingly soluble in water, freely soluble in

boiling alcohol, and of an intensely bitter taste. Chlorine acts

in a similar manner on coriamyrtin. With soda and potassa, it

forms decomposition products
;
by lime and baryta it is convert-

ed into an acid, which remains in combination with the base.

It is also decomposed by strong mineral acids. Ch. C. B. 1867,

91.

Scoparine. Hlasiwetz classifies this principle in the querci-

trinc group, as it yields, like quercitrine, by the action of caustic

potassa, protocatechuic acid and phloroglucin. J. prakt. Ch.

xcviii. 213.

Cantharidine. Bluhm finds that, by the treatment of pow-

dered flies with magnesia, a basic crystallizable compound of

magnesia and cantharidine is formed, which possesses the prop-

erty of blistering in about as high a degree as pure cantharidine.

lie concludes that cantharidine is not as indifierent as has been
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supposed, and that it has a decided tendency to form basic salts.

The magnesia compound has an alkaline reaction, is soluble in

water, insoluble in ether and chloroform, but dissolves more

readily in hot oil than pure cantharidine. Viertelj. Ph. 1866.

CHROMOQENES.

Alcanine is prepared by Prof. Heintzel by extracting alkanet

with petroleum ether, and allowing the solution to evaporate

spontaneously. Ph. Zeitschr. Russ. Sep., 1866, 3S3.

Alizarine and Purpurine. BoUey has made extensive re-

searches on these coloring matters, with a view to the determina-

tion of their equivalents, the products of decomposition and their

relative value in the art of dying. J. prakt. Ch. xcvix. 306.

Cldorophyll. Fremy, has obtained some interesting results by

the action of alkalies and alkaline earths on this substance, by

whose agency he has succeeded to split it into pliylloxantJiine

and pliyllocyanic acid. He concludes the chlorophyll reacts with

bases like fats, the phylloxanthin representing glycerine, and

the phyllocyanic acid the fatty acid; PliylloxaniJdne is neutral,

insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether. It crystallizes

in yellow scales or reddish prisms, and possesses strong coloring

properties. Concentrated sulphuric acid, produces a magnificent

blue color.

Phyllocyanic Acid is also insoluble in water, but soluble in

alcohol or ether, with an olive green color. All its salts are

brown or green, those of the alkalies only being soluble in water.

It is dissolved by sulphuric acid, with a green, red or blue color,

according to the density of the solution. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii.

246.

Curcumine. The property of boric acid to communicate a

brown color to curcuma, and the fact that mineral acids, subse-

quently added, deepen the color, induced Schlemberger to inves-

tigate the nature of the reaction. He found that by the com-

bined action of boric and mineral acids on curcumine, anew com-

pound was produced which he proposes to name r'osocyanine, in

consideration of the colors it produces. It is, when pure, in the

form of needles, of a greenish color, soluble in alcohol with a
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splendid rose red color. It is a very stable compound, insoluble

in water, pure ether and benzole, and forms with metals blue

compounds. Ch. C. B. 1866, 964.

Indigo. According to a communication by Bolley, in .J. prakt.

Ch. xcix. 331, a new coloring matter has been discovered in

indigo, by Crinzos. It is sparingly soluble in cold, more abun-

dantly in boiling water ; soluble in caustic potassa and sulphuric

acid, and froya the latter solution not precipitated by dilution

with water. It is volatile at 130°C, and contains no nitrogen.

Isatine. In consideration of the scanty knowledge we possess

of the chemical history of indigo blue, Bteyer and Knop, have

instituted a series of experiments on inatin, one of its deriva-

tives. By the process of oxidation they failed to arrive at any

satisfactory results ; but on adopting the plan of reduction, they

succeeded in obtaining two new bodies, which they regard as

HO, substituting H of the group CgH^N, for which they pro-

pose the name indol. These products would then be oxindol

Cgll.NlHO) and dioxindol CgH5N(HO)2(C=12, 0=16.) They

combine with or form substitution compounds when treated with

chlorine, chlorhydric acid, bromine, nitric acid, etc, Ann. Ch.

Ph. Oct. 1866, 1.

Schief has obtained a number of new compounds by passing

SOj into alkaline solutions of isatin. A number of. salts

were obtained, in which he assumes the presence of isato-sul-

phurous acid
;
they were obtained by direct combination with

alkaline disulphites. Ch. C. B. 1867, 89.

Orcin is found, by V. de Luynes, to unite with acids in a similar

manner to which it unites with bases. He succeeded in forming

compounds with chloro-acetyl, chloro-benzoyl and chloro-butyryl,

and concludes a similarity to phenylic acid in its relation to acids

and bases.

Chromogenes of Roccella tinctoria and R. fuciformis. These

have been made the subject of investigation by Hesse, who finds

that the chromogene of R. tinct. is Iccanoric acid, and that of

R. fuciformis* is erythrin. Both of these chromogenes yield orsel-

lie acid by the action of BaO, with formation of carbonate of the

base. Lecanoric acid combines with Br, forming di- and tetra-
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bromo-lecanoric acid
;
by boiling erythrin with auiylic alcohol,

orsellate of amyl and pikro-erythrin are formed. Orsellic acid

is most economically prepared from eryihrin. It combines with

Br, forming di-bromo-orsellic acid. By the action of dilute acids

it is converted into orcin. Ann. Ch. Ph. July, 1866.

3Iorindiii, prepared by sublimation from an extract of the root

of Morinda citrifolia, is found by Stenhouse to be identical in all

its properties with alizarine. By boiling the morinda root in

dilute sulphuric acid, the morindin is readily converted into

alizarine, and the author recommends it as a profitable source

for that substance. J. prakt. Ch. xcviii. 127.

PROTEINS COMPOUNDS.

Glue. Moffat states that the best test for judging the quality

of glue is to convert its nitrogen into ammonia, and estimating

this by collection in dilute sulphuric acid. The ammonia is

readily formed by heating the glue with soda-lime.

Albumen. Dr. R. Theile has examined albumen, with a view

to the determination of the products of decomposilion produced

by caustic potassa. By the action of caustic alkalies he obtained,

besides leucine and tyrosine, a reddish-brown body, of compo-

sition CgHgO^N, freely soluble in 90 per cent, alcohol, and a

reddish-brown body of composition CgHgO^N, insoluble in 90

per cent, alcohol; also a flocculent matter, containing the

elements C, H, N and S. He examined albumen prepared from

eggs by a process which insures a product of constant composi-

tion, for which see Ch. C. B. 1867, 305.

Blood. Dr. Samuel P. DulReld, in his testimony in a murder

case, decides that it is extremely difficult to distinguish the blood

of the mammalia from one another when the blood has become very

dry, as the corpuscles shrink very much. A. J. Ph. xxxviii.

478.

Pepsin. A commission, consisting of MM. Guibourt, Regnault

and others, have been appointed by the Pharm. Society of Paris

to report on a .method for preparing pepsin- which shall yield a

uniform product, with a view to its adoption as an officinal. The

commission has adopted a process devised by Boudault, according
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to which it is made from recent sheep stomachs by brushing off

the inner coating, allowing the magma to stand two hours, ex-

pressing, and subjecting the liquid to the action of sugar of

lead. The resulting precipitate is washed, suspended in water,

treated with sulphhydric acid, filtered, and evaporated in flat

dishes at a temperature not exceeding 45" C. An extract re-

sults of an amber color, slightly translucent, soluble in water,

with 2 per cent, residue. Viertelj. PhT xv. 570.

VEGETABLE CHEMISTRY.

Ozone produced by Plants. According to carefully conducted

experiments by Prof. Daubeny, it appears that green foliage, in

assimilating carbonic acid, water, &c., liberates a portion of the

oxygen as ozone. A. J. Ph. xxxix. 222.

The theory of Mulder as to the importance of dextrine in

young plants in the formation of gums and cellulose, is disputed

by the experiments of A. Busse, who finds that it does not exist

in all amylaceous or gum-producing plants, and in such in which

it is found it exists only in minute quantities. The universal

presence of sugar in young plants prompts the author to the

opinion that to it must be atti-ibuted the functions which Mulder

supposes dextrine to exercise. Arch. Ph. cxxvii. 214.

The action of Foliage. Boussingault, by his investigations,

has determined

—

1. That leaves exposed to sunshine in pure carbonic acid do

not decompose this at all, or only with extreme slowness
;

2. In a mixture with atmospheric air, they decompose cairbon-

ic acid rapidly, and the oxygen of the air appears to play no

part in this
;

3. Leaves decompose carbonic acid in sunshine as readily

when this gas is mixed with N or H

;

4. Oleander leaves, capable of reducing 1 litre of carbonic

acid per hour in the light, produced but litres per hour in

the dark

;

5. The air contained in leaves is composed of 88'01 N, 6-64

0, and 5-35 carbonic acid, having the same composition as air

from well-manured soil

;
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6. The carbonic acid absorbed by leaves, and decomposed

along with water in sunlight, furnishes glucose, Avhich, in fixing

or abandoning the elements of water, forms the various hydrates

of carbon, such as starch, sugar, cellulose, &c. A. J. Ph.

xxxviii. 461.

The same author has determined that the upper surface of

leaves is capable of decomposing a mucli larger amount of car-

bonic acid tiian the lower ; and that if one side of the leaf be

covered with some substance that prevents access of light entire-

ly, the relative amount of carbonic acid decomposed is larger

than if both sides are exposed at the same time. Ch. C. B.

1867, 101.

In closing this report, the Chairman desires to return thanks

to the Association for his appointment, and trusts that any

short-comings will meet with charitable consideration.

C. Lewis Diehl, Chairman.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE DRUG
MARKET.

New York, Sept. 10, 1867.

The Committee on the Drug Market, appointed by the Ameri-

can Pharmaceutical Association at their last annual meeting;, at

Detroit, Mich., have attended to the duty assigned them, and

beg leave to present the following Report :

—

Your Committee found themselves under some embarrassment

at the outset, from the fiict that by Article 4th of our Constitu-

tion, in relation to the Standing Committees, in Section 1st, this

Committee is recognized as one of the Standing Committees of

the Association, but in the following sections of the article, un-

like all the other Standing Committees—who have specific duties

prescribed—no mention Avhatever is made of the duties of the

Committee on the Drug Market. Your Committee, therefore,

were left without instructions, to subsidize whatever might legiti-

mately come within the purview of such a committee ; i. e., to
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take cognizance chiefly of products pertaining to Pharmacy, and

to eschew notice of collateral matters in the general drug trade,

such as paints, dye-stuffs, &c. Nevertheless, it may not be

unbecoming to deplore the vast increase in the numbers and sale

of secret proprietary compounds, and popular medicinal nostrums.

It is a matter of deep concern to your Committee—and it must

be to every member of this Association—that with the increasing

intelligence of our people medical empiricism and quackery

should keep pace, and that so large a proportion of the drug

trade sliould be made up from the traffic in the products of igno-

rant cupidity, and bold-faced charlatanry.

With a view of accomplishing sometliing of practical advantage

to the Association, the Chairman of your Committee, after a

verbal conference with the Chief Appraiser of Drugs at the port

of New York, addressed to him the following letter, and, through

the other members of the Committee, the appropriate officers of

the custom-houses in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Chi-

cago have been similarly addressed, either verbally or in writing :

" New York, May 1M, 1867.
" 0. S. Bartles, M. D.,

" U. S. Appraiser of Drugs, Port of New York. .

" Dear Sir,—
" Having been made Chairman of a Committee on the Drug

Market at the last annual meeting of the American Pharmaceu-

tical Association, I am desirous of presenting as full a report as

practicable at the next annual meeting, which takes place in

this city, on the second Tuesday in September ; and knowing

that your position enables you to assist me in presenting a report

that shall reflect honor upon our city, I beg leave to ask of you

statistical information upon the following points, to wit :

—

" 1st. "What crude medicinal drugs have been imported into

the port of New York during the year commencing August 1,

1866, and ending July 31, 1867 ? What quantity and value of

each ? In the term Drugs I mean to include all the medicinal

flowers, leaves, gums, roots, barks, balsams, &c., i. e., Avhatever

medicinal articles that may have come to our port in their natural

state.
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" 2(1. What manufactured articles, of a medicinal character,

have been imported during the same period into New York ?

and what quantity and value of each ?

" Under the head of manufactured medicinal drugs I mean to in-

clude all extracts, essential oils, tinctures, syrups, spirits, essences,

plasters, ointments, and whatever can be fairly classed with

medicines that may have come to our port in a manufactured

state.

" 3d. What leading chemicals, used alike in the practice of

medicine and the arts, have been imported during the same period

into New York ? What quantity and value of each ?

" Under this designation the intention is to include borax, sal

soda, bicarbonate soda, iodide potassium, chlorate potash, sugar

lead, &c. The fuller the information embraced under this and

the two previous inquiries the better.

"4th. What cruJc drugs have been rejected? for what parti-

cular reasons ? and what quantity of each ?

" 5th, What manufactured medicines have been rejected ? for

what cause ? what quantity of each ?

*' 6th. What chemicals, used alike in medicine and the arts,

have been rejected ? for what particnlar cause ? In what quanti-

ties severally ?

" By furnishing the information sought, as far as practicable

or convenient, you will confer an invaluable favor upon the Ame-
rican Pharmaceutical Association, and also upon the writer, who
will be happy to remunerate you for the labor bestowed.

"Very respectfully, your obedt. servant,

" Wm. a. Brewer.

" P. S.—Any suggestions you may find time and inclination

to make will be highly appreciated."

To this application no response had been made up to August

26th, when, on application at the Appraiser's office, Dr. Parties

replied that he had been quite ill himself, and for many
weeks had sickness in his family, that together had withdrawn

him from attendance at his post, excepting so far as necessary

to adjust the pressing items of official business, and that he had

accomplished nothing in our behalf.
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Under these circumstances application was immediately made

to the Statistical Clerks at the Custom-house, in order to secure,

if possible—even at so late a day—the desired information.

What result has been obtained from this renewed effort will

appear in a subsequent part of this report.

GENERAL VIEW OF NEW YORK DRUG MARKET.

The importations of drugs into the port of New York from

foreign countries, during the year ending July 31, 1867, have,

as usual, been very large. We are unable to speak definitely of

the amount, either in quantity or valuation, as compared with other

years. We should, however, incline to the belief that they would

not come' up, in either of these particulars, to the importations of

1865-66, upon the close of the civil war, which had diminished

importations for several years prior to that period. The with-

drawal of American shipping, the increased cost of freights in

foreign bottoms, and the high premium on gold, all contributed

to this result.

The wants of the Southern section of our country during the

war had chiefly been supplied by foreign and domestic adventur-

ers, through the means of blockade runners ; and the risks of

this species of illegitimate trade, coupled with the cupidity of

those engaged in this contraband traffic, induced the parties

concerned in it to export from abroad, and to import to the South

very many deteriorated and factitious articles of medicine, be-

cause of their price, that in case of seizure their losses might not

be so great. The consequence was, the South was but scantily

supplied with medicine's, and very many of those they had were

of inferior character, and such as would not have been used in

times of peace.* Hence, as the war closed, the demand from

the South was unusually large, and importations at New York,

as well as the other principal ports of entry, were greatly stimu-

lated.

* Many of the articles of this depreciated character were seized, at va-

rious times, by our naval and military forces, and at prize sales, under au-

thority of the United States Governmeat, were sold, for distribution

through the community. It is interesting to inquire—Who bought them?

to whom have they been administered ? Were not the authorities morally

bound to have destroyed ihem ?
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Our market has had several very considerable importations of

rhubarb root direct from China. Some from Shanghai was

packed in unusually large cases, containing several hundreds of

pounds each ; the roots were quite small, and had the appearance

of immaturity ; and it has been said that the extractive matter

had more of the astringent, and less of the cathartic quality

predicable of good, mature Chinese rhubarb.

A large importation of rhubarb direct fromWhampoa was ofgreat

solidity, fair external appearance, but in greater or less extent

was darker than is considered desirable when broken. And it is

a question of some interest how these various qualities should

have become combined.

Of true Russo-Turkish rhubarb, there has been little or none

imported of late. Indeed, advices from abroad give us to under-

stand that the inspection of rhubarb under governmental

authority and certificate, ceased some three or more years since.

I^ence, only small remnants have occasionally been secured at

some of the continental cities of Europe, some of which have

found their way to this country through the London market.

But it is now pretty safe to conclude that we shall have no more

of this article of genuine character, and that what may be offered

in the market Avill at least be of doubtful integrity.

While upon the subject of rhubarb, we would state that there

has been a quantity of the root of American growth sold in the

New York market, which was grown in Cambridge, Mass. The

party who raised it is said to have been somewhat covertly

engaged in the business for several years, and to have disposed

of the product mostly to a Boston drug house. But last year,

his product having been about five hundred pounds, he made

arrangements for its sale through a botanical drug establishment

in New York. Its exterior closely resembling the China rhu-

barb, together with the comparatively low price at which it was

offered, enabled the holders to find a ready sale for it. We have

had no opportunity of testing its merits, but have been told that,

unlike the Shanghai root already alluded to, the cathartic prop-

erty prevails almost to the exclusion of the astringent principle.

We will only add in this connection, that the grower of this

article, as we hear, is so encouraged by the traffic, that he is
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about to sell out his estate at Cambridge, and go to the West, to

plant a large tract witTi this rhubarb.

Galimya BarTts have been imported into New York in very

considerable quantities and of very variable qualities. Some

parcels have possessed a dull, dark-reddish color, and had an

old and musty taste, with comparatively little strength.

Kino has been imported in considerable quantity, and its fine

appearance has led many to suspect its genuineness. The

authorities of the present day rather magnify the quality of

gelatinization as one of the inherent characteristics of the true

gum kino. But it is a matter of interesting inquiry, whether

the books have not been shapen to conform to the Australian

gum, which has been current for the last two or three decades,

and which is only partially soluble in alcohol. The kino alluded

to of recent import is entirely soluble, and approximates in

character and general appearance to the article current in the

shops forty years ago; and a specimen of a recent importation

from London his been placed upon your exhibition-table for

examination and analysis, if thought expedient.

Castor Oil has come to market more freely from the West of

late, and it has generally been of good character. It is to be

hoped that producers may find the luxuriant soils of our own

country will afford them ample remuneration for raising the

Ricinus plant, and producing the seed at so low a cost, that the

foreign seed and foreign manufactured oil may be entirely

excluded. We should not be dependent upon other countries

for the product of a plant so easily cultivated as the " Palma

Christi."

Cod Liver Oil comes to the New York market in large quanti-

ties. But there is very little doubt but that a very considerable

portion of that which is denominated "Shore Oil," is scarcely

cod liver oil beyond the name. Pollock and Hake are too

plenty upon our eastern shores for the manufacturers to avoid

the temptation to subsidize their livers for adulterating their so-

called cod liver oil. The best article comes to us from reliable

parties in Newfoundland ; and during the past year the supply

of this has increased, and it is to be hoped will hereafter be

entirely ample.
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Wliite Wax of many brands is sold in the New York market.

Some brands are believed to represent unadulterated, bleached

beeswax ; while others, though even more pretentious as to

purity, are believed to contain more or less of tallow,

Japan wax, and oftener paraffine. The emollient qualities of

beeswax in unguents are sufficiently known ; but regarded only

as an excipient, to give consistency to ointments, it is certainly

harmless. Can the same be said of each and all the afore-men-

tioned adulterations ? At all events, does not the ethics of

pharmacy, if not of trade, forbid the use and sale of these

sophistications in our shops ?

Alcohol is one of the most important agents in the laboratory

of the chemist, and in the shop of the pharmaceutist, and it is

one that occasions much inconvenience by its constant fluctua-

tions in market price—sometimes touching a point that is

scarcely more than sufficient to pay the government tax on the

spirit from which it is made. It seems proper enough, as a

merely commercial consideration, that like other commodities it

should be bought at the minimum market rates ; and yet there

is a question of loyalty involved in this, even though the pack-

ages be duly fortified with the brand of the officials of Internal

Revenue. At all events it is felt to be unsafe to purchase in

any considerable quantities, lest there should after all be some

liability to seizure and confiscation. It seems very desirable

that the tax on whiskey should be so far reduced as to remove,

the temptation to frauds upon the Government. Could not this

Association accomplish something to this end ?

There is perplexity in the minds of some purchasers as to the

strength of alcohol sold in the market as 95 per cent. We are

told that alcohol branded as standing at 88 per cent., when

tested at distillation by the instruments authorized and employed

by the Internal Revenue Department, is equal in strength to

alcohol standing at 95 per cent, by the hydrometers formerly

in use. If this is so, would it not be well to have some authori-

tative statement to this effect emanating from this Association ?

Spirit of Nitre. There is a diversity of practice among drug-

gists in the sale of this article—some, as a general rule, selling

18
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that denominated F.F.F., while others usually sell the F.F.F.F.

Ought not some Associational sanction be given to the employ-

ment of one or the other of these descriptions in pharmaceutic

practice ?—and thus an influence towards uniformity among
druggists be promoted as to the fulfilment of orders from their

customers.

Ants' Eggs. There has been—wliich to many of us may
appear as novel—an importation of some thousands of pounds of

ants' eggs, w^hich were formerly recognized in Germany and

some other European countries as an important article of com-

merce, as forming the base of an ethereal liquid, known as the

Spirit of Ants. We mention this rather as a matter of curiosity,

than as a matter of much practical bearing on the objects of the

Association. A very small specimen of this commodity has

been placed upon your exhibition table for examination. Formic

Acid is supposed to be the chief chemical element of this com-

modity.

We will only add, under this gieneral view of the New York

market, that the foreign drugs imported have been generally of

good character, very few having been rejected by the examiner

at the Custom House, as we are told by the oflBcials connected

with the division that have cognizance of these matters.

Indigenous products, such as roots and barks have been more

than usually abundant, as parties at the Soutli have largely en-

gaged in gathering them since the cessation of the war. Essential

oils have been brought to market pretty freely, but very consider-

able quantities of wintergreen have failed to answer the test for

purity. The same is true of much of the peppermint, sassafras,

tansy, &c. New Jersey has maintained her notoriety for adultera-

ted f^pearmint, horsemint, &c. If purchasers would apply the most

rigid tests, and refuse to buy imp'iire and sophisticated essential

oils, we might hope that manufacturers Vi^ould learn a lesson of

wisdom, and forbear to spoil their products by extending their

volume with cheaper if not injurious adulterations.

Tlie Drug business of New York for the year 1866 was not as

large as that of the previous year, owing in considerable degree

to the fact that the Southern trade over-purchased the year pre-

vious, and their financial ability was restricted. Neither was the
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business so profitable. This was in a considerable measure

owing to the fall in the rate of gold, which depreciated the values

of stock on hand. Still the trade have held their own remarka-

•bly well, and there have been no failures among the Avholesale

dealers. The retail trade has been remunerative as far as could

be ascertained ; and the character of the dispensing establish-

ments has been steadily rising.

With these remarks, we will refer the Association to the table

of statistics derived from the Custom House, at the close of this

report.

GENERAL VIEW OF PHILADELPHIA DRUG MARKET.

The Philadelphia Drug Market presents rft remarkable

features this year. The supply of drugs has been good, and

quite equal to the demand. Prices have been generally well

maintained. The wholesale dealers have not noticed the actiVity

in trade, which is desirable in all kinds of business. The quality

of drugs offered in the market for the past year has been very

good.

The majority of dispensing druggists and pharmaceutists in

this locality exercise commendable care and discretion in the

selection of their stock, and reflect credit on their profession.

"This exercises a beneficial influence, in turn, on the wholesale

dealer.

Considerable amounts of indigenous roots are received in this

market, by parties doing trade with Western Virginia. Some

of these have declined materially in price, in consequence of the

increased supply, and are getting down to something approxi-

mating the old prices, especially mandrake, serpentaria, and

seneka. The same is true of wild cherry bark.

Philadelphia has always taken the lead in the manufacture pf

chemical and pharmaceutical preparations. It would have been

very interesting to have had a statistical table of these products,

but the member of your Committee resident there has found it

impracticable to obtain such an one this year ; sufiice it to say

that the amount is very large, and the quality good. The

manufacturers in this department are, without exception,
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ambitious to make and preserve a reputation for excellence in

the character of these articles.

Considerable difBculty has been experienced in the sale of

preparations requiring the use of alcohol, in order to compete

with other localities. Early in the present year, a meeting was

called by the Philadelphia Drug Exchange, of all persons inter-

ested in the use of alcohol, -when it was resolved to sustain the

government in its efforts to enforce the revenue laws. As a

consequence, alcohol, in this market, has always commanded a

price above the government tax, whilst in otlier localities it has

been sold from §1.00 to ^1.50 below the price per gallon here.

Therefore, the manufacturing chemists of Pliiladelphia labored

under great ^^lisadvantage. This, we are glad to find, is likely

to be only temporary, as the authorities, at the present writing

^August, 1867), have so far succeeded in stopping the contraband

traffic in other cities, as to make the price almost uniform to

this.

Among the manufactures of chemicals, we notice preparations

of soda from the mineral cryolite, obtained from Greenland. By
a very simple process it is converted into soda ash and the car-

bonates of soda, and it is to be hoped that, in course of time, we

can be quite independent of the English market for these import-

ant articles.

Importations of drugs do not, by any means, represent all the

foreign articles that are bought or used in Philadelphia, as very

large amounts come through the port of New York
;

as, for in-

stance, large quantities of Peruvian bark, which is used by the

only manufacturers of quinine in the country, who are located

in this city. Through the kindness of Lorin Blodgett, General

Appraiser of the port of Philadelphia, we are enabled to present

a list of importations for the year 1866. We have been informed

by Edw. Pollitt, Drug Inspector of this port, that he has not had

occasion to reject any drugs that have passed through his hands.

We notice an importation of rhubarb to New York, called

China rhubarb. It came direct from Shanghai to a first-class house,

who insist that it is Cliina rhubarb. In appearance it resembled

the old-fashioned English rhubarb more than anything we have

seen. The pieces were roundish
;
weighing about from one to
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two ounces
;
quite regular on the surface ; two or three inches

long, by about an inch to an inch and a-half in diameter ; of a

reddish fracture ; much lighter than any specimens of Chinese

that we have seen of late ; its texture was spongy ; odor not so

aromatic as the Chinese ; in taste, the astringency predominated;

and altogether it was an inferior variety of the root. In the

specimen examined by us, it yielded about 41 per cent, of hydro-

alcoholic extract, which was strongly astringent ; ten grains, on

being administered, produced a slightly cathartic effect.

A tabular statement of the importations into the port of

Philadelphia will be found at the close of this general report, in

connection with the statistical tables for New York, Boston,

Baltimore, &c.

GENERAL VIEW OF THE BALTIMORE DRUG MARKET.

The Baltimore Drug Market presents no new feature of re-

markable interest since the last report. The position then

assumed by the apothecaries, elevating the standard of the

quality of drugs and medicines, is persistently maintained, with

the most gratifying results. The Maryland College of Pharmacy

continues to exercise a beneficial influence among its members,

by increasing the harmony of their social relations, and in con-

centrating their united energies to the advancement of pharma-

ceutical knowledge. The young men of the profession now aspire

to become students and graduates, and devote much more time

to study and labor in their profession. Some of the more ener-

getic members of the College have volunteered to receive students

from distant localities into their stores for the scholastic term

of the College, and we understand their enterorise promises very

fair success.

The manufacturing interest is on the increase. A company

of gentlemen has recently established a factory for the manufac-

ture of white lead, dry and in oil, and the extensive plan upon

which it is organized is based upon an increasing trade. Three

establishments for the manufacture of sulphuric acid are in full

and active operation, and another is in contemplation.

The manufacture of some of the minor chemicals has been

commenced. Pharmaceutical and Galenical preparations are
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prepared in quantities to supply the wholesale trade. Two facto-

tories, in steady operation, manufacture druggists' glassware.
Bi-chromate of potash is made in very large quantities.

Domestic herbs, roots, barks and oils, from the interior,

continue to arrive in the usual quantities, and vary but little

in quality. Of sassafras bark about 100,000 lbs. were re-

ceived of average quality,—not over 3,000 lbs. being strictly

prime. About 20,000 lbs. of sassafras oil were received, none of
which was discovered to be impure

; still in color it varied from
pale red to crystal clearness. Of Baltimore oil wormseed, no
mixed lots were known to be offered this year, the low prices

not being remunerative to the growers
;
very little will be pro-

duced excepting on contract, as on those conditions alone would
many of the producers agree to plant. •

The following is a list of roots, barks, oils, &c., received from
the interior into Baltimore,—viz. :

Bayberry Bark, Cohosh Root,

S. Elm « Star "

Sassafras " Dewberry Root,

White Oak " Amer. Sarsaparilla Root,

Red Oak " May-apple

Lobelia Herb, Virginia Snake ii

Seed, Spikenard ((

Oil Wormseed, Pink ((

" Sassafras, Pink (with tops)

" Pennyroyal, Blood a

Twin Root, Blackberry

Seneca Root,

With these general remarks upon the Baltimore Drug Market,

we would refer the Association to statistical tables of the imports

of foreign drugs and chemicals into the port of Baltimore, and

exports of medicines and drugs from the same,—both being for

the year 1866,—at the close of this report.
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GENERAL VIEW OF BOSTON AND CHARLESTOWN DRUG MARKET.

Boston, Sept. 2d, 1867.

To Wm. a. Brewer, Esq., Chairman.

Sir,—
As a member of the Committee appointed to make a repoi't to

the American Pharmaceutical Association on the state of the

drug market, I have endeavored to do what I could to assist you

in the discharge of that duty for the past year, and am happy to
*

say that I have been more successful in obtaining the necessary

statistical information this year, of imports into this district,

than I was last year, when I was prevented from making the

report by reason of not being able to collect the information iu

time to make a report of value.

But this year I have to express my satisfaction in the choice

the Association has made of a chairman, thorouglily competent,

willing and prompt to discharge the duty, and prcsent"to them a

finished report.

So far as I have any knowledge, no report has been made to

our Committee of adulterations or sophistications that has

required us to report through the pharmaceutical journals.

The fluctuations in supply and demand of drugs have ruled

very much as in years past, and the temporary derangement in

consequence of our political troubles has given place to more

regularity in the supply and uniformity of prices compared with

the few past years. The present high prices of most drugs are

consequent upon a high tariff, and the price of gold, which must

always affect the value of any article "of merchandize, and as

these effects are well known and easily calculated, it will be

readily seen that, under existing circumstances, the values of

imported drugs are as low as could be reasonably expected, and

the supply of most articles fully equal to the demand. To be

sure, scarcity, speculation and monopoly have had more or less

to do with the prices of many articles, but perhaps not more so

than in former years. For the past year, druggists and apothe-

caries having confined themselves more to the immediate wants

of their trade and less to the accumulation of stock, there has

been a tendency to reduce prices to merely a remunerative profit,
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acting as a preventive to speculation ; and this, together with a

more uniform supply, has operated to equalize and very much
reduce the prices that ruled the market even one year ago.

The advance in price of all merchandize and labor is undoubt-

edly owing to the world's progress, particularly in the great

attention paid to the mining of precious metals, the enormous

increase of specie making money so much cheaper
;

or, that

being the standard of value, makes a corresponding increase in

the value of other merchandize. All this, towther Avith the

increased facilities of transportation, and the amount of labor

performed, and time saved hy the application of machinery, and

the continued increase of new and important inventions, has tended

to unsettle all the old notions of relative values. It is doubtful

if ever we return again to low prices, cheap labor, and the hard

toil that characterized the earlier days of our older members.

As far as I am able to judge, there is, on the whole, a marked

improvement in the quality of goods to be found in.the market-

By this I mean that those persons who know and really desire to

obtain articles of fine quality, have much less difBculty in doing

so now than formerly; but those persons purchasing drugs,

being ignorant of the qualities, and regulating their purchases

more by the prices, find the same perplexities in trade now,

sophistication, adulteration, deception, and all manner of low

grades in quality being the common result of temptation and

ignorance to compete in price.

It makes a great difference to even a shrewd purchaser how he

puts the question to an importer or jobber. Should he ask. How
low can you sell me such an article ? he is shown or priced quite a

different article than he would be if he asked, Have you a very

nice quality of such an article ? It is rendered still worse if he

merely prices a list of articles without asking about or examining

the qualities, which is very often the case.

These different ways of stocking a store, or purchasing goods,

accounts for the Avidely different views which pharmaceutists

take of the market. Some have very little trouble about quality,

and see and know but little of the common adulterations and

sophistications. The shrewd vender usually knows his customer,

and sells him those articles which he can at the least trouble and
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the greatest profit. And this I say without raising the question

of honesty, hut simply on the general rule of supply and demand,

the sale being usually made upon the judgment of the customer

or pharmaceutist. Yet I make these assertions in no way as an

excuse for palming off inferior qualities upon ignorant apotheca-

caries, or pandering to the wishes of reckless or dishonest traders

in those articles, which should be remedies for disease. But this

I do say, that with us, as competent pharmaceutists, standing as

we <lo bctAvecn the producer and the consumer, rests the respon-

sibility of making the quality of drugs and medicines. If we

make a demand for pure and reliable drugs, the market will

be supplied with them. If we reject goods of poor quality, no

matter what the price may be, the supply soon ceases where there

is little or no demand.

In this connection I would remark that there is as much differ-

ence in men as in drugs. It is our first duty to judge of the

quality of the men of whom we buy, always giving the preference

to those who are honest and reliable, good judges of the articles

in which they deal, and who deal in the best quality of goods.

Our next duty is never to place a temptation before them to sell

us such articles as we ought not to buy, and they ought not to

dedl in, but make it for their interest to do what is right, and

then the most selfish man, from interest, will pursue an honest

course.

From the statements here made the Association can easily see

why it is so difficult to get a correct report upon the state of the

drug market. Many of us to Avhom this work may be entrusted

would see or hear of but very little adulteration, or poor quality

even. Such articles are seldom offered to many of us, and deal-

ers very rar'ely call the attention of a good judge, who never

buys a poor article, to such goods. But with many of our mem-
bers even, I fear the reverse is the rule, instead of the excep-

tion.

Alcohol. There has been more variation in the price and qua-

lity of this article during the past year than ever before, or than

with any article in which we deal.

The enormous revenue tax raised the price to such a point as

to prevent its consumption for many common purposes in the
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arts, and produced a great change in our business as pliarmaceu-

tists. The quantity of alcohol sold and consumed by apotheca-

ries is very small compared to what it was before the tax was

laid upon it, and the enormous cost of alcoholic preparations of

late has very much reduced the demand for them.

Although the tax upon alcohol is nearly four dollars per gallon,

the prices at which it has ranged during the past year have

varied all the way between two dollars and seventy-five cents and

four dollars and fifty cents per gallon, in Boston, and of course

all alcoliolic preparations have had a corresponding change in

the cost, if not in the prices charged for them.

This great and continual fluctuation in the price of alcohol

keeps the prices of chemical and pharmaceutical products unset-

tled, but the large manufacturers have preserved more uniformity

than could reasonably be expected, and it has given them great

opportunities to vary their prices at times from published mar-

ket rates. In this connection it should be recorded, to the credit

of some of our large manufacturing chemists, that they have

steadily refused to use any alcohol which has not paid the full

amount of Government tax.

So far as I know, the drug trade has willingly submitted to

remunerating prices on articles made with and from alcohol that

has paid this tax, although probably four-fifths of all the alcohol

sold has been placed upon the market without having paid the

full tax.

It is now generally conceded that not more than one-fifth of

'the tax upon the amount of domestic spirit distilled is col-

lected by the Government, which statement is abundantly cor-

roborated by the price at which spirit is everywhere sold in the

market. It is also the generally received opinion, that a tax so

enormous, upon such an article, cannot be collected, and that

more income could be realized by the Government if but half the

present amount was levied.

No doubt the true policy is to reduce the tax one-half, but I

very much doubt whether it could then be all honestly collected,

because of the already demoralized state of the distillers and

Government tax officers.

Tartaric Acid. The price of this article has receded about
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twenty per cent, during the past year. A considerable quantity

of powdered tartaric acid made its appearance in our market

adulterated with sulphate of magnesia to the amount of from

twenty-five to fifty per cent., and came into the market through

sales made by the U. S. Government.

Bromine. It is said this article is now being produced in this

country. The price is now less than one-half what it was one

year ago, and its compounds, especially the bromide of potassium

and bromide of ammonium, have sulFered a corresponding reduc-

tion in price, yet during the past two or three years the demand

for them has rapidly increased, and at the present time the con-

sumption of bromide of potassium is fully equal to the iodide.

Arrow-root. Although the price of this article is less than it

was, it is still high ; but the demand for it is very small com-

pared with the sale of former years.

Barks. The market is better supplied of late, at reduced

prices, for nearly every variety. The cinchonas are sold at a

less price, and new elm bark is coming into the market of very

good quality, at reduced prices ; and the same remarks apply to

sassafras bark.

Burgundy Pitch. The market appears to be abundantly sup-

plied, at very low prices, but I have not examined the quality.

Bay Water. This article, of good quality, remains very high

and scarce.

Bismuth and its preparations have fallen somewhat in price,

but still remain about five times their former value. The cause

of this rise in price is scarcity, said to be occasioned by the large

mine that supplies the market having become filled with water,

so as to prevent working it.

Gum Arabic still remains high, although it cannot be profita-

bly imported at present prices. The best quality is scarce in

the market.

Camphor. There has been but very little fluctuation in price

or supply of this article for a long time.

Opium. The price may be now stated at $9.50 to ^9.75

;

during the past year it has touched a figure as low as |8.30,
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which is about the lowest point for five years past. Three years ago
it reached a point as high as ^18.00, and twenty to thirty years

ago the price ranged between §2.50 and $4.50, The crop of the

last year was a large one, and it is expected the gold price for

the coming year will be less than it is now.

Benzoin and Guaiacum. The market at present is in better

supply, at quite a reduction in price.

Glass Ware. Of late years there has been a great improve-

ment in quality, and, during the past year, quite a reduction in

price
; but the prices must still remain high compared with former

years, owing to the price of labor and material. The present

prices are far from remunerative to the manufacturers.

Hoots and ITerbs indigenous to this country are in far better

supply, of good quality, and generally at greatly reduced prices.

Chemicals are gradually receding in prices, constantly improv-

ing in quality, and rarely adulterated. Competition in price

and quality is daily establishing the reputation of our manufac-

turing chemists, and will have its corresponding effect upon those

who choose and employ the various qualities that emanate from

these establishments. It should be our aim to make a demand
for high grades of quality, in both producer and what is pro-

duced, by ascertaining who arerelialle chemists, and encouraging

them by our patronage.

Turkey, or Russian Rhuharh seems to be an exception to the

rule that demand regulates the supply. So little is known of the

source and supply of this particular variety of the drug, that

commerce seems powerless to supply the demand, unless Turkey

rhubarb be created from other varieties by the hands of the

artists,—and most educated apothecaries believe this experiment

to be a failure. From some cause which I do not clearly under-

stand, the true article seems destined to be unknown in the mar-

ket for the future.

Iron. This metal still continues in favor with all medical men.

Many new and valuable compounds have come into use of late,

and its power to subdue our enemies and diseases remains un-

impaired. The prices of its compounds suffer less fluctuation

than that of any other base, and the protoxide and phosphates
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are now extensively used as bases in the manufacture of several

popular semi-proprietary fluids, and found to be valuable— to

the proprietors.

Mercury. The price of this article has fallen very much

during the past two years. The abundant supply of the metal

in California would seem to indicate a much less price for it in

the future, but some arrangement has been made with the princi-

pal source of supply there, by which it is regulated, and the

price kept up. It could doubtless be produced for one-half or

one-third the present price. The great demand for it is in the

arts,—not so much in medicine as formerly, Calomel, formerly

one of the leading articles in a drug store in New England, is

now but seldom called for. Compared with other medicines, I

should judge the sales to be less than one-tenth the amount they

were twenty years ago.

Tartar emetic. The same remarks apply to this article, as to

calomel.

Russia Isinglass is in far better supply than for some years

past ; is of good quality, and at a reduced price.

Alexandria Senna, of good quality, has become very scarce in

our market.

Essential Oils, except sassafras, as a class, are high in price,

more particularly the kinds distilled in the United States.

The oils of cloves, lemongrass, wintergreen, peppermint and

spearmint are about three times the price they have at times

been in former years, and generally the qualities are better than

in times past. We may say that volatile oils are now readily

obtained pure, and of good quality, in this market.

Castor Oil. The demand for this article by apothecaries is

far less than formerly, and there has been quite a decline in price

the past year
;

yet, owing to the price of labor, gold, and the

duty, the market value is now about four times what it has been

at times in former years.

Olive Oil is about double the price it was years ago
;
quality

about the same as formerly.

Cod-liver Oil. There has been less demand for this article the
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.
past year. Grades of ordinary quality, called " medicine oil,"

have been in abundant supply, at a low price, but oil of fine

quality has been scarce, and meets with a ready sale. With

consumers, it is the quality of the article that regulates the de-

mand. The amount imported and manufactured in New England

is very large; I have been unable to collect reliable statistics.

Powders. I am happy to say now that the Pharmacopoeia

states definitely the fineness of the powders wanted, that they

may now be procured readily, of any degree of fineness, of good

quality, and cheap; so .that there is no longer an excuse for de-

fective percolation, or any great variation in the strength of

pharmaceutical preparations.* In this respect particularly, and

in regard to quality generally, we may say that the drug market

has manifestly changed for the' better within comparatively few

years.

Soda. This article, in its various forms and combinations,

next to alcohol may be considered the leading article connected

with our business. You will not fail to notice the immense im-

portations of this article, and what a change of base has taken

place between the potassa and soda salts. I refer to commercial

names and commercial articles, saltpetre and sal?eratus in par.

ticular. Saltpetre was not long since nitrate of potassa ; now it

is nitrate of soda, and mixtures in various proportions of nitrate

of potassa, nitrate of soda, and chloride of sodium. Salseratus

was once impure scsqui-carbonate of potassa in various states of

carbonization, purity and refinement ; it is now bi-carbonate of

soda, when of good quality, but commonly a mixture of impuri-

ties, from soda ash up to a true bi-carbonate. The great demand

for soda is for the arts, by people who know what they are using

;

but who shall tell the story as to what commerce furnishes the

community through t\\Q grocers, that goes into the stomachs of

people to make business for us ? Ought we not sometimes to

-look into the commerce of the grocer, and report to our custom-

ers as to the quality and adulteration of articles of the Pharma-

copoeia which they procure from other sources, to their own in-

* This change has been effected by some men now engaged in produeing

these powders.
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jury, and our benefit ? I thiiy<: vre ought; and I would, suggest

that a prize of ^50 be offered for the best essay upon the uses,

abuses, and adulteration of articles of the Pharmacopoeia sold by

grocers' as condiments, and articles of food.

Also, that a prize of $50 be offered for the best treatise upon

alcohol, wines and spirits used in the drug business, relating to

commerce in quantity and quality, and as a vehicle and remedial

agent.

In making this report, it is with pleasure that I acknowledge

the valuable services of the polite and eflScient Drug Examiner

of the district of Boston and Charlestown, Mr. Isaac T. Campbell,

a member of this Association, and in sympathy with its aims and

objects. Without the accompanying schedules, furnished by him,

this report would be of little or no value. The amount of care

and labor bestowed upon them entitles him to the thanks of every

member. As it may be years before we shall again get such

documents for publication, without a considerable appj-opriation

of money to defray the expense, I have endeavored to make
them as accurate and reliable as possible

;
yet I fear there are

many important omissions, that v;ould swell the imports of this

district to a much larger amount.

The schedule of values is made up Avith the cost value at the

ports of shipment, reckoned in gold in United States currency,

duties not added, which would make the value of these goods

imported into Boston the past year between six and eight

millions of dollars, duties and expenses paid.

Annexed to this, I have submitted the schedule of imports,

tlje quantities made up by quarters of the year, to show the

regularity of the importations of some articles, and the irregular-

ity of others ; also to show at what season of the year some of

the articles usually arrive at this market. By accident, the

article of Castile soap was returned to me in one amount for the

whole year. I have made but one schedule of value for the en-

tire year.

Hoping that my endeavors to assist you in making up a

valuable report will receive your approval, and that you will be

successful in iraming'such a report as will meet the views of the
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Association, and prove a valuable addition to the stock of know-

ledge our Association is yearly publishing,

I am, with great respect,

Yours, very truly,

Saml. M. Colcord.

Your Committee have thus given the Association all the in-

formation upon the state of the Drug Market which their time

and opportunities would enable them to present. They do not

by any means consider the report as exhaustive
;
but, such as it

is, they submit it to the kind consideration of the Association

whom they have attempted to serve.

In closing, your Committee regret that, through an accidental

miscarriage of the notice of our Chairman to the member at

Chicago, we are deprived of the ability to report upon the drug

markets of the western section of our country. We are, how-

ever, encouraged to expect that Mr. Fuller will be present, and

make a verbal statement.

Wm. a. Brewer, Cliairman.

Saml. M. Colcord,

Evan T. Ellis,

John I. Thomsex,

Committee on Drug Market,
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To the Report of the Committee on the Drug Market, presented

at the Annual Meeting of the American Pharmaceutical

Association, New York, September, 1867.

Containing

Tabular Statemenls of the Imports of Foreign Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, ^c,

into the principal Ports of Entry in the United States.

EXLPANATORY NOTE.—The Committee understand the sums set against the various

articles in these tables to be^he prime costs ; and that the aggregate values of tlie imports

at the various ports of entry represent only the prime costs in gold. Some of the articles

come in free ; and of those that are dutiable, the rates are in some cases sptcific, and in

others ad valorem ; so that it will be at once seen that it would be difficult to fix an average
rate. This average rate—whatever it may be—should be taken into consideration, as well

as a fair average profit to the importer, in order to fix the grand aggregate, either with

respect to the consumption or exportation of articles embraced in the foreign drug trade.

NEW tORK IMPORTS.

Statement of Drugs, S(c.,for fiscal year erring June 30th, 1867.

Acids used for manufacturing, N. 0. P
Berries, &c., used for dyeing
Bismuth
Cochineal lbs.

Indigo "

Lac dye "

Madder, root "
" ground "

Orris root

Orchillc weed
Ambergris
Cadmium
Munjeet

Arrow root lbs.

Asphaltum "

Acids, acetic and pyroligneous "

QUANTITY.

621,610

763,092

87,110

6,382

3,898,842

125,607

321,385
362

$ 297

79,720

23,684

500,781

514,747

21,233
559

277,142

3,119

3,134

155

95

532

17,056

5,768

70

19
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ARTICLES.
RATE OPon A VTITV •CALDE
DUTY.

Afif]^ flpf*tiP finrl mrrnl 5 rrn pmi a lbs 174 $ 65 $ 0.80
" t)cnzoic it 4,124 10 p. C.

" borjicic ... .
11 788,704 83,135 $ 0.05

citric ii 39,641 17,540 .10

o-allic ii 129 245 1.50
tt 28 10 p. c.
(1 249 10 p. c.

" oxulic ft 177,477 36,467 $ 0.04
11 1,305 94 .01
u 25 55 2.00

" tartaric •u 185,222 52,722 .20

Acetate of lead (J 10 2 .20
** copper 11 186,236 41,003 .06
" nia^'nesia n 2 3 .50
" '^oda ii 1,966 156 .50

Aloes ti '68,089 7,295 .06

ii 4,199,117 64 977
f 60 c. p.

\ 100 lbs
Animon ia li 955,453 68,978 20 p. c.

It 27,342 81,918
f .35p.c &

1$1 p.lb

Aiinatto ^eed or extract 38 20 p. c.

A n t i 111 0 11y Ib^ 782,316 59,609 10 p. c.

Arg'ol 1.329,636 174,823 $ 0.06

Ar^^enic

.

IC 325,873 11,566 20 p. c.

A s af 0^' t ida li 34,762 3,082 20 p. c.
a 80,780 25,278 0.20

" r'c I'll V 1 1 Tl ii 1,164 1,547 .50

Tolu n 22,945 14,529 .30
li 977,820 326,062 20 p.c.

Bitter apj)les ^Colocyutli^ 11 23,002 3,954 $ 0.10
RnrfiY Tt'finpd li 24,179 3,428 .10

Buchu leaves li 55,995 6,189 .10
f^ 1 1 nm p 1 2.699 30 p. c.

nilm nlinf prn H p lb<? 257,405 61,773 $ 0.30
" refined 25,208 7,829 .40

Cantliarides ii 5,892 3,367 .50

Cocculus Indicus .
li 827 58 .10

Chloroform ,

a 280 182 1.00

li 16,845,657 520.132
f30c p.

\ 100 lbs
li 4 2 $ 1.00

Copperas li 1,998,146 11,004 •OOJ
11 1,455,052 244,863 .10
ii 6 3 .15
ii 87,112 10,734 .10
li 14.329 1,011 .05
11 418,733 45,995 10 p.c.
It 19,006 3,832 $ 0.10
li 7,433 4,282 .20
li 1,029 739 1. 00

64.573 20 p. c.
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY VALUE.
KATE OF
DUTY.

*

!S) 15,549 10 p. c.

lbs 9,557 28,069 $ 0.50
(1 307 653 .75

20,867 50,777 .75

13,010 19,520 .50
(( 40,149 24,439 .50
(( 34,044 4,659 .10
li 3,430,095 416,107 .10

" root 11 3,030,586 90,016 .02

165 10 p. c.

603,883 10 p. c.

lbs. 18,587 5,61 9 S 0.12
it 113,225 11,788 .06
il 32,706 13,744 .25

923 2,200 2.50

lbs. 90,917 322,258 2.50

63,694 64,041 .50
a ljl20 551 .50

21,024 20 p. c.

lbs. 1,228 347 $ O.OIJ
(( 96,568 26,979 .06

" chromate and bi-chromate of li 806,263 81,292 .03
ti 21,165 8,398 .10
li 189,029 47,554 .05
il 2,630,172 83,087 .02^
li 56,249 3,200 .03

15,824 10 p. c.

1 Dfe. 2,929 12,666 $ 5.00
*' 143,846 20,066 20 p. c.

ti 16,059,964 618,364 $ O.OIJ
11 264,679 6,389 .oo|
11 8,022,247 336,826 .01^

" sulphate of,—" Glauber salts,"
, ,

11 64 4 .oo.V
11 17,764,090 316,810 .01

" tartrate of potass. &(Rochelle salts) tl 1,600 340 .15
li 51,690,867 1,1^3,978

1 4 1 93 91

0

207,670 001
li 16,047,284 142,421 .OOJ-
il 1,176,323 62,554 25 p. c.
il 43,324 735 $ 0.01
11 42,857 69,219 45 p. c.
ii 22,100 1,241 20 p. c.

cwt. 283,025 355,392 p. ton.

IL 2,023 5,153 / !i;20p.t.

t Al5p.c.
11 1,646 3,169 $10 p. ton

lbs. 7,258,049 293,247 10 p. c.

135,271 10 p. c.

67,445 20 p. c.

844 10 p. c.

43,327 50 p. c.

744 20 p c.
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.
KA 1 Ci U C

DUTY.

20 p. c.

c /I n V 40 p. c.

O i
J

1 «^ i7

1 '7Q*7 IV p . t-

.

Indigo, from beyond C. of G. H.... Z\)\J^OO £, 10 p. c.

oO p. C.

^ Q n 20 p. c.

Munjeet, C. of G. II 1 u p. c.
0*7

p. c.

9 .4 11 0 1 ^ P* c.

i u p . L

.

O, 9a n nzu p. c.

113 30 p c

1 3 08 90 r\ n

"5 9O J J. yj p. c.

9 9 Q "5 *7 2o p, c.

1 7 233 30 p. c

1 u p . C.

Berries, C. of G. H lyj p. c.

1 ^ 20 p c.

761
IKJ p. C.

639 20 p. c.

305 1 U p . L •

868 90 n r»p. C
3 764 90 T» f»

Lac dye, C. of G. H 2 247 10 p. Ck

231 1 0 n f»

3 031 20 p. c.

1 7 098 iiO p.

1 072 10 p. c.

625 10 p. c.

9 8P7 1 0 n nl\f p. K^t

151
7 n 1 7 90 n r»Z\) p. c

90 Ti f»p. c
^0 n f>

1 488 30 p. c.

lbs. OOO, OO i 00. i I O H 0 05

9 A fiO f^nfi 9 0 -n r>p. C
li $ 0.10
11 Q 1 J 50

KOO 1 f ^1 79 4m 1 0

tL
1 ,D ( O ,10

1 O I ^uo ^ t/O
J

1 o u .20
U 94 ft 1 ^ 1 00

. lbs. 2 583 6 691 1.00

gall. l',400 l',255 .23

lbs. 218 302 .50

gall. 134,109 117,843 .25
It 60,896 110,501 1.00
f( ("0,616 33,290 10 p. c.

lbs 896 6,175 $ 1.50
11 6G2 171 .10
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VALUE.
RATE OP

ARTICLES. QUANTITY.
DUTY.

lbs. 4G2 187 $ 0.20
(C 3,894 6,541 .50
il 29,825 109,646 1.00
11 1,128 806 .25
iL 3,241 4,038 .50
ii 20,11G 26,839 1.00
tl 4G 203 2.00
n 11,039 13,834 .50
11 867 1,037 2.00

295 435 4.00
350 703 1.00

186 152 .50
11 112 145 2.50

103 856 2.00

lbs. 5,608 3,342 .25
a 28,919 58,996 .50

8,185 39,888 1 50
a 8,324 448 2.00

" red thyme lbs. 14,724 9,543 .25
" white thyme a 1,458 1,138 .30

a 104 746 1.50

49,252 50 p. c.

lbs. 248,609 23,383 $ 0.20

28,243 15 p. c.

137,947 11,077 $ 0.05
" '• star a 17,274 2,786 .10

11,770 22,977 1.00

lbs. 175,022 13,431 .03
a 15,760 19,414 .50

60,588 67,687 .60

lbs. 48,851 2,055 .03
li 20,874 584 .05

21,837 1,325 .02

" hemp
11 107,655 3,342 .02
11 61,077 2,468 .ooi
il 1,083,753 55,729 .03'
11 89,369 4,059 .01

Spices

—

11 888,377 113,551 .20
" buds a 11,606 3,440 .25

a 18,598 8,139 .30
a 201,123 20,738 .20

Mace a 41,983 13,654 .40
Nutmegs 11 504,710 135,522 .50

n 4,601,704 232,564 .15
" Cayenne a 118 1 n7i\i t

1 PI
. i D

a 1,222,660 30,506 .15
a 4,861 20,623 3,00

... gall. 7,489 4,540 1.50
Pearl barley 8,760 657 1.00

$12,419,417

N. B.—This statistical table was prepared, with much labor, by Mr. John
Roberts, Clerk Statistical Bureau, Custom House, New York, and in an accom-
punyiug note to the Chairman of the Committee on the Drug Market, he says

:
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" The enclosed is a full and complete statement of all drugs, both crude and
manufactured, ginger root, gums, honey, arrow-root, asphaltum, oils, sugar of
lead, quicksilver, seeds, spices and chemicals, imported into the district of New-
York during tlie fiscal year ending June 30th, 18G7. The quantities of the ad
vaZorc/n articles are in some instances estimated, but it is believed that they are
nearly, if not quite correct; the price, when given, has been the basis for esti-

mating.
" Tliose arti(-Ies from and including ffambier to ginger root, that appear in this

statement, arc what are termed non-f-tiumerated articles, and the quantitj' of
these is not given. In this list ajjpear the articles of ' drngs and dyes, other,'

chemical jtrejiarations, medicinal preparations, and patent medicines. It is

proper to say that under these heads are classed many articles of drugs that
are manufactured, and such as would form an answer in part to your second
question. The manufactured drugs, when paying a rate of ^luty the same as
those headings just cited, are placed under them, and no notice is taken of
them further, as the Department at Washington considers it not essential for

statistical information.
" The answer to your third question I think you will find is full and satisfac-

tory. It is not in my power to arrange these articles in such foiTn as you may
have desired, and for the reason tliat 1 have no knowledge of the different

classes of drugs, chemicals, &c. I have taken a great deal of pajns to make
this elaborate statement strictly correct, and as such you may rely u])on its

accuracy. It has been compiled from all the records of this Custom House
that have a bearing upon the subject matter,*nd reflects the same information
as has been in part forwarded to Washington, to be incorporated in the official

report."

PHILADELPHIA IMPORTS

Offoreign Drugs, Chemicals, ?^c.,for the year 1866.

ARTICLES.
j

QUANTITY. VALUE.

lbs. 349 S 295
79,296 1,837

" lead a 5,747 451
u 26 8
u 1,128 3,953
u 60 116

1_,036 252
u 43,746 21,566

50 82
u 339 2,303

505
534

lbs. 29,161 16.734
5,G00 1,878

c 70 75
5 5

5 70
14,800 1.418

81,210 1,192

153,258 12,044
u 48,185 4,553
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AllTICLES. QUA.NTITV. VALUE.

lbs. 535,306 $ 14,869

8 19
a 8 8

60 54

88,085 3,511
323

lbs. 6(2 150
ll 54.253 10,956
Ct 8,952 , 363
ll 2,249 339
ll 28,012 1,042

13,0!)4 1,198
ll 3,333 1,626
il 85 118

" tolu ll 830 574
ll 389,OYl 173,309
ll 551 467
ll 4,480 31
it 120 37
ll 250 14

13
ll 10 4
ll 663,450 6,330
ll 10 10

40 34

lbs. 2,870,388 83,975
IL 2 10
U 137 567
ll 473 673
a 600 392

87 31

lbs. 50 . 28
a 540 186
u 100 73
ll 6,813 9,149
ll 288 ] 13
ll 498 84
ll 28,613 5,598
ll 90 523
ll 611 148
ll 26,424 4,501

5 46
a 246 489

lbs. 20 39
10 39

1,634 1,718

45,174 4,438
a 150 83

• a 954 96
283

336 229
" shellac ll 10,428 1,255

ll 675 1,812
ll 3,021 7,769
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

Iodide potassium . . lbs 43,042 33,483
Ipectic a 852 2,086
Iron by hydrogen ii 652 553
" sulphate .

n 95,847 594
lactate 1C5 75

Lactucarium 11 33 100
Lithia, carb., pure li 10 116
Lac sulphur .. ,

a
J,40*

Licorice paste 8,799
Leaves niedicinal 609
Magnesia, calc lbs 1,269 340

** carb , , 4,370 470
Manna ic 1,193 463
Morphine . .*....... OZ 15 48
Musk , .

it 21 140
(C 2 65

lbs.' 63 321
" lead a 40,838 2,598

It
1 jOOo 9*7 *r^ i t

Oxalate cerium u oou cSOI>

Oils essential 190
lbs 83 35

<t anise u 65 150
11 115 865
a 44 115

caraway . .
tL 81 189
u DOO
ii

1 Oo
" croton . ••• ..

iL 575 2,824
(1 101 432

(1 GTf^Ot •
Qo

"fennel •
a 10 10
a 4 1 U Zoo

nutmeg *.• ••• OZ. 112 16
lbs. E,709 7,592

*' (otto) roses u 399 2,710
li 30 11

1

6

80
gall 198 183
lbs. 2,197 1

1**

gall 1,068 1 085
67
97

lbs. 36,058 113,047
tt 266,619 8,218

12 9

2,199

197

u 0,00 J
u 38,746 12,886
IL 1,127 130
11 2,201 541
11 1,496 3,187
11 500 150

20

lbs. 4,095 477
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Rhubarb lbs.

Sal acetosella "

Santonine "

Sarsaparilla "

Sago "

Soda, caustic "

" bi-carb "
" carb "

" nitrate ,

"

" sal "

" sulphate "

" acetate "

" bi-sulphate "

" phosphate "

Strontia, carb "

" nitrate

Sulphate copper lbs

Taraxacum, ext "

Tartar emetic "

Turmeric "

Valerian "

Valerianate zinc "

Seed, mustard "

Quicksilver

Total value, in gold ,

QUANTITY.

1,348

12,200

50

2,053

532

1,888,999

2,512,029.

59,106

3,210,689

976,826

36,770

1,115

1,456

894

6,671

196,104
30

300
9,514

20
20
100

N. B.—We have omitted some articles not so immediately pertaining to a

pharmaceutical list, but more to a list of general diaigs. These would sum up
a large amount, besides what appears from the table.

BALTIMORE IMPORTS

Offoreign Drugs and Chemicals, for the year ending Dec. Z\st, 1866.

ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

Acids, for chemical and manufacturing purposes.. $ 53

64
68
154

Citric " lbs. 1,343 607
Oxalic " u 632 140

II 1,785 160

1,185

lbs. 6,557 728
U 1,140 85
a 128 140
It 391 91

94
,, lbs. 4 12

a 136,233 4,149
(1 110 41
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.-

Medicinal articles not specified 282
Extract indigo 1,255

Ihs. 20 76

0 19
il 210,8G9 30,438

IG

lbs. 33G 98

Prussiate " u 50 1G6

21

lbs. 323,550 12.386
" carb li 71,080 2^534

li 1,087,870 25,623
il 23,349 353
11 23,8G5 016

" ash li 1,97G,708 44,290
" sal il 312,051 4,518

il 7,318 454
it 25 7

cwt. 4,!)2G C,599

rp fined 100 189

Sumac lbs. 64,130 2,724
215

lbs. 1,859 93

Perfutncry an d cologne 2,736

lbs. 2G9 8
il 4G1 185

gall 11,32G 6,330

Ink 139

lbs. 913 516
206
25

lbs. 13,441 1,013

gall 18 11

lbs. 118 221

gall GOO 956

lbs. 105 554
C( 732 1,600
11 15 37
11 100 69
il 53 86
li 149 213
ii 2,G17 3,828

oz. GO 374

lbs. 257 357
(( 1,825 54

187 400

lbs. 5G4 47
a 551 22
11 2,997 loo
il 9,819 2,313
a 1,148 269
u 3,581 998

gall 18 19

62

gall 25,319 .3,048

Total imports, at gold valuation $167,604
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EXPORTS

Of Drugs, Medicines, Dyes, S(c., from the Port of Baltimore, for the year ending
_

December 31, 1866.

ARTICLES. ATT AMTITV VAL UE,

$ 1,123

12,949

lbs. 1,486 874
galls.
a

365 603

Ciistor oil • 10 11

lbs. 100 73

bbls. 10,887 55,958
A A40

galls,
u

1,019 3,477

6,437 1,987

Wax lbs. 6,784 2,736
6 550 392

5I31I 911
a 1,324 84
a 40,308 1,994

$ 83,212

BOSTON IMPORTS

Of Chemicals, Dyes, Drugs, and Medicines for the Quarter ending Sept. 30, 1866.

ARTICLES. QD'ANTITT. VALUE.

Berries, nuts, &c., used iu dyeing and tanning $8,404
lbs. 72,839

cwt 69,263
a 151,160
lbs. 69,667

108,641
a 344,960

450
galls 89,186
tons. 425
lbs. 7,000
U 560
U 36,831
u 8,987

1,200
lbs. 93,774

129
li 11,742
(£ 364,653

Ammonia, sal ammon., and carbonate of.... 66,965
Li 411
U 65
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

28,V43
a O 'TOR

JO

Chloride of lime or bleaching powder,.. lbs.

Copperas, green vitriol, or sulph. of iron "

Cutch, or catechu and terra japonica ,
.J -

1
J 4 <_» 0

T„l „ ^ 779

72 805

3 149

27,422
1 7q9

Chromate and bichromate of potash
1 7 090

79n

1
J
0 V0

J
<Ji i7

1,310

4,0V9
oqr; 9FiQ

1 0 1 J u 0 u
9 flfi'^ 7QftAjUUO

J
1 JO

Q 1 1 39

OQO 601

30,281

4 785

1 08

111

1 2

1

1 7,780

X i-f
J
U t./ (7

Gum arable, Senegal, gedda, myrrh, &c 1 fifi R^'i1 U UjOO J
ii

G I. n1 1 n n

1,506
734

Gypsum, or plaster of Paris, ground or
•

calcined... 2,160

125

Oil almond lbs 360
16 268

122

...... galls. 227 878
a 27,988

1,881
a 1 8 1 fiT5

ft 1 46 8^9

, lbs. 50

308
ii 292
(. 252
a 304
a 124

1,966

2,046
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

32,782

178,331

33,866

35,047

6,418

$

For the Quarter ending December 31, 1866.

ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

Berries, nuts, &c., used in dyeing and tanning ^-g 991

50 VY8

40,UO i

O Q A s o

it ft 1 Q p\9o i
J

y J i

(( 1 A7 1 (I A

1 1 'z^1 1 J I o
IV. ft RQfl

120 700
1 Ko 140

1

1

1 "^0 1 AH
t L 42 000
a 722 229
((

119
1 u,.

. 2,822

u 114.

OQO Q7rtZoOjO 1 t>

(

(

II

11 400
II

11

II 1,251
11 100

Hydriodate and acetate of potasii u 544
u 1,000
II 8,790
II 3,399
II 112,607

4,735
11 10,510

7,233
614,885

a 720,206
(1 271,978

6,300.626
(( 440
(t 173,133

5,624

780,880
u 87,098
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUB.

lbs. 3,3G0 s
" 2,399

2,041

lbs. 21,624

"
4,689

1,908
<i 238,904
(1 37,175
lbs. 1,038

Ll 11,653
a 1,038,504

Putty (( 24,386
i( 18,061
u 116,042
(1 314,493

85

lbs. 60,681
galls- 354

13,046
lbs. 76,531

599

2,577

272

329
lbs. 39

87,042
lbs. 132

377
400

389
525

22,000
28

lbs. 3,890

16,253
ll 243,331

207
235

For the Quarter ending March 31, 1867.

ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

Berries, nuts, &c., used in dyeing and tanning $ 18.280

37,988

55,800
a 4,650
U 217.806

Sperm, vrhale and other fish oils.... 40,409
lbs. 47,200
a 102,090
11 105,478
t( 11,237
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ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

White chalk -. lbs. 4,000 $,

(C 3,117
11 2,275
a 70 000

68o',165
a 1,120
n 3,475
11 1,065
a 35,286

Cutch Ctitechu Oiiitl tcrrii jcipoiiicji a 657,170
a 675
a 1,125
a 0 ( , 0 b U
a 42,337
a 428.608
a 633^065
a 316,073
it 404
a 1,678

'»

9,211

Soda ash lbs 6,407,387
a 69,501

Sulphate of baryta a 168,062
a 11,1 la
a 3,104
a Ai'i 17^

41), I (4

ChroiTi and bi-(dirom of potash a 11,381

20,204

1,153,572lbs.
((

2,902

lbs. 48,407

12,863

lbs. 160,212

Shellac 7,048

6,494

622

33,242
U 150

lbs. 502

41,892

lbs. 559

1,618

377

Whale oil a 27,240
56

829

1,074
lbs. 18,482
a 12,075
a 19,176
<i 479
a 455,663
a 2,380

1,520
54
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For the Quarter ending June 30, 1867.

ARTICLES. QUANTITY. VALUE.

Berries, nuts, Ac, used in dyeing and tanning $8,549
Cociiinefil *> . lbs 57,998
Dyewood in sticks . ... cwt 33,520
Iniljf^o lbs 109,724

Lac dye ... i( 91,283
Madder ground 11 2,658,418

Madder root (( 4,021

Woad 388
Sperm whale and other fish oils .... galls .27,279

119,400

Oxalic acid lbs 49,279

47,500
(( • 72,079
a 149,253

White challc 4,000

132
a 6,317
a 300
a 62,110
a 757,006
a 78,381
(I 100,351
a 226
a 3,360
a 10,527

17

70,838

,,, , lbs. 9,377
U 480,275

2,357

30,744
11 200
a 5,374
11 418
a 911,114
11 788,555
a 212,372
a 3,851,380
a 33,539
a 29,313
a 73,357
a 304

30,013

, ,, , lbs. 1,602,678
a 131,429
a 149,802
a 102,314
a 325

11,117
a 128,011
a 12
a 3,105
a 2,137
a 172,161
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\Vhale oil galls

Seal oil ,

"

Amber oil lbs

All other essential oils

Ink
Wliiting and Paris white lbs,

Emery ore or roclv tons,

Enuuy, pulveri/.ed lbs

Gypsum, ground
Sugar of lead lbs

Plumbago tons

Vinegar galls

Castile soap, for the year ending June 30,

1867 lbs

(}0ANTITY.

14,798

511

400

440,763
82

1,814

1,806

67

251

228,841

508
544

Drugs rejected at the Port of Boston, for the tjear ending June 30, 1867.

1,200 lb. scammony, containing only 7 per cent, of pure virgin scammouy.

3,600 lb. cubeb stalks, contaiuing no oil of cubebs, but retaining some pf the

odor and color of the cubeb berry, evidently intended for grinding to

adulterate cubebs.

400 lb. opium, containing only 4 per cent, of morphia, very dark in color,

mostly hard and brittle on fracture, adulterated with gum and some

kind of Hower.

400 lb. sarsaparilla root, damp and mouldy.
300 fb. gold thread, badly cured and not properly cleansed.

Tliese goods were all returned to the countries from whence they came,

with the exception of the cubeb stalks, which were burned in East Boston,

under the United States law.

VALUE AND RATE OF DUTIES

Of Chemicals, Dyes, Drugs, and Medicines imported into the Port of Boston for the

year ending June 30, 1867.

ARTICLES. VALUE. DCTT.

Berries, nuts, &c., used in dyeing and tanning. $ 62,454 1 0 per cent.

183,497 Free.

105,230 (1

12,441 IC

274,498 II

53,231 a

260,717 II

838 a

430,005 20 per cent.

5,000 Free.

690 20 per cent.

247 10 c. per ft).

25,929 4 c. per lb.

4,249 20 c. per lb.

20
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AETICLES.

Blacking
Argols, or crude tartiir

Balsam tolu

Aloes
Alum, aluminous cake, kc
Ammonia, sal ammon., carbonate amnion....
Aniline dyes, &c
Annatto seed, or extract
Arsenic
Buchu leaves

^^alomel
W^hloride of lime, bleaching powder
Copperas, or sulphate of iron

Cutch, catechu, or terra japonica
lodate, and hydriodate of potash
Jalap

Licorice paste

I/icorice root

Madder, extract and garancine
Magnesia, calcined

Chlorate bf potash
Chromate and bichromate of*potash
Prussiate of potash, red

Prussiate of potash, yellow
Saltpetre, crude
SalDower
Rhubarb
Bicarbonate of soda
Caustic soda
Nitrate of soda

,

Soda ash
,

Soda, sal

Sulphate of baryta

Sulphate of copper
Brimstone, crude
Sulphur flowers

Sulphur, in rolls, refined

Sumac
Emery ore or rock
Emery, pulverized

Cosmetics
Oum arable, Senegal, gedda, myrrh, &c
Oil .amber
Gum copal, kowrie, sandarac, &e
Shellac

Gum benzoin
Ink and ink powders ,..

Gypsum, or plaster of Paris, ground or calcined

Mineral water

Oil, almond

" castor
" croton
" linseed

VALUE. DC7Y.

1 200
G c. per lb.

ou c.

(in H

ou t. pel luu iij.

21,241
f\ 9 Ail

<tP 1 p. 10. qc od p.c
o JO i-U pel 1-V,J1W.

9() ((

t Lb 90 tt

i 0

J->, 1 i U •5u c. per luu irj-

2 970 i 0 n^T til

1 0 per cen t

J

ft f\T.(\ 75 c. per It).

9 ^ QZoo 50

5 775 10 "

'l83 2 »

120,704 Free.

G49 12 c. per lb-

1,484 6

4,G03 3

7,294 10 =*

2,718 3 "

123,351

8,610

7,543

117,219

38,998
45,442

410,139

11,180

6,937

14.327

97,169

266
238

164,803

9,166

3,031

13,859

101,538
190

75,688

35,169
347

3,855

6,169

439

1,693

19,965

842

311,088

2}
10 per cent,

50 c. per lb.

25 per cent.

S6 per ton.

.510 "

!>!0 "

10 per cent.

.$0 per ton.

1 c. per }tj.

50 per cent.

20 "

50 "

10 c. per lb.

10 "

10 "

35 per cent.

20 "

25 p. c.&bots 3 c.

( essen. ,$1.50 p.lf>

1 fixed 10 c. p.ib.
j|l per gallon,

per lb.

23 c. per gallon.
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VALUE.

1

DUTY.

31,585 25 c. per gciUon.

10 857
•IP ^

L\J pel ^Ullt.

89,426 10 "

8 17G Si per It).

1 GG6 50 c.
"

217 '^0 npi* Pon +

4 5''1

12G 50 per cent.

4 S54 50

8 487
8 747 If n 111 90 n p

' 8 ''94 90 npi" «"pn +

21 647 10 c. per It).

26 '*08

9 1 S7 -J L . pi- 1 i'J.

9 "i 0 1 K ' f ( (' 1 1 t

33 346 30 c. p. lb ref'd40c.

352 ^10 MPT' fr^n

119 1 0 per cent.
'"i 0 C T~» i 1 7' 1110\J L 1 U .

5 '53 10

294 10 "

793 10 per cent-

809 G c. per lb.

42 831 .S*? "lO TIP I' 111

64

1

25 c

852 3 c.
"

9 036 1 c.
"

483
249

2,171 $3 p. ga,ll.& 50 p.c.

25 909 0 i"i p 1" f" p n f

272 35
7 730 ^1.50 per oz.

C pel 1 IJ .138

1,239

5,651 ft 1 0 iiPi' t nn

16 019 1 111 .(r Q A r\ *^IL.]) lU.CioUp. C.

207
220 1 0 c. per gallon.

375 10 c. per lb.

4,763

. 27 10 c. per .srallon.

385 10 c. per lb.

632 c)0 "

1,520 1 5 per cent.

23 'to "

$4,137,843

Oil, olive, in cask.s

" olive, in bottles
" palm iiuJ cocoaiuit
" seal

" bergamot
" citronclla
" juniper
" orange ami lemon
" thyme, white
" all other essential ,.

Soa]), toilet

Stareh, potato and corn
Tapioca
Crearrt tartar

SarsapariUa
Sugar of lead

Arrow-root (excepting Taylor's).

Camphor, crude
White chalk
Benzoic acid ,

HoU'nian's anodyne
Cubebs
Dragon's blood
Antimony
Magnesia carbonate
Opium..,
Manna
Nitrate of lead

Whiting, &c
Putty
Umber
Cologne water
Perfumery
Macaroni
Otto of rose

Enamel white of baryta
Oxide of zinc

Plumbago
Castile soap
Vege t a I d e s

,
prepared

Vinegar
Colocynth
Bic.arltonate of potash
Petroleum, crude
Oat meal
Cardamom seeds

Ultramarine
,

Oli, illuminating

Total $4,137,843

These values are made up at the cost in gold at the ports of shipment,
reckoned into United States currency; duties and expenses not being added.
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REPORT ON THE INTERNAL REVENUE LAW.

At tlie last annual meeting a Committee was directed to be

appointed to take into consideration the Avliole subject of the In-

ternal Revenue Law, as it relates to the interests of the drug

trade and of Pharmacy.

By the terms of the resolution our President, Stearns, was
made Chairman, and he was by vote instructed to appoint his

colleagues. Wm. A. Brewer, of New York, and myself having

been named by him, gave only such attention to the subject as

would be required in aid of the Chairman, until, during the past

summer, I was requested to assume those duties myself, as ex-

plained in the retiring President's address. No new phases of

the subject presenting themselves, I should have been content to

throw the whole matteij. before the Association for such further

discussion as might arise at the present meeting; but during the

past few weeks I happened to have been engaged as a juror in the

U. S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,

the chief business of which Court is to adjust the claims arising

under the Revenue laws. Being thus brought into contact with

the officers of the law, and having opportunities to form some

idea of the difficulties which surround the enforcement of its

penalties, I have, within a few days past, compiled some facts

and suggestions, which I offer to the Association in lieu of a full

report, having requested of my colleague, who resides in this

great commercial centre, to prepare a separate report, or to pre-

sent any additional matter which may throw light on the subject

in any of its branches.

In the course of testimony before the Court the following

details of the manufacture and distillation of whiskey were col-

lected : The proper quantity of Indian corn for the size of the

tubs and still, being first crushed, is introduced, with scalding

water, into a shallow mash-tub, and the temperature is afterwards

raised to the boiling point ; after about an hour a stirring ma-

chine is set in motion, by which the mash, as the mixed liquid

and grain is called, is cooled down, a suitable proportion of rye

and malt being at the same time added. The mash requires
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from 3 to 7 hours, according to the weather and other circum-

stances, to cool, and is then run into a fermenting vat, and is

called beer, being generally further diluted, and allowed to re-

main from 3 to 4 days, according to the weather. After the

process has proceeded thus far, it is necessary to distill without

delay, or the beer will become sour, and the proportion of alcohol

diminislied by the acetous fermentation. From the fermenting

vat beer is drawn into a receiving vat, from which it is pumped
into the still, which is now said to be "charged," and on the

application of the heat, generally by steam-pipes, the whiskey is

distilled.

In the course of the testimony two witnesses stated the pro-

portions and yield of the process. A quantity of 20 bushels of

grain for making a mash generally consists of 14 bushels of

Indian corn, 4 bushels of rye, and 2 bushels of malt, though a

much larger proportion of rye is preferred where a fine quality

of whiskey is aimed at.

A very inferior whiskey, or more properly rum, is produced
by fermenting molasses, but this is generally distilled in the

cellars or back rooms of petty taverns, many of which are

licensed and pay more or less revenue tax, though some are

supposed to have still evaded the revenue ofScers.

The proportion of water used in making the mash was the

subject of investigation, as affecting the issue of a case on trial.

According to the evidence for the United States, 34 gallons of
water is usually added to each bushel of grain in the mash, while

the beer, after dilution with cold water, usually contains 50 gallons

to a bushel. An expert, examined for the distiller, stated that

few mash with less than 35 gallons to the bushel, more with 40,
while some used as much as 47 to 48 gallons to the bushel. The
best temperature for mashing was stated to be from 158° to 190°

F. The proportion of whiskey to the amount of beer was stated

to be 4 gallons of the former to 50 of the latter, or 3 to 3.1 gal-

lons in the 4 hot months, and 4 gallons in the 8 cool months of the

year. Another witness gave the average yield of whiskey the
same as stated by Dr. Squibb in his report last year—14 quarts
to the bushel of grain. He stated that an excess of rye or oats

over corn increases the yield as well as improving the quality.
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Altliongli the general facts in regard to tliis process are estab-

lished, proximately, they do not always serve as data to prove

false entries upon the books of distillers. The differences between

old and fresh grain, the varying skill of the distillers, and the

want of uniformity in the proportions used and in the size and

completeness of their apparatus, are all circumstances Avhich can

be brought to bear upon juries to shield those charged with

frauds, from conviction.

In the experience of the Courts attempting to enforce the

penalties of the Revenue law it is difficult to establish, by absolute

proofs, false entries and a variety of other frauds which arc very

obvious to the inspectors and others familiar with the details of

the process, and the prosecuting attorneys are often made to feel

that the interests of the United States are best promoted by

keeping well known, cases of fraud out of the Courts.

Grand juries are so constituted by the U. S. Marshals that

they may, by design or accident, contain citizens interested, if

not in cases coming before them, yet in the nefarious business

which is brought under examination, and so widely is the distil-

linji interest diffused over the communitv, and so stn.nji is the

prejudice among a large class against the interference by Gov-

ernment with the business of citizens, that it is not surprising that

many frauds actually detected escape the penalties prescribed.

Besides this cause of failure, a number of cases of seizures of

large establishments have been adjusted at the ofiBces of the

Commissioners at Washington, on the payment of forfeitures,

which are wholly inadequate to satisfy the just claims of the

Government, and leave the recusants with large estates suddenly

and fraudulently accumulated. The knowledge of this fact adds

impunity to smaller operators, who otherwise might be deterred",

by fear of consequences, from tampering M-ith the revenues.

Some large distilleries seem to have such vast means at their

disposal that they can fraudulently and shamelessly defy the

power of the Government, and set at defiance the honesty and

loyalty of the whole community. From every such stream of

fraud issue a thousand rills, corrupting the channels of trade

and inflicting a moral evil infinitely transcending in importance

all the losses to the revenue.
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"What legislation is necessary to remedy this acknowledged

evil, your reporter is not prepared to say. The most popular

idea amon"" us seems to have been, heretofore, that the tax on

spirits should be reduced at least one-half, and the Committee

appointed to confer with the Revenue Commissioners advocated

this, as likely to increase, rather than diminish the revenue,

while it would relieve what some regard as an oppressive burden

upon alcohol used in the preparation of medicine, and in the arts.

That the temptation to fraud would be reduced by this change,

is obvious, but I have not inquired of any one connected with

the courts who encouraged this as a practicable remedy for the

frauds which deprive the Government of so many millions

annually. The system of false entries on the books of the dis-

tillers, carried on either with or without the connivance of officers

of the Government, is so difficult of detection, and so very pro-

ductive, that it is not easy to see how it could be corrected. If

the duty was only one dollar per gallon, the sum accruing from

withholding it to the extent of a single barrel a day, which would

be a very small proportion of the product of a large distillery,

would reach over ten thousand dollars a year,—itself a handsome

annual income.

All the checks provided by law to secure faithful returns of

the amount of material used, and of spirits produced in distille-

ries, are ineffectual, unless the revenue officers of the various

grades arc honest. We need a different class of inspectors and

collectors from professional politicians and other adventurers,

too indolent and thriftless to earn their livings in honest em-

ployments, and fit tools and accomplices of those who have em-

barked in distilling for the rewards which attend its illicit or

fraudulent practice. We need faithful men, whose permanent

employment and promotion are dependent not upon the success

of a political party, but upon their honesty and vigilance, and

who feel that their own interest is identified with that of the

Government, and not with that of the distillers, bent on defraud-

ing it. The lack of houest and true men in places of public

trust and power is the greatest evil which afflicts our country,

and nowhere is it more manifest than in connection with the

revenue. Every true patriot should lay this subject to heart,
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and seek a remedy before tlie corruptions, Avhicli are notorious as

well in the Custom Houses as in the offices of Internal Revenue,

but far more in the latter, and in many municipal offices in the

great cities, shall have sapped the foundations of our cherished

government itself.

It is not the object of this report to detail the facts upon this

subject developed by the courts of law and others, notorious

throughout the community ; but it is believed that they fully

justify the assertion that, in the department of the revenue col-

lections connected with alcoholic liquors, gross dishonesty is the

rule, honesty the exception.

In my investigations upon this subject, I have received some

suggestions from the Assistant Attorney of the U. S. District Court

for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, John K. Valentine, Esq.,

whi:h are the result of much experience in the practice of that court

ever since the Internal Revenue law first went into operation. In

his opinion, the two most obvious improvements in the law would

be, 1st, such an increase in the amount of the license or tax on

the still as would greatly diminish the number of distillers, and

confine the business- to responsible parties ; and 2d, the abolition

of the system of bonded warehouses, involving the payment of

the duty invariably before the spirits should leave the premises.

Both these propositions may be thought to tend towards a

monopoly of the business of distilling in the hands of a few, and

hence to be contrary to the alleged tendency of our institutions

;

but it should be remembered that the vast increase in the num-

ber of distillers since the revenue law has gone into eifect is en-

tirely attributable to the facilities it offers for enormous profits,

through frauds upon the revenue. Hundreds of irresponsible

men have embarked in distilling for the fraudulent gains it

promises, who could not realize a living profit upon their invest-

ments if the business were legitimately followed. They can well

afford to risk the few thousands of dollars invested, when the

.results of a few w£eks of successful cheating will cover the whole

cost of apparatus, material, and expenses of their establishments.

Is it too much to ask that the amount of their investment should

be increased, by exacting in advance a heavy tax in the shape

of a license, or adequate security for their due performance of
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the requirements of the law ? By thus reducing the number
and increasing the responsibility of distillers, the vast hordes of

assessors, collectors, deputies, spies and informers could be re-

duced in a corresponding ratio, perhaps more honest and efficient

officers could be selected, and the facilities for detecting and

punishing frauds upon the revenue increased.

The existence of bonded warehouses, into which whiskey can

be placed in the interval between its distillation 'and paying

duty, and from which it may be removed for rectification on

bonds being given to the collector, is a common source of fraud.

Very insufficient, or even worthless bonds are often given, on

which permits are granted by the employees in the offices of col-

lectors, or by collectors themselves, who are constituted by law the

sole judges of their sufficiency ; and after the whiskey has been,

fraudulently removed, there is no other resource than these. Whis-

key, after it has been branded as rectified, is presumed to have paid

duty, while through connivance of distiller and rectifier, much
that is so marked has entirely escaped, and cannot be identified

by the markings prescribed by law. This common source of

gigantic frauds could be remedied by the suggested modificatioi^

of the law, which would require every dollar of duty to be paid

before the whiskey leaves the premises of the distiller : a modifi-

cation which is respectfully urged upon the attention of our law-

makers, as at least worthy of their earnest consideration.

Whether a reduction of the amount of the duty is desirable to

promote the necessary use of alcohol in pharmacy, is a separate

consideration from the question here presented. It should be
looked at in a candid and conscientious spirit, and the organiza-

tion representing our profession should jealously avoid commit-
ting itself on so momentous a question until we have data for

our conclusions fully satisfactory to ourselves, and likely to have
weight with our law-makers. I believe that, with the improved
facilities for recovering alcohol used as a menstruum, and as

prices have now adjusted themselves, the profits of legitimate

pharmacy have not fallen below a just and fair limit, and would
not, even if the government were paid the full amount of tax on
all the alcohol we consume.

All must admit that a class of artificial products so grossly
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abused, and, in tlie main, so injurious, as alcoholic liquors, are

appropriately selected to bear the chief burden of taxation ; and

in view of the heavy tax laid upon nearly all useful branches of

industry in default of the collection of this, it is our imperative

duty to strengthen the hands of Government, by cheerfully

bearing our share of the burden, and aiding as best we can in

rendering the law effective.

• Respectfully submitted,

Edward Parrisii.

REPORT OF THE DELEGATES TO THE INTER-
NATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL CONGRESS, AT
PARIS.

To the American Pharmaceutical Association:

The undersigned, a portion of your delegates to the Interna-

tional Congress of Associations and Societies of Pharmaceutists,

held in Paris, France, on the 21st, 22d, 23d and 24th of August,

1867, respectfully report that the Congress convened at the Hall

#Df the Society of Pharmacy, and was numerously attended by

delegates from France (GO), Holland (3), the United States (4),

Russia (3), Spain (2), Switzerland (2), Italy (1), Austria (4),

Sweden (1), Prussia (2), South Germany (1), Hungary (1), Den-

mark (1) and Egypt (1). (It was regretted that none of the

delegates appointed by the English were present.)

The meeting was temporarily organized by M. Bussy, of Paris,

being called to 'the chair, and M. Robinet acting as Secretarj\

The venerable M. Guibourt, one of the Commissioners to organ-

ize the Congress, Avas absent from indisposition.

The chairman offered some general remarks, when M. Robinet

stated the object of the Convention, and that it was necessary to

know who had the right to vote—making a committee on cre-

dentials necessary. This was appointed, and, having reported,

the roll was called to ascertain who were present.

The question as to the manner of voting, whether by states or

individuals, was decided for the former : and the ratio of votes

then fixed for each delegation, making forty votes in the aggre-

gate; four of which were given to the United States.
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The election of officers being in order, a ballot was cast, and
Dr. Rieckher, of Marbacb, in Wirtemberg, was elected by a large

majority. Five Vice-Presidents were then elected, viz. : Messrs.

Andres, of St. Petersburgh
;

Ferrari, of M;idrid; Mosca, of

Turin
;

Dittricb, of Prague ; and Procter, of Philadelphia. M.
Robinet was elected Secretary by acclamation, and six assistants

afterwards by ballot, viz. : Dr. Fluckiger, of Bern ; M. Walter,

of Amsterdam ; M. Schleisner, of Copenhagen ; M. Tisell, of

Stockholm ; and MM. Mayet and Limouzin, of France. The
oiEcers then assumed their places, the President offering a few
remarks suitable to the occasion.

The communications received by the Secretary, directed to

the Congress, were now read in abstract, when the meeting went
into consideration of the subject—a Universal Pharmacopoeia for

all nations. As might have been expected, various views ob-

tained, some of which were advocated with much earnestness.

A majority of those present believed the project feasible and
desirable, speaking, as they did, chiefly for Germany and France.

The suggestion of climatic influences on preparations was offered,

but its force denied. The peculiarities of each country, it was
believed, could be incorporated in an addendum or supplement,

and, in reference to the language, the Latin was suggested as

the only feasible medium for all. One member proposed having

it in all the principal languages in one book (!). When the other

points were setUed and the final vote came for or against the

adoption of the suggestion of a Universal Pharmacopoeia, all the

votes but those of the United States were cast in the affirmative,

which were given in the negative for the reason that the broad
differences of vieAvs in regard to many important Galenical pre-

parations in use in America, as well as in England, together

with the very numerous preparations and substances used on the

continent and not esteemed by us as meritorious, were obstacles

too great to permit us to believe that such a fusion of codes could

receive the favorable vote of the Pharmacopoeial bodies of the

United States.

In regard to weights and measures the general opinion was in

favor of the mctricaT system. M. Margraff, of Berlin, stated

that the Prussian government had just adopted the metrical
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weights, and had under consideration the measures of capacity.
The action of our own government in rendering tlie use of
metrical weights lawful, though not compulsory, was stated.

The second and third sessions were cliiefly occupied in dis-
cussing three questions previously printed and circulated among
the members. The first was " The Practice of Pharmacy," in
three sub-questions, viz.: 1st. Shall there be unlimited liberty
as in drdinary mercantile business ? 2d. Shall there be a free
practice with the guarantee of a diploma and personal respon-
sibility under the common law ? or 3d. Shall there be a wise
regulation by law, designed to insure the public interests and
protect the pharmaceutist?

This was the question most interesting to those present and
called forth much discussion. All the delegates voted against
the first view; the members from Russia, Germany, Austria,
Italy, Holland, and Spain, and those from the Society of Phar-
macy at Paris voted against the second view, the United States
delegates voting in the affirmative. When the third view was
voted for all the votes were cast in the affirmative except those
of the United States, which were negative. An anomalous con-
dition of the Congress existed : the delegates from the provin-
cial societies of France outnumbered the whole Congress of
strangers, and yet they had no vote except as a country in

France, which vote was controlled by the delegates from the
Society of Pharmacy. They were permitted to speak freely, and
advocated their view of greater liberty with much earnestness.

One of the chief points taken by the delegates favoring the third

view was against the specialetes, or secret formula medicines,
which are so abundant in countries where pharmacy is unre-
stricted, and which can be reached only by a prohibitory law.
Whilst admitting the gravity of this evil, our delegation con-
sidered the destruction of competition by an act of limitation

and apportionment would be a greater evil, at least for America.
The second question was, "Is it proper to limit the indefinite

multiplication of pharmaceutical shops?" This was referred to

a committee consisting of Messrs. Dittrich, of Prague; Fliick-

iger, of Bern
;

Peltz, of Ptiga
;

Gastinel, k Egypt
;

Tcirok, of
Hungary; Kretschner, of Breslau

;
Walter, of Holland ; and
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Fabcr, of New York; who reported in favor of limiting the num-
ber of pharmacies, and not leaving it open to competition ; M.
Faber alone bein"; in the negative.

The tldrd question was, "Is it proper to demand the creation

of institutions of a disciplinary character, destined to maintain

the ' lionorah'd'dy ' of the profession of Pharmacy, by insuring its

correct practice, and to represent and protect it in all its exterior

relations?" The committee to whom this was referred reported

in the affirmative, which view was adopted by the Congress.

As some of the speakers had alluded to pharmacy in America
in a way calculated to give a wrong impression, a short state-

ment was prepared by one of us, and permission obtained to read

it in English, so that it might go on record. The origin of the

colleges was referred to, and the rise of scientific pharmacy in

the United States referred to the separation of dispensing medi-

cines from the practice of Medicine. A general view was given

of our progress, and allusion was made to the subjects of the

^Pharmacopoeia-, and weights and measures.

On the morning of the second day it was announced that M,
Guibourt was dead, which produced a profound sensation, as

many had expected to see him at the Congress. M. Guibourt had

attained his seventy-seventh year and was quite infirm, though in

the enjoyment of his faculties. He was President of the Society

of Pharmacy of Paris. By subsequent action the members ar-

ranged to attend the funeral on the 24th inst., at noon.

On the morning of the fourth day the meeting looked toward

an adjournment, earlier than had been expected. When the

question of appointing a committee to superintend the convening

of the next or tliird International Congress, it was agreed \o

refer that business to the existmg committee, viz. : Messrs.

Schroders, of Russia ; Robinet. of France
;
Beckert, of Austria;

Rieckher, of Wirtemberg ; and Dr. Bley, of Prussia; and also

leaving i.he place and time to be fixed by them. The general

impression seemed to be that Vienna would be the next place of

meeting. The usual vote of thanks was given to the officers of

the Society of Pharmacy.

After the third session it was understood that at seven o'clock

in the evening the members were all invited to a dinner, given
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hj the Pharmaceutists of Paris, whicli was numerously attended'
and passed off in the usual manner of such occasions, with satis-

faction to many.

It was also announced on the morning of the fourth day tliat at
three o'clock P. M. (Aug. 24th) the members were invited, by the
authorities of Paris, to meet at the Column, in the Place du
Chatelet, and make a s-ubtcrranean excursion, by rail and boat,
in the great sewers of Paris. At the time appointed the mem-
bers, to the number of GO, descended a stair case to the main
sewer, which was probably at this point 15 feet wide and 12 feet
higli, and, besides a central canal for the ordinary drainage, has
capacity sufficient to meet sudden rains. These sewers are also
the avenues for the great water mains supplying Paris, and also
lor the local telegraph wires, which are conducted along the
ceiling. Having entered five cars, comfortably cushioned, the
party set out propelled by the operatives, employed in the
sewers, who walked alongside. We passed from the point of de-

parture, under the Rue de Rivoli, to the Place de la Concorde,
and thence to a point some distance north-west of the Madeline,
having travelled perhaps two miles without annoyance from dis-

agreeable odors, and to the gratification of the members.
With warm Avishes for the successful accomplishment of the

business of the Association, at its New York meeting, we submit
this hasty report.

William Procter, Jr.,

John Faber,

Paris, August 27, 1867.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SPECIMENS.

It is with much pleasure tliat the Committee on Specimens
can present a report in extent and variety commensurate with
the increased interest and importance of the National Associa-
tion. No one who visited the rooms appropriated for the pur-
pose could have been otherwise than gratified at the great im-
provement shown by the large display of chemicals, pharmaceu-
tical preparations and apparatus, evidencing a desire on the

part of manufacturers to advance with the scientific requirements
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01 the age. May we not hope that this beautiful display is only

a precursor of what we may expect in the future ?

The Committee would suggest that on future occasions exhib-

itors should forward descriptive lists with the articles sent for

exhibition, thus saving much labor to the Committee, and best

consulting individual interests.

The Committee with pleasure record their appreciation of the

taste Mr. P. W. Bedford displayed in arranging the articles sent

on exhibition, and acknowledge the valuable services he rendered

them in making this report.

Class I.—CHEMICALS, DRUGS, PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS.

Carter and Scattergood, PhiladeJjMa.

Two large crys»talline masses of the red and yellow prussiates

of potassa. Each W the specimens .weigh about forty pounds,

and presented a handsome appearance.

J. F. Lulme c^- Go'., 22 Lafayette Place, JSfeto York.

The chemicals exhibited by this firm are principally of foreign

manufacture.

Antimonic acid,

Molybdic "

Tungstic "

Stearic "

Oxide of cobalt,

" copper,

" chromium,

" manganese,

" nickel,

" uranium,

Oxalate of ammonia,

" cerium,

Benzoate of ammonia,

Succinate of ammonia,

Chromate of potassa.

Bromide of potassium,

Carbonate of potassa, C. P
Caustic potassa,

Caustic soda (alcoholic).

Pyrophosphate of soda,

Carbonate of soda, C. P.,

Tungstate of soda,

Nitrate of nickel,

Salicine,

Bisulphuret of tin,

Caustic baryta.

Acetate of copper.

Chloride of copper,

Nitrate of copper.

Sulphate of magnesia.

Aluminium, in a large sheet.
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L. Martin ^ Co., Philadelphia and 59 Cedar Street, New York.

Tlie articles exhibited bj this firm are all of their own iDake,

and it was stated that they Avere taken from ordinary stock with-

out any special selection.

Acetic acid. This acid has the sp. gr. 1-048, is entirely free

from any cmpyreumatic odor, and is the best acid of American

manufacture your Committee have seen.

Carbolic acid
;

gallic acid, a handsome specimen. Muriatic

acid, C. P., nitric acid, C. I*., and sulphuric acid, C. P., claimed to

be entirely reliable as reagents in the finest analytical operations,

not being contaminated with any traces of the impurities fre-

quently found in acids labelled C. P. Valerianic acid, a fine

sample ; oxalic acid, recrystallized and free from any impurity.

Subriitrate of bismuth, free from arsenicjj^mmonio-citrate of

bismuth, a handsome scale salt of pearly lusffe and freely soluble

in water.

Muriate of ammonia, granulated ; oxalate of ammonia, pure,

for analytical purposes; phosphate of ammonia; phosphate of

ammonia and soda.

Acetate of potassa, very white and handsome ; carbonate of

potassa, C. P.; chlorate of potassa.

Citrate of iron and quinine, U. S. P.; citrate of iron and

ammonia, citrate of iron and strychnia, citrate of iron ; carbon-

ate of iron, perfectly soluble in muriatic acid
;
pyrophosphate of

iron ; iron by hydrogen : this preparation is a very superior ar-

ticle.

Acetate of zinc, carbonate of zinc, oxide of zinc, (a superior

article), sulphate of zinc, valerianate of zinc.

Cliloride of barium.

Sulphate of manganess.

Sulphate of copper.

Strychnia in powder, a handsoroe article.

Sulphate of morphia. This alkaloid is manufactured by but

few houses in this country, much that is put up being of foreign

production. The specimen in the collection was one of the finest

your Committee have seen.
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C. Pfizer (j- Co., 13 BeeJcman Street, Neio York.

Bromide of ammonium, liypopliosphite of ammonia, iodide of

ammonium. Nitrate of ammonia, crystallized, and nitrate of

ammonia, fused—handsome specimens ; oxalate of ammonia, va-

lerianate of ammonia.

Sulphurot of antimony.

Iodide of arsenic, in large masses.

Subcarbouate of bismuth ; subnitrate of bismuth, in cones, said

to be free from excess of acid and also from arsenic
;
borax, a

handsome specimen : this house are large manufacturers of this

salt.

Bromide of cadmium, iodide of cadmium, in pearly scales.

Ammoniated copper, carbonate of copper
;
sulphate of copper,

in large crystals. •

Iodine, resublimed.

Carbonate of iron, precipitated ; citrate of iron, citrate of iron

and ammonia, citrate of iron and quinine, in handsome scales
;

lactate of iron, protosulphate of iron and ammonia, sulphate of

iron and ammonia, sesquichloride of iron, pyrophosphate of iron.

Acetate of lead, a handsome specimen of crystals.

Hypophosphite of lime, ammoniated mercury, corrosive chlo-

ride of mercury, red oxide of mercury.

Piperin, in splendid crystals.

Acetate of potassa, bromide of potassium, caustic potassa, cy-

anuret of potassium, iodide of potassium
;
permanganate of po-

tassa, unusually elegant and large crystals
;
phosphate of potassa,

tartrate of soda and potassa.

Nitrate of silver, in unusually large crystals, free from acid

;

chlorate of soda, hypophospliate of soda.

Iodide of sulphur, in large masses.

Strychnia, in powder and crystals ; nitrate of strychnia.

Acetate of zinc, valerianate of zinc.

Gallic acid, tannic acid, of fine appearance.

Rosengarten and Sons, Philadelphia.

This well-known house exhibited the following articles, which

were all of apparent good quality, and many handsomely crystal-

lized ;

—

21
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Bromide of ammonium, iodide of ammonium, nitrate of ammo-
nia, crystals ; nitrate of ammonia, fused.

Oxycliloridc of bismuth, subnitrate of bismuth, tannate of bis-

muth.

Bromide of cadmium, iodide of cadmium, chromic acid.

Sulphate of cinchonia.

Citrate of iron, citrate of iron and quinine, carbonate of iron^

ferrocyanide of iron, tartrate of iron and ammonia, sulphate

of iron and ammonia.

Resin of jalap.

Iodide of lead.

Sulphate of manganese.

Biiiiodide of mercury.

Acetate of moiiphia, muriate of morphia, sulphate of morphia,

The morphia salts are produced largely by this house. They

are perfectly reliable, and the specimens on exhibition, particu-

larly the sulphate, were of fine appearance.

Bromide of potassium. (This salt is produced in large quan-

tity by this house.) Cyanide of potassium.

Piperin, in handsome crystals.

Sulphate of quinine. (A gallon bottle filled with this salt,

which ^AS beautifully crystallized, was a feature of the products

of this house.) Tannate of quinine.

Nitrate of silver.

Citrate of soda, pyrophosphate of soda, iodide of sodium.

Strychnia, in crystals and powder.

Tannic acid.

Veratria.

Carbonate of zinc, chlorida of zinc, phosphate of zinc, tannate

of zinc.

^. S. Wayne, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Crude tartar, bitartrate of potassa in powder, tartrate of pot-

assa and soda in crystals, tartaric acid in crystals.

These specimens were of unusual interest to most of those

present, as being the first manufactured from American wines

which have been exhibited. A paper from Mr. Wayne on the

subject will be found in the Proceedings, and is of much interest..
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Opium, from Tennessee. The morphia yield of this sample
was 10-2 per cent.

"Mata."

Quicksilver ore from North Carolina,

Skin of gizzard of South American ostrich.

Papers from Mr. Wayne, explanatory" of the above objects,
will be found in the Proceedino-s.

W. IT. SchiefeUn ^ Co., 172 Wmiam Street, New York.

The articles exhibited by this house were in illustration of
some portions of the report of the Committee on the Drug Mar-
ket, presented by Mr. Wm. A. Brewer, Chairman.

Ants' eggs
; coumarin ; cod liver oil, a fine sample,

Kamala
;
kousso, a fine specimen ; extract of kino

;
glycerin,

made in Vienna
; (a good article, but not wholly inodorous, nor

equal to Bower's make). Oil of peppermint, from Hale & Par-
shall, manufacturers.

Quillai bark, used much in South America in lieu of soap.
Sumbul or musk root,

St. John's bread.

Sulphate of soda, in very large crystals.

Tonka beans, in pod.

Xanthorrhoea, or Botany Bay gum,

W.J.M. aordon ^ Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Samples of glycerine. .

*

E. B. Phillips ^ Co., JSfewfoundland.

Cod liver oil, a fine sample.

Udward Parrish, 800 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Fifteen samples of granular effervescent salts, manufactured

by Peter Squire, London :

Seidlitz ]3owder, Citrate of magnesia,
Kissingen salt, Marienbad salt,

Cheltenham salt, Carlsbad salt,

Citrate of cinchonine. Citrate of iron,

Citrate of iron and cinchonine. Carbonate of iron.

Citrate of quinine. Citrate of potasli,

'

Citrate of iron and quinine, Carbonate of bismuth.
Ginger beer,
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Mellor ^ Eittenhouse, 816 Filbert St, Philadelphia.

This enterprising house exhibited samples of effervescent ci-

trate of magnesia and Seidlitz powders, of their own make, and

some fine extracts made by Wm. Ransom, of Ilitchin, England.

The extracts exhibited were dandelion, hyoscyamus, rhubarb,

Indian hemp, nux vomica, belladonna, ignatia, and digitalis.

The extracts appeared to be of excellent quality, though some

of them were rather too soft for convenient use.

iJharles Ellis, Son ^ Co., N. E. cor. 1th and Market Sts., Phila.

This house exhibited samples of granular effervescent Kissin-

gen, Vichy and Saratoga salts, citrate of magnesia, and also a

ferrated elixir of bark.

In illustration of a paper read by Evan T. Ellis, the Pennsyl-

vania Salt Company of Pittsburg presented some specimens of

cryolite, and various preparations obtained from its manufacture.

Bulloch
<f-

Crenshaw, N. E. cor. Qth and Arch Sts., Phila.

This house exhibited ninety-six specimens of sugar-coated

pills and granules. They presented a very handsome appear-

ance, being uniform in size and shape, and having a very smooth

finish.

Wm. R. Warner ^ Co., 154 N. Third St., Phila.

This firm exhibited a large assortment of sugar-coated pill's

and granules, nearly one hundred samples being on the shelves.

C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville, Ky.

Samples of syrup of senega, illustrating his paper on that

subject, as also a specimen of colchicine. Mr. Dielil read a

paper on colchicine, at this meeting.

Wm. Neergaard, 1183 Broadway, New York.

Eighteen specimens of cinchona barks, presented to Mr.

Neergaard by Prof. Winckler, of Darmstadt.

This series of cinchonas were unusually interesting, from the

fact that each had attached to it a full description, botanical

and commercial ; also the chemical analysis, as made by Prof.
*

Winckler.
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Hance, Griffith & Co., Pliiladelpliia.

A neat and very convenient army medicine chest, arranged to

be carried as a pannier. When open for use, it at once displays

all the contents of the upper part of the chest, and is well

adapted for the purpose alluded to. The chest was filled with

samples of fluid extracts and sugar-coated pills, of their manu-

facture. The chest and samples were donated by the firm to the

New York College of Pharmacy.

B. 0. <f G-. 0. Wilson, 18 and 20 Central St., Boston, 3Iass.

Thirteen packages of pressed herbs, each one pound in weight,

and taken from stock without any special selection. The herbs

as sent out by this establishment are particularly fine, being

freed from the stems and leaf stalks, and, though firmly pressed,

yet the leaves are not destroyed in their form or texture. In

appearance, and every other desirable quality, they are superi-

or to any samples of pressed herbs your Committee have ever

seen. The samples on exhibition were

—

Peppermint, Spearmint,

Pennyroyal, Sage leaf.

Motherwort, Life-everlasting,

Hyssop, Wormwood,
Catnip, Boneset,

Tanzy, Summer savory.

Lobelia,

Also, a variety of roots and leaves, in one and two ounce

packages.

Borden
<f

Currie, Elgin, 111, a7id 110 E. 29th St., Neiv York.

Extract of beef, in cakes.

This extract of beef is produced at their factory at Elgin, 111.,

from cattle purchased by them for the purpose. It was stated

by one of the firm that the whole of the animal, including all the

choice j)arts, such as sirloin, tenderloin, roasting pieces, &c., are

used in making this extract. It is said to he free from gelatine,

and to represent twenty times \ts weight of fresh and wholesome
beef. It is put up in cakes weighing two ounces each.
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John W. Shedden, 363 Bowery, New York.

Prepared flour of bran.

This is a new dietetic preparation, proposed for use in dys-

pepsia and diabetic affections. It is highly recommended abroad,

and is said to be an excellent form "of food in the troubles

alluded to.

Howell ^ OnderdonJc, 112 Liberty St., New Torlc.

Elixir cinchona, iron and bismuth, elixir cinchona, iron and

strychnia, elixir valerianate of ammonia, elixir valerianate of

ammonia and quinine, liquid bismuth, syrup citrate of iron and

strychnia, syrup iodide of starch.

Tlie Pharmaceutical Association of Wanhington, D. C, sent

eight specimens of preparations made by local non-officinal for-

mulae ; the book of non-officinal formulse was also sent with the

specimens.

These formulse are the result of a conference between the

physicians and pharmaceutists of Washington, and published

that there may be uniformity in the articles.

Zimmerman Co., Cincinnati and New York.

Deodorized alcohol.

Catawba brandy, containing 51 per cent, of spirit.

a. Weiber, 31. D., Williamsburgh, N. Y.

Twelve varieties of artificial mineral waters, in syphon bottles.

High Rock Spring Company, Saratoga and New Yoi'k.

The water of this celebrated spring was on draught during the

sessions of the Association. The analysis of Professor C. F.

Chandler shows this spring to contain a large amount of saline

ingredients, as also of carbonic acid.

A. R. Lawrence <f Co., Saratoga, N. Y., and 47 Warren St.,

New York City.

Water from " Excelsior Spring," on draught and in bottles.

The water from this spring was on draught, during the sittings

of the Association, both in the natural state and charged with
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carbonic acid. The water of this spring has obtained an e: cel-

lent reputation as a remedial water. One noticeable feature is

the mode of bottling the water. Instead of being pumped into

barrels or bottles, it is run into them under hydrostatic pressure,

thus retaining all the carbonic acid which exists in the water

naturall3^ A nicely arranged air pump, which is connected with

the barrels, forces the water from them in the same condition in

which it issues from the spring. The Committee deem this a

very great improvement in the dispensing of natural mineral

waters.

Class II.—OBJECTS REPRESENTING PHARMACEUTICAL
PROCESSES, APPARATUS, BOOKS AND MISCELLANEOUS
ARTICLES.

This class of objects, for convenience, will be arranged under

the following sub-divisions : balances, instruments, pharmaceu-

tical and chemical apparatus, mineral water apparatus, India

rubber products, glass ware and labels, books, engravings and

illustrations.

BALANCES.
*

Beclcer
<f Sons, Hudson City, N. J.

One large analytical balance, in case; one dispensing balance,

in case ; two dispensing balances ; one gold or bullion balance
;

decimal or French iveights, two sets
;
grain weights, two sets.

The balances made by this firm are justly celebrated for their

accuracy, durability, and strength. While they are light and

neat, they have great strength, and will carry, without injury, a

greater load than they are designed for when made. Their finer

balances are considered by chemists and assayers equal in accu-

racy to any made in Europe. The U. S. Treasury Department
uses them in all the mints and assay offices, in lieu of the former

balances of foreign manufacture, while in many of the other

Departments they are being adopted. The large analytical

balance on exhibition was purchased by Prof. C. F. Chandler
for the School of Mines, where the balances of this manufacture
are exclusively used. The smaller balances on exhibition are
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well adapted for the prescription counter, while the weights

accompaii^'ing them are exceedingly accurate. •

V. W. BrincJcerhoff, 18 Beehman St., New York.

Five counter balances, various patterns, adapted for general

use in stores ; four prescription balances.

Mr. Brinckerhoff manufactures balances in great variety of

patterns, adapted for the various uses of business. The five

counter balances alluded to are similar in general appearance to

those known as the French or Beranger balance. Some modifi-

cations and improvements of Mr. Brinckerhofi"'s make this bal-

ance preferred by many. They are very accurate, durable, and

convenient to the pharmaceutist. The prescription balances

were of the usual pattern, but finished with more or less expense,

and adapted to the wants of tlie trade.

Buekalew ^ Waterman, 716 Market St., PldladeJpMa.

One " arc scale."

This balance is a modification of one described in the Pro-

ceedings of 1864, page 318. It is arranged with a single weight

moving on a pivo1>, and indicating both troy and avoirdupois

weights. It has also an extra beam, with movable weight to

counterpoise bottles, or other receptacles for articles, which might

be used to receive the article to be weighed.

J. L. Luhme ^ Co., 22 Lafayette Place, New York.

One specific gravity balance ; one chemical balance.

These were of foreign manufacture, and accurate.

W. E. Scldeffdin ^ Co., 170 William St., New York.

One prescription balance, solid silver and gold plated ; one

prescription balance, "Beranger style."

The first of these balances was handsomely finished, and

arranged in a glass case ; while the latter was adapted only for

weighing articles ranging in weight from thirty grains to one

ounce.

Henry Troemner, 719 llarket St., PMladelpMa.

Four counter balances (Hoffman's patent); two prescription

balances.
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The counter balances have the same general external appear-

ance as the French or Beranger balance. Its internal construc-

tion differs somewhat, there being but a single beam, thus pre-

senting a less number of bearings, and consequently less friction.

One of the balances was originally intended for the French

Exposition, but Avas not finished in time to be sent. The sides

and top were of plate glass, thus permitting the interior works,

which were of elaborate finish, to be seen. The other balances

were encased in marble, decorated iron and Avood. The pre-

scription balances were well adapted for that purpose, and were

plated, one with gold, the other with silver.

INSTRUMENTS.

V. W. BrincTcerhoff, 18 Beehnan St., New York.

One case amputating instruments ; one case pocket amputa-

ting instruments ; one case post-mortem instruments ; one set

forceps, for dentists' use ; one medical saddle bag.

All the above were well made, and of excellent finish.

Codtnan ^ Shurtleff, 18 and 15 Tremont St., Boston.

Apparatus of various patterns for the atomization of liquids

for inhalation ; useful for spraying perfumes, disinfecting sick

rooms, &c.

Freezing apparatus, for producing local anaesthesia, with vari-

ous forms of tubes for physicians' and dentists' use.

Apparatus (several patterns) for the inhalation of chloroform,

ether, and similar liquids.

Nasal douche, for treating various diseases of the nasal

passages, by means of passing a current of medicated liquid

through the nostrils.

A new spring vaccinator, two styles.

One champagne syphon.

W. T. Fry ^ Co, 184 and 136 William St., Nciv York.

Breast pump
;
cupping cups.

This new modification of apparatus, as arranged by Mr. Fry,

is exceedingly simple and efiicient. An India rubber bulb (such

as are used on many of the patented syringes) is arranged with
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valves, and connected with either a breast glass or the cupping

cup. The breast glass has a rubber flange which slips over the

nipple, thus preventing the pain which some instruments produce.

It is not as liable to injury as some other forms of breast pumps.

The exhausting bulb is easily detachable from the cupping cup,

so that a number of cups can be applied with the same bulb.

Mattson Syringe Company, P. 0. Box 3045, New York City.

Mattsou's new style syringe, for family purposes ; two vaginal

irrigators.

As this is a new modification of the syringe so long known as

Mattson's, it seems to require a special notice. In place of the

bulb with tubes from the opposite extremities, this bulb has but

one opening, the tube which fastens into it having a valve, by

which the liquid is forced out through an elastic tube. The pe-

culiar fastening of the tube to the bulb prevents leakage at the

joint, while an additional metal tube permits the use of an ordi-

nary bottle, to hold the liquid for injection. Additional tubes

are provided, by which it can be used as a simple syringe for

children, as also for eye and ear syringe. The vaginal irriga-

tors are a new modification, by which the tube (through which'

the liquid is thrown into the vagina) is protected by an open

shield, which, distending the parts slightly, allows it to be

thorotighly cleansed. The irrigator can be adapted to any style

of self-syringe usually sold.

J. M. Bligeod cj- Son, 27 North Eiylith St., Philadelplda.

One medicine chest ; one pair physisican's saddle-bags.

The arrangement of the chest was Avell adapted for domestic

use, as also the saddle-bag for that of the physician, each having

desirable conveniences for their respective purposes, and being

well made.

APPARATUS, CHEMICAL AXD PHARMACEUTICAL.

J. Amaboldi ^ Co., 53 Fulton St., New York.

Seven thermometers, various patterns ; two Mason's hygro-

meters, three hydrometers, one urinometer.
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Bullock ^ Crenshaw, N. E. cor. Gth and Arch Sts., Phila.

One suppository mould.

This mould was made of brass, opening on a hinge, allowing

the suppository to be readily removed when cool.

R. Dudgeon, 2i Columbia St., New YorJc.

One hydraulic press.

This press, which was fully described by Dr. R. II. Stabler,

in a paper read before this Association at its meeting in 1864,

(see Proceedings Am. Ph. Assoc. 1864, page 249), is well adapt-

ed for many purposes of the manufacturing chemist or pharma-
ceutist. The press exhibited occupies a space of four square

feet on the floor, is very easily worked, and capable of a pressure

of ten tons.

J. F. Luhne ^ Co., 22 Lafayette Place.

Graduated burettes, various sizes and styles ; burette stands,

wood and brass; hydrometers, single and in cases; chemical

thermometers
; Nicholson's areometer in glass

; graduated mixing
bottles; apparatus for decomposing water and collecting pro-

ducts
;
apparatus for fractional distillation ; Bunsen's gas burners

(several patterns), Luhme's gas burner; O'Donnell's retort

stand.

Luhme's gas burner is the one alluded to in a paper by P. W.
Bedford on gas heat, published in the Proceedings of this Associ-

ation for 1865, page 182. To what was said at that time it might
be added that a modification, consisting of an upright tube, en-

larged at the top and lined with black lead, admits of a small

crucible, and a conical chimney over it produces the full effect of
a blast, so that many articles can be readily fused, -thus making
the gas furnace one of the very best for the use of the chemist or

operative pharmaceutist. The O'Donnell retort stand is so ar-

ranged, by double screws, that any ring may be removed without
disturbing the others.

Mandeibaum ^ Mandel, 103 Maiden Lane, Nciv York.

Glass ware bottles, jars, evaporating dishes, stirrers, &c.; por-

celain ware jars, evaporating dishes, crucibles
; retort stand and
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appurtenances ; alcoholometer (U. S. Custom-house standard), in

case
;
mixing bottle, one litre capacity

;
pill machine.

A. F. W. Neynahcr, Qirard Avenue, Philadelphia.

One block tin steam kettle.

This is a neat arrangement, intended for pharmaceutical or do-

mestic purposes, by which a regular heat* of not over 220° F.

may be maintained.

Edward Parrish, 800 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Pharmaceutical still (copper), pharmaceutical still (tin), gas

furnace, suppository moulds (two patterns), camphor ice tray,

tin oil cans (with glass lables).

The pharmaceutical still is so arranged that the same head

may be adapted to the boiler or the water-bath, making stills of

diflFerent capacity. ^

Pi\ W. II. Pile, Passjjunk Av. and Gathdrine Sts., Phila.

Alcoholometers, with Tralles' scale, percentage and thermo-

meter
;

hydrometers, indicating specific gravity and Baume's

scale; hydrometers, indicating per cent, of ammonia, sugar, &c.;

graduated tube (used with a test solution), to test the silver-bath,

for photographers' use
;

urinometer, in case, for physicians

:

graduated i^ipettes, tubes and measures; specific gravity bottles,

stoppered and plain, 100 and 1000 grains capacity.

The apparatus made by Dr. Pile are too well known for their

accuracy to need any comment by this Committee.

A. H. Wirz, 111 South Eighth St., Philadelphia.

One pill machine.

This pill machine differs in its construction from the ordinary

in having the cutting bed connected with a chilled iron frame

which surrounds the machine, thus making it independent of the

warping of the wood, to which, in the machines usually made, it

is fastened.

MINERAL WATER APPARATUS.

Edward Bigelow, Springfield, 3Iass. *

One "Polar" soda water fountain.

This apparatus is one of the most widely and favorably known

of the kind.
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William Gree, corner ofMm and Franklin Sts., New York.

One apparatus for making soda water ; one draught tube.

This apparatus appears to combine all ihe desirable qualities

to fit it for tl:e use of those who sell soda water. It occupies hut

little space, is well and securely made, is exceedingly simple in

working, and by means of the pump attached to it is continuous

in its action.

The draught tube permits either a large or small stream of

the charged water to be drawn into the tumbler, as may be de-

sired.

Jolm 3Iatthews, 437 and 439 First Avenue, New York.

One glass fountain for making and containing soda and mineral

waters ; one glass fountain, in sections, to show its construction
;

one glass cooler; one coupling and joint; one solid silver-lined

stop-cock (for fountain) ; one tin-lined stop-cock (for fountain)

with polished hard rubber tube ; one dispensing caster, with glass

cruets, for syrups, &c.; one Matthews' draft apparatus, of Ten-

nessee marble ; one Matthews' draft apparatus, of Gryotte mar-

ble.

The apparatus enunierated presented a handsome appearance,

and were much admired.

Schultz ^ Warker, 112 Fast Fourteenth St., New York.

One apparatus for injecting carbonic acid water.

J. W. Tufts, Boston, 3Iass.

One "Arctic" soda water apparatus.

INDIA RUBBER PRODUCTS.

0. B. Gray, 201 Broadway, Neiu York.

India rubber juice, as taken from the tree.

A very full assortment of both hard and soft rubber goods

used by Chemists and Pharmaceutists, embracing syringes of

all styles, funnels, pessaries, speculums, stethescopes, water

bags, and bottles.

(7. E. Ranons, 35 3Iaiden Lane, New York.

Wheclock's reserve flow syringe, male and female patterns.
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Marden Wilson, Jr., corner Ninth and Sansom Sts., Phila.

An assortment of india rubber water and ice bags, of all

sizes and patterns, made under Chapman's patent.

GLASS WARE AND LABELS.

New England Glass Company, Boston, Mass.

Thirty-six quart bottles, glass stoppered, of handsome finish.

B. II. Sleeper ^ Co., 722 Market St., Philadelphia.

Graduated measures of one, two, four, eight and sixteen

ounces capacity, made under William Ilodgsork's patent.

These graduates are moulded, the uniform thickness of the

glass being secured by a conical plunger which is carefully

adju«"ted. They were examined by one of the members, who

informs the committee that the graduation of the measures is

correct. As the graduations are made on the mould, it would

follow that, if made with care, all the measures made by it would

be accurate.

G-eorge W. StoecJcel, Pittsburg, Pa.

Prescription vials, assorted sizes, from one to sixteen ounce

capacity, and having divisions on the sidji of the bottle indica-

ting parts of an ounce.

R. Triest, 37 First St., Neio York.

A variety of labels, intended to attach to shop furniture.

William N. Walton ^ Co., 244 Pearl St., New York.

Thirty bottles of various sizes and patterns, and handsomely

ornamented with the patent recess label made by this establish-

ment.

Swift Manufacturing Co., 16 Coiirtland St., New York.

A large assortment of Avooden boxes.

These boxes are made by machinery, of thin woods, and of

every shape and size. They are very convenient to the pharma-

ceutist for many purposes, such as keeping herbs, drugs, bottles

of chemicals, as also for sending articles by mail or express.

J. D. Williams, 120 William St., Netv York.

Thirty-four patterns of japanned tin boxes for druggists use.
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BOOKS.

E. Fougera, 30 Mrth William Street.

Two copies Dorvault's L'OfBcine.

Two copies Codex Frangaise.

George Rontledge cf Co., London, and 416 Broome St., N. Y.

Twenty-four volumes of scientific and popular works, the more

noticeable of which were

S. Muspratt's Chemistry, 2 vols.

Rev. J. G. Wood's Natural History, 3 vols.

J. n. Pepper—Play Book of Metals. Play Book of Science.

Sir John Herschel's Familiar Lectures on Scientific subjects.

.

Rev. Wm. Buckland—Geology and Mineralogy, 2 vols.

Scribner, Welford ^ Co., 654 Broadway, Neiv York.

Ten volumes of scientific works, among which are

C. L. Bloxam—Chemistry.

Dr. Jas. Apjohn—Manual of the Metalloids.

W. A. Miller—Chemistry, 3 vols.

Dr. A. C. Wurtz—Introduction to Chemical Philosophy,

George Wilson—Inorganic Chemistry.

B. Westerman <f Co., 440 Broadway, New York.

Sixteen volumes of recent chemical, pharmaceutical and scien-

tific works, in German.

William Wood Co., 61 Walker St., Neio York.

British Pharmacopoeia, 1867.

P. Squire—Companion to the B. P. 1867.

A. J. Cooley—Toilet and Cosmetic Arts.

Louis Figiuer—The Vegetable World.

J. J. GriiFen—Chemical Handicraft. Testing of AVines and

Spirits.

. A. Normandy—Commercial Handbook of Chemical Analysis.

S. P. Sharpless—Chemical Tables.

Frank H. Storer—Dictionary of Solubilities.

Francis Sutton—Handbook of Volumetric Analysis.

Henry Watts—Dictionary of Cliemistry, 4 vols.

Thos. J. Wormley, M. D.—Microchemistry of Poisons.
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ENGRAVINGS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

P. W. Bedford, New York.

Album with photographs of prominent Pharmaceutists, mem-
bers of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

Frame of photographs of prominent members of the British

Pharmaceutical Conference.

Engraving—Interior of Jacob Bell's Laboratory in 1840.

William C. Bakes, on behalf of the Alumni Association of the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

Oil Painting of Professor William Procter, Jr., by F. Gute-

•kunst.

Prof F. J. Bumstead, M. B., 162 W. St., New York.

Fifty colored plates, illustrative of Materia Medica and Medi-

cal Botany.

! These elegant plates, as arranged on the wall, were an appro-

priate decoration to the room, and were greatly admired.

The Committee thank the Doctor for his kindness in loaninsc

them for the use of this exhibition.

Edward Parrish, Philadelphia.

Four lithographic illustrations (plain and colored) of Medical

Botany.

Fuller, Finch ^Fuller, IWWater St., New York, and Chicago,

Illinois.

Druggist's Price Book, a large volume, intended for a large

wholesale business.

In concluding this report, your Committee regret that the

late period in the course of the meeting at which they were ap-

pointed, and the fact that each of them were from other cities

than that in which the exhibition occured, has delayed them ip

their report, as well as prevented them from giving it as much

personal attention as they desired.

J. Brown Baxley,

E. H. Sargent.

F. V. Hbydenreich.



SPECIAL REPORTS AND ESSAYS,

ON CUBEBIN AND THE DIURETIC PRINCIPLE OF
CUBEBS.

BY F. V. HEYDENREICH.

" To what constituent or constituents does cubeba owe its diuretic

power ? and what relation does cubebiu hold to the soft resin and vola-

tile oil in the therapeutic action of the drug?"

The oleo-resin of cubebs is generally regarded as containing

all the remedial properties of the drug. In order to answer this

query, it was necessary first to prepare the oleo-resin, and then

to separate "the various substances contained in it. To this end

80 ounces of cubeb berries were taken, reduced to fine powder,

and then subjected to the action of ether, for the purpose of ob-

taining the oleo-resin. The quantity thus obtained was 19 oz.,

or nearly 24 per cent. The oleo-resin was then subjected to dis-

tillation "with water, to separate sufficient volatile oil for experi-

ments, and afterwards heated on a water -bath, to drive away the

remainder of the volatile oil. The loss of weight by this opera-

tion was 10 ounces and 7 drachms, showing the presence of this

amount of volatile oil, or a little over 13 per cent., and leaving

as residue the soft resin, cubebin and wax, amounting to 8 oz.

and 1 drachm. A portion of this was reserved for experiments,

and the remainder mixed with a small portion of ether and set

aside to facilitate the deposition of cubebin and wax.

Experiments Avere first made with the volatile oil. This had

a light straw color, and had to a much greater extent the odor

of the drug than the green commercial article. It was tried as

follows :

—

22
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Case No. 1. Three minims were given every two hours, for 10

hours, without any appreciable effect.

Case No. 2. Ten minims were given every two hours, for six

hours. The effect in this case was a slight feeling of warmth in

the region of the stomach, which was slowly diffused through the

body, but no appreciable increase of urine could be noted.

Case No. 3. Ten minims were given every hour, for 12 hours,

with a view of obtaining the constitutional effects of the oil on

the system. No increase in the amount of urine could be noticed,

but great inward heat was felt, amounting almost to fever. These

unpleasant symptoms passed off during the following day.

Cubebin was experimented with next. By repeated crystalli-

zations, it had been obtained perfectly pure, in white silky nee-

dles, tasteless and odorless.

Case No. 1. Ten grains were administered every hour, for six

hours, without producing any effect on the system whatever.

Case No. 2. Ten grains were administered every hour, for 12

hours, and this was followed by a dose of 30 grains, without pro-

ducing any effect whatever.

The soft resin had the consistence of honey, of a dark olive-

green color, with some odor yet of cubeb. It was trfed with the

following results :

—

Case No. 1. Ten grains given every two hours, for six hours,

acted the following morning as a slight purgative. The urine

acquired a peculiar odor, reminding one somewhat of the drug,

but no increase in the secretion of urine could be noticed.

Case No. 2. Sixty grains were taken in two doses, at an inter-

val of three hours. This acted as in the preceding case, but was

accompanied by a considerable increase of urine.

Case No. 3. One hundred grains were given in five doses, at

intervals of two hours. This did not operate on the bowels,

but produced a considerable increase in the secretion of urine,

accompanied by a slight burning sensation during the passage,

which passed off with the effect of the medicine.

Case No. 4. Two drachms were taken in six doses, at inter-

vals of two hours. This caused no increase in the secretion of

urine, but, acting as an irritant, produced very decided irritation
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during the passage of urine, together with a very considerable

increase of heat over the body.

From these experiments, though they are perhaps too few to

settle the points definitely, it would appear

—

1st. That the diuretic properties of cubeb reside in the soft

resin
;

2d. Ti)at cubebin, as compared with the other constituents of

cubeb, is inert

;

3d. That the volatile oil acts as a carminative and stimulant,

producing, in large doses, the unpleasant effects produced by

other volatile oils having similar properties.

ON THE COMPOUND DECOCTION OF SARSAPARILLA,
U. S. P.

BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS.

Query 6.—Is the direction in the formula for compound decoction of

sarsaparilla, D. S. P., to macerate the ingredients in cold water for twelve

hours previous to ebullition, sufficiently important to justify the delay it

occasions? and will not digestion at 200° F. for two hours be a judicious

alteration ?]

The first step taken in collecting material for a reply to this

query was the preparation of the ofiicinal decoction. One-fourth

of the quantity ordered in the Pharmacopoeia was made at a time,

containing sarsaparilla root cut into short pieces, and bruised by

passing it coarsely through a Swift's drug mill. One and a-half

ounces bark of sassafras root, bruised
;
liquorice root, bruised,

and guaiacum wood, rasped, of each a quarter of an ounce ; me-

zereon bark, cut into small pieces, forty grains. These ingredi-

ents were macerated in cold water for twelve hours, then placed

on the fire and boiled for a quarter of an hour, small quantities

of water being added from time to time to make up the loss by
evaporation. The resulting liquid was strained through a fine

brass sieve, and the materials squeezed with the hand to express

as much of the liquid as possible. Cold water was added to the

ingredients, and pressure applied as before, until a pint was ob-

tained. This was set aside for about twelve hours, when the
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liquid was carefully decanted from sediment,—the last portion,

containing whatever may have been precipitated, being thrown

on a filter, and when all had passed through, the filter was washed

with a small qantity of water, so that none of the soluble matter

might be lost.

Ingredients similar in quantity, quality, and mode of prepa-

ration were used in all the subsequent experiments, and the

same process of pressing the decoction and washing the materials

followed.

In the next experiment, the ingredients were macerated at

200° F. for two hours.

Endeavoring to ascertain whether the time occupied in prepa-

ration might be shortened still further, another portion* was

macerated at 200° F. for one hour, and in the fourth experiment

at the same temperature for half an hour.

The fifth experiment consisted in macerating the ingredients

for one hour in cold water, then boiling for fifteen minutes, as

in the oflScinal decoction ; and the final operation simply boiling

the ingredients for fifteen minutes, without previous maceration.

The liquid resulting from the sixth experiment was deficient

in color and strength, but the other five samples were almost

identical in appearance and taste. The officinal and No. 5 seemed

to have a little stronger flavor of sassafras than the other three,

but the difference was very slight.

One-half the quantity of decoction obtained from each experi-

ment was evaporated to a solid extract, of pilular consistence.

These experiments were twice repeated, and I now give the

average results in each case :

No. 1, the officinal decoction, yielded 154 grains to the pint.

No. 2, macerated at 200° F. for two hours, 158 grains.

No. 3, macerated at 200° F. for one hour, 143 grains.

No. 4, macerated at 200° F. for half an hour, 148 grains.

No. 5, macerated in cold water one hour, boiled 15 minutes,

138 grains.

No. 6, boiled 15 minutes without previous maceration, 130

grains.

That No. 4 should yield an average of 5 grains more extract

than No. 3, although macerated for a shorter time, is strange,
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and can, I think, be best accounted for by supposing some differ-

ence in quality in the materials used, which escaped, observation,

—probably in the liquorice root. In both experiments the yield

was in excess of No. 8.

The results may thus be summed up : No. 2 yields four grains

more of extract to the pint than the officinal decoction, and is

made in two hours,—one-sixth of the time. No. 3, eleven grains

less than the officinal
;
time, one hour. No. 4, six grains less

;

time, half an hour. No. 5, sixteen grains less
;
time, one and a

quarter hours. No. 6, twenty-four grains less
;
time, fifteen

minutes.

The difference of yield is very slight, even when the time is

reduced to an hour or half-hour. I can see no reason why, in a

future revision of the Pharmacopoeia, the time should not be

shortened
; doubtless every pharmaceutist who has been in the

habit of following the directions at present given, would hail the

change with pleasure.

Samples of the decoctions are here submitted for inspection.

ON HONEY AND ITS ADULTERATIONS.

BY JERVIS W. COLBY.

Query 8th.—For some years past commercial honey has frequently

been a subject of adulteration. What is the present condition of the

trade in this article, foreign and domestic, and what are the adulterations

made ?

Of foreign commercial honey. West India alone is brought to

this market, principally from Cuba and St. Domingo. It is

always strained and, of the two, St. Domingo is the lighter,

both ifi color and body
;
they rate about the same, if anything,

St. Domingo is a little the higher. The principal consumers are

brewers, not only in this country, but it is exported from this

port to Europe, mostly to Germany.

It is now quoted at 57 @ 60 cts. gold per gallon, in bond, 80

@ 85 cts. gold or $1.15 (a) $1.25 currency, duty paid ; the duty
20 cts. per gallon.

Domestic honey is now, for the greater part, furnished by the
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northern States, although there is some southern honey in the

market. There is not the organized trade in domestic that

exists in West India, and no domestic is exported.

The market for all kinds of honey is at present poorly

supplied, it being in advance of the season.

Adulterations.—In foreign and home publications, in which I

have found articles on the subject, a great variety of adultera-

tions are mentioned, among which are cane sugar, different forms

of starch, chalk, plaster of Paris, pipe clay, gypsum, &c., &;c. The

largest dealers in foreign honey claim to know no such thing as

adulterated Cuban honey, and, after examining many specimens,

I have not found one adulterated.

The same cannot be said of domestic, which is occasionally

adulterated with some form of starch, to increase bulk and

weight, also to improve the color and to correct any acidity it

may have acquired. But cane sugar as syrup is almost the only

adulteration made use of ; this is not uncommon in domestic, and

is found in almost all proportions, from an entirely fictitious

article down, a favorite plan being honey 4 parts, white sugar 3

parts, water 4 parts ; heat. It is customary to flavor both, ficti-

tious and adulterated, Avith peppermint.

The presence of either cane sugar or starch is readily shown,

and aside from these I think we need not mistrust that our honey

is adulterated.

ON SYRUPUS SENEGA.
BY C. LEWIS DIEHL.

In the history of pharmacy, the present may be called the era

of pharmaceutic specialities. Physicians and pharmacists

are not satisfied with the production of medicines that will pro-

duce the desired therapeutic eff"ect, but it has also become neces-

sary to please the eye with the form, color or brightness of the

preparation. It, unfortunately, too frequently happens that, in

order to produce a clear solution, tincture, syrup or other prepa-

ration, a portion of its activity is sacrificed ; but this is a matter

of indiSerence (when not attributable to ignorance) to the
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pharmacist preparing, or the physician prescribing it, provided

only that the fancy of the patient be pleased. There doubtless

exist many preparations, however, that can be improved in ap-

pearance without injury to their therapeutic action, and to these

perhaps syrup of seneka belongs ; but such improvement should

be submitted to the approval of a body of scientific men, who

are qualified to judge of its value. These considerations doubt-

lessly prompted the Committee on Scientific Queries to originate

Query 9, which I had the honor to accept at the last meeting.

The remedial properties of seneka appear to reside chiefly in

the polygalic acid (senegin) ; the volatile principle, virginic acid,

and a bitter coloring matter probably also contribute to its

activity, while,the other constituents—tannic acid, gum, pectic

acid, albumen, cerin and fixed oil—contribute but little if any to

its medicinal powers. The problem to be solved appears, there-

fore, to be the embodiment of the three first mentioned constitu-

ents in the form of syrup, and if the stability of the prepara-

tion demands, to sacrifice one or all the others. The virtues of

senega being, according to various authorities, readily extracted

by cold or boiling water, and diluted or strong alcohol, it remains

to be determined which of these, or in what manner they are best

applied to the extraction of the above mentioned active principles,

without extracting the inert principles favoring decomposition.

Accordingly a number of syrups were prepared with difi"erent

solvents, and each syrup was divided in 3 vials, two of which

were carefully sealed, the other loosely corked. One of the

sealed vials was kept in a cool cellar, and the portion thus pre-

served designated A ; the other was kept in the store room,

exposed to all the variations of temperature, and is designated

B ; the loosely corked vial was also kept in the store room and

occasionally opened, so as to represent as nearly as possible the

condition it would be under in the dispensary ; this was desig-

nated C.

I. Syrup prepared September, 1866, according to the formula

of the U. S. Pharm. Not clear when first made ; remained un-

changed up to date ; no precipitate formed ; somewhat more

viscid than would be warranted by the amount of sugar contained
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in it ; of a color, taste and odor indicative of good syrup of

seneka.

II. Syrup prepared October, 18G6, like I, differing only in

using but 14J oz. of sugar to 8 fluidounces of liquid, instead of

15 oz. required by the Pharm. formula. Not clear when first

made, but when allowed to stand a few weeks formed a bulky de-

posit, which when last examined was disseminated through about

one-fourth the liquid, leaving the supernatant portion perfectly

clear, limpid, and of a red-brown color. In odor and taste it

corresponded with I apd kept very well.

III. Syrup prepared February, 1867, like II, with which it

corresponded in appearance and properties, with the exception

that G had formed a small amount of mould on it^ surface during

the summer months.

IV. Syrup prepared in September, 1866; the root was extracted

with a menstruum of 3 measures of alcohol 0-835 to 2 measures

of water
';
otherwise the ofBcinal directions were followed. In

appearance and properties it corresponded most closely with I,

like which it has formed no deposit up to date. The portion C,

however, formed a small amount of mould, somewhat more

abundant than III.

V. Syrup prepared in September, 1866, differing from the

officinal by the use of a menstruum of 2 measures of alcohol

0-835 to 1 measure of water. It was not clear, and shortly a

fiocculent matter separated and rose to the surface in H and C,

which otherwise kept very well ; A remained uniform. This

syrup was of a brown-red color and did not differ materially in

taste or odor from I.

VI. Syrup prepared in February, 1867, differing from the

officinal by the use of alcohol 0-835 as menstruum. It was of a

light yellow color, not quite clear, and formed a fiocculent pre-

cipitate on standing a few days. In odor and taste it was de-

cidedly inferior to the previous lots.

VII. Syrup prepared in February, 1867, in the officinal pro-

portions, by exhausting the root by displacement with cold

water, evaporating to the consistence of a thin extract, which

was exhausted with cold alcohol 0-835, the alcoholic tincture
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evaporated to expel alcohol, the residue taken up by water in

the proper proportion and converted into syrup. This formed a

beautiful clear syrup, of a red-brown color, limpid and perma-

nent. In odor it was inferior to the other syrups, and it did not

possess their aromatic taste, but in acrimony it is equal to any

of them. A small amount of mould formed on C.

VIII. Syrup prepared March, 18G7, like VII, possessing the

same characters. It crystallizes, owing to the presence of a

little alcohol. »

IX. Syrup prepared July, 1867, like VII, differing only in

the application of boiling alcohol to exhaust the aqueous ex-

tract and immediate filtration from undissolved portions. In

appearance and properties same as VII.

X. Syrup prepared June, 1867, like VII, differing in the use

of diluted alcohol for the exhaustion of the root, and of boiling

alcohol for the exhaustion of the extract. This preparation was

not clear, and in fact resembled in appearance and properties I,

but was not quiet so aromatic.

XI. Syrup prepared July, 1867, like X, with which it corres-

ponds in every respect.

Syrups I, IV and V were prepared from the same lot of root
;

III, VI and VII from a second, IX and XI from a third, and

the others from individual lots.

Portions of each lot accompany this paper.

It will be observed that syrups VII, VIII and XI were the

only ones that furnished perfectly bright preparations and did

not deposit or thicken. As the process pursued in 4heir prepa-

ration is essentially the same, but differs considerably from the

others, it is necessary to give it a more critical examination.

Of the principles enumerated as constituents of seneka root,

we find that polygalic acid, tannic acid, pectic acid, gum and

albumen are soluble in water when isolated, while virginic acid,

the coloring matter, cerin and fixed oil are insoluble. As they

exist in the drug, however, both the coloring matter and vir-

ginic acid are to a certain extent, if not entirely, soluble in water,

as evidenced by the odor and color of the infusion. In concen-

trating the infusion to the consistence of syrupy extract, the
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greater portion of the virginic acid is lost, but the coloring

matter is retained. The treatment of the syrupy extract by
cold alcohol, has for its object the separation of gum, albumen,

and pectic acid, and undoubtedly accomplishes this object

;

polygalic acid, traces of virginic acid, the coloring matter and

tannic acid remains in solution with the alcohol, and by subse-

quent treatment enter the composition of tlie syrup. Polygalic

acid being but sparingly soluble in cold alcohol, when isolated,

although freely soluble in boiling alcohol ; I instituted experi-

ment IX, which satisfied me that none of the active matter re-

mained undissolved. Moreover, the residues in experiments VII,

VIII and IX Avere, when washed with cold alcohol, tasteless,

while the alcoholic tincture was strongly acrimonious—satisfac-

tory proof that polygalic acid, as it exists in the drug, is soluble

in cold alcohol. Experiments X and XI were instituted in order

to determine whether a more aromatic preparation could be

obtained, which would at the same time exhibit the desired prop-

erties, viz : transparency and permanence. The results were in

the negative, the preparations being, if anything, inferior to the

oflScinal syrup.

Having thus given attention to all points of objections, and

refuted them experimentally as far as they lay within the scope

of my knowledge, I express myself favorable to the syrup pre-

pared according to experiment VII, and beg leave to recommend

the following formula, which I hope will be examined critically

and experimentally.

Take of seneka, in moderately fine powder, four troyounces

;

sugar, (refined) fourteen and a half troyounces ; distilled water

two pints, or a sufficiency ; alcohol eight fluidounces. Moisten

the seneka with two fluidounces of water, and allow to rest for

two or three hours ; then pack tightly in a conical percolator,

pour on water until the infusion begins to pass, when stop the

operation for 24 hours, after which resume displacement, and

continue until two pints have passed, or until the root is exhaust-

ed. Evaporate the percolate carefully on a water-bath to two

fliuidounces and, while still warm, gradually stir in the alcohol.

Transfer the mixture to a bottle and shake occasionally for seve-

ral hours, filter, distil to two fluidounces, add two fluidounces
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of water and evaporate again to two fluidounces. Then add

sufficient water to make the measure up to 8 fluidounces, filter,

and if not perfectly clear, refilter until the liquid passes per-

fectly clear. Pour the filtrate on. the sugar contained in a por-

celain dish and make syrup.

These directions, carefully followed, will insure a handsome

product ; it is scarcely necessary to state that the heating should

be moderate ; the filtrate, as stated must be perfectly clear, as

otherwise the preparation becomes more or less turbid. Although

only a secondary consideration, it will be observed that by this

process alcohol is economized, the amount used being not half

the quantity required by the officinal process, and entirely recov-

erable by distillation, which is not the case when a portion is

absorbed by the drug.

If this process should meet the approval of the Association,

I would suggest that a fluid extract of seneka and a compound

fluid extract of squills and seneka could be prepared according

to this process, which would afford a ready means of preparing

syrup of seneka and compound syrup of squills.

Louisville, Ky., July 25th, 1867.

ON BUTTER OF CACAO.

Oleum Tlicobromce, Butter of Cacao, Cocoa Butter.

BY HENRY W. LINCOLN.

Query 13th.—Oleum Theobromae Cacao ; an essay on this fat, as re-

gards its manufacture, adulterations, uses and commercial history.

At the meeting of the Association last year, at Detroit, the

writer of the following essay accepted the above query with the

understanding and expectation that it would be answered by an

old and valued member of the Association, and one who had

made the subject of cocoa butter a special study. The member
referred to, however, has been obliged to decline answering the

query, on account of more pressing duties, and accordingly the

writer finds himself in the position of many a business man, in

being compelled to take up endorsed paper.

In the published Proceedings of the Association for 1860 will

9
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be found a very interesting essay, from the pen of Dr. Don-

nelly, of Philadelphia, on Theobroma Cacao, in which he gives a

complete account of its botanical character and commercial his-

tory, and leaves very little to be said except on the single article

of its fat, which of itself alone would make what the printer

would call a "lean take." The writer of the present essay has

therefore been obliged to procure from other sources some matter

not contained in Dr. Donnelly's paper, and will preface with a

short account of the tree and its productions, and the manufac-

ture of its fruit in various forms.

The Theobroma Cacao is a small and handsome evergreen

tree, rising, in its natural state, to about 30 feet in height,

though in a cultivated condition, under the system of cutting in,

as it is called, it is not permitted to grow so high. . Its leaves

are about seven inches in length, elliptic-oblong and acuminate,

and are quite smooth. They principally grow at the upper part

of the tree, or at the end of the branches, leaving a bare trunk.

The flowers and fruit, instead of growing, as usual, on a spur

attached to the tender twigs and branches, and intermixed with

the foliage, are borne immediately on the most solid parts of the

stem and main branches, and thus at first sight it might seem

that art rather than nature had been most instrumental in pro-

ducing them. The flowers are very small, and clustered. The

fruit is an oblong, ovate capsule or berry, six or eight inches in

length, three or four inches in breadth, pointed at the end,

tough and quite smooth, the color varying according to the sea-

son from green to bright yellow, and to red and purple. The

rind of the fruit is very thick, and similar to a hard, tough apple

in substance, but quite tasteless ; when ripe this changes into a

shell of a weak nature. The seeds contained in each pod vary

in number from '2,0 to 40, embedded in a soft pinky-white acid

pulp. The bean or seed itself is also invested in a husk or shell,

consisting of three or four distinct membranes of diff"erent char-

acters ; and deprived of this husk, the seed, angular in shape,

but of irregular form, is found to consist of several parts or lobes.

These lobes are separated from .each other by a very thin mem.

brane, and are capable of being easily parted by pressure. They

consist of a large number of minute cells, filled to a large extent

with fatty matter and starch.
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Its habitat may be described as being about the fifteenth par-

allel of latitude in South America. We may presume that this

is its native country, because there alone it is found in a wild

state. Whole forests of the cacao exist in Demarara. It is

capable of being cultivated in other countries up to the twenty-

fifth parallel of latitude, though not on the sea-coast, exposed to

an easterly wind, which is always unfavorable to the tender blos-

soms. It is now cultivated, in the western hemisphere, in Cen-

tral America, Brazil, Peru, Venezuela, Caraccas, Ecuador, Gre-

nada, Demarara, Essequibo, Guayaquil, Surinam, and in Trini-

dad and some other of the West India Islands. In the East it

has been introduced Avith some success in Africa, Madagascar,

East Indies, Australia, and the Philippine Islands. For the

best quality, however, we receive our largest supply from Carac-

cas, Surinam, Trinidad, and Grenada ; for it seems that the

mountainous regions of Grenada, and the delightful island of

Trinidad, the most westward of the Windward Islands, contain

on their western slopes the most fertile valleys, affording sites of

surpassing loveliness, peculiarly suited for the growth of this

tender and valuable tree, and admirably adapted to bring its

fruit to perfection.

The cacao, being a natural product, was undoubtedly used by

the aboriginal inhabitants of South America from time immemo-

rial, and the value which was attached to the plant is evinced by

the fact that the seeds were used by them in place of money,

called by some of the older historians "Amygdalte Pecunianie."

The earliest recorded account of its use, however, is that sup-

plied to us by Columbus, who brought home samples of this deli-

cious food in 1523. According to Prescott, the Spaniards found

Montezuma drinking chocolate out of golden goblets, flavored

with vanilla. For a long time the Spanish merchants, with their

characteristic secresy and jealousy, were enabled to monopolize

the trade in cacao, and thereby kept the price at such an exorbi-

tant rate, that it was many years before it could be used as an

article of food, except in the courts and among the richest

nobles, where it was considered an article of the greatest luxury,

and since its analysis has been known it is not to be wondered at

that everywhere it is recognized as being a superlative article of
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diet, containing nearly all tlie elements of nutrition, exhilarating,

and of delicious flavor. The Spaniards never recognized the

motto of "large sales and small profits," but the reverse, and

were not prone to statistical records ; therefore we have no means

of knowing how small a quantity of this delicious substance satis-

fied the wants of our forefathers.

In setting out a cacao plantation, or walk, as it is called, the

coffee and cacao plants are placed in alternate rows ; the colTee

plant, being more bushy and short-lived, protects the young

cacao from the scorching heat.

The cacao requires much care in cultivation, and, when it re-

ceives this, will yield a fair crop the fourth year. The flowering

season is from April to December, and the earliest blossoms begin

to ripen in November or December. The fruit ripens on one

side first, of a pale pinky color ; a few hours after this timely

notice it becomes semi-transparent, changing to a yellow, when it

is perfectly ripe ; it must then be immediately gathered, as every

hour deteriorates its perfection, and therefore its value. When
just ripe the seeds are slightly sweet, and may be eaten like other

fruit. The strong and robust of the men collect the fruit and

carry it to the old men, women and children, who cut open the pods

and with a blunt stick rap them and shake out the seeds. They

then undergo what is called the sweating process, which requires

peculiar care, as they contain so large a proportion of oil, albumen

and starch, all prone to decomposition. The seeds, in convenient

quantity, are placed in boxes, with closely fitted covers, which

are allowed to remain closed up according to the weather, care-

fully watched so that slight fermentation and partial germination

takes place, upon which the delicate and peculiar flavor of the

cacao depends ; in a similar way that grain is altered in the

process of malting. The color of the seeds is produced by the

action of the oxygen of the atmosphere on the acid contained in

the skin in the process of fermentation. After the sweating is

continued a proper time, the seeds are carefully dried in the sun,

or in wet weather in houses, similar to our Shaker drying,

houses, by artificial heat, and thereby the progress of germina-

tion checked.

In its raw state cacao, the same as coS'ee, is useless to the pub-
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lie. To be made available both have to be roasted, which is the

next process in order. Tliis process is simple, and is effected in

a metallic cylinder, with holes at each end, through -which the

vapor generated in the process is allowed to escape. The cylin-

der is placed over a slow fire, and carefully and gently made to

revolve, so as to communicate a uniform degree of heat to the

contents. By means of pieces of iron, attached in a spiral

direction-to the inside of the cylinder, the relative position of the

nuts is varied every distinct revolution, so that each in turn

approaches the side and becomes heated. This is continued for

some time, until the aroma is sufficiently developed, when the

nut will have become brittle, and the husks will to a certain

extent be broken off and freed from the kernel. The nuts are

then removed from the cylinder, and are allowed to cool in a

wire gauze frame, and when cold are cracked in a mill, which,

when winnowed from the husks, which are called "shells," con-

stitute the " cracked cocoa " of commerce. Strictly speaking,

cocoa and chocolate are both manufactured articles, and the name

of the plant and also the raw material is cacao. Although the

husks or shells, when ground with the nut in manufacturing choco-

late, are less easy of digestion than the nut alone ; when made into

a drink by long-continued boiling, they contain a large amount of

nutrition, and suitable for the weakest stomachs. In Guiana

there is made from the pulp surrounding the seeds, by fermenta-

tion, a wine with a somewhat sour taste, and by distillation a

spirituous liquor of an agreeable flavor is produced. The fol-

lowing are the different grades of cacao, Caraccas, Surinam, Tri-

nidad, Guayaquil, Grenada, Jamaica, St. Domingo, Venezuela,

Bahia and Brazil.

So slow was the progress of the use of cacao that in 1820 only

about 275,000 lbs. was imported into England (increasing in

1801 to 5,480,000), owing in part to high import duties and the

internal revenue taxes being peculiarly onerous, amounting

almost to prohibition. The earliest notice we see of chocolate

as a drink is found in an old English newspaper of June, 1659,

as follows :
" Chocolate, an excellent West India drink, sold in

Queen's-head alley, in Bishopgate street, by a Frenchman, who

did formerly sell it in Gracechurch street and Clements church-
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yard, being the first man who did sell it in England. There you

may have it made ready to drink, and also unmade at easie rates,

and taught the use thereof, it being for its excellent qualities so

much esteemed in all places. It cures and preserves the body,

as is to be seen by the book, who hath it there to be sold

also."

Linnaeus, the father of Botany, has evinced his fondness for

the cacao and its preparations when used as a drink, that he gave

to it for a name that of theobroma—God-food ; whether recogniz-

ing it mythologically as the ambrosia of the heathen gods, or in

a more rational and civilized theology calling it food from God,

in either case it is peculiarly appropriate, for where can you find

a drink in common use so harmless and so nutritious, so delicious

and so refreshing as this, in the great variety of forms in which

it is used, whether in the form of cocoa, shells, chocolate or

broma.

Some of the preparations of chocolate of high grade, particu-

larly that flavored with vanilla, are eaten as an" article of diet,

and many of our gallant boys in blue, during the war, have

hailed with delight the arrival from home of the expected cakes

of chocolate, using it on the march as an article of the greatest

luxury, and easy of transportation.

Perhaps it may be thought that the writer has trespassed upon

the bounds of patience, propriety and prudence, in taking up so

much time and space in treating upon the raw material, and leav-

ing so little for the more prominent subject of the essay, and he

may be classed with the good deacon who criticised the sermon

of his minister by saying that " if the text had any contagious

disease, the sermon would be in no danger of catching it."

But the query itself gives a wide range of subjects, and as the

tree and its products are certainly interesting and valuable, it

may be excusable to know a little more about them, particularly

as there is so much confusion in the three plants, so much alike

and at the same time so dissimilar—cacao, cocoa-nut and palm.

Even Campbell Morfit, considered pretty good authority in

many cases, carelessly falls into the common error in classing

them. In his work on Soap and Candles he speaks of oil of cacao
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as being a product of the theobroma, but gives the name of cocoa

butter to that from the Cocos nucifera. -

The following, therefore, should be remembered :
Butter of

cacao from Theobroma cacao, cocoa-nut oil from CocoH nucifera,

palm oil from Elais Griiineensis.

Below may be found a table of the analyses of tea, coffee, and

cacao, which may be found useful

:

Tea. Coffee. Caci

Water, 5.000 12.000 5.0

Thein, 3.000

Caifcin, 1.750

Theobromine, 2.

Caseine, 15. 13.

Albumen, OA

Aromatic nil ,750 .002

Gum, 18. 9. 6.

Sugar, 3. 6.500

Fat, 4. 12.

Butter, 50.

Tannic acid, 26.250

Woody fibre. 20. 35. 4.

Mineral matter, 5. 6.700 4.

Potash, (wi th peculiar acid) 4.

Starch, 7.

Coloring matter. 2.

100 100 100

It will be seen by the above comparative analyses of the three

prominent articles of drink, that mention is made of little if any

volatile oil in coffee, and none in cacao, both of which owe their

peculiar properties to the characteristic odoftthey contain. It is

therefore curious to trace the cause of the elimination of their

volatile principles, in both of which it is owing to the process of

roasting, and does not exist in the fresh seed.

The cacao contains an alkaloid, discovered by "Woskresensky,

and termed theobromine. It is strikingly analogous to thein and

caffein, and especially remarkable for the large quantity of

23
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nitrogen it contains. It is white, pulverulent, and of a bitter taste,

and is nearly insoluble in water, alcohol or ether.

It is curious still further to. compare the analyses of theine,

caffeine and theobromine, as follows :

—

Theine, 0'

Caffeine, w W
Thcobrouiine, IV 0=*

the first two being identical.

It will be perceived by the analysis of cacao, that it yields 50

per cent, of butter. This is probably true as to the real quan-

tity contained in the nut, but practically the yield is about 30

per cent., as no simple process has yet been devised to extract

the whole of the butter ; but as what remains goes to make up

an ordinary article of chocolate, it is not lost to the manufacturer.

The manufacturers of cocoa do not pay much attention to cocoa

butter, as a primary object, and some large manufacturers prefer

to use, all the butter in their preparations than to extract it by

itself. The writer, therefore, has not been able to get much

definite information as regards the amount of butter manufac-

tured, or the comparative yield of the different qualities of nuts
;

but as the low grades of chocolate require more oil to enable the

"manufacturer to add the ingredients to adulterate with, and the

cocoa butter yielding a good profit, this must be replaced by a

less expensive fat. Therefore, supposing that cocoa butter is a

valuable article of nutrition, then a larger demand for cocoa

butter must necessarily result in a poorer grade of chocolate.

The ordinary process for extracting the butter is simple, and

similar to that employed with other oily nuts. After roasting

and grinding they are put into canvas bags and steamed, and

then put into a press between hot plates of iron, and the butter

which is extracted 'is then purified by remelting in water, by

filtering through hot animal charcoal, or by the use of acids, and

cast into moulds, the size and shape varying with different manu-

facturers.

Probably the oldest and largest cocoa and chocolate manufac-

turers in the United States are two rival houses in Dorchester,

near Boston, one having been entablished in 1768, and the other

in 1780. The competition of these large firms has brought the
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business to perfection, and both vie with each other in serving

the public with tlie best articles, at the lowest possible prices.

This competition has enabled the manufacturers in this country

to compete successfully with the French in the manufacture of

high and fancy grades of chocolate ; for at the late Exposition at

Paris one of the above-mentioned firms received a silver medal as

an award for the best chocolate exhibited ^ and this is more

remarkable when it is said that the exhibit of that class of goods*

was very large and fine, and also that the famous Menier, of

chocolate fame, was one of the board of judges.

The amount of butter of cacao manufactured has largely in-

creased the past few years, and it will be surprising to many to

know that one manufacturer made and sold the past year over

5000 pounds, and that without any wish to increase the sales.

Its uses are various :

—

For lung complaints, used in place of cod liver oil, it has many
times been found very efiectual, and by its blandness and free-

dom from rancidity it can be used when the patient has become

disgusted with some inferior cod liver oil whicli he has chanced

to take.

Used by females during the last stages of pregnancy, as an

article of diet, it has been found to have produced happy results,

being highly nutritious, and being the means many times of mak-

ing the food set better on the stomach than it would by any other

way. This the writer has been informed by a competent nurse,

who has reported a case in which the patient ate 3 or 4 pounds

of cocoa butter at that period, and attributed the comfortable

time dui'ing delivery to the use of it.

For the relief of piles, and for suppositories and pessaries, its

use has very largely increased the past few years, and there is no

article that approaches it for these purposes. By many it is

used in its pure state for these purposes, or it can be made
harder or softer, according to the wishes of physicians or the ex-

tremes of climate, by the addition of spermaceti and wax for

hardening, and stcarine or lard for softening. The preparations

viry with different pharmacians—sometimes 4 or 5 parts butter

to 1 or 2 parts of wax or spermaceti, as the case may be. Each

has its advocates. It is used also for the coating of pills, with
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good results. For preparations for roughness of the skin it

stands pre-eminent, and is a rival to glycerine in that respect,

such as lip salves, camphor ice tablets, &c. In the July number

of the Journal of Pharmacy, Mr. Bringhurst, of Wilmington,

Delaware, contributed an article on medicated cocoa butter, a

sample of which he kindly sent to the writer with samples of

butter.

In France it is used in the manufacture of some high grades

of fancy soaps and pomades. Mixed with some bland vegetable

oil, such as almond or castor oil, in about equal proportions, it

forms a very superior and agreeable pomade. The natural odor of

cocoa butter being very tenacious, it is capable of neutralizing a

large quantity of any other perfume, but its own natural perfume

being pleasant, it does not require the addition of much of any

other.

Adulterations by animal fat may be detected by the following

test

:

If the drops of fat or oil floating on warm water be firm, shot-

like and globular, except on the upper surface, which is slightly

flattened and very small, rarely exceeding one-twelfth of an inch

in diameter, then there is no doubt but that the globules in ques-

tion consist of the butter of cacao. If, however, the globules be

large, flat, disc-like, and exceed the size named considerably,

attaining, some of them, to one-fourth of an inch, or more, in

diameter, then animal fat or oil is probably present, a conclusion

Avhich may be still further confirmed in testing the fat, by keep-

ing it for some time and observing whether it becomes rancid or

not.

Its freedom from rancidity, even when kept for some time, and

its brittleness, are good tests of its purity. Scraped with the

nail, it breaks .ofi" in fine slivers, much the same as in planing ice.

When adulterated with articles of a waxy nature this is not ob-

served.

The best test, however, for any adulteration of cocoa butter is

a cultivated taste, such as is acquired only by practice similar to

that employed by dealers in teas and wines, and can hardly be

described. The point of fusibility is its first distinction. Bitten

and placed on the tongue it melts quickly, and leaves no harsh
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or unpleasant taste, which it always does when adulterated with

wax, spermaceti, tallow or stearine. Dropped on a warm iron it

gives out its odor and, if adulterated largely, the peculiar odor

of the article with which it is adulterated will be prominent.

There is no doubt but that it is sometimes largely adulterated
;

but, although the writer has procured samples from various

sources, he has not been able to find any that seems to be adul-

terated to any great extent, and he is confirmed in this by Dr.

Hayes, of Boston.

Butter of cacao has been analysed by Gossman and found to

contain stearine, palmitine, and olein. From the large propor-

tion of stearine which it contains it is one of the best fats for

the preparation of stearic acid.

The articles most likely to be used for adulteration are mutton

or beef suet, stearine, wax, spermaceti, bayberry wax, ox mar-

row, and parafBne.

Stearine, from the Cocos nucifera, fusing at about the same

temperature, might be used without easy detection.

Muspratt makes some confusion, with regard to the fusibility

of cocoa butter, by saying that it melts at 120° and fuses at 85°.

The last named point is more nearly correct. Its specific gravity

is about '90, but this of itself is not sufficient test of its purity.

Mr. John Preston, of Dorchester, has a patent for the manu-

facturing of cocoa butter in a peculiar way, which, he claims,

produces it in larger quantities and of purer quality. He kindly

offered to let the writer see the process, but as it is only done in

cool weather that privilege could not be made available for the

purposes of this paper. His preparation can be seen with other

samples and its quality examined. It seems to be very pure.

He also manufactures a preparation for the hair, which he calls

Bromade, a sample of which can be seen.

Among the samples exhibited for the illustration of this essay

can be found cuts and- drawings of the plant, flowers and fruit

;

five specimens of fruit in its natural state, and one wax specimen

of the fruit representing it—colored—as in its growing state

;

raw cocoa, roasted cocoa, cracked cocoa, shells and several sam-

ples of cocoa butter from various sources.

The writer feels mucli indebted to Messrs. Baker & Co., Mr.
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John Preston, and Dr. Ilaycs for information freely given and

samples of materials furnished for the purposes of this essay,

and also to several members. of the Association who have furn-

ished him with samples of cocoa butter.

In closing, the writer would express his regrets that he has

not been able to present a paper which, in length and interest,

is commensurate with the importance of the subject, and hopes

that some other member of the Association will continue his re-

searches and be able to present more light on the subject.

ERGOT.

BY JAMBS W. MILL.

Query 16.—Can the existing; pharmaceutical preparations of Ergot be

improved, if studied in the light offered by W. T. Weiizell, and can a

solid permanent preparation of Ergot be made, representing its alkaloid?

in a solid lorra ?

The ofScinal preparations of Ergot are the wine and fluid ex-

tract. The wine is obtained by simply percolating the drug

with sherry wine, and the desired result is well enough attained

by the formula as it is. The more important preparation—the

fluid extract— is made by exhausting sixteen troyounces of Ergot

with diluted alcohol acidulated with acetic acid, reserving the

first twelve fluidounces of the percolate, evaporating the re-

mainder to four fluidounces, mixing the two solutions and

filtering. According to the investigations of Mr. Wenzell, er-

gotic acid—the organic acid of Ergot, with which its alkaloids

mostly are combined—is volatile. Viewed in the light of this

fact, the propriety of using an acidulated menstruum in the pre-

paration of the fluid extract is apparent, and I do not see that,

pharmaceutically, the formula can be improved. I can only

suairest an economical modification of it, as follows :

Take of Ergot, finely ground, and as much of it as possible

passed through a No. GO sieve, sixteen troyounces.

Water, acidulated with acetic acid in the proportion

of two fluidrachms to the pint, a sufficient quantity.

Moisten first the fine powder with the menstruum and pack it
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in a glass percolator with moderate pressure; in the same way

treat the coarser powder and proceed with the percolation till

three pints have been obtained
;
evaporate this on a water bath

to twelve fluidounces ; mix with it four fluidounces of alcohol and

filter. In this process it will be observed that only the preserva-

tive influence of alcohol is called into requisition—the extraction

of the drug being accomplished wholly by means of the acidulated

water. A saving of nearly a dollar a pint is thus effected, and

without, I think, any detriment to the therapeutic value of the

preparation, for, as is well known, water is a complete solvent of

the active principles of Ergot, and, though water alone cannot be

used as a menstruum on account of the ready decomposition of

a purely aqueous solution, yet, when the water has been previ-

ously acidulated, the stability of the percolate is insured for a

period long enough to permit its concentration and subsequent

admixture with alcohol, after which its permanence is secured.

It would be prudent, however, to prepare the yearly supply

during the cold weather of winter, as then all risk of loss would

be avoided. The preliminary extraction of the fixed oil, aside

from facilitating the pulverization of the drug, does not seem to

be otherwise of advantage. Properly packed, the percolation

proceeds slowly and regularly, and when three pints shall have

passed the drug will be found practically exhausted, the last por-

tions of the percolate giving only a slight precipitate with solu-

tion of acetate of lead or solution of bichloride of mercury and

bicarbonate of potassa. Thus prepared, fluid extract of Ergot is

a thin, dark colored liquid, and, though not entirely freed from

inert matter and containing only one fourth of its bulk of alco-

hol, keeps well. Gently heated with a slight excess of potassa,

propylaraia is freely evolved.

Ergot is chiefly employed to facilitate parturition, by its power

of promoting uterine contraction. For this purpose, and also in

the treatment of other complaints where the use of Ergot is in-

dicated, the fluid extract forms a convenient and ready means of

administering the drug, and, it seems to me, satisfies every

therapeutic requirement. If desired, however, an eSicient solid

extract could be prepared by exhausting the Ergot with acidu-

lated water; evaporating to a syrupy consistence; precipitating
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the albumen, etc., with alcohol
;

filtering and again evaporating

to a proper consistence.

VERATRUM VIRIDE.

BY CHARLES BULLOCK.

In response to the loth query, referred to me at the last

meeting of the Association, I would respectfully report that the

•whole subject has been submitted to a second investigation, the

results of which tend to confirm my former experience of the

existence of two alkaloids in Veratrum viride.

I have nothing farther to add to my remarks published in the

American Journal of Pharmacy [vol. xxxvii., page 325]j, concern-

ing the characters of these two alkaloids, except to mention the

peculiar odor of the alkaloids when recently precipitated and

still moist—an odor recalling faintly that of the alkaline hypo-

chlorites. This character is more marked in the product soluble

in ether.

1 would also call attention to the distinctiveness of Trapp's

test for veratria—the rich color, resembling a solution of per-

manganate of potassa, afforded by heating veratria in hydrochloric

acid is not evanescent. In a test tube, protected from dust and

air, the color remains unchanged for two months.

The resin of Veratrum viride, when precipitated from a con-

centrated alcoholic extract of the root by pouring it into water,

retains the alkaloids with great persistence. The following

manipulations were adopted for its purification : After treat-

ment with ether until exhausted by that menstruum, the resin

Avas dissolved in alcohol and re-precipitated by pouring into acidu-

lated water. This operation was repeated several times ; the

resin was then dried, powdered, and washed on a filter with

acidulated water until the washings were no longer disturbed

by neutralization with an alkaline carbonate.

The resin as thus purified had the following characteristics :

On platinum foil—fused, inturaesced, and carbonized.

With test paper—the alcoholic solution was .neutral.
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With liydrocliloric acid—does not dissolve and produces no

change of color ; on heating it imparts a brown color to the acid.

With sulphuric acid—partially dissolves, giving the usual

dark brown color of carbonized matter to the acid.

Plil/siological Effects. One-third of a grain of the resin, dis-

solved in alcohol, was taken every half hour until one grain was

administered. No effect on the circulation or other result was

noticeable.

On a second trial the same dose was administered at the same

intervals until two grains were taken. No effect on the pulse in

force or frequency was observed ; the only result—an unexpected

one—was great prostration of digestive functions, subjecting the

experimenter to a temporary but severe attack of dyspepsia.

Not being familiarized to tins popular complaint the experiment

was not pushed farther.

In conclusion, the opinion derived from the investigation leads

to the belief that the resin of Veratrum viride, when purified

from adhering alkaloids, does not possess the sedative action on

the circulatory system so strongly marked in the plant, and

which, it has been shown, is possessed in a marked degree by

the alkaloid from the plant insoluble in ether.

The chemical relation, which the alkaloids bear to vcratria, I

have not been able to investigate.

Philadelpliia, September, 1867.

ON TINCTURA FERRI CHLORIDI, U. S. P.

BY F. V. UEYDENREICH.

"Is not the present formula for Tincture of ChloriJe of Iron obnoxious

to criticism as regards tlie permanence of its products ?"

Uniform success in the preparation of this tincture, in small

and large quantities, have led me to the conclusion that tlie offi-

cinal formula, if carefully followed, will yield a product entirely

satisfactory. But while I regard the formula as a good one, I

believe the modus operandi capable of improvement, especially

with a view of obviating the inconvenience and loss sometimes
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caused Ly tlie violent disengagemen of nitrous acid fumes, ^\l)ich

takes place at the end of the process.

In preparing solutions of persalts of iron a few years ago, it

was noticed that by adding nitric acid to the solutions of the

protosalts in small quantities—being careful to pour it along the

side of the dish and to stir after every addition—the disengage-

ment of nitrous acid fumes was gradual and caused no inconveni-

ence whatever at the close of the operation, while, in adding the

greater part of the acid at once, but little effervescence occurs

till near the completion of the process, when the reaction is

violent and necessitates a large vessel. Based upon tliis obser-

vation, I have adopted the following mode in operating upon

the officinal quantity, or two or three times that amount:

Pour the solution of protochloride of iron, prepared according

to the Pharmacopoeia, into a dish holding a quart, and apply

heat till the temperature nearly reaches the boiling point; then

add the second portion of the hydrochloric acid and half an

ounce of nitric acid, and, when the temperature has risen to

about 180° F., add nitric acid in small quantities—about one

drachm at a time, decreasing the quantity as you near the com-

pletion of the process and stirring after every addition—until, on

the addition of nitric acid, red fumes are no longer developed
;

then heat for a few minutes, allow the solution to cool and add

water till the whole measures one pint. The process of oxida-

tion is very rapid ; there is therefore no danger of any part of

the hydrochloric acid, constitutionally necessary, being driven

away, for the formula provides for an ounce in excess of this

quantity and more than is directed for the preparation of the

crystallized perchloride of iron. Another process has been pro-

posed and has been incorporated into the late edition of the

French Codex, in which the solution of the protosalt is oxidized

by passing chlorine gas through it. This furnishes a pure solu-

tion, rci^uires but little care, and may be desirable for large man-

ufacturing establishments, but the pharmaceutist, who prepares

the tincture for his own sales, will find the officinal process

the more convenient and economical, especially in point of

time, yielding satisfactory results, if carefully and intelligently

followed.
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ON COLCHICINE.

BY C. LEWIS DIEHL.

There exist perhaps few vegetable proximate principles, so

long known as Colchicine, about which there is so much conflict-

ing testimony as to its nature and characters. Discovered in

18:^0 by Pelletier and Caventou, it has since been examined by

a large number of chemists, all of whom disagree more or less

in the description of its . properties, and in its classification.

While one chemist asserts its positive alkaloid character, another

demonstrates its neutrality, and a third regards it a weak acid.

Its physical characters, its odor, taste, solubility and relation to

i-eagents are all more or less matter of dispute, and in fact there

are few points on which chemists entirely agree.

When we examine text books we find that its alkaline charac-

ters are more generally accepted than its neutrality, and the

experiments of Carter on the root of colchicum certainly gives

sirong evidence in its favor. Yet by far the largest proportion

of experimenters met with results entirely contradictory ; results

which would at least indicate that Colchicine, as it exists in the

seeds, is neutral.

Colchicine fro77i7'oot. As a preliminary to my experiments on

the seeds, it was necessary to prepare the " colchieia" of Carter

from the root. I followed that gentleman's process, (A. J. Ph.

XXX. 208,) operating on 3 Sb root, from which about 15 grs. of

the active principle was obtained. As will be shown hereafter,

my results were different from those obtained by Carter, and it

is therefore necessary that I should give the process pursued by

me. An alcoholic tincture of the root was reduced to a syrupy

consistence by distillation, water was added acidulated with a little

acetic acid, and, after occasionally shaking during 24 hours, it

Avas filtered from insoluble matter. The filtrate was evaporated to

one half, again filtered and nearly saturated with aqua ammonite
;

it was now precipitated with pure tannic acid, the precipitate

washed with water until the Avashings passed colorless, detached

from the filter and triturated with hydrated oxide of lead. The

mixture was digested with strong alcohol for several hours, the

alcoholic solution filtered off, and evaporated to dryness in
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a capsule, in which a transparent varnisli-like mass rerauincd,

readily removable with a spatula.

As thus obtained, Colchicine is amorphous, in the form of

yolluw scales and, when powdered, is of a very light yellow color,

which, however, becomes darker on exposure to direct sunlight.

It is intensely bitter, possesses but little odor, is freely soluble

in alcohol, chloroform and commercial ether. Water dis.solves

it also readily, but the solution is slightly turbid, and in the

course of a few days deposits a small amount of matter. Its

aqueous solution is turned bright yellow by mineral acids,

slightly tinged by oxalic acid, but not affected by acetic acid.

It forms precipitates with tannic acid, phosphomolybdic acid,

iodohj'drargyrate of potassium, chloride of gold, chlorine water,

Lugol's solution of iodine and solution of red oxide of mercury

in iodide of potassium. It is not precipitated by bichloride of

platinum, corrosive sublimate, neutral or subacetate of lead, sul-

phate or ammonio-sulphate of copper, or bichromate of potassa.

Solution of sesquichloride of iron produces no reaction at first,

but when allowed to stand over night produces a green colora-

tion.

The white precipitate produced by chlorine water is not imme-

diately acted upon by excess of ammonia, but on standing a few*

hours is partly dissolved.

The brown precipitate produced by Lugol's solution, is not

re-dissolved by excess or by heat, but is dissolved on addition of

ammonia while hot, forming a colorless or but slightly colored

solution.

Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves it with a yellow color;

on the addition of a little granulated nitrate of potassa to this

solution, each particle of the salt becomes suiTOunded with a

blue zone which rapidly passes to violet, through various shades

of which it passes to brown, pink, and finally returns to yellow.

If an excess of ammonia is now added an onion red solution is

produced, which is discolored on addition of acid, but reappears

when ammonia is again added ; if allowed to evaporate sponta-

neously a violet-colored crystalline mass remains.

When its solution in concentrated sulphuric acid is triturated

with a fragment of bichromate of potassa, the yellow color
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gradually changes to green, from which it passes to dirty green

and finally to brown or yellow. A minute fragment of bichro-

mate must be added, else the reaction is modified by the chromic

acid liberated.

Heated on platinum foil it melts rapidly, inflames, burning

with an orange colored flame, and forms charcoal, which, as the

heat is increased, becomes luminous and disappears, leaving but

a trace of a stain.

Tims far the principle obtained exhibited in the main the

reactions of the various Colchicines as obtained by different

chemists. It remained only to investigate its claims as a base.

Prof. Maisch, who has lately examined Carter's colchicia, (A.

J. Ph. xxxix. 87,) states that one-sixteenth of a grain added to

5 minims of a solution of one drop of sulphuric acid in one

fluidounce of water,* will render it alkaline to test paper; that

a strong aqueous solution will restore reddened litmus to blue, and

that the same result is attained when the dry colchicia is rubbed

on moistened red litmus paper. These tests were applied with

the Colchicine obtained, with negative results ; one-sixteenth of

a grain was added to 5 minims of acid solution prepared as

above, and repeated additions, made in the same proportions,

until one and a half grains had been added, when the solution

became too dense to show any reaction. Yet the litmus paper was

not affected, although readily blued by a drop of solution of

ammonia, containing one drop in the fluidounce. These experi-

ments evidenced that the Colchicine obtained ivas not alkaline.

From 5 ih colchicura root a second lot of Colchicine' was pre-

pared, proceeding as before, with the difference of substituting

recently precipitated hydrated sesquioxide of iron for hyd. ox.

lead ; 32 grs. was .obtained and found identical in all its properties

with that first obtained.

Colchicine from Seeds. From 3 ft) seeds, Colchicine was pre-

pared by the process of Carter, substituting, as in the prepara-

tion of the 2d lot from root, hyd. sesquioxide iron for hyd. oxide

* This proportion is not correct; it ought to be one drop of dilute

sulphuric acid to one fluidounce of distilled water, five minims of which

mixture contain -g-^^gr. H0,S03, (not gr., as stated in Amer. JourJ

Ph., 1867, 101.)—Editor Pkoceed. A. Ph. Assoc.
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lead ; 43 grs. of Colchicine was obtained, which was somewliat

lighter in color than that from root.

It was found identical with the Colchicine from root in its

odor and taste, in its relation to solvents and heat, in its reaction

Avith tannic acid, chloride of gold, Lugol's solution, solution of

sesquichloride of iron, mineral and oxalic acids, sulphuric acid and

nitrate of potassa, sulphuric acid and bichromate of potassa, and

like it produced no precipitation with bichloride of platinum,

corrosive sublimate, neutral or stibacetate of lead, sulphate or

ammonio sulphate of copper, and bichromate of potassa.

It differed by producing a precipitate with chlorine water im-

mediately and Avholly soluble in ammonia, in producing but faint

cloudiness with pliosphomolybdic acid and iodohydrargyrate of

potassium, and in producing no precipitate with a solution of

HgO,, in KI.

The tests for determining its alkalinity were the same as

applied to Colchicine from root, and as in that case were attended

with negative results.

To verify these results a second lot of Colchicine was pre-

pared from 5 Sb seeds, according to the process of Hiibler, A.

J. Ph. xxxviii. 105, Avhich yielded 68 grains. This process con-

sists in boiling the crushed seeds 3 times successively in alcohol,

mixing the expressed liquors, distilling to syrupy consistence,

and sliaking with water. The filtered aqueous liquor is precip-

itated with acetate of lead to separate coloring matter, and with

phosphate of soda to separate excess of lead. It is then again

filtered, precipitated with pure tannic acid and the precipitate

washed until the washings pass colorless. It was then treated

Avith hyd. sesquioxide of iron, instead of hyd. oxide of lead, as

directed by Hiibler, as the iron was found to answer the purpose

as well and was more readily obtained.

The Colchicine obtained was found identical in properties

with that obtained from the previous lot of seeds.

Colchiceine. Oberlin first observed that, by the action of acids

on Colchicine, a crystallizable substance is produced, with separa-

tion of resin. He named it Colchiceine, and by experiment

rendered it probable that it pre-exists in the drug, (Comptes

Rendus. Dec. 1856. X. J. Ph. xxix. 235.) Walz subsequently
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experimented on the same subject, but found that the solution

obtained by the action of dilute mineral acids on Colchicine,

had the power of reducing alkaline solutions of copper, indica-

ting the formation of glucose, instead of resin. Ludwig and

Pfeiffer, Hiibler, and Prof. Maisch have since instituted experi-

ments, by which they prove the results of Oberlin, with regard

to the formation of resin, to be correct. According to these

various authorities Colchiceine appears to differ from normal Col-

chicine only in its difficult solubility in water, in assuming a

crystalline form and in producing precipitates with some

reagents which do not affect the latter, niibler, by analysis,

found it to be isomeric with Colchicine, but does not admit its

pre-existence in the seeds, (Arch. d. Ph. cxi. pp. 10 and 194.

A. J. Ph. xxxviii. 105.) lie states that it displaces CO.^ from

carbonates, forms white precipitates Avith all colorless metallic

salts, red precipitates witli cobalt salts, and yellowish-green pre-

cipitates with sulphate of copper. Oberlin obtained it, by the

spontaneous action of concentrated aqueous HCl on Colchicine,

in crystals, nearly insoluble in cold water, to which it, however,

communicates slight bitterness
;
per-chloride of iron produces a

green color with its solution ; it is not precipitated by basic or

neutral acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, corrosive sublimate, or

infusion of galls, but appears to combine with BaO. Maisch

^obtained it in the form of yelloAV crystals, whicli, when dissolved

in water, still gave precipitates with tannic acid, phosphomolybdic

acid and iodohydrargyrate of potassium, but had no action on

red or blue litmus paper. When rendered faintly alkaline

with ammonia, it occasions precipitates with salts of Ba, Ca and

Pb, which are soluble in dilute NO5.

Colchiceine from Hoot. Colchicine from root was treated

according to the process pursued by Prof. Maisch, (A. J. Ph.

xxxix. 97,) by dissolving 10 grs. in 2 oz. water, adding 2 drops

of concentrated sulphuric acid and evaporating nearly to dry-

ness ; it was twice taken up by the same quantity of water and
concentrated, and finally taken up by water and filtered from a

copious deposit formed (which was reserved for examination).

The filtered solution was evaporated to dryness with 10 grs. of

freshly precipitated carbonate of lead; the dry mass was exhausted
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with strong alcoliol, filtered and concentrated on a water-bath

to half a fluidounce, it was then allowed to evaporate spontane-

ously in a small beaker. The Colchiceine remained in the form

of lustrous yellow lamellse.

Colchiceine, as thus prepared, is intensely bitter, sparingly

soluble in water, but freely soluble in alcohol, from which,- when

the solution is concentrated, it is precipitated with water. It

has no reaction on blue or red litmus, and is acted upon by

sulphuric acid, and on its solution in sulphuric acid by nitrate of

potassa or bichromate of potassa, precisely like Colchicine, the

colors appearing perhaps a little brighter. Its aqueous solution

is colored yellow by mineral acids and alkalies, but not affected by

oxalic or acetic acids. It is precipitated by tannic acid and

iodphydrargyrate of potassium. Bichloride of platinum has no

iratnediate action, but on standing a short time a slTght precipi-

tate is formed ; chloride of gold produces faint cloudiness and, on

standing 24 hours, a slight precipitate js formed
;
HgOj dissolved

in solution of KI, reacts like chloride of gold, but the precipitate

is deposited sooner ; chlorine water produces a precipitate

readily soluble in ammonia
;
Lugol's solution reacts the same

as in Colchicine
;
per-chloride of iron produces an immediate

green coloration. Corrosive sublimate and bichromate of

potassa, which have no immediate action, produce faint precipi-

tates on standing. No precipitate or action is produced by salts

of copper or lead and chlorides of barium or calcium.

Colchiceine from Seeds. Colchicine from seeds was treated like

that from root. The alcoholic solution was diluted with about

half its bulk of water and allowed to evaporate spontaneously.

Colchiceine was deposited in the form of shining scales and ex-

hibited the same properties and reactions as that from root,

with the following exceptions.

lodohydrargyrate of potassium produced a much smaller pre-

cipitate, Avhile chloride of gold produced a more decided cloudi-

ness, and the precipitate was deposited sooner.

Colchicine Resin. The deposits produced by the action of

sulphuric acid on Colchicine, after thorough washing with water,

were dissolved separately in alcohol, the solution filtered and
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evaporated to dryness. Amorphous substances, of a yellowish

brown color with a greenish cast, remained, which by subsequent

experiments were found identical in properties and reaction.

The Colchicine resin was found to possess a decided acid reac-

tion on litmus paper. When placed on the tongue it is at first

without taste, except perhaps a slight sour impression ; but

gradually an intensely bitter taste is developed which is retained

for several hours. It is insoluble in water, but freely dissolved

by alcohol, from which it is not precipitated, on addition of

water, unless the solution is concentrated. It is less soluble in

ether and chloroform, sparingly soluble in oil of turpentine, and

apparently insoluble in fixed oils. It is readily dissolved by

solutions of caustic alkalies, which have the power of abstracting

it from its solutions in ether or chloroform. It is dissolved by

concentrated sulphuric acid with a brown color, and by concen-

trated nitric acid with a red color ; if to its solution in sulphuric

acid a little nitrate of potassa is added, a faint violet color is

produced which disappears with great rapidity, leaving the solu-

tion a little lighter colored ; the addition of ammonia now causes

a faint onion color. These reactions are most probably produced

by the presence of a little Colchiceine.

As stated above, a solution in alcohol, if not too strong, is not

precipitated by water ; a solution thus treated will afford precip-

itates with per-chloride of iron, acetate of lead and sulphate of

copper, but not with corrosive sublimate. These reactions, and

the fact of its sparing solubility in oil of turpentine and insolu-

bility in fixed oils, render it probable that this substance is not

a resin, as heretofore assumed. The quantities obtained were,

however, too small to permit of a more thorough examination, and

I shall therefore, for the present, content myself with a simple

statement of the facts. But whether resin or not, its acid prop-

erties are fully established, and I would therefore suggest that it

be named colcMceic acid.

It is scarcely necessary to state that grape sugar was not de-

tected in any of the products of decomposition of Colchicine by

sulphuric acid.

The foregoing experiments having been conducted with the

greatest care, and the results verified by one, and in doubtful

24
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instances by two or three repetitions, I beg leave to give the

following as a summary of my results.

I. The active principle of colchicum, whether obtained from

root or seeds, is not alkaline in its character.

II. The principles obtained from root or seeds are similar in

their most important reactions.

III. They are nevertheless not identical, exhibiting dissimilar

reactions with some reagents.

IV. It is suggested that the difference which occurs must be

ascribed to a substance not strictly belonging to Colchicine, but
*

not readily separated by the ordinary processes for its production.

V. The results obtained correspond most closely with those

of Hubler.

Observation inclines me to the belief that, by none of the

processes heretofore pursued, Colchicine is obtained perfectly

pure. I am the more strengthened in this belief by considering

the variation in the composition of this principle as given by

different authors. Oberlin gives it the composition of C35H22

N0„;* Bley, C3,H3„N30,„ or C3„H,3N,0,o; Aschoff, C,3H,iN0„;

Hubler, Cj^IIjjNOj,). It is self-evident that the substances

examined by these chemists must have been different ; but as

the processess pursued by them for isolating Colchicine were

substantially the same, the cause of the difference must be

impurity, which, by a slight variation in the process, is present to

a larger or smaller extent. This will perhaps also explain the

difference in the reaction of Colchicine as obtained from the two

sources.

In conclusion it remains for me to answer the question,

whether Colchicine can be isolated with advantage for use in

medicine. This question can only be answered with reservation.

It will under all circumstances be an expensive preparation, and

its isolation is therefore only justified if it will be found to possess

advantages as a remedial agent that can not be attained by

colchicum root or seed. Its most economical source is colchicum

seeds, and a good process is that of Carter's, which is improved,

however, by the substitution of hyd. sesquioxide of iron for

hydrated oxide of lead. The process is simple and of easy

* This is Oberlin's formula for Colchiceine.—Editor Proc. Pharm. Ass.
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execution, and if colchicia should prove desirable as a remedial

agent it can be isolated with the same advantages as aconitia.

Louisville, Ky., August, 1867.

ON CHRYSOPHANIC ACID IN SENNA.
BY F. W. SENNEWALD.

Query 37.—It has been asserted that senna contains chrysophanic acid,

and ihat its activity is probably due to that principle. Can chrysophanic

acid be isolated from either Alexandria or India senna? and if so, can

it be proven that this acid contributes in greater or less degree to the

purgative power of senna and rhubarb ?

To answer the above query, it is necessary to isolate the

chrysophanic acid probably contained in the senna, and to eifect

this the following method, given by'Batka (Chem. Centralblatt.

ix. 622), was observed

:

Four ounces of coarsely pulverized Alexandria senna were

moistened with three ounces of a solution of one drachm of caus-

tic potassa in one pint of distilled water ; the senna transferred

to a displacement apparatus, and the balance of the potassa so-

lution added. The liquid passed but very slowly, being of a

syrupy consistence, and, after an elapse of two hours, ceased en-

tirely, on account of the mucilage of senna becoming dissolved.

The whole was left in the percolator for twelve hours, then thrown

on a strainer, and, by means of a press, the liquid separated.

This, after decantation from the grayish sediment, was slightly

acidulated with hydrochloric acid, upon the addition of which a

precipitate was thrown down. The precipitate was collected,

dried, and exhausted by chloroform, which, after spontaneous

evaporation, should, according to Batka, have left the chryso-

phanic acid in granular yellow crystals ; but according to my
experiment, an oily greenish liquid, too small a quantity for

further investigation, remained.

A second experiment was made with four ounces of pulverized

Tinevelly senna, exhausted by percolation with one pint of alco-

hol of 0-945 sp. gr., in which one drachm of potassa had been

dissolved, the percolate acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and

the precipitate treated with chloroform as before. The chlopo-

form, after evaporation, left a greenish semi-fluid mass, not

chrysophanic acid.
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Having failed so far to answer the query satisfactorily to my-
self, I would propose to leave the question an open one to all

members who may feel disposed to solve it.

St. Louis, Sept. Uh, 1867.

ON BEESWAX.
BY JAS. F. BABCOCK,

Query 44.—An essay on Beeswax ; its commercial and chemig^al his-

tory
;

tlie best method of bleaching it without injury to its chemical pro-

perties ; and what substitutes have been found that may be used in emer-
gencies?

The name wax is given to quite a number of bodies of very

different origin, of which that secreted, by the Apis melUfica is

the type.

It is found in the pollen of most flowers, in the amenta of the

bir.ch, hazel, willow, oak, and in solution in the milky juice of the

cow-tree. The brilliant surface of the petals of flowers is due to

it. The surface of the stalk of the sugar-cane, the green fecula

of the cabbage, the stones and skins of many fruits, and the

berries of the Myrica angustifolia, latifolia, as well as the ceri-

fera, afford it in greater or less proportion.

A fertile specimen of the latter will yield about seven pounds

of berries, which contain twenty-five per cent, of wax. The wax
from plants is extracted by boiling them in water, to the surface

of which the wax rises, and, on cooling, may be easily removed.

It is not proposed to describe these varieties of waxj^ but to

confine the essay strictly to the title. The following table gives

the principal properties of these different bodies, as well as that

of ordinary beeswax, both bleached and yellow

:

c H 0
Melt'g

point.

spec,

gr-

80-20 13-44 6-30 149°F. Lewy.
79-20 13-15 7-65 157°F. -9G6 Lewy.
70-00 12-07 17-93 104° F. -970 Thompson
74-23 12-07 13-70 I09°F. 1-015 Giradin.
71-88 12-03 16 09 206°F. •980 Brando.

I37°F. •969 Thompson
80-28 13-20 6-52 161°F. Lewy.

The wax of vegetables, with the exception of Japan wax, is

less combustible, and less easy to bleach than that produced by
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certain insects of the ord^er Rymenoptera, particularly the honey

bee.

These insects secrete the wax under the rings of their abdo-

men, and construct with it the hexagonal cells into which they

deposit their eggs and honey. To procure the wax, the honey-

comb is pressed to separate the honey from the wax. The cakes

thus formed are thrown into boiling water, which dissolves what

honey still adheres to the wax, which melts, and, rising to the

surface, forms, on cooling, a solid cake. This being separated

and remelted, forms the crude yellow wax of commerce.

In this state the wax owes its color, its aromatic odor, and

its peculiar consistence, to foreign bodies and, in part, to a small

amount of honey.

It is bleached by the French in the following manner

:

It is melted in copper vessels, and, after complete liquefaction,

is agitated with 8 oz. of pulverized cream of tartar for each 100

lbs. After some minutes' agitation it is allowed to deposit its

impurities, and is drawn into a wooden vessel and allowed to de-

posit a further amount of foreign substances,—dirt, sand, bees,

&c.,—and, while still liquid, is drawn upon a little roller partly

immersed in water, to which a regular rotation is given,—thus

producing thin sheets or ribbons of wax, which may be detached

from the roller, being now ready for the process of bleaching.

This is accomplished by the exposure of the yellow scales and

ribbons, upon cloths, to the direct rays of the sun, and the dew,

for several days, during which time the wax completely loses its

color. It is, however, in practice impossible to bleach the wax
at a single operation, as the effect takes place only on the surf-

ace, and, as the ribbons have a certain thickness, it is necessary

to melt them anew, and having repeated the operation of granu-

lating, it is submitted to a second exposure. The wax thus

bleached is melted, and cast into discs of one to two ounce

weight, and forms the Cera alba of the Pharmacopoeia.

Wax from different localities does not bleach with equal fa-

cility. That from the east, from Barbary and from the central

portions of France, is bleached with ease. Wax from Brazil is

bleached with much difficulty.

Chlorine cannot be used to bleach wax—at least when the wax
is to be used for medicinal purposes, or for candles.
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It is bleached by this gas, but it combines with it, and liberates

one equivalent of hydrogen.

Jt was in examining the action of chlorine upon wax that Gay-

Lussac discovered the principle of substitution.

I am not aware of any experiments having been made with

sulphurous acid, which it is not unlikely might prove of service

in this direction.

Beeswax, when pure, has neither taste nor smell ; as is seen

by tlie table, it melts at 157° F., and is of a specific gravity of

•966. It burns without smoke or disagreeable odor.

It docs not furnish, by destructive distillation, either sebacic

acid or acrpleine, which property affords a very simple method

for ascertaining the absence of tallow, fat, or any body contain-

ing stearine, oleine or margarine, which, under the same circum-

stances, furnish more or less of these substances.

It is insoluble in water, but soluble in all proportions in the

fixed and volatile oils, bisulphide of carbon, and benzine. Its

complete solution in these substances demonstrates its freedom

from fecula, sulphur, sawdust, or bone dust, which have been

found in the wax of commerce, sometimes amounting to 60 per

cent, of the whole weight.

Several bodies have been isolated from beeswax : ceroleine,

amounting to about four per cent.
;

myi-icine, thirty per cent.

;

and cerine, sixty-five per cent., being among the number.

It is saponified with greater difficulty than fatty bodies, but

furnishes a handsome soap,—a product holding a prominent

place among the chemical novelties in the British section of the

Paris Exposition.

The abundance and low price of paraffine have made this sub-

stance one of the principal articles used in the falsification of

wax, and perhaps of all others it is the least objectionable, being

without marked physiological effect upon the system.

In answer to the last portion of the query,—wax substitutes,

—it appears to the writer that paraffine is capable of taking the

place of wax to a much greater extent than has been supposed.

When melted with oils, it forms crystalline scales on cooling; but

this property is entirely destroyed by the addition of five to ten

per cent, of wax,—this addition causing the mixture to cool in a

homogenous mass, without crystallization.
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ON PILL MACHINES.
BY FERRIS BRINGHURST.

'

Query 45th.—What is the most eligible form of apparatus yet dis-

covered, or which can be suggested for preparing pills of uniform size, at

will, and can it be adapted to the wants of the apothecary on a moderate

scale ?

In reply to query 45, as to the most eligible form of pill ma-

chine for the use of the apothecary, I regret to say that, though

I have given the subject considerable thought and attention, I

am unable to suggest anything better than the ordinary pill ma-

chine now in general use, consisting of a wooden bed and handle,

with a corrugated brass cutting plate in each.

This style of machine was originally made of wood entirely,

and I have found, during my investigation, some of ^our [^first-

class pharmaceutists using them still.

In careful hands they answer very well, and have the advan-

tage of holding on well to the cylindrical pill mass while cutting,

which sometimes slips between the brass cutting plates, especially

when much arrow-root is used.

For general use, however, the brass are more durable and

more easily repaired than the wooden cutters, and answer well

the objects mentioned in the query, viz., making pills of uniform

size, at will, with rapidity.

In the American Journal of Pharmacy (vol. xxiv., page 315,

and vol. xxvi., page 118) there is described a pill machine con-

sisting of two revolving cylinders with a number of hemispherical

indentations, so arranged as to come directly opposite each other

as the cylinders revolve in contrary directions and compress or

mould pills from the mass as it is fed to the machine.

I remember, years ago, to have seen models of this machine at

the exhibition of the Franklin Institute at Philadelphia, but the

style was never adopted, owing chiefly to the difficulty in freeing

the pills from the cylinders with rapidity. Thin sheets of India-

rubber were used to cover the cylinders, but they soon cut out,

and other devices proved equally unavailing.

With a desire to obtain all tlie information possible and see

the latest inventions in this line for saving time and labor, I ap-

plied to some of those who make pills by the millions, with various

replies.
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Dr. Wright said their apparatus was constructed with great

labor and expense after repeated failures, and that none of his

agents were permitted to see it, &c., &c.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co. replied that their engine, which operated

by one hand, would turn out a barrel of pills per day, was in-

vented by the Doctor, but was too complicated to describe to the

comprehension of any one, &c., &c.

Mr. T. S. Wiegand, who makes and sugar-coats vast numbers

of officinal and non-officinal pills and granules for Messrs. Bul-

lock & Crenshaw, kindly invited me to visit hia establishment,

where I found his assistants using the ordinary machines, but

cutting forty-eight or fifty pills at a time.

Dr. D. Jayne & Son use pill machines of the usual style,

cutting fifty pills at a time and oil the bearings. The cutters

are made of steel, which, though more costly than the brass, are

much more durable, lasting them from one to two years, and re-

quiring but little attention beyond cleaning after use
;
whereas,

the brass had to be frequently "soaked in pickle" to clean,

often to be filed out, and would last them but six or eight months,

owing to the action of the mercurial salt in the pill mass.

Steel would not answer for general use, because of its liability

to rust and the difficulty in cleansing and polishing when in that

condition.

For the usual requirements of the apothecary three machines

will answer—one for 1 gr. pills, one for 2h gr. pills, and one for

4 gr. pills, as each machine will allow of a little variation in the

size of the pill cylinders ; that is to say, a 2J gr. machine will

in many cases cut 2, 2^ or 3 gr. pills with almost equal facility.

During my inquiries among pharmacists I was surprised to

find so many using the mortar exclusively for working up pill

masses. For most large masses it is certainly best, but for many

small masses the pill tile and square-ended spatula are decidedly

preferable, affording greater facility for warming the mass and

drying soft extracts, wasting less material, being more readily

cleansed and affording a flat surface on which to roll out and

divide the mass when desired, and yet the use of the tile is com-

paratively unknown in some reputable establishments.

Wilmington, Bel., Sept. 2, 1867.
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BITARTRATE OF POTASH, TARTRATE OF POTASH
AND SODA, AND TARTARIC ACID, FROM CATAW-
BA WINE.

BY E. S. WAYNE.

These specimens are prepared from the crude tartar deposited

by Catawba wine (a specimen of which is herewith sent). It is a

•well known fact that Catawba wine deposits as much tartar as

European wines, and from the large quantity now produced

annually, a large portion of the cream of tartar consumed in the

United States might be produced, if the wine-growers would take

the trouble to collect it. A large portion of it they throw away

in the washing or cleaning of the wine casks, and others refuse

to remove it, under the impression that it is beneficial to the

wine to let the accumulation remain. I have been endeavoring

for some time past to encourage the saving of it, and have made
the specimens sent for the purpose of showing to the wine-grow-

ers here what can be done with it, and to interest them in saving

all that they may make ; and hope at the next meeting of the

Association to report a favorable progress.

The cream of tartar specimen is crystalline, not powdered. It

was made after the following manner : The crude tartar was

placed in a vessel, and water added, less than sufficient to dis-

solve it. It was then heated, and carbonate of soda added until

the acid was neutralized, and the double tartrate of potash and

soda formed ; the solution then filtered, and the coloring matter

removed by percolation through animal charcoal.

A portion of this was then evaporated to a crystallizing point,

set aside, and produced the sal Rochelle.
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The mother liquor from the above, with the other portion of

the liquor, was tlicn used for obtaining tlie cream of tartar and
tartaric acid.

To a portion of it hydrochloric acid Avas added, which caused a

precipitate of bitartrate of potash, as a crystalline powder. This

was drained on a filter, and then washed with distilled water and
dried.

The tartaric acid was made by precipitating tartrate of lime,

by solution of chloride of calcium, from the other portion of the

original liquor (solution of sal Rochelle), the resulting tartrate

of lime washed, and then decomposed by sulphuric acid, the sul-

phate of lime separated by filtration, and the solution of tartaric

acid evaporated to a certain point, so as to deposit any dissolved

tartrate of lime,, when filtered, and again evaporated and crystal-

lized.

Cincinnati, Aug. 29th, 1867.

AMERICAN OPIUM.

BY E. S. WAYNE.

The specimen herewith sent was obtained from the white

poppy by Dr. II. Black, of Bolivar, Tenn., who for several years

past has turned his attention to the culture of the same, and the

collection of opium from it. The specimen is of this year's

growth. The quantity made by him this year was but small, ill

health preventing his attending to it. He says that, in collect-

ing it, he incises the capsule Avith a shallow cutting instrument,

that merely cuts through the outer skin, for should it be cut

completely through, the opium falls into the cavity of it, and

is lost. The incisions are made early in the morning, and the

accumulated opium scraped in the evening. I have tested the

opium as to its morphia value by Dr. Riegel's method, a modifi-

cation of Guillermond's. The obtained morphia was washed with

water to remove adhering meconate of ammonia, and with ether

to remove narcotin. The yield of morphia by this process I

found to be 10*2 per cent. The morphia in the box with speci-

men is the yield ; it has been re-crystallized.
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ON THE RELATIVE VALUE OF THE RHIZOMA AND
RADICAL FIBRES OF PODOPHYLLUM PELTATUM
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PODOPHYLLIN.

BY WM. A. SAUNDERS.

In commerce it is well known that samples of the rhizoma of

Podopliyllum peltatum, freed from the radical fibres, are pre-

ferred, and command a higher price ; and also that the presence

of an unusually large proportion of fibres is regarded as an evi-

dence of inferiority. This preference may, in some cases, origi-

nate from the fact that the fibres are often associated with a

considerable quantity of dust and other foreign matter, but how-

ever clean they may be made, the prejudice still exists in their

disfavor.

To determine how far this objection is grounded on any de-

ficiency of strength in the fibres as compared with the rhizoma,

the following experiments were tried :

Eight ounces of the rhizoma, carefully freed from fibres, were

ground in a Swift's drug mill sufficiently fine to pass through a

sieve of twenty-five meshes to the inch. Eight ounces of root

fibres, free from rhizoma, were treated in a similar manner.

These were each moistened with four ounces of alcohol, and

packed in separate percolators. After macerating for twenty-

four hours, fresh alcohol was added in small quantities at a time,

until twenty ounces had passed through each, when the material

was found to be exhausted.

The tinctures were evaporated to the consistence of syrup, and

precipitation eff'ected Avith water alone, according to the United

States Pharmacopoeia, when the precipitates were carefully col-

lected and dried. From the rhizoma the yield was one hundred

and thirty-seven, grains, and from the radical fibres one hundred

and thirty-seven and a half grains,—showing that there is no

reason for regarding samples of root containing a large amount

of fibres as in any way inferior, provided they have been care-

fully cleaned.
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ON COMMERCIAL JALAP.

BY EDWARD R. SQUIBB, M. D.

A few notes made during the past six years upon the char-

acter of this drug as casually met with in the largest market of

this country, present some points well worthy of serious consid-

eration.

Ordinary merchantable jalap, from low grade through fair and

good up to prime quality, yields from 11 to 16-25 per cent, of

resin, and the proportion of resin is the true and only standard

of quality and value. From this it is seen that the drug is so

variable in quality as to have a range of at least 5-25 per cent,

on 16, or that some lots are one-third more valuable than others.

This taken in connection with the circumstance that the stock

in trade is always below the average, and the better qualities

very rare, serves to explain the fact that in its more legitimate

channels of use this drug, within a few years past, has rapidly

lost reputation. During the period of this rapid decline in qua-

lity the price has more rapidly advanced, and this condition is

so great a temptation to adulteration and falsification that the

markets rarely withstand it. In the case of jalap the substitu-

tion of other roots, the admixture with rootlets and immature

tubers, and the sending to market imperfectly dried, have all

been partially successful, but the drug is so defiaite in its physi-

cal character that such falsifications could not be practiced to a

great extent without great damage to the market prices so long

as the article remained in first hands, and could not be got into

the drug mills. Some other mode of falsification, therefore,

seemed to be required, and this has probably been found in a

more or less partial exhaustion of the root, without breaking it

up, before it is sent from the place of production.

In the early part of 1861 a lot of 18 bales, of about 200 lbs.

each, arrived in this market, and was powdered and dispensed

over the country, containing only 1'8 per cent, of resin. The

tubers were fine and large, of good bright color, good odor, a

little light in weight, and of a very tough consistence and starchy

looking. They were very thoroughly cut in the direction of the
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long diameter, but the parts not separated, and still the drying

appeared imperfect. No fair judge of jalap w«ul^ have bought

this lot at any ordinary price, and it was probably sold at a low

price, and bought on speculation by one or more houses whose

market was for powdered jalap, and near to the consumers who

would not be likely to be over critical. This lot was traced to a

large diug mill, and there lost sight of because it made a very

handsome powder not distinguishable from better grades.

Later in the same year a lot of 7 bales, of about 200 lbs. each,

inferior in appearance to the last lot, came consigned to a large

drug house, and was sold for powdering. Much of this looked

unlike jalap, but was probably the rootlets, and this portion did

not appear to have been subjected to fraudulent treatment. This

lot yielded 2-22 per cent, of resin, all of which appeared to be

true jalap resin, though of lighter color than is usual.

In the early part of 18G3 another lot, of unknown size, but

probably not very large, was encountered, looking bright and

well—indeed much too clean and bright—tough in consistence,

devoid of resinous appearance, and light in weight. This con-

tained 3-3 per cent, of resin. What became of it is not known.

Within the past three months a lot of 95 bales, 25 of which

are said to have been re-shipped to France, was offered by broker's

sample in this market. Although recognized at first sight

as true jalap, unmixed, and perhaps not far out of the common

range of the common market, there was yet something amiss

about it to the practised eye which first saw it in the broker's

hands. It was tough and light, too starchy looking, and had too

strong a jalap odor. To the writer's less experienced judgment

it at first did not seem to be much out of the way in appearance,

but upon assay it proved to contain about 8 per cent, of resin.

The tubers of the sample were sawed in two, and one-half used

for assay. The other half is presented for inspection with this

paper. These four instances coming naturally and unsought for,

within the observation of one who sees so little of this drug as

the writer does, leads to the inference that these were not the

only cases of this kind which occurred within the past six years
;

and the testimony of so good an authority as Mr. Daniel Han-

bury, of London, has recently been given to the variable and
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precarious character of this drug, as found in the market with

which he is familiar.

In reasoning upon the condition of jahap here mentioned, with

the specimens under close observation, the writer has arrived

theoretically at the conclusion that all such jalap is partially

exhausted in Mexico before being exported, and that increasing

skill in this practice and close calculation of the neat results in

the markets is leading those who practice this fraud to a more

and more limited exhaustion, in order better to escape detection.

The facility of exporting alcohol cheaply from this country adds

to the probability of the view; here taken.

An assay of jalap is one of the simplest and easiest processes

in applied Pharmacy, and no pharmacist should buy or dispense

powdered jalap without previously testing it. About an ounce

of the powder, carefully weighed to within a grain, is thoi'oughly

wetted with say l|fs of stronger alcohol, and the mixture trans-

ferred to a small funnel arranged for percolation. Stronger

alcohol is then poured on top until the percolate ceases to give

a cloudiness, when a drop is allowed to fall into a vessel of water.

The percolate is then evaporated to a syrupy consistence, and a

little water carefully added to it while hot. It is then poured

into 4f5 of cold water, with active stirring, and the precipitated

soft resin collected in a capsule and dried with constant stirring

until a thread of it drawn out by the stirrer is perfectly brittle.

The capsule having been previously tared, it is now very easy

to obtain the weight of the dry resin, and calculate its percent-

age proportion to the powder. As the ordinary merchantable

root yields from 11 to 16 per cent., and as this loses from 10 to

, 14 per cent, in powdering, any sample of powder that does not

yield over 12 per cent, of dry resin should be at once rejected as

unfit for medicinal use.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 21st, 1867.

SOLUTION OF BI-MECONATE OF MORPHIA.
BY E. S. WAYNE.

In the formula given in the Philadelphia Journal of Pharmacy,

by Prof. Wm. Procter, for the above solution, he has omitted a
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very important point,—namely, the preparation of an article

having an uniform strength. No direction is given therein to

that effect. This preparation, made as directed in the formula

mentioned, at different times, and from different lots of opium,

will have a variable strength, as it is well known that the opium

of commerce does not yield a constant per cent, of morphia. In

making the solution of bi-meconate of morphia, I start with the

presumption that a good article of opium, dry or in powder,

should contain at least 12J per cent, of morphia, and, whether

the yield I obtain from it is more or less, make up the solution

to that standard,—equal to 75 grains of morphia to 16 fluid-

ounces of the solution.

SWEET SPIRIT OF NITRE.

BY A. THEOD. MOITII.

Not many apothecaries will be able or willing to prepare sweet

spirit of nitre according to the formula laid down in the Pharma-

copoeia, unless he is the owner of a well appointed laboratory.

It is notorious that nearly all the sweet spirit of nitre sold by

druggists for 85 cents per pound does not come up to the tests

of the Pharmacopoeia. Unless a physician insists peremptorily

on halving Dr. Squibb's nitre, it is not likely that the apothecary

will procure the proper article : as a pure article like Dr. Squibb's,

which I have used exclusively for the last four years, costs $1.46

per pound, the difference is too great for most.

In this dilemma between dispensing a cheap poor article and

a good one, comes to our relief, in my humble opinion, a formula

by Professor Theoph. Redwood, given in the July number of the

Drussists' Circular.

Struck by the rationale of this formula, I prepared it by this

formula three- or four times, and the spirit of nitre resulting

answers fully all the tests of the Pharmacopoeia.

Any one with the slightest claim to the name of apothecary

will be able to perform the task easily, cheaply, and without any

risks. A retort, a glass receiver marked with a strip of paper,

pasted on, to indicate 12 and 15 ounces, a Fahrenheit ther-
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mometer, besides a stove, and a stove kettle for water-bath, arc

all that are necessary in the way of apparatus.

Around a pencil 1 coiled loosely a cylinder of fine copper wire

(No. 22 will do), 2 oz. ; remove the pencil, and introduce or slip

the wire into the retort. Pour on this, through a long-necked

funnel, a mixture made as follows :

To 1 pint stronger alcohol pour slowly, under constant stirring,

2 fluidounces sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1-843, and then 2J fluid-

ounces nitric acid, 1-42
;
place the retort in the water-bath, con-

nect with the well-cooled receiver
;
place the thermometer in the

water-bath, and at the temperature of 175° F. distil over 12

fluidounces. Reduce now the water in the water-bath, with

enough cold water, to thq temperature of 60° or 65° F., and

pour through the funnel into the retort J fluidounce more nitric

acid, and resume the distillation till 15 fluidounces are in the re-

ceiver. This ether mix with 2 pints stronger alcohol.

Remove the copper wire from the retort, wash well, and keep

it for the next operation.

The cost of the three pints of ether will be not over $1.77,

and it answers all the tests of the Pharmacopoeia.

For my part, I herewith tender to Prof. Redwood my obliga-

tion for his disinterested labor and genial character.

ON THE PREPARATION OF HYDRATED SESQUI-
OXIDE OF IRON.

BY PHILIP L. MILLEMAN.

The following is a process whereby the pharmaceutist is better

enabled to keep this preparation in such a condition that, when

he is called upon to dispense or prepare it in cases of poisoning,

be can do it in less time than otherwise laid down ; it is as

follows

:

Take of solution of tersulphate of iron a pint ; water of ammo-

nia, water, each a suSicient quantity. To the solution of tersulphate

of iron, previously mixed with three pints of water, add water of

ammonia, with constant stirring, until in slight excess. Then pour

the whole on a filter, and wash the precipitate with suSicient
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water until the washings pass entirely tasteless. Lastly, mix

the precipitate with four fluidounces of pure glycerin', and trans-

fer it to a wide-mouthed bottle, which must be well stopped. And

when this preparation is wanted, it is only necessary to add

water enough to bring it to the measure of a pint and a half, and

the preparation is complete.

The merits possessed by the preparation thus prepared over

that of the United States Pharmacopoeia are, first, it will keep

;

second, the apothecary can dispense it in less time than other-

wise, and by so doing may contribute to the relief of the sufferer

so much sooner.

Chicago, III., Sept. \st.

LAC SULPHUR.

BY A. THEOD. MOITH.

Testing some Lac sulphur, lately bought in New York, I found

it contaminated with 43 per cent, dolomite. Since then, no

matter how inconvenient, I prepare it myself, with only a trace

of lime.

• The simplest test for the grosser adulteration is : place on a

tared capsule 50 or 100 grains lac sulphur, heat -over a spirit

lamp till all the sulphur is burned, cool and weigh. The residue

will give the amount of admixture.

ON THE USE OF BENZOIN IN OINTMENTS.
BY THOMAS DOLIBER.

In 1865 I accepted the query in regard to benzoinated lard.

The query consisted of three distinct clauses, of which the first,

as to the best process of benzoinating lard, was answered in a

paper read before the Association last year, (see Proc. Am.
Pharm. Ass. 1866, p. 224.) Continued experience has confirmed

me in the belief that the formula there given is at least as good

as any that has been made known. Having been told, however,

by one or two persons that they were unsuccessful in preparing

benzoinated lard by that formula, the preparation sometimes
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having a yellowish tinge, I would say that the tincture should

always be made from the best selected benzoin ; the lard should

be obtained in the "leaf" and rendered in the laboratory.

Lard as found in the markets will not always answer the purpose,

having been improperly prepared.

An attempt v.'as made to answer the second clause, in regard

to its use in mercurial ointment, which was only partly success-

ful, the ointment not having been made long enough to become

rancid. In June, 1866, three portions of mercurial ointment

were made. At the end of 14 months they are found in the

following condition : the first, made in accordance with the

formula of the Pharmacopoeia, is thoroughly rancid. The second,

in which the ointment of benzoin of the Pharmacopoeia was sub-

stituted for lard, is rancid, but somewhat less so than the first.

The third, in which benzoinated lard was used instead of lard,

still remains perfectly/ sweet and unchanged. These ointments

have been exposed to the air, although covered lightly with

paper, on a high shelf in a warm room during the winter, and at

the ordinary temperature during the summer, as have also all

the cerates and ointments experimented upon which are men-

tioned in this paper.

So far as I have been able to learn, it is the universal opinion

of those physicians who have used the benzoinated ointments,

that their medicinal properties are not injured, but are improved

by the process. Especially is this the case with benzoinated

ointment of oxide of zinc, which has been used for the past ten

years in this city to a very considerable extent, and the use of

which has with some physicians almost entirely superseded that

of the officinal ointment.

Some attempt has been made to answer the final clause, as to

the other ointments in which this form of lard may be advanta-

geously used.

From the list of cerates and ointments of the Pharmacopoeia,

the following 17 were selected for experiment, as being most

liable to rancidity.

Ceratum Adipis.

" Cetacei.

" Plumbi Subacetatis.

" Zinci Carbonatis.
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Unguentum Acidi Tannici.

" Adipis.

" Antimonii.

" Aquae Rosae.

" Hydrargyri Ammoniati.

« " Nitratis.

" " Oxidi Rubri.

" lodinii.

" " Corapositum.

" Plumbi Carbonatis.

" Potassii lodidi.

" Sulphuris lodidi.

» Zinci Oxidi.

In all of which the benzoin could be introduced by means of

the benzoinated lard, except the three following—ceratum cetacei,

ceratum plumbi subacetatis and unguentum aqure ros^. After

numerous experiments, the following formulas were adopted for

them.

CERATUM CETACEI.

Take the quantities of the ingredients in the formula of the

Pharmacopoeia, melt as directed and stir the mixture constantly
;

when nearly cold, add two and a half fluidrachms of tincture

of benzoin* and stir the mixture until cold. It is well known

that this cerate, when made by the officinal formula, is very liable

to rancidity, but a portion made by the above formula on Feb.

20, 1867, still continues perfectly sweet and unchanged.

CERATUM PLUMBI SUBACETATIS.

. Take of solution of subacetate of lead, two fluidounces and a

half.

White wax, four troyounces.

Olive oil, eight troyounces.

Camphor, thirty grains.

Tincture of benzoin, four fluidrachms.

Mix the wax previously melted with the oil ; then gradually

* Tincture of Benzoin.

Take of benzoin, in coarse powder, six troyounces. Alcohol, one pint.

Macerate the benzoin with the alcohol until it is dissolved ; then filter

hrough paper.
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pour in the solution of subacetate of lead, and when the mixture

becomes melted remove it from the fire and stir it constantly

with a Avooden spatula until it becomes cool. Lastly add the

carfiphor dissolved in the tincture of benzoin and mix them.

This cerate, when made by the oiEcinal process, is extremely

liable to become rancid, and is perhaps the most difficult of all

the cerates and ointments to keep unchanged ; a portion made

by the above process in August, 1866, was found, in May, 1867,

to be perfectly sweet and soft, and unchanged in every respect.

It was, however, at that time stirred up and exposed more

thoroughly to the air, and at the present time, although it con-

tinues sweet and soft, it has become slightly discolored on the

surface.

The cerate made by this process is of the same color as that

made by the officinal process when recent, that is, not perfectly

white ; the former retains its color ; the latter becomes whiter in

proportion as it becomes rancid.

UN6UENTUM AQU^ ROS^.

Take of ointment of rose water, 16 troyounces.

Tincture of benzoin, 4 fluidrachms.

Rub them together until they are thoroughly mixed. This is

another ointment very liable to become rancid by age ; a portion

benzoinated by the above process in Feb., 1867, still continues

perfectly sweet, although slightly granular on the surface.

Ointment of rose water, unless very carefully prepared, cannot

be benzoinated by this process. The vessel in which the oint-

ment is made should be kept in the water-bath until the mixture

becomes fluid after adding the rose water ; it should then be re-

moved and the mixture stirred constantly and rapidly until it

becomes cool. In making six or eight times the quantity of the

formula of the Pharmacopoeia, it will require from four to six

hours faithful stirring.

The results of the experiments'upon the other ointments and

cerates are presented in the following table : ointment of red oxide

of mercury having been experimented upon previously, and the

results stated in a former paper is omitted here. Ointment of

oxide of zinc was not experimented upon, as from long experi-
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ence I have never known the benzoinated preparation to change,

while il is well known that the officinal ointment very soon

becomes i-ancid.

In the column of names the figures have reference to the differ-

ent processes employed ; 1 meaning the officinal
; 2, that in which

ointment of benzoin (U. S. P.) was substituted for lard, and 3,

. that in which benzoinated lard was substituted. The first three

preparations in the table are made by the formulas given above.

When
Name. MADE. Age Condition in August, 1867.

1866. mos.
Cer. Plumb. Sub. Aug. 28 12 Sweet, discolored slightly on surface.

1867.

Cetacei. Feb. 20 6 Sweet.
Ung. Aq. Ros. a 22 6 Sweet, slightly granular on surface.

Cer. ilTlijjis 1 Apr. 1 4 Sweet and smooth.
u 3 June 10 Sweet and smooth.
4C Zinci Car. 1 May 25 3 Smooth, slightly rancid.
<1 " 3 25 3 Sweet and smooth.
Uag. Acid. Tannic 1 11 22 3 Spongy and granular, rancid.
u 11 K 2 a 22 3 Granular, rancid.
a 11 (( 3 II 22 3 Sweet, slightly granular.

Adipis 1 Apr. 1 4 Sweet and smooth.
it 3 May 23 3 Sweet and smooth.
ti Antim. 1 11 24 3 Spongy, rancid.

" 3 a 24 3 Spongy, sweet.
ti Hyd. Ammon

11 It

1 11 24 3 Granular, slightly rancid, yello\vish.
u 3 a 24 3 Sweet and smooth, white.

" Nit. 1 Apr. 1 4 Color mottled green and yellow, sweet.
<i 11 3 May 31 2 Smooth and even in color, sweet.

11 lodin. 1 a 20 3 Granular, no smell of iodine.
li 11 o a 15 3 Granular, slight smell of iodine.
11 "Co. 3 a 20 3 Granular, slight smell of iodine.
n Plumb. Carb. 1 a 25 3 Sweet and smooth.

3 a 25 3 Sweet and smooth.
If Pot. lod. 1 a 20 3 Yellow, granular, separated, smell of iodine.
a " ". 2 a 22 3 Yellow, granular, odor good.
11 11 a 3 a 20 3 Sweet, color unchanged.
(1 Sulpb. lod. 1 11 22 3 Crust on surface, odor good.

Crust on surface, odor good.a 11 3 a 22 3

The experiments were interesting in the case of ointment of

nitrate of mercury ; that made with benzoinated lard remained

unchanged in color, odor and consistence. In making the oint-

ment of iodide of potassium with ointment of benzoin (U. S. P.)

the color changed rapidly to yellow during the process of making

it.

In some of the cases mentioned in the table, sufficient time
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has not elapsed to test them properly, and in the iodine prepara-

tions the experiments are not conclusive.

When it is considered that the exposure to air and tempera-

ture to which these cerates and ointments were subjected, was

very much greater than they would ever be likely to receive at

the hands of the apothecary, it will be conceded that the experi-

ments were very satisfactory, and that the remark made in a

former paper can be repeated here, that " there is no doubt

that the benzoinated lard can be used in many of the ointments

of the Pharmacopoeia, without affecting their medicinal quali-

ties."

Boston, August, 1867.

POISON BOTTLES.

BY AUG. THEOD. MOITH.

Among the many contrivances to prevent taking hold of a

poison bottle instead of another, I found almost all inconvenient

in the routine of the store.

The mode I hereby present gives all the security aimed at,

without disturbing the symmetry of the store, or needing any re-

course to poison cases, nooks or corners, or creating any appre-

hension in the mind of the observing customer.

Put a few ounces finely powdered asphaltum in a pint of ben-

zole (not to be confounded with benzine), stopper well, shake

occasionally for a few hours, and with a camel's-hair brush paint

smoothly this varnish over the neck and shoulder of the bottle.

It will dry in ten or fifteen minutes, and produces a fine black

varnish, which can be washed.

It will be impossible, in taking hold of such a marked bottle,

not to notice the difference, and oblige the dispenser to look once

more at the label.

This varnish serves also as an excellent paint for the whole

bottle or jar whose contents ought to be kept dark, and from

transmitted light.
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REPERCOLATION APPLIED TO THE CINCHONAS,
AS A METHOD OF ECONOMIZING ALCOHOL IN

THE EXHAUSTION OF DRUGS.

BY EDWARD R. SQUIBB, M. D,

In a recently published paper " On the Pharmacy of the Cin-

chonas," (see Amer. Journ. of Pharmacy, 18G7, for July and

September), the wrircr had occasion to refer to some details and

practice in percolation which could not be well eliminated in that

paper ; and as the main object of the researches and observations

was and is economy in the use of alcohol, and as this has been

the subject of an annual communication to the Association from

the writer for the^ast two years, and, finally, as the subject is

still by no means exhausted, there seems to be reason for offer-

ing the following paper as a contribution to the accumulating

experience upon which useful knowledge is commonly based.

Observation and practice have led the writer to the conclusion

that no scheme or plan of percolation is equally well adapted to

any two substances, or even to the same substance in duTerent

conditions of fineness, dryness, &c., to say nothing of differences

of quality, and upon this conclusion follows the circumstance that

the best results of percolation are yet to be realized, and must

be sought for in nice adjustments of the process to each indivi-

dual substance through study and labor. These considerations

establish so close a connection between this paper and that above

referred to, that the writer asks those members who have any

special interest in this subject to read the two papers in connec-

tion, and not to apply the results given to any other substance

than the cinchonas until they are practically demonstrated to be

more widely applicable-

Two previous papers upon the same subject, though by dif-

ferent titles, are in immediate connection with this, and deserve

attention, if only to show how continued research upon any sub-

ject, however simple, may be useful, often by confirming obser-

vations, but still oftener by correcting and extending them.

The first of this series of papers, all of which might be embraced

under a general title such as " The Process of Percolation," is

found in the volume of the Proceedings of this Association for
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1865, page 201, entitled " Proposed Economy of Alcohol in Per-

colation.'' This paper embraces a set of careful experiments with

yellow cinchona, which are especially related to this paper, and

that recently published in the Amer. Journ. Pharm., and con-

tains some conclusions which have been modified and corrected

by farther observation. The second of these papers, entitled

"Improved Process for Officinal Fluid Extract of Bnchu," is

found in the Volume of Proceedings for 1866, page 81, and con-

tains a detail, as applied to buchu, of this process now called

Repercolation. The present paper, therefore, is but a repetition

and extension of the subject, as far as percolation is concerned,

but it is hoped that the additions made, and the special applica-

tion to the important cinchonas, may justify l^is repetition, even

at the risk of tedious prolixity upon one subject. It is to be

remembered, however, that education in any art is only attained

through repetition ; and that it is by this repetition that each

year is supposed to add a little to the writer's stock of know-

ledge, which may he worth communicating T)n the subject.

In that form of the cafetiere not uncommonly used in Spanish

and Portuguese countries, the infusion is made to pass more than

once, and as often as may be desired, through the coffee. Boul-

lay, as early as 1833, not only applied this device to Pharmacy,

but also, if the writer's memory be accurate, percolated fresh

portions of solid substance with the percolate from previous por-

tions ; and it is curious that when, a little later, M. Emile Mou-

chon, of Lyons, divested the process of much of its complexity,

and first adopted the common funnel as a percolator,* that inves-

tigations in this direction seem to have been almost abandoned,

possibly from the bad results obtained from returning a part of

the percolate to the top "of the substance percolated.

This plan of percolating successive portions of the same sub-

stance with the percolate obtained from previous portions, or

with any part of such percolate, the writer calls Repercolation.

This word is not unobjectionable in this application, since its

* This ^reat iniproveraent as well as simplificatioa is often attributed

to our fellow member, Mr. I. J. Graham, who, however, has never claimed

it in any way as originating with him, though he strongly reommended

its use.
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true etymology leads as well to tlie meaning that the same por-

tion of substance is percolated again and again, as to the mean-

ing that the same percolate is used again and again upon differ-

ent and fresh portions of the same substance, the latter meaning

only being accepted or intended. It is, however, the best word

that the writer's deficient scholarship can supply, and is merely

suggested as a not inconvenient term for distinguishing by one

word a process which is something more than simple percolation,

which has probably been long used in a private way, and which

will sooner or later come into common use without displacing the

word percolation from its primary signification and use. The

word doubling is convenient and applicable in some of its well-

established meanings to this duplication and reduplication of

strength in the percolate, but a little consideration will point out

several objections to it.

A typical process of Repercolation, as well adapted to the

cinchonas, may be given as follows, leaving useful practical modi-

fications, as far as yet observed, to be considered afterward :

—

Take of Cinchona, either yellow or red, in very fine powder, forty-

eight troy-ounces.

Alcohol, ten pints.

Water, a sufficient quantity.

Separate the cinchona into three equal parts of sixteen troy-

ounces each. Mix one part very thoroughly with two pints of

the alcohol by stirring them together, allow the mixture to stand

in a covered vessel for half an hour, transfer it to a ten-inch

glass funnel arranged for percolation, return the first two or

three fluidounces of percolate to the funnel, and»then pour on

first five pints of the alcohol, in portions of one pint each, wait-

ing after each addition until the surface is no longer covered,

and after the alcohol twenty fluidounces of water. Percolate to

six and a half pints, keeping the percolate separate as it comes

off, in portions, the first portion of two pints and the remainder

in portions of a pint each, except the last one, which will be a

half pint.

Mix the second part of the cinchona with the first two pints of

percolate from the first part, and manage it precisely as directed
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for tlie first part, using the percolate in successive portions in the

place of alcohol, until the last portion disappears from off the

surface of the cinchona in the funnel. Then pour on top first a

pint of the alcohol, and when this has disappeared twenty fluid-

ounces of water. Percolate to seven and a half pints, separating

the percolate into successive portions, as directed for the first

part of the cinchona.

Mix the third and last part of the cinchona with the first two

parts of percolate from the second part, and manage it precisely

in the way directed for the second part, except that the remain-

ing two pints of the alcohol is to be poured on top after the per-

colate, and before the water, and that the percolation is to be

continued till nine and a half pints of percolate is obtained, or

until water appears in the percolate.

Recover the alcohol from the percolate by distillation, for

future use Avith cinchona, and convert the extract into the form

desired for use.

Cinchona barks for percolation with alcohol should be in the

finest powder possible, and perfectly dry. Sixteen troyounces,

or 7680 grains, forms a convenient proportion to an ordinary

ten or ten and a half inch funnel, and the exhaustion is less

economically effected where smaller quantities are taken. When
this quantity is mixed with the two pints of the alcohol it should

be done in a vessel of not less than half a gallon capacity, which

can be closely covered by a piece of oiled cloth, or other close

cover. The mixing is conveniently effected by means of a

wooden spatula, and it is easy to see when the mixture is uni-

form and free from lumps. With the proportions directed the

mixture is at first thin and mobile, and might be poured out of

the vessel pretty clean ; but after standing the half hour, as

directed, it becomes much thicker by absorption of the liquid by

the powder, and though it still may be poured, this operation

leaves a large portion adhering to the vessel, to be transferred

by the end of the spatula. The details of the arrangement of a

funnel for successful percolation have been so lately published in

the paper on the Pharmacy of the Cinchonas, that, to avoid pro-

lixity, the writer refers to that paper for this and other details

not repeated here. After the magma is transferred to the
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funnel, four to six fluidounces of percolate might drain off from

it, without the addition of any menstruum on top, but this is to

be avoided, because the magma shrinks and becomes impacted

as it loses the liquid portions, and is thus moi-e difficult to per-

colate. The first two or three fluidounces of percolate Avhich

passes is always weak and occasionally cloudy, and for these

reasons it is directed that this portion should be returned to the

funnel, and the first pint of either alcohol or percolate is to be

immediately added to it, to prevent the shrinking and impac-

tion. On the first part of the powder, when alcohol is used, it

is not important how it is poured on, so that the surface be kept

covered, but when the percolate comes to be used to supply the

funnel, one pint should be allowed to sink into the powder before

the next is poured on, because these are successively weaker and

better adapted to the regular progress of exhaustion. The

surface should not, however, be allowed to be long uncovered

between the additions, or the percolation will cease, and gome

shrinking take place. This will nevertheless occasionally occur

in the night, and then the surface should be gently pressed down

all over, in order to close up any cracks that may have occurred

during the contraction, before the supply of liquid is renewed.

This may be done without removing the paper from the surface.

The percolate, from first to last, should be perfectly transparent,

and should pass at the average rate of about a pint every twelve

hours. In the first percolation it is most rapid ; slower in the

second, and still slower in the third, and in experiments with a

fourth percolation it was so extremely slow that the first pint

required 37 hours to pass, the second pint 26 hours, and the third

pint 16J hours. The first part of each percolation is slowest,

the rate increasing as the exhaustion progresses. • The slowness

of this process, so necessary to complete and uniform exhaustion,

involves great loss of alcohol by evaporation, unless the point of

the funnel passes well into the flask, and the funnel be kept

closely covered by a piece of india-rubber cloth or oiled cloth, or

oiled silk, and a plate. Two accid-ents are liable to occur here,

which deserve notice, as either may spoil a percolation, or even

an entire group or process. In emptying the funnels after one

exhaustion to prepare for the next percolation, if the disk of
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blanket or the cork be replaced in the funnel wet, or even very

damp, either with water or with weak percolate from the last

percolation, which contained much water, the percolate of the

next portion will be muddy from the first, and will often stop

altogether after the first few ounces. Again, if the tube of the

funnel fits closely on the neck of the flask, as it should, and the

point does not project into the wider part of the flask below, the

interstice between the point and the neck is at any time and all

times liable to be closed by tlie dropping liquid, so as to prevent

the escape of air, and tlien the percolate, instead of running

doAvn into the flask, follows up the interstice between the tube of

the funnel and the neck of the flask, and flows over on to the

table, and it is curious that, this condition once started, not a

drop appears to go down into the flask. After the last pint of

the alcohol is poured in and disappeared below the surface,

twenty fluidounces of water is poured on to displace the last por-

tions of alcohol. The powder at the end of each percolation

holds about eighteen fluidounces of the alcoholic weak percolate

after it has ceased to drop, and by the use of this water from ten

fluidounces to a pint of this may be pushed through and saved

free from water. The percolation must, however, be well watched

toward the close, to avoid the water. When this appears the

percolate becomes cloudy, much darker in color, and causes a

yellow precipitate in the alcoholic portion which has passed, so

that it is very easily seen and avoided. The alcoholic percolate

at the close of each percolation is very bitter, and from red cin-

« chona is as deep in color as port wine. From yellow cinchona

it is nearly as dark as brown sherry. Both contain alkaloids,

though not in large proportion. If loss by evaporation be care-

fully guarded against, full six and a half pints of alcoholic per-

colate may be obtained from the seven pints of alcohol put upon

the first part, even in warm weather ; and a similar proportion

from the other two parts, making the final percolate nine and a

half pints. In obtaining this measure from the ten pints of alco-

hol used, about half a pint from the last percolation will contain

some water, but not enough to materially interfere with the

results. The copious yellow precipitate produced by water in

these weak percolates has not been examined. The percolation
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should always be continued until the water makes its appearance,

and should be stopped at this point, whether the prescribed mea-

sure may have been received or not. The first two pints of per-

' colate from the second and third percolations is very dense

;

from the third almost syrupy, and in the experiments carried to

the fourth percolation the first pint was quite syrupy. This

density and want of fluidity in the percolate is the natural limi-

tation of the process of repercolation, by its rendering the suc-

cessive percolations more tedious and mote wasteful by evapora-

tion. The first pint of the first percolation is usually received

in about ten hours. The first pint from the second percolation

in about sixteen hours; that from the third in twenty-four hours,

and from the fourth in thirty-seven hours. The last pint in

each does not vary much, and is obtained usually in from eight

to ten hours. It is a curious circumstance, not without interest,

that although the percolates from red cinchona appear more

dense and more syrupy, as well as so much darker in color, they

are really lighter and yield less extract throughout ; and this

minus proportion is just about in the ratio of the impure alka-

loids, the red containing 3-4 per cent., the yellow over 4 per

cent.

The alcohol when distilled off from these final percolates is

ready for use with cinchonas again, the loss in the process being

from 20 to 30 per cent., according to the efficiency of the distil-

ling apparatus and the care and skill used. That recovered

from red cinchona always has a brown tint ; from the yellow, it

is very nearly if not quite colorless. The odor is very different

in the two.

The following table well illustrates the process of repercolation

as applied to the cinchonas.

The measurings and weighings were all made in one accu-

rately marked pint flask, and with one scale and weights, at tem-

peratures between 76° and 80° F., or 24° and 27° C. The.

powders and alcohol were each taken from one uniform common
stock. A pint of distilled water at 79° F., = 26° C, in the

measuring flask used weighed 7281 grains, or 11 grains less than

at the normal temperature. The same measure of the alcohol

used weighed, under similar conditions, 6034 grains, instead of
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6080 grains as it would have done if water and alcohol expanded

equally from increased temperature. The first column of the

table gives the variety of the cinchona, and the different portions

of If) troyounces each in the order in which they were percolated.

The next eight divisions, of two columns each, are appropriated

to the successive pints of percolate from each portion of the pow-

der. The first column of each pair is the weight in grains of a

pint of percolate, and the second column, marked "Difference,"

is the difference between the weight of this pint of the percolate

and a pint of the alcohol used, and the ratio of these differences,

taken both vertically and horizontally, is an interesting feature

of the table. The next to the last column is the sum of each

line of these differences, and the final column gives an approxi-

mation to the total anhydrous extract from each line of percolates.

This is obtained by calculation back from the total extract actu-

ally yielded by the final distillation and evaporation, pushed to

as near perfect dryness as possible. The extract of pilular con-

sistence given by the red cinchona was 16 troyounces (from the

64 troyounces of powder), but of very dry extract, called anhy-

drous in this column, it was only about 13J troyounces. This

discrepancy cannot be explained satisfactorily, as there can

hardly be 2J troyounces of water and alcohol lost between the

two conditions.

The still imperfect and limited observations upon the process

of repercolation, as applied on a larger scale within the past year,

lead the writer to the conclusion that when a fluid extract is to

be made without the use of heat it is good practice, if not the

best, to pack five-twelfths of the powder in the first percolator,

Tour-twelfths in the second, and the remaining three-twelfths in

the third, and then to reserve eight-twelfths of the prescribed

percolate from the second percolator, and four-twelfths from the

third. With some substances, however,' the whole quantity is

best reserved from the last percolator, and with others two-thirds,

the weak percolate which passes after the reserved portion being

always saved for the next series. In starting anew to make a

preparation without heat by repercolation, that is, having no

weak percolate from a previous series to commence with, about

two-twelfths less of finished percolate should be reserved.

Brooldyn, N. Y. August 16, 1867.
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"MATA."
BY E. S. WAYNE.

This herb, called " mata " by the Mexicans, is in common use

in New Mexico, as an addition to tobacco in smoking. A small

quantity of it is rubbed to a coarse powder in the palm of the

hand, and then mixed with the tobacco, to which, in burning, it

imparts a very agreeable odor, and at the same time prevents or

corrects the disagreeable odor of stale tobacco smoke upon the

clothing, and in apartments.

It was introduced into use here by Major McCrea, U. S. A.,

and since has become quite in demand by smokers (those who

use the pipe). I have had much difficulty in obtaining any

quantity of the article, and then only at an enormous cost. I

was fortunate enough this season to obtain a quantity of the seed

of the plant, and have been successful in growing a crop, speci-

mens of which are herewith sent, also some of the seed. The

plant is rather insignificant in size ; the infloresence is very mi-

nute, white, corolla entire, and finely cleft. I have not been able

to make out its natural order, or to find a description of it in

any work at my disposal. It is not described in the Pacific

Railroad Survey (in the botanical section of that Government re-

port).* The odor, when burnt in a pipe, is similar to that of the

tonqua bean, and I presume it owes the same to the presence of

coumarin in the plant.

GIZZARD OF THE SOUTH AMERICAN OSTRICH.

BY E. S. WAYNE.

The inner coat of the gizzard of the ostrich is used in Buenos

Ayres in powder, as a remedy for dyspepsia. The specimen

* At the request of Professor Wayne I have examined the specimens

sent. The seeds consisted of the empty involucres and the achene (with

the pappus much broken) of a Eupatorium. The dried plant was without

flowers, but bears a striking resemblance to some of our Northern species

of this genus, and corresponds closely with the description of Eupatorium

incarnatum, Walter. This species is indigenous to Texas, but is found

as far East as Florida and Georgia. J. M. Maisch.
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herewith sent was presented to me by Mr. T. B. Coffin, who has

been for some time past a resident of Buenos Ayres, now of New
York, and a member of the firm of C. E. Griswold & Co., manu-

facturers of feather dusters, and importers of ostrich feathers.

The specimen was handed to me with the request that I would

make some experiments in relation to its value as a source of

pepsin ; also as to its value in substance or powder, compared

with pepsin, as it was supposed, from the popular belief in the

fabulous digestive powers of the ostrich, that a pepsin, or similar

substance superior to pepsin, from the stomach of the calf, pig,

&c., might be obtained from it. The limited time I have had for

experiment has prevented my making any further report at

present. I am making comparative tests, the results of which

will be given at some future time.

QUICKSILVER IN NORTH CAROLINA.

BY E. S. WAYNE.

The specimen of quicksilver ore was handed to me for exami-

nation by J. S. Bonham, of Concord, Tenn. The locality in

•which it is found is in Macon county, Tenn., near the dividing

ridge that separates the waters flowing into the Atlantic and

Oulf of Mexico, and forty miles from Wall Hollow, S. C, and

thirty miles from the line of railroad from Cincinnati to South

Carolina. The specimen is a talcose rock, containing quicksilver

in the metallic state. From the description given to me, there

is an immense vein of the material. By analysis I found that it

yielded 7J per cent, quicksilver (150 pounds to the ton). From
the appearance of the specimen when handed to me, and the

statement made by the party that it contained quicksilver, I

thought that it was merely a conjecture upon his part, but analy-

sis proved the correctness of the statement, both by wet and dry

assay. A portion of the ore, placed in a glass tube and heated,

will quickly show condensed globules of mercury, and all that

would be required to separate the metal from gangue, is simply

retorting it.

2S
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CRYOLITE AND ITS PRODUCTS.

BY EVAN T. ELLIS.

T' is remarkable mineral, -whicli, as you will observe, is

partially transparent, of a vitreous lustre, and brittle texture, is

a fluoride of sodium and alumipum, containing

—

13 per cent, aluminum,

34 " sodium,

53 " fluorine.

100

It is found in an immense deposit in Greenland, at Iviktout,

at the head of Arksut Bay, near Cape Farewell. The first dis-

covery was made by one of the missionaries,- who carried a spe-

cimen with him to Copenhagen. Its true composition was de-

termined by Vanquelin.

There is a bed eighty feet thick, and three hundred feet long,

at the above-mentioned place.

It is frequently associated with the salts of metals, and beauti-

ful crystals of galena, or sulphide of lead, chalybite, or brown

spathic carbonate of iron, resembling spar in lustre, copper py-

rites with silver, iron pyrites, &c., are found therein, arranged

in masses segregated from the white, transparent, ice-like cryo-

lite.

It remained for the " Pennsylvania Salt Company " to intro-

duce to our country this valuable material. This energetic

Company, whose works are in western Pennsylvania, has secured

the privilege of using a large part of all that is mined, and has,

within two years past, imported into Philadelphia thirteen car-

goes, or nine thousand tons, which have been sent to their works

for manufacture.* The greater portion of this has been used for

their patent Saponifier, They are notv devoting their attention

to the preparation of caustic soda, carbonates, and other salts of

soda, sulphate of alumina, &c.

Soda is obtained from cryolite by simply mixing with lime^

and subjecting to heat. The fluorine combines with the calcium,

* Tbey will import this year (1867) eight thousand tons.
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forming fluoride of calcium ; while the remaining metals absorb

oxygen from the air, and become alumina and soda. Carbonic

acid is then passed through the solution, forming, with the sodi-

um, a carbonate of soda, which remains suspended, while the

alumina, being insoluble, is deposited at the bottom of the vessel.

The carbonate of soda is deprived of its acid by means of lime in

the usual manner, and thus rendered caustic, and fitted for the

use of the soap-maker.

One hundred pounds of cryolite yield

—

44 lbs. dry caustic soda,

or 75 " " carb. "

or 203 " crystal carb. "

or 1191 a bicarb. "

and 24 " alumina.

The sulphate of alumina contains 2-82 of sulphuric acid to 1

equivalent of alumina, therefore this is more than a neutral salt

(3' being neutral), which is very desirable for manufacturers of

paper, calico printers, &c.* It is also entirely free from iron,

another very important characteristic.

There is another very important use to which cryolite can be

applied. By a fusion of one part of cryolite with from two to

four of pure silex, a beautiful glass is formed, susceptible of

mould and polish, and capable of being manufactured into an

endless variety of useful and ornamental articles, and probably

many utensils for chemical and pharmaceutical use will be made

of it. A company has been operating in Philadelphia for some

time past, on an experimental scale, entitled the " Hot Cast

Porcelain Company." The results have been so satisfactory

that they have now taken a large establishment, and will be pre-

pared to carry on the manufacture quite extensively. The cost

is, at present, from ten to twenty per cent, higher than ordinary

flint glass. The ware seems to be stronger than glass.

* The English often contains as high as 3-27 of acid.
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ON HYOSCYAMIA.
BY ARTHUR WADGYMAR, M. D.

At the thirteenth annual meeting of the American Pharma-

ceutical Association, held in Boston, Mass., September, 1805,

Query 27 was referred to me :

—

"Is Hyoscyamia a permanent principle like Atropia ? wliich is the

best part of the plant for its extraction ? and what impediment exists to

its manufacture as a pharmaceutical preparation for medical use ?

"

I should have answered this reference at the fourteenth annual

meeting, last year, but, being in bad health, it was an impossi-

bility for me to do so. I will therefore try to answer at this

fifteenth annual meeting.

The above query is a combination of three very distinct and

important questions, and I will answer each one for itself.

Question 1st. Is Hyoscyamia a permanent principle like

atropia ?

This I have to affirm.

Hyoscyamia appears in colorless, transparent, silky needles,

of an acrid, burning taste, inodorous ; it is exceedingly poison-

ous, nearly insoluble in water, but it dissolves readily in alcohol

and ether. At a gentle heat it is volatilized and sublimed (un-

changed) in beautiful long white silky needles, 1|—2 lines long.

It neutralizes acids completely. The salts are crystallizable,

but all except the sulphate are deliquescent. They are all solu-

ble in water, of an acrid, disagreeable taste, and very poi-

sonous.

Potassa, soda and the simple carbonates of the alkalies decom-

pose them completely in the heated watery solution, with disen-

gao-ement of ammonia.

The chemical constituents of Hy are C^^ H32 (?). I came to

this conclusion by different chemical analyses, and by the stoe-

chiometrical calculation, finding it a ternary diamin-hase ; heated

with iodide of ethyle, it unites to iodide of diaethylhyoscyamia

C40 H32 N2 + 2C4 H5 I = H,2 N2 I2. Hydrate of potassa

does not decompose it. If the iodine is separated from the base

with moist oxide of silver, then an alkaline, not volatile ammonia-

base is left, according to the equation :

—
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-'20 ^11 " I'M"^20

C« N, L + 2 AgO = H,

+ 2(AgI + HO)
Hyoscyamia (Hy) refracts the light, especially the blue light,

powerfully under the polarizing prism ; indeed it gives to the spec-

tator an astonishing effect by its beautiful refraction, when seen

through a magnifying power of 350 diameters. These crystals

present the form of four-sided prisms.

Question 2d. Which is the best part of the plant for its extrac-

tion ? Answer. The seeds.

I tried first the fresh herb. Through the kindness of Mr.

Eugene L. Massot, of St. Louis, Mo., I received of Messrs. Bul-

lock & Crenshaw, of Philadelphia, a pound of fresh folia hyoscy-

ami or henbane.

This pound of leaves were dried and powdered moderately

fine, then digested for 24 hours with 4 pounds of diluted alcohol

of 60 per cent., and a. half ounce of diluted sulphuric acid;

having it introduced in a glass percolator, and the liquid ob-

tained filtered, hot alcohol (95 per cent.) was introduced until 5

pounds of liquid was obtained. I then put this liquid in a glass

retort, and distilled 36 ounces alcohol off. In order to remove

the coloring matter, the remaining liquid was mixed with as

much acetic acid. No. 8, as to render it strongly acid, then put

aside for 12 hours. The fluid was then strained from the solid

parts, the latter squeezed and washed with water strongly acidu-

lated with acetic acid, and the whole evaporated on the water-

bath to a syrupy consistence. Boil the residue first with pure

alcohol, containing some sulphuric acid (1 to 10).

Mix the solution with milk of lime until a feeble alkaline

reaction is produced
;
evaporate to the consistence of syrup, and

allow it to stand for 48 hours ; then dilute it with water and

filter the fluid from the precipitate formed ; wash the latter with

diluted alcohol, and decolorize the liquid with animal charcoal.

Then filter the liquid again and evaporate by a gentle heat (60°)

in a water-bath to perfect dryness. Macerate the residue with

sulphuric ether mixed with animal charcoal
;
again filter, and

set the filtrate aside to evaporate spontaneously. The product

rains.
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The seeds treated by the same process yielded 41 grains of

pure hyoscyamia to a pound.

The impediments arising in the manufacture of pure hyoscy-
amia in large quantities would be

—

1st. The difficulty in procuring fresh seeds.

2d. The tedious process of preparing the alkaloid in a pure
state.

3d. The small quantity of it existing in the crude drug ; con-

sequently the high price would make it unattainable by physi-

cians for use in every-day practice.

But as it is a matter of great importance to the practitioner

to have a uniform preparation of the active principle of such a
valuable remedy, I would recommend a good concentrated tinc-

ture of the henbane seed {Sem. hyoscyami\ in proportion to 1

pound of seed, extracted by enough alcohol to obtain 12 ounces

of tincture, the residue extracted again with alcohol to exhaus-

tion, and then concentrated by evaporation to 4 oz., and mixed
to the first 12 oz. of tincture. This is as good, perhaps better,

and more reliable a preparation than the alkaloid.

This pint of tincture represents 41 grs. hyoscyamia, or 2| grs.

to a fluidounce, f gr. per drachm, or \ gr. to 20 minims of tinc-

ture.

Recapitulation and Itemarks —Hyoscyamia (Hy) C^^ H32

(?) appears in the form of beautiful, long, white needles, when
pure ; in the impure state, as a dull, greenish powder, of an acrid

taste, inodorous. It is nearly insoluble in cold water, but dis-

solves in alcohol and ether completely ; it fuses and sublimes

when heated by a gentle heat, but undergoes decomposition by

a heat of 280° Fahr. under evolution of ammonia ; it neutralizes

acids completely, and is exceedingly poisonous.

Potassa, soda, and the carbonates of the alkalies decompose it

completely, under evolution of ammonia. Chloride of mercury,

strong chlorine water and concentrated nitric acid decompose it

+
and form chloride of ammonium and nitrate of ammonia. Hy may
be separated from the impurities by means of ether or chloro-

form, since it is readily soluble in these menstrua, leaving ex-

tractive matter, albumen and starch behind.
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ON THE USE OF OXALATE OF IRON IN MEDICINE.

BY G. G. C. SIMMS.

It occurred to me, after having decided to attend this meet-

ing, that I might present something here worthy the notice of

this learned body, I was aware that a chemical, in daily use in

the District of Columbia, and with which the pharmaceutists and

physicians of Washington are as familiar as with any other article

of the Materia Medica, was not to be found in any of our text

books or treatises on chemistry or medicine.

I had thought that, in presenting here a sample of Oxalate of

Iron, I would be introducing something new to the profession, as

well as something which would redound to the credit of one of

our able, but over-modest chemists.

I soon learne^l, though, that this article had already been

brought to the notice of this Association some years ago, but for

some reason, unknown to me, little or no notice was taken of it

;

and, a few months ago, an English pharmaceutist, it seems,

claiused the honor of its discovery, and made known its valuable

properties as a medicine.

I deem it, therefore, eminently proper that the claim of Dr.

Schaeffer, for first using Oxalate of Iron and making kn jwn

its invaluable medicinal properties, as well as other useful pui'-

poses to which it may be put, should be heard in this Association ;

First, That it may be brought prominently before the pro-

fession, medical and chemical

;

Secondly, That the question as to its paternity may be settled

forever.

Having learned, several years ago, that Dr. Schaeffer, Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the " National Medical College of the

District of Columbia," introduced the article under notice to his

medical friends as possessing peculiar and very desirable proper-

ties in the treatment of disease, I addressed a note to him, re-

questing that he would give me a history of its introduction into

medicine, its medical properties, &c., &c.

I desire, for the information of the members of this Associa-

tion and for that of the medical profession at large, both of the

Eastern and Western Hemispheres, to read Dr. Schaeffer 's let-
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tcr to me, in reply to my note. It will, I am sure, be founcl

interesting to all who may read or liear it read.

I can safely say that Oxalate of Iron has been constantly

used as a medicine in the District of Columbia during the last

ten years.

Of its medical and chemical properties I -will let Dr. Schaeffer

speak. The formula for its preparation may be found in a little

book, entitled "Non-officinal ^'oimulse in local use in the District

of Columbia."

I would further observe, in addition to what the Doctor says,

that pure glycerine seems to me to be the best vehicle in which

to administer it.

Washington, D. C, Se2)t. 5th, 1867.

Dear Sir :—In answer to your inquiry, I send the following

particulars in regard to the introduction of the Oxalate of Iron

into medical practice. In the month of May,. 1854, I had been

using the "Pulvis ferri." I had found certain objections to it

which I thought might be obviated by the use of a pure oxide of

iron for reduction. In looking about for such a pure oxide,

easily and cheaply prepared, I found no one answering all ends

so well as that produced by the process of Vogel. This consisted

in precipitating a solution of ordinary proto-sulphate of iron by

oxalic acid. The filtered solutions exclude all insoluble matter,

and the precipitated ojuilate is nearly insoluble in the remaining

free sulphuric acid. It needs but suflBcient washing and subse-

quent drying to obtain the oxalate in a state of purity and of

constant composition. This salt gently heated, with exposure

to the air, takes fire, or may be kindled, and then continues to

burn until the whole becomes converted into impalpable peroxide

of iron. This cheap, rapid and perfect method of obtaining a

perfect oxide of iron, free from all grit and eminently fitted for

all the finer polishing purposes, had led to the use of this article for

polishing the finest optical glasses in the most renowned European

establishments. It may be remarked, by the way, that by heat-

ing the product to a higher temperature, a much harder sub-

stance may be obtained, useful rather for grinding than for

polishing purposes. By adding salts of alumina, chromium and

other similar salts to the iron solution, we may obtain in the
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final result—using sufficient heat—products nearly, if not quite,

equal to emei*y, anil of extraordinary fineness.

Having obtained the oxalate and examined its properties, it

at once occurred to me that tliis salt itself would be an excellent

form, by means of which, to introduce iron into the system. It

was a proto-salt, unalterable, cheaply made and quite pure.

The soluble proto-salts of iron are too astringent and liable

to rapid alteration. Even the less soluble salts undergo the

change so quickly that they must be protected by some extraneous

substance, intermixed or coating their preparations.

. Struck with these obvious advantages, I commenced to use

the salt myself. Being, so very insoluble, I placed the dry

powder upon the tongue and washed it down with water,

and I believe that, in the extended use which has since been

made of it, this is still the favorite mode of administration.

I soon found that, in doses of two to three grains thrice a

day, all the tonic effects of iron were more rapidly produced

upon the system, than by any ordinary dose of the iron pre-

paration which I had used. It was quite easy, by increasing

the quantity, to stimulate the capillary circulation to the extent

of producing an itching over the whole surface of the body. In-

stead of being astringent, with inactivity of the bowels origin-

ating from want of tone, it soon produced healthy and natural

passages. The prolonged use of this oxalate will, however, give

rise to a peculiar kind of astringent action which should be taken

into consideration.

Having thus satisfied myself that the Oxalate of Iron would

prove a useful article of the Materia Medica, it was communi-

cated to some of my medical friends, and ever since then it

has been in constant use in this city.

Several years ago a gentleman of this place requested an account

of this article to be read before the National Pharmaceutical Con-

vention, meeting that year in Philadelphia. My friend. Dr. Craig,

who had become interested in the matter, was asked by me to pre-

pare this notice, which I did not wish to make myself. The paper,

it seems, was never read, but the preparation excited some atten-

tion. In the March number of the American Journal of Phar-

macy, for this year, there is an article, " Oxalate of Iron—

a
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New Tonic," in which this same substance is noticed, as prepared

in a far less economical and perfect way. A note by the

editor gives credit to Dr. Craig for having " recommended

it as far back as 1858." This mistake has no doubt arisen from

the facts stated above. As the article is now in common use

here, and as its merits have been fully recognized by medical

men, it seems but an act of justice that I, who first prepared,

used, and introduced it to the notice of medical men, should have

due credit given me. Since the first use of the Oxalate of Iron

it has been ascertained that, in case of excessive irritability,

when ordinary preparations of iron could not be tolerated, the

oxalate was taken with the greatest benefit.

The very beautiful color of the oxalate iron would at once

suggest its use as a pigment. It does not seem capable of mix-

ing well with gum and similar vehicles, making a somewhat

curdy result, but such as it is I have a specimen which, for

thirteen years, has kept quite unchanged. With oil it is so trans-

parent as to be utterly useless.

From two analyses I have found that the salt, prepared as

above described, is without water of crystallization. This is a

question which can be easily determined by experiments. The

powder is uniformly crystalline, and, from its unalterability, I

consider it one of the best means of obtaining a given quantity

of a proto-salt of iron for purposes of chemical analyses.

Respectfully yours,

Geo. 0. SCHAEFFER.

To Mr. G. G. C. Simms.
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OP THE

American Pharmaceutical Association.

PREAMBLE.
Wliereas, The advancement of pharmaceutical knowledge and the eleva-

tion of the professional character of Apothecaries and Druggists, throughout

the United States are dear to us in common with all well disposed pharmaceu-

tists
;
and whereas, a large portion of those in whose hands the practice of

pharmacy now exists are not properly qualified for the responsible offices it

involves, ciiiefly by reason of the many difficulties that impede the acquirement

of a correct knowledge of their business :

—

Therefore, We, the members of a Convention now met at Philadelphia,

[September, ^852,] composed of Apothecaries and Druggists from different

sections of the Union, and from all the Colleges and Societies therein existing,

with the object of deliberating on the condition of our profession, do hereby

resolve and constitute ourselves into a permanent Association, to meet

annually, at such times and places as may hereafter be determined, for more

effectually accomplishing the objects for which we are now assembled, and do

now adopt the.foUowing

CONSTITUTION.
Article I.

This Association shall be called the American Pharmaceutical Association.

Its aim sliall be to unite the educated and reputable Pharmaceutists and Drug-

gists of the United States in the following objects :

1st. To improve and regulate the drug'markct, by preventing the importa-

tion of inferior, adulterated or deteriorated drugs, and by detecting and

exposing home adulteration.

2d. To establish the relations between druggists, pharmaceutists, physicians

and the people at large, upon just principles, which shall promote the public

welfare and tend to mutual strength and advantage.

3d. To improve the science and the art of pharmacy by diffusing scientific

knowledge among apothecaries and druggists, fostering pharmaceutical litera-
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ture, developing talent, stimulating discovery and invention, and encouragirig

home production and manufacture in the several departments of tlie drug

business.

4tli. To regulate the system of apprenticeship and employment so as to pre-

vent, as far as practicable, the evils flowing from deficient training in the

responsible duties of preparing, dispensing and selling medicines.

5th. To suppress empyricism, and as much as possible to restrict the

disi)ensing and sale of medicines to regularly educated druggists and apothe-

caries.

Article II.

—

Of the Members.

Section 1. Every pharmaceutist and druggist, of good moral and profes-

sional standing, whether in business on bis own account, retired from busines,

or employed by another, and those teachers of pharmacy, chemistry and botany

who may be specially interested in pharmacy and materia medica, who, after

duly Considering the objects of the Association and the obligations of its

Constitution, are willing to subscribe to them, are eligible to membership.

Section 2. The mode of admission to membership shall be as follows : Any
person eligible to membership may apply in writing, with the endorsement of

two members in good standing, to any member of the Executive Committee,

who shall report his api)lication to the said Committee.

If after investigating his claims they shall approve his election, they shall,

at the earliest time practicable, report his name to the Association, and he may

be elected by two-thirds of the members present on ballot.

Section 3. No person shall be considered a member of this Association

until he shall have signed the Constitution, and paid into the Treasury the

sum of three dollars as an initiation fee and the annual contribution for the

current year. All persons who become members shall be considered as

permanent members, but may be expelled for improper conduct by a vote

of two-thirds of the members present at any annual meeting.

Section 4. Every member shall pay in advance into the hands of the Trea-

surer the sum of three dollars as his yearly contribution, and is liable to loose

his right of membership by neglecting to pay said contribution for three

successive years. Members shall be entitled, on the payment of five dollars,

to receive a certificate of membership signed by the President, one Vice Presi-

dent, Permanent Secretary and Treasurer, covenanting to return the same to

the proper officer on relinquishing their connection with the Association.

Section 5. Eesignation of membership shall be made in writing to the

Permanent Secretary or Treasurer ; but no resignation shall be accepted from

any one who is in arrears to the Treasurer. All resignations shall be

acknowledged in writing by the officer who receives them, and shall be reported

at the next annual meeting.

Section 6. Every local Pharmaceutical Association shall be entitled to five

delegates in the annual meetings, who, if present, become members of the

Association on signing the Constitution, without being ballotted for.
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Section 1. Pharmaceutists, Clicmists, and other scientific men, who may-

be thought worthy of the distinctiou, may be elected honorary members upon

the same conditions and under the same rules as appertain to active members.

They shall not, however, be required to contribute to the funds, nor shall tliey

be eligible to hold office or to vote at the meetings.

Artictle III.

—

Of the Officers.

Section 1. The officers shall be a President, two or more Vice Presidents, a

Permanent Secretary, a Local Secretary and a Treasurer, who shall, with the

exception of the Permanent Secretary, be elected annually, and shall hold

otEce until an election of successors.

Section 2. The Permanent Secretary" shall be elected to hold office per-

manently during the pleasure of the Association
;
he shall receive from the

Treasurer an annual salary and the amount of his travelling expenses in addi-

tion to his salary.

Section 3. The President shall preside at the meetings, and administer the

rules of order usual in deliberative assemblies. He shall nominate all special

committees, except a majority of the members present direct a report to ballot-

ing or other means.

He shall sign the certificates of membership, approve all foreign correspon-

dence, and countersign orders on the Treasurer. t

He shall present at each annual meeting a report of the operations of the

Association during the year, with such information pertaining to its condition

and prospects and tht object it has in view, together with such suggestions for

its future management as may seem to him proper.

Section 4. In case of the temporary absence or inability of the President,

his duties shall devolve on one of the Vice-Presidents in the order of their

names. .

Section 5. The Permanent Secretary shall keep fair and correct minutes of

the proceedings of the meetings, and carefully preserve on file all reports,

essays, and papers of every description received by the Association, and shall

be charged with the necessary foreign and scientific correspondence, and with

the editing, publishing and distributing the Proceedings of the Association

under the direction of the Executive Committee. He shall furnish the

Chairman of every special Committee with a list of its members and a cojjy

of the minute of its appointment, and shall notify every member of the time

and place of each annual meeting. He shall be a member of the Executive

Committee.

Section G. The Local Secretary shall be elected annually at the last session

of the annual meeting, and shall be a resident of the city at which the next

annual meeting of the Association is to be held. It shall be his duty to assist

the Permanent Secretary in his duties, to co-operate with any local committee

in making arrangements for the annual meeting, to correspond with the Chair-

men of the several Committees and with other members, in advance of the

meeting promotive of its objects, and to have custody of specimens, papers

and apparatus destined for use or exhibition at the meetings. He shall act as

27
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Secretarj- at the first meeting, or until another shall be appointed, in case of
the absence of the Permanent Secretary.

Section 7. The Treasurer shall collect and take charge of the funds of the
Association, and shall also hold and issue the certificates of membership. He
shall pay no monies unless by the order of the chairman of one of the stand-
ing or of a special committee, authorized to appropriate funds of the Associa-
tion, such order to be countersigned by the President.

He shall present a statement of his accounts at each annual meeting, that
they may be audited. He shall also report to the Executive Committee, previ-
ous to each annual meeting, the names of such members as have failed to pay
their annual contributions for three years, and also the names of such as have
failed to return their certificates of membership after having been ofi&cially

disconnected with the Association, and duly notified to do so.

Article IV.— 0/ the Standing Committees.

Section 1. There shall be five standing committees elected annually

—

Executive Committee, a Committee on the Progress of Pharmacy, a Committee
on the Drug Market, each to consist of five members ; a Committee oa
Scientific Queries and a Business Committee, each to consist of three mem-
bers.

Section 2. The Exacutive Committee, of which the Permanent Secretary

shall be one of the members, shall have charge of the revision of the roll, the

investigation of application for membership, and the publication of the Pro-
ceedings. They shall report at each meeting a revised roll of members, with

appropriate notices of deceased membei^, also the names of any who, having
become disconnected with the Association, refuse to return their certificates

of membership as provided by the Constitution.

The annual publication of the Proceedings shall contain the corrected roll

of members, full minutes of the several sittings, the Reports of the President

and of the Committees, together with such addresses, scientific papers, discus-

sions, notices of new processes and preparations as the Executive Committee

may deem worthy of insertion. At least one copy shall be furnished each

member of the Association.

Section 3. The Committee on the Progress of Pharmacy, of which the

Local Secretary shall be one of the members, shall report annually to the

Association on the improvements in Chemistry, Practical Pharmacy and the

collateral branches, and on any new works bearing on these subjects published

in this country or in Europe.

Section 4. The Committee on Scientific Queries shall report, near the close

of each Annual Meeting, a proper number of questions of scientific and

practical interest, the answers to which may advance the interests of Pharmacy,

and shall procure the acceptance of as many such questions for investigation

as may be practicable, and report before the next succeeding Annual

Meeting.

Section 5. The Business Committee shall be charged with the transmission

of unfinished business from one Annual Meeting to another, with collecting
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arranging anil expediting the business throughout the various sessions of the

Annual Meeting.

Article V.

—

Of tfie Meetings.

Sec/ion 1. The meetings shall be held annually, or as the Association may
from time to time determine

;
provided, that in case of failure of this from

any cause, the duty of calling the Association together shall devolve upon the

President, or one of the Vice-Presidents, with the advice and consent of the

Executive Committee.

Sec/ion 2. At the opening of each annual meeting, the President, or, in

case of his absence, one of the Vice-Presidents shall call the meeting to order

and preside until after an election of officers
;

in case the President and

Vice-Presidents are absent, this duty shall devolve on the chairman of the

Executive Committee, or, in bis absence, on any member chosen by vote of those

present.

In the absence of the Permanent Secretary the President shall appoint a

Secretarj', pro tempore.

The order of business at the first session of each annual meeting shall be as

follows :

1st. The appointment by the President of a committee of three persons to

examine credentials, and report the names of those duly accredited.

2d. The Executive Committee shall report the names of new members and

of persons present recommended 'for membership, who shall be immediately

ballotted for.

3d. The roll of those in attendance, iis thus completed, shall be called by

the Permanent Secretary.

4th. The report of the Standing and Special Committees shall be

read by their titles, or in full, and laid on the table for future consider-

ation.

5th. A committee to nominate officers for the ensuing year shall be

appointed, consisting of one nominated by each delegation in attendance, and

three members appointed by the President, from among those not delegated, to

report at the opening of the next session.

The first session shall close with the reading of the President's Annual

Report, and referring any portion requiring the action of Committees.

After the first session, the order of business shall be determined by the

nature of the subjects presented and by the consent of the majority.

Section 3. During periods fixed by vote for scientific discussion and the

exhibition of specimens and processes, the ordinary rules of parliamentary

bodies shall be suspended, but at other times shall be enforced by the presiding

officer, from whose decisions, however, appeals may be taken if required

by five members, and the meeting shall thereupon decide without debate.

A motion reduced to writing and seconded shall be open to discussion, and

while it is before the meeting no motion shall be received unless to amend,
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divide, commit, to lay on the table, postpone or to adjourn ;
and a motion to

adjourn shall be decided without debate.

^
On the call of any member, the yeas and nays shall be ordered, when every

member shall vote unless excused by a majoiity of those present, and the

names and manner of voting shall be entered on the Minutes.

Article VI.

This Constitution may be altered or amended by a vote of three-fourths

of the members present at any regular meeting, and notice to alter or

amend the same shall be given at least one sitting before a vote there-

upon.

Approving of the objects of the American Pharmaceutical Association, I am
desirious of joining it in membership

; and having read its Constitution, I

hereby signify my approval of it, and subscribe to it.

Address

I hereby agree to return my certificate of membership in the American

Pharmaceutical Association to the Treasurer of that body, if I shall hereafter

cease to be connected in membership with it.

TESTIMONIALS.

The undersigned being personally acquainted with

o f testify to his moral character, his skill as a

practical Druggist and Pharmaceutist, and his professional probity and good

standing, and they recommend him for membership in the American Pharma-

ceutical Association.

Name Address.
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Joel S. Orne, Cambridgeport, Massachusetts, 1859
Augustus P. Melzar, Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1856
Levi G. Dodge, Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1859
BeDjamin F. Stacey, Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1860
Geo. P. Kettell, Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1867
Geo. A. Stuart, M. D., Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1867
John Buck, Chelsea, Massachusetts, 1855
G. W. Churchill, Chelsea, Massachusetts, 1865
David Scott, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1855
Nelson R. Scott, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859
M. S. McConville, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859
Thomas A. McConville, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1864
George A. Kimball, Haverhill, Massachusetts, 1859
H. M. Whitney, Lawrence, Massachusetts, 1859

Edmund Bigelow, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1860
John E. Doyle, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1866
John Hooker, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1867

C. C. Bixby, N. Bridgewater, Massachusetts, 1859

Benjamin Proctor, Lynn, Massachusetts, 1859

James Emerton, Salem, Massachusetts, 1859

S. A. D. Sheppard, Salem, Massachusetts, 1865

Samuel Kidder, Jr., Lowell, Massachusetts, 1859

David Coggin, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1864

Wm. H. French, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1865

T. Gibson Tweed, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1865

Charles E. Savell, Eoxbury, Massachusetts, 1860

Eben Blatchford, Rockport, Massachusetts, 1857

Eben Blatchford, Jr., Rockport, Massachusetts, 1865

George W. Berrian, Jr. North Andover, Massachusetts, 1857

F. T. Whiting, Great Barrington, Massachusetts, 1863

Wm. D. Broomhead, East Somerville, Massachusetts, 1865

George Marsh, Dedham, 'Massachusetts, 1865

Jeremiah Sanborn, Jr., Dorchester, Massachusetts, 1865

E. R. Knights, Melrose, Massachusetts, 1865

Andrew Geyer, Ipswicli, Massachusetts, 1865

James E. Blake, New Bedford, Massachusetts, 1865

James L. Hunt, Hingham, Massachusetts, 1865

Wm. Aug. SafFord, • Feltonville, Massachusetts, 1865

C. H. Lowe, Newton Corner, Massachusetts, 1865

Geo. W. Bird, Brookline, Massachusetts, 1867

William Warren, Brighton, Massachusetts, 1867
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Robert F. Lattimer, Westerly, Rhode Island, 1857

L. R. Blackman, Westerly, Rhode Island, 1865

Robert J. Taylor, Newport, Rhode Island, 1859

Wm. S. N. Allen, Newport, Rhode Island, 1865

Albert L. Calder, Providence, Rhode Island, 1859

G A. Copeland, Providence, Rhode Island, 1867

Albert J. Congdon, East Greenwich, Rhode Island, 1860.

F. A. Weber, Woonsocket, Connecticut, 1860

Natban Dikeman, Waterbury, Connecticut, 1865

Alfred Daggett, Jr., New Haven, Connecticut, 1865

Nathan F. Peck, Rockville, Connecticut, 1861

George D. Coggeshall, New York C ty, New York, 1852

Eugene Dupuy, New York City, New York, 1852

C. B. Guthrie, New York Gi ty. New York, 1852

Henry F. Fish, New York Ci ty, New York, 1852

Wm. A. Brewer, New York C ity, New York, 1853

Junius Gridley, New York Ci ty, New York, 1853

James S. Aspinwal), New York Ci fcy, New York, 1855

John Canavan, New York C ty, New York, 1855

John Milhau, New York City, New York, 1855

Isaac Coddington, New York C ity, New York, 1855

Frederick Hale, New York C 'ty, New York, 1855

H. T. Kiersted, New York C ty, New York, 1856

Henry Haviland, New York C ty, New York, 1857

George W. De la Vergne, New York Ci ty, New York, 1857

John Faber, New York C ity, New York, 1857

Thomas T. Green, New York C ty. New York, * 1858

Ray B. Easterbrook, New York C ty, New York, 1858

Henry A. Cassebeer, New York C Ity, New York, 1858

Edward L. Milhau, New York C ity, New York, 1858

Lewis T. Lazell, New York C 'ty, New York, 1858

Edward H. Marsh, New York C ty, New York, 1858

John H. Currie, New York C ity, New York, 1858

Robert A. Sands, New York C ity. New York, 1858

William Hegeman, New York C 'ty. New York, 1858

William A. Gellatly, New York C 'ty. New York, 1858

J. H. Westerfield, New York C ity. New York, 1858

Lucian F. Wheeler, New York C ity, New York, 1858

Henry Kiersted, New York C ity, New York, 1858

Raymond Graverend, New York C ty, New York, 1859

L. Leroy, New York C ity, New York, 1859
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William Wright, Jr., New York City, New i ork. lot) J

V. Wendover Bedford, New York City, New York, LooJ

John W. Shedden, New York City, New York, XOOtJ

W. Neergaard, New York City, New York, LcOV

P. F. Mayer, New York City, New York, loo J

Alexander V. Blake, New York City, New York,

William M. Giles, New York City, New York, 1 OlJU

Paul Balluff, New York City, New York,

John Carle, Jr., New York City, New York, 1 sr.fi

Jabcz H. Hazard, New York City, New York, loUU

James Weaver, New Y'ork City, New York,

George W. Southwick, New York City, New York, 1 GUV

E. L. Johnson, New York City, ew X or K, X ouu

Theodore Schumann, New York City, New York, 1 oou

George G. Porter, New York City, New York,

George E. Sheils, New York City, New York, 1 ouu

Warren B. Gardiner, New York City, New York,

Gustav Ramsperger, New York City, New York, xouu

B. H. Reinold, New York City, New York, 1XOO L

Adolph G. Dunn, New York City, New York, lov^

Theobald Frohwein, New York City, New \ ork,

W. Fisher, New York City, New York,

A. W. Gabaudan, New York City, New York, I00.J

James S. Higgins, New York City, New ^ ork. XOU.J

Daniel C. Bobbins, New York City, cW i Ui K
,

J. Ovl-J

Henry J. Weber, New York City, li cW L UI i\
,

George J.. McKay, New York City, 1>CW XUIii-, X out:

F. W. Colby, New York City, ii ew X orK, LOXjO

John Frey, New York City, Xl cW X Ol li, 1865

Max Frohwein, New York City, iiew X orK, 10\)0

Henry W. Fuller, New York City, XNew JL orK, ±0\J0

Chas. F. L. Hohenthal, New York City, i> ew X 01 ii. 1xoyjo

C. W. Kitchen, New York City, ii ew X 01 K., ±0\J0

Gustavus Krehbiel, New York City, iNew xprK, lOxjO

Alfred Mason, New York City, ilcW XOIK, XOlJtJ

James F. Morgan, New York City, 1 1 ew X u 1 K

,

Michael Flynn, New York City, Npw York 1866

Lucian M. Rice, New York City, i.1 C W X KJl £W, 1866

James T. Skelley, New York City, New York, 1866

Chas. F. Chandler, Ph. D., New York City, New York, 1867

E. Fougera, New York City, New Y^ork, 1867
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John W. Gilmore, New York C New York, 1867

Augustus Goecke, New York C ty. New York, 1867

David Hays, New York C ty, New York, • 1867

Gottfried Hebberling, New York Ci ty, New York, 1867

Frederick HuiFmaaD, Ph.D., New York C ity, New York, 1867

Henry Kimmel, New York Ci ty, New York, 1867

John McKesson, Jr., New York C ity, New Y'ork, 1867

Ernest Molwitz, New York C ity, New York, 1867

William H. C. Onderdonk, New York C ty, New York, 1867

George G. Sands, New York C ty, New York, 1867

James L. Schofield, New York C ty, New York, 1867

William H. Whitney, New York C 'ty, New York, 1867

Alexander Hudnut, Brooklyn, New York, 1857

Tristram W. Metcalf, Brooklyn, New York, 1857

Edward E. Squibb, M.D., Brooklyn, New York, 3 858

Robert J. Davies, Brooklyn, New York, '1858

George C. Close, Brooklyn, New York, 1858

Cyrus Pyle, Brooklyn, New York, 1859

Francis M. Bassett, Brooklyn, New York, 1860

Thomas Kinghorne, Brooklyn, New York, 1860

W. E. P. Baylis, Brooklyn, New York, 1860

Richard J. Owens, Brooklyn, New York, 1860

Victor Heidenreich, Brooklyn, New York, 1860

Joshua G. Wilbur, Brooklyn, New York, 1860

John H. Niebrugge, Brooklyn, New York, 1861

J. F. Conway, Brooklyn, New York, 1862

Spencer 0. Hatfield, Brooklyn, New York, 1864

Gilbert Long, Brooklyn, New York, 1864

Sylvester M. Earle, Brooklyn, New York, 1864

Robert R. Rhodes, Brooklyn, New York, 1865

George A. Newman, Brooklyn, New York, 1865

John 1. itellows, Brooklyn, New York, 1865

C. Grenville Curtiss, Brooklyn, New York, 1866

Chas. 0. Rano, Brooklyn, New Y''ork, ]866

Eugene J. Weeks, Brooklyn, New York, 1866

John A. Dunn, Brooklyn, New York, 1867

Emil Heydenreich, Brooklyn, New York, 1867

Thos. Lewis, Brooklyn, New York, 1867

Frank C. Musgiller, Brooklyn, New York, 1867

Jas. H. Ollif, Brooklyn, New York, 1867

Herschel Parker, Brooklyn, New York, 1867.
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Jos. p. nemiDgton, T^rortlf 1 vn IVpw YnrlrXI C VY J. U 1
J

1867

Ambrose C. Snyder, i^rnA K 1 17 n Xi tJW J. UI K
^

lOU I

C N Stirlin;^ Brooklyn, New York, lOU (

Alfred J Tartiss Brooklyn, New York, lOU 1

W 111 W Vn n Brooklyn, New York, 1 OU 1

R. S. McMurdy, M.D., Albany, New York, 1861

William II. McRae, North Shore, S. I., New York, 1861

Henry E. Webb, TVest Farms, Nf^w Yorlf 1H65

S. G. Welling, New Rochelle, New Yorkj 1860

William Gr. Stephens, onksrs. Ngw Yorkj 1860

Robert J. Topli.-^, Yonkers, Ngw Yorkj 1863

Eugene Alex. Houston, Yonkers, N^pw York 1864

Rernard (roodman Yonkers, IVpw Ynrk 1867

Auj? Theodore IVTnith Fishkill Landing, N pw ¥ nrk 1 860

H. A. Tilden, New Lebanon, N^pw York 1858

W^illiam H. Peabody, Buffalo, N^pw Ynrk 1857

H. A. Blauw, Rochester, New Yorkj 1856

Alfred S. Lane, Rochester, New York, 1857

George Rreck, Rochester, Npw York 1866

Jamea T TCino' Middletown, New York, 1859

John T. Hanningj Syracuse, New York, 1864

J-J 1 CLo LiUO X 1 * V_/ i_l a LLA ^ 11 Li
y

Saratoga Springs, New York, 1864

Charles F Fish Saratoga Springs, New York, 1866

Hcrvcy D. ThatcliGrj Potsdam, New York, 1865

Thos. y. Crandall, M.D., Newburgh, New York, 1866

John E Peek Newburgh, New York 1866

N. Mead, Peekskiil, New York, 1865

Thos. L. JohnsoDj Cooperstown, New York, 1867

JaniGs StrattoDj Bordentown

,

New Jersey, 1859

Bunting HankinSj Bordentown, New Jersey, 1865

Jersey City, New Jersey. 1865

J. M. Abernethy, Jersey City, New Jersey, 1865

f_/ lA 1-11 V^O i,'Jl.> XJ.U1L1\J1^ Jersey City, New Jersey, 1867

Adolph Kirsten, Jersey City, New Jersey, 1867

Wm. R. Laird, Jersey City, New Jersey, 1867

W^illiam R. Schanck, Jersey City, •New Jersey, 1867

Richard Frohwein, Elizabethport, New Jersey, 1867

Peter V. Coppuck, Mount Holly, New Jersey, 1857

A. S. White, Mount Holly, New Jersey, 1860

C. H. Dalrymple, Morristown, New Jersey, 1860

Wm. J. Allinson, Burlington, New Jersey, 1862
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Henry B. Morris,

John A. Vandegrift,

Charles Ellis,

W illiam Procter, Jr.,

Alfred B. Taylor,

Edward Parrish,

Peter J. Hassard,

John M. Maisch,

Israel J. Grahame,

Dillwyn Parrish,

Samuel F. Troth,

Ambrose Smith,

Thomas P. James,

Charles Bullock,

Thomas S. Wiegand,

Samuel N. James,

Evan T. Ellis,

Wilson H. Pile, M. D.,

Samuel S. Bunting,

T. Morris Perot,

Asher S. Leidy,

Samuel Chapman, M. D.,

Edward H. Hance,

Charles H. Eggert,

George M. Snowden,

William R. Warner,

O. S. Hubbell,

Henry N. Puttenhouse,

William J. Jenks,

E. Raphael Perot,

W. B. Thompson,

J. A. Heintzelman,

Adolphus F. Neynaber,

Adam H. Wilson,

Benjamin F. Johnson,

Thos. A. Lancaster,

Daniel S. Jones,

James T. Shinn,

George J. Scattergood,

Charles Shivers,

William Evans, Jr.,

Burlington, New Jersey, 1864

Burlington, New Jersey, 1867

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1852

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1852

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1852

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1852

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1853

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1856

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1856

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

"Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1857

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1858

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1858

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1858

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1858

Philadelphia, • Pennsylvania, 1859

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1859

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1859

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1859

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1859

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860
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JJeDjamin J. Crew, Philadelphia, Penn.sylvania, 1860

J. Lewis Crew, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860

ueorge JJIinknorn, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860
TT ^)Jdenry Jjower, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860

Thomas 11. Coombe, 1)1, ; I „ 1 „1
1 buadelphia. Pennsylvania,

T U AT
J. ±5. iUoore,

T^l * 1 111*
Jrhiladelpuia, Pennsylvania, 1860

George Y. Shoemaker, rhilaaeiphia, Pennsylvania,

John 0. rjverson, Philadelphia, Penn.sylvania, 1863

t/la^ton iN . Wills,
T>i :i J „i 1 •

rhiladelphia. Pennsylvania,

Charles 1^ . Gnstock, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
"1 Of* A1864

Til J J /~1 TEdward C. Jones, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1864

William C. Bakes, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1864

baiuuel Lampbeil, Philadelphia, Penn.sylvania, loo4

o. iuason lucOollin, r^nilaaelpaia. Pennsylvania, 1 OR 1

\\ ilhara bills, Philadelphia,
T> 1

•

Pennsylvania, 1864

Allied iuellorj
T>i • 1 J 1,

•

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1864

(jreorge il. Asnton, rnuaaelphia, Pennsylvania, l<5b4

James L. Bispham, Jrniladeiphia, Pennsylvania, lob5

Andrew Blair, r'hiladelpLia, Pennsylvania, 18bo

Geo. U . Pjldndge, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1865

Ch. Lug. Haenchen, Philadelphia,
Xi 1 .

•

Pennsylvania, 1865

Kobert H. 1 arkinson. I'huaaelpnia, Pennsylvania, lobo

Kobert Jr^latzer, r niladelphia, Pennsylvania, lobo

Alonzo Bobbins, "DV. 11.. ^ ^1 ^ I nfnijaaelpQia, Pennsylvania, lobo

R. M. Shoemaker, Jr., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, lobo

J. Henry C. bimes. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 18d5

W. B. Abell, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1867

John R. Angney, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1 OCTlob7

Henry C. Archibald,
T)r :! J 1 T •

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
1 OCT1867

Louis G. Bauer,
X>L •! 11 1 *

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1867

Edwin McC. Boring,
T>L *1 J 1 I,

*

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, lob7

Thos. J. Casper, M.i)., Jrhiladelphia, Pennsylvania, lobT

Henry Cramer, * Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, lobT

Edward J. Dobbins, J^niladelpnia, Pennsylvania, 1?5D/

Augustus Everhart, rhiladelphia. •Pennsylvania, 1od7

Samuel T. Jones, rniladelphia, Pennsylvania, lobT

Decatur Miiligan, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

Joseph L. Shoemaker, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1867

Isaac W. Smith, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1867

Wm. H. Webb, M. D., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1867

Charles L. Eberle, Germantown, Pennsylvania, 1865
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John Heyl Raser, Reading, Pennsylvania, 1867
P. M. Ziegler, Reading, Pennsylvania, 1867
Charles A. Bannvart, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1856
William Heyser, Jr., Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, 1856
Charles A. Heinitsh, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1857
Leander Neal, Meadville, Pennsylvania, 1858
M. M. Selfridge, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 1858
James T. Borhek, Jr., Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 1867
Wzlhaui S. Sieger, South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 1867
Joseph L. Lemberger, Lebanon, Pennsylvania, 1858
Washington Laycock, Danville, Pennsylvania, 1857
Geo. A. Kelley, Alleghany, Pennsylvania, 1864
Samuel K. Norgrave, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1857
Jon. C. Mattern, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1860
Alfred J.. Rankin, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1864
Joseph Abel, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1864
R. Vinton Steele, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1866
M. C. Morgan, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1867
Richard Tener, Jr., Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, 1863
J. A. Meyers, Columbia, Pennsylvania, 1867
J. C. Hughes, Pottsville, Pennsylvania, 1862 •
Francis P. Green, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, 1864
Louis M. Emanuel, M. D., Linwood, Pennsylvania, 1857
Wm. F. Logan, WiUiamsport, Pennsylvania, 1866
Ferris Bringhurst, Wilmington, Delaware, 1862
John M. Cunningham, Wilmington, Delaware, 1867
John Dixon, Wilmington, Delaware, 1867
Edw. Mclnall, Jr., Wilmington, Delaware, 1867
Benjamin Shoemaker, Jr., Wilmington, Delaware, 1867
Charles Shoemaker, Wilmington, Delaware, 1867
John H. Simms, M. D., Wilmington, Delaware, 1867
Charles E. Ferris, M. D., New Castle, Delaware, 1867
A. P. Sharp, Baltimore, Maryland, 1855
George W. Andrews, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
J. Jacob Smith, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
Charles Caspari, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
J. H. Lemmon, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
Joseph Roberts, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
E. J. Russell, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
J. Faris Moore, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
Oscar Monsarrat, Baltimore, Maryland, 1856
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J B Baxlev iJalLliIJUrcj Maryland
J

loOO
iiliam M TnnTTiT%«inn 13^1 ti tuorCj Maryland^ lOOD

AV 1 Ilia XY\ (;n cnn

n

*Y IlllaLLL V^uOpcLlJj BaltitnorCj Maryland, looo
-1 -T 1 nnmcc»ntJ . O • X UUllioCLIj lialtiniorej Maryland, looo

a1 . Xjl, O cLi 11 iu&1l3j BaltiuiorCj iviarylana, loo7

I3ciltiiiior6^ Maryland, loO i

jjdi Liuj urt? Maryland, loOo
TjPWI*? DnrimpJ i C W 1 0 jL' U 1 1 LI 1 C

^
X^tllll lUUI Maryland, 1 fi'^O

H A Elliott X>al tl LUUX Cj Maryland, 1 KfiQ

#T oil n Tiloplc 1 f 1 r>i HT'PX/ctl Ll IXIUI fvl V* 1 r 1 (1 niTidryidnu, 1 oOW
.1 nn n i> i"SP n 7 1 n or/>T*
tl U li Ll k-7 . J^c U Zil gv^'

y
XJdilllUUrUj Maryland, 1 ^fifi1 30lJ

•Tq mPQ r. AT pT)ji n 1 a I X>alllul(JlCj Mary land.

H M Pettit r4 '1 1 Mm nvoJJa.1 tl IXlUl c
J

Maryland^ loOU

J A. Wolf JJdl lluJ(JI Maryland,

T» lllidUJ XX. ULUV/llf xjciiLiiiiurcj Maryland, i ODO
A ipvnnflpr T^', rnw

n

/ilCAclUU CI XJ . J-* 1 U VV U
J

l^a 1 f 1m nvpX'a.i tiui ui c
J

i'l drylaliUj 100-3

\_/iJd.llco Xj. X/UUIllUj XJall ILUUI jM aryland, ioOo
n 1 fim nrpXJcLl LlLliyjl C

J
1*1 (liyictUU, xooo

IS Q 1 f 1 m r\i*pXJd.1 1.1 Ui Ul c
J

iVlaiyjdllU, looo
r\ Q 1 ( Im r\i*pXJal tLIiiUI \1 O T*TT 1 n n ^I'Xdry lanu, looo

J. llUo. -Tj. XVirUV) -L'x. -L'') 1 f 1 m nvpXJdl 11 111 UI LHdry 1du u

,

1000
Alnrr/n T.iil\7 -Tp I'^n 1 1 1m ATPX^u t ( 1 UJUl C

J
1^1diyidliU, xouo

"\ArTYi \A/ 1; n n n 1 n cr n mVV LUb VV • v.; ULl U 1 LI 1- lia LU
J

r\51 1 flm ATPXJa 1 LI LLl Ul 111 nrxTianriI'ldiy Idllll, 1 ouo

Xjj. VV dllULl XtUooLllj lis* I f" 1 Tin AT*PX^al tl IXtUl xij i'l dry J d uu

,

louo

VyOlULLlULlo \ < XjLLilLU^ rSn 1 f" I in AT*PX^dl 1 1 LLI Ul KSy IVl D r IT 1 Q n HllXdiy IdUU, 1 ouo

tlOIlU Jj . xxall\^\)\jl^^ rs!i I f 1m ATPXJaiblULIUl ITldl yIdUU, lOUO

O OUU X • i"X UlU, 1"? Q 1 tl in ATPXJd 1 LllXl UX Kjy I'lal \ JdUU, lOUO

tioon xi. VV luKieinauj Btil tiiDorCj ]M aryland, 1 004:

iTllCIlacl O. iJaUclj H 1
1" 1 Tf\ ATPXJ d. 1 1 1 LU UX C

J
ITldiyidLlU, 1 Rfi^1 OUfJ

J. C. Leaniy, Wo 1 f 1 m ATPX>dlll Luurc^ i»l dry idCU

,

ioO /

r\Q 1 f 1m ATPX^dl 11 UiUl i'l <M y laUlJ
,

loO 1

XU.. VV . l^OUttVlUj r\ a I ^ 1 in ATPXJdl tl LLKJl Sjy i'ldi y IdlJU, 1 8fi7lOU <

\_;, xi.. XJd LU U a LI 1 Lia

J

BciltiniorGj IvT'i r ola nn 1867

Charles L. Tilyard, Is o 1 t" 1 rvi /svQJ>dlllLUUrt/

J

ludryidiiu, 1 OD 4

JL»aiiiei j5 oireei, I PTlt'TPTTl 1 IpV/tJlJllcVlllt;^ i'l diry iduu, 1 8R7100 i

Jonas Winter, H Q fTPTCfATirnXldgcl blUVVLlj I'ldiy IdliU, louo

Joseph Gr. Skinner, Sal.'sbury, Maryland* 1864

John L. Kidwell, Georgetown, Dist. Columbia, 1856

Valentine Harbaugh, Washington, Dist. Columbia, 1856

F. S. Walsh, Washington, Dist. Columbia, 1856

Samuel F. Tyson, Washington, Dist. Columbia, 1857



James N. Callan,

John A. Milburn,

Joseph W. Nairn,

S. R. Sylvester,

Francis Gaither,

Giles G. C. Simms,

Talbot C. Murray,

R. G. Lineaweaver,

Charles C. Callan,

R. B. Ferguson,

-Daniel P. Hickling,

J. Stanley Jones,

R. H. Stabler, M. D.,

James Cooke,

Charles K. Gallagher,

Richard B. Saunders,

H. J. Menninger,

Lewis T. Sillyman,

Edw. H. Heinitsh,

John M. Clark,

Fleming C. Grieve,

R. H. Land,

J. Henry Zeilin,

P. C. Candidus,

Crawford Blackwood,

Matthew F. Ash,

William Pryor Creecy,

Charles C. Thornton, M.

James A. Lee,

John H. Pope,

Frederick A. Keffer,

William P. KeflFer,

Hennell Stevens,

Wm. B. Chapman,

W. J. M. Gordon,

Wm. S. Merrell,

Wm. H. Adderly,

John Scott,

William C. Arons,

E. S. Wayne,

Paul Reinlein,
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Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Washington,

Alexandria,

Fredericksburg,

Washington,

Chapel Hill,

Newbern,

Columbia,

Columbia,

Milledgeville,

Milledgeville,

Augusta,

Macon,

Aberdeen,

Columbus,

Jackson,

Vicksburg,

D., Yazoo City,

New Iberia,

New Orleans,

New Orleans,

New Orleans,

Columbia,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

28

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Dist. Columbia,

Virginia,

Virginia,

North Carolina,

North Carolina,

North Carolina,

South Carolina,

South Carolina,

Georgia,

Georgia,

Georgia,

Georgia,

Mississippi,

Mississippi,

Mississippi,

Mississippi,

Mississippi,

Louisiana,

Louisiana,

Louisiana,

Louisiana,

Texas,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

433

1857

1858

1858

1858

1860

1860

1863

1864

1867

1867

1867

1867

1856

1856

1857

1858

1866

1859

1867

1857

1859

1859

1859

1857

1857

1860

1862

1856

1860

1862

1866

1857

1852

1854

1854

1854

1854

1854

1854

1856
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V71lVt3l r . Vjr(JIUULIj CiDcinnati, UulOj 100 /

-il. TV . X^UcllLUYcIj Cincinnati, All InvjniOj

-lAn r» Tc ooaVi a

n

V UULI XVCCOLlciLI

^

Cincinnati, \jnio, loO-t

Cincinnati, unio, loU-±

Alfrprl r Hill Cincinnati, v/nio. 1 BRA

T T. A rirpvtf* Cincinnati, unio, loo-t

jC\ . » V dj^u cFj Cincinnati, unio,

IT T? T?onTYi Cincinnati, Unio, loD4r

Cincinnati, Unio, 1 SRI

. ±^ t li li r
1

J

Cincinnati, Unio, lOD-i

Ernest Jvarnpfrnuellfir^ Cincinnati, Unio, loot

Cincinnati, Unio, lot)*

^. xi. x>oaej Cincinnati, Unio, 1od4

0. HepnemaDj Cincinnati, Unio, 1 QCil8D4
^'Viii, Karrmann^ Cincinnati, unio, 1 fiRlloOi

Cincinnati, uuio, lOD-t

H H HillXX • J.Jt . i.J Ail, V^IUCIU [1(111, unio,

A M .Tnhnstnn V'lli^lULlcltl, xou*±

v^iucinudti. unio, 1 SRJ.loO-i

Cincinnati, unio,

Cincinnati, unio,

Cincinnati, unio, loO'i

» . -111. xveitsnKier, Cincinnati, Unio, 1 Oft 1

Matthew M. Yorston, Cincinnati, unio, 1 8R/t

Michael Parr, Cincinnati, unio, 1 8R1

o. JU. HajdeD, Cincinnati, Unio, i504

J . ijr. r ratz, Cincinnati, unio, 1004

A. Hottendorf, Cincinnati, Unio, 1 QR 4

George Ijger, Cincinnati, unio, ISRi.loO-i

'urriuiin xiees, Cincinnati, unio, 1 SRIISO*
P AT TTolrYiQt-i\j. i'l. xieiQian, Cincinnati, unio, 1 SRIlODi
TT M Morrillxi. iu. Merrill, Cincinnati, unio, 1 8R1

Charles Foertmyer, Cincinnati, unio, 1 8RJ.1 OOi

Bruce M. Brake, Cincinnati, unio,

Daniel Boemer, Cincinnati, unio.

iiiireu V . X orgey, V^inCiUIl all. OViinV'lllU, 1 8fi'>xC\)*J

Augustus Henkel, L'lucinnaii, UUIO,

J. F. Judge, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1866

F. M. Odena, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1866

George B. McPherson, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1867

George H. Fickardt, Circleville, Ohio, 1864

Hiram Maguire, Portsmouth, Ohio, 1864



I

J. W. Dietrich,

William Fiske,

E. W. Sackrider,

Robert C. Kennedy,

Joseph H. Debolt,

J. F. Grossklausj

Alex. Garver,

T. B. Dorsey,

W. S. Fuller,

C. J. Geiger,

Walter P. Geiger,

William P. H. Barr,

Robert S. Drake,

J. H. Larwill, Jr.,

J. Marshall Caldwell,

Henry C. Steever,

Leonce Cherot,

Frederick Stearns,

T. R. Spence,

Samuel P. Duffield, Ph. D.
George M. Wheeler,

William Johnston,

H. S. Biddle,

Jacob S. Farrand,

Frank E. Fletcher,

J. H. GriflBth,

T. H. Griffith,

H. E Hill,

Frank Lawrence,

E. L'Hommedieu,

Theodore Ronnefeld,

S. S. Stearns,

James Vernon,

Saml. S. Garrigues, Ph. D.,

Alfred A. Dunk,

Richard Vogel,

J. M. Holland,

Noah Huckins,

James C. Meseroll,

Emanuel Mann,

Robert C. Wardell,

ROLL OF MEMBERS.

Dayton,

Cleveland,

Cleveland,

Cleveland,

Fulton,

Navarre,

Navarre,

Dresden,

Wilmington,

Canton,

Canton,

Alliance,

Piqua,

Columbia,

Knoxville,

Memphis,

Memphis,

Detroit,

Detroit,

,
Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

Detroit,

East Saginaw,

East Saginaw,

Saginaw City,

Jackson,

Jackson,

Jackson,

Ann Arbor,

Battle Creek,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Ohio,

Tennessee,

Tennessee,

Tennessee,

Tennessee,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan.

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,

Michigan,
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1856

1857

1859

1865

1864

1859

1866

1866

1866

1866

1867

1867

1867

1858

1866

1865

1865

1855

1857

1859

1860

1860

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1866

1855

1867

1867

1866

1866

18rt7

1866

1860
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vTsJuigc i , ijritizicr^ Parma, Michigan, loOo

Parma, Michigan, iSDO

ejubiau x>, r roscj Ypsilanti, Michigan, looo

^naries r. UQi^ Monroe, Michigan, looo

Julius Weiss, Monroe, Michigan, looo

Dciniel W^. HichdrdsoD, Almont, Michigan, J ooo

HcDry Griffin, Grand Haven, Michigan, lono

OaLUtJo VV . X>d.C;KUOj Marine City, Michigan

,

loO/

X iiuiiJdb Ji- xjdrrj Terre Haute, Indiana, lOOO

Jatnes Gallaghcrj Terre Haute, Indiana, loOO

Terre Haute, Indiana, loOO

x>. r. ocriunerj New Albany, Indiana, 1 Sl^fiJ-OOo

George W. Slosin, Indianapolis, Indiana, loO /

Xi • JL . I'l 1 1 i c I

,

XUUldUapUilOy Indiana, J-Ooy

Xi . I'l. >V UUUb^ XlitlldUapUlloj Indiana, looo

TV . »J . XjUCKj Vincennes, Indiana, looy

vJclUlJJt' J->. eJalUciiaj V lUUcUUtiaj Indiana, JLeOU

AnHrpw -T T^iiIItt ui t >v dyiiCj XOOij

fidwiD ToniliDSOQj Fort W^ayne, Indiana, looo

H. Van SweringeDj Fort T\ aynCj Indiana, lOOO

G. TV . Brown, Logans port, Indiana, looo

uriau J:. ouciJier, Lafayette, Indiana, lOO-i

J reu. i^cotj jja X oric, Indiana, loOO

joDu ti. jiiQierSy Auburn, Indiana, loO /

J: red Yv eisSj tJeffersonvillCj Indiana, 100 i

JCjQWID V-'. VXaiej V^niCrigOj Illinois, 100 (

Chicago, Illinois, 100 /

CliicasfOj Illinois, 1 8fi7100 (

George Buck, Chicago, Illinois, lOOU

tV Ui. J:. XJIUOKI, l_/lllCdgU, llliUOlS, lOOO
1? AIqViIq Pli T\ Ctiicago, Illinois, 10D-*

iiiD. xi. Hiueri, Chicago, Illinois, 1001
Torvioo W Mill Chicago, Illinois, 1004

Jci. ±1. oargent, Chicago, Illinois, lo04

Henry Biroth, Chicago^ Illinois, loOO

James v . a. x>ianey, lu. ly., Chicago, Illinois, 1800

S S Bliss Till nni XOUd

Thomas Brown, Chicago, Illinois, 1865

A. B. Bryan, Chicago, Illinois, 1365

F. A. Bryan, Chicago, Illinois, 1865

N. T. Curth, Chicago, Illinois, 1865
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Emil Dietzsch,

Emil Dreier,

Henry G. d'Evers,

G. M. Hambright,

Charles Hejlman,

J- H. Hooper,

Greorge McPherson,

W. H. Muller,

John Parsons,

J. P. Sharp,

Henry Sweet,

Thos. Whitfield,

Joseph Willard,

Louis Woltersdorf,

Staweil W. Gillespie,

Ira Lackey,

Phil L. Milleman,

Will. Reinhold,

Nobel Schroeder,

Louis C. Strehl,

E. P. Tourtelot,

Frank J. Tourtelot,

J. C. Borcherdt,

J. W. Ehrman,

W. Austin Joyce,

D. S. Dyson,

Edwin R. Smith,

John Burrell,

M. A. Breed,

G. T. Chamberlain,

Eugene L. Massot,

James O'Gallagher,

Alexander Leitch,

Enno Sander, Ph. D.,

Isaac E. Jones,

Samuel D. Hendel,

Arthur Leitch,

C. F. G. Meyer,

Henry W. Scheffer,

W. H. Crawford,

Theodore Kalb,

Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Ouicago, Illinois, 1865
Lnicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Lnicago, Illinois, 1865
Onicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Cnicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, * Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Til* •

Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1865
Chicago, Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Til'

Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Til"

Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Til •

Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Til*

Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Tl 1' •

Illinois, 1866
Chicago, Til* •

Illinois. 1866
Chicago, Illinois, 1867
Chicago, Illinois, 1867
Chicago, Illinois, 3867
Blomington, Illinois, 1856
Monmouth, Illinois, 1862
Freeport, Illinois.

. 1865
Peoria, Illinois, 1866
St. Louis, Missouri, 1853
St. Louis, Missouri, 1857
ot. Louis, Missouri, 1858
St. Louis, Missouri, 1858
at. liOUlg, Missouri, 1858
C5t. JjOUIS, Missouri, 1858
Qi Tbt. Louis, Missouri, 1858
^ r. 1 1 1 ai^u* iiUUla, Missouri, 1860
St. Louis, Missouri, 1860
St. Louis, Missouri, 186,9
St. Louis, Missouri, 1864
St. Louis, Missouri, 1864
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James McBride, St. Louis, Missouri 1864
Thos. Tan ton, St. Louis, Missouri, 1865
Everaiont Randals, St. Louis, Missouri, 1865
Ferd. W. Sennewald, St. Louis, Missouri, 1865
Hubert Primm, Carondelet, Missouri, 1855
John C. Parr, Covington, Kentucky, 1856
D. B. Miller, Covington, Kentucky, 1864
H. A. Hughes, LouLsville, Kentucky, 1857
C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville, Kentucky, 1863
George E. Jeannot, Louisville, Kentucky, 1864
George H. Carey, Louisville, Kentucky, 1866
Thomas E. Jenkins, M. D., Louisville, Kentucky, 1866
George A. Newman, Louisville,

>
Kentucky, 1866

Edward A. Preuss, Louisville, Kentucky. 1866
John Colgan, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

Norman Fletcher, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

Chas. K. Jones, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

J. M. Krim, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

J. F. Llewellyn, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

Ferd. J. Pfingst, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

C. Rademaker, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

F. Sacksteder, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

G. A. ZauEinger, Louisville, Kentucky, 1867

N. Gray Bartlett, Keokuk, Iowa, 1864

C. F. G. Collins, Beloit, Wisconsin, 1859

John R. Drake, Milwaukie, Wisconsin, 1860

Robert J. Brown, Leavenworth, Kansas, 1862

E. T. Porter, Junction City, Kansas, 1867

Wm. H. Shuey, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1864

Robert Ormsby Sweeney, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1866

George S. Dickey, San Francisco, California, 1859

George E. Hinckly, San Fi'ancisco, California, 1859

William H. Keith, San Francisco, California, 1859

James G. Steele, San Francisco, California, 1859

Henry Steele, San Francisco, California, 1859

H. M. Wilder, San Francisco, California, 1866

Charles P. Pollard, Marysville, California, 1859

F. T. Maynard, Petaluma, California, 1864

Charles Hodge, Portland, Oregon, 1859

John Best, Central City, Colorado, 1866

Benjamin E. Hays, Central City, Colorado, 1866



Jacob Krummeck,
J. E. D'Avignon,

Henry R. Gray,

Nathan Mercer,

William Saunders,

Wm. Maurice Moore,

Oeorge J. Waugh,
Alexander Bain Petrie,

Th ooias Lawrence,

George W. Morgan, Jr.,

James B. Heyl,

F. C. Herbruger,

DECEASED MEMBERS. 439

Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1867
Montreal, Canada East, 1866
Montreal, Canada East, 1867
Montreal, Canada East, 1867
London, Canada West, 1860
London, Canada West, . 1866
Stratford, Canada West, 1862
Guelph, Canada West, 1867
Hamilton, Ontario Canada, 1867
St. Thomas, Ontario Canada, 1867
Hamilton, Bermuda, 1863
Panama, U. S. Colombia, 1867

LIST OF DECEASED MEMBERS.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

Franklin Bacbe, M. D,

Thomas Farrington,

James H. Anderson,

Charles L. Bache,

James Balraer,

John W. Barry,

John Beyron,

Francis 0. Bigelow,

Samuel J. Billings,

Henry C. Blair,

John T. Brown,

Benjamin Canavan,

Charles T. Carney,

W. F. Clency,

Walter S. Coon,

N. Cressman,

James E. Cunningham,
Alexander Cushman, •

John P. Dodge,

George B. Fish,

Richard Forester,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Boston, Mass.,

ACTIVE MEMBERS.

Elected.

1857,

185G,

Died.

1864

1867

New York, N. Y.,

Elected. Died.

1859, 1866
San Francisco, Cal., 1852, 1854
Baltimore, Md., 1856, 1866
Baltimore, Md., 1856, 1861
Shrevesport, La., 1858, 1862
Medford, Mass., 1859, 1863
New York, N. Y., 1860, 1865
Philadelphia, Pa., 1855, 1862
Boston, Mass., 1859, 1860
New York, N. Y., 1855, 1857
Boston, Mass., 1853, 1862
Cincinnati, 0., 1859, 1865
New York, N. Y., 1858, 1861
Waterloo, Canada West, 1863, 1864
Pittsburg, Pa., 1860, 1863
New York, N. Y., 1858, 1861
New York, N Y., 1855, 1863
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., 1860, 1866
Brooklyn, N. Y., 1860, 1862



440 LIST OF DECEASED MEMBERS.

Elected. , Died,
\A/ 1 1 1 1 o nn tl rttr*V lill<lUl \J M \

J
Cambridgcport, Mass., 1858, 1862

l^^liTi 1; 1 1 (I fli n n/I Cincinnati, 0. 18G2, 1866

Andrew Ocycrj Boston, Mass., 1853, iot>i>

Louis Gronewe^j Cincinnati, 0., 1864, 1866

J. A.. Hcgemdiiij JNew lorK, IS. J.J 1855, 1860
V T, Tnlin Philadelphia, Pa., ioDO,

IjiTQi'loo A Tn M ri a n £! Cincinnati, 0., 1 Q R. Oiouo,

Asbury Kentj Cincinnati, 0., 1854, 1860

Tf\ illict.ni K-Cntj Cincinnati, 0., 1864, lot) 1

Ilcnry King", XT^-T- ..1- \T V
JN ew 1 ork, IN . i 1858, 1867

Hi. idi. ivn*ippj Norwalk, Conn., 1860, loOJ

Josepli Laidley^ Richmond, Va., 1852, 1861
1 o YY\ Ctd R Tana Fitchburg, Mass., iooo, Loo i

VV llllaul 15. ijllIlCj Panama, U. S. Colombia, 185*7, 1867

Wm. Longshaw, Jr., M. I)., Bayou Sara, La., 1858, 1 OCA

John McDonald, Brooklyn, N. ¥., 1860, 1861

T. C. Mclntyre, M. D., Washington, D. C, 1858, 1 862

James T. Maxwell, New York, N.Y., 1 855, 1860

John Meakim (Pres. 1855-56), New York, N.Y., 1 Q OlODZ, 1 QUO

Wm. J. Olliffe, M. D., New York, N.Y., 1858, 1866

Samuel W. Osgood, Davenport, Iowa, 1858, lobO

Albert G. Palmer, Washington, D. C, 1858, 1860

S. P. Peck, Bennington, Vt., I oO>5, 1 ftFiQlODy

Samuel R. Philbrick, Boston, Mass., 1852, 1859

L. Phillips, Baltimore, Md., 1856, 1865

Jas. L. Polhomus, Sacramento, Cal., 18G6, 1867

J. Lindley Pyle, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1859, 1866

Lewis Rehfuss, Cincinnati, 0., 1854, 1856

David Roberts, Boston, Mass., lis JO, 1 oOo

Fred. Rollmann, Philadelphia, Pa., TOP'? 1 QUA

Jesse M. Sands, New York, N. Y., 1860, iobi

Harmar D. Scully, Pittsburg, Pa., I cSDo, loob

C. Augustus Smith, Cincinnati, 0., lobZ

Wm. H. Squire, Germantown, Pa., J oO«>

Henry Steiuer, Philadelphia, Pa., 100 I
J

1 0 JO

A. M. Stevens, Cincinnati, 0., 1 oO'i, 1 ooy

Thos. A. Sweetser, South Danvers, Mass., 1 o\>\)

Wm. Thomas, Jersey City, N. J., 1 ft 1 ft1 000

S. B. Waite, Washington, D. C, icoo, 1 ftf?9lob^

G. W. Weyman, Ph. D., Pittsburg, Pa., 1858, 1864

Daniel F. White, Charlestown, Mass., 1859, iob4

W. P. White, Chicago, III., 1 Q n K
IcSO J, I obb

Silas Whitehead, Lynchburg, Va,, 1856, 1858

G. C. Wilson, Boston, Mass., 1859, 1861

C. Wiseman, Baltimore, Md., 1856, 1862

L. Witzell, Cincinnati, 0., 1864, 1867

G. Davidge Wood, Baltimore, Md., 1856, 1863
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LIST OF RESIGNATIONS.
John T. Puller,

Otto Lippert,

A. L Matthews,

Wm. Tillej,

Ann Arbor, Michigan, iS5l
Cincinnati, Ohio,

. i864
Buffalo, New York, 1857
Cincinnati, Ohio, i864

LIST OF MEMBERS DROPPED FROM THE ROLL.
Samuel B. Alien,

T. Roberts Baker,

William Ball,

Robert Battey,

William C. Brigham,

William H. Brigham,^

Edward H. Buehler,

J. Hartley Bunn,*
J. R. Carpenter,

0. F. Cawthon,

Pred. Colman,

Hamilton Creighton,

E. W. Crowther,

Gustavus Dohme,*
Francis X. Dooley,*

Edw'dDonnelly, M.D.,*

W. H. Durkee,f

Alexander Duval,f

Alexander H. Everett,

Henry Gers,f'

P. Glackmeyer,

William E. Hagan,*

Praucis D. Hardy, Jr.,

E. W. Hoyt,

L. S. Hubbard,*

John Jackson,*f

Fayette W. Johnson,^

* Has certificate.

Cincinnati,

Richmond,

Elizabeth City,

Rome,

Woburn,

San Francisco,

Brooklyn,

Lynchburg,

Calais,

Mobile,

Walla Walla,

Xenia,

Cincinnati,

Baltimore,

Washington,

f Philadelphia,

Cincinnati,

Richmond,

New York,

Cincinnati,

Montgomery,

Troy,

Cambridgeport,

Lowell,

Brooklyn,

Knoxville,

Fredericksburg,

t Now unknown.

Ohio, 1804
Virginia. 1856
New Jersey, 1860
Georgia, 1859
Massachusetts, 1865
California, 1859
New York, 1864
Virginia, 1859
Maine, 1861
Alabama, 1860
Washington Territory, 1865
Ohio, 1854
Ohio, 1864
Maryland, 1863
District of Columbia, 1863
Pennsylvania, 1857
Ohio, 1864
Virginia, 1852
New York, 1863
Ohio, .

'

1864
Alabama, 1856
New York, 1860
Massachusetts, 1859
Massachusetts, 1865
New York, 1860
Tennessee, 1857
Virginia, 1858

t Certificate destroyed by fire.
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Ernest Kampfmueller,-)- Cincinnati, Ohio, 1864

E. Kunckel, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1864

W. A. Lansd*!, Atlanta, Georgia, 1859

Louis D. Lanzwicrt,* San Francisco, California, 1859

George C. Leys * Brooklyn, New York, 1860

Peter D. Leys,* Brooklyn, New York, 1860

Kobert J. Massey, Atlanta, Georgia, 1859

H. J. Macdonald, Barnwell C. H., South Carolina, 1856

Samuel McPherson,* Baltimore, Maryland, 1856

J. B. W. Nowlin, Rome, Georgia, 1859

B. F. Oxley.,t Cincinnati, Ohio, 1864

Fred. A. Otto, Frederick, Maryland, 1866

A Palmer, Janesville, Wisconsin, 1860

Charles PefFerman,* Peru, Indiana, 1859

John S. Pemberton,* Columbus, Georgia, 1857

E. H. Price, M.D., Tanaroa, Illinois, 1863

A. E. Richards, Plaquemine, Louisiana, 1855

A. Sansom, Richmond, Indiana, 1864

John C. Savery,* Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1862

Edwin Scott, Chattanooga, Tennessee, 1865

Alfred J. Shipley,* Jersey City, New Jersey, 1859

B. M. "Smith, Atlanta, Georgia, 1859

William Snyder, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1864

A. A. Solomons, Savannah, Georgia, 1858

W. W. Solomons, Savannah, Georgia, 1858

Theodore St. Clair, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1864

Charles H. Super,* Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1858

Fairman S. Taber,*f Huntsville, Alabama, 1861

Warren Tapley, Lynn, Massachusetts, 1859

j;. A. Taylor, Atlanta, Georgia, 1859

John Thomson, Sumter, South Carolina, 1856

Robert Thompson, Bloomington, Illinois, 1860

Francis Tinker, Leominster, Massachusetts, 1860

George D. Towns, Boston, Massachusetts, 1858

A. Wagner, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1864

John McK. Walker, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1864

William H. Ware,* Gloucester, Massachusetts, 1859

W. H. Warner, Rome, Gegrgia, 1859

Wm. J. Watson,* Brooklyn, New York, 1860

F. M. Wells, Charlotte, Virginia, 1856

Wm. L. Wetherell, Gloucester, Massachusetts, 1865

James H. Widdber,* San Francisco, California, 1859

George W. Wilcox,* Columbia, Ohio, 1864

S. M. Zachrisson, Richmond, Virginia, 1853

* Has certificate. t J*ow unknown.



INDEX.

Acacia arabica 278
Acaroid resin 25V
Acetylene 23
Acid, acetic 230

angelicic 233
antimonious I93
arsenious 223
benzoic 235
benzolic 235
l^oric 206
bromocuminic 234
butyric 233

carbolic 197^ 236
carminic 239
cathartic 23 i

cbloric 203
chromic jgg
chrysamic 236
chrysophanic in senna... 63, 371
citric 196, 232
coffeotannic 237
crotonic 238
eugenic 236
formic 233
gallic 238
glycolic 239
hydrocyanic 227
isomalic

, 232
kinic 234
kynurenic 239
lecanoric

, 264
malonic 232
nitrous 201
oleic 238
orsellic 264
oxalic

197^ 231
oxyacetic 239

Acid, periodic 204
phosphoric 193, 205

phosphorous 2O6

phyllocyanic 263
picric 236
propionic 233

protocatechuic 238
pyrogallic 238
selenic 203
silicic 206
sulphhydric 191, 201

sulphhydric, apparatus 141

sulpho-benzolic 235
sulphur, arom 171

sulphurous 191

tannic 236
tartaric 231

adulterated 283
from Amer. wine 377

titanic 220
toluylic 235
uric 239
xylylic 235

cids, fatty 238
organic 196, 230

Aconitia 241
Aconitum napellus 172

heterophyllum 172
Acroleine jgg
Aegle marmeles 175
Agaricus bulbosus 191
Agave americana igg
Air-pump

Albumin

Alcanin

Alcohol

frauds

263

248

in making 49



444 INDEX
Alcohol from coal oil waste 150

from wood 150

market 273

price of. 42, 281, 276

seizures of. 50

Alcohols 248

Alizarin 263

Alkalies „, 208

organic 197, 240

Allyl, sulphide 255

Aloisol 255

Alum, ammonio-ferric 215

Alumina 213

acetate 230

sulphate 213

Aluminium 213

Alumni Assoc. of Philad. Coll. of

Pharmacy.. 18

Amanites 191

Amaryllidaceffi 189

Amendments to Constitution

—

acted on 53, 56, 67

proposed 22, 38

Ammonia 210

acetate 165

Ammonium 210

chloride 211

iodide 211

sulphide 211

sulphocyan 228

Amylic oxide, nitrite 250

Amylene 254

Anacardiaceae 174

Analysis of ashes .. 147

organic elementary 146

Anderson, Jas. H., deceased 28

Anethole 254

Angraecum fragrans 188

Anilina 246

Aniline blue • 246

Anthemis nobilis 182

Antiaris toxicaria 188

Ants' eggs 42, 274

Antimony, determination 223

Apocynaceae 185

Apparatus 138

for displacement 140

Apparatus on exhibition 327

stirring 140
Araliaceas 179

Arrowroot 197

demand for 283
Arsenicum 222

Articles, miscell., on exhibition... 327
Asagra;a officinalis 190

Asclepias contrayerva 185

Asparagin 260

Assafoetida adulterated 43

resin 257

Atropia 244

Aurantiaceae 175

Bahcock, J. F., beeswax 98, 372

Balsaminaceai 174

Barium 211

Barks 283

Bases organic 240

Bay-water 283

Bebeerina sulph 197

Beeswax 372

Benzoin in ointments 77, 151, 385

market 284

tincture of 387

Benzole 253

Bismuth 222

acetate 222

ore 193

scarcity of 42, 43, 283

solution 165

subnitrates 222

Bleaching 144

Blood 265

Blow-pipe 147

Borax 193, 206

Boron 206

Bottle for poisons 83

volatile oils 109

Boundau 185

Brandy 198

Brassica oleracea 173

Brine, utilization of 150

Breiver, Wm. A., Report on the

Drug Market 267

Bringhursl,Ferris,\n\\ machines 108, 375
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bromine

J95^ 283
Bullock, Ch., Veratrum viride

'

360
Burgundy pitch 283
Butea froudosa

2^7
Butter of cacao im, 3^

445

Cacao

Cadmium
Caffeina..

Calcium ..

^""er 108,347
medicated..... 152

217

244

211
fluoride

21''

pbosphide 211
sulphide

211
Calisaya bark, supply of. ."^ 272
Camphor

Chenopodiumanthelminticum 66
Chimogene
Chlorine

Chloroform

Chlorocyanogen

Chlorophyll

197,

Choi

254

203

249

229

263
era drops

j^g

Chrome
pills

.

161

256

151
P"«e of. 283

Cane sugar, decomposition 259
purification 258
test

Cantharidin

Cantharis vesicat

Caprifoliacese

Capsicum

Caramel

Carbon

258

262

192

180

184

259

208

ocyanogen
229

Chromogenes

Cinchonas

Cinchonia, effect of H on

263

180

244
Citrus bigaradia

275

175

bichloride
2O8

sulphides
207

Carotin

Castile soap

Castilloa elastica

Castor oil

bolus

Catawba wine, tartar from
Cauteries

Cement

Cerates

Ceratum cetacei ..

260

197

188

272, 285

161

377

151

149

151

387
plumbi subacet 337

increased 73

207
themicals, medicinal I94

on exhibition 319
Chemistry, inorganic, I99

organic 227
vegetable 266

Certificates, fee for

Charcoal

limetta

limonum
27

Clamp, spring, for burettes 141
^"'^'^It

216
sulphate

216
Coccus cacti

,

Cod liver oil, adulteration 272
emulsion 257
iodo-ferrated 159
supply 285

OofiFea arabica
jgj

Colby, F. W., honey and its "adul-
terations

2^2
Colchicia

245
Colchicin gg" g^g
Colcord, S. Jr., Report on the Bos-
ton Drug Market 279

Colleges of Pharmacy, delegates... 18
Collodion

Committees

—

auditing, appointed 33
report

57
on credentials 26
drug market 33

report

internal revenue law
report

nominations appointed 22
report of. 33

progress of Pharmacy 33
report of. 220

scientific queries
3(5

report of. 216
specimens appointed c7

164

40, 267

... 86

309
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Oommittoes

—

report of ' 318

time granted to finish re-

port 121

Composita? 182

Constitution 415

Convolvulacese 184

Copaine Mege de Jozeau 159

Copper 218

ammoniated 218

cliromate 163

salts, basic 218

Corrosive sublimate 196, 224

Coryamyrtin 262

Corydalina 243

Counterpoise on shop scales 109

Cream of tartar, adulterated 43, 46, 85

from American

wines 84

purification of 84

pure 85

Creasote 196, 236

Grume de bismuth 157

Crocus sativus 189

Croton humilis 186

Cruciferae 173

Cryolite, uses of. 44, 81, 276, 402

Cryptopia 242

Crystallization 142

of phosphorus 204

Cubebs, diuretic principle of 93, 337

oleo-resin 94

Cuminol 255

Cunila mariana 183

Curcumin 263

Cuscuta monogyna 184

Cyanin 246

Cyanogen compounds 227

Cymol 255

Cypripedium pubescens _ 189

Cytisus laburnum 177

Dacrydium cupressinum 188

Pamara australis 188

Decoct, sarsap., compound 98,339

Delegates to this meeting 18

to International Phar-

maceutical Congress.. 51

Dextrine 258

Dialiser 141

Dialysis 143

Diamonds 192, 207

Diazobenzole 253

Diehl, C. L., colchicine 99, 363

report on progress of

Pharmacy 123

syrupus Senegse.. 98, 342

Digitalis purpurea 183

Diphenylamine 247

Disinfectants 145

Displacement apparatus 140

Distillation 143

Distilled water 152

Ditolylamine 247

Doliber, Thou., benzoin in oint-

ments 385

Donations to the Association... 93, 121

Donovan's solution 165

Drug market, Baltimore 277

Boston 279

New York 270

Philadelphia 275

Drugs, animal 192

duty on 88, 289, 305

inferior, sold by the Gov-

ernment 41

on exhibition 319

rejected 305

vegetable 172

Dyeing 144

East River Medic. Assoc., commu-
nication of 112

Eau de Pagliari 157

Eland's Boontyes „ 177

Electric machine 140

Elixir, bismuth 152

calisaya, iron and bismuth 153

ferrated, of gentian 153

of horseradish 153

of iodide of iron and quinia 153

Ellis, Evan T., cryolite 80, 402

report on drug mar-

ket 288

Emulsion of cod liver oil 157
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Emulsion of tar 157

Ergot 358

fluid extract 63

powdered 64

Erythrin , 264

Erythrocentaiirin 261

Essence of beef 154

Essences 167

Ether, acetic 248

chrysamic 249

tungstic 249

Ethylamine 249

Eucalyptus resinifera 179

Eupatorium 182

incarnatum 400

EuphorbiaceiE 187

Excursion of the Association 121

Exports from Baltimore 299

Extracts 153

narcotic, pswdered 154

Extract, cod liver oil 154

of meat 154

colocynth. alcohol ... 154

Faber, John, report on Interna-

tional Pharm. Congress 314

Farrington, Thos., deceased • 27

Fermentation.. 143

Filters and filtration 109

Fluid extract of buchu 155

cinchona 155

ergot 155

Foliage, action of 266,

Pormamidc 247

Fruit essences 167

Fuchsina 247

Fuel 144

Fumarina 243

Fungi 191

Funnels , 109

Furnace, cheap 139

Galena 193

Gamboge resin 257

Gas, illuminating 150

Gastrolobium bilobum 176

Gizzard of S. Amer. ostrich 400

Glass drilling 149

engraving 149

vessels 139

ware 284

Glucose test 289

Glucosides 260

Glue 265

Glycerine

249,

250

Glycerole of sumach 155

Glyconine 157

Gold 225

hyposulph.. 225

Gossypium herbaceum 174

Graminaceae 190

Granatacea; 179

Granules, citrate of magnes 163

eflFervescing 163

Graphite 207

Guaiacum 284

(Juibourt, M., death of 51

Gum arable 283

Gun cotton 257

Helenium autumnale 182

Heliscarpus copalifera 174

Helleborin 260

Helleborus 172

Herbs, indigenous 274, 278, 284

Hespcridine sugar 260

Heydenreich, F. F., diuretic princi-

ple of cubebs 93, 337

tinct. ferri chlor 95, 361

Hirudo medicinalis 192

Honey, adulterations 61, 341

purification 156

Hunnewell, J. L., case of 99

Hamulus lupulus 188

Hydrastis, an adulteration of scr-

pentaria 92

Hydrocarbons 252

Hydrogen 200

binoxide 201

phosphoretted 205

Hyoscyamia 244, 404

Hyoscyamus niger 184

Hyposulphites 194

Iodine 194, 203
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Iodine terchloridc 204

Iridaceae 189

Ilmeiiiiim 220

India rubber 257

Indigo, new color from 264

Indium 218

Inorganic compounds 104

Insurance, fire 29

Invitation from

—

L.I. Hist. See 17

Perlvins, Stern & Co 48

to excursion 84

Invitations for next meeting 104

IpomcEa turpcthum 184

Iron 215

alcoliolized I62

chloride, tincture of 95, 361

in medicine 285

peracetate 165

pernitrate 165

protochloride 216

protoxalate 82, 231, 407

protosulpliate 215

rusty 148

sesquioxide 91, 215, 384

valerianate 234

vessels 138

with brass 148

Isatine 264

Ivory, artificial 150

Imports at Baltimore 297

Boston 299

value of 305

New York 289

Philadelphia 294

Jalap, commercial ... 380

Judkins' ointment 151

King, Henry, deceased 28

Labiatfe 183

Lac sulphur 385

Lane, James B., deceased 27

Lard, benzoinated 151

Lauraceae 186

Lead 218

E X .

Lead, acetate 230

iodide 218

nitrate 196

nitrite 218

perchloride 219

Leeches 192

Leguminosa; 176

Leukaniline 247

Life membership abolished 67

Lignin 257

Lime 212

crucibles 139

Lincoln, Henry W. ,
oleum theo-

broma; 108, 347

Linimentum aconiti 156

Liquidambar orientale 174

Liquor carbonis detergens 157

Little, Wm. B., deceased 28

Liliacere 189

List of deceased members 439

members dropped 441

publications received 413

resignations '. 441

societies, &c. receiving the

Proceedings 411

Lobelia inflata 183

Local Secretary elected 105

Lophophytum mirabile 191

Lozenges 159

Luting 149

Lycina 245

Malt, constituents of 258

Maltose 258

Maunite 260

Magnesia, citrate 233

granules 163

solution 164

sulphate 213

sulphite 213

silicate 196

Magnesium 212

Maine Pharm. Assoc 18

Malvaceae

Manganium 213

binoxide ^. 213

Manganese, sulphate 215
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Marsh's apparatus 142

Mata 400

Meeting, next annual 105

Melanthaceae 190

Members, election of.... 19, 52, 67', 98,

99, 112

dropped 441

in arrears 34

of Southern States.. 29, 50

roll of 421

present at meeting 20

resigned 33

Menyanthin 262

Mercury 223

bibromide 224

bichloride 196, 224

price 255

protiodide 224'

sulphide 223

sulphocyanide 228

Mesytilene 250

Mill, new powdering 114

Mill, Jair.es W., ergot 358

Milleman, Ph. L., hydr. sesqui-ox-

ide of iron 91, 384

Minerals 192

Minutes of the 1st session 17

2d 27

3d 50

4th 67

5th 84

6th 99

Molybdates 221

Moith, A. T., lac sulphur 83, 385

poison bottles.... 83, 390

spirit of nitre 83, 383

Moriudin 265

Moringiapterigostigma 178

Morphia, estimation 241

meconate 16G, 382

test for 241

Moschus 192

Moxa 151

Musk mixture 157

Myrrh, adulterated 43

Myrospermum peruifcrum 177

toluifcTum 177

449

Myrtaceae 179

Narceina 197, 242

Narthex assafoetida 179

Nicotina 245

Nitro-benzole 253

Nitrogen 201

Nitro-glycerine 252

Nitro-prusside 228

Nominations discussed 34

Officers elected 38, 40, 105

nominated 33, 36

Oil, almond 198

bitter almond ^ 256

castor, supply 272, 285

cod liver, supply 272, 285

olive 185, 285

sassafras 256

Oils, fixed 198

volatile 198, 246, 285

adulterated 48

Ointment, Judkins' 151

mercurial 152

Ointments, benzoinated 151, 385

Olea Europoea 185

Oleo-resins 154

Oleum theobromiT? 108, 347

Opium 173

price of 283

Ajjierican 378

Opodeldoc, iodized 156

OrchidacesE 188

Orcin 264

Organic compounds 196

Osmium 193, 227

Ostrich, gizzard of 400

Ovum 192

Oxygen 199

Ozone 200

from plants 266

Palicourea Margravii 181

Palladium 226

Panax Colensi 179

Papaver somniferum 178

Paraffine 199, 255

29
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I'lirrifh, E(lu\, report on the inter-

niil revenue law 308

Peilaliacea; 183

Pepsin 265

Perseagratissima 186

Petalostigma quaciriloc 187

Petroleum 255

Pharmaceutical preparations on

exhibition 319

Pharmacy 138

Pharm. Assoc. of the District of

Columbia 18

Pharmacopoeia, British 124

French 123

• Russian 123

Phcnyl-tol3lamine 247

Phormium tenax 189

Phosphates 205

Pliosphorescence 205

Phosphorus 195, 204

hydride 205

chlorosulphide 206

P!iysf>6tigmina 243

Pill machines 109, 375

PihiliB copaiba; 159

metall. et amar 160

Pills, coating of 159

iron, iodide 160

proto-carbonate ICO

saccharatc 160

silver, nitrate a 160
Plasma '. 152

Plaster, adhesive 159

cantharides IGO

lead 160

zinc 160

Platinum 226

sulphite 226

vessels 138

Podophj'llum peltatum, value of

root 379

I'oison bottles 390

Polhemus, Jas. L., deceased 28

Polygonace£e 186

Polyporus anthehnint 191

Potassa 209

Potassa, bitartrate, from Catawba

wine

nitrate 195,

permanganate 196,

Potassium

bromide

cyanide

ferrocyanide

iodide 195,

sulphocyanide

Powdering

mill, new
Powders 162,

President elected

President's address

Proceedings, cost of 21

on hand

Procter. Wm., Jr., report on Inter-

national Pharm. Congress

Processes

Propylene oxide

Protein compounds

Prussian blue, soluble

Ptelea trifoliata

Publications, American

English

French

Dutch

German
Italian

Spanish

presented

received

Punica granatum

Purpurin

Puttv for metals

377

209

214

209

195

227

227

209-

228

142

114

28G

38

23

,
34

2!*

314

142

252

265

227

174

127

128

131

135

132

13R

137

22

413

179

263

149

Quicksilver in North Carolina 401

Quinia, chlorate 244

decomposition by H 244

Quinoidine 244

Ranunculacea; 172

Repercolation 391

Report of Auditing Committee 57

Comm. on Credentials.... 1*
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Report of Com. onDrugMarkct,40, 2G7

on Internal Reve-

nue Law.... 49, 309

on Nominations... 33

amended, 3G

on Prog, of Phar., 123

on Scien. Queries, 116

on Specimens 318

of delegates to International

Pharm. Congress 51, 314

of Executive Committee 27

of Permanent Secretary 29

of Treasurer 33

Reports presented 21

special 337

read 57, 93, 108

volunteer 377

read 81, 91

Resins 198, 256

Resolution in regard to legal con-

trol of practice of pharmacy 105

Resolution to invite Professors, &c. 18

of thanks to retiring offi-

cers 40

to local mem-
bers 121, 122

to Mr. Bedford, 122

to reporters 121

to endow a library and

cabinet 76

Retorts 139

Rhamnus catharticus 176

frangula 176

Rheum 186

Rhizantea3 191

Rhoeadina 243

Rhus acuminata 174

Ricinus communis 187

Rhubarb, American 271

supply of. 271, 276, 284

Roots, indigenous 274, 278, 284

Rosa damasceua 178

Rubiaceae 180

Rutaceae 174

Ruthenium 193

Sabadilla 190

Saccharum officin 190

Satlron 189

Sagapeuum resin 257

Salary of Treasurer and Secretary, 90

Salvia hispanica 183

Sands, Jesse M., deceased 28

Sanguinaria canadensis 173

Santonin 261

tablets 161

Sarracenia purpurea 172

Sarracenina 243

Sassafras oflicinalis 186

Saunders, Wm., decoct, sarsap.

comp 98, 339

podophyllum pel-

tatum 81, 379

Schinus moUe 174

Scoparin 2C2

ScrophulariaceiB 183

Scully, Harmar D., deceased 28

Selenium 203

iodide 203

Selenocyanogen 229

Senna 177

Alexandria, quality 285

chrysophanic acid in 371

cathartic acid in 234

Sennewald, F. W., on chrysophanic

acid in senua 371

Serpentaria, adulterated 92

Sesamum indicum 183

Silicates 207

Silicates, insoluble, applied 149

Silicium 206

Silver 225

iodide 225

tarnished 148

Simms, G. G. C, protoxalate of

iron in medicine, 82, 407

Sirop de j)epsin , 168

Soap, Castile 197

liquid 156

vegetable.. 178

Soda, chrysamate 236

from cryolite 44, 276

market of 286

nitrate 210
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Soda, nitrite 210

sulphate 210

Sodium 210

amalgam 148

chloride 196

nitro-prusside 228

Solanum paniculatum 184

Solutions 163

Sorghum sacchar 190

Specific gravity apparatus 141

of gases 147

Spirit of nitre, preparation, 83, 166, 383

quality 273 Tin

strength of,.... 45, 83 Tinct

Spiritus ammon. arom 166

Squibb, E. R., commercial jalap, 93, 380

repercolation 93, 391

Starch 197, 257

Stirring apparatus 140

Stock of Proceedings 29

Strychnia .... 197, 244

Sublimate, corrosive 196, 224

Sugar 197

cane 258

from beets 143

grape 259

hesperidine 260

Sugars 257

Sulpho-benzolates 235

'Sulphur 193, 194, 201

lac 385

Suppositories 167

Suppository moulds 139

Sweetser, Thos. A., deceased 27

Syringa vulgaris 186

Syrup of horseradish 169

ipecac 167

lime 168

pepsin 168

phosph. iron, &c 168

Syrups from extracts 167

fruit 167

Syrupus senegas 98, 342

Tarttir emetic, price 285

Ternstromiacea; 176

Terra alba, adulteration of cream

of tartar by 47

Test papers 149

Thallium 219

Thea Cliincnsis 176

Thermoterion HO
Thiosinnamide 24T

Thomsen, J. J., report on drug mar-

ket , 238

Tiliaceae 174

220

Table of repercolations 398

Tannin, artificial 150

Tantalum 220

ferri chlor 95, 170, 361

benzoini 170, 387

conii fruct 170

lycoperd 170

odontalgica 170

opii deodorata 170

rosae centifol 171

Titanium 220

Treasurer, salary of 90

Triticum hybernum 190

Tsa-tsin 182

Tungsten 221

Tungstic ether 249

Turpentine camphor 256

Turpethin 261

iUmbelliferae 179

Unguent. aqufE rosae 389

Uranium 216

salts 217

Urtica dioica 187

Uvaria odorata 175

Valeriana officinalis 182

Value of rhizome and radicles of

podophyllum 379

Veratrum viride 62, 360

Viburnum prunifolium 180

Vinegar 230

Vinum Chinoe ferrat 171

diureticum 171

Vitacea; ,
175

Vitellus ovi lO-
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Volatile oils, adulterated 48

quantitative determi-

nation 147

Wadgrjmar, Arthur, liyoscyamia.... 404
Water 201

drinkable, from sea water.... 149

purification of 147
Wax, bees 98, 372

white 199

supply of 273

yellow, in ointments 78

Wayne, E. S., American opium, 80, 378

bi-meconate of mor-

phia 80, 382

gizzard of S. Amer.
ostrich 80, 400

mata 80, 400

quicksilver in North

Carolina 80, 401

tartaric acid, &c.,

American 80, 37G

Weights

Wheat phosphate

Whiskey, frauds in making 49,

examination

Wine, Catawba, tartar from

Wines

American, discussion on

ed

sherry

Wrightia antidysenterica

Xylole ,

Yolk of eggs.

Yttria

Zinc

.

arseniate

chloride, cauterizer..

coloring

valerianate

189

163

308

, 198

, 377

. 171

58

198

198

16.5

2U

19Z

193

217

193

l.'il

148

235
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